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MILITARY ORGANIZATIONAL EFFECTIVENESS

THE EPPECTIVENESS CF THE JAPANESE MILITARY

ESTABLISHHEANF IN MORLD MAR II

Alvin D. Coox
San Diego State University

Introduction

Although World War Ir began years earlier for Imperial Japan than

it did for the European powers or the Uni ted States, the West was

dismally ignorant, in civilian as well as military circles, of Japan's

military proflcency on the eve of the Pacific War. Partly, this was due

to Japan's own siege mentality and exclusionist tradition, evldencsEd by

its strict prewar policy of limiting foreign observation of its armed

forces, and by Its conduct of tight police surveillance of residents and

travelers. What might have been seen or read about was further curtailed

by the difficulty of the Japanese ideographic language and, in the case

of the United StAtes, by the Americans' modest Investment In personnel

assigned to Japan as language officers, attaches, or exchange officers.

-- In the 22 years between 1920 and 1941, for example, the U.S. Army

assigned 7 attaches and 42 language officers to Tokyo. Only one of the

language officers (Rufus Bratton, 1922-1926) ever becam, an attach6 in

i

I
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Japan (1933-1937). Sidney Mashbir, a language officer In 1922-1924, was

able to put his skills to good use during and after World War i.1 Tn II
overall terms, U.S. military Intelligence personnel were very few In

number in 1941, and most were engaged in 'human source intelligence." It I
has been estimated that 'less than a dozen U.S. Army and Navy l

intelligence officers were qualified to make a credible estimate of enemy

capability based upon what little information did arrive.' I
Consequently, the Japanese armed forces were shallowly evaluated;

they were underrated at best, despised at worst. For example, Japanese I
troops -- charicteristically unshaven for days even In peacetime - I

seemed 'untidy and slovenly,' an Impression reinforced by the sight of

"boots much patched and quite unpolished, clothes badly fitting and badly 3
patched, and dirty buttons ... the very antithesis of tidiness, so far as

... turnout is concerned."3 Only the rare professional could penetrate I
the surface and perceive that Japanese discipline and devotion were 3
exceptional, and that the Japanese soldier was a f1rst class fighting man.

On the eve of World War II, Western ignorance and contempt spdwned I
a stereotype of the Japanese male that was a model of ethnic

condescension, depicting him as a slow-witted, scrawny runc with

spectacles and poor, protruding teeth, a wretched shot by day and blind

dt night. The folklore lingered long. U.S. Marine Corps General Holland

M. Smith asserts that the battle of Tarawa, fought in November 1943, some

two years after Pearl Harbor tCaught us more about the character of Uhe

enemy than all the textbooks and intelligcence reports at staff

disposal .
4

The very success of the Japanese at the outset of the Pacific War I
had caused an initial reversal In evaluation by the Allies; for a while,

the Japanese seemed to be *a kind of mechantcal Juggernaut.' A second

!
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Ii
'flipflop ensued. General A. A. Vandegrift reveals the exultation that

-- suffused him and his Marines after the American victory at the Tenaru on

I Guadalcanal: ... today we had beaten the Jap. The Jap no longer seemed

superhuman. The Jap was a physical thing, a soldier In uniform, carrying

a rifle and firing machine guns. we stopped this Jap, decimated his

ranks...5

rk One last feature typified the war In the Pacific and colored the

I way it was fought by the Allies: feelings of racial contempt and hatred

that far exceeded those vented against the Axis in Europe. From a vast

I literature, the wartime remarks of a U.S. Army Air Corps fighter pilot,

Colonel Robert Scott, reveal the depth of emotion felt by foes of the

I Japanese at the tac-Ical level. 'They're little, warped-brained savages,

I with an inbred pers- .j-ion complex,' wrote Scott. In a passage that had

to be sanitized in p,'twar editions of his book, Colonel Scott described

I his joy at strafing enemy troops or '[blowing] a Jap pilot to hell out of

the sky': 'I just laughed in my heart and knew thdt I had stepped on

another black-widow spider or scorpion."

i At the stlategic, comparative level, postwar observations by Air

Force General Carl Spaatz provide rare Insight Into the matter of wartime

U.s. attitudes:

... we had not the same urqe, or the same feeling, as

far as bombing Germany is concerned, as we had for the

Japs who first attacked at Pearl Harbor ... . We didn't

hear any complaints from the American people about mass

bombing of Japan; as a matter of fact. I think they felt

3 Ithe more we did the better. That was our feeling toward

the Japanese at that time



General Curtis LeMay explains why the B-29 offensive against Japan

was rushed, unwisely and prematurely, from the China-Burma-India theater I
in 1944: *... our entire Nation how.led like a pack of wolves for an

attack on the Japanese homrieland. The high command yielded (though]

nothing was ready.'
8

In short, the Allied war against Japan differed markedly from the

war In other theaters: objectively, In terms of the time frame; I
subjectively, In terms of the perception of and attitudes toward the 1
enemy, involving a mixture of complacency and preconception, hatred and

disdain, underestimation and overestimation, chauvinism and sheer 3
racism. It Is against this backdrop that we proceed to assess the

military organizational effectiveness of the one Asian power examined In I
th3s volume - that of the Japanese military establishment In World War

II or, as the Japanese styled It officially, the Greater East Asia War. 9

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
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I

3 I. P21ltical Effectiveness

To assess the extent to which the military or7an..zatlon could

5 assure itself of a significauit and regular share of the national budget.

It is important to note that, In the case of Japan, the country had

I entered a period of domestic military domination de facto, If not

dictatorship de lure, by the year 1941. Invocation of the magic formula

of operational necessity' stifled public debate. Neither the

I parliamentary organs (the Imperial Diet) nor the civilian ministers of

state (the Prime Minister and the civilian members of the cabinet) were

3 In a position effectively to control or oversee the activities of a

military organization that possessed and prided Itself on unique

I attributes: the right of direct access to the Commander-in-Chlef (the

' Emperor), and the ability to make or break governments by a "majority of

one' in cabinets -- that is, by authorizing or withholding approval of

5�the military or naval members of cabinets (ministers of Army and Navy,

always uniformed officers of at least lieutenant general or vice admiral

U rank in this period).

5 To all intents, political parties had been suppressed or eliminated

as a significant moderating element. The prime minister and the cabinet

B were barred from consideration of strategic matters. Asked about the

effect of the Diet in military administratJon, one former War Minister,

I Field Marshal Hata Shunroku, replied In gist: 'Nil". For its part, the

Army brought down the Yonai Cabinet by withdrawing Hata as war

mini s ter.

U



Within ?-,e fiscal framework of the government's general -accounts

budget (which Diet committees could address In strictly technical terms), I
the parameters were essentially those dictated by the over-all

availability of national funding. In the unlikely event that the Diet

dared to reduce the annual appropriations level In peacetime below that

demanded by the services, 3uch action would have been regarded as a

contravention of the Imperial prerogative, specifically Article 12 of the I
Meiji Constitution, which stated that 'the Emperor determines the*ll

organization and peacetime standing of the Army and Navy. In time

of emergency or of actual war, it was unthinkable that the Diet would

spurn the demands of *national necessity.'

As In all authori tarian states, fiscal data on Japanese 3
national-defense expenditures were masked. To cite but one example: In

a special allocation made by the Diet In February 1942, the Army got

9,600 million yen, but a further 600 million yen earmarked for the Army 3
are found embedded In the Finance Ministry's reserve account. In a

representLative fiscal year (1939-1940), the published figures show the I
ordinary and extraordinary general-account budget for the Army as about

16 percent and the Navy as more than 19 percent. But It was admitted by

Finance Ministry authorities that, starting In 1939-1940, the *Temporary

War Expenditure Special Accounts' (Introduced In September 1937) exceeded

ordinary accounts for the first time. In the case of the Army, this 3
excess for 1939-1940 amounted to 314 percent of Its ordinary budget; for

the Navy, 98 percent.12

The Temporary War Expenditure Special Accowuts continued to rise as I
the Pacific War approached and then erupted: all,')-r-1 In 1940 -- a

two-service and reserve budget tctallinq 4,460 million yen; in 1941 - I

four supplements totalling 12,480 million yen. Starting In 1942, all the I
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customary general accounts for military and naval expenses were

transferred to the Temporary War Expenditure Special Accounts, with

certain exceptions. The special account for the two services In 1942

amounted to 18,000 million yen; In 1943 -- 27,000 million yen, In 1944 -

two supplements totalling 63,000 million yen; and In February 1945 -- a

13
final 85,000 million yen.

Reducing these complicated figures to simple percentages, we find

that, ever since the outbreak of the conflict in China in 1937, Japan's

total military and naval budget, as a fraction of over-all governmental

expenditures, never was less than 60 percent per year. In 1938-1939, it

was 75.4 percent; In 1939-1940, 72.5 percent; in 1940-1941, 65.9

percent. Wartime data are hard to come by, but the best estimates

are 61 percent for 1941-1942; 66 percent for 1942-1943; 73 percent for

1943-1944; and a staggering 85 pe:cent 'for 1944-1945.1i

Perusal of a tqpical IJA budget, the one for 1941-1942, reveals the

emphasis on new military expenses. The lion's share (65 percent) went to

build up armaments output. Another 21 percent was assigned to the

expansion of productive capacity; 7 percent. to support for military

personnel; and 4 percent, for economic controls. The remaining 3 percent

was allocated to trade enhancement, encouragement of science and technol-

ogy, and improvement of maritime transportation and civil aviation. In

the 1942-1943 budget, the categories of new expenses Included not only

the expansion of productive capability but also the limitation of costs

and the reorganization of production, as well as the storage of vital

resources and a reldtively small fraction for air defense. 1 6

It goes without saying that the enormous wartime expenditures,

loyally and expeditious2y approved by the Diet, had to be supported by

deficit financing, and that the public debt scared accordingly. The
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I
military budget of 1943 was five times larger than that of 1938, and ten

times largvr than budgets preceding the China conflict. By 1944, national I
17

war expenditures were double the total of national income. 1

Foreign observers had long predicted that Japanese public finances

could not weather protracted hostilities on such a scale, but the 5
Japanese financial authorities somehow kept the ship afloat to the end,

and did their best to meet the services' requests for funds. The Finance

Ministry devised clever ways of recycling capital, stressing the control

of Inflation, exchange-rate stability, economies in consumption, and

".extraordinary tax adjustments.' Encouraged by a national policy that 3
called for materi . - ,". ices to be borne by people not serving at the

front, the armed fr had only each other to contend with in striving 3
to carve a favorable slice from the "pie" of national resources. First,

the individual service determined Its fiscal desiderata through Its own I
Internal channels; then it struggled, via general staff and service 3
ministry officers, to maximize its share of f;-nding during unofficial and

official conferences with the other service (and eventually with Finance 5
Ministry officials). According to one IJA Insider, at the interservice

negotiations *each side sounded out the other, entangling itself in 'the I
ideology of parity' and face, and grappling with matters of budget and 3
amassment of materials, In the course of which, many a dirty trick was

played. *18 5
In short, there was almost no public scrutiny of the military

organization's system for converting resources Into militarily useful I
forms. The basic effectiveness-research for highest-level deliberation 5
was performed by agencies which, In practice, were detached from

political control and were instruments of the military. In particular, 3
the (Cabinet) Planning Board (Kikakuin) had the ostensible mandate of I
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evaluating the national requirements for mobilization of resources.

Retired Lt. General Suzuki Telichl became the head of this bureau In

April 1941. Within the War Ministry, the Consolidation Bureau

(SebIkyoku) had responsibility for military assessments. The preceding

organs had significant input In the secret examination of areas of

budget, industrial and technological resources, and manpower.

As for the extent to which the military organization has access to

Industrial and technological resources necessary to produce the equipment

it needs, the Industrial revolution in modern Japan had, from its

beginnings In the 19th Century, always been fostered by military

necessity. in terms of productive value, the manufacturing Industry

became the biggest enterprise, by 1937 accounting for 78 percent of the

value of the output of all industries, up 250 percent in one decade. But

since the development of heavy Industry was patently insufficient at the

time the China conflict broi:e out In 1937, the civillan authorities

worked closely with the armed forces to restructure the economy and

generate new emphases. From 1938 governmental control, In the service of

the needs of national defense, became more and mo:e evident, attending

the passage of the Temporary Fund Adjustment Act, the Temporary Export

and Import Control Act and, perhaps most important of all, the General

Mobilization Law. While strict efforts were made to stem the flow of

materials, capital, and labor Into what were regarded as nonessential

Industries (such as rayon, paper, spinning, and cement), government

sponsored legislation stimulated the aggregate productive capacity of

war-related producers of motor vehicles, rolling stock, Iron and steel,

petroleum, metals and minerals, machine tools, vessels and aircraft. The

avowed purpose of these programs was to achieve self-sufficiency in vital

categories and avoid dependence on sources outside of Japan, Manchukuo,
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I
and occupied China.

The scale of the projected buildup of the Japanese Military-

Industrial Complex is suggested by the targets set for the close of 1941,

as a percentage of the productioi. levels of 1938: synthetic gasoline, up

J,O00 percent; alcohol, up 1,300 percent; magnesium, up 1,000 percent; I
and motor vehicles, up 670 percent. By 1942, heavy industry reached 73

percent of total Industrial output, up from 38 percent in 1930.19

The Improvement in the actual level of production in war-related

industries was considerable in relative terms, especially when viewed

against the limited resources available. Compared to an output of 445

aircraft In 1930, and 1,181 in 1937, Japan turned out 5,100 planes In

1941, 8,900 in 1942, 16,700 in 1943, and a peak of 28,200 in 1944.

Whereas 1,100 aircraft engines were produced in 1937, the figure for 1940

was 5,500; for 1941, 12,200; for 1942, 17,000; for 1943, 28,600; and for

1944, 46,500. These achievements are particularly impressive because the

wartime planes were heavier and of Improved performance, while the ratio

of combat aircraft Increased vs. trainers and transports; for example, in

the peak year of 1944, the combat fraction of airplane production

20I
amounted to 75 percent.

Only 500 motor vehicles were manufactured In Japan In 1930. Not

until 1938 did domestic output (30,900 trucks, cars, and buses) exceed

Imports (18,600 vehicles, still representing 40 percent of the total

number). Thete was no further Importation, and domestic production

iricreased from 41,300 In 1939 to a peak of 47,900 In 1941. MIilltary

requirements accounted for about two-thirds of motor-vehicle manufacture

from 1942.)1

In 1934, only 16,800 total tons of naval ship construction were

delivered to the Japanese Na'y. By 1941 the figure was 225,200 tons, and
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the peak of 408,400 tons was achieved In 1944.22 Steel merchant-ship

construction, which had dwindled to 20,000-30,000 tons per year In the

1920s and was still only 85,000 cons In 1931. reached 442,000 tons In

1937. After falling off again until 1942, annual deliveries grew to a

peak of 1,600,000 tons in 1944.23

A few other representative annual figures provide evidence of the

enhanced productive capacity of Japan, In comparative terms, by the year

1943: aluminum-Inqot production -- 141,100 tons (Z9 tons in 1933); Ingot

steel -- 7,800,000 tons (1,800,000 In 1931); coal -- 55,600,000 tons

(27,900,000 in 1931). As early as 1940, organic high explosives were
24

being turned out in greater amounts than in the dnited States.

The armed forces' requirements for clothing, foodstuffs, and

medical supplies were largely addressed by civilian factories operating

under military contract. military ordnance was turned out by a

combination of government-owned and civilian facilities. Like the Navy,

the Japanese Army possessed an extensive array of arsenal districts and

supporting factories. By 1944, civilian factories accounted for 55

percent of the manufacture of weapons. Civil-milltary responsibilities

for output varied per product. Government arsenals and factories

fabricated 69 percent of the artillery, 63 percent of light and autoutatic

weapons, 94 percent of the gunpowder, and 97 percent of special military

vehicles. But civilian factories turned out 67 percent of the

ammunition, 91 percent of sig,2al equipment, 85 percent of optical

instruments for navigation purposes, and 100 percent of the military

3 trucks. Data for 1945 follow, exclusive of sJx research institutes and

of installations in Manchukuo and Korea:

I

I
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Name of Number of Number of I
Arsenal Factories Workers Main Production Items

Tokyo No. 1 7 53,000 aminunition, fuzes, optical
and signal equipment

Tokyo No. 2 11 31,000 gunpowder 5
Sagami 2 15,000 shells, bombs, special

vehicles 3
Nagoya 8 43,000 rifles, machine guns,

artillery, ammun ition 5
Osaka 6 74,000 artillery, fuzes,

ammun I t i on

Kokura 5 41,000 automatic machine cannon, I
rifles, amrntnition

Total 39 257,000 £
I

The land area of the IJA ordnance manufacturing facilities totalled

fifteen million square tsubo (@ 3.952 square yards per tsubo), and the I
building space Atrmounted to 1.Z million square tsubo. Main mac:hJnes 3
numbered about 56.000. There were also 1,030 civilian factories,

including those facilities designated for military production and others 5
under direct IJA control. Some 350,000 workers were employed in thu

civilian factories, which contained 55,000 machines. The Fir,ancp I
Ministry's special-account expenditures for IJA arsenals rose from 69.3 3
million yen in 1937-1938 to 1,510.9 million yen In 1940-1941.

Comparable figures for expenditure on naval dockyards, explosives 3
factories, and fuel depots increased from 84.3 million yen In 1937-1938

to 302.9 million yen In 1940-1941. In the twenty-four to twenty-seven 1
shipyards engaged in naval ship construction during the war, a total of 3
162,400 workers were emplcyed on average Jn 1941, and 312,000 - almost

twice as many -- in 1944.25 3
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As for military aviation, the Army operated air arsenals only for

the purpose of prototype manufacture, and depended entirely on civilian

I fe~.tories for serial production, i.e., the Mitsubishi, Nakajima, Hitachi,

Kawasaki, Tachikawa, and Nihon Kokusal K~ka aKgya plants. Of these, the

first three were shared with the Navy.26

In sum, the factor of access to industrial-technical resources

I posed no obstacles per se for the Japanese armed forces. Their

unyielding problem in this regard centered on the country's limited

economic foundations, and this tact caused a serious degree of

Interservice competition and squabbling, as will be seen. But the rapid

improveme.nt In the base of the Japanese economy, most apparent in

militarily critical production sectors, had enormous domestic

ramifications. Not only was heady self-confidence fostered at the

national level, but the prosperous development of income and output also

"cemented firmly the union between the conservative, big business wing of

Japan's political life, and the aggressive radical elements of the army

.27
and navy. Despite later protestations of duress and coercion, the

civIllan component of Japan's Military-Industrial Complex went to the

altar not entirely unwillingly.

In terms of access to manpower, the Japanese armed forces were

able, until close to the end of the Wdr, to squeeze optimum numbers of

men from the country's demographic pool. They started with a

self-percelved edge, unabashedly trumpeted by the prewar and wartime

authorities: ... the unique nature of the ,7apanese polity and the

pecular psychology of the Nipponese people who are not only willing, but

deem It the highest honor, to serve In the army and the navy.'

Draft-dodging was never a significant problem. Opposition to wartime

2 8policy was Individual and sporadic.
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I
The national census of 1940 put the population of the Japanese

homeland at 73,114,000, of whom 50 percent (36,566,000) were males. The

Navy had 311,000 personnel on active duty at the time the Pacific War

broke out In 1941. In the Army, 2,287,000 men were In service at the

same time, deployjed as follows: in Japan and Formosa -- 512.000; In 3
Korea -- 120,000; In Manchuria -- 649,000; In China -- 612,000; and,

poised to stzlke in the South -- 394,000. Another 4,680,000 men were in 3
29

Army reserve status.

According to conscripticn re:cords for the fiscal year of 1942-1943, 1
from 649,000 men scheduled to take the medical examination, It was 3
expected that 60 percent would be approved for active duty: 339,000 for

the Army. 53,000 for the Navy. Addition of the next category - men 5
Judged to be qualified as conscript-replacements -- would bring the total

passed to 508,000, or more than three-fourths of those reporting from the I
class of 1942-1943 for the draft physical. 3 0

Navy records reveal the ratio of IJN enlisted volunteers to the

grand total of men enrolled per year. Between 1937 and 1941 Inclusive, 3
about one third of the new sailors were volunteers; the rest were

draftees. Once the Pacific War was underway, not only were many more men i

inducted annually, but the number of volunteers also increased

dramatically, especially among those opting to enter the naval air i
corps. In 1942, 54.1 percent (63,629) of the Navy's total of enlisted £
inductees (117,667/ were volunteers, including 8,100 aviation aspirants.

The figures for 1943 were 67.8 percent volunteers (111,739, including 3
42,339 aviation) from a total of 164,739 new men. In 1944, the

volunteers numbered 60.6 percent (208,660, including 106,660 aviation), I
among a total of 344,640 enlisted men. The last year of the war, 3
truncated by capitulation, saw a volunteer increment of 66.9 percent

I
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I

I (177,600 Including 88,600 air force), from a grand tocal of 265,600 new

sailors.31

5 The national census for the Japanese homeland In 1944 gave the

civilian population as 74,433,000. The number of males had dropped to

I �1,440,000 (46.3 percent). But the Navy had been built up to a strength

of 1,295,000. On active duty In the Army there were 1,479,000 regulars

and 2,600,000 draftees, for a total of 4,079,000 IJA troops, actually

U 100,000 over authorized strength.

Next year, at war's end In 1945, the population in the homeland

I (excluding both Okinawa and the Northern Islands) had declined to

72,147,000, of whom 47.2 percent (34,054,000) were males. The final

I overall strength of the Navy was 1,693,000; of the Army, 5,500,000

312* men.2

The peak fig'ure for Japanese military and naval manpower

I mobilization therefore comes to some 7,200,000 men by the close of the

war 10 percent of the national population, or 21 percent of the total

I male component in the homeland. Germany, wi th approximately the same

male population as Japan, had mobilized a top strength of 20,200.000 In

the armed forces -- over 40 percent higher than the Japanese peak

5 (fqure. In military casualties, the Germans sustained enormously larger

losses than the Japanese. The most conservative estimates of German

9 losses are In the range of 10,100,000 military dead and wounded. IJA

losses have been given as 1,466,200 killed and 53,028 wounded - a total

of 1,519,228; IJM l-sses as 457,800 killed and 13,342 wounded -- a total

I of 471,142. Thus Japan's military and naval losses amounted to a grand

33
total of 2,990,370 men.

3 The most useful poJnC to be made in presenting the Japanese and

I German mobilization and casualty figures was to compare the wartime
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scales of effort invested and cost Incurred by the mair, Axis powers.

Only recently has It become, possible to obtain inside documentation I
providing fuller comprehension of the extent of the tribulations

encountered by the Japanese military organization, despite a number of

successes, In dealing with the question of securing access to indigenous

manpower resources.

For example, It Is not widely known that the drafting process,

whether it produced conscripts for the Army or the Navy, was always under

the administrative jurisdiction of the War Ministry and the Home

MlP.isry; local detalls were handled by the regimental recruitmnent zone

cormander. This meant, In practice, that the Navy could not stipulate

the number of conscripts it wanted. The Navy Minister would have to 3
obtain the War Minister's concurrence with the Navy's proposal. But the

Army did not need to consult the Navy or establish the latter's I
Intentions. In the peacetime period before the outbreak of the conflict

In China, this system posed no acute problem; but later, when thr Army I
underwent a giant Increase from 500,000 men in 1937 to 2,100,000 In 2941 3
and 3,100,000 In 1943, It proved very difficult for the Navy to compete

for the stIll-finite base of manpower. Though the two services expvnded 3
much time and energy In trying to reach acconrodation of their positions,

the Navy representatives typically came away dissatisfied and tended to I
think In makeshift terms. The vigorous program of volunteer enlistment, 3
mentioned earlier, was one approach; but that source of manpower was not

unlimited, and It was always necessary to come back to the conscription 3
34

device.

Manpower demands accelerated greatly from early 1944. In an effort I
to meet the rising recruitment needs of the armed forces while l

maintaining the number of workers required by Industry, the Japanese

1
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author, ties tinkered wiith broader age limits, lower criteria for

induction, and consolidated categories of service. As early as April

1940, the Army had been encouraging the training of youngsters to become

noncommissioned officers In specialized elements such as the air force,

military police, tank corps, and military bands. At the end of 2943, a

system of recruiting "special military cadets,' between the ages of 15

and 20, was Instituted, with emphasis on technical branches Involving

aviation, shipping, and communications. Accelerated pronmtions were

prescribed for the better lads.

The Military Service Law was revised, effective from April 1941, to

terminate the system of a 'second replenishment service.' In late 1943,

the effective conscription age for Japanese males was lowered from 20 to

19, starting from 1944, and the upper age limit was raised to 45 from

40. Medical standards were also eased. But It was In the hitherto

sacrosanct precincts of higher education that the most dramatic change

was decreed on I November 1943: the abolition of student deferments from

mIlitary service. The authorities expected that the new source of

manpower would yield 96,000 Individuals of draft age and would breed

high-quality, well-educated officers for both services, buttressing the
35

air forces In particular.

It had become evident that the Japanese armed forces were suffering

from a number of deep-seated qualitative problems. The beneficial but

long-range effects of the lowered draft age would not be felt until after

the autumn of 1944, when a huge number of young conscripts would enter

service from a double-size class of 1,400,000 nineteen- and

twenty-year-olds first eligible for examination. Until then, the

S military regarded the age of Its regulars and reservists as too high.

Training was desperately behind schedule. Of the more than seven million
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men In the armed forces in 1945, it was estimated that only about one

million were fully trained. There were particular shortages of men in I
categories where job skills were most urgent, such as antiaircraft, 3
signal, shipping, and aviation units.

Officers were In especially short supply In the armed forces, at 3
the very time that the services were larger and more complicated Chan

ever. Of a potential pool of 123,000 Army officers, 95,000 were in I
uniform In 1945. But the Army's tables of organization called for 3
142,000 officers -- 102,000 In line assignments and 40,000 on desk duty.

Yet there wav only a sprinkling of regular officers -. 34,000, including 3
15,700 commissioned from the Military Academy, and 6,000 probationary

second lieutenants. I
In IJA line units there were merely enough regular officers to fill 3

20 percent of the posts; for desk work, 30 percent. One result was the

servicewIde need to fill officers' slots, starting with those of major 3
generals, from the next lower rank. Fifteen percent of line- colonels'

posts were held by lieutenant colonels; forty percent of lieutenant 3
colonels' by majors; and seventy percent of majors' by captains. As a

result, the Army was short of 26,000 captains - about eighty percent of

the authorized number. Most line companies had to be commanded by first 3
lieutenants. As for the staffs of the ground divisions, a mere

thirty-five percent were products of the Army War College. 3
The situation was even more troub2eso• In desk posts, where there

was a shortfall of 50 major generals and where the reliance on I
lower-ranking officers was becoming chronic: lieutenant colonels filled 5
sixty percent of billets calling for a colonel; majors, ninety percent of

lieutenant colonels' posts; captains, eighty-five percent of majors',

lieutenants, ninety percent of captains'. The healthiest situation was I
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that of slots for second and first lieutenants In line or desk work,

since there was adequate input at that rank from the Military Academy and

from the promotion of seasoned noncommissioned officers. 3 6

There were numerous well-trained ex-servicemen In the ZaIg5 Gunlin

association, but they were often locked Into crucial war jobs. In

December 1941, 270,000 of 4,680,000 ex-servicemen were listed as

draft-deferred; In November 1944, the figure was 1,553,000 deferments

among 5,855,000 ex-servicemen. Admittedly, many of the veterans were

elderly or In 111i-health, but the Army found its own manpower needs

obstructed by the fact that, as of 1944, eighty-seven percent of

draft-age males were classified as vital to the war effort, especially

those engaged In food production and munitions manufacture.3 7

After the war, American analysts pointed out that 'the demands of

the [Japanese] armed forces were the primary factor conditioning the

labor supply up to the spring of 1945, both In regard to quality, and In

1944 and Z945, in quantity." Though critics charge that 'the Japnfose

had not drawn their manpower belt tightly at all,' it Is admitted that

"an outcry arose from industry during 1944 that production could not

continue If able-bodied and skilled men continued to be taken [by the

armed forces] In such numbers." Under these pressures, the authorities

began to view students and females as the last realistic sources of labor

potential. The female share of t.Oe labor force did Increase moderately

from thirty-five percent In 1930 to forty-two percent In 1944. By the

end of the war, over 3,000,000 students were shifted Into Industry. 3 8

By 1945, the armed forces had retreated from their old policy of

Indiscriminate conscription. About 850,000 permanent and 1,600,000

temporary deferments were Issued. Indeed, some skilled workers were even

released from military service and allowed to enter essential war
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manpower requirements of Japan s national defense, pi~ting the claims of U
the tortured economy against those et the reeling military organization.
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i II. S.rateqic Effectiveness

I Japanese national goals were devised essentially by the. military-

naval component at the decisionmaking level. In practice, they were the

shapers, not the tools of political policy. As one foreign observer

discerned in the 1930s, 'the Army acts not as an Instrument of state

policy, subservient to the will of any civilian government, but In theory

under a direct delegation of power from the Emperor -- Its convnander-in-

chief.' The more vehement Army officers considered politicians to be 'no

better than so many 'frogs In the well." A Japanese publicisL wrote

before the war: 'Our soldiers ... stand outside the pale of contemptible

politics. They are responsible directly Lo the Emperor, In no sense

obligated to heed the barkings of the Diet or the sn•obberies of the

administration. 41

Repeatedly during the approach to hostilities In 1941, the

tractable approach of a moderate prime minister (such as Xonoe) or

foreign minister (such as Togo) would collide with the hawkish attitudes

of a uniformed service minister. The latter's resolve ordinarily carried

the day, ostensibly to achieve the larger political objectives of the

country. At a conference held on 30 June 1941, General Tofo -- then war

minister -- expressed his unhappiness with what he called the *abstract'

proposal5 he was hearing. During a cabinet conference on 14 October,

Tojo gave vent to his exasperation, decrying the government's policy of

trying to negotiate the unnegotlable with the Americans. Compromlse

after compromise, he argued, amounted to disgraceful, unilateral

I
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capitulation, not diplomacy. Tojo wanted the parleys to be terminated,

preparations for early hostilities to continue, and the cabinet to 3
resign. Prime Minister Konoe's position was rendered untenable by the

War Minister's obduracy, which presumably mirrored the final stand by the I
senior Army leadership. In fact, dialogue between Konoe and T615 became

Impossible. It Is said that T7J6 refused to converse with Konoe again

because "If I see him, I may not be able to control myself. Konoe gave

up on 16 October and resigned. His private secretary, Ushlba, told an

American diplomat that civilian statesmen -- even If there were any of I
sufficient eminence -- would not assume the post In which Konoe had

failed. On 18 October, ToJo announced the new government which he had

been invited to form. Some felt that his cabinet reeked of 3
gunpowder. 42

The military organization's jumbling of strategic objectives with 3
domestic political considerations ran counter to the ostensible credo of

the armed forces themselves, as expressed in the constantly- relterated

Imperial Precepts of 1882 addressed to all soldiers and sailors. Yet, by 3
all accounts, the Army In particular strayed from the Emperor Meiji's

admonitions. IJN staff officers are especially insistent their service's 3
contribution to national policy was far inferior to that of the Army, at

least until late in the war. Captain 6hmae, attached to the Naval I
General Staff In January 1945, went so far as to say that "the Navy had 3
no voice in the formulation of national policies; the Army had the most

influence." Ohmae attributed this predominance until 1941 to the 3
43

previous IJA successes In Manchuria and China. Admiral Toyoda. who

served both as Commander in Chief of the Combined Fleet (May 1944) and I
Chief of the Naval General Staff (May 1945), agreed that it was the Army 3
which possessed "great political power. 4 Japan's last prewar

I
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Ii
ambassador to the United States, Admiral Nomura. shared the view that .he

-- Army was *much stronger than the Navy in politics.' Nomura provided the

3 following explanation:
4 5

(The Army] had organizations of men stationed throughout

the country, in every qun (county), city and village,

I and had direct influence on prefectural governments and

3 even down to the local police. The Navy, on the other

hand, was centered in a few locations such as at

3 Yokosuka and Kure, and didn't have much to do with the

government of the prefecture.

U They kept their hands out of politics. Therefore, upon

3 comparison I feel that the Army had far more influence

on public opinion and In politIcs.I
Army staff officers have generally responded that the Navy is too

I modest about Its input Into policy decisions, and that In the climactic

year of 1941 Navy leaders were far more aggressive, or at least more

acquiescent with Army views, than was claimed after the war. This mutual

3 recrimination reflects the fundamental fact that in case of war the two

services always envisaged different main national enemies- Russia and/or

S China vs. the Army; the United States and/or Britain vs. the Navy. In

other words, the Army's prospective foes were deployed primaril on the

land mass or Asia, while the Navy's hypothetical enemies were great sea

I powers. Under the circumstances, the naval outlook came to be

characterized as 'defense in the north, advance to the south.'

3 As a result of the Navy's growing prewar interest in the resources

of Southeast Asia, the British were added to the list of national enemies
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I
in the revision of the master plan in 1936. though operational details,

involving the neutralization of Hong Kong and Singapore, were not I
articulated until 1939. Anti-Dutch operations In the area of the East 3
Indies were not Included In the contingency plans until 1942. As for the

Army, It was obliged, after 1939, to devote greater attention to the

United states, but its operational planning did not progress beyond the

visualization of attacks against the Philippines and Guam, basically

designed to command the waters of the western Pacific.4 6

'Risk,. as a correlate of strategic objectives, stakes, and

consequences, Is not a word that one finds In the ordinary vocabulary of 3
the Japanese military. At a liaison meeting on 1 November 1941, Finance

Minister Kaya repeatedly tried to get the IJN Chief of Staff to say 3
whether he thought the V.S. Fleet would sortie against Japan In three

years -- if peace couid be maintained that long; and whether the Japanese

Navy would prevail if the Americans did come. The military secretary at 3
thdt meeting wrote In his notes: ([Kaya] could not very well ask the

Supreme Command whether we would lose.' But the evasive responses which 3
the Finance Minister elicited do not mean that the military organizdtion

plunged heedlessly into hostilities in 1941. The balance-of-strength I
equation was very much on the minds of the Army and Navy planners. we 3
would not have gone to war,' says an AGS Operations staff officer, 'If we

had been convinced beforehand thdt we were going to lose. The

highest-level secret discussions of the summer and fall of 2941 are

replete with references to psychological as well as tangible concerns.

on 12 July Foreign Minister Matsuoka asserted that the uni ted States was 5
regarding Japan as 'either her protectorate or her dependency; it is

characteristic of Americans to be hlgh-,,.nded toward the weak. .. I 3
.47thirnk there in no hope ... . That time was working against Japan -- U
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another oft-heard theme -- Implies that there were consequences of

failure. On 24 July Admiral Hagano, the IJM Chief of Staff, tellingly

U presented the Navy's outlook on the prospecLs for a war against the

United States:I
Although there is now a chance of achieving victory, the

I chances will diminish as time goes on. By the latter

half of next year (19421 )t will already be difficult

for us to cope with the United States; after thaL the

situation will become increasingly worse. The Uni ted

States will probably prolong the matter until her

U defenses have been built up, and then try to settle It.

3 Accordingly, as time goes by, the FmpIre will be put at

a disadvantage. It we could settle things without war,

there would be nothing better. But if we conclude that

conFlict cannot ultimately be avoided then I would like

3 you to understand that as tl,e goes by we will be in a

disadvantageous position.

3 Home linister Niranuma had already g.'ven his opinion, on 12 July,

that 'if we let things go on this way, we will be fighting on two

fronts. Our resources will be exhausted, and we will probqbly be unable

to continue a great war.- The AGS OperAtions staff officer agrees:

"Probably there would have been no war If the United States had not

I inflicted embargoes on Japan' - the freezing of funds, restrictions on

the export of petroleum, and a cutoff of shipments of iron and steel

scrap. 'To put matters In strongest terms: We went to war because our

material stocks were being used up. Japan ,,as compelled to resort to
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I
arms.- The Deputy Chief of the Army General Staff wrote privately on I

November, 'One reaches the unavoidable conclusion that we must go to I
war. 48

The factor of national interests at stake, as perceived by the

military organization, came to overwhelm detached appraisal. On 7

September 1942, T7JO said that peace on American terms would mean the

gradual impoverishment of Japan, without a doubt, whereas war offered at I

least a 50-50 possibility of victory. That would be better, argued TaJ6, m
than to be "ground down without doing anything.' In the famous exchange

on 14 October between T6J45 and Premier Xonoe, the former asserted that "a 3
man sometimes must dare to leap boldly from the towering staye of

Kiyomizu Temple.' Konoe retorted that nations dared not endanger their 3
existence zashly. On 30 October, It was concluded In essence that the

cost of proceeding without war was prohibitive in terms of Japan's m
long-term position. Admiral Nagano Insisted at the 17-hour marathon3

lieison meeting of 1 November thdt *the time for war will not come

later!' When the Imperial Conference of 5 November convened, T68J 3
observed that, though the early stages of hostilities posed no problem

for Japan. by 1943 there would be no petroleum for military use, and m
ships would stop moving. There was 'no end ot difficulties,' but TJ613

could think of no other method, under the circumstances. 'I fear,' he

said, 'that we would become a third-class nation after two or three years3

If we merely sat tight.' When the decision for war was finalized at the

Imperial Conference of I December, T6165 asserted that the United StatesI

had 'not only belit.tled the dignity of our Empire and made It Impossible3

for us to harvest the fruits of the China Incident, but also threatened

the very existence of our Empire.' - in view of the cnormous and3

increasing economic and military pressure being applied to Japan by the I
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I
U United States, Britain, t.he Netherlands, and China, war was the only

answer "in order to resolve the present crisis and assure survival.'

- Japan was quite prepared for a long war, concluded T7ja.49

The edge of shrillness that appeared In Japan's final decision is

reflected in the exasperation with the American stance, as expressed by

Hara, the President of the Privy Council. "The United States,' he said,

"-is being utterly conceited, obstinate, and disrespectful. It is

I -egrettable indeed. We simply cannot tolerate such an attitude."

Foreign Minister Togo used the word "carefree" to describe the attitude

of the High Command once the fateful decision had been reached.5 0

Several observations become relevant at this point: (2L The

I ancient Way of the Warrior (Haaakure) exhorted the samurai to "dash

I forward bravely and with joy when meeting difficult situations. ... 'The

more the water, the higher the boat.'" And: "No matter what It is,

I there is nothing that cannot be done. If one manifests the determination,

[one] can move heaven and earth. ' After all, "Common sense wil) not

I accomplish great things. Simply become desperate and 'crazy to

i die. (2) It has been said that the Japanese suffer from a "sieqe

psychology" (role shinri) -- "a prevalent Impression that Japan is under

attack by other countries.'S2 (3) As a Japanese editor once told

American writer Robert Christopher: "'ou always have to remember thdt we

Japanese are hysterics.' Though Christopher regards this as an overstate-

Ii rment, he notes that "there Is undeniably a traditional highly emotional

Japanese response to a continuing pattern of slights and Injuries. That

3 response is to bear one's grievances quietly, even courteously, for a

prolonged period ... and then, to explode In a frenzy of destructive rage

I with no heed for consequences."S5 (4) In the final analysis the notion

of victory or defeat, to the Japanese, transcended logic and embraced
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I
faith and fatalism. A veteran IJA general officer observed that

commanders strove to do their best first, but then *prayed for the grace I
of Heaven and divine intervention.*54I

With respect to the military organization's ability to communicate

wi1th and Influence the political leadership, It can be said with 3
confidence that Japanese military goals essentially equalled national

goals: 'what was good for the military was good for the country. " I
Neither the nominal (Emperor) nor executive (Premier and Cabinet) nor 3
parliamentary (Diet) authorities infused much substantive input Into what

were, for all practical purposes, predetermined military-naval strategic 3
decisions. For a decade since 1931, Japan lived in an era of constant

crisis Justifying invocation of the all-powerful dictum of 'national I
security. , Given the historical Independence of the Supreme Command

Prerogative, the military organization needed only to petition the Throne

for sanction of the most important matters affecting the general staffs 3
and ministries of the two services. Usually It was not difficult for the

services to obtain the desired funding authorizations from the Diet, as 3
we saw. Rarely did a parliamentarian (such as Ozaki Yukio) ever dare to

stand up to the military openly.

Of course, there was a governmental and command structure for I

consultation and for the certification of decisions. In the period

before Pearl Harbor, the deliberative bodies which figure most 3
prominently are the Imperial Conferences held In the presence of the

monarch (Gozen Kalgi) and the IGHQ-Government Liaison Conferences I
(Dalhon'ei Selfu Renraku Kailgi). Between July 1941 and the attack on 3
Hawaii, working Liaison Conferences met about forty-two times; largely

pro-forma Imperial Conferences, three times. Although both bodies 3
included uniformed members, consensus always dominated the declslonmaking I
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Sprocess.
But, until the great Army mutiny of February 1936, the military had

U another way of influencing the political leadership: by murdering or

threatening to murder objectionable public figures -- what has been

I termed Government by Assassination. even after the Control Group

(Ttlsel-ha) in the Army brought most outrages under control, the threat of

U direct-action suasion continued, to the point that the lives of Prince

Konoe, Admiral Yamamoto, and even T3J& were threatened at various times

before and during the war. The armed forces had their own terms of

U generalized opprobrium for those they disliked: parasitic buslneszmen,

opportunistic politicians, and weak-kneed diplomats. As Hagakure put it,

I -Calculating people are contemptible ... [for] calculation deals with

U loss and gain, and t;'e loss and gain mind never stops. Death Is

considered loss, and life Is considered gain. Thus, death Is something

that such a [wretched] person does not care for ... . Furthermore,

scholars and their like are men who with wit and speech hide their own

3 true cowardice and greed.'55

The result of such an atmosphere was that in practice, as admitted

by an IJA lieutenant colonel who served for many years on the Planning

I Board and in the Munitions Ministry, 'all the civilian ministries were

utterly blind regarding trends in the war situation and military

I strategy.' Yet, if the civilian ministries needed to undertake a program

of their own, especially during the later stages of the war when there

were grave shortages of transportation and material for civil use, those

I ministries had to beseech the Army and Navy for assistance. The

above-mentioned IJA lieutenant colonel wrote after the war: 'From the

bottom of our hearts, we prayed for a great statesman to appear, one who

would be able to [balance the demands], integrate political and militaryI
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I
strategy, and handle material mobilization suitably; but our prayers were

never answered.' Prime Minister Konoe constantly complained about being I

left out of the picture by the armed forces.

According to Admiral Yonal, who was Deputy Prime Minister as well

as Navy Minister In 1944-1945, even the Jushin (Senior Statesmen -I

former Premiers) were 'told nothing as to what is going on In the

government' or the High Command; 'consequently, whether the trend of the

country is toward war or against It, the so-called Senior Statesmen are

In no position to know.' Others have charged that even the Emperor was

misled by the armed forces on a number of occasions, and was chronically 3
bereft of military intelligence. Overweening domination over the

civilian ministries by the military organization Is attested to by 3
Foreign Minister TSg5, who long remembered his "fields of combat by

disputation,' such as 'heated conflicts with militaristrs" In

November-December 1941, and a three-hour altercation with T4j5 In
56I

September 1942. These instances do not bespeak a substdtnltal

interface or communality between the military organization and the 3
political leadership In terms of mutual communication and influence.

Illustrative of the military organization's realistic modelling of I
force size and structure to achieve national objectives are the Japanese 3
war plans of 1941. That year, the entire Japanese Army numbered 51

divisions and 138 air squadrons. To conquer the Philippines, Guam, Hong 3
Kong, Malaya, Burma, Java, Sumatra, the Celebes, Borneo, the Bismarck

Islands, and Timor, a basic strength of eleven ground divisions, nine I
tank regiments, two air groups, and three directly-attached brigades was I

assigned to the IJA core force -- General Terauchl Hisalchi's Southern

Army, based in Saigon. Under Terauchi, the 25th Army was given the

mission of reducing Malaya; commnanded by Lt. General Yamashita Tomoyuki, 1
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I it had the first priority of the campaign. The 14th Army 'under Lt.

General Homma Masaharu) would operate against the Philippines; the 16th

Army (Lt. General Imamura Hitoshi), against the Dutch East Indies; the

15th Army (Lt. General Zida Sh6jiro), against Burma, as well as

I maintaining stability' In Thailand and Indo-China. The 3rd Air Wing

(under Lt. General Sugawara Michlo) lent support with 430 planes -- four

fighter, one scout, three light bomber, and three heavy bomber groups.

-- The 5th Air Wing (Lt. General Obata Eiry6, deployed another 150 airplanes

-- two fighter, one scout, three light bomber, and two heavy bomber

groups. One infantry division, loaned by Japanese forces In China, would

be committed to the Hong Kong operation. Against Guam and the Aismarcks,

a South Seas Detachment would be formed, built around three Infantry

battalions. After seizing Rabaul.. the Detachment would shift its efforts

against the area of Palau. The main logistic base for the southern

operations was Indo-China; the intermediate relay base was Taiwan; the

ancillary relay facility was the Canton area.

The Army was determined to conduct the operations planned against

both Malaya and the Philippines, even If the Japanese Combined Fleet had

to Intercept the main U.S. Fleet. In the event the Soviet Union entered

the war, alone or In concert with the United States, necessary Japanese

reinforcements would be rushed to Manchuria from the homeland and from

China. The powerful Awantung Army In Manchuria, which had been built to

a peak of readiness since July 1941, still possessed six army corps,

thirteen infantry divisions, a tank corps, various garrison and

_ supporting units, and an air division. The neighboring Korea Army

Included two ground divisions. All tLe while, Japanese military

operations would continue against China, where twenty-one divisions,

twenty-one brigades, and many other ground and air units were deployed.
Im
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Indeed, It was argued that success in Insular and continental Southeast

Asia would contribute greatly to the settlement of the China conflict.5 7

On 5 November 1941, the Army Chief of Staff, General Suglyama Gen,

provided the timetable for the projected operations: to complete the

Philippines campaign -- 50 days; Malaya --. 100 days; East Indies -- 50

days. The entire operation should be over within Live months after the

opening of hostilities. In case of an American Navy sortie or an U
unlikely Soviet intervention, the timetable would 'probably have to be

extended.' In the worst case, army corps would be transferred to the

south from Japan and the China theater.

As for the Navy, the IJN ratio of strength against that of the

United States was estimated at 7 1/2 to 10; but 40 percent of the U.S.

fleet was In the Atlantic. Though existing elements of the U.S. Navy In

the Pacific might be able to Interfere with Japanese operations In

Southeast Asia, enemy strength would undoubtedly be Insufficient to

engage in a decisive battle until naval reinforcements arrived from the

Atlentic, and that would take considerable time. Britain might be able 3
to send a small flotilla to Singapore, but there was no reason to lack

confidence in victory, should the Anglo-Saxon Powers combine their

forces. Even if the enemy navies were destroyed in decisive battle,

however, the war would continue for a long time after the operations in

the south. The Navy was prepared to incur considerable losses. Apart

from sinkings of merchant ships, there might be losses of aircraft as

great as one-third or one-half. 58  I
Regarding the composition and prospects of the IJN strike force

against Pearl Harbor, map exercises were conducted by a special study

team at the Naval War College In Tokyo in mid-September 1941. Admiral 3
Yamaroto's scheme was gamed with Inconclusive results. Once the hypothet-
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ical raid proved successful. A second time, the results were poor and

the attackers lost two of six carriers sunk and two damaged, and 127

planes shoe down. Yamamoto had to threaten to resign before serious IJH

resistance to the plan was overcome; the admiral got to keep all six

I fleet carriers that he had wanted for the operation: the large carriers

Akaqi (flag) and Kaqa, the light carriers Sgd and HIrQ5, the brand-new

Sh6kaku and Zuikaku. Each carrier bore about 70 aircraft; 183 planes

participated in the first wave, 167 In the second wave, 39 flew combat

air patrol over the carriers, and 40 were held In reserve. The rest of

the task force included two screening battleships, three cruisers, nine

destroL'ers, and three patrol submarines. Sent ahead were twenty-seven

submarines, five of which carried midget subs, and eleven of which bore

launch-planes. After refuelling the task force, eight tankers were sent

back.

The phenomenal scope and speed of IJA and IJN operations by land,

sea, and air in the Pacific between December 1941 and the spring of 1942

are well-known. The successful strike against Pearl Harbor cost the

Japanese a total combat loss of nine fighters, fifteen divebombers, .and

five torpedo planes, largely In the second wave. Of all the UJN aircraft

which returned from the raids, 74 had been holed. Fifty planes crashed

on landing, of which twenty were destroyed. Operations In Southeast Asia

proceeded so well that, as early as the end of 1941, General Suglyama was

able to step up his schedule for the invasion of Java by one month. Only

In the Philippines could U.S.-Fllipino forces put up sufficient

resistance to hold the last bastions at Bataan and Corregidor utnt'l

April-May 1942, a slowdown of IJA plans that cost General Homma his

command but did not seriously delay the acquisition of Japan's main

objectives in the south. 6 0
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I
With Allied opposition so rapidly crushed, and with the Russians

refusing to enter the Pacific Mar while fighting for survival in Europe, I
the Japanese High Command had no need to Increase its force levels.

Indeed, forces were withdrawn from the south In early 2942 and shifted to

Manchuria and China. Only with the reversal In Japan's fortunes starting

with the battles of the Coral Sea in May 1942 and Midway In June did the

redeployment and reconstitution of Japanese forces begin. In 1944 and I
1945, the once-elite Kwantung Army was bled of men and equipment for the

benefit of other theaters. The firepower of the forces left In Manchuria

was cut by a half to two-thirds.

Loss of aircraft and veteran pilots and shortages of fuel led to a

reliance on suicidal Kamikaze units by 1944, made up largely of green,I

ill-trained aviators and a melange of planes. By 1944-1945, the Japanese

were finally obliged to dip deeply Into their manpower barrel In order to I

replace casualties and create new formations, especially In the Army.

All men in the lowest physical category of the non-exempt, and above,

were now being drafted. Whereas before the war, 60 percent of .- rmu

enlisted men were regulars, by 1945 the figure had fallen below 15

percent.61

The Japanese Army had had many hopes of quantitative as well as

qualitative Improvement to cope with strategic goals. For example,

armored formations began to attract more serious attention after 1937,

and a mechanized headquarters was finally set up In April 1941. There

wds talk of forming ten fully-equIpped tank divisions on a crash basis. I
The Moloch of the Pacific War, however, and the many defeats after 1942 I
prevented the attainment of almost all such expansionary programs. Not

one armored division had been activated by December 1941.

I
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By war's end, though the Navy had been shattered, Japan still

possessed a very Impressive number of men and planes. In August 1945 the

core of the Army was made up of 169 Infantry divisions, four tank

divisions, and fifteen air divisions, IncludIng air divisions established

from training units. Total personnel strength approximated 5,500,000

officers and men, including 2,350,000 in Japan. There were some 9,000

Army and Navy aircraft, Including 6,000 for use In the defense of the

home l a.nd.

In Manchuria In 1945, the Kwantung Army possessed the largest (but

qualitatively weakest) number of Infantry divisions in its 40-year-old

history: 24 divisions intended to bluff the Russians. Personnel

strength was 780,000 but there were only fifty first-line planes. Seven

more divisions and 260,000 men were stationed in Korea. Forces in China

numbered 1,050,000, grouped In one air force, one tank, and twenty-two

Infantry dIvisons.
6 2

Drawing upon their force level of 1945, the Japanese High Commnand

devised operational plans designed to exact a fearsome price from the

expected InvadeLs of the homeland. Both Japanese and Anglo Amxri can

sources agree Zhdt the landings would have been extremely costly for both

sides, as already foretold by the fierce battles for Japanese-held Island

bastions In the South and Southwest Pacific. Eventually, Allied Invasion

of Japan proved unnecessary. In Manchuria the anticlimactical Soviet

Irruption of August 1945 was more a promenade chan a combat campaign. To

this day, the Japanese say that the the Kwantung Army therefore achieved

Its primary mission, almost till the end of Its existence: fending off

the Russians and preventing the Communization of Northeast Asia.

The most Irrational aspect of the Japanese military organization's

approach to war Is found In the Jncompatibility of strategic objectives
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with the logistical infrastructure and national Industrial-techiical

base. An overpopulated, have-not country, Japan possessed d pygmy I
economy by the standards of advanced industrial powers, and little 3
appreciation of the totality of modern war in coping with the huge civil

and military requirements It set for Itself. Productive capacity,

vulnerable and essentially unenlarged, was Insufficient to support

wartime demand; the mili tary services never obtained their main I
productive targets. An AGS planner has remarked that the Pacific war

began with Japan's need for raw materials and ended the same way. It has

been argued that the real cause of the war can be traced to one crucial 3
shortage: oil. Vice Admiral Hoshina, chief of the Naval Affairs Bureau

in 1945, said as much: Without oil imports, Japan could not win the war 1
against China or, for that matter, survive as a nation.63

Among the oll-producing countries of the world, Japan ranked

twenty-second. In 1941, 4,000 domestic wells produced 1,941,000 barrels,

scarcely 0.1 percent of the global total. The United States' 400,000

wells were producing 1,403,784.000 barrels -- more than 700 times Japan's 1
total. Jdpanese oil production never matched the peak year of 1937

(2,470,000 barrels) and output continued to decline throughout the war.

In fact, Japan was Importing approximately 80 percent of its crude oil

(in increasing amounts) and refined stocks (in decreasing amounts) from

the United States. Another 10 percent came from the Netherlands East 3
Indies. In 1940, Japan managed to Import a record total of 37,160,000

barrels, but there were few dependable outside sources that could be 1
drawn upon: the Sakhalin concession -- 315,000 barrels per year,3

te.mIidted by the Russians in Ilarch 1944; and Taiwan -- a mere 37,000

barrels annually.

I
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I
Hezoic domestic economies were Instituted by the Japanese as soon

as 1938, when the government imposed gasoline rationing. Next, civilian

use of motor gasoline was stopped, and allocations of fuel and lubricants

were cut back for civil factories. Almost all civilian motor vehicles,

including busses and taxis, were removed from the roads; operators of

essential services were obliged to install wood or charcoal. The result

was that civilian consumption of gasoline went down from 6,323,000

I barrels In 1940 to 1,583,000 In 1941. manufacturing of passenger cars

was stopped In 1944.

3 The refining capability went up during the war but ambitious plans

for synthetic oil production proved very disappointing. These

I considerations, however, were entirely secondary to the oil riches

i expected to be brought to Japan, once the Dutch and British were

defeated, from Sumatra, Java, and Borneo. These islands had a prewar

3 combined production capacity of an average 180,000 barrels of crude oil

per day, and a refining potential of 19?,000 barrels a day. Japan's

3 early successes in Southeast Asia caused Premier ToJ6 to tell the cabinet

I In February 1942 that the country's oil supplies had been secured and the

home oil industry could no longer be termed an 'essential industry.'

3 While home production virtually stagnated thereafter, the N.E.I.

received prime attention as the Japanese sought to create an autarklc

I position in oil. Production of crude oil in the Southern Zone, which had

amfounted to 65,100,000 barrels in 1940 but to only 25,927,000 in 1942,

rose to a peak of 49,614,000 barrels In 1943 and then fell off to

I 39,916,000 in 1944 and 6,545,000 in the first seven months of 1945.

Refinery output was less Impressive: 1940 - 63,955,000 barrels; 1942 -

I 13,870,000; 1943 - 28,398,000; 1944 - 26,845,000; 1945 -- 4,448,000.

Whereas the 10,524,000 barrels of oil that were hauled to Japan in 1942
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constituted 40 percent of the production of the Southern Zone, the

24,500,000 barrels Impozced In 1943 amounted to 29 percent. By 1944 the I
figure was only 13.5 percent. Almost no oil got through from the South 3
In 1945. Tojo's early assurances had given way to a situation wherein.

as was often said, oil became more precious than blood. 64

Central to the importation of resources from Southeast Asia was the

need for a giant merchant fleet and open sea lanes to the homeland. I
Neither prerequisite could be met as the wartime years went by. Since

Japan hid 6,350,000 tons of available merchant shipping in 1941 - - double

the minimum amount deemed necessary - - new construction remained

relatively low. By the end of 1942, about 1,250,000 tons had already

been lost to enemy action, a scale of decrease which grew steadily I
worse: 2,560,000 tons were lost In 1943, 3,480,000 tons In 1944. By

war's end, Japan had only 1,600,000 tons of shipping left, of which

one-third was unserviceable. According to Admiral Toyoda, commander of

the Combined F-leet, "By the time of the Saipan operation [in 1944), the

greatest hindrance to the drafting of the operation plans was the tdct 3
that we did not have sufficient tankers to support It.' At most the

Japanese had 834,000 tanker tons afloat In December 1943; by the end of

the war, only 248,000, despite new construction. Premier Hivashlkunl 3
told the rinperial Diet In September 1945 that 'the basic cause of defeat

was the loss of transport shipping.' As U.S. Strategic Bombing Survey 3
analysts said, the Japanese oil industry was "already defunct' because of

a lack of crude oil by the time the B-29's began their raids In 1944.65

The declining fate of the vital oel Industry was largely replicated I

across the board In terms of basic materials, throughout the war years,

whether reference is made to iron ore, aluminum, ferro-alloy ores,

orjanic glass, magnesium, crude rubber, superphospha-?s, copper, zinc, I
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I
lead, tin, coal, ammonia, nitric acid, chlorine, or oxygen, etc. One

I statistic dramatizes the realities. In 1939, Japan was able to import

2,555,000 tons of scrap steel and izon; In 1945, 1,000 tons. In 1939,

there was a stockpile of 5,791,000 tons of scrap; In 1945 a mere 308,000

66
tons.

The most direct consequences of Japan's economic and demographic

constraints were found In the levels of ammunition, ordnance, arms, and

equipment that could be fabricatee against the armed forces' desiderata.

I 67
Selected categories follow, providing peak figures and end-of-war:

Smokeless powder: February 1945 -- 2,344 tons (peak);

July 1945 -- 1,369 tons.

Organic high explosives: March 1945 -- 4,279 tons; July

1945 -- 1,720 tons. (Comparative figures: Japan, 1944

-- 44,000 tons; U.S.A., 1944 -- 1,143,000 tons. Japan,

1945 -- 9,000 tons, U.S.A.. .1945 -- 551,000 tons.)

Explosives: March 1945 -- 6,535 tons; July 1945 -

3,089 tons.

The Navy took delivery of a peak annual output of 468,000 Lons of

warships between April 1944 and March 1945. In the last reporting period,

April-July 1945, the figure was 67,000 tons. In major categories, 2

battleships were delivered during the war (none in 1944-1945); 18

carriers (4 In 1944-1945); 6 cruisers (I in 1944-1945); 70 destroyers (37

In 1944-1945); and 132 submarines (59 In 1944-19451. But In 1944-1945,

special attack vessels (suicide boats, small submarines, and manned

torpedoe-s) were first delivered: 5,121 In 1944; 1,733 In the last year

of the war.
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Production of armored fighting vehicles for the Army reached an

annual peak of 544 medium tanks In 1943, and 708 light tanks in 1940; 1
final output was 89 medium and 5 light tanks in 1945. The Army possessed

the miniscule number of 62,500 organic motor vehicles in 1941. More than

95 percent of finished vehicle production flowed from three civilian

companies, including Nissan and Toyota.

Japanese aircraft production peaked in 1944: 13,812 fighters, I
5,100 bombers, 2,147 scouts, 6,147 trainers, and 975 miscellaneous planes I
(including flying boats, transports, and kamikaze); total for year

26,180. In 1945, aircraft output amounted to 5,474 fighters, 1,934

bombers, 855 scouts, 2,523 trainers, and 280 miscellaneous; total for

year 11,066 planes. 1
Inevitably, then, the military organization's strategic objectives

were degraded by the country'.s unsubstantial logistical infrastructure

and industrial-technical base. Over the long haul, Japan could hardly 3
hope to compete militarily against a superpower like the United States In

crucial sectors (to mention only two) such as munitions manufacture, 3
where the adverse ratio was 1:10 at best, and steel and coal production

was perhaps 1:13. Nevertheless, the Japanese armed forces invested

immense effort in the production of vital armaments such as aircraft.

American analysts generously concluded after the war that 'the results

were not Inconsiderable..... In view of the essential limitations within

which the Japanese economy had to operate, this achievement cannot be

minimized. ,68 I
The Japanese were unsuccessful In Integrating their strategic

objectives with those of their allies In World War II Japan's allies

were her partners in the Anti-Comintern Pact and Tripartite Alll,&ýrjce - - I

Nazi Germany the senior European member of the Axis, Fascist Italy the I
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I junior member. Germanophlle elements in the Japanese Army were the

driving force behind the partnership. The Navy was far less

enthusiastic, though some IJN officers shared the overestimation of

German power and hoped that the Germans would not only knock England out

H of the war but would also seriously divert the United States from

applying Its strength to the Far East.

The Japanese-German relationship was a failure in terms of the

• Integration of strategic objectives. Hitler would have liked Japan to

attack Siberia at various times, but he provided only oblique hints of

his Intention to invade the Soviet Union In June 1941. For their part,

the Japanese did not let the Germans Into their operational plans for

I attacking the Western Powers In the Pacific In December of the same

I year. The Japanese thrust to the south, although It engaged the western

European enemies of Germany, did nothing to further Hitler's anti-Soviet

I campaign. The nearest that the Japanese came to correlating objectives

w~s the rather academic notion of linking operational spheres In the area

I of South Asia, with the Japanese invading India while the Germans took

I the Suez Canal under attack from two directions -- from Egypt and the

Caucasus. In January 1942 representatives of the three Axis navies did

agree to draw an operational line of demarcation west of Bombay affecting

mainly submarine activities. Powerful Japanese naval task forces did

I sweep the Bay of Bengal but had to be diverted to the western Pacific to

I cope with the resurgent U.S. Navy.69

Serious efforts were made to exchange Intelligence, techniques,

S equipment, and conviodities. The Germans required raw materials available

from Japanese occupied Southeast Asia, such as rubber, quinine, tin,

wolfram, tungsten, and molybdenum, as well as hemp, hides, and vegetable

oil. The Japanese also sent sophisticated oxygen torpedoes and launching
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tubes, but needed scientific know-how and the advanced technology of the

Third Reich, Including such varied Items as Industrial diamonds, Atabrine I
drugs; lead and mercury; ball bearings and ground radar; blueprints of

rockets, a glider bomb, recoilless weapons, antitank and antiaircraft

guns, machine pistols, and rifles; acoustic buoys, engines, aerial

cameras, cipher.ng machines, and torpedoes.

The Allies, however, largely by their success In breaking the Axis I
codes, were able to shatter the mainly-German surface blockade-runner

operations from Europe to Asia. Between August 1942 and March 1943, only

four of fifteen westbound ships reached their destination; more than

93,000 tons of 'special cargo' were lost. The Germans then went over to

cargo-carrying submarines. Again, the Allies were able to wreck the I
effort. Of fifty-six cargo submarines that engaged In the traffic from

1942 or 1943, twenty-nine were sunk, three abandoned their voyages, and

one was Interned. A full one-way trip was thus completed by twenty-three

submarines, but nine were then sunk, two interned, and seven taken over

by or given to the Japanese. This means that only five submarines were

able to make it to their home porC. Again, the losses of special cargo

were severe. 70

Five large Japanese cargo-carrying submersibles were used on the

route to Germany. The Japanese say they were particularly pleased with

the information they obtained from the Germans regarding anti-radar

devices and methods. But four of the five IJN cargo submarines were

eventually lost, and by 1944 (after having possessed a glut of raw I
materials at the outset of the war) the Japanese had nothing further to

71
send. A number of Cerman and Japanese technical experts and

diplomats, and even the Indian nationalivt Chandra Bose, did get through

by submarine. The technicians Included radar, ordnance, and antiaircraft I
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specialists and engineers, but, as one writer put it, *this was the small

change of a reladionship which, theoretically, should have produced ...

enormous practical benefits for the two partners.' 7 2

Japanese confidence in German victori In Europe was slow to erode.

A team of officers from the Army and the Navy, accompanied by a Foreigii

"Minlistry official, visited Germany in the spring and swurmer of 1943.

They concluded that German national strength was lower than anticipated.

Still, the most that Japanese Army officers In the homeland would say was

that they were 'somewhat inclining to pessimism' so far as Germany was

I concerned. Objective IJA analyses of German capabilities did not

comence till the autumn of 1943. It was too late, says Colonel Hayashi

-- 'like sighting a lighthouse after your ship has been wrecked. The

I Japanese Army committed a gredt error by placing excessive confidence In

Germany.' Only after D-Day in Normandy in June 1944 and the

I assassination plot against Hitler in July did the Japanese Army

leadership finally conclude thdt "Germany possessed scant prospects for

B victory. 73

As an IJN ddmiral stated, concrete joint operations between Japan

and Germany were nearly Impossible. There was no particular joint policy

other than a broad notion of collaboration envisaging mutual checking of

74
the Ang)o-Saxon powers, accomplished by waging two separate wars.

I Germany and Italy were ideologically compatible with Japan, but the

European and Asian partners were a world apart, geographically and

practically speaking.

One tends to take gzeater risks against an enemy who Is despised.

Though the Japanese Navy never lost Its admiration for the British Navy

H and certainly did not denigrate the U.S. Navy, the Japanese Army had

I little use for all its actual and potential foes. In general they
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regarded the Chinese Army as little better than bandits In uniform; the

Soviet Russians as sluggish, unmotivated successors to the Tsars' clods;

the British, French, and Dutch as gin-and-tonlc warriors best at chasing

Zulus and Moroccans In the Riff; and the Americans as reckless on the

attack but helpless on the defense. 'The amateurishness of other armies

-- except the Cerman Army,' remarks a British observer, 'never ceased to I
astound the Japanese., It was not dtfficult to draft strategic plans and

set objectives that set a low value on hostile armies in the field and on

enemy powers of recuperation.T
7 5

Japanese intelligence knew that, since the outbreak of World war II

In Europe, the Allies had been increasing the number of troops and I
aircraft stationed In the Far East. As of 5 November 1941, the manpower I
buildup was estimated at 800 percent In Malaya, 400 percent In the

Philippines, and 250 percent In Burma. But the fighting ability of those 3
armies was inferior In general, for they contained only thirty percent

white soldiers from their homeland, the rest being made up of I
Ill-educated and poorly trained natives. One good thing could be said of 3
them: they were thorouqhly adapted to tropical conditions. Enemy air

forces were undoubtedly better than the ground elements, for aircraft I
quality was excellent and the pilots were 'comparatively skillful." The

appraisal of the air dimension is significant: the Americans had only I
200 combat planes In the Philippines, of which two-chirds were

operational. Admiral Tomloka later admitted that 1If MacArthur had an

air force of 500 planes or more, we would not have ventu-'ed to strike the

Philippines. Long experience had taught us that a 3 to I ratio was

necessary to attain air supremacy.
7 6

Reports of further Allied ground reinforcements sent to Singapore,

Hong Kong, and Burma by I December 1941 did not faze the Japanese High I
I
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Command. 'We have assumed In our planning ... that something like this

would occur," General Suglyama assured the Imperial Conference. 'It

will have no effect on our operations, since we have set up everything In

such a way that an Increase of this magnitude will be of no consequence.'

Similarly, NGS Chief Nagano asserted that although the British were known

to be sending battleships into the Indian Ocean, there was no call for

Japanese redeployment; 'it will have no effect on our operations.' 7 7

Whenever the slightest negativism appeared as to the strength of

the military organization, the greater afflictions of the enemy were

propounded. T5J5 felt that Prince Konoe was excessively pessimistic,

"probably because he knew the weaknesses of Japan extremely well;' but

one should not forget that the United States had weaknesses too. At a

I liaison conference on 12 November 1941, T6JS argued that the Americans

would never have agreed to converse with the Japanese unless they had

I some serious weaknesses of their own: forces split between two oceans,

"incomplete dompstic setup,' and only enough war materiel to last a

I year.78

Less known Is the fact that the Japanese leadership in 1941 gave

particular credence to reports of alleged disunity within the United

S States, especially regarding support for England. Congressional

opposition supposedly included Democrats as well as Republicans,

I expressed In bitter opposition to the policies of President Roosevelt.

I Gallup polls were reassuring to the Japanese, Indicating that the

"American man-in-the- street opposed Involvement In any overseas conflict

I In the presidential race of 1940, both Roosevelt and Wendell Willkie had

even made statements thdt were discouraging to the British and

I encouraging to the Axis. The Japanese paid particular attention to the

I pronouncempnl; of reportedly Influential, 'hard-headed,' and highly vocal
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prewar 'leaders' such as Charles Lindbergh, Herbert Hoover, and Senators

wheeler, Taft, and Nye. Financial panic was deemed nedr within an I
isolated and isolationist United States, which was dominated by a

business-as-usual outlook rather than a determination to fight. Lastly,

the Japanese entertained exaggerated views, undoubtedly encouraged by

Nazi German counsel, of American racial and minority divisions. Tokyo

conveyed Instructions to its agents in the United States to exploit these

rifts, especially among workers in war Industries In Southern

California. American counterintelligence agencies were kept busy, but

the war effort was never slowed. After the U.S. crackdown on known or 5
suspected Japanese agents in December 1941, Japanese intelligence relied

to a large degree on Spanish operatives, whose transmissions, as we now 5
know, were lazgely penetrated by Allied cryptcanalysts. 7

I
I
i
I
I
I
I
I
I
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I
I
I III. Operational Rffectiveness

I The Japanese armed forces were no better integrated between 1941

I and 1945, despite immense wartime stresses, than they had been before the

war. They visualized different enemies and fought different wars.

E Although a shadowy Imperial General Headquarters (Dalhon'el) had been

re-established In 1937, the lack of cooperation between the services was

critical. The Army, as we saw, struggled to prevent the Navy from

devouring the finite fiscal and material resources of the country. The

Navy was determined to maintain a co-equal stance In every way, while

preventing the Army from going Its own way (dokus5) or running wild

(bts_). Prime Ministers were helpless, and the Emperor did not

Intervene, though some in the Army felt that the sovereign showod mnrked

favoritism toward the Navy. Again and again, the services clashed over

questions of allocation of raw materials and mar.ifactures. In 1943, for

example, the Navy Minister threatened to resign If he could not have the

mere 50,000 tons of steel the Navy needed.
8 0

During the war there was repeated discussion of uniting the two

services. 'This was a problem of long standing,' says Colonel Hayashi,

"but due to the old conventions of both parties, the solution had been

deemed almost hopeless.' As the decisive campaign to defend the homeland

neared In 1945, the question was resurrected with pressing relevance,

especially since the Navy had been largely reduced to men without ships,

and the Army's main force was still Intact. The last War Minister,

General Anami, and his staff argued for combining the High Command, but
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were willing to leave the War and Navy ministries as they were, without l

being transformed into a National Defense Ministry. If possible, the

portfolios of Minister and Vicc Minister should be held concurrently by

either the War Minister or the Navy Minister. Anairl said he would be I
content to serve as Vice Minister; Admiral Yonal could be Navy Minister

and war Minister at the same time. No progress toward bridging the

differences was made, reportedly because of Yonai's opposition.8 1

Today, one Japanese military analyst ij attempting to explore the

history of IJA-ZJN joint operations. "There's nothing much to study,' he 3
complains. 'It's like a desert country, where they have no word for

'umbzclla' since It never rains. The same thing can be said for 'Joint

operations' in wartime Japan.' Cases of significant subordination of 5
forces, In practice, can be counted on one hand- the Southeast

Detachment (Nankai Shital) went under the 8th Fleet in the Solomons; the 3
31st Army, under the Combined Fleet In the Central Pacific; the 6th Air

Force, under the Combined Fleet In the Okinawa campaign; and the 5th Ar I
Force, under the same Fleet, In the homeland. one disgusted IJA officer

called the Incidence of interservice conflict and disagreement, 'the

worst in the history of the world.' After the war, Admiral Yonal

provided the following explanation for the fallure to unify the air

forces in 1944 -- on IJN terms: 8 2  I

I felt that the Navy was superior to the Army In all

phases of air activity, and therefore felt that it would

be to mutual advantage for the Navy to take control of

all aspects of air effort ... . I think It boils down I
to a question of [Army] pride. They didn't like to give

up part of their own forces to the Navy. I believe that

I
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1 there were ntmerous instances when the Navy felt that

this or that should be the principal objective of a

5 combined air attack. The Army woul d disagree,

considering that some other point should be made the

5 butt of a combined air attack; and because the chain of

command of the two forces was completely divided, the

Navy could not persuade the Army to bring their air

3 force to support the Navy effort, and vice versa.

5 Under such circumstances, one can conclude that on occasiun each

serv.'ce was capable of rising to the challenge of mobility and

I flexibility at the operational level. They weze most comfortable,

I however, while operating sepdrately.

The previously-discussed fiscal and material realities, coupled

I with a general backwardness In science and technology, imposed very real

limits on the Implementation of operational concepts and decisions.

Though the Japanese did good work In the areas of torpedo fabrication

I (the famous Long Lance), Diesel-engine application to armored fighting

vehicle construction, and the design and arming of superbattleships, they

I were very anxious to obtain advanced Information from Germany on such

top-secret projects as guided missiles, radar, and rocket propulsion. It

I required an order by Hitler, in January 1945, to get the Information

i released, but few of the belated consignments ever reached the Far East.

Complete specimens and details of the ME-163 rocket fighter were to be

I sent to Japan, but only undetailed information ever got there. In 1944

the Germans showed interest In acquiring anythlng useful from Japan to

I counter Allied bomber aircraft In Europe, but the Japanese "had no

I suggestions of any kind to offer., " rhe Germans anticipated little
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technical assistance, and in fact, beyond torpedo technology, the

Japanese could contribute little more than raw materials.

Development of a Japanese nuclear program for military use was

seriously underfunded and ultimately unsuccessful. A thermal-ray project I
also failed. IJA submarines, from which much had been expected, were not

used much against merchant shipping, and proved to be a dismal failure;

the U.S. Fleet was always deemed 'the one logical target.* IJA tanks

were not in the same league as their Russian, German. or American

counterparts. Japanese notions of developing a very long range heavy I

bomber of their own that would be capable of striking North America did

not advance beyond prototype design late in the war. Apart from the raid

on Pearl Harbor, the best the Japanese could do was to send carrier 3
planes against Darwin and Townsville In Australia and against Colombo and

Trincomalee in Ceylon; a few submersibles against Sydney Harbor and Santa 3
Barbara; and swarms of strange little balloon bombs, carrying incendiary

devices, against the forests of North America. The feebleness of

technology and the desperation of the strategists are demonstrated by the j
wasteful and indecisive commitment of thousands of kamikaze pilots in the

83
Okinawa campaign. 8

Operations was paramount in Japanese staff work. The other staff

elements were theoretically of equal importance, but that was paper 1
equality in practice. In the area of operations, the German influence on

the Army was particularly pronounced, in the form of almighty staff

officers wearing the braided cord. The role of logistics. "unglamorous" I
was secondary. At least until the early Showa era of the 1920s and

1930s, Japanese Military Academy cadets typically opted first for the

sabers and the smart uniforms of the horse cavalry4, though there were

usually three times as many volunteers for this branch as there were

I
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I
I openings. There Is a certain connection between planning weaknesses in

logistics and the fact that, In the Navy, perhaps the greatest

I shortcoming was a dearth of fuel and ammunition. It has been suggested

that 'the (Japanese] Havy:s confidence In a quick victory In a decisive

I fleet encounter contributed to its ultimate lack of an adequate,

sustained support force.'84

The Army, too, was chronically piagued by a3mmunition shortages,

I coupled with problems of communication and transportation, apart from

Inferiority of firepower. This, It is often said, stemmed from the

I absence of important combat experience in World War I, and even a lack of

top-notch reporting of the little that had been observed of that war. An

I JA Southern Army staff officer In the Imphal campaign in 1944 reportedly

I remarked bitterly that the Japanese army commander in Burma "would fling

his troops anywhere If he thought It would bring hIm publicity. How they

3 are to be supplied he only thinks about afterwards."85

Intelligence was another area to be accorded a secondary role.

Like logistics officers, intelligence people worried too much. With rare

I exceptions, only "plodders* went Into Intelligence. Collection

activities were generally better than analysis and estimation. Much of

I the reason for the low estate of intelligence, like logistics, was the

tendency to equate prudence with timidity; Impetuousness and zeal, with

I heroism and strength of character. The historian finds It difficult to

separate aggressiveness from recklessness.

Communications were chronically poor In the Army. wheeled and

I tracked transportation was scant and primitive by Western standards. The

medical service was plagued by a wartime shortage of drugs, a wretched

system for casualty evacuation, and indeed a cavaliez attitude toward the

I non-ambulatory soldier, who was re'garded as having lost his raison d'6tre.
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The Armyj's lack of modernization, however, did not produce

unacceptable costs. It was, after all, *a naval war,' as Admiral Yonal

later claimed. Once again, the differing approaches of the two services

thwarted correlation of operational concept with strategic objectives.

Lieutenant General Kawabe, the last chief of the Army General Staff,

provided a frank and Illuminating explanation of High Command mind-set, £
seen through IJA e3es:06

Very basically, the general plan for the defense of the 1
nation was: where the Continent was concerned It was

the Army's duty, and where the Pacific was concerned It

was the Navy's duty. Both from the standpoint oi desire 5
and from effort. It was always well known by most people

that Japan couldn't carry out war on the scale that it 3
actually did. It was materially Impossible to employ

our entire Army on the Continent while at the same rime 5
using our entire Navy in the Pacific. That such a

situation should not be allowed to arise wi one of the

basic principles. From the Army man's standpoint, I

felt that any kind of a campaign on the Continent could

be carried out entirely by the Army alone, thdt we

,eeded no cooperation or assistance from the Navy.

Since both the Straits of Shimonoseki and the T3ugaru

Straits were quite freely navigated, we didn't have to

call on the Navy at all to carry on Continental warfare,

but if w~r was to be carried out In the Pacific, we

would leave that entirely to the Navy. I felt that with

the Japanese naval strength the Western Pacific could be I

1
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adequacely held by the Japanese Navy alone; that Is,

strictly the Western Pacific; I don't know about

anything further. This war was the kind of war which

should have been avoided at all cost according to

theory. But right after the opening of the war, the

Navy did rush down very fast and obtain all that area,

and so I felt that I was justified In my earlier belief

that the Navy did have the strength necessary to look

out for the whole Western Pacific. So after the first

line was established, I thought It was the wisest thing

to stop there. Moreover, I thought that was the plan,

that they were going to stop there and stabilize their

position, consolidate their position and build up

defenses. Then after that, when they started such

things as the Midway Campaign and the Solomons Campaign,

I personally was very much suprised. Then when the sort

of a turning point came, when they started to retreat,

they didn't have any position consolidated enough on the

original line that they could hold and carry out

successful defensive warfare. I feel that the naval

losses that were suffered during thdt time had a great

effect on the unfortunate termination of the war. If

the Army had had a bit more strength, if they had been

able to pour in more troops and more strength in New

Guinea and all those v, Jous Island bases, possibly they

would have beefn able to hold that perimeter. If I were

to try to say who was responsible, the Army or the Navy,

for the final defeat, I would say It was mutual. They
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boL' didn't have the power to carry out the war to a

successful termination. I feel, looking back on It now,

that had Japan been prepeL.d for the eventuality of such

a war on the scale of Chi: ' ;-, then we might have had a

better chance. The natioidl potential wouldn't allow

Japan to build up a military force adequate for a war on

this scale, so the bold beginning at the outbreak of

this war was just a very unfortunate thing.

General Kawabe's remarks point up the disharmony between Japanese

wartime strategic objectives and operational concepts - - the language of

perimeters vs. the reality of overextenslon. The capitulation of Italy

In September 1943, presaging the release of Allied forces to the Far

East, caused IGHQ to reconsider its estimates of enemy counter-offensive

capabilities. An Tmperial Conference decided on new operational

guidelines on September 30. The most noteworthy change was apparent In

the high comnand's delimitation of an Absolute National Defense Sphere

for the first time. It encompassed the Kuril Islands, the Bonins, the

Inner South Sea Islands, western dew Guinea, the Sunda Islands, and

Burma. The most pressing problems were regarded as the reinforcement of

the zone of absolute national defense, holding operations around the

Northern Solomons and New Guinea, and preparations for counteraction

north of Australia. The Americans were designated the primary national

87
enemy.

The shift to this strategic posture cannot obscure the

overconfidence that continued to affect Japanese leadership. They

continued to assume that the hostilities could be resolved by military

action, not by diplomacy. It had not been until the end of August 1943
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that Premier T3J6 even considered feelers toward Chungking or efforts

toward mediating the German-Sovlet War. The Japanese government and

I military chiefs were losing sight of the fact that Admiral Yamamoto's

ccheme of 1941 had only been designed to buy time for Japan - - time to

I construct a defensible zone and to negotiate a settlement of hostilities

favorable to Japan, not time to fight a long war. T3j6*s respon.se to

Japanese reverses was to redouble his efforts, tighten his control,

I promote optimism, and suppress dissent. As General Homma later said,

"T6J6 believed that he could win such a complicated modern war simply by

I intensifying the people's spirit or by enhancing morale.'88

For the most part, the final two years of the Pacific War were

I characterized by Japanese strategic passivity. The military initiative

U had shifted to the Allies. Enemy counteroffensives were developing

sooner and were far better articulated than IGHQ had anticipated. The

I enormous economic and industrial resources of America began to have an

overpowering Impait on the fighting. Whereas the Japanese were unable to

I replace the four fleet carriers lost at mlidway in 1942, American

I shipyards were turning out dozens of fleet carriers which becawme the core

of task forces assaulting Japanese bastions across the Pacific. The U.S.

I strategy also surprised the Japanese high command by choosing to bypass

certain well-defended Islands, to leap-frog across the Central and

I Southwest Pacific, and to let Isolated Japanese garrisons like those at

Rabaul and Truk wither on the vlne.

The Japanese outer perimeter In the South Pacific began to collapse

I in the summer of 1943 after the disengagement from Guadalcanal and the

Aleutians. In the Central Pacific the Islands of Makin and Tarawa in the

I Gilberts, though fiercely contested, were lost In November Z943.

I Kwajalein and. Rol in the Marshall Islands fell In February 1944. The
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high command was especially unnerved by the powerful U.S. air and naval

bombardment of Truk that month, for it proved that riN aviation was no I
longer a match for the enemy. For the first time In the Pacific Mar, 3
IgHQ ordered divisions pulled out of the Kwantung Army in Manchuria and

transferred to the south. As Kawabe's commentary has suggested, IJA 5
leaders blamed the Navy for lack of concern about ground warfare and for

a narrow outlook on Jurisdiction In dhe Pacific, whose defense was a I
naval responsibility. Symbolic of the enfeebled Japanese hold of Pacific

areas was the U.S. ambush of Admiral Yamamoto's aircraft during an

inspection tour of Bougainville In April 1943. Guided by intercepted 3
Intelligence, American P-38 fighter planes shot down and killed Japan's

most audacious strategist.8 9  I
If defense of isolated atolls and islands posed insuperable

loglscical difficulties and precluded maneuver, land operations seemed to I
offer some hope of success. In 1944 the high command focused new

attention on the China theater, where the Nationalist regime remained cut

off but where U.S. air power was growing more acti've, even posing a

threat of 8-29 raids dgdilnSt the Japanese homeland. By May 1944 the

Japanese succeeded In linkinq the northern and central fronts, and a I
number of U.S. air Installations were overrun I.n, the sunvner. But It :

proved Impossible to neutralize 8-29 long-range bomber bases In Szechwan,

and the American bombers struck at tarets In northern Kyushu, South

Manchuria, and Korea, until the B-29's could be transferred to bases in

the ilarlanas, nearer to Japan, In 1945.90

Some IGHQ staff officers saw prospects for victory In the Burma 5
theater. The Japanese planners were thinking of seizing Indian territory

in the Imphal area, establishing a puppet government, and undermining the 3
British ra__. The Burma Area Army Headquarters was formed under General I
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I
Kawabe Masakazu In March 1943, and the 15th Army was assigned the

offensive mission, which got under way in early March 1944. Making lightrn of the enemy and almost ignoring logistics, the 15th Army Commander, Lt.

General Mutaguchl Renya, had hoped to achieve his primary objectives In

I �two weeks but, after Initial progress, the offensive bogged down within

sight of Imphal by early April. Soon afterward, torrential monsoon rains

began. Having lost half of Its personnel en route to the front, the 15th

I Army ran short of ammunition, supplies, and food. Mutaguchi ordered the

troops to devour their pack oxen and eat grass, and he sacked all three

I of his division commanders for a lack of fighting spirit. The

Anlo-Indlan forces, ably commanded by General Slim and well supported by

aerial resupply, cleared the road from Imphal and smashed the Japanese on

every front In Burma. The 15th Army disintegrated from sickness, hunger,

lack of ammunition and antitank weapons, and Inadequate air support.

The Japanese commanders, Generals Kawabe and Mutaguchl, deserve

blame for Inflexibility, unwillingness to wlthdraw, and reckless,

emotional, and mediocre conduct of operations. IGHQ Is also to be

censured for lack of resolution, especially after It had become clear

there was no hope of success. The Japanese were routed in Burma by the

time they lost Rangoon In early May 1945. The Burma campaign of

1944-1945, one oe the worst debacles of the Pacific War, cost Kawabe more
91

then 100,000 men.

If ?uphoria described the mood of Japan during T]8J's early days as

prime minister, then disillusionment bordering on despair characterized

I t by 1944. The Americans continued to land at will on Japanese-held

islands in the Pacific. In April 1944, U.S. forces came ashore In

western New Guinea, seizing the best air bases on the island. Trying to

shuffle forces, IGHQ appeared to lack an overall plan and meddled in
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I
operational details. u.S. landings on Biak Island enabled the Americans

to dominate the skies over Halmahera, the Strait of Molucca, and the I
Makassar Channel. 5

At the time, the Japanese Army and Navy high commands had been

giving serious thought to checking the Allied advance by a decisive 5
battle in the zone of the Marianas, the western Carolines, and New

Guinea. As soon as Biak Island was attacked, the Navy shifted sizable I
air strength to thdt sector, much to the annoyance of the Army. Wi th

Blak lost, Saipan and Tinian In the northern Marianas were invaded in

June 1944 and overwhelmed by early July. At the end of a hard-fought 5
defense, the Japanese commander reported that his men had not eaten for

days but were fighting to the end, devouring tree roots and snails. U
The defeat of the Japanese Navy in June 1944 In the Battle of the

Philippine Sea, also known as the Battle of the Marianas, contributed to

the Isolation and destruction of the Japanese garrison on Saipan, which I

T6J3 had foolishly called impregnable. Army war direction officers now

reached the conclusion that the war was loyt and that hostilities must be 5
ended soon, particularly since GermanV's days were numbered. Despite a

reputation as a human dynamo, the narrowminded and overconfident T5J6 I
could not cope with the pressures of supreme commandship dnd of 5
fundamental national weakness. Plans to unify the Army and Navy air

forces came to naught, as did plans to consolidate the two services under 5
a single commander. T6J3 struggled cunningly to retain power, but he

finally resigned as prime minister on July 18, 1944.92

During the succeeding administration of General Koiso and Admiral 3
Yonai, IGHQ sought to strengthen sea defenses from the Philippines to

Taiwan, the Ryukyus, the homeland, and the Kurils; to combine Army, Navy, 5
and air strength to engage an enemy offensive against any of those
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, districts; to continue offensive operations In China and to offset the

uncertain maritime routes by using transportation facilities on the Asian

I Continent; and to select offshore sea routes to protect shipping. Battle

plans were prepared to fend off attacks against the Philippines, the

I Taiwan-Ryukyu area, and the home Islands. Landings In Japan were

envisaged at such places as South and Southwest KVushu, southern Shikoku,

and a number of sites In Honshu.

3 when U.S. forces overwhelmed the garrisons at Morotal and

Peleliu-Angaur In mid-September 1944, the high command concluded that the

I next enemy objective would be the Philippines, and Army conmiands were

established to meet the threat. In a fierce air war, U.S. Navy planes

I whittled down the air strength the Japanese were feeding Into the

I Philippines theater. General MacArthur's main landings began at Leyte on

October 20. The biggest naval engagement ensued -- the naval and air

U clashes known as the Battle of Leyte Gulf. When the combat was over, the

IJA carrier fleet had been destroyci, and other major elements had been

I crippled. The once-mighty Japdunese Navy would never again play an

i important role in the Pacific War.
9 3

The Japanese ground command In the Philippines was brand-new;

I General Yamashita, the recently appointed 14th Area Army commander, only

reached manila on October 6. Defense of the region was continuously

I complicated by disagreements among IGHQ, the Southern Army, and

i Yamashita's Area Army. muddled planning was worsened by 2ogistical

weakness. For example, eighty percent of Japanese shipping bound for the

I Philippines had been sunk since the summer of 1944.

The fate of Leyte was virtually sealed when Ormoc fell on Decem-

I ber 11. U.S. forces landed on Mindoro, northwest of Leyte, four days

later. Yamashita's defense of Leyte Jelayed the American Invasion of
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Luzon at Lingayen by abcut three weeks, until 9 January 1945. By

February 3 the U.S. troops were outside Manila. Much of the clty was

destroyed in the one-month battle that followed. Corregidor fell to the 5
Americans by February 26. Manila harbor was open to shipping by

mid-March. Yamashita's mauled units fell back Into the mountains. The I

Americans were basically in control of Luzon by mid-June. In the

campaign for the Philippines In 1944-1945, the Japanese lost much of I
their air strength and most of their navy, and also Incurred at least -

317,000 casualties.
9 4

By early 1945, IGHQ began to subordinate all strategic considera- 5
tions to the defense of the homeland. Once the Americans had retaken the

Philipplnes, It was thought that they would proceed to Okinawa, or would I
occupy the Bonins and strike dt Okinawa or Taiwan. The nearness of the I

Island of Iwo to Japan -- 660 miles to Tokyo -- marked it as a likely

early objective. After laying down severe naval and air bombardments, 3
the Americans began landing on Iwo In mid-February 1945. By March 26 the

remnants of the garrison were annihilated, at great cost to both sides. 3
with the seizure of Iwo, U.S. fighter planes were able to escort

Tinian-based B-29's bound for Japan.

Unsure where the Americans would strike next, IGHQ decided to build 3
up the garrison on Taiwan, even weakening Okinawa for that purpose. But

It was Okinawa which was invaded on 1 April 1945, provoking the largest 3
ground campaign fought in the Insular Pacific. By the time the Americans

broke through to the southern edge of Okinawa on June 21, Japanese I
casualties reached about 135,000. In defending the Ryukyus, the Japanese 5
had assigned new emphasis to the use of Special Attack (Tokko) units, the

suicidal attack forces which first saw service in the Philippines I

campaign. Known as Kamikaze or Divine Wind, these attackers struck in I
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spectacular and massive force. The Americans counted 896 air raids

against Okinawa and another 1,000 against the fleet, especially destroyer

and escort pickets and anchored aircraft carriers. In all, the U.S. Navy

lost 36 ships sunk and 366 damaged, as well as 763 planes knocked out by

all causes. The grand total of Japanese aircraft downed is estimated at

7,830. Additionally, the Japanese Navy sacrificed the last of its

surface strength: the 72,000 ton superbattleship Yamato, one light

cruiser, and four of eight destroyers that had sortied In a vain, one way
96

operation of largely symbolic Import.

Koiso stepped down as premier In early April 1945, to be succeeded

by Japan's last wartime prime minister, Admiral Suzuki Kantar6. Though

Nazi Germany was falling, the Supreme War Direction Council agreed

formally on April 30 to continue hostilities.97 Reason played no part

in this decision. B-29 Incendlary raids were in the process of

devastating 66 congested, flammable cities; with the Introduction of

low-level night raids, blind bombing had supplanted attacks against

strictly military targets. IGHQ was expecting enemy offensives against

Central and perhaps South China, Taiwan, Hainan, South Korea, and the

Kurils. Japan itself was being choked off from the Asian Continent and

Southeast Asia, and the attrition of production resources had coinenced.

The main naval, air, and field forces were being engaged and destroyed,

and the homeland was within range of warships and land-based fighters

too. Defensive preparations In the homeland were deplorable. Interser-

vice controversy complicated the situation, particularly concerning air

defense operations. The best IGHQ could do In the spring and summer of

1945 was to activate new ground and air units, drawing on the dregs of

manpower and materiel; to bring some forces home from the Kwantung Army,

and to transfer others from China to Korea and Manchuria; to husband
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precious fuel and planes; and to try to improve fortified belts. A

proposal from the Japanese expeditionary army In China to be allowed to 3
launch a 'last push" against Chungking was turned down.

There was much talk of a *bamboo spear psyrhology" and the I
fostering of a metaphysical will, above all a vigorous spirit of attack. 5
The public was exhorted to pit flesh against Iron, spirit against

material, in the Japanese tradition despising surrender. Defensive plans 5
centered on the mass use of special-attack tactics by regulars and

guerrillas, and aggressive beachline defense and death-defying combat. I
If by welding together the entire population, the Japanese could force g
the Americans to comprehend the tremendous manpower costs of invasion, it

might be possible to end the war on terms better than unconditional 5
surrender. After all, the home islands were not the little atolls that

had already cost the enemy dearly. The Japanese military knew every I
cranny In the homeland an.d could prepare In depth beforehand against a 3
foe of questionable stamina whose supply lines would be stretched to the

maxi mum. I
Public pessimism was taboo, but privately Japanese military leaders

were far from sanguine. Despite boasts about chances for a successful I
defense, they had no real confidence of defeating second and third waves 5
launched continuously, even If the Initial U.S. landing could be

frustrated. When they appraised conditions objectively, Japanese staff 3
officers sensed that it would be Impossible to beat off an invasion

because Japan lacked weapons, ammunition, fuel, and foodstuffs. Indeed, 5
they realized thdt only one battle, the struggle for Kyushu, could be

waged in practice. The Army actually feared mobt that the enemy would I
not invade, and would Instead strangle the country by bombardment and

blockade. But although, by the summirer of 1945, t.'e high commrand I
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comprehended that national strength and combat effectiveness were

Insufficient to go on with the war, the authorities In Tokyo, Intimidated

by the military, dared not move rapidly to terminate hostilities, even

after the United States, Britain, and China issued a last warning from

Potsdam on July 26 demanding unconditional surrender. A false hope was

even nurtured that the Soviet Union, which had not co-authored the
98

Potsdam Declaration, might serve as honest broker and Intermediary.

The consequences were calamitous for the Japanese. Whether from

misunderstanding or from sear<' or a pretext, both the Americans and the

Russians seized upon the presumable rejection of the Potsdam ultimatum to

Justify unlimited violence unleashed against tottering Japan. On August

6, a single B-29 aircraft dropped the world's first atomic bomb on

1 Hroshima. The city was obliterated. On the 9th, the Russians invaded

Manchuria, and the Americans dropped a second atomic weapon, this time on

Nagasaki. Even then, the Japanese military was averse to the acceptance

of demeaning terms from the Allies. But the Emperor, desirous of peace

In order to preserve the national policy and to save the population from

extinction, managed to exact compliance from the senior Army and Navy

officers. On the night of August 14, the monarch signed and affixed his

seal to the rescript ending the war. Despite an attempted coup that

night, next day at noon the voice of the Emperor was broadcast to the

S nation, conveying to the public, In elliptical language, word of the

decision to lay down arms instead of defending the country to the death.

V-J Day was 2 September 1945. 9

II
I.

i
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I

IV. Tactical Effect.Ivenrss 5

Japan's national policy had been expansionist and anti-Communist on

the Asian Continent, into the 1930s, and strongly southward from 1940, 5
when the Western empires In Southeast Asia crumbled. In support of these

strategic objectives, both the Japanese Army and Navy were geared to the 3
tactical offensive. The methods employed were simple (e.g., main thrust

plus diversion) and repetitive. Battles fought during the China conflict I
and the Pacific War are eerily reminiscent of the wars of 1894-9S and 3
1904-1905. What was effective against the Romanov and Ching dynasties

ought to be similarly effective against the foes of the mid-2Oth Century, 3
with a certain amount of improved materiel to supplement the platoon

leader leading the charge with saber In hand or the fighter pilot 3
engaging In dogfights like Richthofen and Guyner•er. 5

The services built their tactical concepts upon demonstrated

operational capabilities. Tacticians and planners could be sure that 5
their tough forces would always obey any order that was Issued to them

without a whimper, In the knowledge that 'duty Is heavier thdn any 1

mountain; death, lighter than a feather. ' Air ace Sakai Sabur6,

regarding the matter from the standpoint of the subordinatc, said that

"We never dared to question orders, to doubt authority, to do anything £
but Immediately carry out all the commrands of our superiors. We were

automatons who obeyed without thinking.. 1 0 0  5
By land, sea, and air, the Japanese forces relled on notions of

"spiritual strength' and cold steel -- often termed "the alpha factor* --

I
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to make up for material deficiencies. In combat, the Japanese were known

for such psychologically-tinged tactics as banzai charges, kamiikaze

sacred warriors of the Divine WInd, and nikudan (human bullets).

Operational capabilities were predicated on *faith In certain victory"

(hissh8 no shinnen).

Alr-ground cooperation was rudimentary, partly because of poor

communications and partly because pilots were still enthralled with the

one-on-one combat of the ancient warrior. Team combat tactics were slow

to be accepted. Artillery support of ground actions was generally poor,

largely because of quantitative weakness, modest firing range, and

ammuni tion shortages. Small raiding parties were sometimes used as a

substitute for counter-battery fire. Armored forces were feeble In

tank-vs.-tank combat (which did not figure In the conflict In China

anyhow), and lacked the striking power of Western armies. Tank

tacticians found it difficult to work closely with the IJA 'Queen of

Battle," the Infantry. Typically, the foot soldier still fought with his

obsolescent Type 38 (Sanpachi) rifle, machine guns, and grenades -

without significant air or artillery support and without trucks. His

Americdn enemy faulted the tendency for 'unity of command ... to break

down In larger attacks because of lack of coordination between units.'

The Japanese simply did not have the time to 'work out many of the

practical details of such highly Involved questions as

infantry- tank-artillery liaison, control by higher commanders, and

logistics of mechanized forces.'

Melding historical traditions and the supposedly unique "qualJtles

of the race, ' the Japanese armed forces emphasized surprise attacks,

U- approach with secrecy and stealth, and battle at dusk, dawn, and night.

The restricted U.S. Army handbook on the Japanese military, issued In
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October 1944, stressed that 'Surprise Is a cardinal principle of all

Japanese action. It Is accomplished through rapidity of advance, l

deception of all kinds, and infiltration and demonstrations In the enemy 3
rear; in short, all means available are utilized, and speed Is greatly

emphasized . 102 5
These prescriptions apply not only to the Japanese Army but also to

the Navy, as the Pearl Harbor strike demonstrated. Though the plans for I
and course of the raid need not be retold here, It s LIld be noted that

Admiral Yamamoto expressed early concern lest no differentiation be made

between the achievement of surprise and the launching of an attack 5
warning. Even in a night assault during feudal days, the Japanese

samurai warrior would never have lopped the head of a sleeping enemy; he 3
would at least have awakened him by kicking his pillow. Not until 29

November, little more than a week before the Navy struck Oahu, was X-Day

revealed reluctantly to Foreign Minister T3g9 by the Navy Command. The 3
Japanese envoys and attach6s In Washington were deliberately sacrificed

to the need for secrecy; they were told nothing specific In advance. 103 3
As for IJA tactical practice In surprise attack, the ground

frontage was usually narrow, the objective limited and well-defined, and

the direction preferably uphill. But, weak in motorization and mechani- 3
zation, the Army's dreams of pursuit were larger than the capability In

practicr. Troops have to break through before they can get Into the 3
open. The Japanese were much better at the painful process of point-

penetration than they were at the heady task of exploitation, which they I
stressed In theory. 5

The fundamental precepts laid down by the Emperor Meiji told the

soldiers and sailor- thdt 'the supreme command .;f Our forces Is in our

hands, and although We may entrust subordinate commands to Our subjects, I
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I

U yet the ultimate authority We Ourself shall hold and never delegate to

anu subject .... We are Your supreme Comreander-in-Chief. We rely

i upon you as Our limbs and you look up to Us as your head. Inferiors

.iould regard the orders of thelr superlors as Issuing directly from Us. '

5 The Japanese services never shook off entirely the character of

I being the private forces of the monarchy, partly by historical accident

but largely by design. By linking all ranks to the Son of Heaven, a

"I blind and mystical obedience could be Invoked In both the Armny and the

Navy -- the 'teeth and claws of the Royal House.' The ethics textbooks

I pointed out that the Emperor 'cherished His subjects as though they were

His children.' Even the lowliest saw onmnipresent evidence of the

U Imperial presence In the royally bestowed regimental colors (qunki), in

i the daily recitations of Meij•is Precepts, In the compulsory obeisance In

the direction of the Imperial Palace In Tokyo, wherever one might be

I 3tationed and In the orders emanating from anybody higher In the chain

of command. To abuse a rifle (which bore the Imperial Insignia) was

I regarded as 'a desecration of the military spirit and an act of

5 irreverence toward the Emperor.' 104

Inside the military organization, there were many unpleasant

3 developments. Impersonal duty was marked by iron discipline and cruel

physical punishments for the smallest Infractions. Particular butts of

3 the vicious "hazings" were new soldiers and alleged misfits such as

i physically and psychologically weak intellectuals. CrItics spoke of the

mechanical and Isolated life of the military, which -tIfled originality,

5 ruined Initiative, and was characterized by unreality and nonsense. Most

of this carpinq was of course voiced privately, and thp resistance was

3 passive, but It became the practice before the war to oblioe every

entering recruit to sign and 5tamp an oath of absolute and unquestioning
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I
obedience to superiors' orders. The few recalcitrants were soon

persuaded. Sakal remembers noncoms who were "absolute tyrants' and

"sadistic brutes* who treated enlisted men as 'human cattle-' 205

Sensitive to the dangers of excess in such a pyramidical system,

the better leaders in the m"ilitary organization argued that 'true 5
military discipline cannot be sustained unless the surroundings are warm

and fraternal.' A 'homelike atmosphere" was imperative In the barracks. I
In the Army. company commanders were likened to fathers, NCO's to I

mothers, and drill instructors to older brothers. Before their unit went

to the front, good commanders often saw to it that their men wrote to 3
their parents and prepared last wills and testaments. Indeed. it has

been argued that such paternalism generated an abnormal psychology, in I

thadt commanders did not mind sacrificing subordinates although they were

".as dear to them as their children.* A kamikaze commander Is quoted as

saying to his men: 'I always regard you with deep affection, as a parent 3
cares f(,r his children, often thinking, 'whdt dears they are.' r have

always thought of yoo, and tried to find i, -,od oppcttunicy for you to 3
mak(e .. ": ,1, .V: L useful." On a happier note, superior officers might

.crve as go-betweens In matchmaking or even assist witi., ,'. ,• of

men honorably discharged from the service. It should not Le.. ,'rising. I
then, that there was a prcnounced tendency toward disorganization In

combat situations whenever a commander becamp a casualty. 106 3
The military organJzation Invested enoinois effort to train

officers and mf.n. No on,_ who.'h met the Japanfese soldier in action ever put _

him dowri a., a fightli,q man. Mazsha7 Zh,,kcv suld the IJA Croc,. )e saw In 3
-omtat wer4E 'well traincl, especidll / for fighting at close quarters.'

T:,ey were "w)l disciplined, dogged in combat, especially Jin defense I
Junior cotmnandinj officers are well trained and fanatically rezsi~tent In I
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i battle. 'The strength of the Japanese Army lay,' according to Marshal

Slim, 'not in its higher leadership ... but In the spirit of the

U Individual Japanese soldier. ... It was (the] combination of obedience

and ferocity that made the Japanese Army, whatever Its condition, so

S formidable, and which would make any army formidable. It would make a

European Army invincible..107

U All of the points of inculcation already mentioned, and others,

I came together In s;.- training cycles: hand-to-hand fighting skills;

exploitation of degrees of darkness; total obedience; physical

I hardiness. IJA tactical training emphasized expected themes: security,

envelopment, polnt-penetration, meeting engagements, raids. The features

most particular to Japanese training, however, centered on the policy

I prohibiting surrender and the emphasis on the offensive. With respect to

the former, i memorable comment was voiced by the British In Burma:

I Everyone talks about fighting to the last man and last round, but only

the Japanese actually do It." As [or the latter, there is a reverse side

of the coln: the Japanese detested the defensive - an attitude that

5 suffused their teachlngs Defense was deemed to be a 'negative' type of

combat, and one to be avoided particularly because it allowed an enemy to

concentrate heavy tirepower that they themselves lacked. On many

occasions, IJA soldiers would leap from their positions and charge the

S attacking enemy with their bayonets. The Japanese system of defense

S stressed counterattack, maneuver, and surprise.1 0 8

Despite being criticized as arbitrary, narrow, inflexible, and

S stifling of orlgin-3ýllty, IJA training was recognized even by their foes

as 'progressive, thorough, and modern.* The thorough training of the

I soldiery -- who held up well till the debacles of )944-1945 -- was

I1 attributable to the similarly thorough training of their officers and
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noncoms. Nevertheless. the well developed system of service

academies and war colleges did not yield the best of generalship, as I
three senior Allied conweanders in World War II agree. During the

climacteric of the Pacific War, in September 1944, General MacArthur

remarked: 110

Japanese troops still fight with the greatest tenacity. I
The military quality of the rank and file remains of the

highest. Their officer corps, however, deteriorates as

you go up the scale. It is fundamentally based upon a 3
caste and feudal sqscem and does not represent strict

professional merit. Therein lies Japan's weakness. Her 3
sons are strong of limb and stout of heaxt but weak in 3
leadership. Gripped inexorably by .. military hierarchy,

that hierachy Is now failing the nation. It has had 3
neither the imagination nor the foresighted abilitLy to

organize Japanese resources for a total war. 3

Marshal SI., felt that Japanese comrnanders had 'an

unquenchable n; which rarely allowed In their narrow 3
administrative mao-'r,. ,ur any setback or delay." This was

especially dangerous for the Japanese, since ... 5

the fundamental fault of [IJA] generalship was a lack of U
moral, as distinct from physical, courage. They were 3
not prepared to admit that they had made a mistake, that

ti'eIr plans had misfired and needed recasting . ..

Rather than confess that, they passed on to Lheir subor-
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dinates, unchanged, the orders they had themselves

received, well knowing thact with the resources available

the Casks demanded were Impossible. Time and again this

blind passing of responsibility ran down a chain of

disaster from the commander In chief to the lowest

levels of leadership. ... The hardest test of general-

ship Is to hold [a] balance between determination and

flexibility. In this the Japanese failed. They scored

highly by determination; they paid heavily for lack of

flexibility.

From what Zhukov had observed of the Japanese In combat, their officers,

"especially senior officers ... lack Initiative and are apt to act accord-

Ing to the crammed rulebook.' 112

Swinson sums matters up neatly: The Japanese martial system not

only 'produced courage and loyalty, but also stupidity and rigidity. It

led to great daring and the accepcance of risks but also to bad staff

wcrk and administrative blunders. It led also to a form of 'double

talk. ,113

Support capabilities constituted the Achilles heel of the Japanese

armed forces. We have already noted the grievous lacks in line support,

with rare exceptions. But tactical systems cannot function effectively

without the provision of daily maintenance requirements. Rations and

ammunition, of course, are vital. The IJA field ration was around four

pounds per day - about two-thirds of the American ration. The daily IJA

ammunition requirement In the Southwest Pacific was as low as one pound

per day, even for 'active operations.' Other deficiencies of an

Irreducible nature are often overlooked, however, such as fuel stocks,
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I
medical and veterinary care (including aid stations and casualty clearing

centers), road and runway maintenance, bridging, land and sea 3
transportation.

On paper, the Japanese possessed a full array of support services

and extremely detailed regulations governing their use. In practice, the 3
quantity of support was scant or nonexistent, and the quality varied from

satisfactory to abominable. The Japanese were always willing to accept I
an exorbitant rate of casualties, causing their enemies to regard Chem as I

contemptuous of life. As the U.S. Army's technical manual phrased It;

'They place a low value on human life and do not count the cost in taking 3
an objective.' The loss rate incurred by the Japanese as the result of

their tactical system was worsened enormously and eventually fatally by 3
114

the Insufficiencies of support. 1

At the level of tactical effectiveness, the Japanese Navy did not

underrate the BrItlsh and the Americans. but the Army had, or professed 3
to have, a veritable 'scoring 5ystem" to indicate the level of contempt

they felt for their enemies. This was expressed, subjectively of course. 3
by the number of Chinese, Russians, Americans, Britons, or Dutchmen that

one Japanese soldier could thrash In battle. To have admitted to

Inferiority was unthinkable to the Japanese. 1JA officers who fought In 3
China told how one Japanese regiment could maul a Chinese division. The

latter was numerically small, but even Chinese sources confess to the I

validity of the early IJA claims. During World War II, when the Japanese

began to suffer defeats, they usually rationailzed their reversals by I
references to superior Allied materiel. The most that a Japanese veteran 3
might admit was that an enemy fought well enough to be compared favorably

to the Japanese. Such an outlook at the tactical level conceived only of I

adversaries' weaknesses and friendly strengths.
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Despite elements of truth In such appraisals, the net result was to

attempt to achieve objectives that were impossible by universal standards

of military reality. The reason for the reliance on the offensive, often

launched In uncoordinated and piecemeal fashion, and In Inferior numbers,

was to enhance the morale of friendly units while unnerving and unhinging

a contemptible and unworthy opponent, who could be expected to 'weep and

flee' once the gleaming blade of a Japanese sword appeared. In short,

the mystical typically dominated the logisti- cal In Japanese tactical

philosophy. Put another way, Japanese commanders concentrated

chronically on determining how, with the men available, they could carry

out an order, rather than coolly calculating the probability of

11ss ucces s.
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I

Conclusion

Assessment of the effectiveness of the Japanese armed forces In U
World War II Is affected by a number of overriding features. After 3
easily winning the early rounds (including the superbly executed

operations against Hawaii and Southeast Asia). Japan fell to one knee and

suffered a technical knockout by the time the fight was over. The

thrashing was administered by a global coalition, whereas Japan fought 3
essentially alone. There was an appalling disparity between ends and

means. While It Is figuratively true that, In demographic and economic

terms, have-not Japan was somehow able to squeeze blood from a turnip, It

Is also true that strategy and politics featured grandiosity,

fragmentation, and unreality. Operational quality was generally I
undistinguished and unimaginative, intelligence estimation was often 3
self-hypnotlzed and Ill-founded, and commandshIp puerile and unscientific.

Nevertheless, the human stuff with which the Japanese military 3
organization had to work was first-rate. "Strong of limb and stout of

heart,* as MacArthur aptly put It, the Japanese fighting man was fond of 3
the tactically dramatic and seemingly inhuman )n his tenacity, valor, and

willingness to die. The shortage of raw materials and the feeble

productive capacity were undoubtedly driving forces behind national 3
policy, but they also generated tactics that drew upon values, attitudes,

and behavior unique to Japanese society. For example, a people 3
accustomed to tred. life cheaply must Inevitably spawn a military that

rpgards men as expendable, death as a sublime rebirth, and spiritualism I
I
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and determination as superior to conventional human intellect. These

prescriptions smack more of rationale than doctrine. ReaffIrmarIon of

I faith In moral attributes and psychological drives amounted to a callous

evasion (but not cocal ignorance) of the realities of modern firepower,

I mechanization, and aviation. From this evasion flowed the Japanese

invention of an 'alha factor" emphasizing assets cheaper than materiel:

absolute obedience, strict training, superb fighting spirit and teamwork,

spIritual endurance, self-confidence, and reliance on surprise and night

tactics.

SJapanese performance In World War I1 was characterized by

calculated risk, :-ltion, and poorly defined objectives, as well as by

I a lack of flexibility and resilience. One cultural factor of moment was

the tendency of the Japanese, island dwellers Inhabiting a land more

famous for crags than for plains, to *think small,' and to project their

delicaCe 17th Century thinking onto mighty industrial and technological

adversaries of the 20th Century. Indeed, In the sense of being alfsn to

proper historical time, the Japanese military organization of World War

II was in many ways an anachronism. From our examination of Its

effectiveness, we cannot quite escape the Impression thdt we have been

dealing with medieval samurai warriors masquerading as practitioners of

modern military science.
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The effectiveness of the United States armed forces reflected the

complex factors that shaped American national security policy before

I 1945. The United States believed that its geographic isolation between

the world's two largest moats and its relative economic self-sufficiency

mI allowed It to avoid alliances and other commitments to foreign nations.

Its peacetime military policy provided only for small naval and military

constabulary forces designed to police Its national domain, to patrol

its continental borders, to provide a small base for wartime expansion,

and to protect Its diplomats and merchant fleet abroad. Historically,

the United States chose to avoid the political and economic costs of

large standing forces and assume the risks of Its basic policy: to rely

upon its large population and industrial capacity to provide the

resources for military forces mobilized after the nation went to war.

World War II proved no exceptionj to this policy, only its most dramatic

expression played on a global stage.

In World War ii the policy of mobilization for a simultaneous war

agaInst Japan and the German-Itallan alliance created the paramters for
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I
organizational effectiveness. The American war effort foll Into three

broad phases, each characterized by different official and public

perceptions of the military challenge and the requirements for successful

American policy. Although the UnIted States made some effort at I
rearmament before the outbreak of World War IX, it did not make an

appreciable change in military emphasis until after the German invasion

of Poland In September, 1939. In fact, the fall of France proved a

greater stimulus to American mobilization In the pre-belligerency period,

limited by both political will and Industrial Inefficiency, extended only 3
about eighteen months, July 1940 to December 7, 1941. Still hoping that

It could avoid open warfare, the United States in terms of its eventual

military effectiveness lost eleven months' work In preparing its armed 1
forces for war despite the fact that in 1940 it went to 'full

mobilization,' i.e. the mobilization of its existing reserves and a 3
dramatic effort to man, train, and equip Its expanded regular forces

The period of active belligerency should be divided into two

phases, the first from December, 1941 until the end of 1943 and the

second from early 1944 until the end of the war against Japan in

September, 1945. Despite the fact that the United States went to *total

mobilization' after Pearl Harbor, the American war effort proceeded for

another eighteen months before the nation's political and military

leadership could see a reasonably clear picture of the political,

strategic, operational and t--7tical requirements for eventual victory.

Between December, 1941 and the winter of 1943-1944, the United States

faced a pyramiding set of problems that limited Its military

effectiveness at almost every level. The fundamental sources of the

nation's partial effectiveness were three-fold: Axis military operations

In 1942-1943, which pinned the United States to the Western Hemisphere,
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Great Britain, and the peripheral theaters of the South Pacific and the

southern rim of the Eurasian land mass; the demands of the principal

I allies, Great Britain and the Soviet Union, that the United States accept

their definitions of strategic priorities and the reality that their

I priorities were incompatible; and the self-imposed constraints that

retarded American mobilization. These domestic constraints spread their

influence throughout the American war effort and included organizational

and priority confusion among the civilian agencies managing the war

effort, defects In InterservIce and Internal military organization both

in the United States and In the field, technical and physical limitations

in produclng war material in the quantity and quality the war demanded,

and public Illusions about the degree of sacrifice in lives and treasure

that victory required.

A series of events In 1943 brought the American war effort into

clearer focus and laid the foundation for the major campaigns of 1944-

1945 that represented the apogee of the American war effort. In early

1943 President Franklin D. Roosevelt announced the "unconditional-

surrender' formula, which committed the United States to a coalition war

that would destroy the Axis political systems and armed forces through

conquest and occupation. Through complex poll tico-militar•y negotiations

culminating with the Tehran Conference (November, 1943), the American

armed forces, represented by the Joint Chiefs of Staff, won allied

approval and presidential support for their two principal strategic

concepts: (1) a strategic bombing campaign against Industrial Germany

and an Anglo-American air-ground campaign against the isehrmacht i)

northwestern Europe and (2) a war of air-sea economic strangulation and a

naval campaign in the central Pacific against Japan. In more precise

terms the Amejrlrcan war effort In 1944 focused on the combined Bomber

Ii
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I
Offensive In Europe, the invasion and liberation of France and the Low

Countries, a submarine and bomber offensive against the economy of the

Japanese empire, and the conquest of the Marianas and the Philippines,

which produced the end of conventional Japanese air and naval operations.

These campaigns, In concert with the Red Army's drive to the borders of

prewar Germany, should have ended the war, but unanticipated changes In

the Axis war effort (e.g., the Ardennes Counteroffensive and the I
introduction of the kamikaze) and the structural weaknesses of the 3
American war effort (e.g., the Inadequate numbers of ground combat

divisions and the uneven performance of American weapons) prolonged the 3
ware for almost another year. V-E and V-J Days came just ahead of a

potential wave of war-wearlness and diminished m1lItarx effectiveness. 3
Although any comparative statistical analysis of America's major

wartime mobilizations must be qualified, World Wir II remains the

nation's most c(emanding war effort in scope. Comparing the last year of U
prewar military effort with the mAximum wartime year of military effort

for the Civil War and the two World Wars, the United States In World War 3
II increased its military spending 800 percent and the size of its armed

forces 350 percent. Only the wartime expansion of the Union armed forces I
(370 percent) is comparable.

Federal Spending ean2P.er 3
Civil War $28 million (1860) 27,000 (1860)(ini on onl y)I

$1.5 billion (2865) 1 million (1865)

World War I $305 million (1916) 180,000 (1926) -

$13.5 billion (1919) 2.9 million (1918)

World War II $1 billion (1939) 334,000 (1939)

$82 billion (1945) 12 million (1945) I



The pace and scope of the American war effort does not fully

U explain the degree of complexity that shaped the nation's military

effectiveness Unlike its two principal allies, the United States waged

massive military campaigns against both Its major enemies on a wide

- variety of battlefields: two oceans, the skies over the Pacific and the

I, European continent, the M•editerranean Sea and Its African and Euzopean

littoral, Pacific Islands of varied size and topography, and the cities

E and wooded farmlands of northwestern Europe. Unlike the Civil War It had

to conduct operations thousands of miles from North America. Unlike

I World War X it had to send military forces of greater size and complexity

simultaneously to different theaters and against appreciably different

enemy armed forces. Except for the possible exception of the British

I Coanwonwealth armed forces, no military establishment fought In so many

different envirorarents so far from Its homeland, and British operations

I outside Europe did not approach American operations in scope. In

addition, the United States fought as a late-arriving member of an allied

I coalition, and one of those allies, Great Britain, had a major influence

I on American policy, strategy, and military organization In the war

against Germany. Last, the American armed forces fought within a

l domestic political context that stressed consistent civilian control by a

democratic government In which the executive and legislative branches

I shared the responsibility of shaping policy, an emphasis upon the

I quantitative ar7d qualitative exploitation of industrial technology as a

substitute for human lives, and the conviction that even world War rI did

lS not demand the militarization of American clvillan instltutions and

values.I
I
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I

I. PoliticAl .Ef-ect.lveness I

Historically, the American armed forces starve In peacetime and I
gorge in wartime, and World War II proved no exception. On the eve of

the war the process -f military budgeting followed Its routine pattern;

the War Department and Navy Department produced annual estimates based or,

a rough calculi'; of the military threat facing the nation and some

consideration of what the economy and political climate would bear. The

President -- meaning the Bureau of the Budget -- would routinely reduce 3
the request, which would be trimmed again by Congress despite the careful

advocacy of the service secretaries and the service ch.,ef s. The force I

requirements of the Joint Army-Navy Board's contingency plans of the

1930's, especially for a war with Japan, had little political I
persuasiveness despite the shocks of war In China (1937), the Munich -

Crisis (1938), and the German Invasion of Poland (1939). In 1939 the

United States spent about two percent of Its GNP on the armed forces, a 3
figure comparable to most of the nineteenth 7encurzy when the nation

existed In splendid military Isolation from all but Canada and Mexico.

The growing world crisis, however, did produce one Important

development: the conversion of President Franklin D. Roosevelt to

rearmament and close consultation with his service secretaries and I

service chiefs. Invcking his constitutional powers as commwander-in-chi e

in July, 1939, Roosevelt Issued Militaxy Order No. 1, which transferred -

the Joint Army-Navy Board, the Joint Army-Navy Munitions Board, and some

related Joint procurement agencles to the Executive Office of the

I
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President. In practical terms, the reorganization allowed the service

chiefs greater freedom to discuss their financial needs with FDR. Access

did not, however, produce dramatic Increases of military spending, only a

sense of heightened anxiety In the service chiefs, General George C.

Marshall and Admiral Harold R. Stark. I

Even with the President more sympathetic to the Army and Navy's

definition of their needs, the gap between the requirements of

hemispheric and colonial defense and defense spending widcned after the

outbreak of war. In 1939-1940 the United States spent about $5 billion

for defense, but after and Fall of France both the public and Congress

supported higher spending, and In 1941 the services spent $20 billion.

By contrast, the two major statements of military needs on the eve of

Pearl Harbor, the 'Two-Ocean Navy Act' (1940) and the War Department's

'Victory Program' (1941), would have required spending In excess of $100

billion. In 1941 the federal government still spent more of Its budget

fox domestic programs and debt service than It did for defense.

After December 7, 1941, the Army and Navy's budget requests

acquired Instant political legitimacy, and throughout the rest of the war

the two service departments were swamped with appropriations. For the

first time defense spending exceeded government domestic spending and did

so by a factor of five. As the armed forces rapidly expanded In 1943 and

industrial mobilization matured, defense spending reached high and stable

levels: $75 billion (1943) and $82 billion (1944 and 1945). At war's

end the federal government was spending 42 percent of GNP on the wer

effort In setting military spending levels and receiving broad latitude

on how they managed their appropriations, the service departments

received broad discretion from both the President and Congress. The

result was a fiscal 'honeymoon' unknown In American military history,
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made no less dazzling by its short duration.

The broad legitimacy of mill tary spending, however, rested upon

some special characteristics of the American economy and poli tical

atmosphere as well as public policy. In 1939 the United States remained

In an economic depression with agricultural prices severely depressed and

farm Income low, some nine million people unemployed, and plant capacity

only half In use. The war effort set off an economic boom -- fueled with

federal dollars -- that more than doubled GNP in five years. Unlike the

other belligerents whose homelands suffered the direct ravages of the

war, the United States actually increased consumer spending during the

war despite the limitation upon durable goods, home construction, and

some types of food and clothing. Wage levels remained well ahead of

Inflation, and fully a third of American families moved from near poverty

Into the middle class In terms of family Income. Unemployment among the

employable virtually disappeared, and nearly eight million new workers

entered the labor market. Public policy, forged by the executive branch

and Congress, ensured that a mix of rationing, taxation, price controls,

and borrowing protected the civilian population and economic structure

from Intolerable deprivation and unwanted change. Even though the United

States paid for Its part In World War II ($316 billion) with the highest

percentage of current revenues In Its history (some 40 percent), the

government borrowed the remainder from the public, thus creating a level

of savings and deferred demand unusual in American economic history. In

sum, the armed fortes fought the war within a public atmosphere of

economic optimism that temporarily eliminated the classical *guns or

butter' arguments so common to American political discourse. If

anything, World War 11 probably left the armed forces with unreasonable

fiscal expectations.

. . . . .. . .
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I
As the United States learned In 1917-1918, high promises and fast

appropriations did not convert easily into military capability, but the

I lesson had to be relearned In 1939-1943. Although the War and Navy

departments eventually had full access to the Industrial and

t technological capacity and creativity of the United States, the

departments and their suppliers went through several painful experiences

I In reaching full effectiveness in equipping the armed forces. Some of

I the problems stemmed from the military department's attitudes and

organization, but the basic difficulties occurred outside the military

Influence and, given American devotion to civilian control, could not be

corrected by the armed services alone. At the heart of the mobillzaý don

S problems were Inherent political conflicts: the rivalry of the president

I and Congress, the volatile state of public opinion, the aggressiveness of

special :nterest lobbies, and the question of centralized power within

U the exe:uive branch and within the federal government. The traditional

clash of Jeffersonian values and Hamiltonian values did not end with

I Pearl Harbor

The very nature of the American economy -- so fruitful If erratic

in peace, so hard to move In war -- ensured that the armed forces, not

I noLed for their admiration of corporation executives and labor leaders,

would find It Impossible to dominate industrial mobilizatlon. As

I Secretary of war Henry Stimson observed, 'if you are going to try to go

to war, or to prepare for war, In a capltallstlc country, you have got to

let business make money out of the process or business won't work." 3

I Coalition war did not make the problem of military procurement easier,

for the American armed forces shared $50 billion of foreign military

! sales and bend-Le~asaecs.sted with thL& allies, :ieluctuLiy so In the

war's early stages. Even though war materiel received the highestI_ _
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priority, military production and distribution never operated under the I
autonomous control of the military departments.4

Before the collapse of the Allied position in western Europe in

1940, the federal government did little to face the economic implications

of Increased military spending. Still bound by bureaucratic routine and

legal restrictions on contracting, the War and Navy departments conducted I
their procurement business through their existing technical services

(Army) and bureaus (Navy). The services' primary concerns were

coordinating thei: own procurement through the Joint Army-Navy Munitions

Board and winning some relief from competitive bidding. As the gap

between raw material availability, appropriate plant capacity, and I
escalating military orders widened -- exacerbated by aid to the allies 3
and continued domestic consumption -- the administration created one

after another civilian agency to attack each emerging problem. Although 3
the Office of Production Management (1940) was supposed to provide

centralized coordin•tion, in truth neither FDR nor Congress could abide I
the prospect of concentrated economic power, despite wainings3 from the5

Army and Navy that even worse confusion lay ahead. By the end of 1941

the military departments faced a coalition of competitors: the Office of

Production Management, which was supposed to stimulate Industrial

conversion to war work; the Office of Price Administration and Civilian I
Supply and the Supply Priorities and Allocation Board, which guarded

domestic interests; the Office of Defense Transportation; and the Office

of Lend-Lease Administration. The Office of Scientific Research and

Development pushed past the services in leading the nation's

technological pioneering in military techrology and engineering, largely 3
by g ti'7t nation's academic and corporate laboratories witLh
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contracts and protected civilian personnel.

After Pearl Harbor, FDR and Congress faced the obvious need for

I greater economic regulation, and Congress gave the President wide

authority over the economy In the First (December, 1941) and Second

U (March, 1942) War Powers Acts. The President, however, did not In turn

pass his authority to the War and Navy Departments, but empowered a new

agency, the War Production Board, to manage mobilization. In fact, the

I services had also recognized that their own procurement houses were not

In order. The Army In 1942 created a Service of supply (subsequently

I retitled the Army Services Forces) on a co-equal status with the Army

Ground Forces and Army Air Forces and gave It the rrsponsibility to bring

I central direction to the Army's relations with the rest of the government

I and Its suppliers. Centralization in the Navy Department did not move as

far since the new Commander In Chief U.S. Fleet and Chief of Naval

I Operations, Ernest J. Xing, wanted to consolidate the bureaus under his

control. Secretary of the Navy Frank Knox, ably assisted by Under

I Secretary James V. Forrestal, organized an Office of Procurement and

I Material, but kept out of King's hands -- with FDR's explicit blessing.

For another year the reorganizational circus continued -- but not to

I enhance the power of the Army and Navy. When the WPB proved limited In

Its ability to integrate military and civilian requirements, FDR created

I the office of War Mobilization, another civilian agency directed by a

I former senator and Supreme Court Justice, James F. Byrnes. Mil itary war

managers worked as collaborators in the mobilization, not commanders.

3The basic sub.L•ucjve featutes 4f Lhe AnduL•.u al mobilization did

not fit the prewar military models, whether that model was the War

I Department's highlrj-centralized war Resources Administration or the

I Navy's decentralized bureau-driven model. Instead, market incentives --
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not military commands -- spurred the economy. The government shifted I
almost completely to negotiated contracts that guaranteed suppliers a 3
profit above production costs, generous provisions for tax relief and

debt amortization, the establishment of public corporations, and the

development of government -owned and privately-operated factories. The

Controlled Materials Plan (1943), designed to bring order to the I
allocation of scarce raw materials, placed the services in a competitive,

not dominant position in deciding which requirements would be filled

first and how fast. The critical problem of shipping involved not just

the Navy Department, but the U. S. Maritime Commission and the War

Shipping Administration. Any Army plan to use compulsory national I
service or a labor draft to drive workers Into war factories (such plans

existed in 2939 in the Industrial Mobilization Plan) died In the arena of

public and labor politics By and large the armed forces had their hands 3
full with their own procurement problems and had no taste for running the

national economy even if they had such an opportunity. Although the

military leaders generally received what they requested -- if time and

cost considerations are ignored -- they did not believe tOat the nation

had surrendered any serious control of the economy to the armed forces.

Largely because of the enormity of the industrial mobilization and

Lheir self-imposed restraint In defining their human needs, the American I
armed forces accepted rather than dictated political decisions on the I
quantity and quality of the men and women who served in uniform in World

War II. The services, especially the Army, might have been more 3
assertive In estimating and filling their manpower needs, but without any

central authority other than FDR and Congress to make definitive final

decisions about human resources, the armed forces had to persuade and

negotiate for personnel. Civilian agencies -- principally the War I
I
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I Production Board, the War Manpower Colmwisslon, and the Selective Service

System -- competed with the military In defining what the armed forces

' could expect in manpower strength from the nation's adult male

population. (The 350,000 women who served did so as volunteers.) Like

I the fluid estimates on industrial production, civilian agencies guessed

i that military-sultable males available for service ranged between 10 and

16 million or about one-third of the 36 million who registered for the

I draft, 1940-1945. The major limitations on the available manpower pool

were age, physical fitness, occupational deferments for essential war-

I work, and family dependency. Since the number of Americans who

i eventually served In uniform (16.1 million) approached the upper limit of

the estimated avellable male population, military requirements seem to

I have received hig, st priority. But the Army and Navy seldom shaped

their estimates fr,ý" of what they Imagined manpower limitations to be, so

the manpower picture Is far more complex,5

M11tary manpower plans developed In concert with materiel

readiness projections and strategic plans. Only the Army's 'Victory

I Program" (September, 1941) attempted to project service needs for a

two-front, coalition war that would last several years, and In rough

terms the 'Victory Program' proved accurate. The Army planners estimated

a maximum troop ceiling of 8.4 nillion with 6.7 mllion In Its ground and

I service forces and 2 million In the Army Air Forces (AAF). At war's end

the Army numbered 8.2 million with 5.9 million In the ground forces and

2.3 million in the AAF. To meet these force levels 11.2 million soldiers

donned uniforms during the wax. The Army staff, however, in 1943

estimated that It could prosecute the war with fewer than 8 million

soldiers and maintained this estimate even though Congress wondered If

the numbers were sufficient. The Navy Department's projections proved
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even more elusIve since both the Navy and Marine Corps continued to I

Increase their requirements Into 1944 when they settled on ceilings of

3.2 million sailors and 559,000 Marines. At war's end the navy numbered

3.4 million and the Marine Corps 484,000, force levels that meant that

4.8 million fought the war In the two naval services. Of those who

served about 10 million went through the Selective Service Induction, and

6 million enlisted In the regular forces or their reserve components

until voluntary enlistments were ended by law In late 1942.

The Important factor In manpower mobilization was not who served, 3
but who didn't. Almost 5 million men could not meet the armed forces'

physical standards, which were judged far too rigorous by civilian I
manpower experts. of the 4-Fs (medically unfit) the majority of 2.7

million who failed their examinations were disqualified for poor teeth,

hernias, eyesight problems, flat feet, deafness, and other minor and 3
correctable defects. Another 1.5 million men failed examinations to test

their 'emotional stability' and Intelligence. Not until 1943 did the I
Selective Service System accept Illiterates. In sum, exaggerated I
physical requirements, especially for a force in which onlu one-quarter

of Cho men actually did the fighting, exempted a third of the manpower

pool even though manpower experts estimated that only 500,000 men were

absolutely disqualified from service. The armed forces established the I
physical and mental standards and resisted any attempt to 11beralize them

until 1943 when manpower shortfalls of all sorts became critical.

The most obvious way to find troops was to cut Into other protected

categories, primarily occupational and dependency deferments. The former

by 1943 numbered 1.1 million, the latter 15 million. Another change -- I

advocated by the armed forces - - allowed the services to enlist I
seventeen- year-olds and draft elghteen-year-olds, but the fear of public

I
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disfavor of such a policu restrained the Army (but not the Navy and

Marine Corps) from accepting youths and sending them Into combat. The

major target for making up manpower shortages became not the deferred

fathers, but young workers (first 26 and under, then the 26-29 group)

I with occupational deferments. The War and Navy Departments advocated

I this policy, but their demands withered under the couwtc.r:arguments of

Industrial planners. The Navy and Marine Corps managed to work towards

their force goals by manipulating the Selective Service System and

setting up attractive training programs for junior officers and u.?nlisted

technicians, but the ground Army found itself bedeviled by the AAF's

quanti ty and quali ty requirements and Its own personnel management

problems. In the war's closing year the War Department had a real need

I for more men, but its early optimism about Its needs and its profligate

use of service troops reduced the Army's ability to enlarge its ranks

I from the remaining manpower pool. Neither Admiral King nor General

Marshall felt as if the services' true needs received adequate attention

from FDR and his civilian advisers, and both worried that their

credibility In manpower matters had diminished, not increased, as the war

progressed.

America's participation In World War II brought the political

effectiveness of the armed forces to a new wartime high. Measured by the

gap between the military's own estimated resource needs and the federal

government's willingness to meet mllitary-defined requirements, the war-

time mobilization consistently gave the military leadership what It

I requested -- but not completely or thoughtlessly so. The sources of the

military's success are not difficult to Identify. At least after Pearl

I Harbor, the government, the public, and the armed forces shared a similaT

I sense of risk from the Axis powers and shared a similar determinatiun ro
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of victory would be, but the planning staffs of the Army and Navy had

given their resource needs greater thought than anyone else, and in the

Interwar period they had developed a methodology that at least gave their 5
estimates some rational structure. The combination of contingency

planning, war-gaming, force-structuring, and doctrine-writing gave the I
military a persuasive method of assessing the probable result of future

operations or, at least, Identified the unknowns and range of probable

outcomes. What is significant about the development of 'military and 3
naval science' In the twentieth century is not whether military planning

could be truly scientific -- It could not but that the responsible I
civilian politiciani re-oqnized that military expertise did exist. u

The political force of military advice, however, also depended upon

the self-denial of broad political power by the nation's senior officers. 5
After world War I the only general or admiral who entertained political

ambition was Douglas MacArthur. During the war the members of the Joint I
Chiefs of Staff (Marshall, King, Admiral William D. Leahy, and General H. 5
H. Arnold) avoided political partisanship, assisted by the fact that

their civilian superiors in the service departments were either

Republicans or conservative-Internationalist Democrats. Significantly,

the executive branch allowed the services to carry on ambitious public 1

relations programs, which also translated into political power. Although

the 'public information' programs the armed forces developed had multiple

purposes -- to legitimize the nation's war aims and sacrifices, to

support recruiting and conscription, and to enhance the Image of the

armed forces -- the JCS profited from the generally Improved reputation

of the professional officer corps that flowed from the public relations

effort. The JCS used its political influence, however, within functional I
I
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areas that It desired dnd the nation's political leaders approved.

I Resource allocation was not one of those areas In which the JCS sought a

;I dominant role. Instead the JCS saw Itself as a partner in the mobiliza-

tion process and believed that its access to officials in the executive

I and legislative branches was sufficient for Its purposes, even If the

process could be time-consuming and frustrating.

Even If the JCS had sought greater political effectiveness, it

I would have faced insurmountable barriers. Neither PDR nor Congress

showed any inclination to surrender their constitutional responsibilities,

I ei ther to the JCS or to the other branch of government. Moreover, the

organizational pattern FDR approved within the executive branch caused

I the multiplication of civilian agencies and the diffusion of administra-

I tive power, which forced the service departments Into a restricted,

adversarial position In the search for resources. The absence of a

I single department of defense and a single civilian secretary -- or single

military chief - contributed to the sharing of political power. The JCS

I also faced a formidable competitor In the British, who linked the

I personal magnetism of Winston Churchill with -he arrogant assertiveness

of the Chiefs of Staff Committee. Throughout the war the JCS found ICs

I requirements scrutinized by the British, who often offered alternative

evaluations of such matters as merchant and amphibious shipping

I construction, the allocation of food and petroleum, and rthe size and

structure of the American armed forces. The British were not the only

alternative military voices, for the military command system the Allies

E developed for a global, coalition war also positioned the Joint and

combined theater commanders as potential sources of political challenge.

I Fortunately, the only rogue general was MacArthur, but Generals Dwight D.

Eisenhower and Joseph W. Stilwell might have complicated the role of the
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JCS If they had chosen to exploit their access to foreign leaders.

Negotiating with theater comianders on operations proved such an arduous

process that the JCS had reduced energy In dealing with resource

allocation Issues. Instead It focused on strategic and operational 3
proklejms. which clearly fell within its professional expertise.

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
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I
I
3 zz. $txategic 3 ectivemen

I
iThe strategic effectiveness of the American armed forces In World

War II increased with the parallel translation of national policies Into

I military operations against the Axis, the growth of the American armed

forces, and the mounting professional skill and persuasiveness of the

I Joint Chiefs of Staff. Although the JCS never escaped Presidential

review of its plans or Its difficulties In dealing with the British, its

success in strategic planning mounted between 1943 and 1945 in direct

I .oportion to the size and type of forces It directed. In two earlIer

periods -- the pre-Pea~rl Harbor era of support for the Allies (1939-1941)

I and the era of British strategic dominance (1942-1943) -- the American

military had few successes, and those successes normally conformed to

E preferences held independently by the British and by FDR, whose own

I attitudes were shaped by Churchill's advice, domestic mobilizati.ti, and

partisan politics. As early as 1940-1941 Army and Navy military planners

I developed their own strategic preferences for victory over the Axis,

expressed In varied form In RAINBOW 5, Plan 'Dog,* Air war Plans Division

1 1, and the coalition straleqic memorandum of understanding, ABC-l. The

U essence of these plans centered on the problem of fighting two wars

simultaneously In two widely separated theaters, Rurope and the Pacific.

I As the most dangerous member of the Axis coalition, Germany would receive

primary attention as a foe with Italy and Japan attacked as opportunities

I and forces developed. The planners assumed that Germany would have to be

attacked, Its armed forces destroyed, and its government replaced in
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order for the Allies to meet their war alms. Offensive campaigns,

mounted from secure bases In England or other enclaves on or near the

continent, seemed essential. Army air and ground planners predicted that

some combiLation of strateglq bombing and a major ground campaign would

defeat Germany, hut they disagreed about the relative importance of these
7

campaigns.

"Germany First' did not mean "Germany Only' for the JCS. When I
Japan expanded its Asian war to the Pacific, the United States accepted

Its six months of defeat as a temporary setback, not the preliminary for

a negotiated peace. Again•, the JCS stressed an offensive campaign --

largely naval and air -- to destroy the Japanese armed forces, to sever

Japan from Its sources of raw materlals, and to force unconditional

surrender through some combInation of economic blockade, strategic 5
bombardment, and invasion. For several reasons, the JCS did not attach

much importance to a major land campaign In Asia against the Japanese 3
army. For one thing, the Allied coalition had little strength in the

theater, for Britain and Russia had more than enough problems with I
Germany. Nationalist China could not muster the political will or mili- 3
tary capacity to do more than defend its Inland enclaves. American

interest In Asia stemmed from Ch~na's potential as a base for bomber 3
operations against Japan and more tangential operations like rescuing

pilots, collecting weather Information, and harassing Japanese divisions

with part, _n operations. Although the war against Japan did not develop

as prewar planners anticipated In terms of timing and geographic setting,

the combination of public outrage after Pearl Harbor and the services'

traditional interest In a war In the Pacific tended to give the Japanese

military threat more impertance than might have been justified in purely

logical terms.
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A strategy of offensive campaigns outside the western hemisphere

carried serious risks, although the United States was not In Iamediate

danger of military attack and occupation. Of all the belligerents only

the United States did not risk the prospect of total defeat, a condition

U that may explain the generally prudent approach of PDR and the JCS. For

all the problems of massing forces, choosing theaters, timing operations,

and assessing enemy actions, the United States did not cast its

I rrevocable 'strategic dice' until the Marianas and Normandy campaigns of

1944. The sole exception to this pattern of strategic prudence was the

commnitment to the Combined Bomber offensive against Germany In 1943. The

other major gamble was the effort to begin the build-up In England,

Operation BOLERO, In 2942 before the war against the German U-boat force

had been won, but Britain's desperate condition seemed to make this risk

unavoidable. Even potentially desperate measures -- like the plan to

U invade France In 1942 In order to open an eleventh-hour 'Second Front' if

Russia appeared defeated -- would have involved so few American forces

I that In the physical sense a defeat would not have been catastrophic.

5 Nevertheless, minimal strategic risk may not translate Into minimal

political risk. FDR, for example, remained keenly aware that early signs

I of failure that could not be explained by America's lack of preparedness

(e.g., the loss of the Philippines) might force a fundamental change In

I strategy. PDR Insisted that American forces enter the European war In

1942 -- even In minimal form -- so that he could bring greater urgency to

industrial mobilization and avoid public pressure for a 'Japan First'

I strategy. Eivth less justlfication, the president also thought an Anglo-

American campaign In 1942 would convince the Soviets to fight on In the

I face of Germany's second successful offensive In Russia. (In retrospect,

Stalin had no other choice If the Communist regime was to survive.) ByI
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and large, the JCS understood PDR's Insistence that coalition diplomacy

and domestic politics took precedence over strategic theory, even If it

meant taking more risks than the JCS liked.

The relative caution of strategic planning had Its roots In the

military's disconcerting experiences with PDR In 1939-1940 when General

Marshall and Admiral Stark found themselves continuously overruled by the

president. The basic Issues were support for Great Britain and Russia

and the conflicting Imperatives of hemispheric defense. Throughout 1940

and 1941, the president approved plans largely suggested by the British

or his civilian advisers that he thought would deter Japan and support

the Allies. In many cases FDR's decisions actually reduced real military

readiness, mich to his service cniefs' dismay. Among these short-of-war

measures were sharing aircraft production equally with Britain, the

Introduction of Lend-Lease, the occupation of Iceland, the exchange of

Atlantic bases for destroyers, the permanent transfer of the Fleet to

Pearl Harbor, operational assistance to the British In the U-boat war,

and the formation and reinforcement of United States Armyd Forces Far

East, MacArthur's command in the Philippines. FDR's harshest critics

among his senior officers thought his pre-Pearl Harbor decisions actually

hastened war; more moderate officers believed that his policies slowed

military mobilization and dispersed those forces that might be needed for

deployment to the Caribbean and Latin America. The rapid expansion of

the armed forces In 1941, propelled by the execution of the 1940 draft

and National Guard mobilization and the growth of the Fleet, made It

difficult for the Army and the Navy to man and equip those forces their

contingency plans required and those commtitted to PDR's "military

diplomacy. '
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Once the United States entered the war, the JCS became. more

successful In winning FDR's approval for Its plans Co defeat the Axis,

but ICs persuasiveness depended upon Its ability Co negotiate with the

BriCish. Until 1943 FDR and his cxvilian advisers, like Harry Hopkins,

gave Allied strategic preferences greater attention than the JCS's, and

throughout the war, the JCS had to pay special attention to integrating

Its plans with those of the Allies. The JCS's persuasive powers grew In

direct proportion to the size of the American armed forces and the

military's ability Co present more attrdctive strategic alternatives than

those presented by the Allies. Part of the JCS's success stemmed from

the forcefulness of General Xarshall and Admiral King, part from the

competence of Its two principal subordinates, General Dwight D. Eisen-

hower and Admiral Chester M. Nimitz. Military staff skill increased JCS

effectiveness, particularly the work of the Joint and combined commlittees

who had to balance strategic proposals with force availability. Despite

his haphazard leadership style, FDR understood strategic analysis, and he

had, too, the advantage of two skilled tutors, his personal chief of

staff (Admiral William D. Leahy) and the senior British liaison officer

(Field Marshal Sir John Dill), who generally supported the JCS.

Inter-coalItion strategic Integration varied from theater to

theater, campaign to campaign, and from ally to ally. Anglo-American

Integration developed rapidly, largely through British insistence. When

-Germany First- had to be translated Into long-range plans for offensive

operations, the British showed scant enthusiasm for a premature Invasion

of France. Although less enamored than Churchill with a strategy of

bombardment, limited operations along the periphery of Festunq Europa,

subversion, and economic warfare, the British military planners dominated

the bargaining of 1942 and 1943. Two early plans, the Combined Bomber
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Offensive and the sea control battle In the Atlantic. received early

approval because they attracted coalition support at the political 3
(PDR-Churchill) and the military (USAAP-RAP, USN-RN) levels. Army

commanders also approved since they recognized that control of the air 3
and sea were essential prerequisites for any major land campaign. The

third plan -- the expansion of the British campaign to control the I
Mediterranean and to eliminate Vichy France and Italy from the war -- did

not strike the JCS as any more than political and strategic opportunism

that would slow the eventual climactic campaign against the Mehrmacht. 1
FDR, however, approved the North African campaign because he wanted to

stop the pull of the Pacific war, to direct public attention to the main I
cask of defeating Germany and to open a 'Second Front' even If strategic i
bombing and a Mediterranean campaign did not impress Stalin. The JCS did

not fight the decision for varied reasons, principally because Italian

bases might contribute to the air war, the Army ground forces were not

yet well enough trained for a major campaign, and the submarine threat 3
still made the bulld-up In E&gland prohibitively costly. Admiral King 3
had an additional reason: the delay In the Invasion of France improved

the prospects of a larger war against Japan. I
The war against Germany In 1943 reflected the Anglo-American

compromises of 1942 and the renaissance of the Russian armed forces, I
which shifted to the strategic offensive after the Stalingrad campaign.

It also showed the Improvement In convoy security, the growth of the

Army's ground and air combat formations and logistical base in England,

and the Navy's confidence that i•t could mount amphibious operations

without .5erious naval and air opposition. By the end of 1943 the

Anglo-American planners had convinced them3elves of the feasibility of a

cross-Channel Invasion and land campaign in northwestern Europe. FDR
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and Stalin Insisted that a *real' Second Front could no longer be

deferred in favor of additional operations In Italy or the Balkans, and

the only American concession to the British was that a second Invasion of

Prance from the south would have to wait since shipping shortages would

prohibit simultaneous allied Invasions. Nevertheless, the JCS received

FDR's blessing for DRAGON, the Riviera Invasion, which may have been the

ultimate test of its strategic persuasiveness since the military

rationale for the Invasion was just as tenuous as many of the earlier

British proposals thac the JCS had challenged. Although the JCS doubted

that British proposals for Invasions at the head of the Adriatic or In

the Balkans would destroy German forces that would not be otherwise

neutralized by Russian operations, It profited from FDR's reluctance to

assume any American responsibility for the political future of eastern

Europe. In this case, American political and military preferences

coincided with Soviet Interest In dominating postwar eastern Europe, a
8

coincidence fully appreciated by some American planners at the time.

Interallied strategic plans Integration reached Its highest level

of development In the war with Germany, despite the fact that the Soviets

would not allow more than the general coordination of offensive campaign-

ing. In the war with Japan the Allies did far less to cooperate, largely

because the American approach to the war varied In both war aims and

strategic approaches from the other major participants, Bri tain and

Nationalist China. Actually, the United States and Russia shared the

common strategic vision, a direct assault upon the Japanese armed forces

on mainland northern Asia and the Pacific ocean, but the Russians did not

enter the war until It was virtually over. The British strategy had Its

roots In Churchill's conviction that the war should reestablish the rajL

In India, Burma, and Malaya, but the war against Germany did not allow



much strategic Initiative In Asia. The Nationalist Chinese position was I
even more unpalatable, and by the end of 1943 FDR had (he thought) 4
disabused Chiang Kal-Shek of the notion that China had some special draw

upon Allied resources. Nationalist armies had proven so uncooperative

that American military commanders (General Claire Channault excepted) saw

little profit In arming a government that showed less Inclination to I
fight the Japanese than Its warlord and Communist rivals. In the long

run, the United States was the only power that had the resources to mount

major offensives against Japan, and It chose to do so in the theater (the 3
Pacific ocean) that bore the least political risk and maximized the

effect or American naval and air power. In this case, the lack of Allied I
strategic cooperation reflected the diversion of political goals and9 I
military capabilities.

The JCS strategic preferences remained sensitive to the size and

structure of the American armed forces throughout the war, but the

ultimate relationship between plans and forces proved uneven and ripe I
with risk in 1944 a&d 1945, the very time the United States expected to 3
dominate the war against the Axis. The eventual match between plans and

forces for the war with Japan proved far superior to the match In the war 3
with Germany, an ironic reversal of strategic priorities. At the heart

of the problem of the strategy-forces mismatch was the different 3
character of the offensive campaigns the JCS envisioned, not the

permutations of strategy created by the South Pacific and Mediterranean

com•mitments of 1942-1943. when evaluated by service, the Navy's war 3
against both Germany and Japan showed less need for adaptation -- and

room for error -- because of the different nature of the enemy's military 3
power and geographic position. Even though the Navy had to divert

resources from Its air and surface combat forces In order to fight the I
3
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U-boats, Che fleet expansion building programs in place in December, 1941

continued to produce Essex-class fast carriers, light and escort

carriers, North Carolina-class fast battleships, and new classes of

cruisers and destroyers built and armed for antl-alr fleet defense as

well as traditional missions. The Navy's most serious misestimate of Its

needs came in the area of amphibious shipping, especially the whole

family of beaching ships and craft so essential to putting mechanized and

heavily-armed amphibious forces ashore. (The shortage in LSTs bedeviled

planners throughout the war and proved critical In reorganizing,

postponing, and cancelling several amphibious operations.) The combat

element of the Marine Corps -- the Fleet Marine Force -- eventually

expanded to the six divisions, corps troops, and four aircraft wings it
10

needed for Its Pacific operations.

The Army had larger organizational problems that eventually caused

it more difficulties in the war with Germany than the war with Japan. In

the Pacific theater the Army provided twenty-one combat divisions and

fifty-four USAAF air groups adequate for all Its operations in two major

campaigns, MacArthur's return to the Philippines and the central Pacific

campaign that ended at Okinawa. whether it would have provided adequate

forces for the invasion of the Home Islands is a matter of honest debate;

certainly it could not have invaded Japan without a major redeployment of

forces from Europe. Although the Army modified its force structure

throughout the war, Its first major estimate for a two-front coalition

war (the 'Victory Program* of September, 1941) demonstrated an expert

appreciation of the Army's likely needs for both ground and air combat

formations. The air force requirements proved the most stable. In 1941

the Army thought It would need 195 groups, and It ended the war with 243

groups. The internal estimate of types of groups proved equally
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stAble;the 54 estimated fighter groups of 1941 Increased to 71 in may, I
194S, and the 107 bomber groups of all types Increased to 125 In the same 5
period. Army ground forces requl remen ts, however, fluctuated

dramatically and eventually proved a major problem In the war with 3
Germany. Although the 'Victory Program* envisioned a ground combat force I
of 213 divisions -- roughly the size of the German army -- the Army

Ground Forces eventually fielded only eighty-nine divisions, all but one

of which had been In combat at War's end. Basing its plans on 1943

assumptions that the USAAF and the Russian army had made a large ground 3
army unnecessary the War Department adopted a ninety-division program

that •t maintained Into 1945.11 1
Several measures suggest that the War Department badly misjudged 3

the requirements of a major land campaign in Europe and Its ability to

manage personnel. The distribution of Army personnel demonstrates the

relative deprivation of the Army Ground Forces, a condition recognized

and deplored by the conmander of the AGF, Lt. Gen. Leslie J. McNair: I

Army Personnel Distribution
(Rounded percentages)

December, 1942 May, 1945

Ground Forces 36% 23% 1
Service Forces 34 22
Air Forces 24 28
Other* 06 27

"Other' Includes personnel in training, transit, and otherwise not
accountable In units. Most of theb s.ildiers could be located in
"admninstrative overhead' In the United States and overseas theaters.

When measured by the numbers of all ground troops to the numbers of 3
troops In comparable divisions, at the American *division slice' In world

War I1 nwabered 67,201 soldiers or about a 1:4 ratio between active

£
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combatants and support troops. No other force except the Canadian army

had a larger *division slice.***

If the Army's limited divisions had been the well-trained, superbly

manned, and optimally-equipped forces that General Marshall thought they

would become the ground force structure gamble might have succeeded, but

in manpower policy alone the Army's ground forces lost a series of

Important battles. Throughout the war the Navy, the Marine Corps, and

the Army Air Forces received a disproportionate share of the quality

manpower that donned uniforms. Just how individual servicemen entered a

particular service and a particular Job within each service depended upon

a complex set of variables; the principal criteria were age, physical

fitness, civilian occupational skills, and mental aptitude.

"*By counting only theater-level troops and excludlno pooled corps-

controlled combat units, th•e 'division slice' falls to 32,000.
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Even though volunteering officially ended in December, 1942, the

AGP still received a meager share of the best men, for the Navy and AAF

argued that their emphasis upon technical skill and high-stress

assiognments (e.g., flying, submarine duty) demanded superior personnel.

Through a variety of programs, the AAF, for example, skimmed off a

majority of the most intelligent enlisted men in the Army for _ircrew or

maintenance assignments. The Marine Corps, on the other hand, set age

and physical criter.la for enlisted personnel that, fused with elitest

attractions, also cut Into the pool of potential combatants. Even though

the Army did not fully appreciate the relationship between intelligence

and combat skills, General McNair correctly predicted as early as 1943

that Army combat divisions not only had too few trained replacements, but

that their substandard enlisted personnel would limit their combat power

and increase their casualties. Not until late 1944, having suffered

prohibitive casualties in Prance, did the Army cull some 250,000 high

quality personnel from other assignments and place them In combat

billets. Only draconian reassignments kept the infantry and armored 5
12

divisions in Europe competitive with the German army.

Unlike their battle with the Japanese, the American ground forces

did not have any appreciable superiority in weapons in their battle with

the Germans. For an army that had built Itself for a major ground

campaign in northern Europe, the American divisions did not enjoy

gun-for-gun advantages except In rifles. In terms of effectiveness,

German crew-served weapons (machineguns and mortars), submachine guns,

anti-tank weapons, artillery, self-propelled guns, and tanks proved more

destructive than their American counterparts. Only in field artillery

employment did American divisions prove superior to the Germans, and

professional evaluations by the Allies and the Germans emphasized that
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I
American divisions could not atLack successfully without overwhelming

arCillery barrages on frontline units and airstrikes on German reserves

I unless they enjoyed local Infantry superiority of around 4:1. In other

words, Army ground combat divisions depended on the advantage of numbers,

I numbers they did not always enjoy In the European Theater of

13
operations.

Oeao If the Army Ground Forces proved a flawed Instrument for Its

U strategic tasks in Europe, the USAAF strategic bombing campaign on

Germany proved equally debatable, for It threw the cream of the USAAF

I aircrews and heavy bomber force Into a battle won only at the highest

cost, some 40,000 dead airmen, 6,000 destroyed aircraft, and $43

U billion. In fact, the USAAF's overestimation of the results of strategic

I bombardment and its underestimation of its eventual cost may be the most

serious gap in the strategy-force structure balance. On the one P.,nd,

U the bombers of the 8th and 15th Air Forces forced the German armed forces

to divert a significant portion of their aircraft and flak units to air

I defense, stripping the ground battlefields of Luftwaffe squadrons by the

i end of 1943; pilot losses proved Irreplaceable; the destruction of

petro-chemical resources and the German transportation system worked real

I hardship on the Jehrmacht. On the other hand, the USAAF's Combined

Bomber Offensive has never been subjected to a convincing cost

I effectiveness analysis, only the most ardent bomber enthusiasts have
14

argued that the campaign fulfilled Its strategic promise.

The force structure for the Pacific war, however, fitted the

I strategy of a naval campaign designed to destroy the Japanese naval and

air forces and to subject the Japanese people to the twin ravages of

L economic blockade and strategic bombing. After reducing Japanese forces

in a war of attrition In the South Pacific (1942-1943), a campaign that
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armed forces opened a dual drive that carried MacArthur's joint coagand 3
to the Philippines and imJitz's joint conawnd to Okinawa. In the

meantime, the Navy's submarine force attacked the Japanese merchant fleet 3
with Increasing effectiveness, supplemented In 1944 by USAAP tactical

aviation and the Navy':, carrier forces. After the seizure of bases In 3
the Marianas, the USAAF opened its strategic bombing campaign with

long-range B-29s in late 1944, a campaign that ended with two nuclear

weapons In August, 1945. The Navy's air and surface forces destroyed the 3
Imperial Japanese Fleet while Army and Marine Corps Infantry divisions

mounted one successful amphibious operation after another, thus opening a I
base system for more operations to the west. Tactical air and submarines

played havoc with Japanese efforts to reinforce and resupply their

isolated bases. The interdiction and Isolation campaign proved £
especially prodtctive In destroying high quality Japanese army division-

without meeting them In ground combat; drowning and starvation killed as

surely as bullets and demanded fewer American lives. Even though

Inter-theater disputes and Interservice conflict In each theater gave the

American war effort an unpleasar.. tinge, the strategic concepts the 3
United States applied to Japan proved well-matched to American

capabil•i•tes and Japanese vulnerabili ties. 15 3
American strategic preferences required the projection of military

forces across two oceans and thousands of miles into four major theaters

of war (two against Germany and Italy, two against Japan) and to do so In 3
the face of two serious threats. The first threat wd: the German U-boat

force, which extracted heavy losses on trans-Atlantic convoys Into 1943. 5
The second threat was climatic and geographic, for the battlefields of

equatorial South Pacific (mountainous, volcanic Islands covered with I
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I
thick rainforests) put enormous strains on the armed forces' logistical

capacity. In addition, port facilities In the Pacific and Mediterranean

Ir defied efficient unloading operations, even without battle damage. With

the exception of the base system In the United Kingdom, the American

I armed force.; had to create their own bases as t-hey moved outside the

western hemisphere, and before the end of the war they had created 3,000rn overseas bases and depots. Another logistical challenge at the strategic

U level was the scarcity of materials for foreign purchase; with the

exception of some food, Middle Eastern oil, and some construction

I materials, the armed forces had to take everything with them, largely by

ship. Last, the American emphasis on air and naval warfare -- and mobile

I land warfare rich with artillery fire -- created staggering logistical

requirements. For example, the Army estimated that it had to ship 4.5

tons of materiel for each soldier deployed overseas and one ton a month

U thereafter to support him; the 250,000 vehicles in the American army In

France consumed more than 7,000 tons of gas a day; the 105-mw. howitzers

L of each Infantry division could fire 48,000 shells a month in moderate

combat. Navy warships, depending on their size, could consume between

200 and 1,000 gallons of oil a day In normal cruising. Procurement andrn maintenance created -iomplementaxy demands, for, despit- the impression

that the United States created a "throw away* military In World War I.,

I the armed forces struggled to keep their weapons In operating condition,

simply because It was so t ne-consuming and costly to ship replacements

E abroad. "he Army, for example, in 1942-1944 spent ' $2 billion a

I month for procurement, $1 billion a month for maintenance for a force

that included 83,000 tanks and 2.5 million motor vehicles. The Navy

I alone procured over 80,000 aircraft before the war ended and created a

multi-mllllon dollar requirement for new facilities and spares from AdakI
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to Dora Dora. Although enemy cormtanders might disparage the fighting

qualities of American combat formations, they uniformly testified to the 5
awesome quality of American logistics.2 6

Strategy and logistics for the United States meant meeting Its I

shipping requirements for overseas deployment. The war was across the

oceans. As Churchill pointed out to FDR, the Atlantic and Pacific had

once been America's greatest defenses, gidnt moats that confounded 3
potential enemies. But these same oceans would be prisons unless the

Allies won the war against the U-boat and greatly increased ship

construction. Both challenges ended In an Allied victory In which the

united States played the decisive role. In December, 1941, the Allied I
merchant marine (less tankers) could carry 45 million deadweight 3
tonsonly 12 million In American vessels; despite crippling losses to the

Germans, the Allied merchant marine In 1945 reached 68 million deadwe ght £
tons, 39 million American. Eighty percent of new wartime construction of

ships and tankers came from American yards. The tanker force, for U
example, increased from 5,600 to 15,000 vessels. The shipping success 5
became evident In the great campaigns of 1944 Just as shipping shortages

shaped r.e campaigns of 1942-1943. The Army, whose shipments used half 3
of all Allied shipping 1944, sent almost 2 million tons a month to

Europe, while the Navy shipped half a million tons of supplies a month to I
the Pacific in the same year. 5

As the war progressed the JCS showed Increased expert appreciation

of the time-space factors that shaped the war's logistical requirements. 3
Initially, however, the armed forces probably held an exaggerated vlei of

the productivity of American Industry, shipping requirements, and basing

needs. The armed forces consistently underestimated their engineering 5
and construction requirements. Inventory control remained a lost art.. .. . . . ... . . . . . . . ... . . .... . ..... I I
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from shortages at the strategic level once Industrial production hit Its

peak In 1943. Logistics was one of the armed forces' stronger elements

In strategic effectiveness.

American strategic plans generally tried to match the predicted

strengths of the U. S. armed forces against Axis vulnerabilities In the

geo-political sense. Keenly aware that the militaristic traditions of

Japan and Germany and the power of a police state would make it unlikely

that the Axis armed forces (less Italy) would collapse for morale

reasons, the JCS saw few alternatives to destroying them in battle. The

other basic option was to attack the enemy's industrial capacity through

alr-sea-undersea economic interdiction and strategic bombing and thus

"- dlsarm" the enemy in the material sense. A war upon the Axis Industrial

plant seemed especially appropriate since it exploited American

technological prowess in building and employing naval and air forces,

manned by elite personnel. The concept of global exploitation of air and

naval power also reflected some geo-political realities: that the U. S.

would have to cross two oceans to win Its war; that its own Industrial

and agricultural capacity (and the work force to run It) was critical to

Allied success; that the United States could neet the logistical

requirements of a global war, but probably not the political test of the

human casualties on the same proportional scale accepted by the other

major belligerents; and that It would take probably two years to raise,

train, and equip a ground army capable of destroying the heart of the

Axis armies on the battlefield.

The American strategic predispositions -- formally expressed by the

Joint Chiefs of Staff -- fit the war with Japan better than they did the

war with Germany. By attacking Japanese aviation and the Imperial
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Japanese fleet -- and bases upon which both depended -- the American !

armed forces opened Japan to a devastating campaign of economic Isolation U
and destruction from the air and sea. Interdiction also limited the

redeployment of Japanese ground forces from Asia to the Pacific; only in 3
the Philippines and Okinawa did the United States face field armies of

major proportions. The Pacific war exploited American material U
excellence In air and naval war and limited the need for extended ground 3
combat, In which the Americans were comparatively less superior.

The American war with Germany proved less satisfactory at the 3
strategic level for two major reasons, the exaggerated commnitment to the

Combined Bomber Offensive and the British-inspired diversion to the U
Mediterranean thoater. German civilian morale and Industrial production 3
held flrm through 1944, and the Allied strategic air effort, which cost

around 80,000 lives and 10,000 aircraft, used high-value resources that 3
might have been applied Co tactical aviation, which proved to be a major

force-multiplier against the Wehrmacht. The Invasion of North Africa led I
"logically" to a major campaign on the Italian peninsula that provided 3
few dividends other than bases for the Combined Bomber Offensive. As the

Russians argued, the Italian campaign did not hurt the German army even 3
to the degree that the Combined Bomber Offensive punished the Luftwaffe.

The Ameri can Insistence upon a major campaign In northern Europe 3
reflected a correct estimate that the Germans would have to be destroyed g
on the battlefield, but for a number of reasons -- personnel planning,

training, numbers of divisions, arid ordnance decisions - the 3
Anglo-American armies of 1944-1945 experienced a campaign of operational

feast or famine until the Germans' losses on the Eastern Front and In the 3
Ardennes counter offensive ended any chance of a negotiated peace. Given

the cohesiveness and capacity for suffering of the Wehrmacht and the I
______ _ _ _ I
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I
German people -- whether voluntary or coerced by the Nazi regime -- there

was no real alternative to a war of attrition in Europe. Although

I victory in the Battle of the Atlantic and Allied excellence in amphibious

operations opened the door to the Third Reich, the whole house of Nazi

I Germany had to be fought for room by room.

I
I
I
I
I
3
I
I
I
I
U
I
I
I _ _ __ __
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Given the variety of enemy forces ana physical environments they

faced, the United States armed forces must be Judged by criteria more I
diverse than the state of mobilization at the time a particular campaign I
occurred. It is tempting to relate operational effectiveness to rhe

size, state of training, armament, and experience of the American armed 1

forces In World II and to assume that as the mobilization mounted, so too

did operational effectiveness. For the United States military In World U
War I1, the reality, however, is far more complex. Although the relative

balance between Axis and American combat power In 1942 to a large degree

ensured that the first American opezations would be relatively

Ineffective, particularly In the first six months of the Pacific war, the

shift of combat power toward the United States in 1943 did not 1

necessarily produce across-the-board Improvements In military

effectiveness. In some cases, material weakness obscured doctrinal and

organizational problems. Sven when operational flaws became obvious, the

armed services did not necessarily correct them, often because they felt

that the shock of change might be more severe than the cost of pursuing a

second best, but known operational doctrine. As the combat power of the

Axis forces dwindled, the price the American armed forces paid for their

operational problems diminished In relation to the ultimate outcome of

battle, If not always to Its proportionate costs. Even when military

comranders were keenly aware of their operational limitations, they

tended to minimize them for fear of opening their strategic choices to
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equal criticism.

As American commanders learned, World War II required operational

force Integration to a degree unparalleled In modern military history at

the cawaign level. Just as strategy Is sometimes difficult tc separate

from policy and war alms, the boundary between strategy, operations, and

tactics also may appear indistinct, but operations or doctrinal concepts

can be regarded as the how of strategy or the way In which armed forces

execute strategic plans by fighting a major enemy force (or target system

In the case of bombing) over extended periods of time, over extended

areas, and over many separate engagements. For the American armed forces

in World War IT, military operations In varying degrees required not just

single service arms Integration (e.g., infantry-artillery coordination)

but combined (Interallied) and loint (interservice) force Integration.

The campaigns against Germany required a high degree of Allied Interoper-

ability within the already difficult problem of joint operations. The

war with Japan demanded less coalition Interoperability, largely because

of the Allies' strategic preferences, force size, and characterlstics.

Theater separation reduced the potential benefits and risks of combined

force Integration. Nevertheless, geography, topography, and technology

made every major campaign the United States fought an air-sea operation

or a land-air operation. Since every major American offensive campaign

started wit), an amphibious landing, the most prominent characteristic of

the American war at the operational level was Its demand for air force-

ground force-naval :nrce Integration, whether those forces came from one

or several nations.

Anglo-American force Integration varied widely and fits no easy

theater or service patteri. The least Integration occurred In the

Combined Bomber Offensive despite the fact that the dominant leaders of
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the RAP and USAF shared a common faith In strategic bombardment.

Doctrine and force-structure, however, limited cooperation, for Bomber I
Command waged a night-bombing war against urban area targets designed to 3
destroy German civilian morale while the 8th and 15th Bomber Commands

attacked the German Industrial system with daylight raids. Although the

two bomber forces shared weather, enemy air defense, and target

Information, they did not vary from their basic operational concepts, 3
even though the bomber commanders pressured each other to change. Since

both forces suffered with equal grievousness from German air defenses, I
loss reduction provided no persuasive evidence for change, and the

criteria for bombing destructiveness (imprecisely measured at best) were

so different that neither bomber force accepted the other's doctrine 3
except as a temporary neasure. The closest Integration of Allied bombers

came In operations neither the RAF nor the USAAF sought: the bombing of I
German submarine bases, the pre-D-Day bombing of the German and French 3
rail and road transportation systems, and the carpet-bombing thdt opened

several Allied ground offensives In northern Europe. In fact, air 3
operations that either complemented the Combined Bomber offensive or

supported the ground war produced greater force Integration. Building on I
their lackluster performance in the early stages of the Medi terranean 3
campaign, Anglo-American tactical aviation forces -- eventually organized

under a common air commander -- shared the responsibilities for air 3
superiority operations, theater and battlefield Interdiction,

reconnaissance, and airborne and aerial resupply operations. Neither the I
RAP nor the USAAF relished close air support missions, and the 5
communications and organizational problems of air-ground operations

virtually dictated that each force support Its own armies rather than 3
attempt true Interoperability.

1 7

I
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Anglo-American naval and ground force operaClonal Integration

followed a similarly mixed pattern with relatively more naval Integration

i than ground force Integration. Since the Royal Navy had neutralized the

Axis surface threat by 1942, the principal coalition missions became

convoy-protection and amrphibious landings. The Allied anti-submarine war

In the Atlantic produced close USN-RK cooperation in all its operational

aspects. The reasons for such Interoperability were many: the shared

values and skills of all mariners, high level political and millcary

agreement on the nature of the German threat, common experience In world

I war I against the same enemy, the cooperative dispositions (less Admiral

King) of the principal Allied admirals, and a common awareness of the

I importance of ASh' technology, operational analysis, Intelligence

I assessment, and the synergistic relationship between air patrols, surface

escorts, and friendly submarine operations. Only In the value of

I hunte--killer° offensive operations did the two navies differ -- and

then not much as the U. S. Navy learned Its limitations. In amphibious

i operations, coalition naval cooperation benefited by pre-TORCH British

experience, most of It unhappy. Questions like air superiority, naval

gunfire support, single commiand, the technical requirements of the

1 ship-to-shore movement, and amphibious engineering and beach management

received powerful validation at Narvik and Dieppe, and the lessons

I coincided concern, dramatl.zed by his creation of the Joint Directorate of

Combined Operations, ensured high-level political interest In force

1 Integration. For example, the two navies shared In the design and

UB construction of a family of beaching ships and assault craft that ranged

In size from the 4,000-ton Landing Ship Tank (LST) to the 390-ton Landing

I__ Craft Infantry (LCI) as well as specialized shore bombardment vessels

like the 'monitor' battleship and the rocket-firing LWR. Even In

I
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operational concepts that they eventually abandoned -- e.g., the efficacy

of the night landing -- the navies shared dual responsibility. In more

traditional naval operations, however, the U. S. Navy and Royal Navy had

Its own procedure3 well developed and forced the Royal Navy to conform to 3
Its doctrine.

1 8

Anglo-American ground forces Integration at the operational level

Is difficult to assess because of the dominant role of Field Marshal

Bernard L. Montgomery In every major coalition ground campaign except the

Italian campaigns of 1944-1945. In the organizational sense, Anglo-

American ground forces at one time or another served with each other at

the corps, army, and army group level and, occasionally, In smeller

special units (e.g., the 1st Special Service Force). At the doctrinal

level little separated the two armies. They both favored offenvive

operations, heavy artillery support, the use of armored forces in both

the attack and exploitation phases of offensive operations, tie utility

of airborne operations to complement ground offensives, and the value of

close air support. Neither proved very skilled at night operations

(although the British probably had the edge), and neither showed much

adeptness in sophisticated mobile defensive operations. From the 3
Tunisian campaign to the final drive into Western Germany, however, Army

field commanders faced Montgomery's compulsion to offer 'alternative'

operational concepts. The phenomenon Is too complex to fit neatly into

*broad' front or 'narrow- front approaches or "set-piece' battle or

"opportunistic' exploitation since Montgomery's operational concepts

involved his own unique personality, the honor of his army, and his wide

swings from caution (the ScIcillan campaign and the Normandy landing) to

risk-taking (GOODWOOD and XARKET-GARDEN. The power of Montgomery's

patrons -- Churchill and CIGS Lord Alanbrooke - - and his public
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reputation In Great BrEtain forced the Americans to take him more

seriously than he deserved, and this concern for Montgomery's views,

I which he forced relentlessly on the overdiplomatic Eisenhower,

complica ted ground forceoperations throughout the European war. The

IAmerican and British armies seemed to have worked best In emergencies

(e.g., containing German counter-offensives) rather than planned

offensives, when Montgomery' s arrogance and obdurance too often

i prevailed. Although some American generals, notably Patton and Stilwell,

made coalition Integration occasionally difficult, neither had
19

montgomery's power to shape ground operations at the theater level.

Interallied operational cooperation posed its share of challenges

I and the Chinese Nationalists surpassed the British as a reluctantaly --

but the American armed forces also faced a wide range of problems at the

Interservice and intraservice level, a condi tion that put heavy

I responsibilities upon joint commanders. In the war wlth Germany the

USAAF made force Integration difficult after It won pre-war doctrinal

I approval of Its position that ground and air war should be co-equal In

importance. Since resources consumed by the Combined Bomber Offensive by

definition affected the capabilities of the tactical air forces, tactical

E air conmanders argued that their scarce units be directed by a theater

air couvinder answerable only to the theater commander. Force

I Integrarion occurred only where both these senior officers agreed on the

I priori ty uf air functions. Ground and air generals could agree on the

iWpoztance of air ,.uperfority; they could argue but often agree on the

Impor.txnce of Interdictirg the movement of reinforcing Axis colmbat units;

they could argue and often disaqree about the value of interdicting enemy

I supply systems; arid they could disagree with fervor about the value of

close air support, a function the USAAP performed only inder duress and
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hedged with complex preconditions on procedure and mission control. Army

and USAAF planners also viewed airborne operations from different

operational perspectives, but In this Instance Army ground views

prevailed, which accurately reflected the rather low political power of

the troop carrier commands within the tactical air forces. Even In

airborne operations the Army's view -- which held that elite, but

lightly-armed airborne divisions should be used only when a ground

link-up was Inninent -- became compromised by a penchant for night-drops,

a sure way to maximize both air and ground confusion that was not

abandoned until September, 1944. In the case of close air support, an

Army Intraservlce dispute complicated coordination, for artillery

officers at the division and corps level insisted that they rather than

C-3s (normally infantry or armor officers) control fire support

coordination. On the other hand, there is little evidence that ground

commanders designed their own operations In order to maximize the damage

tactical aviation might do to moving enemy units. Such opportunities

surely occurred in Europe, but most often as a happy by-product of a

successful ground defense, e.g., the Mortamn operation and the

elimination of the Ardennes *bulge.'do I
Ironically, the best air-ground operational integration occurred In

the theater of least 3trategic importance -- the Southwest Pacific -- I

under a commander who had the least integrated headquarters and who

argued that his genius was strategic, not operational -- Douglas

MacArthur. From the American perspective -- Australians do not remember

their extended Jungle mop-ups wi th much affection -- MacArthur

orchestrated air superiority and interdiction operations with amphibious

landings and limited land campaigns with exemplary skill, if not

modesty. Even when he faced significant Japanese forces on Leyte and
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Luzon, MacArtrhur still managed operations with such expertise that his

forces Inflicted the most favorable ratio of enemy casualties to friendly

losses in the entire war. MacArthur's success came not from some divine

personal gift, but his willingness to follow the advice of Lt. Gen.

George C. Kenney, his combined and joint air consander. MacArthur's

operations developed standard characteristics that held until the

Invasion of Leyte In October, 1944. His landbased air forces seized dir

superiority over the projected area of ground operations, which seldom

exceeded the range of allied fighter-bombers; tactical air forces

Interdicted the objective area and Intercepted Japanese air and sea

reinforcements; allied ampliblous operations proceeded without serious

Japanese opposition exce_•p on the ground, where Allied ground forces

ultimately prevailed. Air and naval forces ensured that bypassed

Japanese bases received no succor, and MacArthur could claim that more

Japanese drowned or starved in his theater than they did In the central

Pacific. MacArthur, of course, enjoyed some advantages he did not always

publicize. The large Islands of Melanesia provided him with his

alternative objectives since the anchorages and bases the Japanese could

use - - and that he could use -- were more numerous than they were In the

central Pacific. At the same time the Japanese had to contest the area

since MacArthur's axis of advance menaced the oll-rich Dutch East Indies

and the sea routes to Southeast Asia. In addition, after Its fleet and

air losses In the Solomons, the Japanese Navy did not challenge the 7th

Fleet, MacArthur's special purpose amphibious naval force. In sum,

MacArthur's optimal use of his available forces (never enough, he said)

proved that relative force-deprivation might inspire skilled force

integratlon.
2
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At the service level the Army Ground Forces and Army Air Forces I
experienced other problems of force Integration. Although

artillery-infantry and artillery-armor coordination received generally

high marks from friend and foe alike, tank and infantry cooperation In 3
infantry divisions showed chronic defects In the European theater of

operations. Part of the difficulty was organizational, for Infantryu I
divisions had neither organic tank nor tank destroyer battalions and the 3
process of 'pooling' and then 'attaching' tank battalions never satisfied

the standards of operational and conmnunications compatability such 5
operations required. Armored force officers also felt a general distaste

for working with Infantry, which they regarded as undependable and I
expendable. They Insisted that shock action and mobility -- the 'cavalry 3
heritageo -- was their true metier, not the role of rolling pillbox.

Interestingly, tank-Infantry cooperation In the Pacific theater by both 3
soldiers and Mfarines reached high standards of performance, probably

because of the limited opportunities offered by the jungles of New I
Georgia and the sands of Iwo Jima for armored drives. (The only such 3
operation was the Ist Cavalry Division's race for Manila.) On the other

hand, Army armored divisions -- especially after the 1st Armored 3
Division's fatal 'charges" In Tunisia -- did appreciate the Importance of

combined arms operations as long as the Infantry and artillery were 3
mechanized, called *armored,7 and Included In the armored division's

organic structure. 2

The air war against Germany provided other force Integration Issues 3
at the intraservice level. The Combined Bomber Offensive provided the

most dramatic example, 8th Air Force's eventual adoption of P-47 and P-SI 5
fighter-bombers as long-range bomber escorts. Stunned by Its losses in

October 2943, during deep penetration raids Into Germany, 8th Air Force

U
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limi ted Its subsequent raids until It could provide adequate fighter-

escorts for Its bomber force. In a technical sense, belly-tanks extended

the fighters range, but an Institutional crises provided the energy for

doctrinal adaptation, for bomber aircrews had reached & level of

I attrition and demoralization that endangered the USAAF's thirst for

victory and Independence. Under the whip of none other than Gen. H. H.

Arnold, convrander of the USAAF, the fighter-escort problem for the first

I time received highest priority In research and development, allocation of

pilots and aircraft, materiel attention, and doctrinal approval. The

I change of emphasis returned dividends in March, 1944, when USAAF fighters

drove the Luftwaffe over the edge toward destruction In aJr-to-air combat

i while 8th Bomber Comkand's change in target priorities to the petro-

chemical Industry ensured In part that Luftwaffe pilots could not receive

enough solo-time In training to match their American counterparts. Yet,

i the escort-fighter episode was basically an Internal USAAF problem,

solved through the collaboration of senior officrs who had matured

together In the Army Air Corps. After the debacle of Pearl Harbor. one

can honestly wonder if the fundamentally untested collaboration of the

USAAF and the Army's anti-aircraft corps, an AGF organization, would have

proved as successful. The German V-i attacks on Allied ports In Europe

and England suggest that they might have, but Anglo-American air defense

remained principally a British operational responsibIll-y.23

The American naval services had their greatest success in force

integration In the naval campaign against Japan, but they too, produced

I an uneven record. At the operational level, the submarine %.-r against

the Japanese merchant fleet required the least Integration, and the

I Pacific submarine force carried on Its commerce raiding without ignoring

I its skirmishing and scouting role In fleet engagements. The submarine
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force, however, did not fully exploit its assets for offensive mine I
warfare In restricted Japanese waters, one of its most effective but

marginal efforts. In the campaign against the Japanese Combined Fleet,

the U. S. Navy depended primarily upon its carrier-based aviation for 3
offensive str.king power and upon aircraft and anti-aircraft escort ships

for fleet defense. Until the kamikaze attacks of 1944-1945, fleet

defense showed a high degree of force effectiveness, 3uperior In many 3
ways to the Navy's offensive operations. If anything, the 3d and 5th

Fleets became too alrplane-dependent. With the exception of night

engagements in the Solomons (largely tactical defeats) and In the Battle

of Leyte Gulf (z major success), the fleet did not exploit the potential U
power of Its surface warships, particularly Its fast battleships and 3
heavy cruisers. Instead, It preferred to keep all Its vessels

concentrated In carrier groups for defensive purposes and to fengage the 3
Japanese with dive-bomber and torpedo-plane attacks. Offensive

operations thus depended largely upon the fighting pcwer of carrier air I
groups, aircraft ranges, weather conditions, and daylight. The U.S. Navy 3
enjoyed a special advantage: after the close-run naval campaign in the

Solomons and before the Introduction of the kamikaze, It fought a 3
mirror-lmage enemy who could not eventually match It in trained manpower

and ope,'atlonal warships. 24 3
For the Marine Corps the war with Japan brought twenty years of

planning, training, and doctrinal development to fruition. Sven though

the Pacific war was the only war It fought--a distinct advantage over the 3
other services--the Fleet Marine Force, which eventually fielded two

amphibious corps of six divisions and an aviation force of four aircraft 3
wings, had Its own force integration problems. Although its aviation

component was supposed to be optimized for the assault phase of

___ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ ___I
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amphibious operations, the PAP had to depend upon fleet aviation because

Marine squadrons were not equipped and trained for carrier operations --

and the Navy would not create special purpose close air support carriers

until the war's closing stages. Part of the difficulty, which also

affected the ground FAP, stemmed from the fact that doctrine for a naval

U campaign assigned Marines the role of base defense. Well into 1944 the

PMF provided aviation groups, ground defense forces, and anti-aircraft

i battalions to advanced naval bases in the Pacific, bases that faced a

rapidly diminishing threat from the Japanese. The special demands of the

I amphibious assault, however, forced the FMF to specialize In integrating

the fire and maneuver of ground combat divisions, naval gunfire, and

I close air support. The FMF carried Its doctrine and techniques into

mI extended ground combat, supporting not only Marine divisions, but also

Army divisions in the Philippines and In the battle for Okinawa withr m close air support. The Navy and Marine Corps also made naval gunfire

support a potent weapon -- within the ranqe and ballistic/ordnance

I- characteristics of ships guns. The critical problem for both close air

support and naval gunfire was compunication and training -- and service

conviction that both provided essential fire support. 25

3 Combined and Joint force Integration demanded a high degree of

organizational mobility and flexibility. The American armed forces in

Wozld war I1 performed with greater physical mobility than they did

I Intellectual flexibility, but they did show substantial adaptiveness

throughout the war. Physical mobility, thanks to the full industrial

I exploitation of the marine steam and Internal combustion engines, became

especially impressive at the global and theater levels. Physical

I mobility, especially the exploitation of sea avenues-of-approach, created

I an operational tempo Ohat became the equivalent of surprise at the
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theater level. (The massing of forces and obvious planning factors LI ke I
aircraft ranges and topography made strategic surprise difficult.) 5.?- I

development of a global radio and radlo-telegraphic system made It

possible for the JCS and theater commanders to control their forces at 3
great distance on a daily basis, especially during the planning phase of

an operation. Theater and theater service component staffs showed great

skill In the managerial sense In moving forces Into contact with the 3
enemy. American force deRl ouwment reached a level of excellence that,

compared with the work of its allies and enemies, rivaled the advantages 5
the Napoleonic armies held over their upponencs a century and a half

edrl let.

Force emplowent at the operational or doctrinal level proved less 5
impressive for a variety of reasons. One barrier to doctrinal

adaptiveness stemmed from the phenomenon of mobilization and the early 3
diversion of forces to the South Pacific and Mediterranean campaigns.

Military commanders often believed that the operational trials they I
experienced came from the relative weakness of their forces; more units 3
would make questionable doctrine work. Although the USAAF strategic

bombing forces in Europe provide the most striking example of a doctrinal 3
faith sustained by the 'too few forces' rationale, the 8th Air Force did

not monopolize this American trait. Surface warship admirals and U
airborne generals, for example, found force structure explanations for

their operational problems In the war's early stages. Another barrier to

adaptation was the military's fears that theater-specific forces (e.g., 3
divisions trained and organized for desert, jungle, and mountain warfare)

and elite units formed for narrowly specialized functions (amphibious U
assaults and major raids) would prove less effective than 'standard'

formations. In practice, the Marine Corps and Army created special

____ __ ____ __ ___ __ __ _ ___I
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I purpose units -- In part to satisfy FDR and the Britlh, In part to meet

pressing operational requirements -- but field commanders normally erred

I in the opposite direction. Marine raider battalions and Army airborne

divisions and regiments spent too much time In combat for their manning

I equipping levels to sustain. Another coamon falling, based upon

logistical prudence and a penchant for centralized planning, was the

armed forces' inability to exploit operational success in a timely

fashion. The number of major decisions to exploit success are few enough

to be memorable: the opening stages of the South Pacific campaign,

I NMimitz's decision to strike directly at Eniwetok, MacArthur's

cancellation of the Mindanao landing, Bradley's decision to exploit the

Remagen bridgehead. There are equally notable examples of great

caution: Spruance's conduct of the Battle of the Philippine Sea,

Bradley's reluctance to turn east from Brittany , the conduct of the

Anzio operation, and the failure to trap German forces on Sicily.

Operational opportunism did not characterize the American war effort,

I especially in Europe where Allied coordination also complicated

operations.

Operational caution reflected senior commanders' awareness that the

I expanding force structure of 1943-1944 would reduce future rlifk, even in

areas where doctrine had already proved sound. In some areas, the armed

forces properly decided that high-risk operations (e.g., night amphibious

landings and airborne assaults) did not bring proportional results and

exacerbated the normal tensions of joint operations. Another inhibition

I n Lhe 1944-1945 campaigns, particularly in northern Europe, was that the

state of training of replacements and newly-arrlved divisions reduced the

likelihood of mounting offensive operations that required a high degree

of operational Initiative. Both In the Pacific and Europe the ground
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rely on Indirect fire support even where It could not be of much help, 5
(e.g., Iwo Jima) or to avoid schemes of maneuver that complicated fire

support planning (e.g., the 20th Army's failure to turn Japanese defenses 3
in southern Okinawa with an amphibious assault). Operational planning In

the war's late stages became Inflicted with eleventh-hour proposals to I
take places like Berlin and Korea that might play a role In postwar 3
relations with the Russians. The difficulty for American commanders was

that presidential direction faltered In 1945 as FDR failed and Harry S. 3
Truman recovered from the shock of his succession. Civilian turnover In

the Departments of State, War, and Navy contributed to the vacuum, and U
the military quite properly avoided operations that might bring

26I
politically unapproved changes In strategy.

The American armed forces recognized that their operational options 3
In the war's early stages would be limited by the relative obsolescence

of their deployed weapons, but they believed that the weapons they had in 5
prototype or in the earliest stages of distribution would eventually give

them a technological edge over their enemies. Certainly they expected to

have the arms and equipment to wage war agaln5t any enemy In any 5
operational environr.mnt. In fact, most of the weapons with which the

United States fought Morld War II already existed In developmental form I
or had entered production before Pearl Harbor, Including the B-29 and the

atomic bomb. If anything, the armed forces probably had an

overoptimistic view of the nation's ability to develop superior military 3
technology. In some areas, the armed forces were already competitive on

a global basis because of their pr.tor military production In peacetime; 3
the 1iavy, for example, believed Its warship design and construction

matched the British and Japanese. In some cases, peacetime civilian I
U
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applications assisted development; trucks and multi-engine aircraft fit

this category. 1az•time access to British technology proved valuable,

although the Army, for example, probably did not fully exploit British

combat engineering technology. By the end of the war all the services

I had deployed an awesome range of weapons and equipment: heavy bombers,

fighter-attack aircraft, air transports, surface warships,

alrcraftcarrlers, amphibious assault ships and craft, small arms, motor

I vehicles, field and anti -alrcraft artillery, bridging equipment,

ordnance, radar, and electronic warfare ins truments. The demands of

I force expansion Inhibited the willy-nilly adoption of equipment that

pushed state-of-the-art technology, and the armed forces did not depend

I on *super weapons' as the Germans did. Powerful now coalitions of

I civilian and military technical experts In the service departments and

industry ensured that the armed forces remained on the cutting edge of

technological Innovation. 27

The operational characteristics of American weapons, however, did

not show uniform superiority for offensive operations. Some shortcomings

came from the assumption that American factories could outproduce the

Axis -- event without strategic bombing. Another factor was haste, to

accept some technological disadvantages In favor of quick, mass

production and to put equipment in the hands of inexpert troops that they

could use and maintain. On a global scale, this approach worked. In one

area -- armored and anti-armored combat operations -- •t did not for

reasons that still defy simple explanation. The Army began and ended the

I war behind the Germans In the development of tanks, other armored

fighting vehicles, and anti -armor weapons. Certainly the Germans

I profited from their own operational experience In 1940-1943 and moved to

heavier guns and armor sooner than the western Allies, but the structure
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of the Army Ground Forces and the doctrinal preferences of the AGF U
commander, General Mc~air, probably Inhibited armor and antl-armor 5
development because armored force officers did not have the voice they

deserved In the War Depaztment. In the field the Army fought with the 1

M-4 "Sherman" and the M-10 "Wolver.ine' tank destroyer, neither of which

matched the 1944-1945 family of vanzerl and jaqdpanggrz the Germans

employed. The Army's 90mm anti-aircraft gun, which might have equalled 1

the German 88mn gun as a tank killer, did not appear at the front; Army

towed antl-tank guns pzoved too light for German armor while German PAX 3
guns opened Allied tanks like tin cans; and American Infantry preferred

the Panzerfaust to their own 2.36-Inch bazooka. Before the appearance of 1

the 14-26 *Pershing* and Its 90mm gun in 1945, the only Allied adaptation 3
of significance (made first by the British) was to regun the 'Sherman'

with a high-velocity 17-pounder gun rather than the standard 7Smm or 76m 3
short gun. Such equipment deficiencies probably reinforced the Army's

operational caution In northern Europe, the one theater where the Army 3
really wanted to conduct offensive operations. 2

Another technological limitation that influenced mobile operations

by ground forces was the design of radio equipment. To coordinate the 1

maneuver of mobile units with effective fire support required time-urgent

and secure radio communications since wire layling parties (and 3
alternative means like messengers) seldom could keep pa(.e with armored

units. In the days of the vacuum tube and the weak chemical battery,

ground units had difficulty reporting their stetus and position, 5
especially when they also faced a considerable German skill in ajdming

and electronic target-acquisa tion. (A radi., c..ansmis.slon that exceeds 3
thirty seconds Invites a deluge of artillery fire on any CP within

range.) Complicated by the limiltatJons of VHF frequency range and 1
I
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line-of-sight transmissions, operational communications did not allow

easy inter-unlt coordination. The alternative means, which dated from

I world War Z, focused on pre-arranged plans that Inhibited flexibility:

time schedules, boundaries, and phase-lines. Some commanders used their

communications problems to advantage and seized the operational

Initiative while pleading ignorance of their superiors' orders. In the

U. S. Army such rare generals and colonels did so at their own risk.

The American armed forces often compensated for their operational

flaws with logistical abundance. They proved especially adept at

I building fixed depots and dumps or finding appropriate substitutes like

the Navy's service squadrons -- or 'fleet train* -- that could either

I work at an anchorage or conduct underway replenishment. USAAF and naval

-- aviation units employed base support groups and engineer units w1th great

effect, and Navy aviation technicians could perform a full range of

I maintenance tasks in their Pianger-deck shops. With the passing of the

threat of enemy Interdiction in 1943 the armed forces felt reasonably

I certain that theater and Inter-theater shipping would put equipment and

I supplies close to the site of active operations. where airfields or

drop-zones could be fashioned, aerial resupply operations, usually to

meet some emergency call for ammunition, gave commanders additional

flexibility. The most formidable support problems occurred in ground

operations where battle damage and terrain created barriers to railroad

and truck systems, so essential to major operations. Often supply

distribution became a matter of scale, not difficulty. For example,

amphibious operations in every theater suffered from the scarcity of

equipment adequate to move supplies across the beaches to inland dumps;

too many men worked along the 3urf, scattering supplies, slowing

vehicles, and offering attractive artillery and air targets. Jungles,
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deep sand, heavy surf, and cliffs only compounded the problems. Aware of I
the difficulties of beach unloading, milita.:.'y planners looked for easy 3
access to ports, which, of course, limited operational planning. The

abundance of American supplies, however, heartened American troops and 3
demoralized the enemy.

The logistical effort, nevertheless, placed great strain on I
personnel planners and service force organizers, who never quite caught

up with theater demands for more people and bases. The failure to open a

major port, e.g.. Antwerp In 2944, could place Inordinate demands upon 3
service organizations, exacerbated by the fact the operational connanders

seldom fully appreciated logistical problems. For example, the Army's

dependence upon truck-borne supplies In France carried with it a 3
complementary demand to create pipelines since the truck fleet rapidly

exhausted the very gas It was supposed to be carrying to stalled armored

divisions. Trucks that carried only gas, of course, could not carry

ammunition and spare parts, and, Indeed, the U. S. 2st Army went through I
several shell shortages. In addition, the elaborate system of dumps and

maintenance shops tended to shift the logistical momentum toward the rear

echelons who had the most motor transport, not forward to the Infantry 3
divisions, who had the fewest trucks. In one area -- casualty evacuation

and emergency treatment -- the Army and Navy medical services performed

excellent work, but frontline units still bore the major responsibility

of getting their wounded back to the jeep-ambulances. By World War I

standards, however, American wounded had a higher chance of survival, a 1
humane policy that enhanced morale and also improved effectiveness since

many of the wounded could be treated and returned to duty. The medical

services also turned a corner in their battle against disease: for the

first time the armed forces lost fewer dead (113,842) to disease and U
I
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I
accidents than to the eneiy (291,557). 4edIcal services, of course,

required an elaborate logistical organization. 2 9

3 Al though the American operational conmanders required different

sorts of Intelligence for different missions, all of them had some

I requirement for Information about enemy Intentions and capabilitr.es,about

terrain and hydrogrAphy, and about the weather and light conditions.

reThey also needed to know what their parallel and superior coimmanders were

I planning, a process sometimes more demanding than forecasting the weather

or estimating a sea state. The scarcity of Information, like the

S scarcity of supplies, seemed to grow with proximity to the enemy. The

higher the headquarters, the greater the perceived need for Information

I and access to the Jnstrwments of collection: human agents, radio

U Intercept and analysis units, aerial photography squadrons, meterological

and topographical agencies, skilled Interrogators and document analysts,

S and cryptographic specialists. Intelligence analysis tended to flow

laterally at higher headquarters rather than down to corps and divisions,

S bomber wings, and naval task groups. Part of the constricted flow of

p Information steired from security concerns, some from the technical

limitations Inherent In distributing Information In the pre-computer and

I micro-circuit era. Part of the problem was institutional. Neither the

Army nor Navy had given much emphasis to Intelligence activities before

U the war, and Intelligence experts (especially communications Intelligence

and foreign-language specialists) were few In number and more eager for

line commands than staff duties. The true professionals tended to

S collect at the theater level, which helps explain a recurring

phenomenon: the enemy seldom surprised theater commanders (especially

S those blessed with 'Ultra' and "Magic" Intercepts), but they shocked the

operational units they first attacked. After Pearl Harbor, Clark Field,
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I
Savo Island, and Kasserine Pass, it is understandable why operational

commanders favored cautious courses-of-action.30  I
For the most part, American theater comimanders, strategic bombing

commanders, and major army, air force, and fleet commanders used their

forces for the operations for which they were designed and consistent

with the strategies adopted by the JCS. Of course, American strategies

reflected the operations the JCS -- as a committee of service chiefs -- I

thought their forces should and could perform. There were adaptations,

some more inspired than others. For example, Pacific submarine

commanders preferred commerce-raiding to attacking Japanese warships,

their doctrinal targets. So did Admiral Jlmltz, a submariner who

appreciated the danger and difficulty of submerged attacks. A less 3
successful operational concept was the use of heavy bombers againsar

Japanese invasion fleets. Although It had lobbied for the role and I
sincerely believed in its efficacy, the USAAF abandoned the role In 1942 3
after a series of futile missions, but the Navy insisted that It ser•d

boir:)ers to the Pacific for this function into 1943. When the United

States shifted to offensive operations, ground and naval commanders

argued that heavy bombers should be used for Interdiction and close air I
support missions for which they were slightly more suitable. Bomber

commanders in Europe objected strenuously against such diversions. In

the Pacific the arguments were less heated because the bombers could not

reach Japan until 1944 and by then, tactical aviation commanders

preferred air superiority and interdiction missions to close air support, I
even In the Fleet Marine Force. Another force-mission mismatch occurred

in the European theater where army and army group commanders comm it ted

special operational forces (e.g., airborne divisions, ranger battalions, 3
the one mountain division) to extended and conventional ground combat;

__ I
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the same phenomenon occured In the CBI where one long-range penetraCion

regimental combat team ('Merrill's Maarauders') collapsed after Its

exhaustion In conventional offensive operations.

By and large, however, the United States armed forces used

operational concepts that matched their strategy, In part because

I mili ary operational doctrine ('the principles of war') tended to define

strategic concepts as much or more than political guidance. In broad

terms American operations against Japan matched strategic preferences

better than operations against Germany. Although It Is easier to wax

I rhapsodic about the fighting qualities of the German army than to

question Army and USAAP force structure and operational practice or to

argue that the British lead the Americans astray, the fact remains that

the Army's senior commanders allowed the USAAP"s strategic bombing

offensive to starve both tactical aviation and the grcund forces of

E quality personnel and equipment. (For example, probably three-quarters

of the USAAP's combat deaths worldwide occurred In the 8th and 15th Air

Forces.) The fighting quality of American ground combat divlsios In the

&TO with a few notable exceptions did not match the Germans. The

critical factor was the limited number of divisions. Allowed too little

time to absorb replacements and to traJn between major offensive

commitments--an advantage both Army and Marine divisions enjoyed In the

Pacific--the divisions of the ETO suffered more pain than they Inflicted

until 1945. The valor of American soldiers Is not In question. What can

be questioned Is the skill of the officers who organized, equipped,

trained, and led them in battle.

American operational doctrine and practice sought to exploit enemy

weakness, largely by maintaining a high operdtional tempo and destroying

high-value enemy units (especially naval and air forces) with such
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rapidity and thoroughness that Axis military capability would I
disintegrate. The demoralization and subversion of Axis political

leadership (Italy excepted) and the moral collapse of enemy units and

civilians did not characterize American operational alms. Given the

mill tary prowess and dedication of the German and Japanese forces, any

alternative to battlefield destruction appeared unlikely to all senior I
military commanders except the leaders of the USAAF. For most planners I
-- even some officers in the USAAP - the attack upon the Axis Industrial

base and domestic economy appeared complementary to the war between the

rival armed forces. Basically, the United States knew that Germany and

Japan faced irretrievable shortcomings In manpower and modern materiel I
and would lose a war of attrition. Although American ground force 3
performance might have been better, air and naval operations, except the

Combined Bomber Offenslve, worked as they were designed after the 3
predictable defeats and frustrations of 1942. To be sure, the tension

between Hitler and his generals and the operational arroqance of the I
Japanese sometimes played Into American hands, but In the long run the 3
United States had no easy alternative to taking the war to the enemy and

ending the Axis coalition through battlefield victory, whatever Its cost. 3
I
I
I
I
I

__ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ __ I
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3 .lV. ractic , fi.ttfcveness

Although American tactical performance In land, air, and sea combat

produced mixed results, the doctrinal emphasis upon attacking enemy

forces (i.e., holding the initiate in time and place and the advantage

of superior forces at the point at which an engagement begins) coincided

I with the offensive orientetion of American strategic and operational

I concepts. Pighting on the defensive usually Indicated a temporary

disadvantage in combat power or an effort to conserve forces for attacks

E In ocher locations. Operational doctrine viewed defensive battles as

transitional periods between attacks, not as a more effective way of

i destroying enemy mobile units. All the services planned to take the

fight to the enemy. In theory, they believed that they had Impressive

advantages: Intelligent and well-trained officers and men who would show

i initiative and valor in battle; superior weapons; logistical support that

would ensure that American units would never suffer material

I disadvantages; effective command through electronic communications and

Information processing (e.g., radar); and the massed application of

I shocking firepower. Like the Axis forces they faced, the American armed

U forces believed that the operational Initiative demanded an emphasis on

the attack at the tactical level.

3 Theoretical coherence and logical consistency do not always provide

happy results in the real world of military operations, for the

character of the enemy's forces and the limitations of one's own units

i may confound doctrine. In World War II the United States millcary
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I
services fond their tactical doctrine defective In several ways. Some of

the defects could be remedied during the wax. Others could not. The 3
easiest problems to solve were doctrinal and technological; the least

tractable were defects In personnel assignment policy and force I
structure. Although the rapidity and scope of the American mobilization

In 1942-1944 could excuse some of the tactical defects, not all of the

problems can be tied directly to the relationship between the dramatic 3
Increase In the armed forces' size and technical complexity. Instead

they emerged from the actual test of battle and revealed a need for rapid I
adaptation that the armed forces could not easily perform wi thin a 3
strategic context that stressed a raising crescen, o of offensive

operations. The pace of combat against both Germany and Japan in 1944 3
meant that ca.rualtles among American ground combat divisions made

tactical improvement a difficult task; for air and naval forces the I
challenge was less dramatic, but nevertheless real, especially after the

Japanese Introduced kamikaze operations In the western Pacific.

Ironically, the American armed forces showed the most skill In defensive 3
tactics and least skill In offensive tactics, the sine qua non for

offerisi ve operations. I
The American armed forces all recognized In theory that successful

attacks required the combining of arms, but they were more successful in

Integrating arms readily available within their own services than In

coordinating the use of weapons employed by sister services or, In some

cases, weapons used by different arms of the same service. The arms 3
Integration problem was most acute in ground combat In every theater.

Tactics for Army and Marine Infantry regiments stressed that direct and

Indirect fire crew-served weapons (machineguns and mortars) should 3
provide the fire saperlority required for successful assaults by rifle I
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companies. The most persistent problem In Infantry tactics was ensuring

that riflemen used their weapons; Army studies indicated that only a

minority of Infantrymen actually did any shooting In a firefight. Combat

leaders -- junior officers and MCOs -- carried an Inordinate burden In

battle as they attempted to mass fire on targets, encourage and control

their men, and fire their own weapons. Their exposure to battle produced

crippling casualties among the leaders of Infantry battalions, whether

those battalions fought In the Hurtgen Forest or among the caves of Iwo

Jima. Over the course of the war American Infantry units employed larger

numbers of automatic weapons In order to Increase their firepower.

Nevertheless, they still required substantial assistance from supporting
31

weapons.

Artillery fire gave American Infantry units the edge over their

opponents, and, If anything, they became too artillery-dependent. The

key development In artillery use was the employment of the frontline

ground forward observer and the airborne artillery spotter, both of whom

used reasonably reliable radios to contact artillery fire direction

centers. By the end of the war, Infantry-artillery Integration had

reached highly efficient levels. To ensure maximtun Integration, Infantry

battalions formed fire support coordination centers (PSCC) that worked in

concert with the battalion operations officer. The artillery representa-

tive tended to dominate F$CC operations, but, depending upon the attached

units, the FSCC might include tank, anti-tank, naval gunfire, and air

representatives. The difficulty with artillery was that It sometimes

could not overcome its limitations In range, trajectory, and ordnance

effects. For example, enemy field fortifications often defied Indirect

fire weapons and had to be assaulted with tanks, self-propelled

artillezy, anti-tank guns, bazookas, flamethrowers, satchel-charges, and
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hand and rifle grenades. All of these weapons required that infantry I
close with the objective. Not all Infantry units had the requisite skill 3
or ardor to do so. at least not until more artillery had been called. In

triple-canopy jungle rainforcsts.i steep hills pocked with caves and

bunkers, and masonry villagvb, .'tillery fire often had little effect,

which the Germans and Japanese fully appreciated. Attacks on fortified

positions often cost American Infantry dearly because such attacks 3
required precisely timed fire and maneuver. Tank-Infantry cooperation,

for example, became a premium skill in such attacks, and often the units 3
had not trained together for such attacks. Another persistent problem in

fire support coordination stemmed from the fact that American forces in

1943-1945 were most often in the attack, which Increased the likelihood 3
that friendly artillery concentrations and air strikes would strike

advancing Infantry and armor. 'Amicidee which may have caused as many 3
as two percent of all American casualties in World War II, was twice as

likely to occur during offensive operations, and the attendant I
demoralization of such Incidents often halted attacks and dampened the

323
willingness of frontline troops to request fire support.

Close air support for ground operations improved during the war,

but still proved less successful than ground officers hoped. The

examples of accurate, timely close air support for ground attacks were

few enough to be memorable: the support by XIX Tactical Air Command for

the U.S. 3d Army in 1944; the attacks by Marine air on Peleliu; the

Marines' support for the U.S. 6th and 8th Armies in the Philippines. 3
Part of the problem was that the air components of every service ranked

close air support behind air superiority and interdiction operations when

they organized and trained their fighter-bomber and dive bomber

squadrons. Air-ground communications posed additional problems, I
__ I
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U
I especially In Identifying targets and friendly troops' positions. in an

Institutional sense the only rervice that paid persistent attention to

I improving communications and deploying trained forward air controllers

was the Marine Corps, primarily because Marine leaders appreciated the

I limitations of naval gunfire in the amphibious assault. Arft aiz-ground

operations depended primarlly upon the effectiveness of airborne

controllers provided by tbe USAAF. By and large, Navy and USAAF air

I commanders ensured that their central agencies for directing air

operations did not relinquish any operational control of aviation units

I to ground commanders, which in practice meant that close air support

attacks could nor be requested with the same surety as artillery

bombardments. 
3 3

The other major variant of ground combat -- armored warfare at the

tactical level -- had Its limitations In the attack because of the

I technical inferiority In 1944-1945 of American tanks and tank

destroyers. Mission confusion and a development process plagued by false

I starts doomed Army armored units to battle the Germans with Inferior
34

armor and ordnance. Since the M-4 'Sherman' and M-20 'Wolverine' did

not have gyro-stabillzed guns and relied upon direct optical ranging,

I firing while moving produced few compensatory dividends. Moving by

bounds and covered by artillery, American tanks still proved vulnerable

I to German tank and anti-tank fire. Crews often abandoned their vehicles

I after the first hit since thin American armor and gas aarunitlon storage

problems meant that few hits would really be trivial. Even German

I Infantry, who were armed with the Ranzerfaust and supported by the

PAX-family AT guns as well as the ubiquitous 88ms high velocity gun,

could blunt an American armored attack. Japanese armored vehicles gave

i American tanks and AT guns few problems, and the Japanese soon resorted
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to human demolitions teams to stop American vehicles. The G;ermans, on U
the ocher hand, preferred the use of landmjines and AT-barriers, which 3
caused American Infantry and combat engineers severe problems. As In

Infantry combat, armored attacks succeeded best when numerical i

superiority was assured and accurate artillery fire could be delivered In

massive volumes. These requirements virtually eliminated night attacks I
and made improvised exploitation or infiltration attacks Impossible 3
exrept for the most skilled troops.

American ground troops, on the other hand, proved tenacious In

defensive operations, even when outnumbered and outgunned by their foes.

Except for the Battle of Kasserine Pass, American combat units proved I
that they could stop and delay enemy attacks with skilled defensive

battles, uslng both artillery and every direct fire weapon they could

employ. The number of examples of desperate and successful stands are

legion. Against the Germans they include the defense of the beaches of

Sicily, Salerno, and Anzio and the defeat of the Mortaln and Ardennes I
counterattacks. In the Pacific war they range from the defense of Bataan

to the staunds on Guadalcanal, Saipan, Guam and Okinawa againsP banzai

charges. When the Germans and Japanese relied primarily upon t-he

positional defense -- as they did at Cassino, Iwo Jima, and along the

Siegfried Line -- they, too, inflicted heavy losses, which suggests that I
for all the physical mobility the gas engine gave World War II armies

positionial defense still remained the strongest tactical option.

In aerial combat USAAF, Navy, and Marine Corps piZots proved very

adept in the tactical sense as soon as they received aircraft that could

compare with the best fighters flown the the Japanese and Germans. Using

loose formations based on flights of four and lead-wingman pdirs,

AMexican pilots showed their prowess as early as the Solomons and
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I
I ANedl terranevj campaigns. In the European thea ter the USAAF reached

technical parity with the Lu! waf!!e In fighter types In 1944 with the

I modification of both the P-47 fThwwderbolt' and the P-S5 'Mustang' for

air superiority operations. Adopting fighter tactics appropriate to

I their aircraft, USAAF pilots shot down their German foes at a ratio of

i 3:2 in air-to-air combat. Auxiliary tanks extended the fighters' range,

and increased numbers of fighters allowed the Americans to range far froe

I the bomber formations they escorted, their principle mission In the air

campaign. Able to engage the WfrAf a!: altitudes and positions

I favorable to surprise attacks (most pilots never saw the enemy that shot

I�them down), USAAF fighter squadrons acquired a broad competence In

dogfighting arid aerial gunnery that confounded even German Jet-fighters

E late In the war--and did so with loss rates that USAAF training comnands

could easily overcome. In the Pacific war the U.S. Navy's fighter

I squadrons received a superior aircraft, the orumwan P6F "Hellcat," In mid

1943. The 'Hellcat' proved nearly Invincible In aerial combat and easy

to maintain. The "Hellcat" helped modify a reality of air combat: while

I many can fly, only some can fly and shoot. (The Navy's thifty-six

leading aces destroyed 448 Japanese aircraft, losing only one of their

I number XIA.) The 'Hellcat' allowed Navy pilots to survive ninety percent

of an estImated 5,000 dogfights In 1943-1945, Insuring that the

experience level (and effectiveness) of carrier pilots wou*d climb as the

I war continued.

The most significant problems In aerial combat arose from the

I Imprecision of optical bombing and the limited ability of heavy and

medium bombers to defend themselves from fighters and to avoid ack-ack at

I lower altitudes while bombing moving or small area targets. Even at the

I end of the war, the 3-29z of XXZ Bomber Command - escorted by fightezs
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-- took worrisome losses until they swi tched to nighttime fireraids

against Japan. Against ships, level-fllght bombing proved too I
inaccurate, and dive and skip bombing -- not exactly the forte of the 3
B-17 and E-24 -- became the preferred technique for hitting moving

targets. Low-level torpedo attacks by carrier air did not work

especially well either, even after the Navy replaced the vulnerable TBD

with the more capable TBF. USAAF medi um bombers and USN-USMC I
fighter-bombers and dive bombers, on the other hand, scourged merchant

shipping and could penetrate naval ack-ack to sink warships if they were

spared the need to fight enemj interceptors. Zn fleet and base defense, 3
American fighters showed consistent superiority after the services

organized ground and shipboard radar-based fighter direction centers that I
35

could vector the interceptors with speed and accuracy. 35

American naval tactics varied with the missions naval forces

performed. In fleet action the Navy became airplane-dependent with

surface combatants and submarines used In a supplementary role. After

Its embarrassments In 1942-1943 In the South Pacific the Navy showed I
considerable caution In engaging the Japanese except during daylight 3
when carrier air reigned supreme. As elements of the 7th Fleet proved at

the Battle of the Surigao Strait (October 1944), radar-directed gunnery

gave the Navy a potent alternative to carrier air strikes. The least

successful offensive option the Navy attempted was the surface torpedo I
attack, whether delivered by destroyers or torpedo boats. Even when the

guidance and detonation problems of American torpedoes were solved - a

difficulty that also plagued submarines and aircraft -- Navy commanders

regarded the torpedo attack as a desperate act since the range and

guidance problems still endangered the launching ship and boat. In the

war against Japanese shipping, the Navy not only enlarged, but diversi-
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I fled Its effort. The most effective tactic was for submarines to make

shallow submerged or night surface attacks on merchantmen and tankers.

The Navy and USAAF made low-level air attacks on shipping.Both submarines

and aircraft laid mines In narrow waters that bedeviled Japanese ships.

In the battle against German U-boats, aircraft proved Indispensable In

locating U-boats and made the majority of U-boat kills by the U.S. Navy.

None of these tactical measures enjoyed prewar doctrinal emphasis.3 6

The American armed forces found It difficult to achieve tactical

surprise or to exploit battlefield success for a variety of reasons, and

what surprise they achieved came most often In naval and air warfare, not

I in land battles. Naval and air combat benefited from the use of radar

and radio Intelligence as well as aerial photography. The Navy tracked

II and located enemy fleet units with radio Intelligence and sometimes

achieved tactical surprise with air and submarine attacks that exploited

E that Information. Those attacks came upon Japanese convoys, Japanese

warships, and German submarines. The USAAF used the Inherent speed and

destructiveness c.f Its ,.edlum hombers and flgh ter-bombers. guided by air

I intelligence staffs' analysis of enemy positions and transportation

schedules, to strike enemy military targets and supply systems. Air

I units also adopted radar-guided bombing systems late in the war and

employed metallic 'chaff' to deceive enemy radar. The radar-activated

proximity fuze ravaged enemy air attacks and ground troops. In land.

- combat the best example of tactical surprise was the artillery time-on-

target fire mission, which allowed guns of different calibers at

E different locations to concentrate their fire on one target with sudden,

devastating effect. Infantry and armored attacks, on the other hand,

I seldom depended upon or sought surprise attacks that might reduce the
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effect of preparatory artillery fire and sacrifice American advantages In

logistical support. The engineering problems that attended the penetra- 3
tion of German and Japanese prepared positions also Inhibited surprise

attacks, especially at night. The best example of tactical surprise In I
land combat came In the U.S. 12th Army Group's eventual skill In river

crossings, accompanied by the rapid emplacement of pontoon and Bailey

bridges for tanks, mobile artillery, and mechanized Infantry.

The tactical effectiveness of the American naval and air forces

stemmed from conditions of personnel assignment, training, and employment I
that enhanced morale and uni t and crew cohesion. War and Navy Department

personnel policies ensured that aviation and naval forces received a

disproportionate share of the Intelligent, mature, physically-fit, 3
skilled, and motivated men who entered military service. Aircrews and

submarine crews were especially screened and trained for their duties and 3
benefited from special duty pay and enhanced rank and promotion

opportunities. All were essentially volunteers. Between 1939-1945 the

USAAF qualifIed almost 200,000 pilots, but washed out forty percent of

Its candidates, many of whom then served at aircrewmen. Pre-employment

training for pilots lasted almost a year, Including some twenty weeks of I
operational training. The training syllabus for naval aviation personnel 3
(about 500,000 officers and men) proved as rigorous. At the height of

the war (1944) American pilots had about three times more pre-combat solo

time than their German and Japanese counterparts. Officer and enlisted

relations In the USAAF and USM were relaxed by international and American I
pre-war standards, largely because of the shared conditions of service

and narrow gaps In skill and age. In addition, the tempo of air and

naval operations allowed relief from combat's dangers, if not boredom and 3
discomtfort. The only times the USAAF and USN had major morale problems

I
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caue in the 1943 strategic bombing campaign, early submarine operations

when torpedo failures plagued the Pacific submarine force, and the

kamikaze battles off Okinawa. Casualties to an aircrew or ships crews

tended to be few or almost complete; the USAAF and USH by and large

replaced crews as units rather than Individuals. Survivors of a sunk

E ship, for example, had extensive opportunities for leave and training

before returning to sea. The USAAF also had a mission quota that

provided the possibility of relief from combat when aircrews reached

their theoretical limits of mental confidence and physical fitness.

Creature comforts for air and ships crews sometimes approached civilian

37
standards, even in war zones.

For ground combat units, particularly Army and Marine Infantry

I regiments, tactical effectiveness became mortgaged to the perils of

battle and the overcommitment of Infantry and armored divisions In the

I major campaigns of 1944 and early 1945. The Army Ground Forces faced

i problems of major proportions. Early In the war Headquarters ACF decided

that divi'sions and corps combat support units should conduct their own

ib unit training; by the end of the war central AGF specialist schools had

trained only 569,000 of the more than 6 million soldiers that served in

I the Army. The length of training that preceded assignment to an

operational unit was not very long. Basic training averaged twelve

weeks, and advanced speciallst training averaged about the same except

I for anti-aircraft artillery specialists. Combat arms officer candidate

schools, which rejected twenty-five percent of their students, lasted

I about seventeen weeks. Replacement Training Centers put soldiers through

thirteen weeks training beyond basic before sending their graduates to

I units. Although combat leaders worried about the survivability of both

I original unit members and replacements, they generally thought that
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pre-combat training was about as good as any training could be; Army

infantry officers in 1944 thought that their troops' problems were three 3
times more likely to come from physical and mental exhaustion and anxiety

rather than training defects. On the battlefield, Army officers thought I
that their uni ts performed poorly because of over-confidence and an

Intrinsic lack of time for fire-support planning and adequate

reconnaissance. The real sources of Infantry combat effectiveness were

more complicated. Although the Army did not realize It until late In the

war, the relative mental dullnes of ground combat soldiers doomed 1
Infantry battalions to consistent problems of Initiative and combat 1
motivation. For Infantry replacements In the Pacific -- whether Army or

Marine -- the problems of high losses In Junior officers and NCOs (often

eighty percent In a single campaign) could be redressed In post-battle

training and reorganization since divisions often had months between 3
amphibious assaults. In the European theater Infantry and armored

divisions seldom had enough time to Integrate replacements and restore 1
unit cohesiveness. The emotional ravages of a sustained combat were 3
magnified In terms of tactical effectiveness because of the difficulty of

replacing junior leaders, who played a crucial role In sustaining unit 3
morale and setting high standards for combat partic.1pion. American

officers and NCOs led at the front and suffered accordingly; attitudinal I
problems came from combat unit-service unit rivalry, nct officer-enllsted 1
or class and ethnic differences. In sum, ground combat divisions still

played a crucial role in battle, but did not receive their full share of 1
the human talent In the armed forces. And their tactical effectiveness

suffered accordingly. 38  i

Using fixed bases or mobile logistical units, Ameriian naval and

aviation units did not suffer serious logistical problems, but ground I
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combat units had difficulties with armunition and gasoline, especially In

northern Europe, because a truck-based distribution system could not keep

I up with the unit-of-fire and daily allowances prescribed for American

divisions. Znfantrymen normally carried excessive loads In every

theater, principally ordnance and special equipment. Tank, mechanized

I nfantry, and artillery battalions had adequate organic transportion to

carry consummables with them and had mobile maintenance units available

U within their parent divisions and corps. Replacement vehicles were

normally plentiful. The distrli .:on of supplies posed the most pressing

problems for Army and Marine Infantry regiments, which had limited lift.

Marine Corps problems were simplified somewhat by the relatively short

distances between beachhead logistical support areas and the front,

although the movement of supplies from ship to shore could be disrupted

by weather and enemy action. In the northern European theater the Army

adopted several expedients. Including air delivery and special truck

routing, but some organizations like the 83rd Infantry Division motorized

themselves with vehicles commandeered from friend and foe alike.

Casualty evacuation and treatment also posed problems because of the lack

of ambulances near the front, but compared with world lar I, casualty

handling became a model of efficiency. In retrospect, however, combat

units lost too many men In evacuating their own dead and wounded. 3 9

I

I
I
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I

I:
The effectiveness of the American armed forces in World War ZI has

been undervalued for several reasons, among them British and German 3
military analysts' apologies for their own nations' mlI tary

performance. Europeans argue that the United States Inundated Its

friends and foes alike with millions of men and millions of tons of 3
materiel, which It threw with primitive skill into the air and land

battles for Europe. The Japanese, who have perhaps the best reason to 3
know, remain impressed by American military performance In every area,

Including the physical and moral courage of its fighting men. Given the

sacrifices and confusions of the American war effort In the

pre-belligerency era and first period of mobilization, the performance of

the United States armed forces compares favorably in all areas of 3
activity and was clearly superior In many. The United States defeated

Japan virtually by itself and became the second most Important 3
contributor to the defeat of Nazi Germany. Senior American military

a
conmanders and mobilization managers understood the shortcomings of the

war effort and admitted their misjudgments and lack of omniscience. On 3
the whole, they demonstrated considerable adaptability. Most of the

operational shortcomings were addressed before the war ended. Much like

other American wartime forces, the World War 11 military needed only

time, experience, and the human and material resources to forge armed

forces of Impressive scope and skill. I

___________ __________ _____ ___
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J.ZTISH XILJTARY E8PCTVBWMSS

IX •ORLD WAR ZI

STh Ohio State University

I

On September 3, 1939 Britain declared war on Mazi Germany In

response to the Invasion of Poland and to her belief that Hitler was

S seeking continental hegemony. That realization had begun to dawn on

Britain's leadership In March 1939 with the German occupation of Prague

t In flagrant disregard of the Munich agreement. The belated response

reflected the terrible shadow cast by World War I -- a shadow that

persuaded British politicians that almost any alternative was better than1

war. The memory of that war, of the Sonoe, of Ypres, and of

Passchendaele persisted through the coming conflict and played an

I mportant role In the formulation and execution of British strategy,

operations and tactics In World War II.

I The most direct Impact of political attitudes that regarded war as

I unthinkable was a gross underfunding of Britain's defenses beginning In

the 1920s and lasting well into the 1939s.2 Admittedly, the low level

Sof defense spending resulted from serious economic problems as well as

from an underestimation of the German danger. Whatever the cause, theI
I
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I
Impact was serious. The RAP suffered least, because the Chamberlain

government forced the air staff to buy the less costly air defense

program rather than that service's desired bomber fleet. Strategic

factors played little role in the government's decision, but the support I
rendered Fighter Command enabled It to win the Battle of Britain. The 3
Navy's financial difficulties made a serious strategic situation (with

coMnltments In Far Eastern, Mfediterranean, and European waters) worse. 3
The impact on the Army, however, was catastrophic. The government of the

late 1930s simply refused to prepare ang land forces for service on the I
continent. 5

Yet, while much of the blame for the lack of preparedness rests on

the political leadership, there remains the question of how well the 3
services prepared Intellectually for war. As Mi chael Howard has

suggested:

The evidence Is strong that the Army was still as firmly

geared to the pace and perspective of regimental

soldiering as it had been before 1914; that too many of

its members looked on soldiering as an agreeable and 3
honorable occupation rather than a serious profession

demanding no less intellectual dedication than that of

the doctor, lawyer or the engineer.3  I

For wartime leaders that truth was only too obvious. The Chief of the 5
Irmperial General Staff (CIGS), Lord Alanbrooke confided In his diary in

1942 that. I
I
I
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Furthermore It [the mililCary performance of the Army] Is

made worse by the lack of 'ood military commanders.

Half our Corps and Division Conmnanders are totally unfit

for their appointments, and yet if I were to sack them,

I could find no better! They lack character,

Imagination, drive, and power of leadership.4

I
Zn a direct fashion the First World War saw a significant decline

I in Britain's economic and financial strength. As the Treasury warned in

April 1939, Britain's economic position could not support a long war for

i the position had radically changed for the worse from 1914.' It argued

that not only was Internal financial stability not as great but also that

sufficient foreign exchange and capital resources did not exist to make

purchases similar to those made in 1915 and 1916 in foreign markets5

Moreover, the decline In critical industries such as shipbuilding was

clear.6  Yet, World War I may only have masked an Incipient decline

that had begun before 1914 and which, given the vastness of strategic

I?
commuitents, had made the Empire a losing proposition In the long run.

3 Compounding British difficulties In the coming conflict was the

fact that World War ZI confronted Britain with strategic threats In far

I flung theaters on a far greater scale than In the previous war. Zn World

War I Britain, sheltering behind the French and Russian armies In 1914

and 1915, had been able to gather her forces against an orponent who was

largely confined to Central Europe. However, from the early 1920s the

Royal Navy had had to regard Japan as a potential enemy. That prospect,

considering distances to the Far East, was daunting enough. After 1933

with the fall of the Weimar Republic and the emergence of an aggressive
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Nazi Germany, Britain confronted a dangerous potential opponent on the

continent. In 1935 the shambles of British policy during the Abyssinian 3
crisis completed the wreckage. Britain now In the late 1930s confronted

the threat of Germany on the continent, a hosCile Italy lying across her

lines of coawini(:ation to the Far East, and an aggressive Japan at the

end of those long lines. As the Chiefs of Staff summed up the depressing 1
strategic equation in 1938: 'Without ove&.- .xing the assistance we could 3
hope to obtain from France and possibly other allies, we cannot foresee

the time when our defense forces will be st-ong enough to safeguard our

territory, trade, and vital Interests against Germany, Italy, and Japan

simultaneously. 8  While Britain never faced the combination of Axis I
powers alone, the dark days of 1941 certainly lived up to military

expectations as to Britain's strategic vulnerabilities.

Given the range of strategic problems and threats that came with I
the war, the British did remarkably well in determining the threat,

allocating their scarce resources, and executing a sensible strategy. I
The conduct of the war was a long and painful one, but In the end Britain 3
did see through to victory, at admittedly terrible cost but one that

considerlng thp alternatives was worth the price. The nature of the far

flung threats, the paucity of resources, the lack of preparation

.intellectual as well as macerial), and the problems of mobilizing a 5
democratic society, all suggest lessons applicable to other democracies

In other eras. Britain's record In this war is generally an effective

one -- a record that for the most part stands out as superior, at least -

on the strategic level, :. h•r performance In the first great war against

Gerrany. 5

II

I
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X. &)11€cal NffecLrveneL a

The general effect!iveness of the British pol ltca .ril1targ

I response to world War Ii rested on one of the most efficIeDL decision

I making systems of the major powers involved In the conflict. That system

had emerged during World War 1, but had largely been completed In the

Iinteiwar period by Sir Maurice Hankey. Hankey's biographer quite

justifiably credits his subject's bureaucratic system as being a major

I factor In Bzi'taln's survival In World War XI. Moreover, tho British

-I enjoyed a political system In which the Prime Minister controlled both

legislative and executive branches of government, and unlike World War I

mm the Prime Minister for most of the war, Winston Churchill, enjoyed the

support of a cohesive, strong coalition -- one that allowed him to

I present a unified, strong front In dealing with the military.

On the other hand, Hankey's system allowed the government's

military and diplomatic advisors to examine thoroughly the strategic

I alternatives and the operational realities of the Issues facing Britain

during the war. Underneath the Prime Minister and War Cabinet was a

U layering of conulttees with specific zesponsibillties and tasks.

Directly under the Prime Minister were the War Cabinet and the Committee

of Imperial Defense. The latter brought together military, economic, and

U political centers of power to provide guidance to the Cabinet and Prime

MInIster. After May 10, 1940. when Churchill became Defense Minister, as

I well as Prlw., Minister, the Chiefs of Staff had direct acceas to him as

head of the qovernment. Working under the Chiefs (the Chief of Air StaffI
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I
[CAS]; the Chief Naval Staff [CMS], and the Chief of the Imperial

General Staff .-,J) were committees to examine In greater detail

strazeeyý and operational problems. The Deputy Chiefs of Staff handled 5
-rIpheral strategic problems, while the Joint Planning Commi ttee,

Gonsisting of the chief planning officers of the services, provided the 3
staff work required to flesh out proposals. The system proved

particularly adept at examining the Empire's strategic problems. It also I
proved responsive and competent In Its utilization of the Intelligence g
provided by the services and the outstanding cryptological success In

breaking of German codes (the so-called 'Ultra' Information).

The triumph of Hankey's system owed much to Churchill's driving

personality ar.jf Intelligence.1 0  The system had not worked well before 3
the war, when the Prime iJnister and Cabinet had lacked a depth of

knowledge on military and strategic matters. Civilian Ignorance, 3
combined with military sloth, had resulted In muddle and confusion in 3
strategic decision making that in effect allowed the Germans to escape

from their serious difficulties In the late 19305.11 The Permanent I
Secretary of the Foreign Office quite aptly summed up the bureaucracy's

penchant for choking Itself on a flood of paperwork. a
It seems clear to me that all the machinery here

contemplated will Involve the maximum delay and 3
accumulation of papers. We surely do not want any more

written 'European Appreciations." We have been snowed I
under with papers from the Committee of Imperial Defense 5
for years. Moreover, this procedure by stages Implies a

certain leisureliness which Is not what we want at the I

12present mome~nt. I
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Yet, with Churchill In control the system worked with extraordinary

efficiency. With his drive, bureaucratic sense, and Intellectual

strength Churchill hanwered his advisers and the system Into effectively

allocating and utilizing available resources and Into making timely

decisions.

The acquisition by the services of the financial, economic, and

technological resources that they required was not Initially a major

problem once the war had broken out. In response to the seizure of

Prague, public opinion had forced Chamberlain to expand the defense

budget and to provide the services with resources that his policies had
13

for so long denied them. There was considerable economic slack ard,

at least In 1939 and 1940, substantial financial resources m're available

to fund a massive program of rearmament. Nevertheless, as la4-3 as July

1939, the Treasury was fighting a rear guard action to s ý-. down
14

Increases in defense spending. Sir John Simon, Chancellor of the

Exchequer, warned the Chief of Naval Staff In April 1939 that mul,, ,y

efforts should not Impinge on economic resources so as to render Brita,

powerless 'through incapacity to comwand vital imports to bring a long

war, or indeed any war, to a successful conclusion.' The outbreak of

war five months later, of course, ended Treasury's efforts to reduce

service requests.

In May 1940 Minston Churchill came to power. That fact combined

with the catastrophe on the continent to allow a massive mobilization of

all ecqnqmIc resources for the defense effort. The fall of Fiance, the

threat of air attacks by the fdLftwaffe and the possibility of an invasion

of the British Isles allowed no other alternative. By late sunuer the

Briti1h production rate for fighter aircraft, pushed upwards by pressure

from Lord Deavcrbrook, was nearly twice the rate of single engineSi ___ _
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fighters produced by German Industry. 1 6  Even In tank and truck

production the British were outstripping German production by fall U
17

1940. Again the demar,-I not just to equip new formations but also to

make gocl the losses suffered in Pranct helped to motivate the British. 3
Churchill and his advisers were cleazly c'-kIn a serious risk, because

the financial well was rapidly runring drtU, but Lhe RAF's performance In !

the air in the Battle of Britain and the perforinance of the Mavy and the 3
Army In the Mediterranean In the fall justified such a risk. British

successes persuaded the American leadership that Britain was serious 3
about fighting the Germans to the finish. Churchill quite rightly

described the Lend-Lease program, passed by Congress and signed by I
Franklin Roosevelt ir March 1941 as 'so great an event In the history of

our two natlonb. .18 " t substantively removed the threat of Injolvency

from Britain's war effort and It allowed her to complete the mobilization 3
of her resources and manpower to the greatest extent possible.

That mobilization of resources by the British government was the 3
most extensive of any nation Involved In the Second World war with the 3
possible exception of the Soviet Union. A report of late 1944 best

captures the depth and extent of that effort: 5
The British civilian has had five years of blackout and 5
four years of Intermittent blitz. The privacy of his

home has been periodically Invaded by soldiers or

evacuees or war workers requiring billets. In five

years of drastic labor mobilization, nearly every men

and every woman under fifty without young children has 5
been subject to direction to work, often far from home.

The hours of work average fifty-three for men and fifty U
__ __ __ I
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overall; when work Is done, every citizen who is not

excused for reasons of family circumstances, work, etc.

has had to do forty-eight hours a month duty In the Home

Guard or Civil Defense. Supplies of all kinds have been

progressively limited by shipping and manpower shortage;

the queue Is part of normal life. Taxation is probably

rthe severest In the world, and Is coupled with

continuous pressure to save. The scarce supplies, both

of goods and services, must be shared with hundreds of

thousands cf United States, Dominion, and Allied troops;

In the preparation of Britain first as the base and then

as the bridgehead, the civilian has Inevitably suffered

hardships spread over almost every aspect of his daily

life. 19

The statistical Indicators for that mobilization stand as a tribute to

the level of national sacrifice demanded by the government and accepted

by the British people (see Table 120).

TABZZ Z (in million Z)

1938 1940 1941 1944

National Income 4,707 6,066 6,978 8,310

Covernmen t Expendi ture:

a. military 327 2,600 3,643 4,481
X of national income 6.9% 42 9% 52.2% 53.9%

I b. other 440 484 497 536
% of national Income 9.3% 8% 7.1% 6.5%I
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The shifC In the diitribution of the work force from the civilian to the

~liltary services Is equally Impressive (see Table IX21).

TABLE II

Allocation of Labor (in thousands) 3

Mid-Z939 Mid-1943 Mid-1945 I
Total Labor Force 19,750 22,286 21,649 3
Armed Forces and Civil Defense 560 5,085 5,217

X of Labor Force 2.86 22.8% 24.2%

Military Production 1,270 5,121 3,830 1
% of Labor Force 6.4% 23.0% 17.7%

Manufacture for Export 1,150 264 422 1
% of Labor Force 5.8% l.2% 2.9%

If the British were willing to devote much of their GNP to the war

effort, the problem of allocating those resources among the services 3
remained. The collapse of France and the threat to the British Isles In

summer 1940 made the Initial priorities simple and clear. Thereafter, 3
allocation depended on the discussion between service chiefs and their

supporting staffs on one hand, and Churchill and the War Cabinet on the U
other, to determine a balance that considered the strategic and 3
operational realities along with the means at hand. fith the benefit of

hindsight one can quibble over Individual decisions. In particular, 3
Churchill and the air barons have received substantial criticism for the

costs of the strategic bombing offensive. In fairness, In suamer 1940 no I
o understood the complexities and difficulties that would be Involved 5
In such a campaign, while Churchill hImself never accepted the wildor

hopes of smo strategic bombing advocates. In September 1941 he minuted 5
to the Chief of Air Staff that:

__ a
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It is very disputable whether bombing by Itself will be

a decisive factor In the present war. On the contrary,

all that we have learned since the war began shows that

Its effects, both physical and moral, are generally

exaggerated. There Is no doubt that the British people

have been stimulated and strengthened by the attack made

upon them thus far. Secondly, it seems very likely that

the ground defense and night fighters will overtake the

air attack. Thirdly, In calculating the number of

bombers necessary to achieve hypothetical and Indefinite

tasks, It should be noted that only a quarter of our

3 bombs hit the targets ... . (The] most we can say is

that It (the bomber offensive] will be a heavy and, I

trust, a seriously Increasing annoyance. 22

I
In the long run Churchill's view proved correct and the bombing campaign

was one of several major factors in the defeat of Nazi Germany, no more,
23

no less. Historians have argued that a greater allocation of the

four engine bomber production to the Atlantie would have won the battle

3 against the submarine earlier. That assertion Is unprovable and the

growing weight of evidence Indicates that 'Ultra' was the essential,

Idecisive element In the vlctozxy over the U-boar danger.24

Britain's resource allocation In World War II reflected a conflict

that stretched the Empire and the nation to the breaking point. As Is to

be expected the services were not entirely foresighted In estimating

requirements. Thus, the Royal Wavy found Itself burdened In early World

I War II by pro-war failure to prepare to meet the submarine danger.

Moreover, it did not shift resources quickly enough to meet that terribleI _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _
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Idanger about which Churchill wrote: 'ifow willi~ngly would X have

exchanged a full-scale Invasion for this shapeless, Yueasureless peril,

expressed In charts, curves, and statistics?" 2 But generally the 3
government provided the mill tary with an adequate level of support

through allocation of Britain's own scarce resources, the Lend-Lease 3
provided by the United States, and the Empire's contributions. The

services then with the help of the Prime Minister and an efficient system I
of joint service responsibility arrived at a sensible division of 3
resources.

What translated those resources into effective weapons of war was 3
the military's ability to draw on Britain's technological and Industrial

resources. Here the record was generally excellent. 26  On the I
Industrial side, Britain's world position had declined substantially from 3
1914. Therefore, the problem was more than possessing access to the

nation's Industrial resources. In some cases the base was woefully weak; 3
Britain's shipbuilding best represents that significant decline in

industrial capacity. Yven America's entrance Into the war only mitigated I
the weaknesses In that sector. Torn between the strategic demands of

building up surface forces, the expansion of anti-submarine units to meet

the growing U-boat threat, the need for replacement tonnage for merchant

shipping lost, and the thousands of landing craft required for combined

operations, the British Industry could simply not meet the demand. In 1

fact, most of the landing craft burden had to be shifted to American

Industry, as much of Britain's capaity produced anti-submarIne vessels

for the Battle of the Atlantic.2 7  As a result, the United States 3
controlled a substantial portion of landing craft assets available to the

Allies. Such a state of affairs had serious repercussions in Lord 5
Mlountbatten's South East Asia theater and even more on the BrItish
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efforts to conduct an Independent campaign In the Aegean in late 1943.

One area of pre-war preparation to expand Industrial capacity

I helped substantially In the production of weapons In 1940. unwilling to

fund the RApF s big bomber schemes, the Chamberlain government devoted

I significant financial resources to the creation of "shadow" factories --

factories that could rapidly convert from peace time purposes to aircraft

production when needed.28 Consequently, the British were able to

I accelerate the production of fighter aircraft In 1940 to nearly twice the

German rate and to push bomber production up by 1942 to the point where

I Bomber Command could do substantial damage to the Reich.

In the early war the military had access to an underutilized

I Industrial capacity that allowed for rapid Increases in armament

U production. However, acquisition of sufficient raw materials would have

represented an unmanageable problem without Lend-Lease and American

I financial backing to remove the obstacle of shrinking British financial

resources. Nevertheless, the mobilization of manpower for military and

I industrial purposes and of Industry created a situation by 1943 where the

I British held virtually no capacity to expand the economic and military

effort. The government had reduced civilian demand to basic levels (well

below what Germany reached until late 1944) Industrial production

had reached maximum level and virtually no manpower sources existed for

I further expansion of military forces or production. Ernest Bevin,

I ninister of Labour, put It simply in May 1942:

5 The chief conclusion whie-h I draw from these figures Is

that we have now deployed our main forces and drawn

5 heavily upon our reserves .... Further demands for the

Forces must In the main be met from production. To makeI _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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I

this good and maintain essential service, as well as

Increase production, something can still be obtained

from (the] redistrlb&'tion of labour within the field of 3
Industry and services, but our main reliance must be

upon increased efficiency In management to secure the 3
30

best use of the resources we have. I
The situation appeared even grimmer In November 1942 when Sir John -

Anderson reported that the cabinet would have to: I
face the fact that our manpower resources do not match

our present programmes. We cannot at the same time, 5
meet the essential needs of the Navy, build up an Army

of 100 Divisions and expand the Air Force to a total of I
over 600 opera tional squadrons ... . Since America's 3
entry Into the war, we have now to face the necesslity of

supplying from our resources a vast proportlon of the 3
equipment we had expected to be able to draw from the

United States; and we are thus compelled to retain In I
our munitions Industry the manpower on which we had

counted ... . It follows that substantial cuts must be

made In the present programmes of the Forces. 5
Strategical considerations must determine where the

reductions should be made. 3 1  I
I

The manpower allocations actually made In 1943 compared to the demands

urged In 1942 by Britain's production overseers underline Bovin's and 5
Anderson's comments. (see TabJe 1 32).

____ _ __ __ _ ____ __I
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TABLE XII

Ianpower Allocations (in thousands)

Industry Cuts Allocations Revised
Demands December Authorized Allocations
July 1942 1942 December 1942 July 1943

Admiralty (Supply) 286 75 111 111

Ministry of Supply
(Army) 248 226 -78 -165

S Ministry of Aircraft
Production (RAP) 603 100 503 2X5_9

Total Allocations 937 401 536 205

AS Wolfe noted before Quebec, 'War Is an option of difficulties.'

Indeed, modern war with Its attendant supply and logistic problems Is

doubly so. WMth an Intelligent political and military leadership, the

British performed excellently In allocating scarce Industrial and

manpower resources, but there were real limits to what was possible.

World War II thus underlines the critical Importance of economic

and manpower resources to the conduct of war In the modern world (as

World War I had). It also suggested that technological resources

(scientific, research and development, and the capacity to transfer

scientific and R & D conceptions Into battlefield weapons) were crucial.

Here, the British base In 1939 was undoubtedly inferior to those of

Germany and the United States, but Britain proved willing and able to

draw her technological and scientific conwounIty Into the war effort. of

considerable aid were the Intimate relationships among British scientiscs

as well as the Oxford-Cambridge connection with the establishmenit.

Conrequently, British science was zeadily available to the military to

S support the war effort. The British proved particularly adept at

Including the Intellectual commuxnity In the Intelligence effort and theI __ _ _
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mathematical and scientific convruni ties provided crucial help in breaking

the German Enigmaa codes and then passing the information to the services I
in usable and digestable form. 3 4

U
I
I
I
I
I
S
U
I
1
I
I
I
I
I
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U

3 zz. Stjategic Rffeg.ctlvems

!
The Initial goals with which Great Britain embarked on wa. seemed

reasonable considering the available means. Clearly, the Chamberlain

U government would have been satisfied with the removal of Hitler and his

replacement wl th a 'less aggressive' Nazi such as G6ring. 3 5

U Ironicall•y, as the German tide was sweeping all before It In may 1940,

Britain's new Prime Minister, Winston Churchill, was enunciating goals

I for which the means available seemed less and less realistic:3
You ask, what Is our policy? I will say: It Is to wage

5 war, by sea, land and air, with all our might and with

all the strength that God can give us; to wage war

I against a monstrous tyranny, never surpassed In the

dark, lamentable catalogue of human crime. That Is our

policy.

3 You ask, what Is our aim? I can answer In one word: It

Is victory, victory at all costs, victory In spite of

5 all terror, victory, however long and hard the road may

B be .... 3 6

3 The mismatch between British aims and resource.9, defiantly

expressed by Churchill after the shatttering collapse of France and of

I Britali's continental strategic position, Is all too clear. But the

Prime Minister's calculations rested on the strategic beliefs that the
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United States and the Soviet Union could not remain outside the European

struggle and that Hitler could not refrain long from adding to his list 1
of opponents. For the time being, Britain must resist, defend her

strategic base alongside the continent, and look for strategic chinks In

Germany's armor. In 1940 there was considerable wishful thinking -- but 3
given the situation some self-delusion as to Nazl Germany's weaknesses

was necessary Just to continue the struggle. The Air Staff hoped that I

strategic bombing represented a relatively easy means to defeat Germany g
and that hope became a significant element In strategic policy.

Churchill, hiLmself, became enamored with the twin ideas of hounding the 3
Germans by raids on the coastal periphery and by setting Europe afire

through support extended to guerrilla movements within the conquered I
nations. Both Ideas had a long range and beneficial Impact on the war's

conduct: the first led to creation of a combined operations capability,

the second to the Special Operations Executive (SON) that supported 5
continental resistance groups. But in early 1941 both ideas represented

more wishful thinking than anything else. 3
The hopes required to avoid recognizing the mismatch between the

goal of overthrowing Nazi Germany and available resources had serious

consequences in the Mediterranean in 1942. There, the disastrously 5
incompetent37 Italian invasion of Greece In October 1940 eventually

enticed the British into comizting sizeable forces to Greece and Into 5
breaking off their advance in Libya at precisely the moment that Romrel's

Afri.ka Korps arrived. Churchill did have initial hesitations and cabled I
Anthony Eden and General Sir Archibald Wavell (in Athens to study the 3
extension of ground support to the Gz eks): 'Do not consider yourselves

obligated to a Greek enterprise If In your hearts you feel It will only 3
be another Norwegian fiasco. If no good plan can be made, please say U
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20. But of course Zou know how valuable success would be. 38 In the

end, Churchill and his senior advisers found the attraction of supporting

Greece 1rreslstable and consequences were lamentable In Greece, Crete,

and North Africa. The decision was not just Churchill's but was one with

I which senior advisers In London as well as In the Mediterranean

39
concurred. iWhile the results of this move were serious for the

strategic position in the Middle East, Germany's Balkan campaign had

serious consequences for German forces on the southern wing of

'Barbarossa.'

with Germany's Invasion of Ru3sia, Britain faced a substantially

altered strategic situation. The Chiefs of Staff at first underestimated

the Red Army's capacity to withstand the Invasion, but 'Ultra' (decodes

of German message traffic) Information from mid July on Indicated thAt

40
the Wehrmacht had run Into serious difficulties. America's entrance

* further solidified the strategic situation, but it also resulted In a

su?'rle shift In Brltain's strategic conduct of the war. Before June 22,

1941 Britain had assumed an enormously risky strategic position just In

remaining In the war. Thus, both the military and the political

leadership undertook some extraordinary risks to counter their opponents'

superiority. The most obvious was the movement of a substantial portion

of the armored strength in summer 2940 from a Britain lying under the

threat of Invasion to Egypt to meet slow moving but apparently powerful

Italian forces In the desert. Initial discussions for the Mediterranean

reinforcement took place as early as July and by August the decision had

been taken. By the end of August, the convoys (which Churchill had

wished sent directly through the Medi terranean) were on their way around

41Ithe Cape.
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U
In assuming that strategic risk to remain in the war after the

French collapse, Churchill recognized that In terms of political values I
and culture fritain's survival depended on the complete defeat of the 3
Nazi regqme. Consequently, acceding to Hitler's terms would be as deadly

to Britain's survival as fighting to the end. This recognition lay at

the heart of Churchill's opposition to Nazi Germany, for he understood

that the German danger was both strategic and moral. By summer 1940 the U
British people as well as the political and military leadership were In u
substantial agreement with this perception.

After th,, entrance of t.he United States and the Soviet Union there 3
was less reason to assumre strategic or operational risks. In the long

run, the overwhelming economic power of the Allies would wear Germany I
down. Thus, the British became less willing to take risks and -.lore 1

unwilling to commit forces unless operations enjoyed an overwhelming

chance of success. Undoubtedly, the strain on manpower and economic 3
resources also Impacted on the willingness to take risks. one

explanation of Montgomery's hesitant and careful conduct of operations In I
Normandy lies In the fact that his Army represented the last of Britain's

field armies.

Britain had by 1944 reached the bottom of the manpower barrel. So 3
short of trained infantry replacements was the Army during the Normandy

campaign that at the end of August, the Twenty-First Army Gzoup had to 3
break up the 59th Infantry Division to provide soldiers for other

42

divisions; in October the 50th Division was likewise broken up. In

addition, the desperate shortaqe of Infantrymen In 1944 forced the RAP to 3
agree to considerable transfers of airmen to the Army: 1,500 from the

RAP regiment In May 2944; 5,000 In July; and a further 20,000 In 3
December. 43

___ _ _ _I
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1
The manpower problem had another manifestation In terms of the

quality of soldier at the sharp end -- combat. So many of the best and

I most Intelligent were drawn off to fight and support the technological

side of the British war effort that the quality of manpower available to

I the Infantry, as In the case of the United States, showed serious

deficiency. The result as noted by Major General James Elliot, a World

Mar IZ division commander, was a very high level of 'battle absenteeism:'I
The subject of Battle Absenteeism was of profound

3 Interest to all British divisions who saw lengthy

periods of fighting In Africa and Europe. Casualties

£ from this source were higher than killed and sometimes

3 even higher than wounded for Individual actions. It was

at times common for some 20 men In a Battalion to become

5 Battle Absentees In a given section. About 400 men were

Battle Absentees In the average division In 1943-1944 In

I a period of 6 months. When it Is realized that these

men came almost entirely from the rifle companies of

infantry battalions, the numbers became serious.4 4

After the war Elliot described the "Battle Absentees" as men 'who

I go absent with Intent to avoid service; from the man who goes absent from

i a draft going up to a unit to the man who disappears in the middle of

action;' he broke the Battle Absentees into the following categories:

I (a) men recently joined, put Into battle too quickly, 10,; (b) put back

Into battle too quickly, 4%; (c) good men worn thin, 10,; (d) men with

U low standards and weak characters, 56%; (a) whole skinmers, 202.' Thie

1 last two groups consisted of Individuals, Elliot estimated, whose
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upbringing had "not given them a high standard of responsibilities to

others or to themselves. 45 The appearance of such large numbers of

men In front line infantry units directly reflected national manpower

priorities that led Elliot In April 1944 to comment In the following 3
terms on the quality of Infantry being sent out to his division: *these

men have always been the worst paid In the Army and drawn from halfway

down the entry. Some men now joining the infantry are pitiful

specimens. 46

Such a state of affairs did not encourage the taking of strategic I

risks. And there were strategic opportunities. However, a combination

of the pressures of alliance strategy (particularly In the Mediterranean) I
and the conservatism of the military leadership did not lend Itself to a

complete exploitation of Germany's strategic weaknesses.

Churchill, of course, possessed a fertile mind that saw strategic 3
opportunities and did not shrink from action, If the balance between risk

and gain were right. The relationship between his overpowering I
personalJty and the government's military advisers is critical to an 3
understanding of British strategic effectiveness In the war. Between

Prime Minister and military advisers, there was mutual respect, although 3
not necessarily affection. Hastings Ismay provided much of the oil that

smoothed the relationship between Churchill and the military. As he told I
Claude Auchinleck, the new cormrander-in-chief of the Mediterranean, about 3
Churchill in 1941: U

The Idea that he was rude, arrogant, and self-seeking

was entirely wrong. He was none of those things. He 3
was certainly frank in speech and writing, but he g
expected others to be equally frank with him. To a

!
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young brigadier from Middle East Headquarters who had

asked if he might speak freely, he replied: 'Ot

course. le are not here to pay each other compliments

.. "He had a considerable respect for a trained

3 military mind, but refused to subscribe to the Idea that

generals were Infallible or had any monopoly of the

military art. He was not a gambler, but never shrank

3 from taking a calculated risk if the situation so

demanded ... . I begged Auchinleck not to allow himself

3 be be Intimidated by these never-ending messages, but to

remember that Churchill, as Prime Minister and Minister

of Defense, bore the primary responsibility for ensuring

3 rthat all available resources in shipping, man-power,

equipment, oil, and the rest were apportioned between

5 the Home Front and the various theaters of war, In the

best interests of the war effort as a whole. was It not

I reasonable that he should wish to know exactly how all

5 these resources were being used before deciding on the

allotment to be given to this or that theater?4 7

I
Zsmay In fact Insured that misunderstandings did not permanently affect

I working relationships. 48 As another military assistant characterized

t he change from Chamberlain to Churchill: 'The days of mere 'coordIna-

tion' were out for good and all ... . We were now going to get direction,

I leadership, action with a snap in It.* Churchill himself remarked that

the old system had represented 'the maximum of study and the minimum of

I action. It was all very well to say that everything had been thought

of. The crtux of the matter was -- had anything been done? 4 9
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I
What Churchill demanded from the military was careful, well

reasoned advice. As another wartime adviser noted: U
"it was vital that Churchill should be firmly harnessed

to a strong and capable military staff. This he found 3
... In the British Chiefs of Staff. He provided the

flow of ideas, the stimulus and drive, and the political

guidance. They turned all this Into a consistent 3
military policy and saw to it that plans were matched by

resources. *50 
3

If they were not In agreement on a particular line of approach that I
Churchill advocated, then the COS had better have deep and carefully 3
thought out reasons for opposition. The CIGS for much of the war, Lord

Alanbrooke, clearly found the task of working with Churchill the most 3
onerous of his wartime duties. His diaries reveal an unfortunate

tendency to let out bile after the pressure (,.- working with the Prine

Minister.51 But the adversary relationship ensured that none of the

prime Minister's rasher ideas were forced on Britain's mi.ltary forces.

On the cther hand, Churchill's fertile mind provided a flood of memos and

directives that provided Impetus. In few cases did he overrule his

military advisers and impose an operational or strategic approach to 1
which they were opposed. 

52

What Churchill would not tolerate was the bureaucratic Inertia that

had characterized the strategic decision making process of prewar 3
53

governments. 5 Action this day' on Churchill's memoranda demanded

immediate attention from the recipient and an efficient organization of 5
the Prime Minister's secretariat Insured that such matters did not drop
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I
out of sight. Unlike Chamberlain, Churchill refused to allow Inaction

when the arguments were Inadequate. In the collapsing Mledi terranean

I situation of May 1941, the revolt of Iraqi nationalists and Luftwaffe

support for the movement flown through Syria (under the control of Vichy

U Prance) was particularly worrisome. This represented a terrible threat

to Britain's o11 supplies. Despite pressure from London, Wavell, C-in-C

in the Middle East, refused to budge and put forth innumerable reasons

3 why he possessed Insufficient forces to deal with either threat.54

Despite his opposition, Churchill demanded action, and In the case of

U both iraq and Syria, British forces quickly removed significant strategic

threats. wavell's relief soon followed.

Churchill's relationship with his military advisers raises the

'3 question of their selection -- In particular his role In selecting

military leaders for key positions. Churchill, unlike some dominant

I personalities, placed strong individuals both within his entourage and In

positions of authority under him. Within a short time of assuming

I office, he brought a new CIGS and CAS into office. Churchill also strove

I �to bring imaginative and intelligent officers forward. It was largely

his doing that the pioneer armored expert, Percy Hobart, was plucked from

3 obscurity as a Home Guard corporal and returned to active service.

Churchill faced the determined opposition from the CIGS, Dill, and the

I future CIGS, Alanbrooke. Churchill minuted:

I am not at all impressed by the prejudices against him

3 in certain quarters. Such prejudices attach frequently

to persons of rtrong personality -.nd nriqinal view. In

this case General Hobart's origina2 views have been only

too tragically borne out. The neglect by the General



Staff even to devise proper patterns of tdnks before the

war has robbed us of all the fruits of this Invention

We should therefore remember that this was an

officer who had the root of the matter in him and also

vision. 5U

Churchill first offered Hobart the position of Inspector of Armored I
Forces, but Hobart turned down the offer because he felt the charge was g
not broad enough and opposition to his appoIntment within the War Office

too entrenched. 5 6  Nevertheless, Hobart's return to active service 3
allowed him to provide valuable service both as an armored division

commander and as comnmander of specialized armored vehicles that helped so I
much In Normandy. 3

similarly, Churchill, despite sustained opposition from the Air

Ministry, kept Dowding as conmander of fighter command during the Battle 3
of Britain. Afterwards he unsuccessfully attempted to employ Dowding on

a number of occasions. 5 7  The Dowding case Is particularly Interesting I
because Churchill had met steadfast opposition from Fighter Command to 3
his efforts to supply more fighter squadrons to the French In 1940.

Nevertheless, the Prime Minister, clearly admiring Dowding's tenacity of

purpose, warned the Air Minister In summer 1940 to leave him In position

as he .as *one of the very best men you have got ... . In fact he has my I
full confIdence.-58 Churchill's ability to pick men even over military

opposition, such as In the cases of Mountbatten and Wingate, represented

a major plus for Britain's conduct of the war. 3
The conduct of strategy In World Y4x I1 from Burma to Ljw

MedJterranean to the Atlantic and to the Invasion of Northwest Europe 3
involved creation of a massive logistic Infrastructure. Even early In
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the war, logistical concerns In the Mediterranean were daunting enough

with the great sea journey around the Cape. In the last half of 1940 thern British moved no less than 76,000 troops from *the British Isles and

49,000 troops from east of Bombay along with their supporting

i equipment. In the first half of 1941 (until the end of July) that

movement had Increased to 239,000 troops and over a million tons of

supplies (equivalent to 5,000 tons per day unloaded in Egyptian
603 ports). Complicating logistical problems were changing strategic and

operational demands. Generally, the British industrial base was able to

I supply, outfit, and maintain the services. There were, of course,

weaknesses. In 1942 after a relative period of success against U-boats

I (largely due to "Ultra*) Britain faced a swelling wave of merchant

U shipping losses that threatened her existence. The anti-submarlne vessel

construction was accelerated, but remained well behind the Increasing

U threats. Moreover, demands for anti-submarlne vessels hampered landing

craft production, the long range requirement for which had just been

I increased by the Dieppe failure. Generally, however, the services.rn received the basic requirements necessary to meet strategic oblIgations.

Admittedly, they were often dependent on America to fill shortages. When

U that was not forthcoming, the British had to scale down strategic

objectives In subsidiary theaters such as Burma or the Eastern

I Mediterranean (in late 1943).

This dependence on American supplies, industrial support, and

military backing underlines a critical element In Britain's wartime

I strategic performance: her ability to cooperate effectively with

allies. The opening of the war did not see a propitious Introduction to

coalition warfare. The brief romance between Britain and France from

I March 1939 to May 1940 was not long enough or successful enough to
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assuane the traces of two decades of mistrust and misunderstanding. 
6 1

Ortce in power Churchill fully understood, as his predecessor had not, the

significance of the United States and attempted to establish a special

relationship with Roosevelt. That relationship was of decisive

importance in cementing the bond between the allies. But the success of 3
the Anglo-Ameri can effort rested on more than just a personal

relationship between leaders. Despite differences In background, aI

common language ard similarity in outlook created the basis for effective 3
comoin strategy planning. While Dill had proven rather Ineffective as

CIGX ',s l slgnment to Washington was enormously helpful In providing a 3
sMr i 1son between the chiefs of staff.

_, dealing with Americans, the British military chiefs proved I
particularly effective In the Alliance's early period In bringing the -

Ameoricans around to a common viewpoint. WIth their disastrous

experiences In Europe against the Wehrmacht still fresh and with the 3
current reality of North Africa In mind, the British were less than

enthusiastic for American proposals In favor of a landing on the coast of I
France In 1942 or 1943. Since they held the bulk of the troops required I
for such a venture, they were able to ward off such American proposals.

Nevertheless, only through Roosevelt's Intervention In suxmer 1942 could

the British drak the Americans Into "Torch' and the Medi terranean

theater. For Churchill the move represented enticing possibilities:

If, however, we move from Gyrmnast' northward Into

Europe, a new situation .must be surveyed. The flank 3
attack may become the main attack, and the main attack a

holding operation in the early stages. Our second front 5
will, in fact, comprise both the Atlantic and p
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i Medlterranean coasts of Europe, and we can push either

right-handed, 1 eft -handed, or both-handed as our

resources and circumstances permit.62

I The American chiefs were, however, never persuaded of the validity of

i Churchill's opportunistic approach. Nevertheless, the careful, well-

prepared briefs of the British Chiefs of Staff at Casablanca brought the

I Anmericans around to a limited Mfediterranean strategy for at least 1943.

In 1944 on the other hand, the Americans, with their Industrial and

U military potential fully developed and deployed in European dominated the

process of making strategy. On the whole, the hammering out of Anglo-

American strategy In the 1941-1944 period worked to the benefit of both

3 nations.

Relationships with other allies varied from nation to nation. The

I most important ally outside of the United States was obviously Soviet

Russia. Ally may in fact be an incorrect usage of the word; cobelligerent

is perhaps more appropriate. Despite massive diversions of aid from

I swumer 1941 on (the diversions In 1941 contributed to disasters In South

East Asia), desvitce a flow of Intelligence information from Britain to

U Russia, despite efforts to keep the Soviets Informed of British strategic

plans, the British received in reply only Incessant demands for a second

I front, continual requests for more aid, and silence )n Soviet military

I operations and plans. Ironically, the British received nearly all of

their information on the conduct of operations on the Eastern front from

3 ultra' decrypts of Enigma messages between German formations. The

British consistently made that information available to the Russians

I (although carefully disguising its source). The use to which the

U Russians put that Information Is best summed up by the October 1941
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disaster at Bryansk and Vyazma (In which over 600,000 Soviet troops were

killed, wounded, or captured). Having decrypted German message traffic I
indicating the onset of *Operation Typhoon' (the assault on Moscow), the

British Immediatety made the Information available to the Soviets. 6 3

77e Soviet system swallowed the Intelligence and only four days after

the offensive began did It awake to the mortal peril: when Hitler

announced the offensive on Berlin radio, authorities in Moscow could not I
:alse their units on the western front for confirmation. They had all 3
been cut off.64 Thus, It Is hard to speak of an alliance, when the

Soviets believed that they should only take, while the British should 3
only give.

Britain's relatI...nships with her small allies were generally I
useful, although not decisive to the conduct of war. Churchill once 3
described De Gaulle as his 'Cross of Lorraine,* but the Frenchman

provided a rallying point early In the war for Frenchmen who refused to 3
play the collaborationist game. various exile governments proved a

useful conduic for help In SOS's clandestine Intelligence and resistance I
activities. Generally, the British showed sympathy as well as

understanding for those In exile wishing to overthrow collaborationist

regimes and to destroy the Nazi occupation. 3
The second most Important bloc of allies after the United States

were the Commonwealth Dominions. Having won their spurs in World War I,

Canada, Australia, New Zealand, and South Africa had emerged as

Independent nations by 1939. A major concern of the Chamberlain U
government In Its pre-war policy had been the degree of Dominion support 3

65should Britain face war with Germany. In the event, the Dominions,

except for the Irish Republic, stood by the mother country. 3
Nevertheless, relations between Britain and the Dominions remained
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touchy. They were perhaps easiest with the Canadians whose location was

so critical to the Battle of the Atlantic. The obvious location for

I deploying New Zealand and Australian forces before December 1941 was In

the Middle East. The conduct of operations there had already by summer

I 1941 raised serious questions within Anzac governments and the looming

Japanese threat in the Par East did little to assuage doubts about

U British leadership. The collapse of the strategic position in South East

I Asia In the dark days of 1941 and 1942 substantively moved both nations

from their orbit of dependence on Britain toward the United States.

3-- In summing up strategic effectiveness In the war, one must

recognize British priorities as well i•s their execution of overall

ll strategy. Was Britain in fact able to place her strengths against the

U weaknesses of her opponents? The first eight months represent a

depressing episode in British strategic history. Germany did possess

serious strategic vulnerabilities in 1939 and early 1940. But the

Chamberlain government, buttressed In Its inaction by the advice of its

I military advisers, zefused to undertake ang significant military
66

operation to attack those German weaknesses. As a result the Germans

husbanded their scanty resources for one great effort in the West -- and

U the result was a shattering collapse of Britain's continental strategic

position.

3 When Churchill became Prime Minister there were no strategic

alternatives to a desperate defense of the home base against the

Luftwaffe and perhaps an invasion across the Channel. Once there

I appeared hope of thwarting the Luftwaffe, Churchill was willing to send

substantial reinforcements to the Middle East. This was done as much to

3 protect communications and petroleum sources as for offensive prospects

against the Italians. But Germany's Junior partner made such a dreadfulU _ ___
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hash of Its 'parallel war" that E rtain was offered substantial

opportunities. Churchill made It clear that the primary objective was I
the Italian Army In the Libyan desert and not Ethiopia or the

-Dodecanese.67 But Wavell would not keep his eye on the mark and

transferred out of North Africa the experienced 4th Indian division to a

meaningless campaign against the Italians who had so conveniently

Interned themselves In Ethiopia.6 8  Then, unfortunately, Churchill and I
the Chiefs of Staff (and the Mediterranean commanders) embarked on major 3
commnitments In the Balkans.

The addition of the Soviet Union and the United States against 3
Germany substantially solved many of Britain's strategic problems. The

Red Army•s sacrifice on the eastern battlefields began the process of I
wearing down German ground strength. Nevertheless, the attendant problem 3
of supplying war materials to the Soviet Union Increased the drain on

British stockpiles and production and significantly Increased the strain 3
on the Royal Navy. There was no choice but to meet the threat of

D6nitz's U-boats head on -- for the Germans were able to place strength 3
against British weakness. In that caumpaign to protect the great convoys,

on which Anglo-American military power depended, the British showed I
adaptability and flexibility. As we now know strategic and operational

Intelligence (namely 'Ultra') played a crucial role In the eventual

victory. But Ghe threat came perilously close to breaking the sea lines 1
of communl.cations and only by the most desperate expedients did the

British master the threat. I
British air strategy represented an attempt to place the strength 3

of British aircraft production against the technological problems of

creating an effective night defense against bombers (believed to be

Insoluble). But the nighttime problems of finding and hitting targets
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effectively over the distances at which Bomber Command operated proved

Intractable. In the end, events bore Churchill ouc that the bombing

I offensive would prove at best an enormous 'annoyance' and distraction to

the German war effort. It distorted and reduced Germany' s wartime

I production and caused lmaense Inconvenience, but It could not win the war

by itself.6 9

I Por the war's last years, the British faced the daunting prospect

I of grappling with the Germans on the continent. They successfully

persuaded the Americans to leave the effort In the M'editerranean for 1943

I -- In retrospect a wise decision that continued the process of wearing

down German military strength. The massive assault on June 6, 1944

represented the culmination of a process that had begun four years

U before. Nevertheless, the question still stands out forty years later:

why did It take the Anglo-American allies In June 1944, possessing such

I overwhelming material strength and superior firepower, so long to break

the resistance of a weary, battered, and severely attritted German Army?

I Until now we have not addressed British strategy In the Par East

i for it remained a peripheral issue In the formulation of strategic plans

throughout the war. Churchill greeted the entrance of the United States

rn Into the war because of his recognition that America's participation with

her economic potential doomed the Axis powers. He did not foresee the

I disaster that befell British military forces and prestige In the Par

I East. His underestimation of Japan's military potential reflected a

general European (and American) perception, shared by his military

I advisers, that the Japanese would not come up to the mark against a first
70

class military power. The catastrophe that followed rivaled the

I worst disasters In British military history. It reflected terrible

U leadership, faulty planning, sloppy operational performance, and
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arrogance that quickly turned to panic when the Japanese proved very good I
at the business of war. Once r.the British were back on the frontier of

Xtidia, they faced iUmense logistical as well as tactical difficulties. 3
The Americans were only peripherally Interested In the theater as a

mans to open up supply routes to China, while the British COS, at times

expressing interest in Burma, did not possess the resources required to

support the theater until l&te In the war. Thus, Burma represented

British weakness up against Japanese weakness. Ironically, the shortages 3
In the backwater theater may have played a considerable role in making

the ground forces In Burma the most adaptive, flexible, and tactically

Innovative of Bit•-ish Army units involved In the war.

I

I
I
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The operational effectiveness of military forces depends on their

ability to coordinate and Integrate their action at a decisive point.

U There are two parts to the Issue: first, the extent to which the

different services coordinate and Integrate their forces for a unified

UiImposition of military power; second by how well Individual services

U:_ Integrate the various combat arms and weapon systems so that the result

is greater than the suw of its parts. On the macro level of Interservice

I cooperation, the British were performing at an outstanding level by the

war's end. The beginning, given the shortages and lack of funding, was

S most difficult. Arm-RAP cooperation In the realm of close air support

was almost non-existent before 1941. After the pre-war combined Army-Air

U Force exercise, Wavell commented that the RAP had obviously given no

S thought to supporting ground forces and that therefore its pilots had
71

received no training In that role. He was quite right. An Air Staff

Sposition paper, written after the fall of Poland, makes the RAP's

position clear:

i Briefly the Air Staff view -- which Is based on a close

study of the subject over many years -- Is as follows:

The true function of bomber aircraft In support of an

Army is to isolate the battlefield from reinforcement

I and supply, to block and delay the movement of reserves,

and generally to create disorganization and confusion
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behind the enemy front .... But neither In attack nor

in defense should bombers be used on the battlefield

itself, save in exceptional circumstances ... . All

experiences In war proves that such action Is not only

very costly In casualties, but Is normally uneconomical
72U

and Ineffective.

The RAP's view in North Africa came to be quite different. There,

far away from strategic bombing's allure and In an environment where I
Rowu'el's rampaging forces could and often did overrun air bases, RAP 3
comauanders showed considerable Inclination to cooperate wi th the Army.

Under the leadership of Tedder and Coningham the British had by late 1942

evolved a system of direct air support for the Army that was timely and

effective although two years behind the Germans. 7 3  Considerable

problems yet remained In operating in a mobile environment, as the break

out from El Alamein showed. During periods of rapid movement British

fightez bombers still had trouble In distinguishing targets from their

own ground forces. The Army was also less able to request close air

support once movement began (8th Army called for air support only five I
times on November 5, 1942).74 But, the problem was recognized and both

services cooperated to find a solution.

The most Important contribution that Integration of the British

services made to the war effort lay In combined operations -- the

amphibious assaults on AxLis held territory in the European theater of

operations (one must not minimize American contributions, for both sides

worked closely, but the British took the Initial steps in Europe). A

landing on the continent posed different problems than those that were

raised by operations In the Pacific. In Europe the Germans could rapidly
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I reinforce defending forces that faced a lodgement made by the Allies --

something the Japanese could not do on their island garrisons In the

Pacific. Thus, one had not only to dislodge the defenders on the coast,

but also to gain the depth and breadth to win the second stage: that of

building up the combat and logistical forces to meet those that the enemy

I could bring up.

Pre-war preparation had been generally nonexistent. Some serious

thinking had occurred at the Naval War College at Greenwich, but the

services were unreceptive. The Army position was that combined

S operations, given airpower and enemy reinforcement capabilities by road

and rail, would not occur In the next war. The Air Staff argued that

I things had worked well enough at Gallipoli and therefore one need not75

work on the problem. The future CYS, Andrew Cunningham, summed up

the Navy's position In the following terms: at the present time [the

I Admiralty] could not visualize any particular combined operation taking

place and they were, therefore, not prepared to devote any considerable

S sum of money to equipment for combined training.'76 The Norwegian

I fiasco ended such complacency.

Before the war the services did establish an inter-service

* development center (the Inter-Services Training and Development Center)

to examine basic problems Inherent In combined operations. Underfunded

I in peacetime and disbanded at the war's outbreak for a short period of

I time, the I.S.T.D.C. got off to a slow start (it had to apply to the

Deputy Chiefs of Staff to expend £26 for an assault ladder and hand

S cart). 77 The prestige of the center and of combined operatiuns In

general rose rapidly with WMinston Churchill's arrival. Despite the dark

I strategic situation of the summer of 1940, the new Prime Minister refused

S to give the Germans rest on the periphery of their newly conquered
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domains. As early as July 7, 1940 he asked the Ministry of Supply as to

what It was doing to design and produce vessels that could land tanks on

enelm shores. 7 8 His appointment of Admiral Lord Keyes, hero of World 5
War I's Zeebrugge raid, as 'Director of Combined Operations,' reflected a

desire to raid German held Europe as soon as possible. The Dakar 3
operation quickly showed Keyes' weakness In a position that demanded tact

and political savvy, If the coordination among the three services were to

work. Drive and leadership Keyes possessed In abundance, but he wished 3
his position to be supra rather than intra the services. His

contribution lay In providing the I.S.T.D.C. the resources to begin the 1
arduous task of creating a combined operations capability.

In August 1941 Churchill made one of his more inspired wartime I
moves by replacing Keyes with Lord Louis Msountbatten. The latter

received the title of Advlser on Combined OperaCions* rather than

"Director.' This change underlined that the position was under the

Chiefs of Staff. Mountbatten provided political sense that Keyes had

lacked, as well as toughness to Insure that he received the resources for I
research and development and for the production requirements of major 3
operations against Axis-held Europe. By October 1941, Mountbatten's

organization had requested no less than 2,250 landing craft for tanki and 3
79 l

vehicles from the United States. Mountbatten was also adept at

drawing in scientists to help solve problems confronting creation of a I
80

combined operations capability. 0 While some conservative officers

after the war ridiculed some schemes, such as Habakk'ik, the contribution

of such minds was considerable. 3
Mountbatten was particularly Important In his ability to get the

three services to pull together. One soldier who served in Mountbatten's 3
combined services headquarters recalled:
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But there can be little doubt that the grouping togePther

so early In the war of a number cf officers from each

service -- all of an age not ashamed to be enthusiastic

and not ashamed eventually to work for inter-Service

Ideals at the expense of narrow one-Service views --

gave a tremendous Impetus and fillip to the vital

combined approach to the appalling problems that faced

us in those days

it took time and tribulation to develop mutual

confidence and to evolve the formulae which later on

allowed the planners to calculate quickly and accurately

the number of ships, landing-craft, and this, that and

the other required for any ploy that might be put to

them.

it took time to convince the sailors and airmen of the

helplessness of the soldier throughout the assault phase

until he Is properly established ashore with his armor

and his artillery support.

It took time to make them appreciate that -- until that

stage was reached -- complete and absolute reliance had

to be placed on naval and air support, and that this

could on:y be provided In the volume and way required if

both sailors and airmen were prepared to undertake tasks

which were disagreeable to them and contrary to the

roles they were accustomed to regard as traditional.

It took time also for the soldier to learn what were

possible and were Impossible demands. By and large, out

of the labors grew a highly skilled staff -- brimful of
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Ideas, prepared to Chink and plan on a generous

Inter-Service basis, and surprisingly little trammelled

by purely Service foibles and customs. 8 1

Mountbatten's contribution was not Just confined to relations among

the British services: Inclusion of Americans in planning and executing

the great amphibious operations was as necessary as obvious. By June 1
1944 experimentation and work, begun In 1940, bore fruit with the landing

on the Normandy beaches. Within twenty-four hours of the first landings

no less than 75,215 British and Canadian and 57,000 Americans were

ashore, while a further 7,900 British and 15,500 American airborne troops

had landed behind the beaches.8 2  By June 30 that number had Increased

to no less than 850,279 troops landed on the French coast along with

148,803 vehicles and 570,505 tons of supplies. Those numbers

represented an awesome combined operation capability.

The problem of Integration, however, Is not just confined to

questions of intra-Service cooperation; It clearly involves how well

Individual services integrate their weapons systems and combat arms in

executing military operations. The Royal Navy's handling of this problem

was by far the best of the services. This may have reflected the fact

that wartime conditions can more easily be duplicated in peacetime naval

exercise. Perhaps It reflected the Royal Navy's dissatisfaction with its

performance In World War Z. Whatever the cause, the operational

performance of the Royal Navy rested on Its ability to Integrate Its I
surface units throughout the war. From operations off Calabria In July

1940, to protecting convoys from German surface raiders (the holding off

of the A5dmiral Scheer and LOtzow from a convoy in December 1942 by

British destroyers may be the best example), to the conduct,
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coordination, and Integration of the varied and diverse elements that

went into winning the Battle of the Atlantic, the Royal Navy did an

I outstanding job throughout the war.

The RAPF also is open to little criticism in this area. Because of

I the nature of air combat and of the night bombing offensive against

Germany, the British air war did not involve a great amount of

integration of differing forces. One area perhaps does deserve

I criticism: the conduct of the Battle of Berlin over winter 1943/1944.

Arthur Harris, Bomber Command's C-In-C, undertook this campaign In the

I belief that 'we can wreck Berlin from end to end If the USAAF will come

in on It. It will cost us between 400-500 aircraft. It will cost

Germany the war.' 84 Harris based his assumption on the belief that

I 'Window' ('chaff') had rendered German air defensec, Including night

fighters, Ineffective. Harris was wrong and in the battle of Berlin the

I German night fighters savaged his command. The evidence is now clear not

only that Bomber Command in fall 1943 had clear warnings that German

I night defenses were rapidly recovering from the summer disasters, but

i also that British Intelligence, Including 'Ultra,' provided Bomber

Command with explicit warnings of how rocky the road would be. Until the

I Germans had virtually shot his command to pieces, Harris showed little

inclination to heed intelligence warnings.8 5  As the official

I historians suggest about the situation D) Ifarch 1944: 'The Implication

I was ... clear. The German [night] fighter force had interposed itself

between Bomber Command and its strategic objective ... .' For Harris the

I lesson was late but obvious: Bomber Command needed the 'provision of

[Pighter Command's] night fighter support on a substantial scale.' 8 6

The Army's Integration of combat arms raises the most serious

I question about British operational effectiveness in world War 11. The
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results in terms of shattered, burnt-out hulks of tanks, beaten armies In

the desert, and the Mfalayan collapse are easily discernible. Their 1
causes, however, axe more difficult to unravel. An obvious place to

start lies with the pre-war Army -- not necessarily with the Colonel I
Blimps but rather wi th the underlying faul ts. The lack of

professionalism alluded to by Michael Howard was a symptom, not

necessarily a cause. Nevertheless, the regimental system did foster a

".e-them' syndrome made worse by certain proclivities of the Army's class

structure. One appalling Incident, suggesting such narrowness of view

(admittedly extreme), occurred at El Alamein when a cavalry brigadier

attempted to refuse the attachment to his command of a regiment of the

Royal Artillery. 'We,' he exclaimed, 'only accept support of the Royal

Horse Artillery. 87 The basic problem with the regimental system,

abetted by the severe delineation between br,',nches, was its encouragement

of a parochialism that was in marked contrast to the combined arms

approach that the German system fostered.8 8

Further exacerbating the problem of learning mechanized warfare was

the fact that the expansion of motorized forces in the late 1930s was

largely turned over to those portions of the Army least used to

Intellectual attainments, hard work, and serious study: namely, the

cavalry regiments. During his efforts in 1938 to train such regiments

into what became the 7th Armored Division, Hobart wrote to his wife from

Egypt that

Z had the cavalry CO's in and laid my cards on the

table. They are such nice chaps, socially. That's what

makes It so difficult. But they're so conservative of

their spurs and swords and regimental tradition, etc.,
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and so certain that the good old Umpteenth will be all

right ... , so easily satisfied with an excuse if things

3 aren't right, so prone to blame the machi ne or

machinery. And unless one upsets all their polo, etc.

3 for which they have pai•d heavily -- It's so hard to get

anything more into them or any more work out of them.

i Three days a week they come In sIx miles to Gezirah Club

3 for polo. At 5 pm It's getting dark: they are sweaty

and tired. Not fit for much and most of them full up of

3 socials In Cairo. Take their clothes and change at the

Club ... Non-polo days it's tennis or something.8U
Zt was not that the cavalry regiments were not able to get men to

fight bravely. The matter was, as Lord Tedder noted, that the Army

I suffered In 1941 and 1942 from 'an excess of bravery and a shortage of

brains. 90 Tedder's acid comment Is backed up by Robert Crisp, a

direct participent In armored operations in Cyrenalca:

U- Other officers told me how they had seen the Hussars

charging Into the Jerry tanks, sitting oi, top of their

turrets more or less with their whips out. It looked

like the run-up to the first fence at a point-to-point,

the adjutant described It. This first action was very

-- typical of a number of those early encounters Involving

5 cavalry regiments. They had incredible enthusiasm and

dash, and sheer exciting courage which was only curbed

3 by the rapidly decreasing stock of dashing officers and

tanks. 
9 1I__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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U
But It Is wronq to blame the lack of a combined arms Integration U

entirely on the stupidity of a few regiments. Crisp's account of his

experience In the desert contains an important hint on the nature of the f
problem. It Is clear from Crisp that by the oCrusader' battles of late

2941 the British had a clear sense of German tactics: that they were 3
based on a close coordination of anti-tank guns, infantry, and

armor. 9 2  Crisp's memory Is supported by descriptions of German

operations contained In the tactical notes ('Current Reports from 3
Overseas Notes') published In London and based on materials supplied by

Headquarters Middle East.93 Nevertheless, Crisp's account . 'ntains the 3
following description of a scratch force which he was ordered to lead: I

I was distinctly worried about the composition of this

little force. There was nothing that the armored cars

could do In the way of reconnaissance that the Honeys 3
couldn't do equally well ... . Nor could I foresee any

possible situation, unless we were completely I
surrounded, In which the anti-rank guns could be

properly brought Into action.

The root of the matter Is that even Intelligent and observant officers

like Crisp did not possess the background to cooperate fully with other i
branches because they were not trained to do so.

Lord Carver, future C-In-C of the British Army, ,'e-ved as a junior

officer during the war. He describes British tactical conceptions as 5
follows:

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ______ I
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our real weakness was the failure to develop tactics for

I a concentrated attack employing tanks, artillery, and

infantry in depth on a narrow front. Time and time

again the tanks motored or charged at the enemy on a

broad front until the leading troops were knocked out by

enemy tanks or anti-tank guns: the momentum of the

attack inmedlately failed. Such artillery as was

supporting the tanks indulged In some splattering of the

enemy ... after which the tanks motored about or charged

again with the same results as before ... the infantry

not taking part, their tasks being to follow up and

occupy the objective after it had been captured by the

95
tanks.

Unfortunately, this description of muddled operational Integration

continued right through the Normandy fighting.96

The problem was partially a result of the role that training played

I n the Army. It was not that combat training did not form an Important

part of the Army's time when off operations. But tr'aining never played

I the same role as It did in the German Army. Clearly as the Current

Reports from Overseas' indicate, the Army in the Middle East understood

I what the Germans were doing. But the necessary links within the Army's

chain of command were not there. on one hand, there was no common

i doctrinal center in the Army as was the case with the Germans.

i Consequently, there was no consistent battle doctrine. Moreover, there

was no means of ensuring that the many decentralized training programs

I zeflected similar approaches (since there was no basic doctrine).
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This lasC point deserves amplification. British observers during

the war and official historians since have noted how hard and well the

Germans trained.9 7  What the British needed, as Henry Pownall noted,

was: "Training must be harder, exercises mist not be timed to suit meal

times. Infantry shouldn't be allowed to say that they are tired. Our

teaching of officers must be designed to produce leaders, rather than

polished staff officers ... 98 When German units were not In the

line they trained long and hard. On the other hand, the crack 9th

Australian Division after Its relief from Tobruk went to Syria to build

fortifications and was engaged In that exercise for over half a year.

The official historian records that It arrived back In Egypt In July 1942

"not In suitable training for very mobile operations."99 One cannot t

Imagine such an incident occurring In the German Army. Nor Is I t any

easier not to be shocked by the official historJan's description of the

state of cooperation between British armored and Infantry divisions In

November 1942: 'It is fair to say that cooperation between an armored

division and one or more Infantry divisions had not been studied and had

certainly not been practiced.'1 0 0  The result is summed up by Montgom-

ery's report on the state of the 8th Army in August 1942: 'The condition

of Eighth Army as described above ... was almost unbelievable ... .

Gross mismanagement, faulty command, and bad staff work ... . Divisions

were split Into bits and pieces all over the desert; the armor was not

concentrated; the gunners had forgotten the art of employing artillery in

a concentrated form.-101

At least, Montgomery repaired some of the worst training and

doctrinal deficiencies. In fact, a partial explanation for his cautious

handling of British troops and his unwillingness to engage the Germans In

a mobile environment lay In his sense of the limitations of the forces
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under his command. While cooperation between the different arms Improved

steadily during the remainder of the war (especially between the Infantry102

and the artillery), It never reached the level attained by the

Germans.

The above discussion has suggested ceotain weaknesses within the

Azrm's operational approach to war. The lack of an Integrated all-arms

3 coneeptlon, trained hard Into the Army's various components, made efforts

I to counter German mobility and flexibility In the desert a disaster.

There were problems with command and control, but the real problem lay in

I an Inability of commanders to display Initiative. The lack of initiative

partially resulted from the enormous expansion occurring after March

' 1939. The German Army had entered the war six gears after Its expansion

i program had begun; the British scarcely mix months (and six years later

would see the end of the war). But the problem also reflected the nature

I of training -- German training sought to create the unexpected; the

British less so.

I The ability to adapt and move on the battlefield improved as the

war progressed but only by degrees. From 81 Alamein the Army proved able

to break into German positions but not out of them. An 'after-action'

I report by the Panzor Loh Division from Normandy suggested that 'a

successful break-in by the enemy was seldom exploited to pursuit. If our

M own troops were made ready near the front for a local counter-attack, the

ground was Immediately regained.'I03 Thus, the pursu•t of Rommel's

battered AfrIka Koros after 01 Alamein failed to the extent that

I virtually all the Germans got away. Similarly, Montgomery's mishandling

of Twenty-First Army Group In early September 1944 allowed the German

I �ifteenth Army to escape and German defenses to reform. on September 4,

Antwerp fell to British troops with its port facilities virtually
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intact. At that point, Montgomery stopped his forces pleading fuel

shortages and a need to reorganize. Yet, Lt. Cen. Brian Horrocks

admitted after the war that his XXX Corps, stopped to the east of 3
104E

Antmerp, still possessed fuel for another 100 kilometers. The

resumption of the offensive to weeks later (*Operation farket-carden*)

attempted to use the flexibility of Allied airborne forces to seize a

Rhine crossing, but the battle had already been lost By failing to I
pursue the beaten Germans, Montgomery had allowed the enemy to put back

together the flotsam and jetsam of defeat Into a recognizable military

instrument.

The RAP generally displayed considerable mobility and flexibility

In its operations. From the Battle of Britain to support for the Army inn

the desert, the RAP showed Itself to be a flexible Instrument of war. In

North Africa, a combination of close air support with interdiction

strikes against German supply lines prevented the early battles against

Rommel from endiny In the Army's absolute defeat. By 1l Alamein such

support was a major factor in the success of British arms. Bomber

Command showed flexibility with its awesome destructive power, when its

conmnander so wished. Its mine laying operations In the Baltic and North

Sea, the sinking of the 7.!pJJI, the 1943 raid on the Moehne and Eder

dams, and Its contribution to destroying the French rail network are

cases In point. But when Harris did not wish to be flexible, he was I
not. His single minded pursuit of victory through air power alone In the

Battle of Berlin came clnse to destroying the command.

Flexibility and mobility were the key words of Royal Navy 3
operations. It trained long ant hard in the Interwar period to correct

the Inflexibilities that had typified Jutland. The Battle of the

Atlantic tested its adaptability ro the greatest extent. In the end its
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conduct and direction of operations (aided by the Canadian and American

navies) broke the back of the U-boats. Technology played a major role In

I that vOctory. Ironically , the Navy had relied too much on lechnology

i before the war, believing that Asdic (Sonar) had solved the submarine
105

problem. It had not, and the Navy faced a long struggle over the

next six years. The Introduction of technology from radar, to hedgehogs,

I to a skillful use of operations research was critical. Technology was

also important for surface forces at Cape Matapan, the sinking of the

SchaInhorst, and the use of aerial torpedos as Taranto underlined.

In the air, technology was of crucial Importance. Its greatest

service to the war effort cam In the Battle of Britain. In summer 1940

I high speed fighters (the Hurricane and Spitfire), radar, and the

performance of an Integrated command and control system all represented

an Intelligent adaptation of state of the are technology to defense

I needs. It Is worth highlighting Air Marshal Sir Hugh Dowding's

contribution: In the mid 1930s he had headed the RAF's research and

I development command, furthering early experiments In radar and

establishing specifications for what would become the Hurricane and

I Spitfire fighters; In the late 1930s, he Introduced that technology to

iU Fighter Command, and at the same time designed an effective air defense

system; and then In 1940 fought and won the Battle of Britain with the

I -echnology and system he had created -- surely an Impressive

accomplishment. 106 Bomber Command's performance was sporty at the

I beginnirg. It began the night bombing campaign with the comfortable

assumption chat finding targets in darkness represented no significant

hurdle. In tho late 1920s when asked how oven trained aircrews could.107~

find their targets, Tedder had replied: 'You tell meF His cormenC

proved all too true through 1941, when the Command discovered that lessI!______
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than one third of I ts crews were dropping their bombs wi thin a target

radius of five miles (approximately eighty square miles In area). 108

The Army's difficulties with technology do not entirely explain Its I
deficiencies, but they clearly contributed to I ts problems. In some

cases the problem was beyond its control: In summr 1940 the Army was

scheduled to begin replacement of the inadequate 2 pounder anti-tank gun

with a new hard hitting 6 pounder. The abandonment of the Army's

equipment at Dunkirk faced the British with the unpalatable choice either

of changing over production lines to the 6 pounder (slowing production

down considerably) or of allowing maximum continued production of the 2

pounder. With the Irwidlate threat of invasion the latter alternative

was the only reasonable choice.10 9

The story of British tank development, however, suggests serious

difficulties In the Armry's dovelopment and Introduction of up-to-date

weapons systems. Part of the problem lay In the distance between the

Mediterranean battlefront and the R & D centers In Britain. There is

another reason for the faulty tank designs of the early war: the scanty

allocation of Army funding by pre-war governments. But the consistently i
weak tank design program that placed British tank czews at a severe

disadvantage throughout the war was inexcusable. Part of the problem lay

In a separation of tank gun development from vehicle design. As a resulL

tank development ignored the basic question of what weight of German

armor would British tank weapons have to penetrate on the
110I

battlefield. Equally detrimental to effective tank development was

the attitude even as late as summer 1941 within the War Office that

research was not basic to effective weapons desIgn. Q Martel,

inspector of armored troops In the War Office, told Hobart in June 1941

that he doubted that Britain had time for research In armored fighting
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vehicles. Xn 1942 sloppy thinking in the Middle East further

exacerbated design problems: Montgomery apparently approved a report

from his theater In November that asserted to the war Office that *the

75mo gun is all we require.' 1 1 2

The Implications for tank crews who fought Gerimn tanks throughout

the war were all too depressing. Robert Crisp in preparing for the

"Crusader' battle of November 1941 recalled:

I had an idea which I wanted to try out. It was

inspired by the fact that enemy anti-tank weapons,

especially the newly introduced 88sm. gun ... could knock

us out at 3,000 yards, whereas the maximum effective

range of our 37nm and 2 pound guns was reckoned to be

about 1,200. (This turned out to be wildly optimistic.)

The result in simple arithmetic, was that we would have

to be within range of their tanks and guns for 1,800

yards bofore we could hope to get close enough to do any

damage. Eighteen hundred yards, In those circumstances,

is a long way. It's sixyl-four thousand eight hundred

inches.
1 1 3

The following apocryphal conversation (reported to have taken place in

Normandy) suggests the extent to which matters had improved by 1944:

"What do the Germans have most of?'

"Panthers. The Panther can slice through a Churchill

like butter from a mile away.
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"*And how does a Churchill get a Pant.her?*

"OC creeps up on It. When •t reaches close quarters the

gunner tries to bound a shot off the underside of a

Panther's gun mantlet. If he's lucky, It goes chrough a

piece of thin armor above the driver's head.' U
"Has anyone ever done It? 3

"Yes. Davis In C squadron. He's back with headquarters

now, Crying Co recover his nerve. I
"Now does a Churchill get a Tiger?*

"1C's supposed to get within two hundred yards and put a 3
shot through the periscope.' I
"Has anyone ever done JC?"

"NO.1141

I
Logi3tical support for military operations Is obviously crucial to

their effectiveness. The British had Co address the problem of logistics I
from the momene that war began. After the French collapse, the only I
place Co attack directly their Axis opponents lay In the Eastern

Mediterranean -- an Immense logistic undertaking, considering the

distance around the Cape. That logistic support structure functioned for
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the most part with great efficiency. Churchill did feel that the Army

I was a littele too well supplied (although both the British and the Germans

-- were appalled at the largess with which American armies were equipped).

Slim also suggests In his memoirs that the Army had tzaditionally since

I the Crimea stressed 'supply at the expense of mobility."125 Zronically

his forces, far removed from British production and the least wellrn provided, possessed excellent mobility and a willingness to exploic their

' tactical victorles.

Mfilitary forces also depend on timely, skilled Intelligence, and In

I this realm Britain's performance shone throughout World Mar ZI. A

massive decypherIng effort centered at Bletchly Park broke some of the

I most Importan.- German codes and provided the 'Ultra' inelligence that was

amajor factor In the Allied war effort. 1 Ultra' made Its greatest

contribution In the winning of the Battle of the Atlantic and at least In

3 1941 played a decisive role by Itself In protecting British convoys.

Through capture of a German weather trawler and a U-boat In May 1941,

I3 each with Enigma settings, the British broke into the German message

traffic between D6nitz and his submarines for the rest of the year. The

results speak for themselves (see Table IV): 7

I
I
I
I
I
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I
Table ZY

British erchmant Ship Losses
PebruarV 1941 - November 1941

Number of Ships Sunk Tonnage Sunk I

February 1941 34 196,783

March 1941 41 243,020

April 1941 43 244,375 1
May 1941 58 325,492

June 1941 61 310,143

July 2941 22 94,209 1
August 1941 23 80,310

September 1941 53 202,820 1
October 1941 32 156,534 1
November 1941 13 62,196

I
While 'Ultra' may have been less absolute in other areas, It was of

considerable help to t).e Army and the RAP. Both services integrated It I
well into their operations and rarely was Its Import Ignored. li

But *Ultra' represents only a portion of the extraordinary

intelligence success of the British in World War II. One of the foremost I
British Intelligence successes In World War Ir lay In the capabilities

developed In the field of photo-reconnaissance.1 1 9  Prom the opening i
moments of the war the British developed an extraordinarily useful

ability to spy out from the air what the Germans were doing on the

ground. Not onlq was such Information helpful to those on the ground,

but it played a crucial role In combination with 'Ultra' In spying out

German technological developments, such as radar, the V-l and V-2

____ ___ ____ __ _ _ _ _ _ ___ ___I
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program, and, of course, the V-i launch sites In France. 12 0

As In the case of "Ultra', the British smoothly incorporated

I ntelligence Into their strategic and operational plans. As the war

proceeded, they became more and more skilled at apprehending what was

happening In the Cerman camp, while cloaking their own developments.

This Involved deception (from the *double cross' system to the technical

moves that cloaked D-Day), as well as a general sense of the need to

protect the British research and developments from the prying eyes of

German Intelligence. The greatest triumphs lay In scientific

I intelligence. From summer 1940, when British scientists unraveled the

secrets of iC•ickebeln' (a blind bombing aid) to the effort against the

I V-i and V-2, the British included scientists at the highest levels of

strategic discussions and listened to what they had to say. Churchill's

I attitude undoubtedly encouraged such a state of mind throughout the

I government.12 2 But the successful Integration of scientific

Intelligence Into the war effort was due to more thiu2 just cjuruh!a!'s

I Influence as the relationship between such military figures as Dowding,

Mountbatten, Tedder, and Hobart on one hand and the scientific and

I engineering conmmunity on the other suggests.

There was one area of acquiring intelligence where the British were

less successful, although their difficulty was as much due to the nature

I of the problem as to Institutional failures. Specifically the area was

the problem of 1) figuring out what the Germans were doing on the field

I of battle in the desert and 2) then working out an effective response.

I t was not an easy task considering the chaos and confusion of battle.

Moreover, the separation of the Intelligence functions from operations

I did not allow British Intelligence officers sufficient familiarity with

the operational and tactical concepts of even their own forces.I _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _
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Consequently, the British found It difficult to understand what

their opponent was doing In the desert. There was generally coo much I
satisfaction with the 'Crusader' battle of late 1941. Zn fact, that 3
battle represented more of a success for the toughness of British troops

than for the Army's tactical and operational competence. 1 2 2  But even I
when the British managed to unravel the German system in North Africa, it

was another matter to devise effective counters or to train one's troops I
in the same form of mobile warfare. The situation was exacerbated by the

fact that troops coming out from England were not prepared for the desert

or the Germans. Such devices as 'Jock' columns (the throwing together of j
units from different branches) did not make a German Army. The different

branches still fought as different entltites. And as suggested above the 3
British found It almost Impossible to alter doctrinal and training

approaches to meet the Germans on a one-on-one basis.

One must also address how the British paired their operational

concepts with the strategic objectives assigned to their military

forces. At the start, there were considerable problems, because of the 5
natural deficiencies that grow into operational concepts during

peacetime. There was, for example, no possibility that the Royal Navy

could test its Asdic technology under peacetime conditions. Nor could it 5
evaluate fully the airpower threat until wartime conditions placed

fleets, maneuvering at high speeds, within the range of enemy aircraft. 3
The low level of pre-war funding added to the difficulties of developing

workable operational concepts. i
Once the British were well Into the war, there was a mismatch 5

between operational concepts and strategic objectives. Perhaps the only

glaring failure In the later period of the war lay in Bomber Command's

operations during the Battle of Berlin. There, the mismatch between
____ I
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operational concepts and capabilities and strategic objectives led to a

military disaster: the loss of no less than 1,128 bomber aircraft In a

five month period without the achievement of a decisive strategic
123

success. In most cases, operational concepts came clearly Into line

with strategic objectives -- the most obvious example being combined

operations. While the Army's tactical execution of the battle In

Normandy had serious faults, the operational concepts that got the Army

ashore, that closed off the beachhead In a massive air Interdiction

campaign, and that pushed Allied forces ashore with rapidity and

dispatch, represented a considerable operational success. Such concepts

.achieved strategic objectives with the successful lodgement on the

European continent from which the Allies could wage a great land campaign

against the Third Relch.

Overall the British placed their operational strengths against

German weaknesses with increasing success as the war unfolded. The Navy

was the most successful of the services In this regard. In the early

war, Its conduct of surface operations within the range of German

aircraft resulted In serious losses, but such operations as Crete were

unavoidable because the Army had already been committed. The Battle of

the Atlantic placed an Increasingly large and well trained force with an

outstanding support structure from logistics to Intelligence against a

U-boat force that had lost by May 1943 many of Its operational and

technological strengths. The earlier picture was, of course, darker.

The RAP's picture Is less complimentary. Dowding's conduct of the

Battle of Britain consistently placed the strengths of his Command

against the considerable weaknesses of the Luftwaffe. Unfortunately,

Fighter Conmmand's operations over the following two years (the so-called

"Circus' operations) played to German strengths In the same fashion as
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the Luftwaffe had played to British strengths In sLmwer 1940. At times

Bomber Command was able In Its operations to place its technical and

combat strengths against German weaknesses, especially in the summer of I
1943. Unfortunately, Harris' fanatical faith in area bombing raids

prevented the C¢mrand, when It possessed the capability, from making

significant contributions to the American precision bombing campaign. 12 4

And Harris' pursu.t of victory through aliposer In late 1943 placed I

Bomber Command against the strongly recovered German night air defense

system with disastrous results. I
The Army's Inability to place Its strengths against Its opponent's 3

weaknesses showed most clearly the Inadequacies of pre-war developments

and an unfortunate unwillingness to adapt to battlefield conditions. The i
catastrophe in France was, of course, beyond the control of the forces

contitted, and Gort's timely extraction of the BEA, If not qualifying him

as a great general, certainly represented the right decision at the right 3
time. Performance In North Africa, however, represents another story.

From the beginning the British insisted in placijjg their Inadequately 3
trained and equipped formations against the Germans In a mobile

environment. There was some excuse for placing troops new to the desert

at El Agheila In the late winter 1941 with the InterventJon In Greece. 5
However, to repeat the same mistake after 'Crusader' by replacing battle

acclimated troops with ill-prepared forces, new to the theater, 3
represented genuine Incompetence.

As suggested above the British found It difficult to unravel the

reasons for Rommel's successes. Clearly, they confused symptoms for the

cause, a")d attempts to Increase mobility by decreasing the size of

formation levels (the so-called 'Jock' columns being the foremost 5
example) placed British forces .at ;reater disadvantage than their a
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weakness in training and equipment deserved. Montgomery's greatest

contribution In the war lies In his refusal to play the game according to

German rules. with his emphasis on fighting what the Germans called a

battle of matdriel (or what is called by some observers a set piece

battle) he placed the strengths of the British Army against the

considerable weaknesses of his opponent. Thus, In fighting the set piece

battle with Its emphasis on fire power and materiel (The Royal Artillery

I was clearly the best of the British combat arms, and close air support as

developed by the RAF In North Africa was outstanding), he enabled 8th

SArmy to wear down and break the Afrika Korps. 12 Admittedly, once the

period of pursuit had begun, Montgomery and his forces proved Incapable

of exploiting their victory fully. But Montgomery never placed his

U troops In a position where their weaknesses In mobile warfare would be

exposed to the stunning retorts that had characterized battles In the

I desert up to that point In the war.

For the remainder of the war the British and their American ally

were able to create conditions necessary to fight the set piece battle.

SI n retrospect, It Is hard to see how there was much of a choice. And

Montgomery greatly contributed to the success of both 'Husky" and

"I Overlord" by ensuring that Allied forces would fight that set piece

battle of mat~riel on conditions most favorable to themselves.

I Nevertheless, one does not see a significant improvement In the post-

I Alamein period In the Army's ability to exploit breaks in operations into

successes that maximized the full potential of Allied mobility. TWo

I questions in the official history of the Mediterranean theater remain

unanswerable-

I
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I
Did the system of command provide for the moment, which

inevitably comes, when someone must push the battle or I
fight over the hump? Had tactical training yet really 5
got to grips with the problem of dealing quickly with

the anti-tank guns sited beyond an obstacle?12 6

In other words, could the operational and tactical systems adapt? The I
next section on the British Army's tactical approach will suggest that

they did not. But without a consistent doctrine that meshed the combat

arms Into an operational whole and without a hard, demanding training I

program based on that doctrine, the British could only fight a battle of

mat46riel. 3
One final area should be addressed. Our analysis has concentrated

on Europe. It Is worth here discussing British efforts In South East

Asia, for they serve to reemphasize several points made in the above
127I

essay. The Initial effort In Malaya and Burma was an unmitigated

disaster. 12 8  From the Royal Navy's loss of the Repulse and the Prince 3
of Wales to the conduct of ground operations against an Interior enemy,

British efforts surpassed those of their American allies In the size and I
scope of the disaster. 5

Field Marshal Slim went out to Burmia In spring 1942 to help pick up

the pieces on the Indian-Burmese frontier. Unlike commranders in the

Middle East, he was not under pressure to launch an immediate counter-

attack to recover ground lost, for the Burmese theater remained very much I
a strategic backwater. As such, It failed to receive manpower and 3
material support in significant quantities. Thus, Slim received the time

required to think through the failures and to design a remedy. He also 5
received the. time from his own government, as well as the Japanese, to

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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put things right. And put them right he did, making British troops In

Burma by 2945 among the' most effoctive units deployed by Great Britain in

World Aar II.

To begin with, he carefully analyzed the failures and weaknesses of

British, Australian, and Indian troops who had fared badly thus far

against the Japanese. Then, beginning at the small unit tactical level,

he and his staff created a training program to' rectify those areas of

greatest weakness. They based their program in the following set of

principles:

1) The Individual soldier must larn, by living,

moving, and exercising In It, t;hat the jungle is

neither Impenetrable nor unfrlenrily.

2) Patrolling is the master key to jungle fighting.

All units, not only Infantry battalions, must learn

to patrol in the Jungle, bo'.dly, widely, cunningly,

and offensively.

33) All units must get used tfo having Japanese parties

in their rear, and, when this happens, regard not

t.hemselves, but the Jap/a'ese, as 'surrounded'.

4) In defence, no attemyt should be made to hold long

continuous lines. Avenues of approach must be

covered and enemj penetration between our posts

dealt with at on:e by mot 'le local reserves who have

completely reccnnoltered the country.

5) There should rarely be frontal attacks and never

frontal attacks on narrow fronts. Attacks should

follow hooks and come In from flank or rear, while
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!
pressure holds the enemy In front

6) If the Japanese are allowed to hold the initiative I
they are formidable. When we have It, they are

confused and easy to kill. By mobility away from

roads, surprise, and offensive action we must regain

and keep the InitiaLtive.
1 2 9 B

The process of remaking old habits of mind was, It must be

stressed, a most difficult one. Not until 1945 did Slim really manage to

complete the job. Interestingly, his operational approach (again, one f
that took long to Instill) was similar to that on which the German Army

operated for much of both world wars. 3

My corps and divisions were called upon to act with at I
least as much freedom as armies and corps In other g
theaters. Commanders at all levels had to act more on

their own; they were given greater latitude to work out 3
their own plans to achieve what they knew was the Army

Conmander's Intention. Zn time they developed Co a I
marked degree a flexibility of mind and a firmuness of I
decision that enabled them to act swiftly to take

advantage of sudden Information or changing 3
circumstances without reference to their superiors.1 3 0

I
The results that Slim achieved In terms of operational capabilities were

Indeed outstanding, and the performance of his units In the pursuit

phases was wholly different from that of other British forces around the

world. The 300 mile race from Meiktila to Rangoon, accomplished In a

.
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I
i ttlcce over a week, stands in stark contrast to the Guards Armored

I division brewing up tea on t~he road to Arnhem.

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
i
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XV. tactcal ofectavemss I

I
In this section it is perhaps more useful to examine separately the

tactical effectiveness of the British military services. Not only is It 5
more difficulL to draw comparable lessons and examples In this area, but

the environment and conditions under which the services fight is I
enormously different. Of the services, the Royal Navy was the best

prepared for war. There were, of course, considerable weaknesses: most

notably In terms of anti-submarine and naval-air tactics. The first 3
weakness reflected the difficulties of assessing technology in peacetime

(namely evaluating the Impact of Asdic on the capability of anti-submarine I
forces). It also reflected the Navy's pre-war misreading of submarine 3
tactics and Its failure to foresee the implications of the night surface

attacks that U-boats had made In the Mediterranean in 2918.231

Similarly, the Navy faced problems In developing tactical naval

airpower and Its employment form aircraft carriers. The RAP's creation

in 1917 and the inter-service squabbles throughout the Inter-war period

placed constraints on research and developmint of suitable aircraft and

on the experience level of senior offi,-ers. However, the Navy was

generally too hlas6 about the threat pos'id by shore based aircraft on Its

operations, and too highly estimated rhe potential of the anti-aircraft I
guns and the maneuverability of s*ips under attack. While losses off

Norway, Dunkirk, and Crete were perhaps unavoidable given land force

commitment, the loss oP the Reepulse and Prince of Wales suggests a

continuation of the pre-wa; mentality beyond reasonable expectation. On

___ __ ___ __ __
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the other hand, the British did use their naval airpower with flexibility

and Imagination. In the Mediterranean In 1940, despite minimum resources

and primitive aircraft, Cunningham used his fleet air arm and their

tactical expertise to eliminate half of the Italian battle-fleet In the

night torpedo attack on Taranto In November.

In surface fleet operations against its opponents, the Royal Navy's

tactical handling of ships against enemy surface units was outstanding

throughout the war. In general, tactical expertise and capabilities

originated with the hard, rigorous training of the pre-war Navy. In the

Inter-war period, the Royal Navy cleared out many of those areas of

weakness that had appeared In Its performance In World War I. Perhaps,

there was too much emphasis on preventing the errors and lack of

Initiative that had appeared at Jutland; generally, there was an effort

to ensure that next tine British admirals and ship captains would seize
132

the Initiative. As a result, the pre-war efforts to inculcate

tactical flexibility and initiative in the officer corps (largely through

training) took hold and provided the Navy with ships' captains who

adapted rapidly to the changing circumstances of war. From Captain
133

Warburton-Lee's attack on German destroyers in Narvik, to the Battle
134

of Calabria in July 1940 against the Italians, to the defense of

convoy J.W.51B by British destroyers against the pocket battleship LOtzow
1.35

and the heavy cruiser HIppjer, the Royal Navy executed Its tactics

with Initiative, flexibility, and 6lan.

The Royal N~vy's tactical adaptation to the Battle of the Atlantic

showed considerable improvement over World War I, when the very Idea of

convoying ships had proved anathema to the First Sea Lord. That tactical

adaptation, nevertheless, came at great cost to the ships protecting and

the ships protected despite the contributions of intelligence and
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I
technology. The problems of anti-submarine warfare In countering the j
threat posed by German submarines proved Intractable and illusive. In

fact, the success of 'Ultra' In the last half of 194) may have misled the 5
Admiralty as to the tactical complexities involved In mastering the

U-boats. Admittedly, the RAP's unwillingness to comumit Itself to the 3
Battle of the Atlantic did little to ease the Navy's burden. Only after

1942 was Coastal Command a full-fledged player in the war on I
submarines.1 36  Nevertheless, when all Is said and done, the British 3
had to place their strengths In the tactical sphere (and those of the

Canadian Navy) against the strengths of the German Navy: Its U-boat 5
force. There were few tactical short cuts and only when escort ships

were available In sufficient quantity, when various gaps In air coverage

had been covered, and when Intelligence ('Ultra' and otherwise) was

available In sufficient quantity, could the Royal Navy fully utilize Its

tactical expertise. 3
The RAF had more serious problems In adapting to the tactical

problems that World War II raised. To begin with, the basic belief of I
most RAF pre-war commanders was that a future war In the air would not 3
involve a direct air-to-air struggle. Therefore, Insufficient attention

was paid to the defense of bomber formations. Surprisingly, In view of 5
the RAF's stress on strategic bombing as its raison d' #tre, It made no

preparation to Iron out tactical and technological problems Involved In I
137

placing bombs accurately on targets. Even Fighter Command had Its

problems. Despite reports from Spain (or Poland for that matter) that

the day of the dog fight was not over, the Air Ministry with little

opposition from Fighter Command's Staff imposed a set of close controls

on the British fighters -- tactics that were wholly Inappropriate to I
combat against the Luftwaffe. The realities of that air-to-air
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environment made themselves quickly clear to RAF fighter pilots in the

spring and sumuer of 1940. Under the pressure of combat they quickly

adapted Co the loose figure-four tactics of German fighters. But there

were needless losses in early air encounters with the Germans.

The other tactical problems raised by the war proved more

Intractable to satisfactory solutions. The first had to do with placing

bombs accurately on target. Early encounters with the Luftwaffe during

raids on German naval bases in late 1939 resulted In a catastrophe for
138

the W¥ellingtons" that flew those mi-lions. That experience

convinced the Air Staff that daylight bomber attacks were not feasible

without prohibitive losses. Thus, the turn to night bombing was both

sensible and explicable. What was inexcusable was the self-satisfied

attitudes of Air Staff and Bomber Command over the next year and a half.

Both believed that the bomber force pcasesiyed the technological and

tactical expertise to hit t,rgets in Germany with some degree of

accuracy. The Butts report of late summer 1941 suggested, however, that

Bomber Command had been spendin'i a substantial portion of its effort in

I killing cows and damaging trees.139

Harris' assumption of leadership In February 1942 led to an

Improvement in direction but even he had to be forced to create the

pathfinder force that under Bennett's command contributed so much to the

effectiveness of area bombing attacks. In 1943, the introduction of

technological aids, such as =H2Se 'Oboe,' 'Window,' and marking devices

used by the Pathfinders, noticeably improved the tactical capabilities of

S the bomber force. There is an Interesting point here: these technolog-

Ical improvements by and large aimed at improving Bomber Command's

I accuracy; little was done to protect the bomber force from the threat

posed by the Luftwaffe's night fighters. From 1942 through to the
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disastrous raid on Nuremberg In March 1944, Harris' forces flirted on the

knife's edge of defeat In terms of its loss rates. The Introduction of I

"Window' In suamer 1943 gave the command a brief respite, but the

tactical recovery of the German night fighter3 and defense system was so

quick that the Battle of Berlin was a foregone conclusion before It 5
began. Exacerbating the comrmand's difficulties was the fact that Its

Intelligence officers and senior commanders found It difficult to 5
discover the new, and highly effective tactics of the German night

fighter force (particularly the "Schrige Musik., upward firing cannons

that allowed the Germans to attack the bombers from their blind 5
140

spot). Only when Harris realized that his force could no longer

continue the night bomber raids did he become interested In using British 3
night fighters over the Reich. As for the bomber crews, his conmand

never developed an effective technological or tactical response to I
fighter attacks.

Like the Royal Navy, the RAP was a volunteer force, at least as far

as Its flying personnel. As such, It possessed a self-selected elite of 5
considerable cohesion, 4lan, and pride. morale rema~ned high for most of

the war, but at least In the Battle of Berlin Harris pushed his crews too 1
hard, so that there was a dangerous decline In morale. In that battle, 5
Bennett's pathfinder force of elite air crews lost approximately 150

percent of crew strength; to him the battle 'had been the worst thing 5
that could have happened to the Command.* The result was a spate of what

he called 'fringe merchants,' air crews who dumped their bombs over the 5
North Sea to climb above the bomber stream and away from German night

fighters. But, Bennett also suggests that a portion of the problem lay

In the distance between those commanding and those flying. As the only I
Group Commander to fly on active operations In Bomber Command during

____ __ ______1
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World War II, he suggested In an Interview t.hat in future wars all senior

RAP conmnanders fly on operations in wartime and that for every Air Vice

E marshal lost on operations, the RAP would save the lives of 200 air

141
crew.

The tactical competence of the Army presents the most Interesting

and Important Issues to the military historian. It appears that the

upper levels of the Army's hiqh comoand did not generally concern

themselves with battlefield tactical problems. There Is, of course, an

explanation for this factor: the CIGS and his staff in London faced

enormously complex strategic and logistic problems In the conduct of the

war. Brooke particularly seems to have left matters outside of the war's

strategic and global conduct to his staff or disregarded them
142

entirely. Montgomery made the necessary tactical improvements to

8th Army to enable it to fight his set piece battle at El Alamein, and

when transferred to Europe he had little time, given his strategic and

operational concerns, to work on the tactical problems of the home Army.

But when all Is said and done even Montgomery did not fully grasp the

tactical weaknesses of his forces at the lower levels.

Only Slim, with his long tenure In the CBI (China-Burma-India)

theater and wi th his knowledge of the shocking Inadequacies that had

appeared In the first six months of the war against the Japanese, managed

to reform the structure of tactical and operational concepts from top to

bottom. He then, as mentioned above, insured that thorough training

corrected deficiencies. And that process took three full years. There

were no shortcuts to the repair of tactical and operational deficiencies.

In a general sense, the evidence suggests that a lack of pressure and

concern from the Army's higher levels hindered creation of a consistent

and effective tactical approach to combat (with the exception of the
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Royal Artillery). Thus, the tactical competence of British units was

often Insufficient either to realize fully operational and strategic

goals or to seize completely the fleeting operational and strategic

opportunities that battlefield success offered.

Part of the problem that the British ,'rmy faced In the tactical 3
sphere lay In the most basic arena of military competence: that of

combat leadership. An anti-Nazi German serving with the British Home I
Army in 1942 commented to Liddell Hart about 'the tremendous gulf between

officers and men ... our C.O. -- and we have had quite a few already --

never says a personal word to us, nor does even a subaltern.* The 5
refugee underlined that his experience In the last war had suggested a

very different relationship between front line officer and soldier 3
143

existed in the German Army. 4

The leadership problem partially reflected the fact that r-he Army

had not begun to rearm seriously until March of 1939. And yet, the

general disinterest or lack of knowledge, or In some cases the

unwillingness to grapple with the fundamental issues that consistently

appeared explains the marginal (at best) improvements that took place in

tactical performance and cooperation between arms. Montgomery and Slim

were at least willing to grapple with the problems at the bottom level;

most other senior commanders were not. A letter from Auchinleck to

Churchill Is most revealing In this regard. The commander of Britain's

armies In the Middle East admitted that reverses in January 1942 had

resulted from failures to coordinate units on the battlefield; Auchinleck

then continued on to place all the blame for tactical reverses on the
144

technical Inadequacies of British armor design. There were, of

course, those who did see the weaknesses and made an attempt to rectify

defensive or offensive sloppiness. One such commander was Lt. General
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Sir C. Walter Alfrey. V Corps commander in North Africa, who obviously

spent much of his time on the front lines. More often than not what he

saw of his combat units did not please him. On January 22, 1943 he noted

In his diarry after a visit to the 6th Armored Division: "Impressions of

the day: -- a) Irishmen still blatantly obvious, b) little use of reverse

slope positions ... .' Three weeks later after visiting two paratrooper

battalions he gave their commanding officers rockets because 'walking

round two Para battalions In detail and found: a) slits dug to 3 feet

Instead of shoulder depth, b) no wire, c) undue dispersion within

platoons, d) no one seemed to know where the men should be or how to

alert them, e) officers more or less non-existent."145 It speaks

volumes for the state of the British Army that Corps commanders had to

spend time In correcting such deficiencies.

The real cause of such a state of affairs lay In failure of the

Army leadership to enunciate a clearly thought out doctrine and then to

institute a thorough training program to insure Its acceptance throughout

the Army. In discussing the Afrika Korps, the British official historian

clearly understands what made the Germans such formidable opponents

throughout the war: "By Insisting upon a clear and well-understood

doctrine, thoroughly instilled by training on uniform lines, they made It

possible for units and even sub-units to settle down quickly In new

groupings and under new commanders with a minimum of confusion. "146

The British approach was quite dissimilar. There was no sense of

doctrine to provide a framework of reference for tactical responses to
14?

combat. Therefore, British Army training never obtained the same

high level of consistency and effectiveness that the German system

managed. The regimental system with its strongly decentralized approach

to training was not responsible for this state of affairs: the German
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training system was equally decentralized with each division responsible

for Its own training. I
Admittedly, the root of the problem went back to the pre-war

period. The Staff College at Camberly Issued staff solutions to all

exercises and as one attendee noted 'discussion was very much frowned on 3
after lectures.'148 There was ample Information flowing back from the

Middle East theater and certainly from within that theater Itself, but I
one can doubt how much attention the Home Forces paid to after-actlon

reports or tactical tips -- especially with the Army's high command

proved so unwilling to set even a general doctrine. There was a 5
disinclination to set even a general dc-crinal approach. Alanbrocke

found Auchinleck most reluctant in 1942 to appoint a Major General as 3
general director and adviser on the employment and equipment of armored

forces.149 But Alanbrooke himself waged a major campaign to prevent

those with experience in the Royal Tank Regiment from gaining any -

substantial Influence on armored doctrine. Pile was shuffled off to the

anti-aircraft command. Hobart, brought back to active du-y after only 3
the most vigorous arm twisting by Churchill, never received an active

command. The general theory as presented by the CIGS was that all corps U
commanders should be capable of handling armored formations,1 5 0 but in 5
practice It seems to have meant that those with experience in armored

warfare should be excluded from even divisional command. The most I
egregious example was that of Brigadier John Caunter. Trained by Hobart

In the 7th Armored Division's start up days in 1939, Caunter as the I
division's senior Brigadier assumed command In December 1940 and then

again In February 2941 when the division commander was not available. As

such he played a crucial role In winning the great early victories over 3
the Italians In the desert. In February 1942 the 2nd Armored Division I
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I
arrived new from England with no experience in the North Africa theater.

I Its division commander died Immediately after its arrival. One would

S Ethink that in the circumstances Caunter was the ideal candidate for the

position. He was not selected but instead was shipped to India to become

I the adviser on armored fightinig vehicles to the Indian Army. 1$I The

general attitude of the Army was enunciated by General Paget,

I commander-in-chief Home Forces: 'Anyone can handle armored forces. No

l special knowledge is needed.'1 5 2

Even given Its doctrinal problem, the British Army seems not to

lS have regarded tactical training with the same ruthless Intenri ty as did

the Germans. There were, of course, senior conmanders whose Interest was

I considerable. Both Moncgomery and Slim were clearly first class

I trainers, but from late 1943 on Montgomerg's position at the highest

level gave him relatively little time to work on training. At lower

I levels, hard, tough, and realistic training was clearly a hit or miss

affair. Hobart, as he had done in North Africa with the 7th Armored

I Division, did an outstanding job In training two armored divisions In the

British Isles. It Is clear that his rigorous, demanding, and ruthless

training was regarded as somewhat bizarre by other Army leaders.153

S One division commander noted to Liddell Hart after the war:

5 Tralning: I have already told you how shocked I was at

the meagre results of two years of training In the

United Kingdom when I met 44 Div, 51 Div, 56 Div (not to

5 speak of 50 Di which learnt nothing, ever, even after

years In the desert ... . If I told you what I had seen

5 myself among those divisions, you'd not believe It.) It

was nothing to leave the tanks to hold a position atI__
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night and retire the infantry -- for a rest? too

dangerous? -- and let the enemy Infiltrate back and take

th)e posi tion. 3

From the German point of view British tactical fallures were clear 3
throughout the war. German after-action reports on the *Crusader* battle

criticized the British Inability to concentrate their strength at the I
decisive point -- In other words their tendency to disperse their 5
effort. This the Germans emphasized was their "fundamental tactical

mistake. 1 5 5  Tedder In his memoirs records a German after-actlon 5
report on combat with the British Second Army In Normandy In July 1944: I

British attacks took place on principle only after a 3
barrage of anything up to three hours. 'A successful

break-in by the enemy Is almost never exploited to 5
pursuit. If our own troops are ready near the front of

a local counter-attack, the ground Is Immediately I
regained.' The enemy drew the conclusion that they 5
should occupy the main line of resistance very thinly.

holding behind every sector a local reserve supported by 3
tanks, ready to advance as soon as the artillery fire

lifted. 'It Is best to attack the English, who are very I
sensitive to close combat and flank attack, at their

weakest moment -- that Is, when they have to fight

without their artillery.'156 5

In Italy at the same time a Gerivan evaluation commented: 5
____ _ _____I
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The conduct of the battle by the Americans and English

was, taken all round, once again very methodical. Local

successes were seldom exploited ...

British attacking formations were split up into large

numbers of assault squads commanded by officers. MCOs

were rarely In the 'big picture,' so that if the officer

became a casualty, they were unable to act In accordance

with the main plan. The result was that In a quickly

changing situation, the lunlor commanders showed

3 Insufficient flexibility. For instance, when an

objective was reached, the enemy would neglect to

3 exploit and dig In for defense. The conclusion is: as

far as possible qgo for the enemu officers. Then seize

the initiative yourself. [(Ephases in original-.]1 5 7

These after-action reports by German military units enqaged In

fighting the British Army are not unusual and their geographic spread

I suggests genuine problems In the Army's tactical approach that reach

beyond explanations such as pre-war funding problems or the Army's social

"I position In British society. Even the basic building block of Infantry

tactics showed weaknesses. The British approach seems to have been to

move forward with a straight forward rush and the obvious prayer that the

S, Royal Artillery had bashed the Germans to pieces. One future British

Army commander noted on his training preparations that 'It was pretty

I unimaginative, all the things that we had learned to do at battle

school. A straight forward Infantry bash."58 And preparations as far

I as teaching Individuals what to expect from enemy defenses seems also to

have been lacking: The Royal Scots Fusiliers found it most disconcertingI _ __
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Co come over the top of hills Co discover * the Germans dug In on the

reverite slope, 'something we had never envisaged. 159 This is an

extraordinary admission, because the siting of reverse slope positions

had been a & principle of German defensive tactics since 1917. At

the heart of these weaknesses lay a lack of realistic doctrine to support

a consistent training program. On the whole, the system left training In

the hands of regiments and operational units. Some evolved excellent

programs; others completely unrealistic approaches. The result was not

consi s tency.

Such decentralized training did for the most part build esprit de

corps and unit cohesion to a greater extent than In the American Army.

unfortunately, unlike the German and American systems the regimental i
system, while It did promote unit cohesion, also perpetuated the class

stratification of British society and retarded promotion of battle

tested, competent NCOs Into the officer corps. Thus, while the British

Army possessed an excellent cadre or NCOs throughout the war, valuable

experience that could have leavened Junior officer r-nks remained In the

enlisted ranks. As the Afrlki Korps noted In early 1942 on the course of

the Crusader battles and Rommel's counterattack:

British troops fought well on the whole, though they

never attained the same Impetus as the Germans when 3
attacking. Officers were courageous and

self-sacrificing but rather timid If they had to act on

their own Initiative. NCOs were good throughout.160

Exacerbating the difficulties of cooperation between the combat

arms on the tactical plane was the overly structured nature of the
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training systems. As discussed above In the operational section, It

tended to create a "we-they/ syndrome In which Infantry unit. viewed

armored and artillery In almost an adversarial relationship and without

clear understanding of the problems facing the other branches. Without

that understanding It was difficult -to establish the level of trust

necessary for tactical cooperation on the battlefield. Thus, cooperation

tended even In Normandy to Involve the artillery (or RAP) pasting

contested areas with the tanks and Infantry then attempting to occupy the

wreckage wi thout paying much heed to each other.

3 In general the Army proved unable to give its units In the British

Isles the full benefit of the lessons of battlefield tactics learned In

I the hard school of desert fighting. Uhile analysis of the North African

battles were regularly provided to the conuanders back home, one can

doubt how many used the lessons fully In their training. The perceptive

Journalist and future historian of the battle of Gallipoli, Alan

Moorehead wrote in the Daily Express in June 1942 that 'we would have

more experienced men If we had a better system of continually sending

large members of desert fighters and staffers back to Wngland and

replacing them here with men from England.*161 Unfortunately, most

British units had to learn many of their basic tactical skills on the

battlefield -- an expensive school.

Also contributing to tactical problems were undoubtedly the

manpower problems In terms of the quality of soldier provided as

replacement to front line divisions. Moreover, like the Americans,

I British units (especially after the landings In Normandy) remained

committed for interminable periods of time to front line combat. Not

only was this a wearing and psychologically debilitating experience but

it provided little time for tactical adaptation except of the crudest
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U
kind. It also was a method guaranteed to winnow out the best combat

loaders and leave their bodies behind. As Michael Carver wrote to U
Liddell Hart about the failure of his troops to gain the full fruits of 3
the Falaise opportunity:

U
TWo days later, when they (his men] knew for certain

that the break had come at last, they were ready to dare I
all: then Ic was too late. It was a hell of a long g
time since they had had a real break, not since

Tripoli. Since then Sicily and Italy and the beachhead 3
battles had disillusioned them. Tank casualties may not

have been high, but a lot of the best and the boldest 1
had been killed or wounded ... the fighciny element of

an armored regiment Is small and It Is the tank

commanders who determine all -- a maximum of 60 out of 1
700 men. Out of that 60, a maximum of 48 led the way In

the troops day In and day out. There were few days when 3
we were out of action. 162

The response to tactical weaknesses (and perhaps partially their 3
cause) was to use materiel to correct those deficiencies. In the long

run It represented a battle the Germans could not possibly win. 5
Nevertheless, while In the short run the cautious use of massive

fire-power and the expenditure of tanks Instead of Infantrymen, saved 1
lives, It may also have prolonged the war. Certainly, the system did not 5
encourage the flexibility of mind and the willingness to take initiative

that are essential, If one hopes to do more than break Into enemy 5
positions. For exploitation of fleeting battlefield advantages, one I
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needs NCOs and Junior officers who possess initiative and drivye. Those

I qualities were not of ten enough in evidence in J'orld Wiar II.

I
U
I
1
I
!
U
!
I
!
!
I
I
I
I
1
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The military performance of Britain in World War II provides any

number of Important points. In many respects It was truly outstanding.

Its mobilization and resource allocation was the best of any combatant In

the war; its conduct of strategy and Its ability to cooperate with Its

allies In an effective fashion were also excellent. Inter-service

cooperation, particularly In combined operations, made major

contributions to the winning of the war and the conduct of intelligence

and Incorporation of both technical and 'Ultra' Information Into the war

effort was outstanding.

But If there Is much to praise In the British effort, disturbing

questions remain. Why In particular did it prove so difficult to merge

the tactical and operational capabilities of the British Army's combat

arms on the battlefield? How to explain the wide disparity In combat 3
effectiveness between units In the same Army? Did a possibility exist to

create a coherent doctrine and an effective training program that would

Improve battlefield performance? Why did the development of effective

weaponry vary so widely In terms of battlefield effecLiveness from

service to service?

As this author has attempted to suggest there were possibilities of

Improving the operational and tactical weaknesses of British military

forces. But It must be stressed that those improvements in effectiveness

at best could only have been Incremental In nature and required a

substantial rethinking of tactical and operational approaches, a
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continuity of leadership that was not often present, and a willingness to

train long and hard at making small improvements. It also would have

involved a willingness to recognize that the payback for such reforms was

going to come far down the road. Mfost militarV organizations and

I certainly most political leaderships rarely possess such patience.

Finally, it would have also required a ruthlessness with lmcompetence at

the higher levels which was not present in the British Army. The

reappearance of Ritchie as a corps conmmander In Dempsey's Second Army

after his wretched performance in the desert In spring 1942 speaks

volumes on this point. The cost of ineptitude of Junior officers is

often their own lives as well as those of their men; the cost of

I ineptitude dt the higher ranks is rarely death for the Individual

concerned; the Impact on the troops needs little underlining.

I
ll

|
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1940-1943I

Th Uvezsi ty of Rochester

I

I Italy's armed forces entered World War II with trepidation and left

I it in humiliation. In between, Italy fought at least three wars. The

first was Mussolini's attempt to conquer the Mediterranean basin by

UI ta'tan arms alone. That enterprise, which the armed forces had

I nitially resisted and In which they only half believed, collapsed In the

fall and winter of 1940 with the failed attack on Greece, the naval

U disaster at Taranto, and the British destruction of Italian Tenth Army In

the Western Desert. The war *parallel to that of Germany to reach our

I ([own] objectives' that Mussolini had proclaimed In the spring of 1940 was

over. Only German help could end Italy's Balkan campaign and save

Italian dominion In North Africa, and nothing could save the Isolated

Italian forces that held Mussolini's East African empire. German help

for Italy' s Medi terranean war - - the Luftwaffe, Rommel, and the

U Wehrmacht s thrust through Greece and Yugoslavia - - brought German

strategic direction In Its train.I
I
I
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I
This new war was a "querra subalternas •n which Mussolini followed

In the wake not merely of Hitler, but of lesser Germans delegated to I
guard Germany's soft southern flank.2 Italian forces, at Mussolini's 3
insistence, also operated In the Ukraine until their destruction In the

winter 1942-1943 Soviet counteroffensives west of Stalingrad. By spring 3
1943, even German help in the Mediterranean was no longer enough to stave

off defeat. The Western Allies crushed Axis resistance In Tunisia under

an overwhelming weight of fire and steel. Then they leaped to Sicily and

to the peninsula Itself, precipitating first the fall of the Fascist

regime, then the bungled attempt to change sides of the royal -mIlItazy

government of Marshal Pietro Badog2lo.

Thdt final fiasco Included the total collapse of Italy's senior and

most Influential service, the Arwm, and ended Italy's second war. For

all practical purposes it also ended the Italian state's participation In

the war. In Italy's third and last war, satellite forces In South and

North fought as auxiliaries to Allies and Germans, while partisans whose

leaders were In general anything but products of the staff college took

on Germans and Fascists In bitter guerrilla actions across North Italy.

For the purpose of assessing the armed forces' military effective- I
ness, or lack of it, the first war Is the most important. Although 3
German successes in France and Flanders 'unleashed' It, the war of 1940

was a purely Italian effort. It therefore providsa the best evidence of

the armed forces' capabilities at all levels: political, strategic.

operational, and tactical. The second war, fought under German tutelage,

throws some light on the armed forces' ability -- or Inability -- to 3
learn from the German and British example. In the third war, Italian

forces fought only division-sized or smaller actions of limited 3
Interest, while two navies and air forces, North and South, conducted

minor skirmishes under the overall command of their respective allies. I
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I
I

i . Poli.tical E'fect.t veaess

I xtalian armed forces' political effectiveness Inevitably reflected

E thelr position In a&d relationship to Mfussolini's regime. Fascist Ztaly

was a *dlarchy," a peculiar condominium that derived from Mussolini's

I October 1922 deal with the monarchy and with the royal military behind

it. In the ensuing years, Mussolini and his associates attempted with

I considerable success to shift the balance In their favor. The levers of

I ultimate power nevertheless remained In the hands of the king and of the

senior generals of the Realo Esercito, the only force In Xtaly powerful

I enough to throw the Duce out. The Army, hole card of the Italian

establishment, was and remained the dominant service -- regardless of the

I naval and air requirements of Italy's Mediterranean war.

3 Despite Mussolini's partisanship of the Air Porce and recognition

of the decisive importance of the Navy, he was unable to shift the

I balance of funding In favor of the two junior services. But he did

provide the services as a whole, his Instrument for accomplishing his

I JImperial goals, with an aggregate share of the national income In the

I�Interwar period greater than that of the armed forces of any other power

except Nazi Germany, Imperial Japan, and -- In all probability -- the

I Soviet Union. In wartime, however, the armed forces' share of state

expenditure and national Income lagged behind that of sorne of Its

I eiemies, as did Nazi Germany's. The reasons were apparently similar; raw

material shortages, "laby•Inths" of Industrial and bureaucratic

Inefficiency that held production below capacity In many areas, and

I ________ _ ______
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I
dictatorial reluctance to risk popularity through the draconian measures

that Britain and Stalinist Russia, for opposite reasons, confidently I
demanded of their citizens. Fascist Italy fell short in this respect 3
even of Germany; observers such as Field narshal Kesselring complained of

the "peacetlm working mtethodss of Italian civilian dockyards, a 3
complaint echoed In Italian sources. As late as 1942, civil ministries

still held partial Jurisd3iction over matters as decisive as the supply of I
3

longshoremen for service in the North African ports. 3

Shortages and inefficiencies did not however prevent the Army from

securing a level of expenditure that If well employed would have produced

4
4 serviceable insLrument: : I

Percentage of militaLry ?x2endi ture, by Service

FISCAL ARMY NAVY AIR MILITARY STATE WXP. MI••TFRY AS I
YEAR FORCE AS % OF AS X OF X OP NATIONAL

STATE NATIONAL DNOWAR
EXPENDXTURE INCO)IN (Italy) (Germany)

1938/39 44.2 22.7 28.4 35.8 29.1 10.4 20 I
1939/40 53.5 18.7 25.1 44.5 38.0 16.9 30.5

1940/41 72.6 11.9 14.0 59.2 52.1 30.8 42.5

1941/42 68.7 17.1 12.6 51.3 54.2 27.8 51

2942/43 na na na na 52.2 na 58

But the Army's extremely high level of support Indicated other things in

addition to political effectiveness. It derived fros the Army's size of I
73 divisions In 1940 and 91 in mid-1943, and from its catastrophic

defeats. The peaking of its proportion of military expenditure at the

startling figure of 72.6 percent In 1940-1941 was a direct consequence of 3
the emergencies of that winter. The ten divisions Marshal Rodolfo_____ ___ __ ___ _________ I
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I raziani lost In the desert needed replacement, or so the Army Staff

thought. In addition, the Az-Ay ended up employing twenty-nine divisions,

over a third of its strength, to stop the Creeks from driving the Italian

attackers into the Adriatic.

3 The Navy's political effectiveness, defined in terms of financial

clout, was correspondingly limited. Up to the Ethiopian conflict It had

managed to hold onto slightly more than a quarter of the military budget,

but thereafter its share sank to the relatively low levels of World War

II. In part, this failure sprung from Mussolini's frequent commitment of

the Army to combat. The Mavy was not directly engaged In Ethiopia, and

Its actions In the Spanish Civil war did not involve ship losses or

dram2tic increases In expenditure. Once It did begin to suffer heavily

SIn World War I.. an unenviable raw materials position, industrial

constraints, and long lead times prevented substantial Investment. With

3 the exception of the conversion of two liners to aircraft carriers, the

only new ships the Navy embarked on during the war years were light

units, submarines, and a class of light cruisers. The drastic shortage

I of fuel oil from early 1941 limited expenditures for fuel, and for

munitions, which the Navy could not fire profitably without fuel.

Finally, the Navy was a small service (168,614 officers and men on 30

June 2940; 259,082 on I August 1943).

A second reason for the Navy's budgetary decline in the late 1930s

was the success of the Air Force, which was able to claim almost 30

percent of military expenditure In 1937-1938 and 1938-1939 for Spain and

for Its expansion program. Thereafter the Air Force's share dropped

markedly, to fourteen percent In 1940-1941 and 12.6 percent In 1941-1942

-- a measure not so much of political Ineffectiveness as of raw material

shortages and chaom In the aircraft Industry.
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I
7%e armed forces' record In conver ting budgets Into appropriate

technology Is markedly less Impressive than their ability to secure I
money. No central authority other than the DuCe'S often Indefinable will 1

p1arjed or coordinated milltary research, specification, or production.

In research, a National Research Council under the nominal direction of 3
the Chief of General Stafi, . Arshal Pietro Badog•io, was supposed to

provide direction. But It seems to have concentrated on puttering about

with "autar~lc" nostrum such as the cultivation of guayule bushes,

Imported from the southwestern United States, as a rubber substitute.

Mkatters such as radar were not prominent on Its agenda.

The Navy Independently tackled that problem, but in the late 1930s

its program fell behind developments abroad: 'it was thought that (the 3
Anglo-Saxon powers] could not be significantly further al(,,•.- than we

were. ITh Navy's research Institute doubled~ as an electronics andI

cnwjunications school, and was starved for research funds; nevertheless,

working prototypes were ready by 1939-1940. But the Navy Staff took

little Interest, perhaps because of Its aversion to night actions.

Metapan, Jn Marc.h 1941, proved a rude amakening; the first ship-mounted

radars appeared -- from German stources --- In early 1942. The Air Force, I
by contrast, apparently had no Inkling of the Navy's program, but began

Its own In mid-1941 after pilots began to note the precision with which

British fighters from Malta and Alexandria Intercepted Inbound Itallan 1
7

bombers. Rei,?arh In other areas, such as metallurgy and aerodynamics,

was .imil.. ,n r•im•tIve. At4al14n tank cwvr so•mtimes shattered like I
glass ^'i -aft design l.-rely remained a virtuosn trial-and-error

performance by Individual proqjet IstL, not a team effort.

In Impuing specifications for nw equipment, the performance of the 3
Nlvj, which designed Ito own ships, was In gerwral idoquate (although

____ I
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submarines, destroyers, and light cruisers had serious deficiencies).

The Army and Air Force, however, showed a remazkaole inability to decide

what they wanted, and to get Industry to deliver It. At the War Ministry,

each new Item or weapon required approval of the artillery (or engineer,

i or motorization) technical office, the appropriarc departmrent of the

mlnistry Itself, the inspectorate of the branch ýerned, tb&, ralning

section of the Army Staff, and finally the ministry secretariat. If even

one of these organizations proposed a minor modification, the entire

process had to begin over again. It required six months to approve a

Molotov cocktail anti-tank weapon that the technical staff had put

together and successfully tested In under a week in July 1940. Given

this system, and the ministry's return In July 1940 to Its leisurely

-- peacetime closing hour of 2 p.m., It Is remarkable that the Army received

any new equipment at all.1 0

The Air Force proved consistently unable to stick Co a speclfication

once arrived at. The continual requests for design changes and variants

I that bedeviled the development of aircraft such as the Cant. Z 1019

mUdi ur bomber wire only th.e most conspicuous examples of mismanagement.

As Mussolini -- hardly the last political leader to utter such couplaints

I -- put It in January 1943, 'we arrive at perfection [only] when It Is

useless.'11 Nor were the Air Minist•y departments and the Air Staff

I themselves able to agree on which aircraft to produce, while air Industry

I designers spawned a proliferation of barely flyable prototypes. Industry

managers secured continuing production of obsolete aircraft bq threatening

to shut down plants and fire laboriously assembled skilled labor. Some

accounts suqgest that Industry lobbying was at least partly responsible

for the minJstry's failure to concentrate wartime production on a few

types of aircraft -- although minimtry success In containIng prices
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I
sugr .. 'at th~e problem lay less In the power of the Industrialtsts

tha, .i Air Porce indecsizn.'2 12

Pz.rduction was no less a disaster than research or specification.

The Navy as usual managed well given the drastic limits of Ztaly's raw

materials situation. Between June 1940 and September 1943, It took

delivery of roughly 240,000 Cons of warshIps, about a third of £taly's

tonnage at the outset. The Army and Air Porce once again did far worse. I
Except for smell arms, they failed to provide the unification of types

and long production runs that would have allowed mass production by

semi-skilled labor, as In the Soviet Union, Germany after 1943, or the

United States. Italian war Industry remained essentially e"tisanal: too

few highly skilled workers slowly and lovingly hand-crafting obsolete

weapons. In addition, raw material bottlenecks multiplied bureaucratic

and technological difficulties, and dictated that some capacity went

unused. The result was that Italian aircraft production, for instance,

peaked In 1941 and tell thereafter. When the plants the Army had

belatedly commissioned to produce Its new generation of artillery were 3
ready In 1941-1942, shortages kept production well below capacity.

Capacity for one key Item, the 47nm anti-tank gun, was 290 units per

month in February 1942, but zaw material shortages kept production At

170, barely enough to replace losses. Overall production of equipment

and munitions was enough to supply meagerly only twenty divisions
13

actually In contact with the enemy. Total 1939-1943 production was

small by International standards: roughly 83,000 transport vehicles, I
4,J11 armored vehicles of which only 536 had guns of 75nr or larger, and 3
somewher.e In the neJghborhood of 10,000 artillery pieces. The Air Force

took delivery of 10,389 aircraft of which throe quarters were bombers,

fighters, reconeai sance, or transport.24 Thi was not enough.
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The armed forces In general secured access to manpower In the

desired quantity, but quality was another question. Half of Italy's

._ population were peasants, and the small educated elite gravitated to the

law and the state bureaucracy rather than to Industry, the sciences,

mechanical and electrical engineering -- or the officer corps. Zndustry

itself suffered from shortages of skilled labor and technical cadres thaL

persisted throughout the war. Wxperience in Ifor]i Maz I had suggested

I that conscripting too many workers lowered the producclon on whicl the

armed forces depended. In world War IX the Italian milltary therefore

I granted over 900,000 exemptions. But bureaucratic ineffictency,

political favoritism, and perhaps also a degree of corruptIon ensured

that many beneficiaries of those exemptions ha, little to do with war

I production.i The military also failed to deiltr'7 the suppression of

the Iniquitous peacetime deferment to age 26 for mniversItV youth.

Noll-placed cynicism about Italy's prospects In the war ý:pecially after

the defeats of 1940-1941, Increased the temptations of j iteel evasion.

I However, Fascist IZtaly did not tolerate outright -'sistance to

I conscription, and until the breakdown of the state in 1943 police

measures ensured that Lhe services received virtually all iose eligible

I who lacked the rgccomandazioni or money needed to escape.

Tose who did serve In scaw cases lacked the attitudes needed for

I effective military performance. Both culture and regi•w m-ricouraged

I conformism, while paradoxically but not unexpectedly generating extremes

of anarchic individualJsm. Both also exalted the Individual heroic

gesture; German military methods struck I'talian officers as "the cult of

organization pressed to an extreme that Impedes or distorts the vision oa

reality.*16 Lack of Interest In military affairs had always tser

national tradition, "encouragod equallV by left and right, aniti.:•r•ii
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zist circles and generals.'17 When this mixture met the Xtalian armed

forces' maetec'l penury and bureaucratic dysfunction, the result, as one

participant put I-. was thot lZtalian military heroism (was] often an

Individual gescure of a mar, who Lhereby escaped a small world of

ompromlses and afflictions." 18 The valor of despair was no substitute 3
for teamwork and precision.

PFnally, the manpower available had two excellent qualities: the I
willingness to suffer and the willingness, if led with anything

approaching competence, to fight and die. Italian units In North Africa,

Albania, and Russia generally held togetrer despite totally Inadequate 3
clothing food, and supplies In condi tions that would have caused the

armies of the Industrial democracies to quail. Nor does much evidence

support the kx,st popular explanation, both In Ztaly and elsewhere, of 3
poor military performance: that World War II was for Italians a 'war not

felt.0 Uith the exception of the Albanian retreat, where the Internal

disorganization of the units themselves was decisive, Italian collapse

tended to stem from envelopment by enemV mobile forces. Soon after the

British herded 133,000 prisoners into PM cages by February 1941, other

Italian units, using the same antiquated equipment but new anti-tank

tactics, were able with German help to hand the British a number of 3
19

significant local defeats. In Albania, the casualty figures from

Mussolini's farch 1941 offensive suggest that ZIalian troops were at

least as willing to die in futile frontal assaults as they had been In

291•-1918: a.lmost 25,000 casualties from the two corps In six days, and I
twenty -nIne percent of the Infantry and artillery strength of one of the

20O
corps.

The Armd was effective in securing quantity; the figure of

3,050,000 men in January 1943 compares favorably with the V S. Army
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ground forces figure of 3.7 million at the end of 1942.21 But quantity

I was not uniformly available throughout the conflict. At the beginning of

I October 1940, after curbing his enthusiasm for an attack on Yugoslavia,

Mussolini ordered the demobilization of 600,000 of the 1,100,000 men of

I the home Army. The demands of agriculture made this drastic arrangement

seem necessary; the Army would remobilize with new recrui. Aq In the

spring. Badoglio of the Comando Supremo acquiesced with relief, since

the measure would presumably rule out Mussolini forays In the Balkans for

some time to come. General Mario Roatta, deputy chief (and de facto

head) of the Army Staff, regrettod the demisc- of the Yugoslav operation,

and pointed out that demobilization would destroy at a stroke all

training done, and make the home Army unusable until late the following

spring: no misunderstandings of any sort whatsoever should exist over

the unavoidable consequences of this state of affairs. "22 Squeezed

between Mussolini and a C9aSadoSuDpre=m Intent on limiting the scope of

the dictator's onmidirectional bellicosity, the Army acquiesced. Then

I came the Greek affair, which required a crash remobilization that

i produced units so Ill-organized that they were barely able to function.

There were no more demobilizations until the spontaneous one of September

I 1943.

The Navy also suffered from shortages of quality personnel, due

I particularly to the strain of manning the four new and recondi tioned

battleships that came Into line In the sumier and fall of 1940. But

unlike the Army It had also suffered from a serious shortage of officers

I during peacetime, and still more during Its undeclared wars after 1935.

Buying ships first and funding manpower later had led to overwork and

I personnel turbulence in the officer corps. Maval officers In 1940

I amounted lo 5.4 percent of enlisted manpower; in France and Britain the
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proportions were 7.5 and 9.2 percent. 23 In recruiting MCOs and men the

Navy had relatively less difficulty than the other services In securing I
qual ty. tZ could selectively conscript Irhabi tants of the coastal

districts, many of them with sea experience; In addition, the Navy's

prestige attracted a high proportion of volunteers. Similarly, the Air

Force benefitted from prestige that the Army could not match, and

attracted relatively high quality recruits, particularly for the officer I
corps. Nevertheless, as the Air Force Chief of Staff, Francesco Pricolo,

put It In August 1940, It was Ofar from easy to ensure that only officers

fully up to their tasks recelve[d] unit coumands." 2 4  For the enlisted

ranks, conscription provided the necessary quantity, but at least some of

the Air Force's logistical and maintenance difficulties appear to have I
resulted from shortages of technical personnel due to the small size of

the national pool of skilled manpower.

A final measure of political effectiveness Is the extent to which a

service can convince the political leadership to allow It to procure

weapons systems It thinks It needs. Italy provides two major negative I
examples, both a consequence of Mussolini 's partisanship of the 4i1

Porce, the Fascist service the regime had founded In 2923. The Navy

attempted Irresolutely on various occasions In the Interwar period to

acquire at least one aircraft carrier; the Air Force always succeeded in

blocking thia Invasion of Its air space. Ultimately, In Mlarch 1941,

M'ussolini came to the conclusion that an aircraft carrier was necessary,

and gave permission to the Navy to convert the liner Rcma, followed In

1942 by a second liner.25 Neither was ready by September 1943. 3
Similarly, from the mid-1930s on the Air Force resisted Navy urging of

the creation of torpedo-bomber squadrons to support the fleet. The Navy

had developed an excellent aerial torpedo, but only In late 1939 did the
_ _ _ __ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ I
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I
Mt Poice., under new 1eadezshlp. agree to form the necessa.r�i units.

*Pz�ocw�ement, training, and tactical experiasencation delayed the weapon's

5 full effects until 1941.
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In the realm of strategy, the foremost characteristic of Fascist iU

Xtaly's last war was a notable, if fluctuating, gap between political

goals and strategic objectives. The gap was no accident, but rather the

most obvious consequence of Mussolini's drive to make Italy truly

independent by ejecting the British and French from the Mediterranean.

The magnitude of that aspiration was so out of proportion to Ztaly's I
capabilities In early 1940 that Mussolini feared to reveal It fully to

his high command, lest it arouse military and royal resistance. Only

Germany's victories against the French and British in Scandinavia and the 5
West allowed Mussolini to move generals, admirals, and monarch Into war

by promising that they need not fight. Badoglio and the service chiefs

acquiesced In Mussolini's decision for war, In return for his temporary

toleration of their almost total Inaction.2 6

Perhaps understandably, the hi gh command and the services

subsequently failed to produce a coherent strategic concept -- even

though French collapse within a week of Italy's entry into the war on 10

June 1940 for the first time gave Italian forces temporary preponderance

.n the cent-il Mediterranean, and a chance to attack Britain's vital

position In Egypt. But the new situation did not belatedly induce

Badoglio or the service chiefs to draft a comprehensive war plan. German

victory In the north, all except Mussolini tacitly hoped, would make any 3
such effort superfluous. I

1
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Badoqlio and the Army Staff did press ahead with preparation for

the desert offensive, possibly in conjuncCion with a thrust northwards

I through the Sudan from East Africa. But they were unable to overcome the

reluctance of the Navy Staff to assist by clearing the seaward approaches

I to Suez. The *Navy's foremost strategic goal, enunciated as early as

April 2940, was to keep the fleet In being. Its second, which became

practical once the French had left the scene, was to maintain sea

Ico coamanications with Libya. A long way, third came the goal of closing

with and destroying the Isolated British before the unique opportunity of

E sumer 1940 passed As Badogqlo, converted to the Navy view by

mid-September, put it: 'to conceive of a naval battle as an end In Itself

Is absurd.27 Then the Taranto disaster of November 1940 lost the Navy

i three of its six battleships, at least temporarily. A now naval

leadership, embarrassed by Its own inaction and German prodding.

U attempted to support the Army In Albania by attacking British convoys to

Greece. The result was the Matapan action of March 1941, In which Italy

I lost three heavy crulsers. Thenceforth the Navy abandoned offensive

:I actian, except with submarines and Infernal machines, and husbanded Its

resources for the North African supply mission, the one strategic task at

whIch It was modestly successful. As for tMe Air Force, It failed to

enunciate a strategic concept of any kind, and Its principal ission, by

i default, becamsm that of supporting Army and Navy.

Italy's Improvised main effort culminated In September 1940 with

GrazJanl's reluctant advance to Sidi el BarranJ, a quarter of the way to

I Alexandria. Thenceforth, Italy's defeats completely destxoyed what

little relationship existed between Mussolini's goals and the services'

I ~strategic objectives. The Greek campaign, which Mussolini wished on the

I i nsufficiently reluctant Badoglio and Army Staff, who feared inconvenience
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rather than disaster, devoured weapons and vehicles needed desperately In

North Africa. SI.v weeks after the attack on Greece, the British counter- 3
offensive caught and destroyed Graziani's Ill-deployed forces. For the

next six months Italy's strategic objective was rmre survival -- and only

German help enabled it to achieve that. Subsequently, the Army and 3
reorganized Cceando Supremo under General Ugo Cavallero saw their

principal objective as arriving at Suez with the Germans, but In greater 3
numbers than the Germans. The alternative, they felt, was watching

Italy's over-mighty ally seize Ztaly's booty for itself. I
But the Germans failed. As the war moved closer to Italy, even 3

Mlussolini's professional optimism began to crack. He contemplated the

delicate problem of how to extricate the Axis from an increasingly

desperate situation; given Hitler's refusal to negotiate with Stalin, the

Duce soon fell to pondering how to extricate Italy alone. The Comando I
Sgupremo under Cavallero's successor Vittorlo Ambrosio took the lead In a

confused attempt at redefining objectives: Italy must hold out until IC

was safe to change sides. Ambrosio does not seem to have consulted the 3
Navy or Air Force in these efforts, which led to the royal military coup

of 25 July 1943. But Ambrosio failed to address coherently his major I
strategic dileimma. Holding out against the Allies until Ztaly could

secure an advantageous armistice, and protection from the Germans,

required Increased German reinforcements. These In turn could and did

cripple Italy's attempt to change sides. Zn the end, Ambrosio and the

King sought to stall until an Imagined Allied landing could save them and I
Rome, and avoid a head-on clash between the Italian Army and the Germans.

As a bare mJnimum they sought to ensure the 'continuity of the state':

monarchy and government must reach the Allied camp. This last objective

they accomplished, but at the price of leaving the armed forces leader-l '
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less and without clear orders to resist the ehrmacht. 28

The armed forces were not entirely Incapable of calculating the

risks Involved In securing Ztaly's strategic objectives, or of assessing

the consequences of failure. EadoglIo sought to eliminate risk entirely

from Italy's entry Into the war: the result was his refusal to pursue

any strategic objective whatsoever until after Prench collapse. There-

after, the risks of Ztaly's land drive on Suez, a strategic objective the

I Army Staff also supported, were not disproportionate to the stake --

domination of the Middle Rast -- or to the consequences of failure.

L Italy's African forces risked disaster In any case, whether they advanced

on Sidi el Earrani or stayed put until the British reinforced Ugypt and

seized the Initiative.

Badoglio and the Army Staff were less prescient In assessing the

strategic Implications of Mussolini's Greek operation, which they viewed

I as a minor distraction from the main effort In North Africa. The

doggedness of the Greeks, whom Italian miltarzy Intelligence had judged

possessed 'characteristics that are for the most part negative from the

i military point of view,' was a considerable surprise. I9calan

failure to break through at the outset produced a World Wat Z style

mountain conflict into which, as If Into a bottomless pit, the Coniando

uup•r_ found Itself compelled to pour all available wa=m bodies,

weapons, vehicles, and air power -- just as the British took the

offensive in Africa.

On the naval front, Admiral Domenico Cavagnarl, th.e Navy Chief of

Staff, gave an excellent If self-fulfilling prophecy when he Informed

Mussolini In April 1940 that Italy risked arriving at the peace table

I *not only without territorial bargaining counters, but also without a

I fleet and possibly without an Air Force." The Navy's subsequent record,
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with the exception of the battle off Matapan, shows a single-minded I
determination to 'strive for the greatest possible security, as the g
German naval liaison chief put It In September 1940.30 Cavagnazi, his

successors, and the post-war official historians all emphasized that

failure would Involve the loss of ships that Italy could not replace.

What the naval leadership failed to perceive was that if Italy lost the I
war, Its ships would In any event be forfeit. It therefore made more

sens, to commit then fully at the outset, especially since the Navy had

fuel oil for less than a year. Caution fit neither Mu5.iolnl's Immense U
objectives, nor the temporary embarrassment of Italy's enemies. In other

respects, the Navy was more effective. Its fallback objective, the I
supplying of Italian and later German :,round forces In Africa, involved 3
little risk of total defeat until late 1942, when the TORCH landings In

Northwest Africa brought overwhelming Alýied air and sea forces to bear. 3
Those landings posed a strategic dilewia not merely for the Navy

but also for the Axis as a whole: whether to defend Tunisia to the end. I
Premature withdrawal risked speeding Allied Invasion of Italy or the

Balkans; holding out too long risked losing the experienced units needed

to repel that same Invasion. The Comando Supremo and Navy accepted the

claim of Hitler (and Mussolinii that willpower would prevail over the

Allies' Inexorable pressure on the Sicily-Tunis supply line; Romnel, who U
urged early evacuation on Hitler In person, received a sharp rebuff. -3 1

The result was the loss of over a quarter of a million Irreplaceable

veterans: the Afrika Xorps, General Giovanni Messe's First Italian Army, 3
and large air and naval forces detailed to support them. Timely

withdrawal and the staking of everything on pushing the Allies off the

Sicilian beaches would have Improved Axis chances of disrupting Allied

strategy and of delaying the Invasion of France. The Italian armed

___________!
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II
forces paid for the decision to hold Tunis by premature collapse.

Even had the Comando Supremo concluded that the risks of holding

I Tunis were disproportionate to possible rewards, It would have been

difficult to move Mussolini from heartfelt support of Hitler's principle

I of fixed rather than elastic defense, and Impossible to shake Hitler's

conviction that loss of Africa meant the collapse of his Fascist ally --

I and a consequent threat to his power within Germany. Dictatorships that

I rest at least in part ci the leader's charismatic vision s..arcely

encourage aiii xwy leaders to "communicate with and Influence the

I political leaders to seek allitarily logical national goals.' Mussolini

had attempted for eighteen years to reduce the military to a subservience

I that would free him to pursue national goals that In the long run were

I beyond Italy's strength. In 1940 the military, particularly Badoglio and

Cavagnari, did slow Mussolini's thrust toward war by pointing out that

l Italy could not take on both Britain and France, unless -- as Badoglio

delicately put It -- 'the state of prostration of our adversaries givesI .32

us a chance of success. German breakthrough in France enabled

I Mussolini to appear to meet BadoglIo's conditions, while nourishing

designs, soon put Into effect, for fighting a short victorious war.

n The Navy Staff's largely successful refusal to commit Its forces to

battle showed strategic effectiveness, at least In dealing with Mussolini.

E Air Force and Army were less successful In bending the dictator's will.

The Air Force failed to deflect Mussolini demands that it send an air

corps in September 1940 to assist the Germans against Englnd. The Air

I Force Chief of Staff, Pricolo, pointed out that this diversion of effort

from the Mediterranean would make It difficult to support Balkan

I operations,. and protested to the Comando Supremo, but to no avail. 3 3

I Mussullnl's nightmare that Germans and British would arrive ,t a
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compromise peace behind Italy's back, and at the expense of Italian

aspirations, appeared to demand Italian conritment in the north. I
Badoglio and the Army similarly failed to press their feeble a

misgivings about Mussolini's Greek foray, which proved far more than a

minor distraction from the thrust toward Suez. The Army Staff's position

was particularly flaccid, perhaps reflecting the enthusiastic support of

Its de facto chief, Roatta, for that other Balkan inspiration of I
Mussolini, the long-foreseen attack on Yugoslavia for which the Army had

prepared throughout the swumer of 1940. Strategic megalomania did

not stop with Mussolini. 3
After the Germans saved Italy in early 1941, the military had less

need than before to influence Mussolini to seek goals proportionate to 3
Italy's strength. Defeat had eone the job. But defeat and German rescue

had also, from Mussolini's point of view, made an Italian contribution to

Germany's war more Imperative than In 1940. The result was his decision, 3
initially unwelcome even to the Germans, to send ground and Air Forces to

Russia: 'Ie cannot be less present [thanl Slovakia, and we must pay off 5
our debt to our ally.* 3 5  Cavallero, Badoglio's successor at the

Comando Supremo, made no protest. Consequently much of the artillery and

vehicles fitfully rolling off the assembly lines disappeared Into the 3
East, Instead of appearing in North Africa, where they might have enabled

Italian mobile units to face the British on more even terms. 3 6  3
As final defeat approached in the spring of 1943, Cavallero's

successor it the Comando Supremo, Ambrosio, made a series of attempts to I
move Mussolini toward the political goal the strategic situation

Increasingly demanded: exit from the conflict. But the dictator,

although recognizing the justice of Ambrosio's suggestions, proved 3
unwilling to cross Hitler. The Comando Supremo was strategically I
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I
I neffective on this front until it ceased attempting to Influence

Mussolini through persuasion, and turned Instead to a coup d'6tat. The

E Duce's bloodless removal marked the Italian military's peak of strategic

effectiveness, as well as Its most brilliant tactical success of the war.

The armed forces' record In bringing strategic objectives and

courses of action Into harmony with force size and structure was less

brilliant. The Army, with its emphasis on numbers rather than machines,

I was almost totally unprepared for the drive on Suez, although at the time

Its leaders failed to appreciate the full extent of that unprepared-

ness. Their later attempts to bring force structure Into line with

strategic objectives continued to emphasize numbers, and thLa frittered

away the effectiveness of the few machines Italy could produce.

The Navy's lack of enthusiasm for closing with the British MedIter-

ranean fleet was at least partly based on Its recognition that It lacked

I adequate air cover. Passive resistance, until Taranto, was thus the

Navy's relatively successful way of harmonizing strategic objectives with

I force size and structure. For Its other, more congenial mission, supply

of Worth Africa, Its force structure was battleship-heavy and short of

escort craft. This deficiency It attempted to remedy with what little

' wartime construction raw materials shortages permitted.

The Air Force began the war without a strategic concept other than

I a lingering faith In Douhet, although Pricolo, who had taken over In

I November 1939, did attempt to bend his service toward Interservice

cooperation. After early attempts to secure air superiority over Halta

L and North Africa miscarried, the Air Force settled back Into the modest

role of supporting Its rivals. Even for this task Its equipment and

I force structure remained faulty. The SM 79 tri-motvt pzoved reasonably

I successful as an improvised torpedo bomber, but the Air Force failed to
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provide the Army with more than sporadic close support. It also failed

to organize a consistent and dependable mechanism for forward control of I
aircraft cooperating with ground and naval units. Air-ground and air-sea

cooperation did Improve in the course of the war, but remained weak by

comparison with that of Italy's ally, and weaker still by the standards 1
of Italy's enemies.

If force structures were 11l-sulted to achieving strategic I
objectives, those strategic objectives were themselves totally inconsIs- 3
tent with the services' logistical infrastructure and Industrial base.

Tat base was adequate for a short war of six to twelve months that

involved a relativeli small proportion of Italy's ground forces. The

main energy sources of Italy's Industries, German coal and Alpine

hydropower, failed to keep pace with requirements, particularly after

1941. Other necessities, drawn in peacetime from beyond Gibraltar and

Suez, simply stopped arriving. After six months, shortages of most major

strategic raw materials -- oil, nickel, molybdenum, copper, rubber --

began to bite, and in effect prevented expansion of Italian armaments I

production to levels much greater than those of the pre-war period. In

Germany, technological sophistication and the loot of half a continent

kept production rising until late 1944, but Italian technology was less 3
advanced, and Italy acquired no loot to speak of at Sidi el Barrani and

In British Somaliland. The consequence, particularly after the Comando 3
Supremo acquiesced In Mussolini's forays In Greece and Russia, and

accepted the necessity of a large Balkan occupation force, was that

production never even distantly approached the requirements of the armed

forces.

Another area of almost complete strategic Ineffectiveness was 3
38Italy's cooperation with its a~ll. This was in part inevitable.
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I Hitler's Germany was not the easiest alliance partner, and Hitler was

throughout the war determined to keep Rome in the dark about his

SIntentions: . ... e.'ery second Italian was either a traitor or a

-- .39
spy. In addition, the alliance was even more Implicitly competitive

than most such arrangements. Hitler himself was willing at least

provisionally to concede the Italians theiz sphere in the Mediterranean,

If theyJ could conquer it. His subordinates In the military and Industry

were rather less Axis-minded, and tended to regard Italy as a mere

vassal. On the Italian side, leaders from Mussolini downward were as

I intent on fighting a purely Italian war as they had been determined in

pre-war years to block German southward pene..ration. Only an Italian war

would firmly establish Italy's claim to the vast territorial booty

Mussolini sought, and reinforce Italy against the threat of post-war

vassalage.

German suggestions In March 1940 for deployment of an Italian Army

on the western front opposite Belfort aroused the scorn of Badogl io:

this 'role as second echelon troops' would be supremely undignified.4 0

MussolinI permitted no military talks with the Germans before Italy

Intervened, perhaps out of fear that Berlin would press the Belfort

project. The consequence was that Italy entered the war with no

agreement coordinating Italian and German strategic objectives. Those

objectlves diverged markedly from the start, as Germany sought a

temporary compromise with Britain 'on the basis of the division of the

world'41 while Mussolini sought desperately to move on Suez before an

I Anglo-German deal 1-nu7d qvri1rfce Ttalej" • j*p1rRtion.:,.

The Italian military made no attempt to coordinate activities with

the Germans In the swmier of 1940, except for an abortive Army Staff

-- feeler about German assistance for the planned attack on Yugoslavia.
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That feeler provoked a rebuff from Hitler in person. By September the

Germans sensed that the drive on Suez was flagging, and offered German

armor and air units for Africa. Mussolini and Badoglio politely refused

and instead urged the Germans to give Italy the necessary equipment

rather than troops. Roatta of the Army Staff and even Grazianl In North

Africa were more willing to accept help, but did not press their case.

After the disaster of December 1940, Roatta confided to the Germans that

refusal had been 'very foolish.' Had the Italian high command accepted

German help before defeat, it would have damaged Italy's prestige and

prospects In North Africa far less than did German rescue in 3
February-April 1941.

In the new phase that followed German rescue, the =querra

subalterna,7 the Italian high comsand showed only limited ability to

Influence German plans. In private, Italian strategists might hope to

temper 'the well-known excessive intellectual rigidity of the Germans ...

with greater contact with the mentality and Intelligence of our

race. 42 But in practice the Italians remained largely In the dark

about over-all German strategy, and Xtaly's demonstrated weakness made

both Mussolini and his high command sheepish. Cavallero sought a

conference with Xeltel, his opposite number, in May-June 1941, but failed

to request increased German aid or a genuine coordinated effort..4 3

Cavallero probably feared that more Germans in the Mediterranean would

further weaken Italy's claim to pre.eminence there; he was apparently

wi1ling to put up with delays or perhaps even failure in the drive on

Suez rather than risk losing Egypt to Italy's over-mighty ally. The

Germans for their part were careful to avoid giving much advance notice

of the attack on the Soviet Union. What warning Mussolini did have he

used to prepare an Italian expeditionary force for that theater rather
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than seek to turn Hi tler back toward the war against the Vest.

Later Comando Supremo attempts to influence German strategy In then Mediterranean met with little success. From mid-1941 on the Navy, in

particular, pressed for a Malta landing to clear the supply lanes to

Tripoli, but Cavallero was unable to secure Mussolini' s whole-hearted

commitment to the operation. Romnmel's May 1942 drive on Alexandria

decided the Issue by default. At the theater level, Rommel and the

FlIeQerfiihrer Afrika clashed repeatedly with their Italian counterparts,

who were determined, on orders from the Comando Supremo, to preserve

Italian prerogatives. Roamel, with Hitler's ear and some influence over

Mussolini, usually went his own way. After Axis collapse In Africa,

Musso)'.nl and Cavallero's successor Ambrosio were able to secure German

troops -o help defend Italy and the islands, but the Germans needed

little .-odding; they were fully aware that without German stiffening

I Italy would collapse irwmediately. Attempts by Ambrosio and Roatta to

influence the Germans after Mussolini s removal were feeble and

I Indecisive. High Command and Army vacillated between seeking German

5 troops to save the south, and fearing the vengeance those same troops

might exact If Italy changed sides. Ambrosio and Roatta asked for

another two divisions three days before generals and King overthrew

Mussolini, and thereafter made no effective effort to slow the

I accelerating influx of picked German units.4 4

The Italian record on choosing plans and objectives that pitted

friendly strengths against enemy weaknesses was equally poor. One reason

for this wa~q that Italy's forces had few strengths. The second was that

the Army, in particular, showed a complete Inability to subordinate

secondary objectives to the main one. An obsession with being strong

everywhere inevitably meant an even distribution of Italian weakness.
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The result was that high cortmand and services failed to seize what

opportunities existed and fri tCered away their resources wi thout 1
concentrating against the adversary's vulnerable points. 3

NIneteen forty offered the best opportunities. First, of course,

came Maltaa, whose garrison In June consistc-d of five unders trength 3
British battalions, the local regiment, and three biplane fighters.

However, the Navy rejected a landing operation at that point -- a I
decision it later regretted. Badoglio and the Air Force deluded

themselves that high altitude air bombardment wi th the Regia

Ae.ronautlca's SO and 100 kilogram bombs would "sterilize the Island and I
45

make a landing unnecessary. Even L~e Luftwaffe, using rather more

effective tools, ultimately proved unequal to that task. The second lost 3
opportuni ty was the drive on Suez, perhaps wi th German armor and air

assistance, while the cross-channel threat In the North prevented British

reinforcement. The accidental death In late June 1940 of the theater 1
commander, Italo Balbo, deprived Italy of a man of Imagination, drive,

and offensive spirit. His successor, Graziaani, soon outlived the 3
military reputation he had acquired while massacring Libyans and

Ethiopians. Graziand's attempt to overwhelm the mobile but extremely I
weak British forces by sheer weight of Italian numbers, rather than by 3
motorizing a couple of divisions and flinging them at the still

unprepared British, lost Italy whatever slim chance It had possessed of 3
an Independent war in Africa. By fall 1940, British weakness had begun

to give way to strength, and Graziani's forces were In increasing 1

jeopardy. 3
Subsequently, Badoglio and Cavallero failed to prevent Mussolini's

Creek and Russian diversions, which cut drastically Into the equipment

available for Africa. Mussolini's decision to double Italian forces In I
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Russia In response to German., requests In 1942 deprived the Italian units

that accongpanled Roumel to 81 Alamein of the modern artillery and trucks

they desperately needed. The comaltn'ent after spring 1941 of over thIrty

divisions to occupation tasks In the Balkans, and of another seven for

I the occupation of France In November 1942, spread Italy's experienced

I personnel and modern weapons ever more thinly. By 1943, Italian weakness

everywhere faced Allied srrenqth. The Comando Sutremno -- admittedly with

E help from Hitler, Mussolini, and the ever-optimistic Kesselring --

gambled away Italy's last efficient forces In Tunisia, Instead of

I concentrating Axis strength on the defense of Sicily.

I

I

I

I
3
I
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I
IZl. Opera tlr0al lffect• veness a

The operatCional mthods and concepts with which the armed forces3

began the war were recipes for defeat. The Army placed Its trust In

numbers, the Navy prepared for a Mediterranean Jutland but declined to 5
fight one, and the Air Force sLill labored under the effects of Douhet's

Independent air warfare fantasy. Integration of methods between services 1
was almost totally lacking. Army. Navy, and Air Force planned and 5

46
largely fought separate wars. Thils jealous exclusiveness has

parallels only In Japan and the United States (where academy football 3
deforms for life the officer corps' atCitude toward Intexservice

cooperation). But In world War II, unlike V1elr Japanese and Amerlcdn

counterparts, the Italian Army and Navy lacked their own Air Forces. 5
At the operational level, only the overseas theater comwands In

North Africa, the Dodecanese, and East Africa had authority over more 3
than one service, but even there the Army dominated planning. At the

center, the Comando Supremo In theory delegated the conduct of operations 3
to the service staffs. In practice, even after Cavallero's st.rengthening 3
of Comando Supremo prerogatives in 2941, Army and Navy planned and

conducted their own operations, merely calling upon the Air Force for 3
support without involving It In planning. one result was the remarkable

confusion, during both naval bombardments of Genoa In June 1940 and I
February 1941, about who was In charge of defense and counteraction. In 3
the latter case, no headquarters bothered to Inform the fleet conniander

at sea that the British were shelling the city; he continued to look for 3
3
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the enemy west of Sardinia. On bon bth occasions the attackers got away

virtually untouched, and neither fiasco taught the Comando Supremo the

need for some sort of joint air-naval operations center and staff.

After Matapan, which pointed out even more forcibly than Genoa the

I need for Air Porce-Navy cooperat.on, Cavallero belatedly imposed new

procedures on the Air Force. Air support requests could now go directly

3 to the airfields In south Italy and the Islands. instead of travelling up

the Navy chain of cominand to Rome, across Rome to the Air Ministry, and

down the Air Force chain of command to the airfields. Cooperation

3 thereupon improved, although the absence of a joint operations center and

planning staff still led to confusion, duplication of effort, and Navy
S48I complaints of Insufficient air cover. 48 After 1941, the Air Force's

II shortage of long-range fighters and other aircraft, not lack of

coordination, was probably the chief impediment to effective Navy and Air

I Force joint action.

Army and Navy cooperation was scarcely better, although It did

U improve slightly in the course of the conflict. An unspoken Navy reason

for rejecting a Malta operation in 194' was probably unwillingness to

engage in joint planning with the Army. The landing might also make a

iII fleet action unavoidable should the British Alexandria and Gibraltar

squadrons attempt to save Malta. Subsequently, the Navy's losses on the

I Tunis and Benghazi runs convinced it that interservice cooperation was

the lesser of two evils. I, therefore participated wholeheartedly In the

joint planning of the 1941-1942 Malta project, which even included direct

I cooperation with the Germans.

All arms Integration within each service was more prevalent than

I interservice cooperaLion. The Army began the war with a doctrine that

proclaimed the absolute primacy of the Infantry: *the decisive element ofI
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combat; If It advances, all advance, if It gives way, all give way.* The I
doctrine, however, also stressed the obvious necessity of U
Infant•ry-artillery integration. Armor, which Italian doctrine tended to

see as an Infantry support weapon, was similarly tied to the Infantry,

except for light tanks, which were 'to know how to operate with the other

[sic] horse-borne squadrons.* 4 9  I
The Army, for all I ts faults, never permitted regimental 5

exclusiveness to get In the way of all-arms cooperation. The few Italian

mobile units that accompanied the Afrika Korps in Its desert 3
peregrinations apparently Aeazned far more quickly than the British the

lesson Itr- ar -- , artillery, and infantry must function as a team. The

German xa - may have helped, but Italian doctrine, precisely because I
It was o oious to the work of the British all-tank theorists, was

already predisposed toward Integration. The utter Inadequacy of Italian 3
equipment, from the M13 and Ml4 tanks to the World War I artillery to the

rudimentary conmunications gear, made practice more difficult and I
dangerous than theory. But the Army's record of all-arms Integration 1s3

I
a relatively good one.

The Navy was rather less successful. It failed throughout the war I

to use submarines successfully In cooperation with surface forces, either

as pickets or in ambush. This failure was primarily due to the

submazmne's slow speeds and Inadequate communicatiorns, partly to the

great and ever-increaslng danger of British submarIne-huntinq aircraft.

In the first major naval clash, off Calabria on 9 July 1940, the Navy 5
Staff also failed to conwlt its liqht craft against the British on the

nights precediný, and following the main battle. That omission, the 5
German naval liaison chief judged, helped rob the Navy of a decisive

success.

I-
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The Air Force record on all-arms cooperation was rather better than

the avy 's. Despite Douhet, the Reqia Aeronautica proved not entirely

blind to one of the lessons of Spain, the need for fighter escort for

bomber formations.51 From the first operations against France in 2940,

Air Force cmmanders attempted wherever possible to provide escorts,

although Italian fighters thzoughout the war lacked adequate range for

this purpose. By late 1941 the Air Force had also discovered the
52

synchronization of level bombers, dive bombers, and torpedo aircraft.

Operational mobility and flexibility was not a notable

characteristic of Italian forces, and in this respect the Army was once

again the least effective of the services. Given its limited

motorization and almost complete lack of armor, Its physical mobility

I depended on the march performance of the Infantry which al though

excellent was no substitute for vehicles. The horse cavalry of the

celere divisions proved of some use In Russia, in the fluid conditions of

the summers of 1941 and 1942, but fast tracked or half-track vehicles

I would have been more effective. The standard FIAT and Lancia trucks were
53

excellent, but had limited off-road mobility.

In the Intellectual sense, the Army combined a doctrine that

I preached a 'war of rapid decision' with a command and staff organization

suited only for static warfare. Corps Staffs such as that of the Italian

I expeditionary force in the Ukraine were immobile, weighted down with as

I many as 150 officers, compared to 66 in a German corps staff.54 In the

Judgement of a German general staff officer with long experience with the

Italian Army,

The comnand apparatus is ... pedantic and slow. The

absence of sufficient coimpunications equipment renders
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the linki to the subordinate units precarious. The

consequence is that the leadership Is poorly Informed

about the friendly situation and has no capacity to

redeploy swiftly. The working style of the staff Is

schematic, static [unbeweglich], and In some cases

lacking In precision.

The Army's performance on all fronts confirms this picture. The only

exceptions were the few Italian mobile units, such as the Arlete and

its,.te, that operated with the Afrika Xorps. These units also suffered

from Inadequate coAmiunications and vehicles. But by dint of practice

alongside the Germans, their staffs did acquire the experience an4.. some

of the habits of mind new,-ed to cope with rapidly changing situations In

a war without fixed fronts, under the leadership of the most volcanically 1
unpredictable of Germany's generals. The commander of the Ariete at El

Alamein, General Prancesco Arena, still found Rommel's habit of giving I
operation orders over the radio rather than In writing a shade odd, but

he did attempt to educate the Comando Supremo about Othe advantages of a

morale and operational nature' of the German practice of commanding from

56
well forward. Not everyone learned. Rommel 's titular superior

throughout most of the campaign, Bastico, continued to regard German

scurrying about the battlefield as undignified and eccentric.

The Army's weaknesses In operational mobility, both physical and

Intellectual, helped produce Its Ignominious collapse In September 1943.

What orders to resist the Germans that did emerge, reached the units

belatedly and met, In some cases, with disbelief. Swift German action In

most cases forestalled organized resistance, and the lack of precision of

Army Staff work was much In evidence. Roatta, as chief of staff, at one
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point ordered the principal mobile force defending Rome to fall back on

Tivoli, east of the capital, with a front facing east -- away from the

Germans. He was evidently confused.
5 7

If self-Inflicted material penury and intellectual torpor

i overdetermined the Army's lack of operational mobility, the Navy's

problem was not physical mobility, although the oil shortage of 1941 and

later did paralyze the heavy units. Paradoxically, the Navy's too

efficient soluticn to the same problems of communications that baffled

the Army In turn created a new kind of paralysis. The Navy Staff war

room in Rome had sole control of the nature and timlrng of operations, the

routes the fleet was to follow, and the assiqnment of aircraft, surface

forces, and submarines to the fleet commander. During operations,

Supermarina frequently invaded the prerogatives of the fleet commander by
58

countermanding dispositions or ordering changes of course. This

I baneful Influence abated only slightly after the dismissal of Cavagnarl

following Taranto. At the end, In September 1943, the Navy gave marked

proof of operational mobility -- It succeeded in moving almost intact to

Malta and other Allied ports. Of the major units, only the battleship

Roma, lost to a IAftwaffe glider-bomb, failed to arrive safely.

The Air Force, in theory, was the service most capable of mobility,

both physical and Intellectual. But the reality, as with all Air Forces,

was rather different. Mobility depended on the mobility of the ground

organization, which entered the conflict with serious deficiencies. The

North African, Dodecanese, and southern Xtallan airfields In many cases

lacked the hard runways, protected dispersal sites, and support equipment

to handle the numbers of aircraft needed to maintain air superiority and

strike offensively at enemy ground forces, naval targets, or the British

fleet base at Alexandria. The British desert counteroffensive of
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December 2940 soon deprived the Regia Aeronautica of Its African forward

bases. Air Porce communications also Impeded operational mobility. Air 3
units In IJbya had to borrow much of their land-line net from the Army,

and land-lines In Cyrenalca tended to suffer from the attentions of the U
Arab Inhabitants. Voice radio for fighters was not widely avaJlable 3
until 1942. Zn the end, however, most of the Air Porce's remaining

serviceable combat aircraft managed to transfer to the Allies In 3
September 1943, although with the Inevitable loss of the grouind

organization and of mountains of equipment.5 9  I

The services' record In adapting their operational concepts to 3
available technology was, with a few exceptions, disastrous. In the Army

and Navy, doctrine inh.'"ted the adoption of new technoloqy; In the Air 3
Porce, absence of doctrine had the same effect. In all services,

Intellectual rigidity and a self-satisfied lack of curiosity about 3
developmenCs elsewhere meant that combat, when It came, was a shocking

chastisement of Intelleccual backowardness.

The Army was the worst offender. It began with the two mistaken 3
assumptions It had held fiercely through the Interwar period: that the

Alps were the most likely theater of war and that numbers were decisive. 3
The first assumption fell away in 1940. The second, despite repeated

demonstrations of Its fallaciousness, determined Italian doctrine, and

force structure -- and hence use of technology -- until 1943. The Army, 5
In the Interwar period and In world War II, faced uncomprehendingly a

simple choice. it could either devote Its available funds, raw 3
materials, and Industrial capacity to creating a small, well-led, mobile,

and at least partly armored force, or It could spread those same I
resources thinly through a large, disorganized, and pathetically equipped 3
mob of Infantry -- a World War Z Army for 8 war of machines.

__ U,
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I
lts leaders, with encouragement from Mussolini, but on their own

responsibility, chose numbers. After the outbreak of European war in

U 1939, the Armj Staff began to have second thoughts about the 120 division

target figure it and Mussolini had arzrved at. Despite Giraziani 's

I a¢attept to hold the line at one hundred divisions, the final figure

selected for the spring 1940 mobilizaton was seventy-three. But once at

war, the Army began to grow. By 1941, Cavallero claimed to perceive that

I the general experience of the war to date has emphasized the Importance

of quality rather than numters." Nevertheless, he also prepared and

U Implemented with enthusiasm a Mussolini plan to expand the Army to eighty

60
divisions. The German example of maintaining enough divisions to

I rotate sorely tried ones out of the line, rather than destroying cohesion

U by constantly adding untried replacements, may also have contributed to

this megalomania.61 Whatever the cause, the Army swelled to ninety-one

I divisions by mid-1943.

"ThIs mass of manpower obscured the Importance of machines, and

U diluted the Impact of what equipment industr• did manage to produce.

Badoqlio was so uninterested In mechanized warfare that his only recorded

comment on a perceptive Army Intelligence analysls of German methods In

I July 1940 was 'we'll study it when the war Is over." t required a

direct order from Mussolini that same month to compel the War Ministry

I buroeaucracy to begin work on a 7S= gun tank, which In the event was not

i ready until collapse in 1943 rendered It superfluous. The Army placed a

#lightly higher priority on artillery. But even this need, which the

I most hidebound of the BadoglIo traditionalists recognized, took second

place to manpower. of the 7,970 cannon with which the Army entered World

War ZZ, only 246 had been produced after 1930.62 Modern artillery,

I some of It excellent, only became available In moderate quantities In
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I
1941 and after, and those quantities baroly kept pace with losses. The

Army's record on motor transport was only slightly less disastrous. The U
Ministry of War had failed to anticipate before June 1940, and to 3
recognize thereafter, the extent of motorization that mobile warfare

demanded. 3
Zt was In areas such as communications, where relatively small

Investment could have produced dramatic results, that the Army failed I
most dismally. Italian tank crews suffered without voice radios until U
1941. Rven after thit, no long distance radio that could operate on the

move existed. 6 3  Nor did anyone think Co provide Inexpensive Items such 3
as the ccapensated vehicle compasses essential In the desert -- this

despite thirty years of Ztallan military experience in LJbya. When the I
reconnaissance units of the Ztallan mobile divisions fighting alongside

the Afrika Korps belatedly received their first armored cars In

1941-1942, the commanders had to stop and walk som distance from their £
vehicles before taking bearings with a hand compass. Even that excellent

and inexpensive Infantry weapon, the 81m mortar, was In short supply and

ill-provided with ammunition until 1941.

The Navy has enjoyed the best reputation of the services In U
harmonizing doctrine and technology, but on close examination Its record

Is hardly a triumphant one. The chief areas of naval Innovation before

and during World War IZ were aircraft carriers, submarines, and anti- 3
submar.sne equipment, and the weapons of coastal warfare: mines,

land-based torpedo aircraft, and light surface forces. Navy difficulties I
with aircraft carriers and torpedo-bombers, alreddy mentioned, were 3
largely political; the other problems were entirely the Navy's own.

Zn June 1940 Italy had one of th* largest submarine forces In the 3
world. But technical difficulties, from a submersion time three times

___ I
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I that of German boats, to a surface speed of only 11-12 knots, to an

inadequate torpedo capacity and too-shortC periscopes, rendered them

U relatively ineffectual. 64 Mang of these defects were the consequence

not of technological lag, but of the Navy's Interwar submarine doctrine,

I which stressed the daytime submerged ambush to the detriment of all

else. The Navy failed equally in anti-submarine warfare; sonar did not

appear on Italian escort vessels until early 1942. Depth charge

I rtechnology, use of aircraft against submarines, and anti-submarine

tactical theory remained rudimentary. The Navy Staff did recognize

S rthe usefulness of mines, to which It assigned the task of blocking the

I- Sicily channel to east-west British traffic. Cavagnari, however, refused

to adjust spending priorities to reflect the Importance of this mission.

Battleships came first, and In 1940 the Navy entered the war with mines

that were almost all World War X surplus. Subsequently, Increased

3research and development efforts, and above all, German willingness to

make avallable modern mines, made possible such successes as the virtual

I destruction In December 1941 of 'Force K," the British iMalta surface66

squadron. But on the whole, the Italian mine effort was a major

missed opportunity.

3 One technologically sophisticated weapon that belatedly prospered

despite Navy Staff neglect was the "majale" ['hog'], the frogman-guided

I torpedo that sank the battleships Valiant and Queen Elizabeth at

I Alexandria. This was the one major weapon of the Second World War that

Italy developed first, building on a tradition inaugurated In World War

I , when Italian swimmrs and torpedo boats had accounted for two

Austro-Hungarian battleships. However, the malali were anything but a

I Navy Staff product: they did not fit Into Supermarina's Jutland-style

S operational concept. Only the emergencies of 1935-1936 and 1940 gave the
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devoted band of diving enthusiasts at the La Spezia submarine flotilla a

chance to develop their weapons: the torpedoes, the explosive motorboats U
that accounted for the cruiser nok In March 1941, and the frogman-borne 3
limpet ndnes that destroyed shipping at Cibraltar, Algiers, and

elsewhere. Navy Staff Indifference starved the program between 1936 and 3
the Munich crisis of 1938, and only after the battle off Calabria did

Cavagnari suddenly discover that he had a weapon that cost little, risked I
little except the lives of those skilled and brave enough to employ It, 1
and offered much. Had the maiali" been operationally ready In June

2940, Italy would have had the weapon It needed for the devastating 3
Initial blow that the Germans and British expected, but which never came.

tven the Navy's conventional surface forces had avoidable defects. 3
Some uni ts, particularly the Lit torlo-class battleships and Zara and

"ol zano-class heavy cruisers, were fully up to world standards except for

two vital details, their rangefinders and main guns. The Navy had 3
Inexplicably preferred the hWghest possible muzzle velocity to

accuracy.6 Most of the light cruisers were a foreseeable disaster;

built for speeds approachIng 40 knots, they tended to disintegrate when

hit, and had Inadequate protection against heavy seas. Destroyers tended I

to swamp; the fleet lost two escorts in this manner while returning from 3
the second battle of the Sirte In March 2942.

If the Navy's technological effectiveness was mixed, the Air Force 5
picture was one of almost unrelieved disaster. This was not primarily

the result of operational doctrine, although the Air Force did make I
obeisance to Douhet by attempting to develop d heavily-armed four engine I

bomber. The Piaggio P 108 or 'flying keakness"69 entered service only

In late 1942, and was so unreliable msechanically that it tended to 3
disappear wi thout trace over the Mediterranean. Air Force technological

_ _ _ _ ____ __ ____ __ _ __ ___ _ _ __ _ _
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failure, however, was first of all the result of its tactical

conceptions, not of Its largely non-existent operational ones. The Air

Force's pilots "rejectedo the monoplane fighter. Low wing loading made

the twin machine gun, wood and fabric biplane more maneuverable, more

suitable for aerobatic display and Individual virtuosicy. The biplane

had also served well In Spain. Consequently the Air Force Ignored until

1939 developments such as the Messerschmitt Bf 109, Hurricane, and

Spitfire, and failed to press development of the 1,200-1,500 horsepower
70

engines required to propel heavily armed fighters. only the

importing and licensed production of Daimler Benz motors In 1940-1941

solved this problem, at least In part, and allowed the air Industry to

begin designing marginally adequate fighters such as the Macchi MC 202,

which entered service In late 1941. Its successor, the MC 205, was the

equal of the P 51D Mustang at low altitudes. Pew saw combat.

The relative Ineffectiveness of the Air Force's ground attack

aircraft and bombers stemired In part from the same engine difficulties

that plagued the fighters, and In part, from doctrinal rigidity. The

pre-war Air Force Staff neglected ground attack for the same reason It

had fought the Navy over torpedo- bombers: the mission implied

subordination to another service. PrIcolo's late 1939 anew look" came

too late to give Italy an adequate ground attack aircraft; the fall-back

solution was to buy Ju 87 Stukas from the Germans after Itallan

dive-bomber designs proved more dangerous to their crews than to the

enemyj. The Air Force's mainstay was high-altitude level bombing with the

FIAT BR 20, the Savoia-Marchettl SM 79, and the Cant. Z 1007, the Air

Porce's principal bombers through the conflict.

Italian bombing, however, was remarkably ineffectual.

Misinterpreted experiments In the 1930s had persuaded the Air Ministry
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I
that large numbers of 30 to 100 kg. bombs were the most effective way to

attack even small armored moving targets such as ships. Italy therefore U
entered World War ZZ with a shortage, not remedied until 1941. of the 1

heavy ordnance needed to make an Impression on the British MJediterranean

fleet. Xtalian fuses proved unreliable, and bomb casings often split 1

open on Impact. Incendiaries used briefly over Malt a had the

disconcerting habit of bursting imiediately upon release, destroying the I
aircraft. Despite research throughout the conflict, the Air Force even

failed to procure an Illumination rocket that worked.71 Bombsights and

bombing procedure remained rudimentary: no stabilizing gyroscopes, and 3
no intercom between pilot and bombardier, at least on the SM 79. To

confer with the pilot or request a second pass, the bombardier had to 3
crawl up to the cockpi t. The consequent lack of communication led an

entire formation to drop Its bombs on the Ztalian fleet rather than on

the British during the battle off Calabria.7 2  3
Finally, despite the? existence of a much-publicized school for

Instrument flying, Itallin line aircraft lacked most common blind-flying 3
Inscruments and electronic navigational aids. The Air Staff does not

seem to have been aware of the extent of the problem until the fiasco of 3
the dispatch of the air corps to the Channel In September 1940. Five of

seventy-seven aircraft crashed during the Initial flight to Belgium, and

the corps lost a further fourteen from fog, rain, and Icing, compared to 3
eight from enemy action.7 3

The Integration of the armed forces' supporting activities Into 1
their operational practices presents a mixed picture. Army Intelligence, 3
commvmicat•ons, supply, and transportation suffered from the same

self-Induced penury that crippled the Army dt all levels. But the Army 3
also showed little aptitude at Integrating these activities into the 'war

___ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ ___I
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of rapid decision." Intelligence was a relatively neglected aspect of

operational planning, and commanders In the field tended to make

insufficient use of Intelligence resources. Neglect did not prevent the

Army's central Intelligence organization, the Servizio Informazionl

S Nlitari (SIN), from managing occasional successes. One was of decisive

operational Importance: in April 2941 SIX used its command of Yugoslav

cyphers to disorganize with bogus orders a dangerous Yugoslav advance

against the poorly defended rear of the Italian force In Albania. In the

desert, command of the U.S. Army BLACK cypher, which SIN had secured

through a brilliant embassy bag job, gave Rommel almost six months of

invaluable information about British forces and intentions through the

radiograms of the U.S. military attach6 In Cairo -- even If Cavallero did
74

not bother to read the resulting su'm.aries. SIM radio intercept

uni ts working on British cyphers also provided valuable tactical and

I operational Intelligence. But SIX also displayed a conspicuous tendency

throughout the war to overestimate enemy strength; In May-June 1940 It

I doubled French ground strength In Tunisia, striking terror Into the

hearts of GrazianI and Badoglio. In September 1943, It apparently

multiplied German strength around Rome. 7 S

In the areas of supply and transportation, the Army's operational

concept, the 'war of rapid declsion," was rotally divorced from existing

I Italian capabilities. The Army's supply organization functioned

adequately In slow-moving or static actions, but failed to support swift

movement in North Africa, Greece, and Russia. Supply was overcentralized

at Army level, leaving forward units at the mercy of the vagaries of the
'76

Intendenza. In North Africa the bottleneck was the sea link, along

I with the vast distances between ports and front. The Army Staff and

Comando Supremo' s refusal to reduce the number of non-motorized mouthsI
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and curb the size of bureaucracies and rear-area units meant thatc talian

divisions In combat suffered regular shortages. In the Greco-Albanian 5
campaign, a port bottleneck also produced shortages at the front,

although Italian retreat subsequently shortened overtaxed supply lines, 1
and Cavallero ultimately overcame the crisis. In Russia the Army

Initially provided a supply organization only suitable for static I
warfare, which led to serious difficulties during the headlong German 3
advance of summer-fall 1941. Reinforcement with trucks desperately

needed In North Africa ultimately assured Italian forces adequate support 3
except during rapid movement. The transportation services appear to have

functioned reasonably well where rail networks were available, and as I
well as could be expected In North Africa. where the long road from

Tripoli eastward ate up much of the fuel Intended for the front.7 7

The supporting activities of the Navy were relatively well 3
Integrated. Naval Intelligence focused narrowly on enemy order of

battle, movements, and communications. Mbithin these limits, and despite 5
its absence of decryption machines or sophisticated air reconnaissance

techniques, It was reasonably effective. It apparently deciphered major

portions of the British operation order five days before the battle off 5
78

Calabria, and Its decryption teams on board the fleet flagship

provided timely tactical Intelligence. It failed, however, to maintain 3
an effective agent network at Alexandria, and the British were able to

conceal temporarily disasters such as the sinking of the Queen Elizabeth

and Valiant In December 1941. 5
In the decisive area of communications security, naval Intelligence

failed completely, although In the company of the Germans, at whose 5
Insistence the Navy adopted Hagelin cypher machines In 1940. The British

cracked this source of ULTRA Intelligence by early 1941, In time for 3
U
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I Matapan, but did not read It continuously and currently until 3umaer-fall

2941. Prom that point, losses on the Libyan run rose dramatically

i whenever Malta was capable of using the Intelligence gained. In November

1942, losses were over sixty percent of tonnage shipped. Italian

submarines also suffered as a result of this and other breaches of

securi ty.

- Naval supply and transport arrangements were on the whole

1 excellent. Fleet units managed a relatively high state of readiness

throughout the war, and the Navy and the naval shipyards were able to

3 repair two of the three battleships sunk at Taranto. Port and sea

transport arrangements also generally functioned well, despite the Anr's

Insistence on operating In areas, such as Albanid and North Africa, where

I unloading facilities were totally inadequate. Between 28 October 2940

and 30 April 1941 the Navy moved to Albania almost half t million troops

i and over half a million tons of equipment and supplies. On the North

African run the Navu had more difficulty, given British decryption of

1 Italian convoy orders and the swiftness with which Malta forces could

1 exploit that Intelligence. The sharp rise In ship losses In October-

November 1941 led the Navy to escort convoys with battleships, and the

3 Luftwaffe soon returned In force to restore order. But after August 2942

the revival of Malta and the TORCH landings ultimately throttled the

3 supply line to Africa, despite the Navy's sacrifice of increasing numbers

of escorts and merchant ships. In aggregate terms, nevertheless, eighty-

I three percent of the 2.68 million tons of cargo shipped to Africa arrived

I safely, despite Malta and ULTRA.80

The Air Porce's support services were relatively less efficient and

well-integrated than those of the Navy. Air Intelligence does not appear

to have distinguished Itself especially In Che course of the conflict,
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I
except for gross overestimates of French air strength in June 1940.

Strategic reconnaissance was almost non-existent at the outset, 8 1 but I
Improved once camera-equipped MC 202s became available In 1942.

Maintenance and supply tended to be Inadequate. Air Porce ground

transport, as mentioned in dIscussIng operational mobility, was Initially

unable to meet demands placed upon it, particularly In the North African

wastes. The Air Force did develop a modest airlift capability, which It 1

used at Army request to ship troops to Albania, and all the necessliles

of war, 'from torpedoes to women, from artillery aawunition to mall, from

cannon to bocce games' to North Africa. 82 Resources were always 3
unequal to demand, which by early 1942 also included the Malta landing;

Luftwaffe help was Increasingly necessary. Finally, the Air Force and

Army did not foresee the vital importance of supply drops, particularly

In mountains -- a remarkable omission, given the Army's Alpine

fixation. The two services had to Improvise dropping containers and 3
procedures in the midst of the winter campaign in Albania.8 3

The armed forces' operational concepts were largely Inadequate to 5
the strategic objectives assigned, just as those strategic objectives

were Inadequate to the political goals of the Fascist leadership. The 1
Army's operational doctrine, proved in Ethiopia and not sufficiently 3
disproved in Spain, was one of the rapid advance by truck or

bicycle-borne Infantry hordes, backed by road-bound artillery and three 3
and half ton tanks.84 Balstrocchl and Pariani, the chiefs of staff

responsible, had forgotten during the 'easy wars' of the 1930s that the I
elan of the Bersaqllerl was no answer to artillery and automatic weapons 3
In the hands of determined and reasonably competent troops.

To compound the confusion, Parlani added his own organizational 1
revolution, conversion of the Army s three-regiment divisions Into I
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two-regiment binary divisions, which by doctrine were supposed to be

capable only of frontal attack. "La manovra," In Parianl's lexicon, was

I the sole prerogative of the Army corps. Italy's improvised offensive In

the Western Alps, willed by Mussolini In mid-June 1940, should have

I suggested that something was badly wrong. All along the front Alpini and

motorized units dashed forward into the French artillery killing zones

and stopped. The Army Staff apparently blamed failure on Inadequate

artillery support, due to the Improvised nature of the operation --

rather than on an operat.lonal concept that assigned to poorly trained

I Infantry tasks of offensive deep penetration that no Infantry In the

world could accomplish against an unshaken defense. The Army's second

i experiment along these lines, the October 1940 attack on Greece, had

3 results that were truly catastrophic. The Greeks had numerical

superiority after full mobilization, and the Germans were Initially

neither willing nor able to rercue the Army from the consequences of Its

operational concept.

Finally, the Army might have learned the lesson In North Africa

i between December 1940 and February 1941, where it lost perhaps 10,000

dead and 133,000 prisoners. Infantry hordes tI the desert Inflated

supply requirements without a corresponding Increa•se in either offensive

or defensive power. Some officers at the Comando Supzemo did recognize

I by July 1941 that *a single motorized division, EVEN FOR DEFENSE AND

OCCUPATION MISSIONS, ,)as the capability of four Infantry divisions, while

It ears only a fourth as much and require. ?y a fourth as much
-- .85

transport frum Italy.' Cavallero nevertheless railed to reduce the

number of useless mouths while fully motorizing the rest. Mussolini's

own rage for numbers and the prestige Importance of outnumbering the

Germans in Africa were doubtless partly responsible.86 But the
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U
ultimate source of the problem was that Cavallero himself continued to

trust in numbers. He wanted to bring the forces In North Africa up to

sixteen divisions, of which all except two or three would of necessity be 3
foot Infantry. In the event, the Army managed to maintain the

equivalent of at least eight foot Infantry divisions In North Africa

until El Alamein. As late as July 1942 the Comando Supremo proposed to

reinforce Libya by adding a further 67,000 troops to the mostly Inmobile

150,000 already there. 8 8

The Navy's operational concept of only fighting fleet actions close 3
to Italy and at a decisive superiority of force was ill-sulted to 3
securing the strategic objective Mussolini and Badoglio hae !nitlally

set, control of the Mediterranean. In the battle off Calabria and later, 3
the Navy failed even to adhere to Its own operational concept, and

retreated In confusion from a slower opponent that was outnumbered In I
most respects, but markedly more aggressive.8 9  Subsequent Regla Marina 3
operations, however, were entirely In accordance with the service's

preferred mission, the protection of supply to North Africa. In this the

Navy was at a partial disadvantage, given Its overemphasis on the battle

fleet to the detriment of escorts and coastal warfare. But within the

limitations the escort shortage and the successes of ULTRA Imposed, It 3
succeeded in achieving a reasonably close match between operational

concept and strategic objective. U
In Its operational concepts, Insofar as It had any, the Air Force

abandoned Douhet except for his Insistence on securing air superiority. I
It Instead attempted to contribute to the general strategic objective of 3
Mediterranean primacy, but without having thought tnrough precisely how

to contribute. I Lht , the Air Force sought to concentrate Its 3
centralized firepower (az one di massae) on strategically decisive I
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targets. But what were those targets?

I In t.e air operation order for attack on Greece, Pricolo set the

following priorities: "defeat the enemy Air Forces," acounter enemy

naval action," and "assist ground operations on Greek territory and the

occupation of Cora.6 .90 Thanks apparently to Inadequate discussion of

the alt plan with Badoglio, Pricolo had given support of ground forces

far too low a priority. Neither Greek Air Force nor Navy were a threat

worthy of the attention assigned them, but it soon emerged that rtalian

ground forces needed rescue from the Greek Army. Pricolo had to

3 improvise ground-air cooperation arrangemm.ts, while covertly Ignoring

Mussolini's wrathful and Impractical demands that the Air Force

i concentrate on enemy morale by 'sowing panic everywhere" and razing to

the ground 'all urban centers of over 10,000 population.' 9 1

In North Africa, the RAP's system of forward staging fields, fed

from bases in the Nile delta outside Ztalian range, made it relatively

difficult for the Rega Aeronautica to convert n rrical superiority into

air superiority. Nor was the RAP cooperative: badly outnumbered but

determined to seize the initiative, It struck inmediately at Ztalian

airfields and forward ground units. The .Qio •serci to, unused to air

bombardment, thereupon clamored for standing air patrols and received

them; theater comnmand, once Graziani took over after Balbo's death at the

end of June 1940, belonged to the Army. Even under Balbo the Air Force

I flow SM 79 sorties to hunt individual British armored cars. The

resulting logistical drain, dispersal of effort, and absence of a clear

S operational concept frittered away the Initial Italian advantage.9 2

Zn the Mediterranean, the Air Force's inexperience at supporting

3 the Navy meant that "mass action" against naval targets proved initially

elusive. Bomber pilots could neither find nor Identify nor hit the
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British fleet. And the Air Staff's failure to recognize early the need

for fighter cover for the fleet, along with the air Industry's Jnvhfll•. I
to produce long-range fighters, ultimately crippled the Air Force in Its

fall-back objective of supporting the Navy In keeping the North African

sea lanes open. That objective required beating Mealta down -- a task the

ptlia Aeronautica proved consistently unequal to. only the repeated

coanCtment of large WJ aEe forces kept Malta-based British surface, 3
submarine, and air units from blocking the Navy's route to Tripoli.

On the operational as on the strategic level, the armed forces were

generally poor at placing friendly strength against enemy weakness.

Italian strength was generally lacking, but the armed forces also failed

to seek out what enemy weak points did exist. The concept of a

Schweryunkt, whether In attack or defense, was conspicuous by Its

absence; the even distribution of weakness and failure was the result.

In the Alps and Greece, Italian forces advanced on broad fronts and 3
suffered defeat In detail. In the defense, the desire to be strong

everywhere precluded the accumulation of mobile reserves; Grazianl 's 3
December 1940 d6bAcle and the rapid collapse In East Africa bore witness

to this vice. Later, at least In Africa, the Germans selected the

$chwerpunkt, but only Italian mobile units such as the Ariete seem to

have learned to concentrate force against enemy weakness. In Russia the

absence of concentration was not entirely the Army's fault. The Germans 3
assigned the Italian 8th Army an overwhelmingly broad front, and on the

basis of the supposed lessons of the winter battles of 1941 Hitler I
Insisted that the Itallan deploy all assets forward; the mobile reserves

would be German. In the event, those reserves failed to arrive In

sufficient force.

Navy operational doctrine overemphasized the clash of battle fleets
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I
and thus placed Ltallan strength directly against that of the enemy. In

practice, despite the collapse of the French, caution dictated not even

I challenging enemy weakness, as oWf Calabria, although the Navy's own

directives stoutly suggested that 'the danger of losses Is no adequate

reason for not undertaking an action, or breaking one off once

begun."93 The Navy Staff also rejected the Idea of night actions by

I heavy units, despite the advantages the night offered for surprise

I concentration of forces, at least until most British ships acquired

dependable radar in 1941. Italian submarines did attempt to strike from

I the outset at what the Navy Staff took to be enemy weakness, but British

anti-submarine screens held them off. As the conflict went on, shortage

I of fuel for the battleships dictated a shift In emphasis to coastal

I warfare, but the Navy Staff failed to develop a doctrine adequate to the

new situation. The one area In which the Navy succeded In discovering

I and exploiting enemy weakness was 3t Alexandria and Gibral tar. The

eccentric heroes with their "maial/i were a classic demonstration of

I economy of force, Imagination, and surprise. But they were hardly a Navy

Staff product, and they left little mark on Navy doctrine.

Finally, the Air Force record In seeking enemy weakness resembled

I that of the Army. The Air Staff proved unable to discern and concentrate

on a schworpunkt. Pricolo and his successor Fougier Insisted that

I avoiding dispersal of effort demanded that they control everything that

flew, then surrendered piecemeal to the Incessant demands of the other

services. The Air Force's Inability to set priorities and feasible

operational objectives, and stick to them, was the decisive Ingredient of

Its Ineffectiveness.
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XV. TcCtjcal Effectirveness

The three services displayed varying degrees of tactical I
Ineffectiveness. The Army's system was wildly Inconsistent with both

strategic objectives and operational concepts. The *war of rapid

decision" required deep penetration Into the enemy rear. But Italian 3
tactics were unsuited to producing that penetration, as a British analyst

writing In late 1940 or early 1941 noted: 9 4  i

The principal characteristic of Italian tactics in both U
theaters, Libya and East Africa, has been rigidity.

They have remained actached to one principle, the

concentration of the greatest possible mass for every 3
task that faces then. Zn the attack they deploy this

mass In line and rely solely on weight of numbers to I
clear the way. 3

Zf stalled, Ztalian units attempted to regain Impetus by cozmm'itting

reserves frontally to reinforce failure.

This tactical rigidity was partly due to deficiencies In leadership I
and training that rendered Italian units Incapable of Infiltration and 3
exceedingly vulnerable to the Infiltrations of others.9S But rigidity

was also doctrinal: the Army's conception of how to pit Italian strength

against enemy weakness assumed that Italy's 'eight million bayonets* were

Ztaly's strength. Italy's antagonists, the supposedly decadent British I
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and Prench, practiced birth control and were thus doomed to submersion

under wave after wave of Ztalian assault troops. The generals Initially

assumed that Infantry and artillery alone could do jobs that also

required tanks. But In practice, superiority in numbers only produced

superior numbers of dead, missing, maimed, and captured.

Pro-war doctrine also apparently had nothing to say on the subject

of surprise, and assigned rapid exploitation of opportunities to

soft-skinned motorized forces and to armored divisions equipped with the

three and a half ton L.3 tank. NeMither type of unit had the necessary

striking power or cross-country speed. Until 1941 the Army also failed

to recognize the need for specialized reconnaissance units to ensure

surprise, to avoid it from the ene"y, and to find opportunities to
96

expl oi t.

The Army tactical system thus proved unable to dent the Alpine

fortifications of the Prench, disperse the numerically superior Greeks,

or cope with the mobile counterblows of the British In the manner the

improvised strategic concept of summer 1940 required. Subsequently, at

least In North Africa, the Army system underwent modification as Italian

units learned mobile warfare and effective anti-tank tactics. Despite

the inadeouacles of its equipment, the Axraeto division soon proved Itself

able to find and attack the enemy's flanks and rear, to use deception by

feinting withdrawal or creating ItPense clouds of dust to bluff the

superior British Into pulling back.97 But Ai.ote'B relative success

did not h3 !,e the Army-wide Influence At should have had. In their

limitted re-thinking in 1941 and 1942, Comando Supremo and Army Staff

failed to devise a new tactical system and force structure -- baaed on

small numbers of highly trained, well-equipped troops -- that might have

enabled Ztaly to suffer Impending defeat without humiliatJon.
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te Army did at least emphasize the Integration of all arms:

tactics rested on infant ry-artillery cooperation, later extended to I
armor. But Inadequate technology and training limiiited the effectiveness

of cooperation. Zn the offense, Italian artillery was frequently unable

to cover or coamunicate wi th the Infantry. Zn the defense, support was-

generally more effective. The coamander of the JMiete In its final

battle at El Alamein could claim with some plausibility that Italian I
artillery, with Its emphasis on centralized direction, had In that

set-piece battle cooperated with the other arms more effectively than had

German artillery. 98 Zntegration of other factors, such as terrain,

weather, training, qualities of the troops, and morale was less

successful. The Azmy's infantry-based tactics inev•t ably worked best 3
with a defensive mission and In hilly or mountainous country, as the

dogged s:ind at Xeren In East Africa, Cavallezo's laboriously constructed

"awalP against the Greek counteroffensive, and the often excellent

Italian performance In Tunisia all demonstrate. But the Army failed to

realize the full extent to which foot Infantry were handicapped In the 3
desert. Even as late as El AlameIn, the C o juvreo was intent on

sending foot-borne reinforcements, Including the paratroops of the I
EPolag.E, rather than artillery, armor, and above all trucks. 

9 9

While doctrine was responsible for much of Irtalian rigidity, the

Army's leadership style and training merhods were equally at fault. Its 3
approach to morale, unit cohesion, and relations between officers, NCOs,

and enlisted men wan Inconsistent with any tactical system aimed at I
defeating the eneamy. The nationwide recruicamnt system, In a nation as

divided by dialects and particulazisms as Italy, made unit cohesion

difficult to achieve at the best of times. Only the Aljini were exempt. 3
Then came the mobilization-demobilization comedy of 1940, which Impelled I
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the Army Staff to ship to Albania units hastily filled with partially

trained reservists or untzalned recruits. The Albanian cojmand threw the

new units Into the line a battalion at a time, as they disembarked, often

without their supporting weapons, coauunIcations, or supply echelons. As

I Cavallero, himself a major offender, put It unhappily as late as March

1941, awe are making a tossed salad!'100 Under these conditions, units

I blessed with particularly inept commanders simply collapsed; the cases of

i the "ifolves of Tuscany* and Bari divisions were especially

conspicuous.
10

The caste mentality of the officer corps precluded, and was

designed to preclude, a relationship of trust with the lower orders. In

rthe German or even the U.S. Army, which was in practice less egalitarian

I than the German, NCOs could become officers. In Italy, the battlefield

commission was apparently unknown. Thie MCO corps was deliberately small

-I (only 41,200 NCOs and technical specialists to 56,500 officers In June
102

1940) and NCOs served primarily in administration. Officers had

I personal servants, better uniforms and equipment, more leave, and above

I all, more and better food and drink than their enlisted men -- an Issue

that Xesselring raised several times with Cavallero, but without

i result. 103 General officers tended to view the troops wi th a

patronizing self-sufficiency that sometimes cost lives.1 0 4  The

exceptions were the officers of the AlPIni and elite units such as the

Folgore, where common danger, specialIzation, and esprit de corps created

a bond between ranks that overcame the Army's hierarchical mentality. As

one Polcore recruit noted almost with wonder, 'if we have to jump off a

four meter wall, the senior ranks Jump first, and then we Jwup." The

usual sort of junior officers, 'full of exaggerated dignity and bluster,*

did not survive In such an atmosphere.10 5
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After the Initial defeats, and at the urging of Mussolini himself,

the Army Staff polled subordinate units on their views on adopting a

common ration and distribution system for officers and men, at least In

the field. 1 0 6  The replies received at 2nd Army, at that point

occupying Yugoslavia, have survived. Most corps commanders were

favorable for logistical rather than leadership reasons, but 'the mass of

the officers' was apparently far from delighted.1 0 7  One comvander

Insisted that officers were simply not capable of functioning on the

normal enlisted ration of a mess tin slopped full of pasta or crude 3
minestrone: "'the officers' mess relaxes [ristoral and puts the officer

In the physical and psychological condi tons necessary for the

accomplishment of his far from easy task ... there must be some 3
differentiation -- for the purposes of the officers' morale."108 The

suppression of officers' field messes might also produce 'excessive 3
familiarity [domestIchezzal and consequent loss of prestige,* as well as

a loss of 'collaboration and comzadeship' among unit officers.10 9

Finally, the new system, If extended to garrison, might lead to

Odiminution of the already tenuous authority of the young subalterns, as

a consequence of the suppression of formal di ztinctions. "110 The

fierceness of the officer corps' defense of 'formal distinctions'

reflected an Inner lack of confidence in Its ability to lead.

Correspondingly, training tended to be Inconsistent with any

effective tactical system. Commentators on the pre-war period are

practically unanimous In suggesting that the Army's leaders were

oblivious of the Importance of training. in a book otherwise devoted to

defending the record of the armed forces in World War 1I, one eminent I
staff officer has written of *the widespread assumption that In battle,

Intuition and Individual valor counted for more than training. The
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Army sacrificed unit training to force structure megalomania, which

produced skeletal units Incapable of mounting field exercises, and so

diluted the officer corps' store of experience and talent that much of

the txrainng actually done was of little use.

3Ths same combination of megalomania and neglect presided over the

Army's training of its junior leaders. Junior regular officers were in

extremely short supply, due to the pre-war practice of restricting their
.112

numbers to guarantee all regulars a career. 1 orse, according to one

retired general whose opinion the Comando Supremo found worthy of

respect, junior regular officers In too many cases *allowed themselves to

be attracted by choice to the quietism of sedentary functions" In the
113

Army's immense bureaucracy. If regulars were In short supply in

line units, the new reserve lieutenants from the university training

courses suffered at the hands of instructors whom one senior commander

described as so incompetent as to give rise to criticism and comments

among the officer candidates.'114 Retreads from other wars, the Army's

other principal source of junior officers, had even less training In

modern warfare than the green lieutenants, and were in many cases

unsuited to the physical and psychological rigors of combat. The

deliberate stunting of the NCO corps did the rest: this was an Army In

which competent junior leaders were the exception.

After the disasters of the winter of 1940-1941, the Army Staff

under Roatta succeeded at least In part In diagnosing the problem.

Roatta found it necessary to point out In a circular that 'Instructors

i are to keep in mind tat battles are not only won on the battlefield, In

front of the enemy, but also In the barracks, on the ranges, and In field

i exercises.' His list of gaps in the training of the Army's Junior

leaders suggested how necessary the reminder we. Officers had:
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1) Insufficient capacity for command (lack of

authority, timidl ty In ordering and demanding,

uncertainty in addressing the troops).

2) Inadequate knowledge of the mechanical side of
w~eapons.

3) limited knowledge of small unit tactics. 3
4) rudimentary knowledge of communications equipment

and organization.

5) Insufficient knowledge of how to read topographic

maps, and little understanding of the compass.

6) Insufficient knowledge of field fortification. 3
7) Inadequate conditioning for long marches.

8) total administrative ignorance. 3

NCOs suffered from even worse deficiencies, Including an 'almost total I
absence of Initiative'.225 This was a damning Indictment of the Army's

methods to date.

Roatta's remedy was a reasonable one: much practice In platoon and 3
company tactics 'using a variety of simple tactical situations, close to

the real thing.' Cavallero also took a hand In June 1941, ordering the I
creation of training battalions to give courses to the junior leaders of

units likely to be committed to combat soon. Roatta's Implementing order

was a compound of common sense (as much live-fire and anti-tank training

as possible) and bluster: 'education fla cultural counts for nothing'.

"L4 cultura might indeed count for nothing until It came time to navigate 3
in the desert or adjust mortar fire.

I
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The effect of the Army leadership's new-found interest in training

Is hard to establish with precision. However, with the conspicuous

exception of the mobile units and the FolPgore (which appears to have

attracted large numbers of career officers, especially nobles) the

divisions In North Africa tended Co have one or two regular officers per

battalion, or less, and wwx,ý correspondingly short of experienced MCOs.

The reserve officers, In the words of a division commeander at 91 Alamein,

were willing to learn, but still suffered from *notable deficiencies In

professional preparation.* The result was Inevitably to overtax the few

regulars.
1 1 6

One further built-in deficiency In training which the Army never

even attempted to remedy was what the military attach4 In Berlin,

co•awnting on the disarray of 8th Army In Russia, described as 'the

principle that service support personnel do not fight."217 Italian

3 support and headquarters units, unlike German ones, did not train as

infantry and normally made no attempt to establish all-round defensive
S118I perimeters to ward off enemy raid3. 18In North Africa this principle

proved dangerous. In RuZsla It proved fatal: during the retreat from

the Don, Soviet armor patrols attacked the main Italian logistical base

at Kantemirovka and routed both service troops and thousands of Infantry

undergoing reorganization.

Finally, Army support capabilities were as Inconsistent with any

effective tactical system as was Army training. Food, except for

officers' rations, was by universal testimony execrable in quality and

inadequate in quantity. TVe already mentioned overcentrallzation of the

Intendenza, along with the sea-link bottleneck and the vast distances

from port to front, meant that Italian combat units In North Africa

suffered zegular shortages of fuel, food, water, ammunition, vehicles,
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U
weapons, and even manpower. But neither penury nor technological

backwardness dictated uniforms Chat came unsewed,, the famous "cardboard°

boots that disintegrated in the snow and mud of Albania. or the Mar

Ministry's rejection of requests from the units in Russia for felt

vilenk, instead of the hobnailed alpine boots that Infallibly caused 3
frostbite. Medical services and field sanitation were often inadequate.

The Army began the Greek campaign with two ambulance platoons In all of 5
Albania. Italian units in North Africa were perhaps better at sanitation

than their German allies, but both lived amid clouds of flies and

suffered Inordinately from dysentery and hepatitis.11 9

Army supply also proved poor at maintaining the vehicles essential

to movement and support; In November 1940 almost 2,000 of Italy's 5,140 3
vehicles in North Africa were out of service. This record was In part a

consequence of Army attempts to make up its shortage of military vehicles I
by requisitioning civilian trucks, which Inevitably had non-s5tandard

spare parts. Partly, It was the consequence of a shortage of mechanics

and drivers. The Army did improve, at least in North Africa; by August
120

1941, only 1,500 of 8,500 trucks were out of service. In Russia,

however, the War Mfinistry Inexplicably failed to provide low-temperature I
lubricants, necessary even in North Italian winters, for vehicles and

weapons. This improvidence was of a piece with the rest of the Army's

dismal tactical record. 3
Navy tactics are far less easy to analyze than those of the Army.

The available sources usually fall to describe tactical concepts or I
training; this lack of emphasis is perhaps itself a reflection of 3
tactical weaknesses. The chief characteristics of Navy tactics were

rigidity -- well attested to by pre-war German observers1 2 1 -- and

consequent reluctance to exploit opportunities. SupermarIna's dogma that II
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Italy must not lose ships paralyzed tactical as well as operational

I nitiative, and was out of step with the wider strategic objective of

I defeating the BrIcish fleet, or even with the Navy's preferred goal of

guaranteeing supplies for North Africa. In addition, the naval high

cowmand's Initial vision of war as a Mediterranear Jutland almost

precluded the placing of Italian strength against enemy weakness.

Caution In the battle off Calabria lost Italy's best opportunity to

I achieve Its primary strategic objective. After that the fleet generally

sought to avoid British heavy units, but failed to develop new tactical

I concepts to replace the Navy Staff vision of a clash of battle fleets.

After Hatapan, even the desperate British evacuation of Crete under

I Luftwaffe pounding failed to lure the Navy out. When the British

Cibraltar force sortied In September 1941, the Italian battleship

squadron wandered about Indecisively, then at Supermarina 's orders

I swiftly withdrew even after the Air Force correctly reported that an

Italian aircraft had torpedoed the battleship Nelson. 122 The Navy's

I refusal to contemplate offensive night actions or risk defensive ones

introduced a further rigidity: throughout the conflict, even when In

contact, Italian heavy units felt compelled to turn for home as the sun

set.

The Navy was more aware than the Army of the Importance of surprise

and rapid exploltation, but was disinclined to .eekA them. In April 1940

Cavagnarl claimed that surprise against enemy bases was impossible to

achieve, since the British and French navies were already mobilized. As

the British demonstrated at Taranto, the malali at Ale,'xndria, and the

Japanese at Pearl Harbor, this was nonsense. But It was nonsense that
123

Cavagnari's opposition to going to war at all may have dictated.

Whether excuse or not, the Navy was not entirely oblivious of the need
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for security and surprise, as Its elaborate though ultimately vein I

preparations to safeguard the North African convoys attest. The Naval

Staff Intended the Xacapan operation as a surprise raid against British

convoys, even if ULTRA betrayed the secret and the Itallan heavy cruiser

squiddron in turn fell victim to surprise. The Navy's only dramatic

success In the uas of surprise was technological: the long-neglected

maiali, once they achieved full operational readiness In 1941.

As for ra('d exploitation of opportunities, the Navy's

overcenralIzed cozaand system and the lack of aggressiveness of the m

higher consanders largely prevented It. Italian cruisers or battleships

In contact with Inferior British forces repeatedly held back or withdrew I
rather than exploit. Zn March 1942 Admiral Vian, with one cruiser and 1
six destroyers escorting a convoy, held off Admiral lachino with the

JWttorio, three cruisers, and ten destroyers. The Brltish did not lose a I

single ship to lachino's overwhelming preponderance of force.

The submarines, from which both Mussollni and the admirals had

expected major successes, also pzroved largely Ineffectual. British

merchant shipping In the Mediterranean was scarce and usually convoyed.

The Initial Itallan tactical system of Isolated submerged ambush arowud

enemy ports proved suicidal, given the clarity of Mediterranean waters

and the effectiveness of British antl-submarine aircraft and destroyers.

The Navy response was twofold: to keep many ot Its submarines as well as

Its battleships In port, and to follow belatedly the German example by

using submarines at night, on the surface, and •r groups. Results

Improved by 1942, but by then It was too late to accomplish any useful

strategic objective. Only the malal_ , which harnessed the national I
Individualism, embodied a tactical systen capable of achieving strategic

results.

_ _ _ I
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Navy tactical systems also appear to have lacked Integration In

some respects. Use of torpedo craft, destroyers, and even cruisers for

anti-aircraft and anti-submarine screening was standard procedure. In

the battle off Calabria the destroyers moved swiftly to cover withdrawal

with smoke. But combinrnq the fleet's action with that of submarines and

aircraft proved more difficult due to the insufficient speed and daylight

vulnerability of Italian submarines. Superm•aina's Insistence on keeping

the submarines under separate conwand further Impeded fleet cooperation.

Air support, even after the Air Force agreed to the arrangements needed

to provide It on a reasonably timely basis, tended to be late In

arriving; the limited range of Italian fighters also thinned out coverage

of fleet and convoys. Air reconnaissance throughout the conflict tended

i to be sketchy, due to poor ship recognition, slipshod reporting

procedures, and the Air Force's Initial Insistence on assigning only

superannuated aircraft to the task.

The sources rarely address the Navy's approach to unit cohesion and

I training. Presumably, the shared danger and hardship of naval (and air)

crews, and the precise and technical nature of combat tasks, meant that

cohesion of the k1nd the Armyj had difficulty generating was both easier

to achieve, and less vital to accomplishing the mission. At sea or In

the air, surrender or flight Is In general a choice only the commander

I can make. iWttle Information Is available about the Navy's training

procedures dLring the war, but It clearly failed to develop the

instinctive though rationally controlled aggressiveness that repeatedly

I enabled the British Royal Navy to d-feat or thwart superior Italian and

German forces. ieq~a Marina tactical performance, with the exception of

I the maiali and some light units, gives little reason to revise the German

naval attacnis mid-1939 judgement that Navy training was *not at the
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I
same level as ours; difficult conditions of the kind we deliberately

create In combat-type exercises are not sought."124 These weaknesses I
might seem to justify retrospeccively the Navy Staff's strategic and

operational caution. But any such judgment would ignore the extent to

which aggressiveness is Itself a decisive tactical asset: a ... no

captain can do very wrong If he places his ship alongside that of an

enemY° . I

Air Force tactics are if anything even less well documented than

those of the Navy. Tactics had strategic Implications principally In the

case of the bombers, which like those of the USAAF trusted In close

defensive formations and simultaneous release on the objective. In

combat, these tactics apparently served well -- when fighter escort was 3
available -- In maximizing what little accuracy primitive Italian

bombsights and navigation aids provided. 1 2 5  Operationally, the air I
force's tactical system clashed with Its concept of azione di massa.

Fighter tactics rested on the Individual prowess of the pilot as aerial

matador. 126 simultaneously and paradoxically, fighter training

emphasized formation aerobatics; and combat formations were sometimes so

tight that avoiding collision d1stracted pilots from scanning the sky for I
enemy ai rcrif t. Once aircraft such as the MC 202 appeared, however,

Italian fighters, although outnumbered, appear to have gi ven a good

account of themselves at the tactical level.

The Air Force tactical system was also Integrated, In the sense

that fighters and bombers cooperated from the outset; tactically the

.eqIa Aeronautica proved less Douhetian than the USAAP. The Air Force

also recognized by late 1941 the Importance of sychronizing bomber and

torpedo aircraft attacks. Air Force ability to cope with adverse

weather, however, remained extremely limited.

______!
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Surprise and rapid exploitation of opportunities was at least In

theory an Inherent Air Force characteristic. But that service°s

U relatively Immobile ground organization made exploitation difficult.

Morse, InsufficienC emphasis on reconnaissance and communications often

I throw away even tactical surprise, while making It relatively easy for

the British to catch Italian aircraft on the ground. Bomber unI ts

attacking well-defended targets such as Alexandria or Mal ta seem to have

made little special effort to achieve surprise, even after the Air Force

belatedly perceived In aid-2941 that the British had air defense radar.

Fighter-bombers seem to have been more Imaginative; In 1942 two Reggiane

2001s, camouflaged to resemble Hurricanes, Joined the landing circuit of

I the British carrier VIctorlous to deliver a abrilliantly conceived and

executed attack. Unfortunately, the bomb chat landed on the carrier's

flight deck shattered without exploding.2 2 7

Air Force training suffered, more even thw that of the other

services, from the throttling of Italy's fuel supplies. Between June

1940 and June 1942 the Air Force trained 1920 pilots and lost perhaps a

128
thousand, and as 1942 wore on the new pilots were Increasingly short

on flying time. But aircraft shortage was much more crippling; the

lesser skill of -he new arrivals was probably not a major factor In Air

Force Ineffectiveness.

The Air Force's support system shared some of the Army's problems

in sustaining combat units. Shortage of vehicles for transport of crew,

water, fuel and ordnance had a serious tactical consequence: It limited

dispersion of aircraft on the fields, and of units to satellite

S~129
fields. 9maintenance and supply tended to be slipshod. in the words

of one pilot who deployed to LJbya In 2940,130

Im
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I
The alircraf t flow primarily because they were brand new,

and also because our ground crews made the most unheard- I
of deals with other uniCs, wi th mysterious Arab traders,

and with the scavengers preying on wrecked Italian and

British aircraft ... . The same thing, the sam system

of Improvisation, was followed for the mess, the aid

station, and the other vital necessities of men in the I
desert. Ue had high losses; not from the enemy, but 1
from equipment difficulties.

I
Despite almost thirty years flying experience in LiJbya, Italian aircraftC

stationed there In June 1940 lacked sand filters; the result was an

131
epidemic of engine failure. 3 Rxperience did teach something:

Pricolo Insisted on holding back the first precious squadrons of MC 202s

until they could be fitted with sand filters, despite the wrath of

Cavallero of the Qofmado Suvremo, who demanded Inmediate deploymen

regazdlesi. of consequences. I
Even In Ztaly, Sicily, and Sardinia, the Air Force's ground

organization and Industrial backing proved unequal to the task of

maintaining the high sortie rates both tactical system and situation

demanded. In the August 1942 Malta convoy battle, the e•Sa Aezonaut•ca's

swan song, It was able only with extraordinary difficulty to comiut 500

torpedo bombers, bombers, fighters, and reconnaissance aircraft. The

problem was not exclusively Ztalian; L serviceability in the

Mediterranean theater In 1942 and 1943 tended to run at fifty percent or

less of establishment strength.

I
I
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Cocusion,

The organizational effectiveness of the Ztalian armed forces In

I World Mar ZZ was clearly low. They entered the war with largely

unsuitable doctrine, training, and equipment, and learned from their

defeats less than the Germans learned from their victories.1 3 2

Pacticularly in the operational and tactical realms, the services

S remained rigid and unlaagina tve. Army failures were especially

I conspicuous, thanks to a. World War I force structure and soystematic

neglect of unit training and Junior leaders. A few perceptive officers

-- subordinates of Cavallero at the Qr_&,ndo Sulromo and the much-maligned

Roatta at the Army Staff -- diagnosed at least some of the Army's

problems. But the Insistence of Mussolini, Cavallero, and Ar•y

tradi tionalists on nuabers, as well as the Incessant demands of

peripheral theaters In Russia and the Balkans, blocked the organizational

- ,revolution the Army required.

As Luclo Ceva has suggested, war also failed to produce change

because Inhibitions against washing dirty linen In front of the Germans

and the Italian public, as well as the absence of long-lasting ground

combat Involving most of the Army, combined to Impede the renewal of the

higher officer corps. During the first eleven battles of the Isonzo,

Cadorna had "torpedoed" unsuccessful or suspect subordinates with wild

abandon. The ductile Cavallero, who survived that experience, was

133unwJlling to retire even obvious Incompetents. Other than Badoglio,

whom the regime made scapegoat for Greece, the on2ly prominent victims of

I
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Ztallan defeats were Graziani, who went to pieces and pleaded for his own

relief, and Ubaldo Soddu, who failed to halt the November 1940 Greek 3
counteroffensive In Albania. Graziani's successor Ztalo Gariboldi showed

little energy or aptitude, but nevertheless went on to preside Inertly I
over the destruction of 6th Army In Russia. 1 3 4  Roatta and Ambrosio

traded positions as Army chief of staff and comader of 2nd Army.

Division and corps coammnders showed similar stability, except for 3
Sebastiano Visconti Prasca, who comanded the Greek affair at the outset,

and those killed or captcured In Africa and Russia. 1 3 5

A further major source of failure to learn was the traditions and I
nature of the officer corps Itself. The higher officer corps, In

particular, lacked a leadership tradition; lack of energy and .1

self-confidence was epidemic. The commander of one of the two armies in

Albania described without mincing words the general level of his division 5
and corps commanders:

Some did not show sufficient strength of character, 3
physical robustness, professional competence and

Initiative together with love of responsibility. Too

many have presumably arrived at high rank by virtue of

administrative drudgery, and without having well l

understood the maning of the leadezship of men and 5
the active employment of units on the battlefield. I

corporate self-defense and barracks Azmy routine had also produced an

over-age officer corps: colonels :,[ fifty, divisional commanders In U
their late fifties, and higher connanders of sixty or more. 1 3 6  Age and

Infirmity on high paralleled the youth and Inadequate training of the

I
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reserve officers below.

Sam generals tended to manic bravado, In the manner of Grazian1

S (Owhen the cannon sounds, everything will fall Into place automatically")

and Visconti Prasca ('this operation.. .has been prepared down to the

I smallest details, and Is as perfect as Is humanly possible.0) Others

fell Into exaggerated despair, as when Soddu panicked at a Greek

I breakthrough, or when Emillo Battisti, commander of the Cuneense alpine

division, gave up any semblance of command during the retreat from the

Don. 137 The naval high command's Inferiority complex vis-h-vis the

I British was similarly debilitating, and prevented the only possible

remedy, a successful fleet action.

The Army's counterpart to the readiness to asstme responsibility

f[VerantwortungsfreudIAkei t* 238] demanded of German commanders at all

levels was the sport of "palleqgiamento delle responsab.litA," or the

I unloading of hot pot.toes on subordinates or superiors, while storing up

evidence with which to dam others In case of disaster. Craziani

I bitterly resented his transfer to North Africa In June 1940, and sought

I to milnimlze his own responsibility for Immobility by sending Rome the

minutes of his councils of war with his subordinates. After the war

I Badoglio, Graziani, Viscontl-Prasca, and lesser lights followed up by

abusing one another In their memmirs.

The total abdication of the high command In September 1943 was the

culmination of this flight from responsibility. Ambrosio, chief of

general staff, avoided any part in planning action against the Germans.

I That task he thoughtfully left to the Initiative of Roatta, while Giacoma

Carboni, In charge both of SrLM and of the mobile corps defending Rome,

I adopted a position of ambiguity so extreme that historians have had

difficulty decypherIng his motivations. Ambrosio himself, following king
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and government and followed by Roatta, exchanged flight from

responsibility for flight pure and simple. I
Even In better times, this was an officer corps short on mutual 1

trust, a condition Fascist rhetoric worsened, but did not cause.

Inr1igues and rivalries were a principal preoccupation of the staffs In 3
Rome. Soddu feuded with the equally unprincipled and inept Carboni at

SZI, while plotting first to supplant Badoglio, then Visconti Prasca. 3
Crazianl sought to undermine Badoglio. Cavallero torpedoed Alfredo

Guzzoni (who had minded the Comando Supremo In Rome during Cavallero's

absence In Albania), Gastone Ghmbara of the mobile corps In North Africa

(for getting along too well with Ronml), and Pricolo of the Air Force,

whose own service was at least as Intrigue-filled as the Armay. 1 4 0  j
In the field, Graziani found It necessary to emphasize to his chief

subordinate, Mario Berti, the need for *absolute precision' and 'a

complete and absolutely true outline' of the motor transport requirements
141 E

of one of Berti's divisions. In 1942 one general petulantly refused

service In North Africa on the grounds that his assignment would 3
142

subordinate him to a rival with less seniority. The staff In East

Africa actually attempted to turn rivalries to tactical advantage In the

attack on British Somaliland: "Ve had placed at the head of the 3
[attacking] echelons officers whom we knew to be hostile to one another,

hoping that this would put wings on their feet.' The unexpected result 5
was that 'both of them concentrated essentially on preventing the other

from getting there.' 143 At company level, lack of mutual trust between I
officers and enlisted men mirrored the lack of trust within the officer 3
corps, and the Army's cavalier attitude toward training multiplied the

resulting damage. 3
I
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The final and most devastating source of Xtalian Ineffectiveness at

all levels was what one recent official history, with praiseworthy

candor, has described as 'atavistic Intellectual narrowness. ,144 At

the strategic level, the best that one can say for Badoglio, Cavagnari,

and associates was that left to themselves, they would not have fought at

all. But once at war, their vision did not extend beyond the

Mfediterranean. As Badoglio put It in September 1940, successful action

at Gibraltar and Suez would give Ztaly domination of that sea, 'and

nothing ... .could stop us.' Cavallero, even after Pearl Harbor, was

equally obtuse. Only after United States tanks and aircraft began

reaching the British 8th Army In quantity In the summer and fall of 1942

did the Itallan leadership begin to recognize that this was now a world

war. As late as the November 1942 TORCH landings, Cavallero Inexplicably

harbored Illusions of victory -- through alliance with the already
145

defeated French. On the operational and tactical levels, the

services were largely Impervious to outside example, whether doctrinal or

technological. A combination of intellectual parochialism with a

nationalist arrogance encouraged but not engendered by Fascism produced

an Army leadership that rejected armor, a Navy Staff that neglected radar

and coastal warfare, and an Air Force that preferred biplane fighters.

However devastating the effects of these conditions for Italy, they

were hardly an Italian monopoly. British and United States Army

leadership traditions fostered the illusions that war was -- respectively

-- akin to regimental soldiering or Industrial management. Traditions are

by their nature resistant to change. But to achieve and maintain

effectiveness military institutions must acquire the habit of introspec-

tion, of learning willingly from both enemies and allies, of remodelling

leadership style. The Italian case makes clear the price of failure.
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n.troductIon

The assumptions and conditi0ons under which the Wehrmacht functioned

after 1939 were heavily shaped by a cultural tradition that dates back to

Zmperial Germany. Since the German state had been founded by the army,

3 the army was a major national Institution, and military service an almost

universal obligation. Mot only did soldiers dedicate themselves to an

exultation of military values, but the system of subordInation and

autocracy was widely accepted, and an authoritarian attitude

predominated. The National Socialist regime did not have to Invent the

glorification of war as a corporate experience, dismantling social and

educational barriers and uniting the whole nation except for those who,

with the help of Bolshevism, had stabbed the victorious army In the

back. The *battle as an Inner experience" (Pronterlebnis) was not a mere

literary convention in Germany. It became the pivot for the amalgamation

of National Socialism and the German soldierly tradition.
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U
Zt was General Verner von Blomberg, Hitler's Minister of War, who

stated In an educational directive on May 24, 2934 that the 'ideas of 3
both our soldiery and National Socialism spring from the conmnn

experience of the Great Wiar.' 1  The bond between the military and the

movement was the ildea of a coamunity of blood and destiny of all German 3
people." The polltical goal of a militarized Vol&k3emeienschafCt incor-

porated the Ideas of self-sacrifice and the elimination of foreigners.

in 1935 universal conscription for Aryans was decreed as a duty for the

German people. Zn 1938 the German's honor was defined as allegiance to I
the FOhrer and the people. "This Is part of the story of how war, 3
regardless of victory or defeat but especially in defeat, came to be seen

as bestowing on Germans a seriousness and weightiness of experience 3
others did not possess. 2

The Mehrmacht was certainly one of the most formidable military I
machines In history, and certain lessons for future European battles 3
might be drawn from a close examination. The German Bundeswehr has also

seen the need to look upon the Uehrmacht's tactical performance for the 3
3

Instruction of its young officers. Can the knotty problem of learning

from the past be solved by selective exploitation of the operations of 3
the "finest fighting army of the war?'4 The linkage between strategy 3
and mass murder In the war policy of the Third Relch 'makes It Impossible

to posit a clean war, planned and fought by German soldiers who somehow

remained Insulated from their political leader- ship.'5 To say that

the behrmacht Is responsible for many crimes In Russia and Yugoslavia Is 3
not to say that every German soldier was a criminal or was equally guilty

of the crimes perpetrated In the name of the regime. Yet Auschwitz was

defended at Stalingrad too. On the other hand, the fact that the

political and military elite of Nazi Germany had drawn so many lessons I
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from iWorld War I and nevert~heless replayed t~he past, raises someI questions as to the validity of historical examples.
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U

Z. o~litical Effectiveness

Since the days of Clausewitz, much has been written about the 5
relationship of politics and strategy, scepter and sword, Staatsmann and

Feldherr. Hitler had defined politics as playing a leading role In I
Germany's struggle for survival. This . zruggle was to be a permanent one 3
until the 'racially more worthy' German people had proved Its claim to

world mastery ('Pax Germanica"). 'Until that day there could be no 3
appreciable difference between war and peace.'6 War was not only the

'highest expression of the life force' of a people, but also a U
legitimate, Inevitable tool in the hands of the responsible German 3
statesman to acquire the 3ufficient living space by which the nation's

future would be secured: racially, economically, and militarily. In the 3
light of Hitler's grand political alternatives, clear victory or -otal

destruction, with survival being contingent on m1lit.-try victory, politics I
and strategy became Indistinguishable. 3

Hitler had studied jailitary history as well and drew his own

lessons from It. As a good disciple of Ludendorff, he did not Intend to 3
be reduced to the position to which Emperor Wilhelm I1 had been In the

Great Mar. Hitler saw himself as the executor of a historical mission I
and was not willing to allow generals and admirals to exert influence on

pollcy-makIng. By 1938, at the latest, Hitler was 'master In the Third

Reicch. The political and military power combined In his hands was 3
unthinkable in democratic countries. Hitler was not only Head of State,

Chancellor, Party Leader, and supreme judge, but also Supreme Commander 3
I
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i
of the Vehrmacht and self-proclaimed supreme ideological leader of the

amIlItary. SInce there were no such bodies as a war cabinet or Joint

chiefs of staff, It was In his hands only that the threads came

togovthez. Despite the Mehrmacht's numerical strength, Its political

I effectiveness was smaller than that of the Reichswehr during the Weimar

period. The Vehrmacht was politically emasculated, and the military

establishment reduced to a functional elite. Hitler had achieved the

traditional concept of sword and sceptre In a single hand In a fashion

unseen In Germany since the days of Frederick the Great.

I As Flhrer und Oberster Befehlshab.r der Vehrmacht (Leader and

Supreme Commander of the Armed Forces) Hitler commanded via the High

I Command of the #qhrct, the Oberkowarndo der Wehrmacht (OQW). Its

chief, General, later Field Marshal, Wilhelm Keltel can rightly be

defined as head of Hitler's fifth chancellery, that for military
7

affairs. The OKW, especially Its Operations Branch

(Wehrmachtf Ohrungss tab) under General Alfred Jodl was Hitler's central

military staff to formulate his stzategic goals. In December 1941, when

Hitler also assumed the Immediate command :)ver the Army, Keitel took over

the administrative powers of the Army High Comiand and the authority of

the OKM's Operations Branch was enlarged. The calamitous division in

strategic command between the Army General Staff (for the eastern front)

and Jodl's working staff (for the other theatres of war from the North

Cape to the Mediterranean) remained. It was even widened In 1942, when

after the Allied landing In North Africa and General Franz Halder's

dismissal, Jodl and General KuPrt Zeltzler (after July 1944 General Heinz

Gude'rian) were rival Army chiefs of staff to Ft tler. Only In the last

phase of the Wehrmacht's existence, when In 1945 the entire Army General

Staff was Incorporated Into the OAKi, 'did an croaA'-_--;zonal fo.rm of th-

Iw..• .;
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U
highest command authorities come Into being which put an end to t.he old

rivalries. 8I

In 1939 Hi tler had willingly run the risk of being trapped In a

military conflict with Britain and Prance, although Germany was not ready

for a general war with the western powers, mi.litax•ily or economically. 5
As far as armaments were concerned, the war In Europe began three to four

years prematurely. This unexpectedly Imposed a 'total war of t

Improvisations" on the Third Reich, a situation which only developed Into

a real total war after the failure against the Soviet Union. The Council

of Ministers for Reich Defense (Ministerrat fOr die Relchsverteidigunq) 5
was formed on the eve of war, on 30 August 1939, with Pield Marshal

Hermann G6ring as chairman and Neitel the m1litary member, together with 3
the heads of two other chancelleries, Hans Lammers and Martin Bormann,

and the Plenipotentiaries for the Economy (Generalbevollmichtigter fOr

die Wirtsch4ft) (G_•), Walter Funk, and for Administration (fOr die 5
Verwaltung) (GBV), Wilhelm Frick. This body could have played a useful

role In coordinating civilian, industrial, and military requirements. 3
"', ' .t months later It had passed out ol. existence, because C6rlng did not

want to come Into conflict with the FOhrr_-:.L -. '-71rItca prerogatives to

direct the German war effort. In any case, , r -- uld not have made 3
strategic decisions, because Ke•ltel, Its mllircy member, did not have

the responsibility for zepresenting and coordinating the three services. 5
G6ring only took care to Insure his qrIp on economic matters via the

General Council for the Four Year Plan (Generalrat fOr den I
vier: ahresplan) , and on 7 December 1939 made r, reral Georg Thomas a 3
member of this body. Thomas was head of the Wer Economy and Armament

Branjch (Wehrwlrtschafts - und ROstu•gsamt) within the OK. 10 Since 3
',•ere was no systematic machinery for coordinating the whole war effort, I
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I the peculiar characteristics of the PFhrer state prevailed. Hitler

i munderstood life as a lethal struggle for survival between races, nations

and individuals, so It was not surprising that behind the monolithic

U fagade the relations between party and state, party and armed forces (not

to mention within each body), were governed by mutual suspicion, wrangles

I over competence, and duplication of functions. The resulting power

U struggles gave Hitler the role of the final arbiter, which Is a

fundamental element of charismatic leadership.

3 Vet the Council of Ministers for Reich Defense was responsible for

one decislon that had formidable consequences for civil-military

rn relations within the Third Reich. On I September 1939 it appointed 14 of

the party regional leaders (Gauleiter) as Reich Defense ComWrssloners

(Relchsverteidlqungskonunissar). They were thus made responsible for a

I uniform handling of all defense matters within their region. Thereby the

fifteen commanders of the Army Districts (Wehrkreis) were stripped of the

B powers the Deputy Army Corps Commanders had possessed during World War

X. In matters of dispute It was the party that finally decided what

belonged to 'Reich Defense* and what did not. On 22 September 1939 these

3 C onrn ssioners established "Defense Committees' to advise them on defense

issues. General Thomas even failed to get his delegates in the Army

I Districts, the Armament Inspectors (ROstunosinspekteur), on this body.

On 16 November 1942 all forty-two Calj~eiter were promoted to Reich

Defense Commissioners.

3 While Josef Coebbels and Albert Speer tried in vain to reactIvate

the Council of Ministers in 1942-2943, a step In a more sensible

U direction was the establishment of the so--called "Committee of Three' In

January 1943. Its members were the heads of the three powerful

S chancelleries: Bormann (party), Lamnmers (administratlon), and Keitel

I,
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(military). This board was to direct the total mobilization of the Third

ReolC. I

As there was no such thing as a strict separation of expenditures 3
for civilian and military needs during the war, it is hardly possible to

determine accurately the share of the national budget which the armed

forces could assure for themselves. For Hitler and his Nazi elite there

were social limits which Inhibited them from simply laying the burden of 3
war on the shoulders of the German people. This was one of the many

lessons they had drawn from the Great War. The stability of the regime,

they felt, depended as much on public morale as on coercion Due to the 3
party's emphasis on the maintenance of a relatively hiejh standard of

living, the Imposition of higher taxes was also out if question. The

solution to this financial dilemma was simple: the Wehrmacht was

expected to force the occupied countries to pay Lhe war bill. On 13 July

1944 Walter Punk, Reich Minister of the Economy, stated that the 3
contributions of the occupied countries to the German war economj and the

armed forces had amounted to about 66 billion marks up to the end of 3
1943. while those of the allied countries amounted to only about 6

mill'o" The latter figure Is hardly believable. Nith the

Gel .- arms pact of 21 May 1940 Germany alone had made a 3
pro& 0 .ion marks through Bucharest's acceptance of a devalua-

ti0n of the Rumanian currency and paying pre-war prices for its crude U
oil, not to speak ol the fact that Berlin exchanged parts of Polish and

Cze-_h booty for Rumanian oil.1 2

Oxpenditures for the armed forces between September 1939 and

February 1945 amounted to 394 billion marks, while the total expenditures

of the Reich were 630 billion marks. According to the former Reich 3
Minister of Finance, this was covered by foreign contrIbutions (122), __I
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national revenues (33%) and by debts (55%). 13 If one compares military

I to civilian expenditure, as a percentage of the entire budget, It becomes

clear that the former was nearly always twice as high as the latter.14

3 Al though nominal military expenditures increased greatly In the

years 1939 to 1941, the pattern of state expenditure confirms the fact

I that civilian spending also rose between 2939-1940 and 1943-1944 In

U virtually a straight line. Civilian output was maintained despite the

demands of war. The huge debts which the Nazi regime had Incurred In

I fighting this war had to be paid by the German people after 2945.

The question as to what extent the Mehrmacht had access to

SIndustrial and technological resources may best be examined In the

context of its need to provide the required manpower both for the

armament Industry and the armed forces. Since Germany did not have a

I defined overall Blitzkrlea strategy In 1939, there did not exist such a

thing as a Bl tzkrleg economy. Germany 'was caught half-way through
l .15

preparations for a longer war. If there was any link between the

operational concept of short campaigns and economicI mplementation, 'Its

conscious expression was confined to the mind of the FPhrer.°16 The

German economy was still divided Into two main sectors: the armament

factories, which were controlled by the OXI"s War Economy Branch, and the

I civilian Industries, which were monitored by the Plenipotentiary for the

Economy. The civilian industries were classified either as 'essential to

S the war effort& or *vital.* Although both sectors of the German economy

I were mobilized after 3 September 1939, a total mobilization to counter

the probable war of attrition did not take place, at least not In the

17
view of General Thomas. At the beginning of October 2939 Hitler

amended the still valid peace-time armament programs of the Individual

S services slightly. The victorious Polish campaign required theU,____I_
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production of additional equipment to reconstitute the armed forces, but

Hitler still saw no need for a transition of the German economy to the 3
necessities of total war. By and large, business as usual prevailed.

Decentralization of the economy and small-scale manufacture on a

single-shift basis were kept, although they resulted in less output per 3
unit of input.

Skilled labor was preferred to automated processes. Apart from 3
other consequences, decentralization meant a strain on transport. The

main problem was one of coordination, as the running of the war economy U
was hampered by the complexity of Its organization. Jurisdictional

authority often overlapped or was not even available. It was the

Intention of the 9_W"s liar Economy Branch to obtain overall planning 3
authority and to Increase the production of armament. Yet Thomas had to

compete with the Interests of G6ring and Punk on the one hand and those

of the services on the other. Under the impact of various inherent

bottlenecks In armament production and the cry of big business 'for a man

who dictatorially controls things wlth competence, /28 the main

responsibilities of Funk were taken over by the Four Year Plan and Thomas

was made a member of its General Council. But this was only one step in I
the right direction. G6ring was not able to fulfill the functions of a

OChlef of Staff of Mar Economy" which he had asswned in December 1939.

Under the Impact of a crisis In shell production and a striking 3
comparison between figures for the Great War with current levels, HIitler

decided this power struggle over control of armaments among G5rlng, 3
Keltel, and the military In favor of Dr. Fritz Todt and the civilian

experts. Hitler was convinced that the economy needed a 'slave driver. I
A businessman and party member would have other possibilities than an 3
officer of whom he could not expect such shifty tricks as the other would

___ ___!
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use."19 Moreover, Hitler showed an understanding that rivalries, which

were essential to maintain himself as arbiter, were only helpful In a

tCime of plentiful raw materials, machines, and laborers. This decision

3 In favor of competent professionalism was taken after consultations with

both big business and Todt. He was appointed 'Inspector-General fcr

3 special Issues of the Four Year Plan' (Generalinspekteur fnr

Sonderfragen des Vierjahresplanes) on 23 February 1940 and *Minister of

Armaments and Munitions' with formidable powers on 17 March 1940.

The political and technical elite regarded the officer corps as un-

qualified to organize the German war effort. The coordination of a high

production output of armaments and munitions with a low Investment Input

called for technologists and managers with special training, capable of

dealing with such concerns In the language of business and science. The

-- alleged Inherent leadership qualities of officers, because of their

specific education, was successfully challenged by the technical and

I economic experts. In the eyes of Todt and his collaborators the military

lacked the proficiency to exploit the economy effectively. A striking

example of military Incompetence and mismanagement Is the fact that at

3 the beginning of 1940 one armaments factory received contracts from all

three services which exceeded Its production capacity by a factor of

14 :1.20

W1th the appo.tn,.ment of Todt the path was opened to the concept of

-Industrial self-responsibilicty,'21 which Walter Rathenau, the great

3 organizer of the German war economy during World War X, had meant to

govern the German peace-time economy. The inrentions of Todt to create a

sense of solidariry among the engineers and managers coincided with their

wish for *unbureaucratic control' and their hostility to too high a level

-- of military Interference.
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I,
Todt tried hard to explain the necessity of his administrative

reforms to the military, especially Thomas and the Army's ordnance I
office, but they did not want to accept that the control of planning and

production of muni.tions, and soon of tanks and other Items, was to be

taken out of their hands and given to Industrialists. Al though Todt had

been a reserve officer In the Great War and was appointed an honorary

Brigadler-General In the Air Force on 19 October 1939, he was regarded as I
a mere civilian by the militalry. Ills relations with G6ring. the natural

rival for overall control of the war economy, were Influenced by the fact

that, as commander-in-chief of the Air Force, GWring was his superior.2 2

In order to pool and allocate resources, working groups and commit-

tees were established In the key sectors of the economy. The openings 3
which Todt had made with Hitler's backing into the provinces of the OK

and the Army were successfully widened by Albert Speer after Todt's I
sudden death In 1942. Speer's system of 'organized Improvisation' 2 3

refined Todt's concept of 'Industrial self -responsibill ty.' Better

management together with the massive closing dow, of small firms and the 3
redistribution of skilled labor resulted In a better use of resources and

a higher output of armaments. The energetic and Independent Speer used I
his position, with Hitler's consideration, to incorporate the OK'/s

Armament and War Economy Branch Into his organization. The Navy and Air

Force were reluctant to give up their still relatively strong Independence 5
in armament matters. while Speer got control of the Navy's fleet program

after Adanlal Raeder's dismissal at the beginning of 1943, It took him a I
further year to take over Air Force armaments (August 1944). A single n
executive body to concentrate on fighter production (the so-called

"Fighter staff') had already been formed in Mfarch 1944. Speer, who had 3
continued and developed Todt's policy, can rightly be called the Rathenau

_ _ _ _ _ _
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of World War IJ. Yet the so-called *Speer miracle' Is not understandable

without the ruthless exploitation of human and material resources In the

occupied countries.

3 Rrno.:oously effective though civilian performance was, can the

military's performance rightly be called Ineffective? It Is true that

I �he armed forces had often spoken with conflicting voices and had spent

too much energy in competing with each other rather than joining together.

It Is also true that the Individual services lacked a coherent armament

policy. The Navy, for example, vacillated far too long between big ships

and submarines. The Air Force overstressed the necessity for anti-air-

craft guns for air defense, while minimizing the Importance of air-superl-

I or ty .. hters. The Army lacked standardization and its weapons were

overly sophisticated. New technological weapons such as jet aircraft or

rockets were neglected far too long to be produced en masse.

It Is true that, by and large, the German military was not fit to

fight an industrial war. On the other hand, within the peculiar power

structure of the Third Reich, everything revolved around Hitler. H1s

commands, the so-called FOhrerbefehle, were Issued In response to

3- changing strategic judgements and governed the switches In war production

between .1939-1942, which In turn had consequences on manpower policy.

After the fall of France priority was given to Navy and Air Force

armament because of Britain's resistance. When Hitler had decided on the

- war against Russia, the first task of the war economy was to equip the

I 180 field divisions required. In mid-July 1941, with Russia seemingly

crushed, priority was again given to Air Force and Navy armament, a

I decision which had already been anticipated In the manpower sector on 20

December 1940. The basic transformation of the German economy to the

I demands of a total war was not accomplished before 1941-1942.I______
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I
Consequently, Germany's Inherent capability to sustain only short

campaigns became a liability In the long war of attrition. Both Hitler I
and the military realized that the German power base was too small for a I

nrw world war, yet the unexpectedly easy victory over Prance, the iwemnse

booty, and the access to foreign armament factories had masked the deep -

weaknesses of Germany's war economy and Its organizational deficiencies.

The Bitzk).r.eq in the East was meant to make her self- sufficlent and to I
gain the necessary power base to fight the expected war against America.

The failure of Barbarossa forced Hitler and the military to fight an

Industrial, total war which they had far too long sought to avoid. Yet 3
this new character of the war was not reflected In a fundamental revision

of German strategy. 1

The coompeti:tion betveen the armed forces, war economy and poli tical

agencies for manpower after 2939 reflects the state of Germany's

unpreparedness for a long European war. Especially the armament industry 3
and the vehrmacht made demands on the same men: the young, physically

fit and technically trained. To balance these manpower requirements3

extensive planning was needed. Legally the armed forces possessed

adequate access to the required quantities of military manpower. The I
Defense Act of 1935 had given them priority. Since then the Iehrmacht
had not only demanded definite regulations for the distribution of

manpower In case of war, but had to fight against the far-reaching 3
military ambitions of the SS. Although the SS relied on the volunteer

principle, Its strength had Increased almost three-fold to 23,000 between I
1935 and 1938.24

The so-called totalltarian state was not able to establish a

"people's roster' up to 1939, the necessity of which G6ring had stressed

In November 1938. Only 58% of the German labor force was listed.25

_ _ _ ____ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ !
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I Moreover, there were no defined regulations for the exemption of

i personnel to be placed at the disposal of the armament industry. Many

uncoordinated individual rules were the consequences, additional evidence

i that Germany was not prepared for a long war. The distribution of

draftees for the three services at the beginning of the war was as

I follows: Army 66%, Air Force 25%, and Navy 9%. The quota of the armed

forces of the SS, the waffen-SS, was still so small that It is not

included in the calculations.
2 6

The mobilization of August 1939 showed considerable deficiencies.

Although the armed forces had wanted to avoid the 'mistake of 1914,"

parts of the exempted personnel in the armament industry (about 114,000

men of the younger age groups had been declared essential to the war

economy) were called up nevertheless. The total exemption amounted to

1.8 million in December 1939.27 By September 1, 1939, the Wehrmacht

had mobilized about 4,559,000 men, almost three quarters of a million

more than in 1914. The Field Army stood at 3,279,000 men, the Air Force

at 677,000, and the Navy at 150,000. While the Imperial Army could rely

on a potential of 3 million trained reservists, the Wehrmacht with its

higher actual strength had 3.8 million men at its disposal. As

impressive as this numerical comparison might be, It conceals the

3 structural deficiencies of the Jehrmacht's trained pool of reservists.

In contrast to the forty trained age groups of the Imperial Army, the

Wehrmacht had only four, those born between 1914 and 1917. They,

however, belonged to the especially small age groups of World War I which

contained up to 50% fewer recrui table men than the older age groups

(1901-1923), the 'white years,' of whom only a few had received short

term training. Thus, the Wehrmacht had a sufficient, yet mainly

untrained potential of men between 35 and 45 years of age, but no
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U
considerable reserve of young men. This personnel situation was

militarily unsound. Although It was understood by Hitler and the

*1i1tary establishment, they both accepted these weaknesses, hoping for a

short campaign against Poland alone.

After mobilization, the Field Army order of battle stood at a total

of 103 formations: 102 divisions and one cavalry brigade. Regular

personnel formed seventy-eight percent of the 52 category I divisions,

but only six percent of the 16 category 2 and nine percent of the 14

category 4 divisions. There were no regular personnel in the 21 category I
3 divisions. Class Z reservists (below 35 years of age) formed 3
eighty-three percent of the category 2 divisions, while class II

reservists (same age but quickly trained) filled forty-six percent of the 3
ranks In the category 3 and 4 divisions. The gaps Jn the rear area

services of the category 1 and 2 divisions (four and three percent I
respectively) had to be filled by those age groups which had already 3
fought In the Great Mar (1894-1900). Their age and state of training

were, of course, a liability. These older men of the Landwehr Z reserve 3
(up to 45 years of age) provided forty-two and twenty-five percent

respectively of the category 3 and 4 divisions. The quota of these men U
(most of whom had not shouldered a rifle since 1918) of the total of 103

formations stood at twenty-five percent, about 1.2 million. 2 8

The Army High Command and the field commanders were effective In 3
largely obstructing Hitler's order of September 19, 1939 to dismiss the

World War I participants. Hitler and the party leaders did not wish the I
old combatants to carry the burden again, while a younger generation 3
remained at home; the military establishment was Interested in keeping

the veterans because they formed the mass of the non-commi ssioned

officers. On the other hand, the Air Force was unable to fill Its I
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personnel gaps, because the minister of Science and Educdtlon vetoed the

I L~VLuftwaffe's demand to draft senior high school boys (bewveen 26 and 18

years of age) to man the anti-aircraft guns. Yet as the need for

soldiers fit for front line diAgy increased, civilian auxiliaries began to

substitute for them. "From 24,000 boys employed In anti-aircraft units

In 1940 the figure rose to 92,500 boys In 1945..29

The unsatisfactory personnel situation was one of the factors that

contributed to professional opposition In the Army High Comwand and among

the field commanders to Hitler's intention to attack In the west In fall

1939. They were convinced that the Wehr;acht could not be compared to

S the Imperial Army of 2914. The Commander of Army Group C (in the

west) told Halder on October 3 that the category 3 divisions were fit for

static war (Stellungskrieq) only under quiet conditions, while the

i category 4 divisions would require further training to be fit for any

form of defense. 1 A war that Involved immediate and heavy sustained

I fighting might have led to grave difficulties In the training and

reinforcement system.,32 The seven months of the Phony War helped to

I reorganize and retrain the Field Army.

While the Wehrmacht could Increase Its actual strength to 5,651,000

men by mid-June 1940, exemptions had risen to 3.1 million men. Although

I the Wehrmacht had Increased its actual strength to 6,387,000 men by

told-December 1940 (Waffen-SS excluded), at the same time exemptions were

4.8 million, of whom only 1.5 million wure actually employed In the

strained armament Industry. The fight between the Army and the war

economy for personnel was decided by Hitler Fij favor of the production of

materiel and against the tactical needs of the Army. Nevertheless, the

military establishment successfully obstructed the release of 300,000

I skilled laborers, the so-called "RO 40 Urlauber," to go on tempozary
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leave for work In the armament industry. By November 1940 only 89.000

wen whose reJeas& had been ordered by Hitler on September 28, 1940 had

left the Replacement Army. In this situation the OXIA's War Economy

Branch had drafted a new FOhrer order and, with the backing of his

military advisers Keltel and Jodl, had gotten Hitler's consent. From the

standpoint of personnel the or -f December 20, 1940 foreshadows that

of July 14, 1941, because it stressed the prioricy of armaments

production for the Air Force and Navy 'for the continuation of war

against Britain. 3 3  No laborer working for these programs was to be

called up until June 30, 1941. This decision was taken two days after 3
the directive for Barbarossat The Third Reich gambled on an easy and

short war in the Bast.

The distribution of rgplacements for the three services on may 1,

194,* stood at: Army 72.3 percent, Air Force 22 pexcent and ^avy 4.4 I
percent. Ite quota of the Waffen.-SS had risen to 1.1 percent. 3
Nevertheless the Mehrmacht had been quite effective In resist-Ing

Hinoler's far-reaching demand# on manpower. The SS was by n~o means

satisfied by having Increased Its armed forces almost four-fold to 93,000

in the seventeen months between December 1938 and may 1940. The expansion I
of Nazi Germany to the ease, north and west, as well as the shaping of

the *Great Germanic Empire" which the SS dreamt of, helped to meet Its

ever growing requirements. By incorporating OCermanic" and *Ethnic

German* volunteers, che WMf4en-$S slowly transformed Itself Into a

multinational ,.rmy. 34  The so-called 'crusade against Bolshevism' gave I
a further stP 1.. taJ •ipetus to these tendencies. The intake of 3
forelgiers into -he Maffen-SS did not reduce Its pressure for a higher

quota of Ger•en ....npower, which rose to 2.8 percent In August 1941. The 3
l AcJ 1"st control completely, of course, after July 20, 1944, when I"
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HInwmer was appointed commander of the Replacement Ar.-,x. By 194S the

WaUfen-SS was to receive 17.3 percent of the 5S0,000 recruits of agc

group 1928. On the other hand, It Is worth not.nq thit the volunteer

I applications of age groups 1925 and 1926 for the Waffen-SS In September

2944 outnumbered those of each of the three services. The total strength

of the armed forces of the SS, Germans and foreigners, amounted to almost

830,000 men In March 1945. Only forty percent o' ýhem were Ger.•:p

nationals.

The summer of 1941 (September 4) saw the peak of exemptions:

5,574,000 men were declared essential to the war economy, while ?,191,000

men served In the Mehrmacht (Waffen-SS excluded). This Is only rorrect

In relative figures. The absolute peak of exemptions was reached at the

end of May 1944: 6,2198,55C. This was made possible by a larger Intake

of olde: age groups due to an amendment of the conscription laws In

1943. In 1941 exemptions outnumbered the Field Army (5,200,000). In

march 1942, before the summer offensive on the eastern front, the Field

Armjy had risen to 6,056,000 men, while the exemptions still stood well

over five million. It was not until sumner 1943 that the a.•med forces

(Waffen-Ss excluded) reached their peak: 9,730,000. This does make a

case for the ulehrmmcht's strategic effectiveness In Its fight for

manpower during the months of the Third Reich 's painful transition to

total war. In August 1943 the armed forces had received only 654,000 men

of the agreed upon 800,000, a mobilizatio, program the 'Committee of

Three* had decided upon In January 1943 to meet the immedlare replacem.nt
36

demmnds of the Wehrmcht. Since Hitler had ruled out capitulation,

the Third Reich responded to attrition with drastic measures. The

problem was to get the nefessary personnel to handle zhe equipment that

was available and to produce the equipment that was necessary for the
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soldier su3tain Zhe fight. The solutions for the armed forces were:

red?,- "i in exemptic-ns; recruitment of formerly unworthy Germans; I
forced recruitment of 'ethnic Germans;- transfer between the services;

reshaping of services to thin out men for ccmbat duty; reozganization of

formiations; recruitment of woaen auxiliaries; Increase In allied troops; 3
recruitment of Soviet prisoners of war and of Soviet civilians as

HlifswIllIqe, 37 and raising of units and formations made up of I
Russians, Ukrainians and other Soviet nationalities.38

Despite efforts to reduce the size of the armed forces administra-

tion by combing-out operations, In fall 1943 Hitler was appalled by the 3
disproportion of troops both behind the lines and at home to that at the

fron, . He ordered the thinning-out of at least one million men for 3
combat duty. 39 At the end of 1943 the Field Army stood at 4,482,396

men, only 2,887,456 of them were actually involved In the fighting

(combat and supply troops at divisional level and fighting GNQ troops).

In 1944, the Army compared Its fighting power, the length of the fronts,

and the age of the soldiers at that time to that In 1917.40 In 1917, 3
334 German and allied divisions had held 2,800 km of front, In July 1944

247 divisions were defending 3,152 Jm. The soldier of 1944 was on I
average 31 and a half years old, In 1917 there had been a difference In

age between the theaters of war: (east) 33 years and (west) 28 years.

Yet It was too late to draw InvedIate lessons from history. The armed

forces' 'campaign for fighters to the front' was only a partial success.

Instead of the ordered million replacements, It achieved an Increase of I
onlj 400,000 combatants. 4 1  Needless to say, the Incorporation of

foreign *volunteers' Into the Waffen-SS helped to overcome some of the

manpower problem. One of the least effectP'e and most costly solutions

was the j&Mtwaffe's establishment of Its own field divisions In September
SI_
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U 1942 instead of transferring Its young and coinbat-ready personnel to the

Army. Not only Army officers were enraged, but even General Yon

Richthofen, Commander of Pliegerkorns V1`1, was highly skeptical: 'These

I men belong to the weak Army divisions. I Z-an only hope that the whole

thing will not be a dreadful blunder.' It was. The Aix Porce field

I divisions were Incorporated Into the Arzy In November 1943, but kept

i their name. By March 1945 four remained.

I
I
U
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I _
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zr. t.2LrOeic eff cti vewss,

As Cermany's political and military leader Hitler saw himself as U
the Ideal fusion of statesman and Peldherr. The explanation for this

unique combination in Hitler's hands lies in part in the peculiarities of

the FPihrer state and Its Impact on the military coamand system. Not Just

Keitel and Jodl believed In the pab:.: principle. Likewise, one should

not overlook German military tradition as a factor In this development. 3
Along the lines General Ludendorff had propagated In his writings after

the G:oar Wer, the Army's senior leadership believea in the concept of

Peldherx. Yet Hitler had realized this concept In such a fashion that

the traditional directors of German strategy, the Chiefs of the Army

General Staff, did not remain as his principal advisers on war policy.

In their desire to preserve a decisive Influence on matters of war and

peace for the Army, Generals Ludwig Beck and Franz Halder had opposed the I
creation of an overall we•_h.rmar leadership. 3

Another factor also worked In Hitler's favor: the German military

was unaccustomed to thinking In terms of grand strategy. T•hey tended to

equate strategy with operational concerns and considered the conduct of

Army operations as an art. They argued that the necessary "creative I
abJIlty" for commanding an Az could only be acquired through personal

experience and the study of military history, because no fixed rules

existed for the &rt of war. "Military planners were trained to

conceptualize In terms of partIcular operations within their own branch

of the MervIrP." 44 In November 1938 the former Army Chief of Staff, I
___ I
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U LudwJig Beck, warned his colleagues of the fallacy In believing that quick

I offensive mobile operations could Insure a short war. In an assessment

of Germany's position In a future war Beck stressed that Germany's

i attempt to overrun one enemy would trigger war against a *world

coalition' which she would lose. "The Mehrmacht Is comparable to a

colossus on earthen feet, If It Is not supported by the other factors

necessary for total warfare. The architecture of only the armed £-)rces

Is not by itself sufficient basis on which to run a war. Yet Mtl

successor and the chiefs of the other services accepted the near

certainty that an attack on Poland meant war with Britain and France as

well as Poland.

Although secret preparations for an Invasion of Poland had begun in

April 1939, no qeneral strategic plan for dealing with a coalition of

Poland and the western Powers existed. Some historians, mostly Anglo-

American, have argued that Hitler and the German High Comand deliberately

i developed a litzkrieq strategy. However, In German terms, Blitzkriev,

I (deflned as a short decisive campaign against an Isolated enemy), had

meaning at only a purely operational level. 'it was victory that gave

Blitzkrieg the status of doctrine'46 and helped to gloss over Germany's

lack of preparation for the larger war Into which Hitler's decision had

plunged her. In contrast to the situation In 1914 the outbreak of war

did not evoke enthusiasm but rather skepticism among the German people.

I Yet this unpopular war which Germany's leader had unleashed developed

Into a patriotic affair -- patriotic, at all events, as long as the

wehKmacht was victorious, especially over France.

Zf a test of the relationship between strategic means and political

ends Is a fundamental measure of strategic effectlveness, then the German

attack In September 19.9 suggests Ineffectiveness at the strategic
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level. Although the military objective of crushing Poland was reached I

and the operational skill of military forces successfully proved, the war 3
was not won: France and Britain did not ask for peace. Mioreover, the

stratagem of deterring the western powers by the Russo-German Pact had 3
not worked. Znstead Germany depended on Stalin's benevolent neutrality

to resist the British blockade.

Emboldened by the Munich Conference In 1938 and the Western

"umbrella politicians,' Hitler had deliberat:ely taken rhe risk of

expanding Gezrmany's Lebengrauw. This decision was taken as a matter of

"cool calculation, however wrong-headed the conclusions"47 that Germany

had only a temporary advantage In military preparedness with respect to

equipment, organization, tactics, and leadership, and that time appeared 3
to be working against her, mil1tarily and economically. Already in his

"Second Book' Hitler had advocated a risky foreign policy to break the

bonds shackling Germany. In the case of politics, he had argued, the

chances of winning are never subject to fate or chance, but success or I
failure In a political action is erected on humanly perceptible factors. 3
"The task of a nation's political leadership is to weigh these

factors.'48 On January 18, 1939, while addressing young officers, 3
Hitler stated that history suggested that one could never calculate

beforehand even a S1 percent surety In war. 4 9  Hitler's folly was that I
he assessed the situation of 1939 In terms of preconceived fixed notions 3
while Ignoring any contrary signs. His aggressive political will ruled

out status quo or compromise and he gave pride of place to his own 3
historical uniqueness.

Th. military leaders seem to have completely misunderstood the I
relationsiaip between means and ends. They let themselves be persuaded by 3
their supreme commender that Britain and France would be deterred by

____ ___ ___I
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Germany's might and Russia's backing. on the other hand, the turn

against Poland in concert with Russia was not unpopular within the

millitary establishment and followed the line General Hans von Seeckt had

I drawn. "TheIr original sin was an arrogant Fachidlotie, the blinkered

professionalism of specialists Indifferent to the context and consequence

I of their profession.'so The naval comaund had known since May 1938

that Hitler was thinking of war with Britain and France. It thus planned

a special fleet for cruiser warfare against Britain. On January 27, 1939

I Hitler gave the highest priority to naval armament and approved the

so-called Z-Plan for the creation of a large fleet by 1948. Germany's

I second attempt at becoming a naval power is clearly demonstrated by this

i program. Only two battleships, three pocket battleships, one heavy and

six light cruisers, twenty-one destroyers, twelve torpedo boats and
51

fifty-seven U-boats were In service at the outbreak of war.

The Navy was certainly unprepared for the great conflict with

Britain. In September 1939 its commander-in-chief conceded wi'h a tone

of resignation that surface forces 'could only demonstrate their

readiness to die honorably and thus pave the way for a new fleet. 52

The _Luftwaffe, too, had only begun to think of aerial warfare against

Britain and France In August 1938. Then, It had planned for a fivefold

enlargement of Its forces. Strong voices In the Luftwaffe general staff

advocated that Germany was the only state which had advanced to a total

concept of an offensive as well as defensive air war In respect to

equipment, organization, tactics, and leadership.S3 Yet In respect to

the strategic air offensive, necessary for the fight against Britain, the

I was less optimistic. Although In August 1939 G6ring warned

Hitler against playing va banque, his boasts about his mighty Air Force

I only egged on the FOhrer.
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Zt needed the vision of the bloody stalemate on the western Front i
In the Great Mar to make the Army generals revive their opposition to 3
Hitler. The Filhrer had announced his Intention to extend the war In the

West even before Chamberlain rejected the vague German peace offer of

October 6, 1939. "HItler's speech In the Reichstag was then a mere lie

to the German people," noted one of the Army group commanders.4 On I
October 10, 1939 Hitler ordered the Army High Command to draw up a plan

of campaign. Despite much criticism from below, the Army's top echelon

obeyed, although they feared that the offensive in the west would lead to

the same static war as In 1914. Hitler's bitterness 'because the

soldiers do not follow him' 5 5 proved premature. 'Passive resistance I
was their only means of applying the brake, now that the Reich was at 3
war, without breaching the code of conduce of a lifetime and abandoning

their allegiance to the state.' 5 6  Was passive resistance really their

only means? Certainly not, If one remembers what General Beck had

written on July 16, 1938: 'mfilitary obedience has a limit where I
knowledge, conscience, and a sense of responsibility forbid the execution 3
of a command. If their warnings receive no hearing then soldiers have

the right and duty to resign .... If they all act with resolution a 3
policy of war is •mpossible.'

5 7

In this light the opposition of the generals cannot be dismissed as

mer*e military Impotence.'$8 Generals Walter von Brauchltsch and Franz

Halder clearly saw the alternative between resignation and coup d'dtat.

On the other hand, their relationship with Hitler was strongly Influenced

by a similar political end, namely the goal of making Germany the

doinant power In Europe, and on the other hand by their military values 3
of loyalty and obedience. Their Individual moral dilemm was enlarged by

the uncertainty of who would follow their decision. Hitler was not only

__I
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S prepared to destroy ruthlessly *any defeatist (Niesmacber) and anyone who

I opposed him and h.s plans for the offensive,'59 but he was also willing

'to stake everything on one card,* 60 because Germany could not sustain

a war of attrition. Therefore he wanted to smash France without delay

and force Britain to make peace before the atill tary balance shifted

Inexorably against Germany. Because of the pact with Stalin, Hitler

S could Instruct the military to begin work on operational planning for an

offensive In the west. There was no reason to fear a two-trorit war.

Just as It is Impossible to say whether Germany could have defeated

the Western allies In late 1939, the professional objections of the

I generals about the preparedness of the Army may also have been

I justified. The passing of time worked in Germany's favor, but only In

the short run and on the operational and tactical level. Zt Is

S Interesting to note that the ilitary opposition faded away as soon as a

more promising offensive plan emerged In 1940 which avoided the frontal

S onslaught. 'By a fortunate convergence of a number of historical

accidents: autumnal weather, Hitler's penchant for amateur strategy,

I )anstein's persistence. Schzmmdt's Intervention and the failure of the

western powers to attack, a strategic plan was evolved which four months

later led Germany to a victory over France more complete than that of

1 1870-1871.• 
"62

This dazzling victory over her old enemy had profound effects on

Germany. The bond hetween Hi tler and the mili tary was stronger than

ever. While Keltel dubbed him the 'greatest Feldherr of all times,' the

C-In-C of the Army, General von Brauchitsch, praised Hitler as the 'top

S soldier of the German Reich who would definitely secure Its future.

Nothing seemed Imposaible for the German soldier. The Army General Staff

I had gained a new confidence In Itself. Its chief Halder even thought of

I ___
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winning back its authority as the arbiter of strategic matters. In

mId-June 1940, quite independently of Hitler, Halder began to plan first I
for an offensIve-defansive, and then for a preventive "military blow at

Russia to force her to recognize the dominant role of Germany In

Europe.a 6 2  This strategic objective suggests that It was not pure

concern about the build-up of Soviet forces In the newly-selzed

territories that caused Hal der 's Instruction to the operational

planners. Halder himself said after the war that the Peldherr should not

be denied the right to launch a preventive war In order to secure the U
nation's welfare. 6 3  5

So when Hitler asked the Army command to find a military solution

for the "Russian problem," it was already well on Its way In Its

preparations for the next campaign. On July 22, 1940 Brauchitsch was

able to submit to the POhrer an outline plan which contairnqd alms, 1
concentration, and comparative strengths for a military blow at Russia In

the fall of 1940. The campaign was to be carried out with only eighty to

a hundred divisions against the fifty to seventy-five good divisions the I
Soviets presumably possessed. New German historical research has shown

that this "proposal of extraordinary optimism" was based upon a I
contingency plan for the 18th Army which had already been Issued. 64

Therefore It Is not surprising that the Army High Command offered no

objections whatsoever to Hitler's Intention to attack Russia In spring

1941, although his war alms exceeded theirs.

Hitler and the Army High Command had turned to Russia In the sumvwer I
of 1940 as a possible solution to Germany's strategic dilemma. They had

become Increasingly concerned that Britain had placed her hopes on Russia

and the United States When German efforts failed to coerce London to

sue for peace, the key to the strategic problem appeared to be the
___ _ _ __ __ __ __ !
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I destruction of the USSR. 'if Russia were to be destroyed, then Britain's

I last hope will be wiped out. Germany will then be master of Nurope and

the Balkans. * The defeat of Russia would make America a quantlt6

U rnaloeahble. This evaluation remained the strategic basis for Hitler's

decision to crush Russia In a rapid campaign before the war against

Britain had been concluded. Just one day before Issuing Directive No.

E .'1, 'Case Barbarossa" on December 18, 1940, he reiterated his grand

strategy. All continental European problems were to be solved In 2941 as

the United States would be prepared to Interfere from 1942 onwards 66

But Hitler was convinced that after the destruction of Russia Germany

I would be unassailable and Britain would be forced to sue for peace. He

i also knew that everything would be lost If Barbarossa failed.

The military not only falled to communicate to Hitler what was

I militarily possible, something one might have expected from generals who

prided themselves on their analytical brilliance and objective

I professionalism, but also showed no practical ability In coalition

I building. Although the OICM's operations branch and the Naval High

Command favored a peripheral strategy, aimed at the British empire, as an

I alternative to war on the Soviet Union, they did not unite their

Individual efforts with those of Foreign Minister Joachim von Ribbentrop

I In urging Hitler to form a continental bloc to Isolate Britain and deter

the Uni ted States. As long as these separate strategic plans served

Hitler's Intentions to obtain a stable western and southern flank, he

I signalled agreement. In December 1940 Hitler again defended Barbarossa

In terms nf global srrategy as a strategic means to dash Britain's

I hopes. Thus, the Navy's attempt to secure for Itself a decisive role In

order to win victory over Britain failed. Hitler's central objective --

S to take the continental empire route to world power via smashing the

I__
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Soviet Union -- remained unchanged6 7 and shaped German strateqgy almost

up to the end of the Third Reich. The Luftwaffe. too, had its doubts

about fighting a two-front war against Britain and the Soviet Union. Yet

after the disappointing 'Battle of Britain" the chief of staff viewed I
Sar~bassa as another chance to fight that type of air war for which the

Luftwaffe seemed best suited. Convinced that Bolshevik Russic. was a

long-term threat to German ambitions, Air Force generals set to work with 3
optirmsa on the details of the operational plan to support the Army. 68

The Russo-German war prov'ldes a significant example o'f strategic I
Ineffectiveness, arising from failure to balance the relatlonshjip between

available forces and strategic objectives. From a rational point of view

the German forces were too small, too ill -equipped, and too badly

supported for the strategic task of defeating the Red Army before the

onset of winter. Moz~eover, the widely-held assumption that the Soviet I
system would collapse after the loss of vital parts of Its Industrial 3
potential, led the Germans down a dangerous strategic path. while the

German military in 1914 had underestimated France and overestimated 3
Russia, in 1940-1941 It was the other way around. Drunk with victory

over France, the senior Army leadership planned the Invasion of Russia as U
a Blitzkrieq in every respect. eIf Prance, the principal foe in German

Interwar planning, had been so quickly destroyed; the Soviet empire, with

Its primri tive economy and clumsy, purge-weakened Army, could hardly I

69expect to survive.' General Jodl, Hitler's foremost strategic

adviser, unequivocally stated on December 3. 1940 that It was correct to 3
reduce armaments production for the Army In favor of that for Navy and

Air Forces, since Barbarossa could "by all means' be fought with existing I
70equipment. Likewise Hitler on January 14, 1941 took full "

responsibility for this measure 'In consideration of all operational alms
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and in appreciation of all military objections."71 The Chief of Army

E Equipment and Commander of the Replacer,. . Army, General Fromm, saw no

reason to press for a higher priority for the Army In armaments

production. Thus, the coming B& tzkrjeq rested on a panzer force

I. equipped •i th existing materiel and booty and only peripherally on new

production. Hitler after consultations with Todt ordered on June 20,

I 1941 that Army armament promuction should be drastically reduced In favor

of the enlarged Luftwaffe program. Thus, there was an Immediate shift In

I emphasis In armament production on July 14. 1941 to the Air Force anc;

S Navy. The underestimation of Rusian capabilities lay not only In a

false analytical assessment, but also in the fact that Nazi Ideology was

i nherent In the military's perception of Russia's strength.

While there can be little doubt that both Ideological and strategic

5 factors governed Hitler's decision to attack Russia, the ready acceptance

of his racial goals by the military establishment and most of the officer

corps should not be overlooked. Dlfficult though It is to discuss the

I ideological bond between Hitler and the military within the framework of

effectiveness, one must understand the deep Involvement of the Army In

3 the war of annihilation In the east. 72

MThs was not done out of cowardice or because Hitler's

advisers had drifted away from the high standards of the

old Prussian officer corps and degenerated Into

3 unthinking military automatons Indifferent to moral

Issues. on the contrary, It was a measure of the

deep-seated hostility to "Pussian bolshevism' which

permea ted the officer corps throughout the We •mar

period. That Is why the military were prepared toI'
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translate Hi tier' s bloodthirsty Ins tructions into

precise military orders.7 3  3

On the other hand, strategic necessities provided the officer corps with I
something like a "clear conscience' in their effort to destroy the fabric I
of Soviet society.

In March 1941 Hitler made It abundantly clear to the military that

the campaign against Russia was to be more than Just a battle between two

armies, It would also lead to a struggle between two Ueltanschauungen 1
(philosophies of life) and to the liquidation of the 'Jewish-Bolshevik

intelligentsia.' He was determined to convert the Vehrmacht Into an

instrument of extermination alongside the SS. Thus, he wanted to erase 3
the line between military and polItical-ideological warfare in the east.

It was the Wehrmacht's senior officers and their legal advisers who cast I
Hitler's Ideological Intentions into legal form: the 'Decree concerning

the Exercise of Military Jurisdiction and Procedure in the Barbarossa

area and Special Measures of the Troops in Russia' of May 13, 1941, and

the 'Guidelines for the Treatment of Political Commissars' of June 6,

1941, and the details for deployment of four SS Hinsatzgruppen (murder

squads) within the Army Zone of Operations, were all the result of Army

administrative actions.

In the center of the Army's preparations for the struggle against

the 'deadly enemy of National Socialist Germany' stood Halder, not

Brauchltsch ox the latter's often mentioned 'General Officer for Special

Duties attached to C.-In-C.,= General Eugen MOller. lialder was willing

to let the troops participate In tJh.e forthcoming ideological war. 1
Partisans were not to be court-martialled but summarily shot. Commissars

captured In battle were to be shot forthwith. With the approval of the I
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Army High Command the OW drew up guidelines for the common soldier to

take up 'ruthless and energetic' measures against Bolshevik agitators,

partisans, saboteurs, and Jews and to crush absolutely any active and

I passive resistance. Concern for the security and the discipline of the

i rtroops, and the speedy pacification of the country were obviously more

Important than flagrant breaches of International law. The whole concept

I of lus in bello was viewed as an Irksome impediment to the extermination

campaigns In the east. Professionalism and Ideology went together well.

I As long as the mass shootings of Jews and communists were 'perceived and

construed as military measures against Germany's enemies, It did not

U require nazified zealots (though surely these were not lackinc), merely

3 conscientious and politically obtuse professional soldiers to carry them
ii 74

out. 7 By shooting the commissars, who were identified with

I criminals, the German military hoped to eliminate the hardliners and to

drive a wedge between the political leadership and the presumably decent

Russian soldier. Thereby, they hoped for a speedier and less costly

I advarce into the depths of Russia. When the treatment of political

con•missas proved counterproductive, i.e., the resistance of the Red Army

I stiffened, opposition to the standing orders spread. The problem which

had arisen out of 'partial Identity' with Hitler's racial concept was

I eventually solved within the context of professional military thinking.

Long before the German offensive had come to a halt at the gates of

Moscow, Leningrad, and Rostov, it dawned on Hitler and his generals that

I the Blitzkrieg against Russia had failed. While Halder still believed he

could achieve final victory through a broad encircling movement against

I fMoscow, Hitler had already realized by the end of August that it was too

late for that In 1941. Hitler wanted to seize both the economic

resources In the Baltic and the Ukraine and to li,;owuJd .:LdteAL c

I
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I
foundations for victory in 1942.

At the height of the first great military crisis In November 1941, I
when the commander of Army Group Center only feared another 'Verdun,' 1t t

was the c.vilian minister Dr. Todt who called for a negotiated peace

settlement. 7 5  Yet Hitler was not a man to cave In. The consequences 3
of the erroneous strategy for Germany 'were grave In the extreme: Russia

would still be fighting in 1942, Britain remained undefeated and In I
December the United States entered the war bringing Into being a

formidable coalition dooming Germany Inevitably to defeat.*76

The 'ruthless. incontrovertible laws of attrition' did not lead to 5
a fundamental revision of Germany's strategy. The defeat of the Soviet

foe kept top priority until the thkeat of an Allied landing In Prance 3
77

became imminent In fall 1943. Because of the great personnel

casualties and material losses in 1941 the Third Reich had the strength

for an offensive against Russia on only one sector In summer 1942. The 5
strategic objective of seizing the Soviet oil area was, however, linked

to a grander strategy of German armies descending from the Caucasus and,

together with Rommel's desert offensive crushing the whole British

position in the Middle East. 7 8  Yet this plan could not materialize.

Even before both offensives commenced, the balance of probability, given

available resources, was against success. in 1939 the Army was not the

same as that of 1914, in June 1941 it was relatively weaker than In May

1940, given Its tasks. After the failure In front of Moscow, the General

Staff knew that there woLld be never again be an Army like t1at of June I
1941. 7

After the heav'y setbacks in North Africa and Stalingrad the OKW's

operations branch, for the last time, undertook to assess Germany's

80si tuation in terms of a world-wide strategy. Since the higher I
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I conduct of war was solely HItler's business and since there was still no

I combined services planning and advisory staff, General Jodl could only

inform the other agencies about his strategic analysis. Under the

realistic Impression that the war could not be won by a mere holding of

the front lines, Jodl and his lieutenant, General Walter Warlimont,

defiantly demanded a resumption of the offensive against Russia In the

5 southern sector. "he seizure of the Middle East was still viewed,

together with the continuing impact of the U-boat warfare, as the key to

I final victory.

By the spring of 1943 It was crystal clear that Germany had lost

I �the strategic Initiative. Yet the military establishment did not argue

I with Hitler over a recasting of German stracegy but about applying the

best possible offensive operational techniques against superior allied

I land, sea, and air power. The Army command hoped to regain freedom of

maneuver on at least one sector of the eastern front to forestall a

decisive Soviet offensive (Operation OCitadel'). 81Al though submarine

I warfare in the North Atlantic had collapsed In may 1943, the naval

comaand embarked on an 'new fleet program' to build 40 L'-boats monthly

I and 8 destroyers and 12 torpedo boats yearly. The now Chief of Naval

Operations, Grand Admiral Karl DWnitz, ruled out victory at sea but hoped

I to hinder the Allied sea powers from utilizing their superiority at82

sea. The battles of attrition in the east and in the Mediterranean

were bleeding the Luftwaffe white. The threat posed by the American

5 bomber., aimed at Germany's Industrial heart, left the German Air Force

"with no choice but to come up and to fight' for the Third Reich's

3 defense. Thus, the other two fronts became subsidiary theaters for the

Luftwaffe. 
8 3

I
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Despite the heavy blows both by the western allies and the Soviets I
In summer 1944, Hitler resolved to carry on this desperate struggle In

the hope that the enemy alliar•ce would break up. Once again he played va

bangu4t. The Ardennes offensive in December 2944 was a desperate attempt j
to drive a wedge between the Americans and the British. When this gamble

failed Hitler flew from reality into history and hoped for the same n

miracle that had saved his Idol Prederick the Great.

The so-called 'AXIs' possessed virtually none of the

characteristics of a serious alliance. Hitler's self-confidence and j
secretiveness contributed to the fundamental lack of a combined grand

strategy. 'The lack of any central body for coordinating the efforts of m
all the members made the Axis somewhat less than the sum of Its 5

84I
parts.'84 His arrogant disregard of the possibility of Involving Japan

in Barbarossa led to his substitution of Pinland and Rumania in her 3
place. Although Hitler still thought highly of Mussolini, Italy was not

considered as a major power after her setbacks In Africa and In the I
Balkans In fall 1940. The switch to Helsinki and Bucharest 1s clearly 1
visible after Hitler's decision to go to war with Russia In suemer 2940.

At first his strategy was primarily defensive: to safeguard Germany's

vital supplies of oil from Rumania and nickel from Pinland.

In the case of Rmania, Hitler's attitude changed after German

Luftwaffe and Army missions were stationed there. Their tasks were not

only to defend the oilfields against occupation and destruction and to

train the Rumanian armed forces, but to prepare for a commitment of 3
German and Rumanian troops In a campaign against the Soviet Union.

Although Hitler and his generals took It for granted that Rumania would

participate In Barbarossa because of her territorial aspirations for

Bessarabia, Northern Bu~ovIna, and Transylvania, they did not hammer out

I
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strategic objectives in a series of conferences at which top political

and mili tary leaders and staffs communicated freely. The Rumanians

remained In the dark, although the head of the German Army Mission In

I Bucharest had pressed for the establishing of 'a sound basis for this

difficult coalition warfare' at the beginning of March 1942. 85 Marshal

Ion Antonescu, dictator of Rumania, was not fully Informed about the

Imminent attack before June 21-12, 1941. Up to this date the German

military establishment in Rumania had only worked for an allied effort to

beat off a Soviet attack. Indicative of Hitler's attitude to his allies

In general is his remark to Antonescu on June 12, 1942:

An operation stretching from the Arctic Ocean to t.ie

.- ack Sea demands a central unified command. This

in 'rally rests with us. The mistakes of former

coalition wars have to be avoided. Each ally

participates In the total glory. 8 6

So It happened that Mannerheim, Antonescu, and Horthy, but not Mussolini,

were awarded the Knight's Cross In swmner 1941. The non-agreement on

common political and strategic objectives was not a major factor during

_ the period of success. However, It became a quickly growing element in

the relationship between Germany and her allies as the war began to go

badly. In the case of Finland, It began after the failure to seize

Leningrad In September 1941; In the case of Rumania, Hungary, and Italy

in the fall of 1942. After Stalingrad, Antonescu and Horthy wanted peace

I with the west but a continuation of war against the Soviet Union, while

Mussolini wanted to conclude a separate peace with Stalin and a

t o87continuation of war against the Anglo-American powers. The tactical
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success over rthe Red Armyj In )fmarch 194388 proved s crong enough to keep

H&D'ia•r and Rwmania in line. It could not, however, offset rthe impact of I

rthe A~lled advance in th~e if editerranean which, in the process, caused I
IHussolini's deposal and Italy'5 su~rrender. I

I
I
I
I
I

I
I
i
I
I
I
I
I
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lZU. Operational RfctIveness

SThe greatest single campaign of the war, planned and prepared to

achieve by combat a strategic objective within a single theatre of war,

was operation Barbarossa against the Soviet Union. The lightning victory

i in the west marked the turning-point in the development of a Blitzkrieg

conception of operations. Nevertheless, the Ge.-man forces on the eastern

front In June 1941 were only slightly stronger than those deployed in the

west In May 1940:

1940 1941

divisions (armored) 141 (10) 152 (17)

tanks 2445 3350

aircraft 4020 303289

Despi te the enormous research on Barbarossa there are several

elements In the planning process that require amplification. The

I first was the persistent tendency of most German generals to underesti-

mate the size and quality of the opposing force, the Soviet Industrial

3 resources and manpower potential, and the Soviet command and control

system, a disastrous omission once the Blitzkrieq failed. This tendency

matched the belief In a decisive German qualitative superiority in

leadership. The conviction of the Russian soldier's Inferiority was

enhanced by the unexpectedly rapid victory over France. The German

military leaders became victims of their previous overestimation of an
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old foe. An additional factor lay in the underestimation of Russia's

size and her geographical conditions which vastly differed from those in

the west. The essence of the Barbarossa plan was to destroy Soviet

forces by swift pincer movements west of the rivers Dnepr and Dvina. The 5
Germans assumed that this plan would succeed. They believed that they

could break the back of Soviet resistance under the InItial impact of

Blltzkrleq. They gave little thought to the fact that only 20 percent of

the available forces were really capable of the mobile warfare necessary

to reach the strategic objectives. 5
Since the war much of the blame for the failure of the Blitzkrieg

has been placed on the shoulders of Adolf Hitler, whose strategic and I
operational insight is characterized as a *strange mixture of Intuition 5

.91
and .Ignorance. ' The truth is that the generals were every bit as

culpable as their POhrer. Pilled with a boundless optimism in the 5
efficacy of the BIJ tzk&Leg tV.,'g had fisJoned, 92 they could not

imagine that the Red Army could resist their mighty Wehrmacht. They

unequivocally ruled out the Soviet armed forces as a real danger. 5
General Erich Marcks, who drew up the first plan for Barbarossa in -ufnmer

1940, even went so far as to blame the Russians for not doing the

Mehrmacht the favor of attacking, because he viewed the destruction of

the bulk of the Red Army forward of the great forest zone and the rivers I
Dnepr and Dvina as an essential condition for the outcome of the

campaign.
3

A few weeks later Colonel KInzel, head of the Army's intelligence 5
staff, agreed with this evaluation of Russia's Intentions. Germany would

have the Prcivenlre," because the Russians would not even be so bold as I
to launch a limited operation to seize the vital Rumanian oil fields. 9 4

On the other hand, the German military leaders were concerned about some

I
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of the Information as to the Red Army's future capabilities. If In the

ongoing process of Its modernization, quality were to be added to

quantity, then the Red Army might emerge as a competitive Army In leader-

ship and combat strength capable of sustained offensive operations. This

I long-range, latent threat had to be eliminated by an Immediate German

attack with the might of a superior Wehrmacht. On the eve of the German

I Invasion Halder admitted that the Russian deployments did not suggest

offensive intentions. The 'border battles could last days, perhaps even

I a number of days' which would however create an opening (Vakuuw) which

3 the panzer groups could exploit. 9 5

Except for outlining (on July 31, 1940) a campaign with two

thrusts, one toward Kiev and the other through the Baltic States In the

direction of Moscow, which were finially to be linked up, Hitler left the

military planning for the Blitzkrieg to the generals. It was not until

December 5, 1940 that he was Informed about their proposals. At first,

he expressed agreement with the Army's plan. Subsequently, however, he

I developed his own, substantially different approach. For Halder, Moscow

*as to be the main objective. Therein he followed Marx.ks. Hitler's gaze

5 was fixed elsewhere. After the first phase of operations, the

destruction of Russian manpower before the Dnepr-Dvina-line and the

prevention of a Soviet retreat Into Russia's Interior, Hitler wanted to

seize Important Industrial areas In the Baltic and In the Ukraine.

Moscow was of little Importance, he argued.

It was characteristic of the relationship between Hitler and Halder

96
that they did not argue about this obvious dichotomy. While Hitler

had no doubt that the General staff would ultimately accept his views,

Halder continued to regard the capture of Moscow as the principal

objective. He felt sure that the operational developments would prove
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him right. The fact that the Chief of the General Staff did not attempt

to argue his case for a direct advance on Moscow, and that he regarded

the second phase of the campaign as less important than the opening

border battles, Is a sure Indication of operational Ineffectiveness.

"The subsequent actemqpts of the Army leaders to develop the operations in

accordance with their original plan led to a dispersal of effort and

serious delays while the arguments which should have been ralsed before 5
the carpaIgn were finally settled. 97 One only needs to compare

Hitler's directive of December 18, 1940 with the oriaInal version of the !

Army's De ,.er, ')irectIve of January 31, 1941 to see what Halder had in

mind. T-. : itude Is a clear example of Pflhren unter Hand (leadership

behind tj;. erior's back) which became a comueon feature of operations 5
98

from 1943 onwards. 8Moreover, Halder tried to secure his influence on

guiding the campaign in the right direction by appointing his chief of

opetrations, )fajor-General von Grelffenberg, to Chief of Staff of Army 5
Group Center. It was not an effective counter to the feared OuerschOsse

aus der Stratosphire 9 9 (monkey wrenches thrown Into the works from on

high).

Did the German military establishment have the capacity for I
supporting the invading force with the required supply? The expansion of 3
the armored force between the battle of Prance and Barbarossa is an

interesting case In point. 'The ten panzer divisions were to be doubled

In number but each was to be halved In Its tank strength -- from its

earlier divisional organization of two panzer regiments with a total I
establishment of about 280 tanks, to a single tank regiment of about 140

tanks.' 1 0 0  Each tank regiment consisted of two Abteilunoen

(battalions), although three out of 20 panzer divisions did In fact keep 1
three battalions. At the same time an increase In motorized divisions I
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also took place. Except for the three motorized divisions of the

11affen-SS that retained three regiments, the Army's •owtorized divisions

were now reduced to two regiments In order to convert eight fur her

I nfantry divisions Into motorized Infantry. It Is doubtful whether the

I 17 panzer divisions deployed In the east In 1941, (five of which were

still equipped with Czech tanks), could be compared to those deployed In

I the west In 1940. General Halder fully recognized this. The logical

consequence of fighting a BlI tzkrieg with inadequate equipment was a

I system of Improvisations. On June 4, 1941 Halder told the Chiefs of

I Staff of the higher echelons that 'organizational adjustments and

LtilIzation of all possible makeshifts' would be required.101 The

Ifailure of Panzer production Is suggested by the fact that the German

pan-er force In the east still contained 281 obsolete MK I and 743

I outmoded MK II tanks respectivelyj, and only 444 of the modern AK

XIV. 102  The total tanks In the east amounted to only 3350. *These

figures were, of course, entirely inadequate, and the war In Russia was

to bring out the tank deficiencies, not only in numbers but also In
1I03

performance, armor, armament and tactical mobility. The German

materiel was only suited for fair weather and good roads.

Even more harmful was the fact that 84 Infantry divisions and even

three motorized divisions were equipped with vehicles drawn from foreign

I countries. Despite the great number of looted vehicles, 77 Infantry

divisions had only horsedrawn supply troops.1 0 4  About 15,000 Polish

I peasant Panlewagen had to be acquired for this purpose. Therefore It Is

not supri3sng that the German Blitzkrieq Army had more horses than

veLicles. The very multiplicity of vehicles (2000 different types), guns

(170 types), tanks (with the allies', 73 different types) and of

anti--aircraft guns (52 models) created a logistical nightmare In terms of
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I
parts and maintenance. The military establishment had accepted In

November 1940 that the commitments were far outstripping resources, Its I
striking solution was to define supply problems as Inferior to command

taski and to demand 1 flexible supply organization.205 The problems

associated with "great space -- great aims -- no railroads" had certainly 3
106

not been given full attention. To achieve sove extra mobility the

motorized troops were given an additional, so called *handbag"

(Handkoffer) of supply. According to his conmand task (Filhrungsaufgabe)

the Quar term&s ter-General, General Eduard Wagner, Introduced his own I
field supply organization at Army group level which had a capacity of 3
60,000 tons of Grotxans2ortraum (Army motor transport lift) on heavy

trucks at Its disposal. dAr the vehicles were generally unsuited for

their logistical tasks on the primitive roads of the Soviet Union, supply

could not keep pace with operational advances. A pause for replenishment I
of the moLorized foimatlons was planned for after 300-400 kilometers.

Yet the Soviet resistance did not allow the necessary time. By the end

of October, the 18th Panzer Division, for example, had lost 59 tanks due

to enemy action and accidents, hut 103 tanks due to the lack of spare

parts.1 0 7  Already In September the four panzer divisions of Guderian's

2nd Panzer Army only had between 20 ann 30 percent of their combat 5
strength. In its after-action report of March 12, 1942, the 4th Panzer

Divilion complained that 'leadership had been reduced to a large extent 3
.108

to a problem of supply. Thus, contrary to doctrine, operational

successes could not be fully exploited. The great crisis of supply which I
arose behind the 'magic" Dnepr-Dvlna line was not so much caused by the 3
unfavorable weather and terrain conditions of fall 1941 as by an earlier

collapse of the s,.ply system. One result was the abolition of Wagner's

field supply organization and the establishment of quartermasters at Armyi __ I
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group level.

Zn June 1941, 3,050,000 men stood ready for Barbarossa In the east,

leaving 385,000 men of the Replacement Army for future Army needs.

Ninety thousand men in the field replacement battalions were intended to

I cover Immediate replacement requirremenCs. The Army estimated that the

two months of 'border battles" would cost 275,000 casualties w~ih a

I further 200,000 In September. Thus, by the beginning of October 1941

there would be no trained reserves left. The Army leaders were willing

to accept the risk. Such personnel policies reveal once again the

I ~military's optimistic assum'ption that they would win a decisive victory

over Russia within three months. They were undoubtedly blinded by the

suprisingly small losses in the first two years of the war-losses which

had totalled less than 100,000 dead and missing. Yet the real casualties

.in the Russo-German were to reach more than 830,000 by the end of
Dec-mber 1941109

ecember 1942. 209 The significance of this theatre of war In

comparison to the others is revealed by the fact that 33,463 officers had

fallen In Russia through March 1944 out of the total of 38,000 officers

110
killed from the beginning of the war.

The Barbarossa plan with Its fixation on a short campaign provides

numerous examples of operational ineffectiveness. German operations In

Pussia In 1941 were not masterpieces of the military art. Proud of

their victories and contemptuous of the Russians, Hitler and his generals

miscalculated the Mehrmacht's strengths with respect to personnel,

materiel and logistics. Viewed against this background the Army High

Command's optimism reveals Itself more as a compulsion. The result was

rthat 'whether behind the lines or on the battlefield, Operation

Barbarossa stands as grisly testimony to the necessity of harmonizing

reach and grasp, will and means in national policy. ' 1 1 2
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Historians have too long believed the alibis of German generals who

blamed Hitler after the war for demanding a new offensive In 1942. The

truth is quite differenc. There was in fact no serious opposition when

Hitler said that the war would be won against Russia, although the a

fthmach.'s reduced fighting strength allowed for only one thrust. Zt 3
was to be delivered In the south while the two other Army groups stood on

the defensive. The essence of Operation -Blue' was to destroy Soviet

forces west of the Don, this time executed by smaller enveloping

movements than in 1941, and to occupy Soviet oil producing areas in the 5
Caucasus. The latter goal was considered to be "a must. This a

territory,' Halder told the Navy liaison officer In April 1942, 'has the

same Importance for the ezman Reich as the province of Silesia had to: r

Prussia.'.Ili

Several weeks after the beginning of the sumer offensive Hitler 3
seemed confident that he could achieve victory by capturing the city of

Stalingrad and the Caucasus at the same time. He made this decision

against the combined advice of his generals. Nevertheless, when the 6th 5
Army was surrounded by the swiftly executed Soviet counter-offensive in

November, General Priedrich Pauluss' chief of staff did not think It

worth looking for anyone In particular to blame. Oe all have not

recognized the dimensions of the danger, we all have over-estimated I
ourselves and once again underrated the Russians.' 1 1 4  Yet General

Arthur Schmidt still believed In 'litler's 'lucky star.' When Paulus

asked Hitler for permission to break out, the High Command turned him 4
down. Looking to Field Jiarshal von flanstein for understanding and

support, he received the striking answer: 3

I
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After the PF__rer's order to hold the fortress

Stalingrad, the coamander Is responsible only for

executing this order to the utmost with all means. The

responsibility for the fate of the Army has been taken

over by the POr.. The commander has to carry the face

but not to answer for It.1
1 5

Is this an example of operational effectiveness or the degeneration of

leadership?

The German generals In the east were to learn the bitter lesson

that Russians were fully capable of executing an armored operation with

strategic objectives. In 1942-1943 It needed all the tactical skill and

experience of the German field commanders to prevent their armies trom

being thrown back beyond the starting point of their great summer 1942

offensive. The second attempt at knocking the Soviet Union out of the

war had failed. What remained was the strategic defensive, the best

tactical means of which -- the limited offensive -- was unsuccessfully

tried three times: at Xursk (July 1943), at Avranches (August 2944) and

in the Ardennes (December 1944).
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I

IV. ractical 8ftecci venesp,

The Cerman campaign against the Low Countries, Belgitm and Prance

has become stereotyped as the classic example of .BJtzkriec. Zn this

view, the tactical approach of the Gezrman Army was consistent with its

strategic objectives and operational capabilities. Xt had effectively 5
pitted Its strengths against Its adversaries' weaknesses. In reality,

the German mirlitary establishmenc had not thought of a BliJtzk&Ceg In the

strategic respect. Xt had assumed a much longer period of fighting, for

which It had prepared a "second wave" In personnel and materiel. The S
surprisingly quick victory over the old foe left Hitler and his generals

so enthusiastic about Cerman tactics "that thereafter air bombing, the

van5fL breakthrough and the deep motorized envelopment became ... all I
there was to be learned about waging a war."1 6

The German tactical system before Barbarosoa was, by and large, I
consistent with Its strategic objectives, Its operational concept, and

Its evaluation of morale and unit cohesion. The Army High Conmand,

analyzing the combat experiences, pointed out that the Polish and Prench 5
127

campaign had confirmed German tactical principles. Overlooked was

the earlier critical cowmmnt of a y commander that the Panzer arm 5
had only succeeded in fulfilling Its main tasks, crushing tJe enemy's

positions in ruthless pursuit, because the Polish forces had been so

Inferior. General Wilhelm Ritter von Thc•a warned that It remained to be 5
seen whether pane divi•sons lacking absolute air superiority could

moster their tasks against a modern well-equipped and well-led enemy with 5
I
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a modern system of positions.1
1 8

filth the pattern of the successful Panzer Groups of von Kelest and
119

Guderian In mind, 9the OKH established four Panzer groups In the fall

of 1940. All motorized formations were concentrated in them. Each

Panzer group was to coamand two to four Danger and motorized corps. 'The

panme groups, like armies, would be capable of independent long-range

L tasks, driving wedgelike blows that would tear open the enemy's front and

help the Infantry armies forward to their operational objectives."1 2 0

Yet the time between the campaign In the west and that In the east was

too short to upgrade tactical training to met the operational demands.

The manpower exchange between the Army and the war economy, the shortage

of fully trained reservists, the creation of new Panzer divisions through

a cadre system, the extensive special training of officers at the service

schools which hindered divisional training; all contributed to the fact

that the Blitzkrieg tactics of the forces invading Russia were far from

perfect.

SAl though the Luftyaffe had proved helpful to ground forces in the

Polish campaign, especially In achieving air superiority and striking

P,1ish defensive lines, 'it took the more complex military operations

I against Allied forces In the west In spring 1940 to refine close air

support doctrine for armored formations" In fluid battle situations.12 1

5 Like rthe Army, the Luftwaffe was more interested in confirming earlier

combat lessons than about the apparent continuation of difficulties in

gaining a clear picture of rapidly changing events on the ground. The

5 &tawafe detailed close air reconnaissance squadrons to each Panzer

division, established air liaison officers down to that level, and

I assi7ged signal detachments to front areas where Important mobile

operations were taking place. In addition the Lu afe established a
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close air support leader within the Pligeerkorps which was to cooperate

"especially closely' with the anzer groups.1 2 2  j
The panzer groups were subject to the commanad of particular armies,

a circumstance which led to friction Immediately after the Russian I
campaign had begun. While the a groups wanted to retain full

advantage of their mobility, they were needed by the infantry armies to

crush the encircled Russian forces, even though the best equipped 3
Infantry divisions had been deployed behind the advancing Panzer

groups. 123 Contrary to expectations the encircled enemy forces did not

fall to pieces but doggedly fought on, thus tying down German mobile

formations needed for further advances. Army Group Center felt the need

to subordinate two panzer groups to one Army while transferring their

Infantry formations to another Army. On the other hand, tactical

difficulties arose through the fact that these two panzer groups were

differently equipped. The motorized divisions of Panzer Group 3 had only

Prench vehicles, and could not keep pace with the other panzer

divisions. 124

In mld-July 1942 Hitler became concerned that In the second phase

of operations against the estrong Russian colossus' (an assessment

contrary to earlier hopes), the panzer arm would have to 'suffer those

losses which only the Infantry could fill up,' because there would be no I
supply of gazers and vehicles. 12 5  The growing friction between field j
commanders, for example Pield Marshal GLnther von Kluge and General Heinz

Guderian, and between Hitler and the Army High Command reflected more 5
than different tactical concepts; they reflected a growing recognition

that the 5lLtzkrie% had failed by late sumwer 1941. Hitler wanted to I
seize Leningrad to secure the Iron ore supply through the Baltic and the 3
Ukraine, because of Germany's need for grain, and accordingly tailored

_ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _I
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German tactics to the aim of destroying the Red Army via smaller, but

more effective encirclements. Halder, however, kept on thinking about a

grandiose victory around Moscow.

Like the great Michael offensives In France In the spring of 1918,

the Ardennes offensive In December 1944 ought to be considered under the

rubric of "tactics.* Like Ludendorff In 1917-1918, Hitler was guided In

his decision In August-September 1944 more by political goals than by

military, I.e. strategic or operational, considerations. By punching a

deep hole Into the enemy line, Hitler Intended to shock the allies In

such a way that they would be ready for a peace settlement. Like

Ludendorff, Hitler defended his decision to gamble on an armored

offensive to take Antwerp. Even the style of Hitler's leadership Is

comparable to Ludendorff's dictatorship In wtlitary matters In

126
1917-1918. In 1944 Field Marshals Gerd von Rundstedt and Walter

Model were virtually reduced to the status of highly paid non-commis-

sioned officers, an approach to command that General Wolfram von

RPchthofen had already criticized In November 1942. OA11 planning,

preparation and orders (for the Ardennes offensive] remained, as the OI(V

diarist noted, closely under the hand of the Fflhrer, for he was even

making the daily decisions as to the supply of vehicles and horses to the

Individual divisions making up the attack force.'127 After some

Initial gains -- due to complete surprise and poor visibility for the

superior Allied Air Forces -- the assault ground to a halt after a week

of heavy fighting. The German losses totalled over 76,000 men. Although

the Ardennes offensive shocked the allies and for the last time

demonstrated German tactical effectiveness, the strategic result was that

the backbone of the German defense on the Rhine soon collapsed.
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I
As the Army considered itself first and foremost an offensive

force, Its doctrine and training were geared accordingly. After the I
victories of 1939 and 1940 the Armtj's C-In-C underlined the value of the a
educating of officers and men "to the ruthless offensive spirit, to

boldness and a determined way of acting supported by confidence In the 3
superioritV of the German soldier over every enemy and by a staunch

belief In the final victory.0 1 2 8  Field Marshal von Brauchitsch also I
pointed out that 'there could be not the slightest doubt about the fact 5
that the training of the soldier to be a determined and aggressive

fighter could not be separated from a lively education In the National 3
Socialist sense.°129 The company and battery commander was considered

to be 'the central personality still retaining a direct Influence upon 3
the education, Instruction and leading of the Individual man,' he alone

could 'forge the company as a compact unit and both lead the Individual

man Into and keep him within the battle-community (KampfgeMMInschaft).*1 3 0

Since the troop comwnder was responsible for the spirit and attitude of

his soldiers, the Ideological education of the troops was his task. 5
Neither Hitler nor the generals were Interested In a sophisticated

educational program. Neither understanding or an profound Ideological

conviction was desired, but rather an emotional instinct of the 3
Volkseomoinschaft's needs and a staunch belief In the POhrer.1 3 2

After the failure of the summer offensive In 2942 the 'ruthless j
offensive spirit' was substituted by Hitler's slogan for the defensive

front: "Dig and go on digging. 132 A month later the PFhrer demanded

that the troops and their leaders fight the coming winter battles with 3
the *proud knowledge of the achieved victories, strong confidence In

their own ability and with t.e uncompromising will to c.ush the enemy 3
again.'133 It was left to the commanders of all :anks to strengthen B
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the defensive prepareduess of their men for the coming defensive

I baCties. The new demands on the powers of resistance, even In the face

of crises and setbacks, were met with a mixture of strengthening the

traditional military values and an increasing ideological orientation.

I Since the coamanders still carried the responsibility for this work of

Instruction and education, in 1943 'educational officers' (Offizier fOr

I hMehrqeistlge POhrung) were nominated to support their commanders. It was

the Army's personnel office, not the party, that in sumner 1943 saw the

i need for a uniform orientation of the officer corps In regard to the

a fight for Germany's destiny.' 134 The result of this professional

Initiative was a highly ideological book with the title What Do We Fight

I Por? Hitler's well-known order of January 8, 1944 emphasized the

officer's role in leading by personal example not only in battle, but

also in questions of Ideology. *He who fights with the purest will, the

bravest belief and the most fanatical determination will be victorious in
.135

the end.' There was no room left for non-political officers.

The question of the efficacy of Ideological instruction is

difficult to answer. Yet It was one important factor -- together with

traditional *soldierly qualities,' the social and educational background

of the officers, and the conditions at the front which contributed to the

tactical effectiveness of the Individual soldier. It was attractive for

him to be praised as the *first socialist of the Reich,' 'real socialism"
1236

being defined as the doctrine of 'performance of the hardest duty.3

Since the soldierly and patriotic rhetoric persisted side by side with

Ideological orientation and since the relationship between Mehrmacht and

Nazi fetltanschauung was a dynamic one, it is difficult to agree with the

Judgement of one historian that the average soldier 'did not as a rule

fight out of a belief In Nazi Ideology -- indeed, the opposite may have
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been nearer the truth In many cases..137 The contemporary

"sociological findings' about the officer candidates between 1939 and 3
1942 reveal that almost 45 percent of them had been members of the Nazi

party. 13 he m language used by commanders (of three first line

divisions] became more and more National Socialist In terms and content,

[as the war proceeded] probably wir.h the hopo of providing their troops

with that very belief In victory which the realities of the battlefield

seemed to contradict. 
1 3 9

The German tactical approach that stressed decisive action as 'the

first prerequisite for success In war,' and war as ean art, a free

creative activity* which *makes the highest demands on a man's entire I
personality, .140 depended on front line leadership and a high level of 3
unit cohesion. An officer corps constituted from men with outstanding

martial and intellectual qualities, particularly moral and physical 3
courage, 'requires long tradition and broad experience In order to

function effectively. 141 Martin van Creveld makes the point that the I
American officer corps which expanded forty-fold during the war should -

not be compared to the German officer corps. I should like to ask the

provocative question: why not? Does German Ideological instructlon -

indeed play an important part?

The German Army officer corps expanded sixty-four fold during the I
ten years 1933-1943. By October 1, 1943 the Army possessed 246,453

officers, yet more than 80,000 of them were medical and veterinary

doctors or arms officers. 142 The German naval officer corps expanded I
from 4,500 to 11,200 officers between August 1939 and March 1941. 143

During Its sixty-four fold expansion the German Army officer corps 3
had developed from a small professional one to a lirge Volksoffizierkorps

(people's officer corps). 1 4 4  It had lost Its social homogeneity, was 3
I
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over-aged, and was characterized by qualitative differences. Hitler's

I Initiative of summer 1942, which General Rudolf Schmundt was eager to

S implement, aimed at prefering the combat officer over the military

systematist and only partly represented a 'manipulation of a traditional

*lite'145 via Social Darwinist beliefs. As early as August 1808

Prederick Wilhelm III had ordered that In times of war only those who

were 'outstandingly brave and had things under control' would be entitled

to a commission. 146 The Initiative of 1942, to stress combat

experience over education and seniority, was also partly the result of

the officer corps' structural deficiencies and the enormous casualties In

Russia. Schmundt"s efforts were successful. While In 1942 7,800

officers were commissioned Into the Army, one year later the total was

45,870. Yet the daily losses of officers outnumbered the Input.

September 1944 was the worst month with 317.5 officer -esualtles per
147

day. The total shortage of officers In the Pleld Army affounted to

13,000 on September 5, 1944.

Whon the campaign against Russia began there had been no numerical

shortage of officers, even a reserve of 300 for each Army group. Yet the

divisional distribution Is Interesting. While the ratio between active

and reserve officers was 50:50 In the panzer, motorized, and mountain

divisions, It was 35:65 in the category 1, 4, 11 and 12 divisions, and

10:90 In all the others. fozeover, the head of the Army Personnel

Department pointed out on June 4, 1941 that 6,000 - 7,000 former World

War I officers held on a separate supplementary list

(_ranzu__soffiziere) would be accepted on the active officer list. This

applied only to those with an outstanding personality, and not to those

wi th merely adiUnistrative qualifications (B.ro-Offiziere mit

148Beamtenei qenschaf ten) . In the Luft•waffe the ra tio be tween acti ve
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and reserve officers wa3 the same as In the poser divisions (50:50) at

the beginning of Barbarossa. Zn the fall of 1942 the total ratio between

active and reserve officers In the Army was 1:6 out of a total of 180,765

on October 1, 1942.

Schmundt tried hard to do justice to officers at the front and

tried to promote them according to their involvement at the front

line.14 9 The Ideal divisional coumander was to be a young,

battle-experienced, vigorous officer of character and with heart.

Intellectual ability ranked second. In those new infantry divisions,

onowyn as Volksgrenadlerdivisionen, raised in 1944 under the administration

of the SS, there should be no regimental commander over 40 years of age

without the Iron Cross, First Class. Colonels could only be promoted to

major-general after one year of front line servico. The Volksgrenadier

divisions were to symbolize the German Volksgemeinschaft at arms in Its

fight for 'liberty and honor.' Unsurprisingly, these divisions were

considered elite formations and got preferential treatment in regard to

personnel and equipment after Hinmler had assumed command of the

Replacement Army in July 1944.

WIllilasmon Murray has persuasively argued that the German Army's

response to its victory over the Poles In 1939 represents a high level of

effectiveness In uniting training and doctrine. He suggests that Its

"willingness to be self-czritical was one of the major factors that

enabled the German Army to perform at such a high level throughout world

war ZZ. 150 This may have been true after the Polish campaign when the

German Army faced the highly respected French Army. Having crushed that

adversary the notion prevailed that the German soldier could do

anything. The Army High Command felt that doctrine and training had

stood the test well. The 6th Panzer Division, for example, stressed in
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its after-action report that German air superiority had played a decisive

role In the west. Its own success was ascribed to the 'closest

cooperation between armor, Infantry, artillery, engineer, and anti-tank

forces.'1 Si While the motorized and Panzer formations went through the

ordered 'cell division* program, an intensive training program went on

from the fall of 2940. In general the troops were to be trained to fightI advrsar. .152
against an 'equal adversary. Priority was placed on attack and

exploitation of success. The training program for battalion and company

commanders, for example, went so far that field commanders complained

about Its serious repercussions on the divisions' dally duties because

too many officers were attending courses at training schools or

153
camps.

It is true that the Gezman military establIshment in the second

World lar was willing to learn from experience In order to save blood.

It closely tied Its training to .ts 'lessons learned' analysis of events

In Poland, Prance, and In Russia. Prom November 1939 divisional

commanders were asked to Indicate the level of combat effectiveness

(Xampfkraft) of their formation In a monthly evaluation report, so as to

avoid the mistake of the High Command In World War I In wrongly assessing

154
German fighting power. 4What was the use of such reports, however,

when there were no supplies or replacements to cover the losses? In

November 1941, for Instance, In order to seize Moscow with a last effort,

Halder and the command of Army Group Center gave precedence to superior

leadership, stronger will power, and unit cohesion over the other

Important components of success such as personnel and materiel, the

155enemy, terrain, and climate. They thereby overruled the unanimous

opinion of the other chiefs of staff to go on the defensive.
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I
Responsible for the evaluation of war experiences for 'conduct of

operations, training, organization, weapons, and equipmento In the Army U
High Command since 2939-1940 were 'arms* generals for Infantry, tanks,

artillery, and engineers. In September 1944 the Army saw the need for a

general for anti-tank warfare. Within the Replacement Army there were 5
equivalent inspectorates. The Luftwaffe upgraded Its Inspectors for

fighters, bombers, and anti-aircraft to arms generals In September 1941.

Only the Navy kept Its 'lessons learned' analysis procedures via war

diaries. In order to save blood from experience, tactical directives

were regularly Issued by the relevant staffs. In 1944 the Lul.Jwaffe

began distributing the "C-in-C's tactical remarks.' 1 5 6

Since the setting up of the new arm of mobile troops In the fall of 3
1938, the panzer troops had been in a special category that di: tinguished

then from the other main arms. This became significant In the spring of

1943 when Guderian was nominated 'Inspector -General of Panzer Troops.'

If Schmundt Is to be believed, It was he who drew Hitler's attention to

Cuderian again because "he was one of the most loyal followers' of the -
157

FOhrer among the generals. The Infantry failed to be elevated to a

similar positio.n. There was to be only one more "Inspector-GeneralU

that for leader talents (PFhrernacJhwucrhs). The term was coined In the 3
fall of 1943. It has to be seen In connection with Schmundt's

Initiatives to amalgamate different officer careers and to establish one 5
".corps of leaders' (FPhrerkorps) consisting of officers and ICOs. 158

ThMis egalitarian drive did not spare the former elite corpt of general I
staff officers. After Himwmler had assumnmed command of the Replacement 3
Army, the Army was on the way to becoming a 'party Army'.

During the last year of the war the German Army's tactical system U
was not consistent with Its strategy of 'evasion'. Since Hitler's strict

___ ____ ___ ____ __I
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order to hold the positIons had effectively helped to stop the Soviet

counter-offensive over the winter of 1941-1942 there was hardly any room

left for the field commander's "free creative activity' to conduct their

operations. The alssion-orlented command system was supplanted by an159

order-oriented one. The Independent responsibility of field

commanders was further reduced In the fall of 1942 when Hitler ordered

that 'no Army group commander let alone Army comrmander Is entitled to

order a so-called tactical wi thdrawal without my explicit

approval.' 1 60  After the failed Ardennes offensive Hitler further

narrowed the room for Independent tactical Initiatives when he bound even

coammanding generals and divisional commanders to report in good time so

I that he could Intervene In their decisions as he thought fit. The

reports were to contain "nothing but the unvarnished truth. In the

future, I shall Impose draconian punishment on any attempt at

I concealment, whether deliberate or arising from carelessness or

oversight.'161 The essence of defense was defined In September 1942 as

holding the main line of resistance by all means. With this view Hitler

consciously repeated the style of defense executed by the Imperial Army

up to the end of 1916. It was not until the 'great Allied superiority In

materiel began to have Its Impact that a deliberate defense-in-depth had

been created.*162 Thus until 1944 Hitler stuck to the tactics of

holding a more rigid line of resistance, because Soviet superiority was,

In his opinion, not comparable to that of the Western allies In 1916. In

the case of trench warfare Hitler correctly attributed the advantage In

war to the defender. Another new element In German tactics was the

designation of certain areas or cities as 'fortified places.* These

fortresses were to 'allow themselves to be surrounded, thereby holding

down the largest number of enemy forces, and establishing conditions
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favorable tor successful counter -attacks.4.1.63 Except for very few

cases, for example at Novel, such extravagant ambitions could no longer U
be fulfilled both due to the lack of fire and shock power on the German I
side and to different Soviet tactics.

Owing to lack of mobility In 1944-1945 the once imighty Blitzkrieg

Army came back to the defensive tactics of 1917. The draft manual of

"Command of a Grenadierrealmen=t detailed for position warfare a sparsely2

manned trench behind which (300-600 m) rhere was to be a second one In 1
order to give the Infantry the necessary depth for the defensive battle.

Both trenches constituted the main line of resistance which was to be

164
held even under the heaviest enemy fire. At the end of the Great

Mar, the greatest tool of the Infantry had been the machine gun; in the 3
later stages of the Second World War It was to be the assault gun 3
(Sturnaeschatz), despite Its misleading name, and the Panzerfaust. Yet

the Infantry were helpless against the threat from the air, "the 1
pestilence of fighcer-boabers.'

1 6 5

Analogous to the development of Infantry tactics the 'Directives 3
for Command and Fighting of Panzer Brigades' of August 29, 2944 can be

viewed as a regression. Their task was to support the infantry in their

defensive battle and to destroy the enemy by counterattack when he had 3
pierced or broken through the main line of resistance. Heavy emphasis

was laid on the leader's 'bravery, robustness, resoluteness and

ability.' It was the task of the brigade conuander to bring about and

maintain through education and training not just normal unit cohesion, I
but an 'absolute sworn--in conaumnity. 166 Cavalry brigades were to

become another tool in the hands of Army group commanders to deploy

against Russian breakthroughs in 1944-1945.167 In 1939 there had been -

only one brigade, which later became the First Cavalry Division. It was I
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reorganized Into the Twenty-Fourth Panzer Division In 1941-1942. Two

years later there existed three cavalry regiments on the eastern front.

The total strength of the cavalry arm In the Field Army amounted to

95,000 by the summer of 1944 and far outrnumbered that of 1939. The two

cavalry brigades In the East were upgraded to divisions In 1945, a

cavalry Inspectorate under the infantry arms general was established, and

a manual for personnel training In the Replacement Army drafted. Can

this re-evaluation of the cavalry and its binding together with the

Infantry really be Interpreted as an ad)usotrent to the "doctrines of

modern warfare?' Cavalry was never viewed as a mere arm; It Incorporated

a philosophy of life as well.1
65

The Ilehrmacht's °campaign for fighters to the front' may have been

only partially successful. The Army was, however, highly effective In

maintaining combat efficiency despite the ever Increasing problems of

I replacing the casualties. One tool was the reshaping of divisions

through a redistributlon of officers, NCOs and men between combat and

I service units. Within half a year nearly 700,000 positions could be

spared and 190,000 men were freed for combat duty. Twenty-four Army,

S rthree ufwffpqe and thirteen Waffen-SS divisions were raised before the169

Allied landing In France. In 1944 a nw effort was undertaken to

get even leaner fighting organizations by reducing the supply troops up

S to 60%. The standard Infantry division In the East, "type 44," was to

have a strength of 12,770 men Including over 1,400 Russian Hilfswillige.

I The supply troops only amounted to 1,455 men. A further reorganization

I of divisions (Panzer, panzer grenadier, and Infantry) was planned for

1945, Including panzer combat groups with a strength of 8,602 men and 54

tanks. 170 Already In 1941 General von Seydlitz, commander of the

Twelfth Infantry Division, had seen the need to build combat groups made
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up of Infantry and artillery components. Because of a lack of mobbility

and terrain he could not deploy the whole division when being attacked on

the advance. Similar tactical units below the divisional level --

regimental combat teams, brigades or groups -- were to appear again In

the military debate about the size of the German contribution to the

European Defense Porce In 195O-1951.171
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I
I

conclusionsI

It was argued after the war that the root of catastrophe and had

been tOhe manner of German leadership.' Thus the war was already lost

before It started.17 2  This Interpretacion, which was phrased by Field

3I )IMarshal Frich von Jfanstein as Germany's 'Lost Victories,' has recently

been reiterated by Matthew Cooper. The greatest folly of the German Army

I supposedly was that the generals, 'men of great professional experience

and, on the whole, of high standards of personal morality ... prostituted

thIir talent to Hitler's megalomanic will, and allowed the militarily

S unskilled dictator to disregard their ethtcs and to neglect their

well-founded strategic principles.7 Is It really true that Germany

S lost the Second World War because the military establishment's sound

expertise was supplanted by Hitler's dangerous amateurism? I hope that

It has become clear from this essay that the linkage between Hitler and

5 his generals, the FOhrer and his followers, was more complex and

dependent on the course of war than such general statements suggest. On

S the other hand, this essay was not meant to answer the popular question:

why did the German fight so well *In spite of their own demented

Iohror, 174 because military effectiveness cannot be reduced to

" fighting power.'

One hesitatss to credit Hitler with much of anythlig. Yet the

I dynami cs of the militarized Volksgemelnschaft, symbolized by the

unshakeable belief In the FOhrer, did contribute to the Uehrmacht 's

3 vorale, elan, unit cohesion, and resilience to a much larger extent than
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former generals were willing to acknwl edge after the war. 7S Some

recent historians have placed too much emphasis on the Army's Internal

organization 'which succeeded In creating and maintaining fighting

Power. 176 Fighting organizations need professionalism and I
motivation. Given the same professional skill, the organization with the 3
higher motivation will be victorious. The notion of separating the

We_hrmacht from Hitler's Influence and his Idea of Volksgemelnschaft will 5
not help to provide a satisfactory answer to the question why the German

Army performed so well In combat against Allied troops. I
The different levels of warfare -- political, strategic, 3

operational, and tactical -- are interdependent. Those who have an

Interest In the art of war and the factors that govern modern war should 3
not study campaigns as an abstract mtilitary exercise. It Is necessary to

put the entize problem of the Wehrmacht's fighting qualities Into a much I
wider perspective. g

Given Its single-minded concentration on tactics and operations,

the German military establishment did not master the Issues Involved In

grand strateqgy and In Industrial war. The worry about another revolution

like November 1918 explains why the German High Command deliberately 3
avoided total war far too long. A lesson learned from world War One 3
contributed to losing the Second and, thus, to repeating history. The

Western democracies were far ahead of the Germans In establishing central 3
planning agencies, coalition building, and the details of Inter-service

statf planning. The joint operations of Army, Air Force, and Navy I
against Denmark and Norway .In spring 1940, planned and commanded by the

QOW under Hitler's immediate Influence, remained only an episode. The

services 'reverted to operating In separate compartments. Easy victories 3
177jseldo. inspire comprehensive self-analysis". The mili tary coimrand
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structure was indeed a peculiar and cumbersome one. The system of

overlapping and contradictory organizational responsibilities "led to

numerous internecine clashes, and, In the competition over decision-

making power, inevitably caused a certain amount of Ineffectiveness.'.178

Both the nation and the uilitary establishment had given Hitler

their confidence to restore Germany's world power position. The PFhrer's

"Iunshakeable will that the German armed forces become the mightiest force

In the whole world'179 had strengthened the bond between Hitler and the

military. Moreover, the linkage between P'hrer and the military In

questions of German rearmament proved an Important stabilizing element In

the Third Reich. If few officers recognized the "ideological rather than

I the politically realistic core of Hitler's policies and strategy," 1 8 0

i the goals they shared with their Fahrer were sufficient to provide a

basis for cooperation between the Army and National Socialism in the

I Ideological war against the Soviet Union. Thus, the policy carried out

by the Army In Russia and Serbia cannot be Interpreted as 'a product of

I general sickness' but rather as the result of an identity of alms."1ja

After 1938 the German military establishment was reduced

politically to a functional elite. It functioned well when the supreme

comwander took the risk of triggering war against the Anglo-French

coalition. In contrast to Hitler's and the military's assessment, the

old foes from the Great war stood ready to check and defeat Germany's

second attempt at dominating Europe. Neither he nor his generals

understood the limits of a contlnental power. They refused to recognize

the lesson of 1914-1918 that a continental war could not remain limited

to Europe. In the summer of 1940 It was Hitler who recognized the basic

facts of Germany's position more fully than his strategic advisers. He

understood that Germany was still Incapable of winning a worldwide war
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and Barbaro4!sa represented a panacea for both the strategic dilemma

facing Germany and the Reich's Inferior capabilities for sustaining a U
global war of attrition. The war for Lebensraum In the East is a 3
significant example of Identity of political ends and strategic means.

The strategic, operational, tactical and production decisions, taken 3
before June 22, 1941, rested on a comwn assessment that the Uehrmacht

could wln a decisive Blitzkrieg victory over the Soviet Union. Hitler's I
and his general's gaze was already fixed upon the time after Barbarossa 3
even before they had accomplished the destruction of Russia.

Al though Hitler and the top Army leaders did acknowledge In the 3
fall of 1941 that they had not reached their strategic objectives, they

shrank from a fundamental reordering of German strategy as Fritz Todt had 3
urged upon Hitler in November 1941. The Fflhrer had staked everything on I
a single card and lost. He blamed the German people for being weak.

They deserved extinction. Yet before 'Jewry' and the *stronger people of 3
the East' would destroy the Aryan race, Hitler and the SS enlarged the

mass shootings of the FInsatzgruppen In Russia to the systematic

extermination of European Jewry. These acts resulted less from the

wartime situation but rather represented the final step of a 'historic

mission' to destroy Jewry, bureaucratically prepared and technocratically y

executed by the German civil service and the SS.

When courage't s and Insightful members of 1-he rili t3ry 5
establishment attempted to act politically, their attempt to avert the

catastrophe failed on July 20, 1944. 'The extraordinary factor I
distinguishing the German opposition from resistance movements In the 3
countries occupied by Germany was that any action In Germany would run

counter to the feelings of the majority of the population."18 2  When 3
the attempted assassination of Hitler by Colonel Claus Count Schenck von

_ _ _ _ _
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Stauffenberg misflred, It caused a wave of sympathy for the FPhrer. This

fact leads us back to the dynamics of Volksgemeinschaft. Hitler's

egalitar.Jn drive both to dismantle social barriers Inside the armed

forces and promote new talents under the leadership principle was popular

throughout the populatLon. The heavy emphasis on the human factor, that

often substituted will power for manpower, counted heavily In maintaining

fighting power. The high level of endurance and sacrifice displayed by

the German armed forces also has a reverse side. it increased the

attrition rate and Insured that the final defeat of National Socialist

Germany would bee all the more terrible. Although the overall picture of

the Wehrmacht Is one of a superb Ins trument on the tactical and

operational levels right to the end, the strategic results for the German

nation were catastrophic.
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BrrraR VICTORY

FRENCH MILaFTARY EFFECrI V EMSS DURING 7713 SECOND WORLD WAR

Amuld Challmers Hlood ZII

Introuction

I

The French military experience In world War II was unique even in

an era of except:ional events. A defeated France, divided in half, was

further overrun by two opposing armies and eventually returned to battle

alongside her original allies. France's Ignominious defeat In June, 1940

was totally unexpected by her allies and was enormously difficult for the

French people to accept. Even today, political and private behavior are

strongly Influenced by the events of 1940-1945, which Frenchmen have

never accepted the way other European peoples have. D.ivided into two

hostile camps, Gaullist and Vichylte, they have found it easier to avoid

discussion of the Second World War than It was for others who have spoken

openly to their children about the dark side of their Nazi heritage. In

the American experience, only the Civil War caused equivalent physical

damage and left behind a trail of emotional wounds which took generations

to heal.
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U
It was only In 1969 with the premiere of a documentary film about

the German occupation, Le Chagrin et la Pitici, that the French public U
began to discuss the war more openly. At the same time, a number of 1

books on this period appeared, many written by non-French historians,

which helped pave the way to a more open discussion of this difficult 3
period. Today, there are many gaps in the study about the French

participation In this war and much of the best already on the shelf Is U
still published by scholars from other lands. I

Le Chagrin I

At dawn on May 10, 2940, the German Army of over 200 divisions l
launched an attack along a front extending from the Netherlands to the 3
Swiss border. Following extensive pre-assault bombardments, the

Mehrmacht poured across the frontier, bringing the Dutch to their knees

In only four days. Simultaneously, the main body of troops crossed the

frontier Into Belgium, led by a thin spearhead of seven pnzer

divisions. The plan, devised by General Erich von Mansteln, was to 3
overcome Pranco-British resistance by breaking the front In half on a

narrow front. The tanks deployed through the thick Ardennes forest, 1
emerging two days later to the surprise of the light French cavalry

forces screening this "Impenetrable' sector of the front. Within one

week, the German Army had surrounded the remainder of the Belgian Army, 3
nine divisions of the British Expeditionary Force and the First French

Army, containing nearly half the Allies' armored forces. The three

1
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French armored divisions held in reserve were never deployed or were

I deployed In piecemeal fashion against the panzers. Only desperate last

minute efforts saved the 300,000 men of the Anglo-French force stranded

on the beaches of Dunkirk.

The disaster In Belgium gave the French command time to redeploy

the remaining forces in ij final stand along the Somme near the border.

I On June 5, the combined German armies renewed their assault along the

5 entire line which they broke with ease near the Channel coast. Pour days

later, the advance had crossed the Seine and was pressing against the

I rear of the Maginot Line. On June 17, the government of Paul Reynaud

resigned. The first official act of his successor, Marshal

U IHenri-Philippe Petain was to seek an Armistice which was negotiated and

I signed on June 25 at Compiegne, site of the negotiations which ended

hostilities In 1918.

Por at least three generations, German officers had studied the

techniques of overpowering their great western rival. General von

-U Schlieffen gave his name to a well publicized plan which had failed on

the Marne in 1914. The latest approach, combining audacity with a full

Integration of air, artillery, and mechanized power, caught the French

entirely by surprise. They had spent the Inter-war years anticipating a

replay of 1914. What Germans had dreamed about since 1870 was

accomplished In six weeks. Down the Champs El ys~e from the Arc de

I Triomphe to the Place de la Concorde, the Uehrmacht paraded in June, 1940

before German generals on horseback and weeping Frenchmen In the

3 streets. This ceremony would be repeated every morning for the next

1,200 days.
2

I
I
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La PI tid6 I

Though the world stood in shock at the demise of one of the U
greatest armies In the West, careful observers might have seen the seeds

of defeat as early as the mid-1930s. Already, political and military

concerns about the poor birthrate had led to the construction of a great 3
cement trench., extending from the Swiss border to an undesIgnated final

poant sonewhthre along the Belgian frontier. Across this finest of

defense works, thought Frenchmen of all persuasions, the Germans would

never pass. But this Maginot Line was never fin' shed, leaving an exposed I
border from Luxembourg to the Channel. To oiercome this, motorized or 3
mochanlz.d forces could have been formed to cover large areas of the

front more efficiently than the foot soldier. But when asked to double 3
the small number of armored units In the French Army, General Maxime

Weygand told his staff, 'two armies, no, not at any price.' For him and U
many of his generation there was no real place for this new kind of 3
highly mobile warfare. He and many like him who had served with

distinction as battalion conmranders In the First World War, had risen to 3
the top with the lessons of that great conflict still In mind. France

stopped the boce with the rifleman and gunner and she would do so U
again. Old men with Ideas that worked once before had comparatively 3
littlo faith In a regime of revolving-door cabinets and unstable

political majorities. 3
As late as the winter of 1939, during the so-called phony war, the

French Chief of Staff was painting a dismal portrait for the public to I
see and hear. In response to an American Journalist, General Maurice 3
Gamelin explained that France's strategy fur victory could not Include

____ _ __ _ _I
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"major loss of life. In his opinion, 100,000 French dead would mean a

pyrrhic victory for his country. For Camelin, there had to be another3

way. 3 Ironically, the actual losses In 1940 came close to that

figure. But across the border, there was the clear understanding that

von Schlieffen's plan was Inadequate. The small German Army experimented

with new tactics and equipment, producing by 1939 the offensive doctrine

which terrified most of Europe for six years. Marc Bloch, a French

I reserve officer who fought in both world wars, summed up the difference

between the two armies just after the Armistice:

Our leaders, or those who acted for them, were Incapable

I of thinking In terms of a new war. In other words, the

German triumph was, essentially, a triumph of intellecc

-- and It is that which makes It so particularly

serious.
4

In the sumwer of 1940, an acceptable armistice to the French

military leaders would have to preserve a semblance of armed might. It

appears that Admiral Darlan Insisted that his fleet and the colonies

remain In French hands. As for the great French Army of over 80

divisions In 1940, It fell to a skeleton organization of 8 foot Infantry

divisions of 90,000 men. This Armistice Army had no artillery piece over

75wmm, no Infantry vehicYe other than five staff cars per regiment. The

cavalry gave up all Its tanks for hories and the artillery returned to

"3 mule's. In addition, there was a qecond force of 100,000 men known as the

Armee d'Afrigue, equipped somewhat better and stationed In Morocco,

I Algeria and Tunisia. The AJr Force was also reduced to about 200

I outUoded aircraft and 10,000 men while the Navy, fourth largest In the
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3
world, remained untouched and virtually In mothballs, a pre-condition set

by Prance for the Armi s tic. 5

As for the Gau1, forces, they were nonexistent on June 28, 1940

when De Gaulle gave ',.• -amous speech over BBC radio, calling on all 1

Frenchmen to continue the fight. In the early days, he was able to rally 3
one deal-brigade of the Foreign Legion, a smattering of colonial troops,

a few thousand sailors with four destroyers and eight submarines and a 3
few dozen aircraft and their pilots scattered around the world. It was

not a force to carry on a global campaign. Over the next two years, the I
Caullists managed to enlarge their numbers to some 70,000 Including I

military and civilian followers worldwide. By the sunwer of 1942, they

were able to sustain two small mechanized divisions in the field, each 3
the size of an Independent American brigade. Until they rallied the bulk

of the French armed forces In November, 1942, the Gaullists had no hope

of mounting a serious military campaign. One Important part of the 3
Gaullist story Is how difficult It was to attract officers from the

mainstream of command. Without them, there would be no large Free French 3
units. Early on, De Gaulle attracted men on the fringe, attaches, those

close to retirement, and those who had clashed with one or more of the I
leaders at Vichy. In one case, he turned a Navy chaplain Into a line 3
admiral. Another officer literally lumped ship, swimlmng to safety In

Alexandria harbor. Though they came from all social backgrounds, the

early military supporters of De Gaulle were often independent-minded men

who had less Interest In hierarchy and conventional obedience to I
6

authority than the average French officer. 
1
I

Prom the Armistice In 1940 until V-J Day, the French war effort

relied on Britain and the United States for financial and logistical 3
support to remain In the fight. This placed French operating forces In a I
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I
peculiar position of being In the war but always under the operational

control of another nation. Therefore, In measuring political, strategic,

5- operational and even tactical effectiveness, we must recall that Frenchmen

did not always have the final say. At the political level, Do Gaulle

I retained final authority on whether to coutit French forces but had only

advisory authority on their employment. Beneath him, the major strategic

U decisions on the employment of his forces were largely In the hands of

-- Eisenhower and other theatre conmanders. At: the operational level, the

French Army, first under Mlarshal Alphonse Juin and later under Marshal

I Jean de Lattre de TassIgny, stood on Its own, but the Navy and Air Force

had even less autonomy, working as Integral parts of some other opera-

3 tional commiand. As for the French naval and air forces, they exercised

U only tactical authority while serving as elements of larger Allied

formations. As for the Armistice armed forces, they were bound by

I straightjacket controls imposed by the German authorities, permitting no

tactical movement and only self-defense.

U The political and strategic objectives of the Gaullists and the

I Vichy government were substantially different. In their own very

different ways, each side hoped for the eventual restoration of French

U sovereignty and power through military or diplomatic means.

3 Caullist Political objectives

Liberation of France and the French Empire as quickly

as possible

"Restoration of Prance to the status of a major powerU
I..
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U
"Allied recognition of the Coalt6 Pranpalse do la

Libiration Nationale as the provisional governmnt of I
Prance

* Absolute rejection of Allied military government In

post-i iberatlan ' France

" Reunification of the French nation behind new

government 3
" Restructuring of the French government to provide

Igreater civilian control over the military

Gaullist Strategic Objectives

"Restoration of French military power as quicXly as

possible I
" Unification of all fighting elements under the French

armed forces

SPrench m ilitary effort dixected toward liberation of

the patrI. with par ticipation elsewhere on major fronts

a Restoration of French authority through arms If I
necessazy in the French Jmpire following victory in I

Europe I
Vichy Political Objectives

" Hold on to as much residudi power as possible 3
a Attempt to expand political leverage through

diplomatic bazgainAng with Germany 3
I
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* Anticipating a German victory, seek as large a role as

possible In the now order which will dominate Europe

" Form a non-parliamentary, corporatCe government based

on ES.j., Pajilly and York In lieu of a republican

sysrCen founded on ZLberzty Equality and Fraternity

Vicbhy Strategic Objectives

" Hold on to as much territory as possible In Europe and

overseas with static defenses as dictated by the

Compi 4goe Ari asti ce

" Consider assistance by German forces In defending

territory on a case by case basis

To better understand the ebb and flow of French fortuwies during the

war, the chronology provided below gives the highlights from the

Armistice of June 1940 through V-J Day:

1940

18 June De Caulle' s radio speech from London asking all

Frenchmen to continue the war

22 June Armistice signed with Germany at Compi~gne
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I
3 JulyV British fleet under Admiral Cunningham attacks

French squadron In Mers-el-XKbl, Algeria after I
French cowwander refused terms of an ultimatum to

take his ships to the UK, the US or the Caribbean

I
7 August Churchill and De Gaulle sign an accord establishing

basis for Pree French movement I

23 September Anglo-Pree Prench raid on Dakar falls to rally I
French oest Africa to the Gaullist cause 3

August - November French Squatorial Africa becomes Free French

I
WII

I
a June Anglo-Pree French attack on Syria following arrival

of German JA&wjU_*f units In Damascus. Vichy

considers but finally decides against request for

German air support. Syria becomes Pree French but

most of the defending troops return to Prance rather

than join the Gaullist forces

II

I

I
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1942

10 June Successful week-long defense of Bir-Hacheim against

Afr~he Korvs by French force under General Koenig,

granting British 0th ArM a chance to build up

defensive line further East

i 8 November Operation TORCi, Anglo-American landings In North

Africa

11 November Prance completely occupied by Germain Army

I 27 November French Fleet scuttled In Toulon harbor as Germans

try to seize It

I

3 2943I

I 26-27 January Casablanca Conference. Agreement reached w ith De

Gaulle and Giraud to rearm French armed forcesI
23 May Tunis captured. End of North African campaign

30 May De Gaulle moves from London to Algiers

31 July De Gaulle and Giraud reach a tentative accord

between their two movementsI _____ ___ __
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I
October Gaullist and Glraudist forces unified into a single

fighting force 3

4 October French capture of Corsica U

9 November Gaulllst-Ciraudist cause renamed CoaIte Francalse de

la Libiratlon Nationale and decJared a provisional 3
government. Not recognized as such either by

Britain or the United States

1
December French Expedi tionary Corps under Juin arrives in

Italy. Strength eventually reaches five division !

equivalents

1944

April Giraud voluntarily retires after loosing political

battle with De Gaulle 1

11-15 Mfay French Sxpeditionazy Corps In Italy breaks through

the Gustav Line west of Cassino. Link-up with Anzio

beachhead follows 1

4 June Rome falls to the Allies

1
__ __ ___ 1
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6 June Normandy landings, D-Day. Only small French

I aMilitary participation

I
16-19 June French take Elba In amphibious assaultI
June - July French Expeditionary Corps advances north In Italy

I to outskirts of Florence then withdraws to prepare

for campaign In Prance

S 26 August Operation ANVIL, Franco-American landings near

Saint -Tropez

26 August Paris liberated by French Second Armored Division

S August - September Liberation of Provence and Rhone Valley by French

Pirst Army and American Seventh Army

12 September Link-up between Overlord and Anvil Forces. Sixth

Army Group, Including First French Army, under

operational control of SHARP.

19 September De Gaulle declares underground, or French Forces of

the Interior (FFI) an Integral part of the Army.

MJonth of October spent Integrating PFF units Into

Pirst French Army
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23 October The United States recognizes De Gaulle's Coml ti

Pramacalso de Ia LJiratlon Mationale as the I
provisional government of France

13 November Prance Invited to participate as one of the big four 3
on the European Advisory Commission. Symbolic

return to status as a full allied power

28 November Belfort and Mulhouse recaptured I
U

294S 3
3

3 January Pranco-American crisis over the defense of the city 3
of Strasbourg. With Churchill's help, De Gaulle

prevails and city Is not evacuated during the Battle 3
of the Bulge

2 Pebruary Colmaz pocket eliminated, ending German presence on 3
Prench territory I

3-11 Pebruary Yal ta Conference. France receives an Occupation

Zone In Germany and Austria, Joins the Allied

Control Commission and requested to serve as one the 3
convening powers at the conference on the United

Nations Organization 3
__ _ ____ _ __ ___I
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U
I March First French Army's campaign In the Palatinate

I 31 March First French Army crosses the Rhine

I 20 April Pranco-American crisis concernIng the presence of

French units In Stuttgart. United States threatens

I to end Lend-Lease

U
4 May Cej.eral Leclerc's Second Armored Division captures

Berch tesgaden

I 8 May In Berlin General de Lattre de Tasuigny signs the

3 German surrender document

I 9 June Und of Prench Lend Lease following Impasse over

French occupation of three Italian border communes

I against US and British wishes

September 2 General Leclerc represents Prance In Tokyo Bay.

Prance prepares to send troops to Indo-China to

reclaim these colonies. French government struggles

I with a plan for maintaining imperial defense in

i spite of ruined economy

II
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U

Z. Pol'Ica2 Ifftctiveness

The French military's greatest worry, that of adequate funding by

the Parliament, ended with the ArmistIce at Coapligns. Prom that date

until the end of the Second Morld liar, the armed forces In both camps had

comparatively few financlal worries. Without a normal political regime

either In London or at Vichy, the defense establIshments did not have to

defend a budget before their own people. Zn London, It was not even

clear If there would be a serious French resistance In the early weeks -

following the Armistice. Toward the end of the summer of 1940, Winston

Churchill conducted a number of metings with De Gaulle's followers and 3
reached an agreement on Augu...t 7th outlining the support Britain would

provide. Clearly, the Free French cause had no chance of survival

without some form of outside financial support even though Paul Reynaud

saw to It that De Gaulle took a large sum of money with him on his last

flight from Bordeaux. The British decision was in keeping with the

tradition of recruiting allies to share the military burden In her

European wars.

Financially, Churchill treated the Gaullist cause as though It were

another government in exill. The personnel were paid on a par with their

British counterparts and each department had Its own budget. The 3
mach-inery took a few months to smooth out but In the end, requests went

from the French to the British treasury, which In turn provided an 3
account upon which they could drzaw for their entire operation. Had It

o I
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U
resistance would not have existed, Britain also provided war equipment

U including ships and aircraft for the siall Gaullist forces. 7

For Churchill, this was a bold leap Into the dark. He had no way

of knowing how much the Gaullist cause would grow, If at all. Strapped

for money as she was, Britain alone could not have afforded to sustain

the 300,000 men the French defense establishment had on hand in 1945.

Churchill appears to have been emotionally moved by the French collapse

I In 1940 and went out of his way to keep some symbolic French element in

the fight. Churchill and De Gaulle clashed frequently but somehow

I managed to keep their egos under control. The bond was enough so that

later in the war, De Gaulle turned to Churchill to back him up in

I confrontations with the United States. If De Gaulle found Churchill

i occasionally too sensitive in difficult negotiations, he saw In Anthony

Eden the close and enduring friend of the French cause who somehow

managed to conduct difficult negotiations without rancor or malice.8

American entry Into the war and the extension of Lend-Lease to r-he

I Gaullists removed an enormous financial burden from the United Kingdom.

Except for a few aviation squadrons and naval units which remained under

British supervision, Churchill ended his economic support of the

I Gaullists during the summer of 1943. The agreement signed at the

Casablanca Conference between the United States, De Gaulle and Ciraud

paved the way for eleven refurbished Army divisions, major repairs to the

fleet, and over 500 aircraft during the war.9

Vichy also had a foreign power dictate the size and shape of the

French armed forces. The reduction from wartime strength meant a vast

financial saving; only 200,000 In the two Armies, another 10,000 in the

SI Air Force and a Navy reduced well below its wartime strength of 70,000.

I Moreover, the stripping of all mechanized weapons from the Army with no
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immediate hope of replacement and an end of all shipbuilding ended

outlays for new equipment. The costs now included little more than the 3
military salaries, which were among the lowest In Europe, and the

maintenance of the fleet. The Vichy government could plead its case for

an expanded arms program through the standing Armistice cowtission headed

on the French side by General Charles Huntzinger. He used the forum to

push for expanded arms production in exchange for German access to the

French defense industries. Other Vichy ceficIals tried the same tactic,

offering access to French Industries or raw materials In exchange for a 1

larger defense force at home. Hard cash came from the Germans In the 3
sale of some 13,000 trucks at very high prices though It Is unclear if

this money was credited In any way to the armed forces. In the end, the 3
Germans played a very tough game, permitting very slow growth only of the

Arm e d'Afrique when it became clear the Allies were interested in North I
Africa. 3

In the end, this lack of fiscal responsibility during the war

created a problem of unreasonable expectations in 1.•45 when Lend-Lease 1
came to an end. It took the French Ministry of Defense more tharn twelve

months after V-B Day to come to grips with the fiscal realities of an

exhausted and economically ruined nation which could not afford

traditionally large defense forces. From eleven divisions and 770,000

men on V-R Day, the French Army dropped to half that size In 1946. It

was only through American financial support that France sustained her

eight year campaign In Indochina. With hindsight, we can see the

financial drain from two colonial wars delayed the return of French
l

prosperity for two decades.
1 1

At the mercy of foreign powers, neither the Gaullists nor the

fullowers of Marvhal Petain had access to the means of production of war
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material. Eight divisions of the French Army received the latest

equipment from the Uni ted States as did twent y-four squadrons of the

I French Air Force. What was left of the French Navy after the Toulon

scuttling received the special equipment needed to bring the ships to par

with Anglo-American fleets, notably sonar and radar. Some French

munitions, notably torpedoes and some naval projectiles, were unique and

required new sources of supply. A more serious problem arose In the

disagreement over the future composition of the French Army. The French

wished to concentrate only on combat units, leaving logistical duties to

the United States while the Americans Insisted on a balance of combat and

support units, matching their own structure. Wartime destruction was so

I complete that French defense Industrios were not truly productive until

the mid-1950s. 
2

At Vichy, the problem was not too different. Those Industries which

had not been destroyed were utilized by Germany to sustain her own war

production. Even the shipyards were turned over to German use. In one

raze case, a French aircraft company had permission to build fighter

aircraft for use In North Africa, a project which never reached

fruition. Instead of building new arms, French officers spent their time

trying to hide war stocks authorized by the Germans. This effort had

limited success In Infantry weapons and munitions but was deficient in

most other areas. The war reserves In North Africa were sufficient for

ninety days and were used In the Tunisian campaign. Those In France were

estimated at twice that size and went unused except by some of the
1.3

resistance groups.

For the Gaullists, manpower was a chronic problem with a single

solution -- the liberation of France. The efforts of De Gaulle and his

early followers In 1940 produced disappointing results In Britain and the
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1
empire. They managed to rally Most of French Equatorial Africa and a few

Islands In the Indian Ocean and the Pacific. None of these had the

manpower resources which existed In French North and West Africa.

Consequently, until the reunification of the Arnie d'Afrique with the

Caullists after Operation TORCH. Free French military operations were 3
oroe symbol-c than decisive. Even wi th the African troops, there were

serious shortages of trained technicians and no way to provide for combat 3
losses until the liberation of Europe.

The Vichy government faced exactly the opposite problem. Politics,

not resources, limited the size and composition of the armed forces. Of 3
the 11,000 military officers serving Vichy Prance. 1,500 escaped to North

Africa to continue the war, 1,000 retired, 4.000 went underground Into

the many resistance organizations, and 4,500 so-called napthalinards

packed their uniforms In moth balls to await the war's outcome. 4

I
I

I
II
II
U
I
U
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I

IX. Strateai c ff ectl vr4ess

H caullist strategic objectives were clearly spelled out from the

I start: continuation in the war and liberation of the patrie and empire

with reunified and reequipped French armed forces. Though De Gaulle's

I political gc.:*s were closely tied to these objectives, military victory

I could not guarantee them all. Certainly, the goal of a France free of

occupying armies came with the end of the war. As for the Empire.

I Gaullists failed to gain needed American support for the reconquest of

lost colonial possessions. Though American policy had been announced

I before, French officials were surprised In 2945 when the United States

refused to rearm additional troops for duty In Indo-China. The urgency

of the Europear campaign and the assistance which the United States

I provided In Worth Africa permitted the French leadership to forget

Roosevelt's strong anti-colonial bias.

The Wnire aside, national unity received a boost from the

reunification ot the armed forces and maquis during the war. De Gaulle's

Comit6 Frangaise de la Libiration Nationale knew It was a minority of a

I minority and could only hope to win if It gained the allegiance of other

groups and causes. The armed forces r'9turned to the fight after

Operation TORCH while the various resistance groups becamt available

after the landings In Normanrdy and Southern France In 1944. Political

I differences between De Gaulle and Giraud delayed the Integration of the

I Free French and Regular Army units until late 1943. De Gaulle's hope

that this spirit of unity would carry over into the post-war years,I __ _
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Ihowever, was simply unrealistic. A virtual civil war raged In Prance for

many months after the liberation. i
Three very Important political goals were all achieved by V-9 Day:

recognition of Gaullists as the provisional French government, keeping

allied military government out of liberated France, and restoration to

big power status. Though only Indirectly tied to battlefield success,

they would have remained mere dreams had Prance declined to reenter the I
war In 1942. The most far reaching political goal of restructuring the

French government after the war had a very tenuous link w4 t, strategic

success. Like many others In the cabinet of Paul Reynaud e.uring June,

1940, De Gauile was sickened by the absence of civilian ,,uthorlty over

the military, especially In the moments of great natioral danger. Even

the President of France, Albert Lebrun, found he had no ability to sway

the military leadership once It was determuned to sue for peace. What

was needed was d system which assured civilian control at the highest

levels of government. To achieve this, his ultimate goal, he used

whatever clout he had as head of the provisional governiment In late 1945

but was urable to lead the country to a national referendum on its

po 7 1t! or this, he was to wait twelve years until another I
W1, ght him back to power. 1 5  I

11-h,, • .A,aking was flawed from the start, based on a false

assumption that Germany would treat France better after the war than3

other occupied countries If she collaborated with the Third Reich.

Obviously, Marshal Pttaln and his followers could not know Germany's I
plans for the post-war Europe but documentary evidence Indicates restoz'-

tIon of Prince to Its pre-war status was very unlikely. The Vichy

government also justified Itself on the grounds that It alone guaranteed

a better life for Frenchmen during the war than was the case In the other I
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French sovereignty over Its remaining territory through a policy of a

static defense also proved a failure. Opposing armies on both sides

moved Into French territory as they pleased.1 6

When a country Is overrun and Its remaining forces left to survive

wi th no hope for reinforcements , then desperate measures become a

necessity. The Gaullists shared this plight with a number of exile

governments In London. For many of them, no risk was too great for they

had nothing to lose. De Gaulle needed to gain the ear of his chief

Allies as the spokesman of the French people. America refused and

Churchill wavered. This left De Gaulle with comparatively little

leverage. He controlled the French armed forces but had no say on their

use In combat for they always served under a British or American theatre

commander. This meant that foreign powers controlled the attainment of

IFrench strategic goals, pressing his cause to the limit while offering to

compromise. He gambled that the need to preserve Allied unity and the

I tactical Impact of pulling his eight divisions out of the line would be17

too costly f( r them to say no to French demands. In the end, he

generally got his way on the employment of French forces and the securing

I of his strategic objectives. On the ground, in the air and at sea, his

troops were used well. Much credit for this Is due to the good relations

which French field commanders maintained with their Allied superiors.

I Marshal Juln's recommendations on the use of his forces were not

appreciated by Marshal Alexander but were quickly understood by General

I Mark Clark. He credits Juin with the plan which broke the Gustav Line In

May 1944. Marshal de Lattre de TassIgny had a lesser rapport with his

l superiors, Generals Alexander Patch and Jacob Devers, but managed to

achieve the strategic objectives assigned by the French government.
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Fighting on native soil, De Lattre de Tassigny was under greater political !

pressure than Juin had been In Ztaly. Three times his strategic

objectives clashed with those of the United States and three times De

Lattre de Tassigny got the matter out of his hands and up to the

political level while continuing to operate his army In the field.1i

narshal Pdtain"s two Prime Ministers, Pierre Laval and Admiral I
Darlan, tried to enhance Vichy's political position by accommodating

German demands. They drew the line whenever the Reich attempted to drag

the French back Into the war against their former allies or to use French

overseas territory to stage German operations. Daulan knew that he had

two strategic cards to play, the fleet and the Arm•e d Afrigue. He I
prepared Inadequately to prevent the destruction of the first and the

loss of the second for which he shares the blame with Marshal P~tain and

a number of French naval officers.

Headed by military men with a significant number of their Inner

circles also In uniform, neither the Gaullists or the P6tainists had any I
trouble obtaining military advice or In comnmunicating with the armed

forces. while the line between civil and military authority was blurred

at Vichy, De Gaulle made It very clear from the start that his field 3
commanders had no business meddling In politics. He separated himself

from them by creating the new position of Chief of Staff of National

Defense, comparable to the American Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of

Staff, who assured a proper link between military and political

problems. This was a tough job but It appears that marshal Juln who held

It from mid-1944 had the sort of Intelligence and steadiness required for

it. His time was absorbed assuring smooth working relationships among

French civil and military authorities and In managing crises with the

Allies when they arose. In the three politico-miltary conflicts

I
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I. Involving the pull-back from Strasbourg, from Stuttgart, and later from

some Italian villages, Juin had to negotiate with Generals Eisenhower and

Devers, Field Marshal Alexander, and IndirecCly with Churchill.1 9

Existing somewhere between sovereign nation and mercenary army, the

Gaullist leadership could not hope to achieve Its strategic goats without

support of foreign political and military leaders. It would appear that

they always preferred to deal with Britain on the political level but

I with the Americans on the military level. While Churchill and Eden

understood France's plight, De Gaulle believed the Americans either could

not or were too busy to find out. Conversely, French admirals and

generals always seemed to work much better with American than British

military officers.

Vichy leaders found It very difficult to disagree with Marshal

P•tain or to present ideas which ran counter to his. The result was a

I government exercising little Imagination or flexibility. The pressures

on the old man simply made him withdraw from the daily political battle,

I leaving a power vacuum which no one could fill. He heard only what he

wanted to hear.2 0

The Gaullists and the Arm6e d'Afrigue In late 1942 overestimated the

I size of the armed force they could place In the field. Looking at a

potential of 300,000 men In North and West Africa, they misjudged what

I that meant In terms of deliverable manpower. American officers assigned

i�to reequip the French armed forces slowly brought General Glraud around

to understand the realities of Industrial warfare. French officials took

3 a long time to absorb what the Americans told them but most were converted

by the end of 1944 when Allied armies stood poised to cross the Rhine.

I Juin had an extremely fine grasp of his situation In Italy and made

realistic estimates of what hIls forces could achieve from the start. De
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Lattre de Tassigny recognized his overall weakness during the campaign In

Alsace and did not hesitate to ask for additional American forces in the

battles for Belfort and Colmar. With the only two armored divisions In

the entire Seventh Army, he knew this gave him leverage with General I
21

Patch in the Rhone Valley campaign. The greatest failure of French

strategic planning was In making the transition from war to peace In

1945-1946, greatly overestimating what the country could afford on

national defense.

The Vichy regime could have done far more with Its unused Navy and

three armies. Many believe those seeking an armistice In 1940 did not

consider the enormous potential of a modern fleet, of over 100,000 troops U
In the colonies and of the chance to transport at least part of the Armie 3
Metropolitaine from Europe to North Africa. Arguments favoring the

armistice are terribly emotional but all focus on the Inseparability of

the Army from the R and of the lack of enough shipping to perform

the withdrawal across the Mediterranean. Collectively, Marshal Petain, I
Admiral Dailan and General Weygand could not fore'ee a continuation of 3
the war from the empire. Their Influence prevailed over the cabinet

which voted for an armistice in June, 1940.22 3
Even after the collapse, Vichy retained the fleet and the Arm~e

d'Afrigue, which Germany coveted but could not reach. The naval disaster I
at Mers-el-K6bir on July 3, 1940 could have been avoided If the commander, 3
Admiral Gensoul, had taken his squadron to Martinique as the British

commander ree.uested rather than fight a one-sided battle, which produced

lasting bitterness In both countries.23 Finally, a realistic

contingency plan for the dispersal of the warships at Toulon would have I
precluded the German attempt to seize them and the French response to

scuttle the finest half of their fleet. I
_______!
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Neither group of Frenchmen retained a military-industrial base

during the Second World War. Britain controlled the Free French efforts

I from 2940 through 1942. After that, Gaullist forces received most of

their logistical support from the United States which sometimes subtly,

I other times bluntly told the French how far they could go. Throughout

the war, French comaanders were acutely conscious of their manpower

flimitations but generally less sensitive to their other support

I requirements. It took France most of the war to develop a true

appreciation for a balance of logistical and operational concerns within

their forces. An American general compared the way United States and

French rmq units looked at service support. 'Americans howl for what

they want. The French anticipate that ligher Command will send what they

should have,' reflecting the differ,?nces In behavior between a decentra-

lized and a highly centralized system of command.24 French officers

3 serving in that war look back on the experience and still don't under-

stand how the United States turned farmers into naval officers, business-

men into logisticians and lawyers into fighter pilots. Fortunately, the

general good will exhibited between French and American officers at the

operational level gave the system time to work and produce results.

Captain (later General) Andre Beaufre, aide to General Giraud, provides

an insight into French awakening to the new techniques on a whirlwind

tour of the United States In 1943. A quick visit to the Pentagon proved

to him that the American method was neither madness nor fantasy.

The Pentagon suprised us by its size; 40,000 people,

parking for 30,000 cars, access roads with overpasses,

little boutiques and restaurants Inside. One saw there

a characteristic application of modern civilization. I
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was struck by the serious method of work and of the

competence of the ones we spoke to and with their narrow I
fields of specialization, even at the highest levels. 5
Officers like the European 'generalist' were very rare

there but the collective power of the machinery was
25

impressi ye. I
At Vichy, the leaders had very few choices available to them. What U

they retained In the way of Industry supported the German war effort.

The merchant marine had a very difficult time lmportinn the minimum food

needs for a population which suffered generally from milnutrition during

the war. Raw materials, when available, were used as ploys In the I
mistaken belief that Germany would relax the Armistice restrictions and *
eventually readmit her to the post-war circle of great European powers.

De Gaulle mastered the technique of getting the allies to met his

strategic goals. Prom his perspective of great weakness, he felt that he

had to redirect the American war machine or shame the British out of Ii
their Ivory tower when French Interests were at stake. He appreciated

the Anglo-American penchant for elaborate planning but watched their work

to make sure it produced no nasty surprises at the eleventh hour. He

knew he had to place his foot down and simply refuse to budge when his

Interests were ignored. He had great difficulty showing the psychological

problems which the evacuation of Strasbourg would create for the French

people, and of the reprisals which the Germans might take against the

city. On June 10, 1944, the 2nd S.S. Panzer Division burned the

village of Oradour-sur-Glane to the ground and executed 600 Inhabitants.

But even with this In mind, the Anglo-American leadezs failed to

understand the Interests which France perceived In holding Stuttgart and
____ ___ ____ ___ ___ ____ ___ ____ ___ __
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I in occupying a few Xtalian villages after the surrender. De Gaulle did

not handle these two poll tico-military crises as well as the Strasbourg

I emergency, leaving his field co•u•anders to bear much of the political

heat. In the Italian situation It appears he was backing up a French

general on a fait acoiwvli. In short, when nothing else worked, De

Gaulle learned 'that In a situation of acute weakness, 11transigence is

inescapable..27 The French Army's leading official historian concluded

that, *the Americans seemed to consider equipment and the balance of

opposing forces as the only elements determining their policy and their

3 strategy ... . neglecting the human and psychological factors. 28

The Vichy government was successful in persuading the Germans to

keep out of the unoccupied zone until the Allies landed In North Africa.

I They were relatively helpless In protecting French citizens against

reprisals by the German police. They were also unable to control the

I flow of French labor and Jews to Germany. Against the Allies, they were

unable to stop the occupation of French territory. Finally, they were

I unable to preserve the fleet which had been the centerpiece of their

I armistice with Germany. The Third Reich did what it wanted to do In

France and with Frenchmen. It tolerated the Vichy regime for two years

I because It freed up German troops for duty elsewhere. when it had served

its purpose, it was cast aside, its leaders Imprisoned in a castle in the

I Black Forest like the characters In the 1938 film, La Grande Illusion.

In spite of these weaknesses, Vichy still claimed that Frenchmen were

better off with a rump government than under complete occupation.

5 De Gaulle understood the military limitations of his reequipped

armed forces in 1942. His plans for their use were reasonable; a limited

I campaign in Italy followed by an all-out effort In France with a special

I unit set aside for the liberation of Paris. The Navy and Air Force were
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also prepared with OVERLORD and ANVIL in mind. These forces were

Introduced Into battle slow•y and they generally fought In sectors where

they could do their best. With the exception of two light mechanized

brigades organized around forty-eight model D-2 tanks. French units In

Tunimsia fought with World Mar I equipment, some dating back to the I

1890's.29 That campaign used up all the war reserve stocks In North

Africa. Fortunately American Lend-Lease followed with the fall of 3
Tunis. Later In Italy, Juln felt his progress hampered by the slow

introduction of his units from Nor0_ Africa. Once he had his entire I
corps of five division equivalents In place, he made the penetration of 3
the Gustav line as planned. In Prance, De Lactre did overstretch his

lines of supply In the 700 kilometer move up the Rhone River valley, 3
causing critical shortages in fuel for his mechanized units. Speed was

vital to keep German uni ts from regrouping and Interfering wi th the I
Allied link up of OVERLORD and ANVIL. He overcame the problem by

restructuring his logistic support unit based In Marseille. De Lattre de

Tassigny also made reasonable use of limited French strength In the 3
mop-up operations In the West and along the Atlantic coast. There, the

Germans held on to several cities, home ports to the U-boat packs. I
French units played a major role In these operations, placing a great 3
strain on the First French Army. Unable to divert precious resources

from the main campaign for any length of time, de Lattre de Tassigny put

together several task organized mechanized brigades. These served as the

nucleil around whicn FF1 units rallied, bringing the assault forces up to U

reasonable size. The Americans also added a heavy artillery brigade

which proved invaluable In this roving siege campaign.

Without adequate forces available, De Gaulle could do very little

for his Middle Eastern and Asian colonies. In Indo-China he could do

____ ___ _ _ _ _ ___ ___ ___ __ ___ ___ I
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nothing to thwart the Japanese. As for the Levant, De Gaulle believed

that the United Kingdom Intended to expand her sphere of influence

throughout the French mandated terr tories of Syria and Lebanon. A

serious confrontation between British and Free French troops in Damascus
31

was avoided only through intense negotiations in London.

As discussed earlier, the French Navy and Air Force performed up to

Allied standards. Their most senior officers were only squadron and task

I group commanders, integrated into larger Anglo-American organizations.

The amphibious invasion of Southern France relied heavily on French naval

I bombardment and air cover as did the elimination of German pockets of

resistance along the Atlantic coast.

In the end, Vichy was a strategic failure, unable to protect its

territory from ei ther the Allies or from the Germans. Though they had

relatively large assets, these were precluded under the Armistice from

I operating at large without German consent. Though this was Inadequate

for Vichy's needs, It benefited the Allies substantially.!
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I

Prom Louis XZV to President -un, Prench political and militarry I
leaders tried to integrate defense planning and create combined 5
operational staffs. iost of these efforts were In vain. Tradielonal

attitudes proved Insurmountable and the Ministries of War and Marine 3
continued to work in 1sol5•14on a& they had for centuries. The introdu'.-

clon of the new Ministry of Air met resistance first from the Ministry of 3
War and then, when naval aviaCion was threatened, from the IflInIsCry of

Marine. Most intractable to operational or bureaucratic Integration was

the Navy which saw Its power thredtened In any collaboration wiUl, the I
larger and more powerful French Armj. De Gaulle blamed much of the

problem on Admiral Darlan whom he called a *a feudal lord' with the fleet

his "flef." Certainly Darlan's power over the naval officer corps from

1936 was enormous. 3 2  A brief attempt to create an American-style I
Minister of Defense in 1932 failed after only four months, never to be 3
tried again until De Gaulle Imposed an Integrated effort upon his little

force In Britain. He maintained this argument throughout tJe war and 3
made this a centerpiece of polltical reform under the Fourth and Fifth

Republ I cs.

The problems e.counLered at the political and strategic levels were 3
matched )•y similar ,.i Aculties among the operational forces. The defeat

In 1940 did qet :s,.i.'- senior field comanders to see thjat a much closer 3
Integration of t-hea' forces was essential In modern maneuver warfare.

The French forces had some limited success In Tunisia with their two U
___ I
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oRmall mechanized brigades, experimenting with penetratlon and exploita-I 33
tion maneuvers. Some Infantry units were badly miuled there when

S their ccAmanders fought In tight formations, something which Beaufre

called 'Verdun, revisited. 34 He found that junior officers had a

b3tter feel for mechanized and maneuver warfare than did :,Ier men whose

outmroded training and Ingrained habits were hard to over,

In training his Expeditionary Corps for Italy, Juin pushed ha.ra on

the concepts of maneuver warfare which he felt were entlrely forgotten in
35

the French campaign of 1940. After a few 3mall battles In early

1944, Juin realized that conventional doctrine would not suffice, given

the terrain and troops available to him for breaking fixed defenses. He

i Integrated the employment of his troops, specially trained and equipped

for mountain warfare with Clark's regular infantry divisions In the May

campaign which finally broke the line and advanced the Italian front to

Rome after months of stalemate.36 Jain, who had no armored divisions

In his Expeditionary Corps, created two provisional brigades out of his

corps reserve, each Including one tank destroyer regiment, one tank

battalion, two motorized Infantry battallors, and mechanized engineer and
37

reconnaissance units.

De Lattre de Tassigny had more time to prepare and was able to

observe the French experience In Italy during several visits there. When

fully established In Provence with two armored, one mechanized, and four

Infantry divisions, he handled his combined arms much like an American

commander. Ordered by General Patch to advance along two non-contiguous

corridors, one mountainous and one In a valley, separated by an American

corps and 4 major river, De Lattre assigned his forces according to their

capabilities and placed each half under a separate corps commander. His

chief weakneu'r was In understrength armored div'sJons which he corrected
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by recru.l In liberated territory. De Lattre had the only armored

dl'Isionn:! Patch's Army and consequently provided the only capability I
fur rapid expl'oitation. The advance through Provence and up the Rhone

valley was perfectly suit ed for Just such operaCions. 38 With the

creation of the Sixth Army Group under Jacob Devers In September, 1944, 3
the First French ArM operated with units cross-assigned bebteen his ar3"

and Patch's. This also worked fa'rly smoothly because both generals had I
developed Joint operational procedures and relied on a common supply 3
system. This was one very beneficial result of having the French Army

designed and equipped by the United States.

Use of air and naval power were again established along Anglo-

American lines. Traditionally, the French Air Force had always sought to 3
attacij an air corps to an army corps, placing the air component directly

under the ground coim'ander. In short, the philosophy was one of

centralized air training but decentralized operations and maintenance.

This Is how they had fought In World War I and 1940 and Intended to fight

after 1942. It took the heavy hand of British and American air staffs to 5
redirect French thinking to centralized train.rg, operations and

maIntenance.39 In the field, French aviation units were generally used I
In support of French ground forces which obviated the problems of language

and operating style. Nevertheless, the French flying squadrons operated

as integral parts of the Allied air effort In the Mediterranean and

Europe. Two units warrant special mention; the Normandie-Niemen Regiment

and two squadrons under Britain's Bomber Cornand. The first was a pair I
of fighter squadrons assigned to the Eastern Front as an Integral part of 3
the Russian Air Force until war's end. The latter flew four-engine

Halifax bombers under Britain's Bomber Command. The remaining twenty

squadrons were tactical fighters, medium bombers, or transporto generally
________I
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used In support for the French Expeditionary Corps in Italy and the First

French Army following Operation ANVIL. 4 0

Operationally, the Vichy armed forces continued with traditional

French doctrine, uninfluenced by the experiences of 1940. The services

E. remained autonomous except for a short period when Darlan assumed comand

of all three. His position, however, was more symbolic than practical.

Army divisions had separate commanders for earch separate Arm -- lnfan.t',

artillery and cavalry -- working betweer, the geneza.! staffs and the

regiments. This clearly Impeded the development of combined arms task

organization, a technique used heavily by the United Stares and which

French comarnders picked up on quickly.

Once exposed to American techniques In combat even the most

skeptical French officers saw the merits of the new doc-trTi,.e. Certainly,

the adaptation of the American style of maneuver and mechani.ed warfare

I provided for great flexibility in combat. Some commanders , red the

concept but picked up quickly on It after the Tunisian campaign Beaufre

realized this when observing Anglo-American artillery fire s ort in

action while de Lattre showed his abilities In task organization during

his move up the Rhone. Juln laced an unusual sItLation becauste .'f his

I mix of forces and difficult terrain. He had to adapt maneuver c .cepts

to mountain warfare which he practiced in the early French engagements

north of Casuino. He admitted these techniques would have been sev,,•r-ly

crit.Lcized at the French Ecole Suporieure de Guerre before the war, one

more indictrnent of French milltary thought between the world wars.41

Officers serving the Vichy regime had a very d~fferent experience

indeed. The armistice permitted them no operational flexibility which

I permJtted the arme-1 forces to fall back on what it already knew. Thr,

Army suffered terribly from a garrison mentality while the Navy conducted
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I
no major training and could not develop any new doctrine even If the

admirals had wanced to. Ceremonial duties took up a great amount of tiwe I
wbtle sports and aisseipline r-ceived the greatest emphasis In unit

training. In short, It was aa army with nvthing practical to do. Senior

officers did not wish to study the campaign of 1940 to learn from their 3
mistakes. The General Staff banned an!; updating of doctrinal manuals,

fearing the German reaction to any aggressive spirit coming out of the 3
French officer corps. One scholar examining this question found no trace 3
of new tactical or strategic thought coming out of the Armistice

Army. 42 As for the Navy, Darlan had always focused too narrowly on 3
conventional :urface fleet battles and submarine warfare to the exclusion

of naval aviation and antl-air and anti-submarine warfare. wi th the 3
fleet in port wtider the armistice, Darlan devoted all his time to

politics ane took the cream of his officer corps with him Into I
non-mllitary Jobs. He even converted his planning staff, the famous 3
Section d'Etudes, Into a political staff, relying on Individual energy to

make up for a lack of experience. In brief, Marshal P~tain's armed 3
forces were not the place where aggressive, forward looking officers got

ahead. U
French armed forces were not on the front edge of military 5

technology in 1940. The gap remained until the Americans reequIpped

their Army and Air Force and modernized their Navy. The Americans had to 3
Infuse In the ground forces a concept of maneuver warfare and an

Integrated approach to air and ground warfare In a very short period of

time. The Navy's gaps In anti-submarine and anti-air warfare were 3
overcome by ship modernization programs. Fortunately, the various forces

caught up quickly once the proper equipment arrived on the scene and some I

limited training took place.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _
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Equipment, however, was not an overriding concern of French

officers. Over the centuries, the armed forces had developed a highly

refined ability to exist by foraging and this remained a key element to

their survival during the Second world War. Having loaned all his

fording equipment to Montgomery, de Lattre de Tassigny got across the

RhMine only because of the extraordinary ability of his chief enginec'r,

General Dromard. Anticipating the problem, Dromard had gathered bits and

I pieces of bridging equipment along the way from Marseille to Strasbourg.

When the Army was short of troops, It Incorporated resistance units Into

slots opened by battle casualties or into units which had never risen to

their full combat strength. The technique of Incorporating the local

population Into the ranks was similar to the British method of recruiting

I local militia units to assist the suppression of rebellion In Ireland.

The militia could not be trusted to operate on its own but worked well In

Sconjunction with regular battalions and regiments which were always In

short supply.
4 3

I It seems fair to say of the Vichy military that they had more

I equipment than they used. A few young officers understood Its potential

and, against the express orders of senior commanders, spent a great deal

I of time trying to hide whatever they could for a day when It could be

used In liberating the country. It was this equipment which outfitted

I the French Army throughout the difficult Tunisian campalgn In 1943.

i Modernization of the French Army was delayed as French and American

officials haggled over the proper mix of combat and support units.

I Fortunately, Amer can perseverance and French ability to grasp the

Industrial demands of mechanized warfare produced a compromise solution.

I The problem stemned from a very traditional approach to combat support

functions In the French armed forces. These remained far from the battle-
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field under autonomous directorates which In several cases were

pratically civilian bureaucracies. This was how all European armies and 5
navies handled their logistic support: in the eighteenth century.

Unfortunately, the Prench continued to handle them the same way In the I
twertleth. It Is a quantum leap from this approach to one with supply, 3
maintenance, and other service units organic to each combat organization.

Prench military Intelligence had always been narrowly defined as 3
gathering Information on enemy units In the field and providing connanders

with reconrendations on how opposing forces would be used. During the U
Second World Mar, the requirements went far beyond that and the Prench

military had great difficulty adapting to the change. From London, De

Gaulle realized the necessity of keeping In touch with a wide range of 3
Frenchmen who could keep him appraised of German activities and also

coordinate sabotage operations, assist downed pilots, and eventually serve 5
as guides for allied units after D-Day. For this, he organized an intell-

igence directorate combining Information collectors and field operators

under a single headquarters. It also combined military and civilian 3
efforts, eventually placed under the command of General Pierre Koenig on

the eve of Operation OVERLORD. An additional benefit of this Integrated 3
approach was a minimizing of political friction between rival underground

networks. Armistice Army officers could not understand this new approach

and had very little contact with the Gaullist Intelligence organization 5
called the Bureau Central de Renseignments et d'Action (BCRA).

As for other support service, forage was the order of the day until 3
the Americans arrived In November, 1942. Organizational supply consisted

of either horse drawn wagons or trucks called 'Ie Train.' It was probably I
the most despised branch of the Army and was manned by social misfits and 1
other undesirables. The duties of this branch were enorzmous, transport- I
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ing the wounded; carrying the field messes, r.he food, and everyt.hing else

from chemical decontamination equipment to mobile blacksmith shops. They

did not normally take care of ammumition or other consumables associated

with the combat arms. Each arm had its own light organic maintenance and

I ai��amition wagons, but none of these trains could keep up with a modern

campaign. The corps and division wagons could carry only one day's food

ration. Recalling the close connection between bread shortages and

II revolutions In France, the 1938 field supply manual reminded officers

that -interruptions due to any number of conditions would have grave
.44

consequences. To a very large extent, the French Army lived off the

land which might explain why campaigns were so dreaded by the civilian

•I population.

The supply corps, or Service d'lntendance, was essentially a

civilian agency with the mission of bulk requisition and transportation

I of food and clothing to field depots where the unit wagon trains took

over. As for maintenance of equipment, If something could not be fixed

I by the user It had to go back to the factory. There was no such thing as

I intermediate level supply and maintenance. In this respect, Napoleon

would have been entirely at home In the French Army of 1940. Even the

Air Force was organized along Lhe same lines. As for the Navy, support

facilities were centralized In Brest and Toulon. Ships were entirely on

their own once they were at sea or stationed overseas.

When told they had to organize their Army Just like the Americans,

Giraud's staff become Irritated. Not only did they not understand what

was required, but they also saw the mixing of supply, maintenance, and

motor transport officers in infantry divisions as a social disgrace

especially when th"y served In the same battalions. And so started what

is called 'the battle of the services' which was to go on until the end
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I
of the war. General Giraud's staff pleaded with the Americans, saying

the French didn't need laundzry units because they did their own clothing 1
along the way and saw no reason for field maintenance because they had

managed without if for centuries wi th no adverse effects. mkoreover, the

French leaders wanted their Army to be a great symbol of national 3
strength. According to French perceptions, creating a large number of

service units at the expense of combat battalions and divisions would 3
appear unheroic to a population Impatient for battlefield victories.

Technocratic Americans didn' t really understand what the French were I
saying either, but Insisted on their plan and made their point by linking

rearmament to acceptance of U.S. organization and techniques. In the

end, French units were not Identical to the Americans. They generally 3
had only company size service units where the Americans had battalions,

and their large supply depot In Marseille was only one-third the size of

General Patch's Seventh Army depot. In the end, Americans saw the error 3
of their ways In insisting that Frenchmen do everything on their own and

by late 1944, the two large supply depots, Base 901 for France and CONAD

for the United States were Integrated, producing a much more efficient

support system for the entire Sixth Army Group. By war's end, the French I
Army and Air Force accepted the American method of warfare as the model

for their own post-war armed forces. They could not know then that

twenty years of colonial wars would delay that modernization until the 3
late 1960s. 43

The very best estimates show the Armistice Army could fight a 3
campaign for only ninety days. Beyond that, It had no ability to

resupply or reequip Its units. The Navy had lost much of its ability to

manufacture and repair warships. The Air Force alone managed to reopen

one production line of fighter planes but they did not get into the fJeld
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prior to the collapse of the Vichy government In November, 1942.

Coxuznications systems were very outmoded and Intelligence remained

I strictly conventional, prepared only for order of battle and weather

estimates. The only strategic transportation sgstem available was the

I French National Railroad and It was under heavy attack by the Allied

Bomber Forces. Perhaps most backward of all policies was the further

I weakening of the muilitary support services. Medicine, military justice

I and the supply corps were civillanized, returning to the practices of the

Ancien R6qime. The Vichy forces had not corrected the basic structural

I problems which defeated them in 1940.

Once the American system of maneuver warfare and combat support

were mastered, the French ground and air forces had no problem other than

I�the shortage of manpower and total reliance on the Allies for logistic

support. Given this assistance, the French operational concepts could

I achieve the strategic goals as an integral part of the Allied campaign.

French military planners were very unrealistic, however, in planning for

a large mechanized army after the war when the armed forces would not

have outside help. French Industrial capacity was not expected to reach

normal levels for eight to ten years after war's end.

Prtain's unswerving adherence to the letter of the armistice placed

his armed forces at the mercy of his German occupiers, totally unprepared

to react to crises at home or abroad. He could have ordered the fleet to

sea from Toulon In time to save it but chose not to, virtually assuring

its destruction according to standing orders. Had the French Navy

rallied to the Allies, It would have provided overwhelming maritime

superiority In the European theatre, possibly releasing more

Anglo-American forces for duty against Japan. As it evolved, the Royal

Navy was not seriously comitted to the Pacific until 1945.
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The most innovative concept coming out of the French armed forces

during the Second World War was Juln's approach to mountain warfare. He 5
looked carefully at his forces which had no significant armor units but

did have extensive training and experience In mountain warfare. He I
cleverly selected the piece of terrain where he could excel and which was 3
delaying the Allied advance past Cassino. Me also build up an excellent

working relationship with his commander, General JMark Clark, who listened 3
to Juln's advice carefully. In Prance, de Lattze de Tassigny used these

same troops in the reconquest of the Medi terranean Alps, a campaign I
conducted almost Independent of the main drive up the Rhone valley. 3
Generals Devers and Patch took his advice on integrating the French and

American combat support organizations In IArseille which ended months of 5
unreliable support for French units fighting under the Seventh Army and

later the Sixth Army Group. I
As for the Vichy commanders, they were never In the position to 3

select when and where they would fight an opponent. The French were slow

to forget about British attacks on the Armistice forces. 3
I
I
I
I
I
1

___ __ _ _ __ __ ____ I
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I
g VZV. Ta¢d cal Effeccl gnss

I Tacticz used by Prench ground forces supported the strategic

I objectives of reunflcacion of the armed forces and rapid liberation of

the homeland. De Lactte de Tassigny was placed In a very difficult

I position when the French provisional government asked that he create

entire divisions made up of FF1. He knew the quality, size, and

experience of the maquis units varied widely. A few units were made up

I of regular soldiers who went underground when the Armistice Army folded

In lace 1942 but most FFZ units were small guerilla bands with no

I conventional warfare experience. All of them had strong Internal

loyalties making restructuring a difficult task. De Lattre knew he

I needed the manpower but preferred that they serve In existing divisions

I as battalion or reglmental-size organizations. He followed this plan by

filling 18,000 vacancies In his seven divisions during October 1944 to

I make up for battle losses and to round out others which had left North

Africa below strength. TWo of his divisions, the 9th Colonial and the

I Ist Free Prench Divisions had a predominance of Senegalese infantry.

I Though very tough fighters, these men suffered terribly from the winter

In the Vosges mountains. Consequently, he decided to replace as many of

I them as possible with FF1 from ;iberated territories. This absorbed

another 25,000 members of the maguls. De Lattre de Tasslgny also

I Integrated another twenty light Infantry battalions of the FF1 into his

I army, attaching one to each regular Infanc.:y reglment and armored

division. He used them for rear area security and as a general reserve
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I
throughout the remainder of the war. This technique absolutely baffled

Americans , who could not understand the reason for this amount of 3
additional manpower. General Devers let the process continue once

Eisenhower gave his blessing and promised some additional equipment for I
these men. 46

Neither Juin In Italy nor Leclerc who operated on his own In

Operation OVERLORD had any of the same problems. Juln had no source from 3
replacements other than trained regulars from North Africa and Leclerc

was able to pick very selectively from the mass of volunteers In 3
Normandy. He did take some drivers, technicians and an Infantry

hattallon from the FF1 along the way. All three services had reputations

for aggressiveness which served then well in the eyes of the liberated 3
population. Their ability to live off the land and forage for everything

from food to bridging for the Rhine served the French strategic Interest 5
by speeding up the campaign. By comparison with the Americans, French

units relied less on their supporting arms and combat support units to I
get them through. Both In Italy and In France, American heavy artillery 3
was attached at the corps level. Obviously, neither the Navy nor the Air

Force had the latitude to develop tactics on their own, as they served In 3
Integrated task forces with American and British units.

Throughout the war, French commanders faced manpower shortages and I
delays In obtaining needed equipment. Except for Leclerc's Second

Armored DJvlslon, their units were never as strong as their American

counterparts. Their greatest tactical success came In Italy with the 3
breaking of the Gustav Line In May, 1944. Juln took careful stock of his

units earlier that year and realized he had the unique capability for I
mountain warfare. VJrtually his entire force of five division g
equivalents came from the Arvime d'Afrigue. predominantly recruited from

_____ ___ _ ____ _ ___I
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the Arab populations of Morocco, Algeria and Tunisia. His generals were

also experienced In colonial fighting, even using Arabic when they wished

to keep their radio conversations private. Some had served In the Rif

Mar against Berber Insurgents during the mld-1920. That experience In

mountain fighting served the entire Prench Expeditionary Corps well In

the rugged Italian countryside between Cassilno and Rome.

For the Moroccans, the Italian terrain was Just like home. The 4th

Moroccan Divison was specially equipped with mules and mountain artillery

as were three regimental size mi ts called Groupements de Tabors

recruited from the Berber tribes in the Atlas Mountains. Two orher

divisions, the 2nd Moroccan and 3rd Algerian could also operate In

mountainous terrain while the mechanized infantry unit, the Ist Free

Prench Division, had to operate In the valleys. Juln devised a way to

use his mountain division In conjunction wich the three Groupements de

if Tabors as a separate corps for deep envelopments In the worst terrain.

They could sustain themselves entirely by mule pack trains and could

I march quickly over long distances. He held his armored units In reserve

until a situation opened up to exploit a mountainous corridor. The

Germans tended to defend the valleys while avoiding the high ground.

When the German line weakened, Juin would send his mountain corps through

the gap on deep envelopments, keeping them on high ground until they

linked up with the other forces In hanwer and anvil or conventional

link-up operations. He used his mechanized division to exploit

opportunities along major corridors while maintaining contact with the

British Eighth Army on his right flank. To assure an extra degree of

shock In the Initial contact, Juin had no qualms about assigning all of

his corps artillery of some 200 heavy guns and howitzers to a single

divison to essure rapid penetration. H1s Moroccan troops received high
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praise from both the Allies and the Germans alike. They had a natural

ability to conduct enormous battalion or even regimental size ambushes on 1
Isolated German units In the Auruncl Mfountains between Cassino and the

Anzio perimeter. 47

In Corsica, Elba and Prance, Giraud and de Lattre de Tassigny 5
experimented with the use of light shock battalions attached to each

division. They used these units, similar to American Ranger battalions, 3
foi quick attacks and for seizing Isolated objectives. The French

commanders liked these units because they were easy to equip and could be

manned by the FFI. Their staying power, however, was very poor. The

success of these units led to a wholesale restructuring of the Army for

Indo-China and Algeria. Unfortunately, it took two colonial wars to

learn about the limited application of these troops. As for the Air

Force and Navy, they utilized the same tactics as their Allies during the 3
campaign. The fighter and light bomber pilots demonstraced a special

knack for close air support, another skill which served them well in the

colonial wars to come. In speaking of the French pilots, a British 5
officer conwented, all they wanted was a plane and a bomb. 48

Generally, the French units followed American procedures for the I
Integration of supporting arms. The amount of support available to each 5
division, however, was generally less than for equivalent American and

British units. They made up for this by task organization to cover weak 3
spots and by attachment of American heavy artillery at the corps level.

Juin planned his breakthrough of the Gustav Line so that his left flank 1
could have naval gqu"tire support throughout the advance up the Auzunci 5
and Lepini mountains. French generals picked up quickly on the concept

of task organization and combined armed task forces in Tunisia as they 3
worked alongside American and British forces and carried this into the

__ _ _ _1___ _
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Itall an and French campaigns. It was there that they learned of thern American use of self-propelled artillery in mechanized operations. This

campaign also saw the end of the famous 75mm field gun which had been the

prime French artillery piece since 1897. It gave way to American 205am

and 155ml howitzers except in mountain units where a pack mule version

remained in service throughout the war. De Lattze viewed his armored

divisions as heavy cavalry, which he used more for exploitation maneuvers

rather than on costly penetration operations. Both he and Juln found

tactical aviation helpful In their operations but did not rely on it as

their major supporting arm. Juln's most innovative use of air support

was air dropped resupply when operating In mountains without roads. The

French approach to air cover was not all that differ-'nt from America..

ground comaande1.s, none of whom exercised direct control over It and had

to take what was provided. Amphibious operations were very much on the

I mind of Gi-aud and de Lattre de Tassigny, the former overseeing the

recapture uf Corsica while the latter was the major ground component

I commander In Operation ANVIL, .ldnding behind the three American

divisions. Shipplng was always at a premium, so landings had to be timed

to match the availability of landing craft which shuttled between the

5nglish Channel and the Medi terranean In support of the two major

offensives of 1944.

3 Given a choice between litedi ate exploitation of a situation and

waiting for improved conditions, French commanders tended to move

"quickly. Perhaps this is the source of their ongoing friction with

British ground commanders. De Lattre de Tassigny and Juin understood the

urgency of keeping the Germans on the run. Juin spent more time

preparing each of his major offensives, but the nature of thc Italian

front granted him this luxury. De Lattre de Tassigny had the feeling
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that delay gave the enemy a chance to consolidate. He was famous for

hasty mneuvers, from combined arms assaults to the crossing of the

Rhine. The Moroccan and Algerian troops In Italy were very good In

conducting night attacks, and Juin used this capability as frequently as

possible. The PPI also specialized In ambush and sabotage operations. 3
General Pierre Koenig coordinated their diverse activities which proved

helpful In Brittany and essential In the Southwest where they were a 3
major element used In breaking up the German pockets of resistance.

Certainly, these units were uneven and had comparatively little staying

power but they did cause major disruption of the German withdrawal from

Southern France. Koenig has received credit from American and French

authorities for keeping a il.d on the maquis and for stabilizing the

relations between De Gaulle and the Americans during Operation

OVERLORD.49 Roosevelt still refused to recognize the Comi t6 Pranva. se

de la Liberation Nationale as the provisional French government, delaying I
an agreement on the political administration of liberated territory.

Koenig provided the manpower which filled the gap until a civil affairs

agreement and recognition of the CFLN ended the problem In October, 1944.

Traditionally, France maintained three armies each with distinct

recruiting bases and jealously guarded traditions. In Europe was the

Arm~e Metropolitaine which had been defeated In 2940 and which never

entered the war except In small units which de Lattre de Tassigny 3
attached to his divisionis. It was a conscript army made up of French

citizens, staffed by an officer corps that rarely saw service overseas.

In the colonies, outside of North Africa, was the Azmxe Coloniale. Until

the twentieth century, this force had been an Integral part of the Navy.

Enlisted manpower came from the colonies and officers, called marsouins,

from France who served continually overseas. This was more a prýfesslonal
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3
than a conscript Institution with Its strongest units In French Hest

I Africa. Charged with territorial defense, It had a secondary mission In

I Europe during times of crisis. Finally, there was the Armze d'Afrigue.

Initially formed In 1830 to conquer and patrol Algeria, Its duties andrn recruiting base extended to the protectorates of Tunisia and Morocco.

Algerians were conscripted while Mforoccans and Tunisians were volunteers.

I Again, this was primarily a professional army. It was divided Into three

i separate groups along ethnic lines. Arab troops formed Infantry regiments

of tirailleurs and cavalry regiments of sahIs while men of European

3 extraction, called pieds noir, formed Infantry regiments of zouaves and

cavalry regiments of chasseurs d'afrique. ,•inally, there were several

U regiments of the Foreign Legion which Included eve.'ybody else. As a

rule, racial lines were never crossed in forming battalions or regiments.

All of these were organized Into divisions and corps, led by officers who

5 served most of their careers In North Africa with occasional tours of

duty In Europe. The Armee d'Afrigue also had two missions; defense of

3 North Africa and of European France.

In 1940, eight divisions each from the Arm6e Coloniale and the

Arm~e d'Afrigue were In France. Naturally, there were many social

I distinctions and strong racial feelings which existed In this complex

collection of armies. Traditionally, Frenchmen enjoyed good relations

S with all their colonial populations except for the Arabs. There, the

balance was always more precarious, stemmJng partly from the militancy of

Islam running counter to a crusading form of Catholicism. French

i military authorities did not trust colonial troops anywh-rc except In

Infantry and cavalry units. This prejudice built up over the years was a

I factor In the confrontation with the Americans who Insisted Lhat the

reorganized French army have a high proportion of service and support1 _ ___ _
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units. Men of European extraction could not possibly staff them all. A

few French officers saw this as a flaw in Army thinking but were 3
powerless to change habits overnight. feaufre said French prejudice

would never permit an Arab to shoot a cannon or drive a truck. The only

"way he got his own battalion of tirallleurs to the Tunislan front was by

coopting some zouaves from Algiers who stayed on with him as his motor

transport section. 3
Other problems of attitude and tradition involved the friction

between officers and men of the Arm6e d'Afri ue and those of the Arne

A4tropolltamne who met during the liberation of Prance. The Afri can 3
units looked with contempt on their European counterparts which collapsed

so quickly in 1940. Conversely, the officers of the Arm•e Metropolitaine 3
disliked the unconventional techniques of their liberators. De Lattre de

Tassigny's greatest problem was in blending these two traditions Into a 3
single army of liberation. He had to cope with intense feelings of

loyalty on both sides and the reluctance of colonial troops to accept

Europeans in their midst. Americans fighting alongside the First French 5
Army looked upon this unification of colonial and European troops with

stupor and occasional contempt. French commanders found their American U
counterparts notably Insensitive to the Importance of morale and 6lan and 3
overly reliant on technology to solve all their problems.

In the Navy, there had always been a marked separatJon between the 3
officers and enlisted personnel. The strongly religious tone of the

French naval officer corps was enhanced when De Gaulle took a reserve 3
chaplain, promoted him to a4miral and made hilm. the Naval Chief of Starft.

Thierry d'Argenlieu, also known as Pere Louis de la TriniJt, treated the

war as a religious crusade. Later, he clashed with the more flexible 3
Leclerc during the delicate negotiations with Ho Chi Minh In 1946.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _
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Though the Navy was the most pro-American of all three armed forces, Its

internal customs always seemed strange to those not steeped in the ways

D of this service which had always lived in isolation on the fringe of

French society. Social and InstitutJonal change came very late to the

I Navy and then only after an agonizing debate in the mid-1960s.5s As

for the Air Force, the reunification of Gaullist and Giraudist factions

U went very smoothly, avoiding the resentment which pervaded the other

armed forces. The absence of a ponderous tradition and the technical

nature of their trade reduced the social separation of aviators from

U rtheir enlisted ground personnel.

The Vichy forces perpetuated the most rigid of French military

U social and doctrinal traditions. Perhaps this was Inevitable, given the

garrison envirornent i•mposed on them by the Armistice and the absence of

any talent in t1r- -fficer ranks. Some of the hardest to deal with were

the naval officers ohose personal loyalties to Admiral Darlan and Marshal

Petain defied the understanding of Eisenhower and Clark during Operation

5 TORCH. Their great emphasis onj personal honor and obedience generally

baffled the Americans. Genuine social reform in the French armed forces

would not ccome until the mid-1960s when political conditions imposed a

5 dramatic review of the professional officer corps In all three services.

The Tunisian campaign was a school of pratical training for the

I Arm6e d'Afrigue. Xt persuaded French officers that the entire philosophy

of training for static defensive fighting had to give way to an emphasis

on maneuver warfare and combined arms combat. They appear to have

U learned the tactical aspects of this quickly while remaining reluctant to

incorporate modern logistical planning into their doctrines. The Air

Force in North Africa had a cadre of experienced pilots without any

modern aircraft. In the early days of rearmament, the training processI_ _ _ _ _ _ _ ______
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was two sided. Americans demonstrated the new equipment, and French

officers trained their Allies In aerial tactics. The fighter and light

bomber units had always been the strongest element In French combat

aviation. As for the Navy, they had been the best prepared of all the

French armed forces for war In 1939. What remained of the fleet after

the Toulon scuttling was organized for ongoing Allied operations, notably

convoy escorting and naval shore bombardment.

French ground forces tended to operare at or beyond the limit of

their service organizations. This never created a disaster but It could

have If opposing German forces had counterattacked at critical moments.

The classic example of this was de Lattre de Tassigny's decision to cross

the Rhine without any of his bridging equipment. He relied entirely on

the foraging skills of his engineers to come up with makeshift

equipment. In other cases, French units simply outran their supply lines

and had to wait for the support to catch up. The psychology of the

French troops was something like that In Genera! Ander's Pollsh Army.

Both forces conducted daredevil moves because neither felt they had much

to lose. For both these armies, tactical success was of overwhelming

Importance. By war's end, French commanders realized the benefits of

American ground combat organization and used It as a model for their

post-war structure. As for the French Air Force, Allied aviation

commanders saw more clearly than their Army counterparts that French

units did not have the personnel to provide adequate logistical support

to the flying squadrons. Consequently, both the American and British air

forces provided many of the ground personnel required to keep the French

planes In the sky. This arrangement worked smoothly and maximized the

combat capability of these units.
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I
Marshal Juin did the most to develop tactics specifically to

exploit German wpeakesses. He saw that Kesseirinrg's troops congregated

I in the valleys while leaving many of the hilltops bare. This provided

Juin a golden opportunity to eAploy his mountain troops to their maxImtW

I advantage. His deep envelopments bypassed fixed defense works and broke

the Gustav line on a narrow front. De Lattre de Tassigny designed his

U tactics to keep the German forces on the run, attempting to avoid

entrenched defenses or counterattacks. In this he was largely successful

but did nothing unique. The French Navy and Air Force benefited from the

I larger Allied naval and air campaigns, enjoying general maritime

superiority after mid-1943 and command of the air In both Italy and

5 Prance.

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
U
I
I _ __ _ _ _
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Concl usi*on I
Tho French Army of 1940-194S was not In the main tradition of the

Grande Arnne of either 1805 or 1914. The rump left behind under the

Armistice was a small cadre of professional officers and a few troops I

whose prime role was to survive and await a better day. In London, De

Gaulle surrounded himself with a following whose chief Ingredient was

personal Independence and a rejection of the French military ethic of 3
rigid obedience to the highez authority. In Africa, the odds and ends

Koenig cowmanded In Egypt and Leclerc had In Chad appeared to be 3
Individual adventurers more In the spirit of the Foreign Legion where

these two generals had served. In Algeria, the Armie d'Afrique lived on, U
virtually untouched as a strategic reserve waiting to be used. This 5
Institution, which had no particular love for De Gaulle, permitted France

to reenter the war with a significant military contribution. The Air 3
Force virtually ceased to exist, and the Navy went into a caretaker

status, sworn to follow Admiral Darlan and to avoid seizure by any U
foreign power, whatever the cost. Once reunified, the Gaullist and 3
Giraudist forces blended Into a curious mixture of professional colonial

troops and guerrilla fighters from the FF1, recalling the levee en masse3

of 1792. Gaullists were always in the minority. When the war was over,

the native troops returned home, many to join ranks with fellow colonialI

peoples yearning for national liberations of their own. The end of the 3
war also meant a gradual elimination of the Gaullist Influence from the

top ranks of the military. It had been only a sprinkling of senior men 3

LU
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who retired because of age or went on Into political careers. This

permitted the Army and Navy to *purlfy" their officer corps, returning to

the Saint Cyr and Ecole Navale cadres who had largely stayed behind and

worked for Vichy or hung up their uniforms to await a better day. This

retrenchment after 1945 also meant that the armed forces would have great

difficulty adjusting to the colonial wars they were to face for the next

two decades. It was In these wars that the young officers who first

I learned their craft In the underground movements or In the colonies now

turned their warmaking skills on the colonial populations of Indo-China

I and Algeria and later questioned their support for De Gaulle and the

Fifth Republic.

The Gaullist were driven by one central thought; the unacceptabil-

Si ty of a French armistice with their traditional enemy when a means to

resist remained In their hands. Emerging from nowhere In 1940, this

small group rose to lead the country back to victory and an eventual

defeat of the Nazi war machine. Arriving exhausted on the Rhine and

Danube, national pride would not permit a break-up of the empire on the

heels of so costly a victory. Massive help fr(., their Allies was both

appreciated and despised. Happy to receive the equipment and training,

I Frenchmen from all walks of life were embittered by the occasional

subjection of their national sovereignty to that of their Anglo-Saxon

I allies. The story of French foreign and defense policy especially during

the Gaullist years of 1958-1974 was profoundly Influenced by this

I feeling, which Is only now beginning to diminish.
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I
The Cul tuzal Factor

With comparatlvely weak military forces, De Gaulle set out on an I
ambitious program of political and strategic goals for his country. By 3
war's end, most were achieved, though Allied relations were occasionally

strained along the way. Few have expressed any regrets about the course 3
which Franco-Allied relations took during the war. Americans remain

convinced that their decision to minimize casualties and end the war as I
quickly as possiblr was c-"rect. Britons believed that they did their

part In restoring -. ý .,,pean balance by supporting exile movements and

conducting a pezrip:,- tategy. Frenchmen are also sure their path to 3
victory was correct but wonder why their political goals were sometimes

misunderstood by their Allies. 51 De Gaulle provides Insight to his 3
sentiments about "Anglo-SaAons" which he kept the rest of his Life. On

the eve of his departure for Algiers in 1943, he bade farewell to Anthony

Eden, the only English speaking person whose motives he genuinely trusted. I
In a friendly chat about their years together, Eden asked his visitor,

"Do you know that you have caused us more difficulty than all our 3
European allies?' With a smile, De Gaulle responded In that foreign

tongue, 'Z don't doubt it. France Is a great power.* 5 2

The friction which existed between Frenchmen and their Anglo- 3
American allies stemm'ed largely from cultural differences which

frustrated many on both sides of the social equation. much of the story 3
Is one of wondering if and how people of very different backgrounds could

overcome profound differences of behavior and pull together to defeat a

cowmun enemy. This became the paramount Issue between France and her two

English-speaking allies after November 1942 when a large French Army

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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could return to battle only by accepting American equipment and

operational doctrine. It Is far less a story of equipment than one of

cowboys and chevaliers struggling to overcome centuries of ingrained

habits and mill tary traditions. on several occasions, these threatened

to destroy their Joint crusade. Fortunately, the common danger and a

kind of Intangible but very real sensa of mutual admiration carried the

day. Frenchmen recalled with great nostalgia their role In the American

Revolution. Even aristocratic French officers, who had contempt for

democracy at home, admired the American republic which their forebears

helped spawn. After all, It was two of their own, Rochambeau and De

Grasse, who made it all possible at Yorktown. Republican France even

named warships after them, immortalizing the men and commemorating their

de&---. over the ancient foe.

The same ambiance cannot be found In the dealings between the

French military leaders and their British cnunterparts during the Second

World War. Their common experiences at Verdun and Jhe Somme just weren't

enough to overcome the primeval stigmas of Agincourt, Blenheim and

Trafalgar, names which sent shivers down the spines of French Officers

even In the mid-twentleth centu~ry. On the eve of OVERLORD, Lawrence

Ol ver produced a patriotic rendition of Shakespeare's Henr i. V,

commemorating the first of these victories over France and dedicating the

movie to British soldiers alout to make the supreme sacrifice once more

i in the same fields of Picardie. For years, the French press was filled

with anglophobic pieces, written under pseudonyms like Captain John Frog

3 of the Action francalse. And for those who Just might have forgotten,

the British attack on Mers-el-Kebir showed that nothing had changed since

S3 Agincourt. Old feelings die hard but it is they which drove these men

on, knowingly or not.
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U
Zt was only In the 1960s that social science focused on the

cross-cul tural and Internal problems which plagued Z±.a French armed

forces for so long. most of the senior Allied officers who have written

their memoirs have coamemnted on the communications problem between French

and Anglo-Saxon officers. Americans were constantly baffled by the

Importance which th.eir French counterparts placed on obedience to higher

militaly authority and their adherence to a rigid bureaucratic hierarchy 3
even when it had outlived Its usefulness. This Issue came to a head In

November, 2942 when Clark, Eisenhower, and others had such difficulty U
prying the French military In North Africa away from P6taIn and his 3
defunct Vichy regime. The emphasis placed on the leader Is something

which many Lat.tn cultures have In coion, although their military 3
Institutions exhibit this quality more than the civilian mainstream. The

Ztalians have their tradition of the. Condottieri, the Spanish their cult U
of the Jefe, personified by General Franco, while Latin America has Its 3
host of military heroes. The origins of this cult are deep, stemminy

from the special Influence of the feudal system and the Catholic Church 3
on Latin society. In these lands, central authority always competed with

the aristocracy for power, the two having great difficulty reaching a U
compromise. More often than not, a monarch overcame resistance by

eliminating the political power of his nobility and by creating a tight

centralized regime. In Prance and Spain, the Catholic tradition Is 3
highlighted by the crusade against Moslems, Jews and Protestants over

nine centuries. In Britain, the reverse Is true. There, the aristocracy U
served as the representative of the Norman crown In pacifying the Saxons

and Celts on the frontier and In the marches while the Anglican Church

became the badge of political conformity. In England, a basis existed 3
very eorly for shared power between central and local authority.

_ _ _ _
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Prench classical literature Is filled with examples of the king's

man who Is forced to face a moral crisis In choosing between self and

crown. The most Important of these is Pierre Corneille's play, Le Cid In

which the hero chooses the latter with the immortal words, Ohonor Is a

duty, love Is only a desire.' 7he education of French officers, unlike

their Anglo-Saxon counterparts, was filled with the classics, and this

I rtheme was heavily emphasized in the razified atmosphere of those

3 secondary schnools which prepared boys for the Saint Cuir and Scole Navale

examinations. Between the world wars, these same preparatory courses

I also deemphasized engineering and technology, which may explain why

French military men were so slow adapting to modern Industrialized

I warfare. The history of the French Army and Navy after 1960 Is the story

of a nation's attempt to wean Its military leadership away from tradItion
53

toward a more technocratic concept of war and military organization.

Having overcome the political and economic difficulties of the

post-World War 1I period, the door Is open for France to return to a

closer working agreement with their European and American allies In the

JoinL defense of the region. The unification of their armed forces under

a single Ministry of Defense and tni-service materiel, medical and

Intelligence branches are some of the finest legacies which De Gaulle

could have left behind. Adequate and efficient political control of the

military which plagued France for so long Is now an Issue of the past.

What zemains to be seen Is how far the forces will move toward the

professional institutions which most other Western democracies have

adopted. Until then, they remain a curious mixture, placed on display

annually at the Bastille Day parade on July 14th. Led by a horse cavalry

regiment playing Napoleonic fanfares, the latest In the French arsenal,

Hades missiles, follows with Mirage jets overhead, trailing wisps of red,
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whICe, and blue smoke. Houzs later, At closes with a regiment and the

massed bands of the Foreign Legion passing by at a slow march, as a

reminder that the Army is still the symbol of France's diverse social

heritage. W1i1 she try to go It alone as she has since 1945 or

reassociate with her friends and allies? on ne salt las. mime les

Prancais.

U
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DZSUSSO#OP SOURCE

Sources for this essay fall Into four categories; monographs,

memoirs, official histories and periodical literature. French historians

as a rule do not treat recent history as a serious field of study.

French analysis of the Second World War remains very much In the hands of

journalists, political scientists and participants In the conflict. The

best overview of the Prench Army written In French is by a journalist,

Paul Marie de la Corce entitled La Ripublique et son Arm6e (Payard,

2963). An English translation appeared the same year. One of the few

i exceptions among historians Is Henri Michel, editor of the Revue

d'histoire de la deuxgi.m guerre mondlale whose approach is notably

I pro-Caullist but who has provided a forum for the serious discussion of

problems related to French Involvement In that war. The best monographic

material Is by non-French historians Including Robert 0. Paxton who Is

accepted on both sides of the Atlantic as the leading authority on Vichy

and the Armistice Army. His major works are: Parades and Politics at

S Vchu: The French .Officer Cors under Marshal P6ta•n (Princeton, 2966)

and Vichu France: Old Guard and New Order, 2940-44 (Knopf, 1972). Philip

Bankwitz, also an American, has written the best study of civil-military

relations for this period, entitled, Maxime Weugand and CAvil-/lilltaru

AelatIons In d odern Prance (Harvard, 1967). Another, loess directly

Interested in military affairs Is Robert Aron, a French historian who has

written a ten-volume study of the Vichy regime and Its aftermath. Only

I his Vichu Re , 1940-44 (Beacon, 1969) has appeared In English.
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~moirs of military and political leaders abound on both sides of the

fence though few have been translated. Zf used carefully, they provide a

very rich and thorough picture of the war. The most helpful are those of

Charles De Gaulle, Winston Churchill, Dwight D. Eisenhower, a•ltKchal

Alphonse Juin, .jarjal Jean de Lactre de Tassigny, and perhaps most

perceptive of all, those of General Andr6 Beaufre. There are many more

Prench flag and general officers Involved In the conflict covering a wide 3
range of military and political experiences.

As for the official histories, the five volumes by the French

Army' s Service Historiqpu de V rAz , Les grandes unj t6s franiaises 3
hUqtor•oues succincts (Zmprimerie Nationale, 1967-75) provide excellent

background Information but no analysis. Their editor, Colonel Pierre Le

Goyet, also wrote the very helpful, La PartIcIpration francaise a la

caapaqne d'Ztalie (Imprimorie Nationale, 2969) where he reveals his

conclusions about the French war effort there. His articles In a number

of French journals are also excellent. Prom an American perspective,

Forrest Pogue's Supreme Comvand (G.P.O., 1954) seems to explore the

thinking of SHARP extremely well and from Britain P.S.V. Donnison's Civil

Affairs and Military Government in North-West Europe, 1944-46 (H.M.S.O.,

1961) does the beat job explaining the conflict between the Gaullist and

the Allied armies after the Normandy Invasion. Marcel Vigneras' official

MarmIn• the French (G.P.O., 1957) provides equivalent Insight Into the 3
problems of getting the French to modernize their forces. We still await

the official Am-rican history of Operation ANVIL which should help with

an understanding of the relationship between General Jacob Devers, Sixth

Army Group Commander, and his subordinate, General de Lattre de Tassigny.
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On the sociology of the French military, see Michel Louis Martin's

Wazriors to Managers: The French Militaru Establishment since 1945 (Univ.

of North Carolina, 1981) and Kurt Lang's excellent bibliography, dflitarR

_nstitutions and the SocioloQu of lar (Sage, 1972). Any of Raoul

Girardet's works, especially La socliti militaire dana la France

_contemporaip. (Plon, 1953) are good Introductions from an Insider with

notable bias. My own ROual Republicans- The Erench Naval Dynasties

between the World Wars (LSU, 1985) examines the Navy somewhat the way

Mlar.tin does the Army.

3 Among periodical literature, the finest on this subject are in

Prench. The following journals should be consulted. In French see:

Revue d'histoJre de la deux~ime guerre nondiale, Revue historigue des

i Armes, and Revue Historique de l'Armie. In "ngllsh the best are:

Militarzu Affairs, and French Historical Studies. Henri Michel sponsored

i a colloquium on the Second World War in 1974 where the leading scholars

from around the world presented papers along wi th leading French

I partcipants in the Second lorld lar. The results appeared In a large

volume entitled La libiration de la France (C.N.R.S., 1976), exposing the

feelings and conclusions about that war from all points of view. Perhaps

this will pave the way to further work on France during World War II

based on primary source material, much of which remains under lock and

key for an Indefinite period of time.
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THR SOVIET ARMED FORCES

iN 2Wr GREMA PATRZIOIC WAR, 1941-1945I

5 John I. Jessup

Introduction

I

3- Any attempt to rationally explain the complex problem of military

effectiveness, as the term may be applied to the armed forces of the

Soviet Union during World War ZI, appears doomed from the outset. There

are two dominant obstacles that hinder any such endeavor: the lack of a

fundamental definition of Soviet military effectiveness and the equa'ly

Im fundamental lack of accurate data upon which such an estimate might be

made. Given the basic nature of the Soviet Union these Impediments make

"3 successful examination contingent upon setting objective criteria by

I. which to judge those Soviet sources that are available and then Soviet

military effectiveness. Zndeed, there Is information but Its value

appears to depend more upon how it is used than what It says.

It Is possible, of coturse, to accept a universal concept of military

effectiveness or, at least, one that Is standard to a particular area of

Interest. The first of these two choices would make the work of the

I analyst relatively simple as a universal concept would present measures

"-- of effectiveness that could be applied in all cases and to all situations.
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Nel ther the universal concept nor equally universal measures of

effectiveness exist and, quite likely, never will. There are simply too

many variables to allow for a universal definition. Most theoreticians

will admit, however, that these variables are sometimes calculable. Some

suggest that At Is often possible to establish relatively clear elements

within the overall category of military effectiveness but, as defined ij

this study and elsewhere, military effectiveness Is made up of a group of

Intangible variables that can be defined with some precision only when a

sufficiently large data base has been amassed. Even so, the results are

often nothing more than oversimplified statements of very complex

Issues. Nowhere Is this more true than in dealing with the history of

the Soviet Union during the Second World War. To accomplish the task at 3
hand, therefore, It has been necessary to use a somewat more !rpecialized

logic. U
Establishing a coherent enumeration of measures of effectiveness I

that can be agglied to Soviet forces creates a set of problems that must

be resolvzd before any meaningful analysis can be made. Two of the more 3
easily identifiable of these are the nature of the role played by the

Party in the operation of the Soviet military apparatus and how that role

affected military effectiveness and, second, the character of those

forces and other institutions that comprised the whole of Soviet society

and that form its basic structure. These two factors are the most 3
important and have to be understood If anything else Is to make sense.

To achieve an appropriate level of appreciation of the military I
effectiveness of the Soviet forces of the Second World War, a cynicism

born of experience about the content of published Soviet military

histories and an ability to *read between the lines' are vital 3
attributes. There Is a rather voluminous amount of material published In

____ ________ ___|
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the Soviet Union, and some published In the best In Rnglish and other

i languages, upon which some assumptions may be made. The outpouring of

I Soviet literature about the war has, as its basis, a deepseaced need to

prove the *rightness' of the Soviet way. There Is also a much more

deeply Ingrained theophanic need to maintain a position close to Marxist

Grace. Because of these and other reasons, It Is largely Impossible to

determine the accuracy of the more subtly written of the Soviet sources

as they are almost universally without proper citations or

documentation. When one questions Soviet historians on this point:, the

answer usually received Is that *everything of Importance' Is In the

book. Thus, within the Soviet system and under Its rules that which Is

I written and published Is therefore approved and, If It is approved, It

has to be right. In applying this dictum the Soviets probably forgot the

old Russian proverb that *Truth will out, even If buried In a golden

I coffin.*

In such an environment, It becomes Incumbent upon the analyst to

understand in depth the circumstances that surrounded the Soviet

participation In the war and the enormous losses suffered by the Soviets

as a resu. t of I t . The German onslaught and Its aftermath and the

I Soviet's own prodigiou;. blunders have developed In the Ri ssian mind an

overweening determination to obscure the truth in order to prove the

I rightness of Cominunist doctrine. To accomplish this requires an

unflagging loyalty to accept the official version of the war and an

unflinching willingness to obscure Its sobering realit' - a cloud of

i aphoristic claptrap which claims that, i1. all things, under all

circumstances, the Party's grasp of the situation prevailed and assured

victory. Those things that are abhorrent are ignored or are revised to

fit the politico-Ideological needs of the moment. This is truly

"I :
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untortunate as no one who can grasp even a small segment of truth of the

Russo-Cerman war can deny the tremendous sacrifices and bitter suffering

endured by the Soviet people and the part they played In the final

victory. Nor can the heroism of the common Soviet soldier be Ignored or 1
go unappreciated. It is also unfortunate that the difficult process by

which the Soviet Union was able to take its army, shattered as it was

from the first German assault, and turn It Into a formidable military 3
machine capable of reaching the Elbe, cannot be completely and clearly

understood. 3
Another important determination that must be made Is what point In l

time constitutes che beginning of a war or, more precisely, the date

after which evidence Is accepted. If, for Instance, the date chosen Is 3
22 June 1941, the time of execution of the "Pall Barbarossa,* then all

that transpired before is lost except In retrospect. Indeed, a much

earlier date must be chosen, a Juncture where events of such magnitu- e

occured that the future was affected. A standard analysis of the war

divides the Soviet participation In World War 11 Into eight categories: 3
1. The Pre-War Period.

2. The German Advance Toward Moscow (22 June 1941

December 1941). 1
3. The Pirst Soviet Winter Counteroffensive (December

1941 - May 1942).

4. The Second German Offensive (June-November 1942).

5. The Battle of Stalingrad & Soviet Counteroffensive,

to July 1943. 1
6. The Battles of Orel & Kursk & the Soviet (,ffenslve,

to Spring 1944. I
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I
7. The Soviet S•mer Offensive of 1944.

I 6. The Pinal Soviet Offenslve (January-may 1945).

This categorization serves only to Illustrate the relationship

I betmeen the chronology of the events as they happened and the texts for

military effectiveness that have been applied.I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
II
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1. .

I

Mhe question of poli tical effectiveness takes on a special meaning

when dealing with the Soviet Union, even during the crucial war years.

Everything that occurs In the USSR has political overtones, and this Is

more apparent In the *Worker's Paradisew than anywhere In the world.

Thus, any conceptualization of the notion of political effectiveness In U
the Soviet conduct of the war must be tempered by the realization that

the Influence of the Party permeates every level of Soviet society and

the lives of all of Its Inhabitants. The study of the role of the party,3

and of the party leadership, the two being synonymous, Is, therefore, the

basis for understanding how politically effective the Soviet Union was In I
the prosecution of the war.

one mght say that the political effectiveness of the Soviet

leadership bordered on perfection as there was no appreciable dissent In 3
the bureaucracy and very little public outcry over shortages of either

luxuries or staples during the war. The reason for this phenomenon was

wrapped, of course, In the persona of Josef Stalin.

"hen Stalin took power after the death of Lenin, milltary acuwmn

was not one of his strong attributes. Although astute at wielding power,

the Soviet dictator had shown little skill In dealing with the problem of

the armed forces. Some of his early decisions dealing with naval affairs

amly Illustrate this point as does his apparent Inability to grasp the

situation facing the Soviet Union on the eve of the German attack.

Stalin fully expected the war In the west to be a long one and when It 3
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proved not to be, he was simplj not prepared to recast his thinking.

Certainly, his commitment to the 1939 Nazi-Soviet Non-Aggression Pact

marked his inability to fully understand the German strategy. When the

Germans did attack the Soviet Union, Stalin secluded himself and took no

part in the initial actions that had to be Implemented to prevent total

destruction. When he did emerge after two weeks and even after he

assumed the grand titles of generalissimo and supreme comrander, his role

was more ceremonial than real. Yet, by war's end, Stalin had become a

competent wartime leader who not only dealt with his allies but also

firmly led his own people.

it would have to be granted that Stalin's greatest skill was In

terrorizing those around him and this certainly applies to his principal

role In the early stages of the war. Many a Red Army commander felt his

wrath and many died because of it. Even so, his ability to select highly

competent personnel to direct the war both on the battlefield and on the

home front Is a tribute to his leadership. Stalin had an inordinate

capability to retain vast amounts of data and to recall Information when

It was needed. Soviet staff officers who briefed Stalin did so in the

sure knowledge that any small bit of Information that was forgotten would

surely be caught by Stalin and they would suffer because of it. Thus,

briefings were meticulously prepared and this, in turn, meant better

estimates and more accurate planning. Most scholars agree that by war's

end most senior Soviet officers held Stalin in respect, albeit often

grudgingly, for his ability to grasp strategic situations and to blend

them with the RealpolItik of the politico-economic situation in the

nation. This may be his principal contribution to the war, but it is a

large one.
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I
To be sure, Stalin was able to achieve the feat of almost total

national dedication to the cause because he was the Inheritor of a

mlllennia-old tradition of awesoam autocratic power and because he

ruthlessly repressed even the slightest Indication of opposition to his I
rule. A second reason for Stalin's success in directing the seemingly 3
ovezwhelming support of his nation In the war effort was the

unconscionable brutality of the Germans toward many Soviets who would

have Initially responded to a change In regime and who quite often

welcomed the Nazi forces with open arms. This changed, of course, and I
soon Hitler's plans for reducing the Slavs to peonage turned often 3
grudging acquiesence to unrestricted hatred and resistance.

Stalin's suppression of opposition began before the war and was 3
applied equally to both the civilian and the military sectors of the

Soviet society. Stalin, more than any other person, both built and U
destroyed the Red Army by removing the potential opposition he perceived 3
In the military hierarchy, an opposition often called the "Tukhachevsky

Croup.0 This activity did not go unnoticed In Berlin and surely played a 3
part In the decision to attack the USSR.

In reality, the extensive purges that emasculated the Red Army's

officer corps had their roots In a deep-running debate over strategic

doctrine and over the organization of the armed forces, one part of which

was the struggle for the establishment of a separate naval 3
administration. Another area of argument dealt with the establishment of

the Main Military Soviet (Glavnil Voennil Soviet (B_.A). Erickson points 3
out that this organization succeeded another *Military Soviet° that

existed until 1937-38, when 75 of Its 80 members were shot. The new

Main Military Soviet that Stalin installed consisted of twelve 3
individuals whom he trusted. In addition, the unit commnlssar was

I
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returned to a level of authority by decree and placed In nine graduated

ranks that corresponded to their coumander counterparts. These polltical

covmuissars were charged wavith the precautionary function of maintaining

the political loyalty of the unit to the state; that Is, Co Josef

I Stalin. The Vol A tu (political director) served the lowest elements

while commissars were designated for battalion and higher units. The

polltru* was often a private who was an active Conmunist and was either

chosen or chose to follow that course In his military career. As a

result of the reinstitution of this system, discipline was adversely

affected, and the prestige of the commander fell to a low point.

Discipline was thereafter (except in rare instances) within the 'purview

of the commissar.

Before the purges ended in the autumn of 1938, the chief of the

General Staff, the commanders of the air force and the navy, the

inspectors of artillery and armor, 13 of 15 army commanders, and 57 of 85

corps commanders were executed, exiled, or simply disappeared. There was

no formal Justice and no appeals after the first few show trials.

I Rather, the special NKVD teams that were sent Into every military unit in

the country heard cases based on what they considered evidence, convicted

3 the accused, and executed the sentence. In all, more than 35,000

officers were liquidated or removed, a number that Included 90% of all

general officers and 80% of all colonels. The purges had exposed the

fact that there had been a conflict of major Importance between large

segments of the Red Army and the Stalinist clique. More Importantly,

I there were clear indir'atons that the political machinery, which had been

created specifically to Insure army loyalty to the Party, and, to Stalin,

had failed.
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The obvious result of this debacle was threefold as far as the

military part of the Great Purges Is concerned. First, the Soviet armed

forces lost the cream of its senior commanders and planners who exhibited I
any Independence of thought. Second, it muted any younger officers with

talent who would not toe the mark. Third, It brought to high level 3
coamand and staff positions officers who were more remarkable for their

political adhesion to Stalin's system than their ability to command or to I

plan. There were, of course, notable exceptions In each of these areas,

but the overall result of the terror was the destruction from within of

the army's will and ability to fight. The military structure of the 3
Soviet Union was totally disorganized and Its personnel terrorized. It

remained Illogically loyal to the leader; however, and, under the new

organizational forms instituted by Its CommIssar of Defense, Marshal

Eliment Voroshilov (over his 1927-1940 tenure) it continued to grow In

size. By 1939 the Red Army was more than 3,000,000 strong.

After the Finnish War fiasco, many changes took place In the Red

Army Marshal. Semeon Timoshenko, who had finally managed to break the

Finnish Mannerhelm Line, replaced Voroshilov as Commissar of Defense.

Timoshenko, a firm disciplinarian, quickly Introduced a number of I
much-needed reforms the first of which was the abolition of the political 3
commissars In August 1940, less than a year before the German attack.

This change was motivated by the fact that the commissars had Interfered

with the proper execution of military operations during the Russo-Finnish

War. Another change Marshal Timoshenko Introduced was a new Disciplinary I
Code that replaced the old one which had been In effect since 1925.

At about the same time that Timoshenko was beginning the rebuilding

of the Red Army, the Ideology of Stalinism was taking hold In the Soviet 3
Union. The emergence of Stalinism Introduced new conditions Into Soviet
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society that affected the military. Stalinism was not merely a political

and soclo-economic system, It was also a reiteration of the theophanic

microcosm that had controlled Russia's destiny for centuries. Zn this

case, It was based on the exercise of power through force and terror.

MThs system was In place when the war began, and it remained the driving

force behind all activity in the USSR during the war.

Like most of the armed forces of the world, those of the Soviet

I Union were faced with the problem of modernization, especially

mechanization, during the 1930s. To some extent, the Soviet position was

I aided by the collaboration between the new USSR and the Germans after

3
1920. Voroshilov had been a principal spokesman and avid advocate of

I this arrangement and, along with his technical advisors, had played a

major role in securing German advice and assistance in a number of key

areas. At the same time, however, the political nature of all such

enterprises was not overlooked as the period of mechanization was deemed

to be a particularly critical one for the military. Thus, from mid-1930,

a political deputy to the Comiissar had been appointed who watched over
4

the loyalty of the army during the reorganization. Zt Is difficult to

determine all of the causal relationships that were Involved In the

mechanization program before the war. It Is even more difficult to

determine how effective the modernization program was in helping slow the

German advance when it did begin. What is clear, however, is that no

amount of budgetary allocation was going to be enough If the Germans were

not stopped. It is probably safe to estimate that all save a very small

percentage of the annual budget was devoted either directly or indirectly

to the war effort even though the few budgetary figures that are

available seem to Indicate that the highest percentage of military

expenditures took place In 1943 when 58.41 (124 billion rubles) were thus
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used. HN this money was allocated among the services Is Impossible

to determine. What can be determined is thaC the sum of the resources, I
both financial and material, was probably far less than what would have

been required if the Mest, specifically the United States, had not

assisted. Zn 1942 alone, for Instance, the United States supplied over

one billion dollars in goods to the USSR under the terms of the Moscow

Protocol. 6  Although the point is vigorously denied by the Soviets, the I
supplies furnished under the various phases of the Lend-Lease Program I
were decisive in the subsequent victory over Germany.

For the Soviet Industrial and technological base the problem was

the same as In every other sector of Soviet life, that was, survival

depended upon winning. During the first phase of the war, 75% of Soviet

armament plants either fell Into German hands or were threarened by

them. These plants were concentrated around Moscow, Leningrad, and I
Kiev. By the terms of the Military Economic Plan established In

August 1941, eastern Russia was to become a new Industrial base for the

production of Soviet military goods. This plan was renewed without

substantial change throughout the war period. It Is essential to

understand that the basis for the shifting of the Industrial capability I
to the east was established as early as the First Five Year Plan and was

confirmed by the Eighteenth Party Congress (March 1941) that ordered a

doubling of the capacities of the three principal industrial centers east

of the Urals. When war came, and whenever possible, factories were

shifted from the west Into these regions, some doing so in a period of I
months and being able to resume production before the end of 1941.

Another important aspect was the fact that, before the end of the

war, almost every factory and other Industrial enterprise was to a

greater or lesser degree Involved In war production. In doing so, I
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especially east of the Urals, there was an exploitation of resources,

such as coal production In the Urals basin, that was Increased 300%

before the end of the war. As one French scholar pointed out, 'The whole

economic 1lfe of the nation moved under the standard of war...'

The use and development of technology during the period of the

Great Patriotic War Is somewhat unusual In the fact that the Soviet Union

produced some exceptionally good pieces of equipment even In the face of

the destruction caused by the German attack and even though they were

considered crude by western standards. Some of this equipment was a part

of the mechanization program that had begun In the pre-war period. These

Items included the exceptionally good T-34 and the Stalin IS tanks, both

I of which had diesel engines, and a series of self-propelled guns.

Zronically, a large portion of military transport was still horse-drawn

at the end of the wer, and this may indicate a Soviet rationalization of

where to place technical emphasis while operating In a crisis

environment. Another example of the use of technology may be found In

the development of the Iliushin DB-3P bomber. This was one of the first

wartime designs by the famous Iliushin Design Bureau to see service.

Because of the lack of ability to produce the needed light-alloy metals,

the Soviets were forced to find other materials and settled on wooden
10

main spars for the wings. Similarly, the Soviet Yak-3 fighter was

superior to the German Bf-109G and the FW-190A at low altitudes. 1

There were about 193 million people in the USSR In 1941. Most

sources agree that this constituted the base for a military manpower pool

two and one-half times larger than that possessed by Germany. The Soviet

armed forces was composed mostly of conscripts, who were called up under

I the often-modified mobilization Law first promulgated In 1939. There

was, In addition, a small corps of professional officers and senior
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I
non-comissloned officers. Even during the war, there were priorities

for selection of otherwise fit draftees with the NKVD having first pick

for border and Internal security forces. Even though conscripted, the

term of service was predicated upon the service to which the individual

was assigned. The war, of course, obviated the necessity for

mustering-out completed-service Individuals. To help control Its

manpower pool, the USSR evacuated most of Its able-bodied men who were

not already In uniform to the east after the German attack began. Those

who were left behind were largely captured and put Into forced labor I
units that were shipped back to Germany. many of those who were In

uniform and who served on the western frontier during the early phases of

the war were also captured; the best estimates Indicating that more than 3
3.5 million Soviet soldiers were taken prisoner In 1941-1942.

In addition to those killed or wounded, these losses constituted a

significant depletion of the manpower pool. One method of offsetting

these losses was the utilization of women. Women flew combat aircraft,

manned tanks, and performed a number of other hazardous duties. Large 1
numbers of women were also In other combat support assignments as well as

in the Rear Services. More than 530,000 women served in the Soviet armed

forces during the war. The overall low educational level of the average

Soviet soldier, male or female, also complicated the Introduction of any

.but the simplest tools of war. Technically capable personnel had to be

drawn from engineers, teachers, and skilled factory workers; but here the

army had to compete with Industry for their services, and It Is obvious

that decisions had to be made to insure the continuous f)ow of supplies

to the fronts. By wax's end more than 71 of all agricultural workers

12were women.

_ _ _ ____ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _1
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There Is little, if any, Information that would Indicate that there

was any widespread resistance to conscription, which was administered by

I local millitary commissariats, but there Is some evidence that would

support the theory that the traditional Russian soldierly trait of apathy

S prevailed. German records Indicate that Soviet troops were

unpredictable, and It may be hero that the real nature of the soldier can

I be found. Certainly the form and content of Soviet regulations and

I directives for the govezning of the soldier were obviously written for

the management of Individuals who that were something less than what has

I been the officially accepted Image of the Red Army fighting man during

the war. He required constant supervision and was given only minlimxm

I freedom. There were numerous violations of regulations, however, that

ranged from simple drunkenness to desertion. In many cases these crimes

apparently went unpunished. At the same time, political unreliabi•i ty

that might have taken any number of forms, as judged by the omniscient

political cadreman, or NKVD agent, was severely punished. Officers and

commIssars were empowerd to carry out summary execution of some offenders.

Soviet soldiers captured In combat were considered traitors by the govern-

ment and, along with their families, were severely punished. This treat-

ment, more than anything else leads to the conclusion that the contempt

in which the soldier's life was held by his government was a reflection

of the overall contempt In which Stalin held human life.1 3

Lastly, It Is seemly to mention the Ironic fact that patriotism and

esprit de corps played a major role In the overall makeup of the Soviet

I fighting man or woman. It is, of course, Impossible to completely

characterize every factor that molded the Red Army soldier. The

charactecis tics that can be described and that are Important are those

which were developed by the general environmental conditions In the Red
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Army. In the first category fall such characteristics as patriotism,

physical strength, Indifference, endurance, herd Instinct, and limi ted

mechanical aptitude. In the second category are strict discipline and a

lack of Initiative. In most ways, the Red Army soldier differed from his

western counterparts, and his contradictory traits of character tended to

make him extremely effective In some aspects yet weak In others. His

conduct In war shows an Indifference to human life, whether his own or

another's, coupled with natural stamina and a devotion to his country.

It was these characteristics that produced his greatest asset, a U
tremendous endurance. Because most Soviet soldiers were of peasant

background, he was always In close personal contact with the elements

and, consequently, had developed an Innate resourcefulness. Conversely, 3
his century-old heritage of collectivism under serfdom and under the

Bolshevik regime developed In him a lack of Initiative and a reluctance 3
to assume responsibility. Herd influence and indifference displayed

toward fighting made him subject to panic and to chaotic routs especially

In the early phases of the war. His general lack of mechanical aptitude

and an equally low educational level made It sometimes difficult for him

to grasp new techniques easily. 14

Thus, there was a need for rigorous training and severe discipline

at the outset, and these helped to develop the Red Army soldier's natural

attributes and, at the same time, helped correct many of his Inherent

deflciencies. These efforts produced some impressive results but were

not fully successful in overcoming all or even the greater part of his

weaknesses. One of the chief successes was in the Soviet Union's ability

to supply Its fighting men with weapons and equipment that were simple

and rugged in construction, easy to operate, and easy to maintain in the

field. Although In some respects below what were considered as
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I I acceptable standards in t~he Nest, th•ese Soviet weapons an'd equipment

S served thbe Sovi•et soldier well.

I
I
I
i
I
I
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II. Strategic Brfecuivenessz,. I

In the case of the Ilazl-SovieC Mar of 1941-1945, the single most

Important national political or military objective that meant anything to

the Soviet Union was survival, survival not only of the nation but also

of the revolution. Hitler had -worn to destroy both. How to accomplish

the unequivocal act of survival was another question, however, as the U
very existence of the Stalinist system was at stake. Becau'o of this,

the USSR had no alternative but to pursue a policy of cooperation with

the West. This application of national political strategy, accomplished 3
wi th the wholehearted cooperation of the West, and coupled wi.th German

political and military blunders, saved the Soviet Union from more I
horrible losses and at most, from probable extinction. Thus, the

national political objective of survival was enunciated In a national

political strategy of cooperation with the hated and distrusted West. 1
As a second political strategy, Stalin orchestrated a spectacular

resurgence of Russian nationalism. This elemental upsurge not only 1
helped save the nation, It also helped prevent the destruction of the I
revolution. Later In the war, when victory appeared assured, It may be

surmised that Stalin decided upon the addition of the additionel national

political objective of Internationalism and expansionism, that had been

there all the time but had been submerged as a result of early Soviet I
Isolation.

1 5

One could assume that the two earlier political survival s3trateges

and the later addition of a political objective of aggrandizement In 3
I
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Central and Southeastern Europe were translated Into national miii tary

strategies and, subsequently, into operational plans and actions. The

accomplishment of these activities created few, If any, internal problems

for the Soviets as It was more a function of changing hats than of having

I to convince a larger audience about the viability of a plan. Simply put,

the only one who needed to be convinced was Stalin. At his direction,

and in order to Insure the efficient prosecution of the war,, the

Presidium of the Supreme Soviet decreed, on 30 June 1941, the formation

of an omnipotent body to be known as the State Defense CoMwiCtee (GOKO).

As one might suspect, Stalin was named its chairman, and at its peak It

had only about six other members. This body, In effect, replaced the

Politburo as the decision-making organ on direction and coordination of

civilian and mili tary organizations without recourse to normal

legislative or executive procedure. The Politburo did continue to exist

I and did make major decisions on general policy but, as the principal

concern was survival, the GOKO was the primary agent of success or

I failure. Also, on 19 July 1941. Josef Stalin was appointed defense

conirssar and coimander In chief of the Red Army. 16

The struggle between Nazi fascism and Soviet communism also equally

affected each side. Failure for either meant destruction of the dream,

although this was more apparent to Stalin and his cohorts In the begin-

ning and probably was not fully comprehended by the Germans until near

the very end. An intriguing question In this regard is the often cited

notion that there was a .3ossibilIty that Stalin might have sought a

17separate peace with Hitler given specific sets of circumstances. The

validity of the idea must rest upon whether, after the *surprise' attack

on the USSR by the Nazis, Stalin would ever believe Hitler again. There

was no question that, from the time he wrote Ifein Kampf in 1924, Hitler
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meant to destroy comunism and this, In essence, meant the destruction of

Stalin.

Even though Stalin was In total control of every facet of Soviet

life, Including the conduct of the war, the actual military control was

vested In STrAVKA or Supreme Command General Headquarters. As Stalin was

both cowdssar and commander he was naturally also a member of this

group. (Zhukov, Bulganin, Vasilevsky, Antonov, and Nuznetsov were Its

other members In the final days of the war.) The basic operational

working group under the STAVICA was the General Staff of the USSR Armed

Forces. This group did the actual planning for the military prosecution

of the war. There are clear Indications that Stalin became In time a

competent military leader and, during the dally briefings he received, a

better than average strategist. Probably his best feature was his

ability to recollect details, and this was the bane of those who briefed

him. He often sent senior officers out of the room to reflect on what

they had said or suggested before being allowed to continue. In this

monolithic environment there was little room for error and less for

incompetence. Similarly, the conferring of Stalin's trust was as trans-

Itory as the seasons and those who flourished in that survival -oriented I
world did so as much by political acumen as by military ability. Still,

there are examples of those who argued successfully with Stalin and, when

proven right, were forgiven the trespass and usually rewarded. Failure,

on the other hand, meant disgrace, demotion, or a firing squad. Not all

of these punishments can be laid at Stalin's feet, however, as theze are

recorded accounts of senior comranders such as Georgi Zhukov summarily

executing comianders after an unsatisfactory Inspection.18

The growth of the Soviet Red Army, which by definition Included the

Air Force and Navy, was much the result of the large manpower pool that
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was available. In all, about 25 million served in one capacity or another

In the Red Army in World War ZZ. Although more than half (about 13.7

3 million) are estimated to have died in uniform, there was always an

adequate supply of manpower even though skills did not: often match ze-

quirements. As many as 12 million men may have been In the reserves when

rthe war started, with a total of more than 11.3 million on active duty by

war's end. The reservist's training was poorly suited to actual warfare

and most suffered for It during their Initial days in the line. During

the early phases, a type of 'depot' replacement system existed; but: the

enormity of losses required a more direct approach which culminated In

the establishment of a directorate in charge of supplying manpower.

I Where capabilities often fell below desires was In the area of

leadership. Junior officer casualties were especially heavy and, by

1942, a type of "90-day wonder' program had to be Inaugurated In which

candidates were trained in the field at army (later front) level. Some

540,000 platoon-level officers were produced In this manner. Zn the

middle of the war, when the Issue of survival became less Immediate,

officer training was extended to one year for Infantry officers and 18

months for specialists. Although these officers, and most of their

3 superiors, were generally rated Inferior to their German counterparts,

they were obviously successful enough and were available In sufficient
19

numbers to win the war.

To properly determine the relationship, between the national

political and military strategies of Lhe USSR In World War ZZ and between

I the Red Army's logistic Infrastructure and the_ nation's ability to supply

the fronts requires some definition of terms. Pirst of all, the supply

organization of the Red Army, unlike that of the United States Army,

operated as a largely Independent command known as 'Rear Services.- This
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group was responsible for all logistical activities down to regimental

level. Anothez unique characteristic of the Soviets was the official

sanction of the exploitation of local resources and captured equipment.

This was not a common practice among the Western Allies.

Prom the standpoint of the military's ability to get what It

needed, the overall procurement policy was theoretically and constiCu-

tionally detemined by the Supreme Soviet and the Council of Covwssars.

Zn actuality it was the Party, in the person of Stalin, that controlled

all of the basic policies, Including that of military procurement. There

is little question that the USSR had made preparations for a rapid and

all-embracing mobilization of Industry In the event of war. The very

nature of the centralized plan-economy would almost guarantee the success

of such a plan. The fact that such a plan existed may be Illustrated by

the report posted In the German War Ministry's mouthpiece, Borsen-Zeituny,

that 'Soviet Russia's economic policy (was) guided almost exclusively by

military considerations...'20 Granting the provocative nature of the

German press at this time (1937), It is still indicative of the emphasis

placed upon the warmaking potential of the Soviet Union by its chief

antagonist.

This mdiltary-industrial policy was then translated into specific

proposals by the Commissariat of Defense (also Stalin). This top down,

crisis-management oriented system contributed to success but did

sacrifice long-term efficiency. It would appear, therefore, that the

ability to reach Industry and the nation's technology base was a function

of the relationship between the strategy and the leader. Thus, national

political strategy allowed for borrowing from the West that which It

could ard for depriving its citizenry of the barest essentials in order

to carry out the national military strategy.
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There Is little resemblance between the cooperatl on of the Wei tern

IAllies among themselves and the cooperation that existed between the

Soviet Union and the best. Certainly there were difficulties that had to

be faced In the best. A12led disputes were superficial compared to the

lack of cooperation that existed at all levels between Soviet officials

and their western counterparts. This should not have been considered

strange, however, even in the face of the logic of the necessity to

I defeat the common enemy. The basic xenophobia of the Russian, balanced

by conflicting national political and military strategies In the West led

Etc numerous examples of a failure to cooperate. Supplies that were sent

Into the USSR by the United States were used In great quantity but were

I never fully reported to the Soviet people. Thus, the Impression was laid

down, an Impression supported by what was reported to the Soviet

citizenry as a Western refusal to land forces In western Euzope, that the

Soviet Union was fighting Nazi Germany virtually alone and unaided.

In these events, the chief purpose was Stalin's apparent desire to

maintain the Illusion of Isolation as a means of insurlng continued

rule. To this was added a number of other factors, however, that were

more real and that directly affected whatever grand strategy there

I happened to exist. In March 1943, for Instance, Churchill Informed

Stalin that the upcoming Sicily campaign would require curtailment of

E supplies to the USSR. Similarly, the numerous facets of the Polish

question further exacerbated the situation. Even when the blest announced

plans for the cross-channel attack at the Moscow Conference In October

1943, the Soviets refused to divulge their plans other than In the most

general terms. The two subsequent major conferences attended by Stalin,

Tehran (November 1943) and Yalta, (Pebruary 1945) were held at the Soviet

leader's Insistence on ground controlled by Soviet troops. In both
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Instances, the Most crucial decisions reflected what was the outcome of

the USSR's own strategic plans which were never fully revealed to the 3
West. The Soviat Union may be credited, therefore, with achieving some

strategic Integration; but It was always based more upon guile and I
stubborness than upon coopertiCon. 21

Until 1943, and probably well Into 1944, the CGrman forces In the

Soviet Union were dangerously strong, and the Soviets were constantly

made aware of that fact. Probably the single greatest strategic

strength-weakness ratio that can be developed existed beafeen IHi tler and i
Stalin. The Germans lost In the East for a number of reasons but one was

salient, Hitler. Dupuy sums it up best, I
Josef Stalin and Adolf Hitler were two of the most evil

men of the 20th Century. They were also two of the most I
gifted political geniuses of the century. There was

little to choose between the military Instincts and

decisions of both men; they were almose equally bad.

Both exercised close to absolute power over their

natJon's war making efforts, but Stalin proved to be a

considerably better war leader.2 2

I
I
I
I

____ _ __ ____I
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ZZZ. O•gernat l Brtecti vyess

The beginning of the war wi tnessed nu~merous deficiencies In the

IntegraCion of the means of combat within the Soviet armed forces. In

the air defense area, for Instance, the lack of Integration was directly

related to heavy losses suffered In the early hours of the German Initial

attack. The air warning system of the Western Special Military Distrct

failed and the result was the devastation of tactical aircraft caught on

the ground at well Identified airfields. 23 By August 1941, less than

60 days Into the war, the first reorganization of Soviet air defense took

place as a part of the overall realignment of the Red Azrm. Fronts were

established that Incorporated all combat, combat support and rear service

elements In a particular linear area facing the enemy. Air defense zones

were disbanded and antiaircraft units were assigned directly to the

fronts In the dual capacity of AAA and antitank forces. Although German

air power constituted a constant threat, the ground power of German armor

had to be contended with If defeat was to be averted. Salvation, rather

than textbook utilization, was the operative factor during those critical
24

days. With this integratIon, the remainder of the air defense assets

were organized to defend areas behind the front's rear boundaries and, In

some cases, at poli tico-economic points within the fronts' area of
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!
responsibility.

Soviet Integration of tank and Infantry forces Into mobile units Is I
another Important example of this concept. Originally designed as a

primarily defensive force, the concept began to change as the Soviet

military strength grew. Out of wreckage of the few tank corps that had

existed, and were subsequently destroyed when the war began, a few new

tank-equipped formations began to appear In the fall of 2942 and were I
used successfully at Stalingrad. Soon afterwards tank corps combined

with infantry-heavy mechanized corps to form tank armies that were the

principal maneuver elements for the great Soviet offensives of

1943-2945. By the end of the war the Soviets were heavily weighted In

favor of tanks. In actuality, the formations could be more accurately l

called divisions than corps, In the western conceptualization of the

term, and were made up of small brigades of tanks, motorized Infantry and

artillery. 25

Probably one of the most dramatic applications of the concept of

Intellectual mobility was the USSR's near defeat at the beginning of the I
war because of adherence to a strategy of terrain defended Inch by Inch.

This allowed large-scale German encirclements thdt not only attained

specific key terrain objectives but also caused severe Soviet personnel 3
losses. This concept, according to flanstein, when coupled with a lack of

Initiative and ability almost brought about the total destruction of the 1
26

Red Army In the first weeks of the war. The real exercise of the

Intellect came In the Soviet ability to recover from this near disaster I
and to work toward gaining strength while, at the same time, Hitler

apparently lost control when faced with the prospect of a Russian winter

In the field. Stalin's ability to foster patriotism through the 3
Invocation of defending Mfother Russia Is another Indication of the

MEN!
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difference between the two opponents.

Zn the first phase of the war, the Soviets were able to shift major

elements of their industry to the east while simultaneously bringing

replacements and fresh units to the west. Although the first Soviet

counteroffensive was generally unsuccessful, It Illustrated the ability

to move troops over often non-existent routes of communications to the

point of decision. The fact that the troops did not perform as well as

I might have been hoped constitutes a different problem. The intellectual

acceptance In 1943 that Infantry could no longer be the key element in

I battle If victory was to be achieved helped create the mobile forces that

were to be the arm of decision. The end of 1943 saw only 320,000 of

I about 4,000,000 Soviet ground combat troops In mobile formations. Before

the end of the war, however, much larger percentages of combat power were

27
found In these organizational structures.

For the Soviets the use of technology was a function of time. As

the USSR grew stronger, It was able to Indulge In Innovation. This

innovation took the form of a major shift in posture from the defensive

S to the offensive; and with this shift came he need for better and

different uses of available technologies, both those that were home-grown

5 and those that were either borrowed or stolen from the West. By

1944-1945, for example, most soldiers of the Red Army were armed with the

E PPSh submachine gun. This came about as a result of the mechanization

i program and the fact that SMCs, especially the PPSh, were more easily

manufactured In numbers than were rifles. It is more likely that the

I technology was pushed rather than its taking the lead in military

decisions. most, but not all, of the innovations seen In Soviet doctrine

and equipment were based on already existent technologies and were not

developed as a result of the conflict. The 51,000 jeeps that were
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I
delivered to the Soviets are a good Illustration of this point as are the

more than 1.08 billion dollars worth of machines and machine tools which 3
28

the United States gave the USSR under Lend-Lease.

The Soviets did Innovate In the area of support with the I
development of Rear Services concept. that Included all adnInistrative 3
personnel, supply bases and depot, means and routes of transportation of

both men and equipment, and rear defense and evacuation. This was a 5
top-down organization with representation at the ministerial level In

Moscow and responsibility for all common supplies. 3
Soviet Intelligence operations were conducted in a somewhat

different manner in the Red Army than in the west. One aspect of this is

found In the fact that one word, razvedka, means both reconnaissance and 5
intelligence and the Soviets tended to consider the two as Inseparable.

Zn the pre-war phase, Intelligence had been singled out as the prime

source of security and troop comuanders had been enjoined to keep close

contact with their reconnaissance forces. Yet, there is sufficient U
evldenre to prove that neither Soviet Intelligence nor Soviet comuanders 3
paid much attention to this rather obvious suggestion. German radio

Intercept was the most reliable source of Information for Berlin before 3
29

the war and continued to be until the very end. Thus, the suggestion

may be put forward that the Soviets, much as their predecessors in the I
Imperial Russian army In World War I, failed completely in the area of 3
radio communications security.

Even so, Soviet intelligence did perform successfully in a bro7d

bpectrum of roles that Included everything from high-level espionage

within the 'erman General Staff down to increased ground and air I
reconnaissance before an attack. Detailed sketches, along with aerial I

photos, were often a part of operations orders. Quite often air

____ ____ ___ ___ ___ ___ __ _ ___I
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I
reconnaissance were carried out In force as a means of assuring success.

This became possible only after the Luftwaffe was no longer dominant In

I the skies of the battle area. At the same time, the Soviets utilized the

eyes and ears of one of their most valuable assets, the partisans, as a

I source of up-to-date information. The Soviets also practiced deception

and perfected the art to a high degree. Deception gave the Soviets the

I element of surprise. Similarly, most major operations were hidden behind

5 a series of feints, ruses, and demonstrations. Z: must be concluded,

therefore, that, evidence to the contrary notwithstanding, the Soviets

did have an integrated Intelligence system.

The fact has already been demonstrated that, as the USSR gathered

5 strength, It was able to shift from a defensive to an offensive posture.

I Th is change engendered doctrinal and organizational changes, such as

increased mobility, that indicated a flexibility of thinking and planning

I in the higher Soviet military echelons. A good example of this may be

found in the several reorganizations of Soviet air defense. In June

U 1943, for example, PVO Strany, the national air defense organization in

5 European Russia, was divided Into two separate PVO fronts, the Eastern

and Western, and CinC, PVo Strany, his main directorate, and all his

i organs of control were disbanded. Other air defense assets were returned

to the control of their respective military districts to which they were

I assigned. In effect, PVO Strany ceased to exist, but command and control

were simplified as the two PVO front commanders could be responsive to

their more localized situations. In April 1944, as German lines began to

shift westward, the PVO fronts were shifted so as to become Northern and

Southern PVO fronts. The boundary between the two sectors was now

3 perpendicular to the front and moved with It as the lines retreated

toward Germany. Other modifications took place into 1945, but all of!i _ _ _ _ _ _
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tbem followed this same logic.3 1

It would appear that the Soviets were victorious because of their I
making fewer mistakes and because Stalin felt himself all-powerful while

Hitler, on the other hand, saw himself as infallibile. Stalin, and

through him his people, took advantage of events while Hitler attempted

to force events to his will even, as General Adolf Heusinger, who was

Deputy Chief of the German Army High Commwand (OKH) pointed out, In the.32

face of the most reasonable argument Both strategic and operational

leverage In the form of a space-time:operational strength ratio also

favored the Soviets, even In the desperate early days, by a dangerous

extension of German operational parameters. To this must be added the

fact that Hitler's cruel treatnent of the occupied land and its people I
gave Stalin the one thing he could not otherwise Insure, the patriotic

loyalty of the people. This probably was the ultimate leverage. I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
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IV. MUcac& Nit ec. Vepas0

When the German Invasion of the Soviet Union began, there was

general confusion over how to fight and with what. The attack found, for

example, the air defense system less than adequately prepared to carry

out Its mission. Approximately 904 of all of the fighter-ij terceptors

assigned to the Air Defense Forces (PVO) were obsolete and, at that same

precarious moluent, about 66% of all Its medium caliber antiaircraft

c•nnon were due for replacement. Target acquisition was still primarily

limited to visual observation as only 34 prImitive radar sets were

available. Of this number, only six were capable of doing more than

Identifying the entry of an Intruder Into the ranging sweep. If the

approaching aircraft could be Identified by the exAsting system as to

-umbers, direction, altitude, etc., only about 25% of the air warning

.ations (VNOS) had proper comurinications to enable rapid alerting of the

point or zonal direction center. Yet, by the end of the war, the overall

strategic defense of Moscow Included the assets of an air defense army
33

that had Its own air army of three aviation corps.

The development of mobility In tactical organization was concurrent

with the change from a defensive posture to one featuring offensive

operations. Thus, the military strategy was a function of

politico-economic conditions, such as the Infusion of toreign aid, and

the tactical-operational structure was the result. A part of the

accomplishment was the efficient Integration of tanks, motorized or

mechanized Infantry, and supporting weapons. Supporting fires followed
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the Soviet custom of controlling their artillery In separate units.

Aztlllery units eventually outnmabered the mobile forces; but the quality I
of artillery support, although massive, was not very good. There was so

much artillery support, however, that its relative Inefficiency was not

imwediately apparent. 3 4  3
Tracing the history of the field formations of the Red Army during

the buildup and fighting phases of World War II Is somewhat difficult as I
the Soviets published little or no Information concerning its

organizational structure. Prior to the war the Soviets were most

secretive about their army organization. Some information became

available during the war years, but not much. The war with Finland

uncovered many weaknesses In the Red Army, and the tar ks facing the 3
Soviets at Its completion were reorganization, an overha 1 of all levels

of training, re-equipment of all echelons and types of forces, and

redeployment of those newly established forces based not only on the 3
situation and terrain, but also upon the often capricious whims of the

national leadership. 3
When Plan Barbarossa was executed, more t.'an 155 German division

equivalents took part In the attack. The three nmIn Nazi armies were I
fuzthez augmented with two Romanian armies comprising 12 divisions, chree

Italian divisions, and more than two Slovakian division equivalents.

Almost 3,700 tanks were Included In this massive force along with better 3
than 2,,00 aircraft.

3 5

Standing in opposition to the Cermans were 197 Soviet divisions i
that included 111 Infantry, 47 motorized, 7 mountain, 8 cavalry and 47 3
tank. There was great variety among the infantry divisions as to

organization and size. Not all of these units were along the border; 3
36some were organiz"ed in depth behind the western Russian frontier. I
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The length of this frontier precluded the construction of a continuous,

permanent system of fortifications of the type encountered In the west

either in the French Maginot Line or the German west Wall1, even though

the function of the Red Arm In the pre-war phase was purely defensive.

The organization of the field forces at the beginning of the war

centered on the rifle corps and what would be the reconstituted

mechanized corps. when the war started, there were also a small nhmber

of tank corps in existence that were completely destroyed In the first

phase of the German offensive and did not reappear until the fall of

1942. Soon thereafter the reconstituted tank corps was Joined with the

mechanized corps into tank armies that were, sometime later, redesignated

as mechanized armies. By mid-1944 there were 79 army-sized formations,

48 of which were In the main battle area facing the Germans. most of the

remainder were little more than paper organizations. Six of those

engaged In the fighting were tank armies. These organizatlonal shifts

confirm that the Soviets were keeping their tactical -tructuring In

cadence with their greater dependence upon mobility as the n, ture of the

war shifted from defense to offense and, within this shift, upon the

concept of fighting a war of annihilation.3 7

By the end of the war the Soviets had progressed in all areas of

combat but at an unequal rate. The seeming lack of appreciation for

human life that marked Soviet planning In the early phases of the war was

the result of excess manpower and the shortage of critical Items of war

materiel. Yet, even the Soviet manpower pool was not Inexhaustible and

eventually this led to the realIzation that more flexible and better

organized field units were necessary. Therefore, Stalin issued, In 1942,

new offensive tactics designed to reduce losses and to Increase

effectiveness. One result of this order was the rapid establishment of
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!
sone 150 rifle brigades. This was done because these reinforced,

regimenCal -sized units could be made ready for combat more speedily than 1
the more traditional division. Each brigade had three rifle baCtalions,

one or more battalions of horse-drawn artillery, coapanies of engineers I
and signal troops, and assorted rxý ;_assance and service assets. Th7is

was a wartime expedient, but the qo,•eral concept followed the decisions

that had been made In the 2930s when mechanization had been decided

upon. The establishment of the tank-heavy and the Infantry-heavy

mechanized divisions later In the war appears to have been the natural U
consequence of these early actions.3 8  I

The use of combined arms was manifest in all aspects of the

campaign. A Soviet unit on the offensive would plan Improvised 3
fortifications to reduce the danger of German counterattacks. These

fortifications were the responsibility of combat engineers who were also I
responsible for the emrplacement of hasty mineflelds within 20 minutes

after seizure of the objective.39 The general tactical doctrine that

developed during the war was based upon the employment of mass, that Is, 3
the combined effect of large numbers of troops supported by armor and

artillery gaining and maintaining momentum. To do this the Soviets

determined that a better than 4:1 ratio was required at the point of

decision and each element of the attacking force was expected to gain

that ratio before the offensive began.4 0  Yet, even so, the Idea of I
Integrated arms being essential to success was predicated upon the fact

that Infantry requirements came first and that, In fact, the other arms

were there to support the Infantry. This apparently also Included the

use of air power In support of ground operations. 41

Even If everyone else In the Soviet Union and the rest of the world g
I
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by the German attack In June 1941. Out of his refusal to accept the

I obvious came a denigration of the Importance of the principle of surprise

In the Soviet military lexicon. In place of the traditional principles

I of war that guided military leaders In the past, a new set of rules came

SIinto being as espoused In StalJn's permanent operating factors. There

was, however, no lessening of the Importance of surprise In the minds of

I trained Soviet coamanders. Before Barbarossa, surprise held an Important

place In the doctrine put forth In the Red Army's 1936 and the 1939 Field

Regulations.42 Troughout the war speed and surprise were considera-

tions as Important as the requirement for thorough preparation, but the

concept of surprise as a principle of war was carefully avoided In major

presentations In light of the leader's desires.4 3

It Is, of course, Impossible to completely characterize the various

1  £factors that fitted the Red Army soldier into an organizational mold.

The characteristics that can be described are those which were developed

by the general environmental conditions that prevailed In the Soviet

I Union, as well as those formed by the special conditions within the Red

Army. In the first category fall such characteristics as patriotism,

I physical strength, Indifference, endurance, herd Instinct and limited

I mechanical aptitude. in the second category are strict discipline and a

lack of Initiative. In most ways, the Red Army soldier of World War ZI

I differed from his western counterparts, and his contradictory traits of

character tended to make him extremely effective In some aspects but weak

I n others. His conduct In war shows an indifference to human life,

whether his own or others, coupled with natural stamina and a devotion to

S his country. It was taese characteristics that produced his greatest

asset, a tremendous endurance. Because of his generally peasant

background he was always In close personal contact with the elements and,
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I
consequently, had developed an Innate resourcefulness.

Conversely, his century-old heritage of collectivity under serfdom, 1
the period of "Officlal Nationalism," and under the Bolshevik regime "

developed in him a lack of Initiative and a reluctance to assume any

responsibility for which he could be punished. Herd influence and indif- 3
ference displayed during the fighting phases of war made him subject to

panic and to chaotic routs especially In the earlier phases of the war. I
His general lack of mechanical aptitude and an equally low educational

level made It sometimes difficult for him to grasp new techniques easily.

Thus, there was a need for rigorous training and severe discipline

at the outset and these helped to develop the Red Army soldier's natural

attributes while, at the same time, helping to correct many of his if
Inherent deficiencies. These efforts produced some Impressive results

but were not fully successful in overcoming all or even the greater part

of h.s weaknesses. One of the chief successes was In the Soviet Union's 3
ability to supply Its fighting men with weapons and equipment that were

simple and rugged in construction, easy to operate, and easy to maintain 5
In the field. Although below what were considered az' acceptable stand-

ards In the West, these Soviet weapons and equipment served the Soviet

soldier well. 4 4 Zt is proper to say, therefore, even without overwhelm- j
Ing evidence, that the simplicity of organization and of tactics and

weaponry was the result of the rationalization that anything more complex

would have been Inappropriate given the attributes of the soldiers of the

Red Army. I
I
I
I
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The point cannot be made coo strongly that the Soviets entered the

Second World War In chaos and panic and came out of It a victorious,

major world power. Josef Stalin's style of leadership may or may not

have been Indispensable to this victory. It Is true, however, that once

Stalin overcamo his Initial error In trusting Hitler's word, he

I straightened his course and presented Co the world, and to his own army,

the Image of an Impenetrable wall of Indomitable will and courage. Thus,

the rejuvenation of the legend of the microcosmic defender of Mother

Russia brought out the latent valor of the Russians and other national-

I i�tIes who made up the unnatural state know•7 as the Soviet Union. Without

the courage and the terrible suffering that the Soviet people endured,

the outcome of the Second World War might have followed a different

course. These term need to be accepted without recourse to the ever

present and totally Irreconcilable Ideological differences that separate,

i then as now, East and West. They must also be accepted without the

overwhelming necessity present In so much of today's thinking that there

must be some way of quantifying the factors Involved. The Soviet Union

fought the war It needed to fight to survive. It Is In this fact that

the real measure of effectiveness may be found and It defies aggregation.

lI
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M•iitV Ufectiveness in Wiorld ar1 ZZ

sarl P. Sieoke

World War XZ was perceived as a moral and ideological conflict.

The anti -Axis coalition regarded It as a defense of freedom and

democracy. The Axis powers s&" *t as a racially and culturally dictated

struggle for national self-fulfillment. Eac). side proclaimed a firm

dedication to conmonly held principles in the abstract and left Its

members free to construe them according to their own lights. In their

announced war alms, the governments on both sides cowamtted themselves to

crusades: the United States, Britain, and the Soviet Union against

fascism and militarism; Germany and Its allies against cormnunism; Japan

against colonialism. The sense of a righteous cause and the promise of a

"bxave new world" to follow figured significantly in the military

effectiveness of the Axis armed forces as well as those of their

opponents -- and in the ruthlessness with which the war was fought.

The war's continuing to be regarded as having been Just and

necessary has tended to obscure I ts more fundamental and pervasive

character as a continuation, an updated reenactnent, of World War I. The

politica. division was essentially the same: Britain, France, Russia,

and the United States against Germany, with Japan and Italy, as they had

in the first war, following their pure self Interest. Although the war
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3
was thought of as global, the decisive theater was In Europe, and there

the predominant strategic problem for both sides was again a boo-front 3
war. World war Xl was fought with the same weapons and technology as had

been employed in the first war. Those were much Improved in some but by I
no means all Instances, and the weapons that could have radically altered 3
the nature of the war, the atomic bomb and the long-range, liquld-fueled

,Locket, did not come along until after the Issue had been decided. The £
political and military leaders derived their experience and their

conceptions from World War I, as did a large part of the adult population.

IMoreover, even before It ended, World War I had been regarded as

milltarily and polltically an incomplete war. Germany had been defeated,

but the Allies had not secured an Indusputable victory in the field. The 3
German mtili tary had not signed the armistice, and some were claiming

before the ceasefire that they could have kept on fighting Indefinitely

had defeatist civilians not 'stabbed the army In the back.0 The losers 3
were excluded from the peace conference; consequently, the Germans

regarded the Treaty of Versailles as a ODiktat," a contract signed under 3
duress and, hence, neither, morally nor legally binding. Among the

former allies, the Japanese and Italians saw the settlement as having I
been rigged against them; the French saw It as not sufficiently a
guaranteeing their future security; the British and Americans were

reluctant to participate more than passively In Its enforcement, the 3
Americans to the extent of refusing to Join the League of Nations; and

the comwunist successor to the tsarist Russian Government saw itself as I
having been treated as if It were one of the defeated enemy states.

The European war of 1939, consequently, broke upon a continent and

a world much more specifically conditioned than they had been In 1914 or

were likely again to be after 1945. The mood among the belligerents was I
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distinctly somber. The excitement and near euphoria of August 1914 were

nowhere in evidence. Doctrine In all armies assumed another prolonged

stalement and the attendant costs In money, resources, and lives. Verdun,

the Marne. and the Somme were not Just memories but catastrophes waiting

to repeat themselves. Each of the armies expected Itself and the others

to perform about as they had In World War I, which meant that neither

side would have a decisive advantage, the dominant tendency would be

toward equilibrium, and the final test would, more than anything else, be

one of endurance. In those circumstances, It appeared that the war would

follow much the same course to much the same outcome as World liar I had.

Those assumptions persisted at least until June 1941 and strongly

I affected the Polish and French campaigns and the Initial phase of the

I German-Soviet conflict.

That the nature and course of the action proved radically different

I than had been anticipated separated the two wars In one respect (although

not as completely has has sometimes been supposed) but cemented the tie

I between them In others. When the Western Front disappeared In may and

I June 1940, the Illusion of another geographically limited, slow-moving

close contest In which a deus ex machina such as the United States had

I been In 1918 might eventually tip the balance crumbled. For Germany,

Italy, and Japan, dreams barely admitted to consciousness in the first

S war -- complete hegemony In Europe, the Mediterranean basin, and East

Asia -- became palpable objectives ready for the taking. For Britain,

the Soviet Union, and the United States, the Axis Powers no longer were

I threats only to their weaker neighbors but to the continental and world

orders. As a remult, the Issues and outcome of World War I acquired new

and enhanced significance. The term 'the Allies,' revived and applied to

Britain and France In 1939, attained such natural and widespread currency
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1
that the official name for the anti-Axis coalition, the United Nations,

was scarcely used In other than formal state papers. The Soviet U
Government saw nothing Inappropriate In Its calling for a British -- and

American -- second front In the sumner of 1941 and calling on Josef V.

Stalin to affirm It, which he did. The Axis, having come Into being

already In 1936, appeared to constitute a community of Interest stronger

and of longer standing than that of the Allies. Both coalitions saw 3
their missions as being to correct World War l's most fundamental

shortco•irng, Its failure to mature Into a genuine fight to the finish.

In the Axis, the remedies taken were to be vision and determination and,

above all, goals that would not merely promote national wellbeing but

would positively guarantee It for all time. The Allies maintained that 3
World War I had demonstrated the fallacy of allowing aggressors to escape

the full military consequences of their behavior, and once It was I
corrected peace would automatically be permanently restored. 3

II
I

I
I
I
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I. Wpi.1rca1 Wfectiveess

Another of World War X's legacies was a trend toward totality.

Although the conflict had begun and eventually ended as a cabinet war and

exercise In power poli tics generated In the foreign offices and war

ministries and carried on with an eye to price as well as profit, the

price had begun to get out of hand already In September 1924 when the

virtually unbreakable equilibrium developed and, by 1917 and 1918, had

come to Include nearly the whole of the belligerents' economic and

manpower resources. The European war of 1939 cana, without excessive

license, also be classed as a cabinet war. Certainly none of the parties

was ready for total war; and all were, If anything, relatively less ready

than they had been In 1914. Zn It, however, the stage of equilibrium was

not reached In six weeks or on the Marne RJver but at Moscow In December

1941. By then, both sides' commitments had vastly expanded, and the

coincidentally simultaneous shift to world war was making total war

Inevitable. Concurrently, the military-political relationship, which

always had been somewhat different In war than In peacetime, was

profoundly altered In all of the Involved nations -- and desp.tte the

Ideological and political divisions among them, In remarkably similar

ways.

The most striking and uniform changes occurred In the political

sphere. Where independent legislatures existed, which was -.nly In

S England and the United States, their voices In military affairs were

muted. In the Soviet Union, where the legislative function had never
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I
been wore than ceremonial, Stalin, In 1941, created the State Defense

Comdittee, a select body of Politburo members and specialists under his 3
chairmanship, and gave Its decrees automatic force of law. Zn 1942, g
General HidekI Tojo founded the Imperial Rule Asslstance Poll tical

Association, to bring the parties In the Japanese DIeL, which he had 3
already packed with subservient members, under a single, fascist roof.

The executive branches everywhere became the exclusive centers of 3
political power and In them the power was vested In the chief executives.

The latter, as the political war leaders and personifications of the

national spirit, became active military leaders ah well and personally

exercised the constitutional functions as armed forces coau~nders in

chief that had formerly been delegated directly or through ministers of 3
war Co the military professionals. Adolf Hitler, who had assumed the

German president's powers as armed forces cowiander In chief in 1934, 1
supplanted the minister of war as de facto commander In chief In 1938, 3
named hirmself commandcnr in chief of the German Army In December 1941, and

for a time zrj the summer of 1941 took command of an army group on the 3
Eastern Proiit. Stalin became supreme high rrrmmander of the Soviet armed

forces, defr.'" ;orvr,1zssar (minister), and chairman of thie Stavka (staff) S
ot t.ýe Supreme High Comnand In July 1941, gave himself the ranks of 3
marshal In 2943 and gerneralissimo In 1945. Both I/Itlez .j t- .-'tIn had

the absolute last word on stiate-•y and routinely lr,tiu ened In 3
operational matters to rthe point of Issuing orders In person to army

group ,and army cononzriders. While neither Churchill nor Poosevelt came

anywhere near taking the day-to-day control Hitler and Stalin did,

Churchill. as his own minister of war, appointed and dismi-sed senior

commanders and showered his chiefs of staff with advice; dud Roosevelt 3
kept tho U.S. Joint Chiefs ol Staff under his Immedlate control through I
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Its chairman and his personal chief of staff, Admiral William D. Leahy.

Benito Mussolini and Charles do Gaulle, although they possessed consider-

m ably less substance, adopted their foreign counterparts' style.

Zronically, T5J5, the only one whose political position was derived from

I a military .ase, was the least successful In establishing and maintaining

Ihis ascendency In milltazy affairs.

The national war leaders provided a polltical-milltary bond that

3l gave the armed forces direct access to the full resources of the state

and generally assured fast response to their requirements. On the other

D hand, the armed forces lost autonomy In their own sphere. Being brought

closer to the centers of political power, If anything, Increased their

subordination to It. The military profession rose -- proportionately to

I its ability to provide victories -- In the esteem of the political

leadership, but the esteem in which the political leaders held themselves

and which popular opinion accorded them was enormously greater. In total

war nations wanted leaders with charisma and looked on military

I professionalism as a quality of a lower order. To take the most extreme

--_ example, It appears most probable that given a free choice, the German

people would, from start to finish, have preferred Hitler to any of the

generals as the suprewe military commander. That World War Il did not

produce a Napoleon Bonaparte goes without saying. It also did not

I produce a Marshal Ferdinand Poch or the kind of milltary-political

S emnence qris General Erich Ludendorff had been In Germany during 1917

and 1918. General Dwight D. Eisenhower, as the supreme commander In the

m final -,Ysault on Germany from the west, was subordinate to the Combined

Chiefs of Staff as comnander of the allied fozces and to the U.S. War

Department and Army Chief of Staff, General George C. Marshall, as

cojmander of American troops In the European Thea 'er of Operations, and
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his principal British subordinate, General Bernard L. Montgomefry, never

quite accepted that status. Most of the political leaders maintained a 3
closer relationship with one officer than with any of the others,

Roosevelt wi th Admiral Leahy, Churchill with General Hastings Zsmay,

Hitler with General Alfred Jodl, Stalin with Marshal Georgi Zhukov; but 3
none of those had a deciding voice In military matters or any at all in

poll tica.i affairs. 5
Censorship, propaganda, and suppression of political debate were

also determinative features of the mliltary-political relationship. I
Where bona-fide party systems existed, which was only In the United I
States and the British Commonwealth, the opposition parties received

junior partnerships In the governments In return for not raising publicly 1

Issues that could be detrimental to the war effort. The Soviet ragime

restored limited religious freedom and appealed to Russian natijnalism.

Censorship denied Information to the enemu And kept disturbing or 3
Inconvenient news from the public. Propaganda sustained the causes and

presented the governments and the aryed forces as they wanted to be 3
seen. That military and political leadership functioned In controlled

climates of political and public opinion In Norld War IZ (which, by way I
of comparison, ther I in the United States during the Korean and

Vietnam Wars) Ivantage of both but more to that of the

latter th4n ch.t ni militaxry were obligated to put the political 3
Int-rest ahenJ of their own; the political leaders did not need to

reciprocate beyond the limits of expediency. Hitler, for Instance, took I
his share of czedit for the German victories and gave the military both

his and their shares of the blame for the defeats. In North Africa,

Churchill used h13 senior conmmanders as whipping boys. Stalin kept the 5
two mars.hals who could have created a true army high command, Zhukov and

_____ ___ _ _ _ _I
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Alexandr Vassilevskly, although they were the first deputy defense

comissar and the chief of the General Staff, In field assignments away

I from hoscow almost all of the time.

The coalitions added a dimension to the poli tical -mill tary

I relationship. Por the armed forces, they constituted another political

instance to be taken Into account. Both coalitions were political

arrangements insti tuted without particular regard for the members'

abilities to mount and sustain war efforts; consequently, the United

States, British, and German armed forces had to compete to various

extents with their allies for shares in their own nations' war

production, the British having to compete with the Soviet Union and China

In the United States as well. Zn their origins certainly, lend-lease and

the arsenal of democracy theory Implied that the United States could more

effectively employ Its productive capacity by sustaining foreign armed

forces than by building up Its own.

The climate of total war not only altered the millitary-political

I relationship, It also virtually guaranteed the military's political

effectiveness In terms of the measurements customarily applied.

Non-war-related claims to shares In budgets ceased to be significant. In

S the second half of 2940, the defense share of the United States budget

was 36 percent; In 1944, It was 93.5 percent. Overall, In the years

2940-2945, 90.4 percent of the funds In United States budgets went to

defense, 77 percent directly to the armed forces. The German armed

forces' direct budget share In the years 1939 through March 1945 was 74.5

1percent. Since the United States and Germany are usually taken to

have been the two among the major belligerents least willing to Impose

austerity on the civilian sector, It can be assumed that the armed

forces' percentages were as high or higher elsewhere. .n any event, the
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I
percentages do not show a great deal about the armed forces' abilities to

meet their requirements because funding as such became an almost

Incidental concern. No government was disposed to economize on Its war 3
effort. Budgets were the most elastic of the sources from which the

armed forces derived their support. 3
Readily expansible wartire budgets, on the other hand, did not as

drastically diminish the significance of funding as an index of political S
effectiveness in all respects. Zf, as appears likely, the amounts 5
governments appropriated came close to being the maximums that could be

usefully spent, then the sums allotted to Individual claimants could In

some degree reflect their political standings. The armies' shares In the

budgets, for instance, appear in several instances to have been less than !

coamensurate with their roles In the war. In Germany, the Luftwaffe 5
received almost 42 percent of the total spent on armaments. The British

Royal Air Force's share was at least 50 percent and probably went 3
higher. The Army Air Force absorbed over 36 percent of the U.S. Mar

Department's expenditures for material. Over all In the war, for every I
$100 the U.S. Army spent, the Navy spent $85 and the Air Force $60.2

In the United States budget, lend-lease competed strongly with the armed

forces as a whole and the Army In particular. The approximately $S0 3
billion total lend-lease allotment slightly exceeded one year's Mar

Department appropriations at the highest (1944) level, and some $21 3
billions of It were spent through the Army Service Forces' procurement

system. 3

Access to Industrial resources supplanted budgets as the dominant 3
aspect of the mllitary-political relationship. An in the case of

funding, except possibly in Germany, non-war-related claims were a small 5
to negligible part of the Issue: governments and armed forces were_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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equally determined to maximize war production. The problem was that

economic and Industrial resources were less elastic than money supplies.

They could be expanded, but there were rlimits on ultimately attainable

capacities and, probably more Importantly, on the rates at which

expansion could be achieved. Even the United States could not increase

production fast enough to keep pace with all of the war's demands as they

arose. Consequently, industrial resources and the armed forces access to

them had to be regulated.

Controlled economies had proved indIspensible during World Mar I,

and Germany, Japan, Italy, and the Soviet Union had maintained or

reinstituted them during the interwar period. Xn World War IZ, economic

policy stood alongside strategy as. In the words of the British official

history, one Oof the twin suamits of the war.* 4  Strategy set the

course; the national economies provided the means. Without the latter,

the best strategy would fail. The whole art was to bring the two Into

consonance, and It required the ultimate authority over both to emanate

from a single source. That the political leadership would be the source

was not In doubt except in Japan where the military had assumed the

political functions. How coordination should be accomplished beneath the

suwmmits was much less certain. Custom and constitutions made the armed

forces the executors of strategy but provided no guidance on the

management of war economies.

To give the armed forces the same roles In both of the war's main

aspects was a logical and symetrical solution, but one that would have

had extensive political and military effects. In Germany, where the

armed forces traditionally regarded the conduct of war as their exclusive

province and the idea of total war was firmly fixed earlier than

elsewhere, the Economic Staff under General Georg Thomas established in
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the Relchswehr (defense) Ministry In 1934 and transformed into the

Rconomxc and Armaments Office of the Armed Forces High Command In 1938 1
5

readied Itself to take over the whole ecnomj in the event of war. The

U.S. NatIonal Defense Act of 2920 gave the responsibility for economic

mobilization to the Assistant Secretary of Mar, but In the early 1930s

the War Department decided that none of the permanent departments, Itself

especially, should be the agency for Imposing an economic dictatorship on I
the country. The last (in 1939) of several War Department plans proposed

a temporary lar Resources Administration under a civilian administrator

who would report ditectly to the President.6  For the political war

leaders, the two sumaits posed a dilema: leaving the middle and lower

reaches of both to the military would extend the already greatly expanded 3
military presence Into an essentially civilian, hence political, area and

could foster military encroachmients upwards; civilian economic control,

on the other hand, would split the war effort and would lodge a very

strong concentration of potentially political power In the economic

agencies. 3
Except In Japan, the political leaders opted for civilian control

over the war economies. For Stalin, the decision was automatic; the

transition from a peacetime to a war economy was built Into the system.

Economic mobilization had been going on in the Soviet Union since the

First Five Year Plan In 1928. Hitler -- although Germany also had an 3
early start -- Churchill, 3nd Roosevelt juggled the military interests,

the civilian-administered controls, and their own authority, Improvising I
new means periodically to keep all three In the air. 3

The wiar economies existed for the military's benefit, but as equal

and autonomous partners, they were also competitors. Their mission was 5
to perform feats of production matching those of the Pallitary on the

____ ___ ___ ___ _ _ _ ____ __ ___ ___ I
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I~ battlroefIeold, and the pollt ical war leaders regarded themselves as the

c•anding generals In the war of production. As a result, the needs of

S the armed forces to a significant extent competed In the war economies

with pressure to raise output for Its own sake and with the political

leaders' Independently formed conceptions. The United States turned out

more tanks than any of the others but struck a questionable compromse

between effectiveness and produclbility. Soviet Industry built thousands

of T-60 light tanks In 1942 even though tJhey had by then been proved

hopelessly outclassed. The Soviet Union manufactured several hundred

U thousand saull-caliber antitank rifles whose fire could not penetrate the

armor of any German tank In use, and the United States brought out the

Relsing gun, an easil1y producible sub-machine gun that rusted fast and

was Incapable of aimed automatic fire. Germany, in part because Hitler

had an affinity for mrý,hanical things, put quality ahead of quantity but

pushed conventional weapons to the detriment of Its heavy rocket and

flying bomb program and eventually put the V-1 flying bomb into

production ahead of the vastly more effective V-2 rocket because it could

be brought off the assembly lines sooner.

The absence of an established military role, other than as user, in

war economies left the political leaders free to construe their own roles

as they saw fit. In England and the United States, legislative and

public opinion imposed limitations that generally, and perhaps not

entirely fortuitously, served the military interest. Against rising

pressure In Parliament, Churchill ran the British war economy through the

Defense Cojmiittee (Supply) and the subordinate Ministries of Supply and

Aircraft Production until early 294r when he created the Ministry of

Production to coordinate the requirements of the three services, which he

had previously Insisted was his sole prerogative as Minister of Defense
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and chairman of the Defense Coamittee (Supply). 7 Roosevelt:, who had

set up a congeries of boards and offices having to do with military !

production before Pearl Harbor, created the Wiar Productin Board In

January 1942 and told Its first chairman, Donald M. Nelson, he would have

*complete and absolute control over the production of all Implements of 5
war and related activities.'8 Nelson and his associates undertook to

manage the war economy In strict accordance wi th business managementC I
practices. In May 1943, after contrzoversies between the 1military 5
departments and the WPB had boiled over Into the Congress and the press,

Roosevelt established the Office of Mar Mobilization, appointing James P. 5
Byrnes, an experienced politician, to be Its director and giving him a

mandate *to coordinate the work of all the war agencies and federal I
departments..9 Like his opposite numbers In the democracles, Hitler

did not give h.'s war economy coherent control until after the world war

began. Zn February 1942, he appointed Albert Speor to be Reich minister 5
for weapons and munitions and thereafter tacitly supported Speer's

efforts to bring all the military and civilian economic agencies, of 3
which there were many great and small, under his supervision. Speez

first denied General Thomas, who was his likeliest rival, access to the

central planning board In the ministry and subsequently dismantled the 3
10

Armed Forces Economic and Armaments Office.

Al though the ,military were often on the fringe of the economic

deci slon-making, they were always very close to the effects. In his

January 1942 State-of-the-Union message to Conqress, President Roosevelt 1

announced production goals of 60,000 aircraft and 45,000 tanks In 1942 5
and 125,000 aircraft and 75,000 tanks In 1943. Those figures and some

similarly large ones for other Items threw the War Department procurement 5
program Into turmoil for th9 better part of a year. The President had

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ________I
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3 given morale In the United States and abroad an enormous boost at the

darkest time In the war and for months Insisted his goals had to be met,

but doing so would have totally unhinged the arpament program. 2

Hitler repeatedly declared total war but out of early overconfidence and

II a lingering concern for his popularity with the German people, was the

iI last of the war leaders actually to resort to It. During the first three

years of the war, he kept the armed services on a hand-to-mouth regimen,

cutting one's programs and advancing another's to meet the war's short-

term demands; and he was slow to cut civilian consumption. The part of

I the gross national product going to the war effort In tngland reached

sixty percent In 1941, in Germany not until 2943. From 1939 through

1943, forty-five percent of the German and fifty-four percent of the

S British gross national product went to support the war. 2

The airplane exerted pervasive Influences on the political leaders'

I management of the war economies and the individual armed services' access

to them. It became probably the most politically potent weapon ever to

have existed. It was the literal embodiment of national technological

Iand Industrial strength. While other weapons had been Improved, its

development had recently advanced in quantum leaps that dazzled the mind

S and challenged the Imagination. The German and Japanese advances In

Europe and the Pacific made the long-range heavy bomber the most

I promising means for coming directly to grips with those nations on their

In own territory and, possibly, for defeating them without the necessity of

long and bloody operations on the ground. The airplane was also, In

I term of Industrial resources, by far the most expensive mass-producible

weapon. Tn England, the United States, and Germany, the aircraft

I Industry was the largest single war Industry. In England, by late 1942,

aircraft production drew so heavily on Industrial resources 'as
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cGplete~l to oubteigh the burden of other priority demands.0 1 3  When

the armed forces' total requirements exceeded productive capacities and I
program had to be 'balanced,' air forces could generally rely on 3
high-level political support for having their programs put at the head

and the others balanced around the=. In the fall of 1942, after the War 5
Production Board told the Joint Chiefs of Staff that the armed forces'

production objectives could not be met within a realistic time frame,

procurement for the " Ground Porces was cut twenty-one percent and the 5
14

Army Air Porce's programs were not touched. The demoands of all

British production programs had to be reduced In late 1942, but as the 3
official history states, *the reductions which the Ministry of Aircraft

Production was expected to undergo were much less than those of other I
deaz tments. i5s

In a total war effort, access to manpower was crucial to both armed

forces and political leaderships. Although Its availability varied from 3
country to country, It was a much more finite quantity everywhere than

were money and industrial plant. Populations could be more Intensively I
exploited, but they could not be expanded. Moreover, manpower was an g
economic resource as well as a military asset; the strengths of the

fighting forces and the war economies were equally dependent on It; and 3
armed forces' effectiveness Involved utilizing as well as securing It.

In the area of manpower the political leaders' conceptions affected 3
the armed forces' conduct of the war more pervasively than In any other.

Stalin held to the principle that success depended on the ability of the U
rear to supply men and material to the fighting fronts In great enough 3
quantity over a sufficient perld of time to outdo the enemy. He was,

from first to last, willing to contemplate a war of outright human 5
attrition. Roosevelt and Churchill. who never really had to face the
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I problem of survival In as bald terms as Stalin did, put the cost in lives

of rheir own people above all other considerations. They counted on

substitutes: technology, primarily In the form of the airplane, and

Industry and on Stalin's readiness and ability to expend manpower.

ILend-lease was devised to substitute Americans' Industrial Oknow howa for

I their presence on t-he battlefield. For Churchill, to avoid another

DunkIrk oi battle of the Somne was an absolute necessity. Hitler knew to

a certainty that the Germans were hopelessly outnumbered. His whole aim

in the war was not to allow the enemy's manpower to come fully Into

play. The Japanese were probably more ready than any other people to

give their lives In the national Interest, but owing to the peculiarities

of its situation, Japan cou'd not exploit Its military manpower potential

I to the full.

Although they were not the sole Influences, the political leaders'

I conceptions were strongly reflected In the force development of their

respective armed forces. The United States and Soviet peak armed forces

strengths were about the same, 12.2 and 12.5 million; the German pak was

I 9.5 million, t-he Japanese 7.2 million, the United Kingdom 5.1 million.

The Soviet milita•ry dead, reliably estimated at 13.6 million, Indicate a

I total mobilization in excess of 26 million and clearly demonstrate that

the Soviet military did Indeed treat manpower as a major expendable

I resource. The German 3.5 million killed Indicates that Gerugry mobilized

I about as many troops as the United States did and that the German

military managed, on the whole, to reduce the effects of their enemies'

numerical superiority. The Japanese 1.5 million, United States 292,000,

and United Kingdom 262,000 losses probably do not by themselves reveal

much other than smaller and shorter combat commitments than those of the

Soviet and Ger man armed forces, but other comparisons relating
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particularly to the British and American forces can be made. In the

Soviet peak strength the Red Army was 81 percent of the total and the Red I
Air Force Including air defense forces was 13 percent. The German Army 3
was 69 percent (with the Hlaffen-SS, 74 percent) and the Luftwaffe was 28

percent. The British Army was 56 percent and the Royal Air Force 23,5 5
percent (and 41 percent of the strength of the Army). The U.S. Army was

48 percenc and the Army Air Forces 19.6 ; :,..it (40.6 percent of the I
s1 .... h of the Army). Although the only available figures on actual 5
ground combat strengths are those for the U.S. Army, It can be assumed

that the ratios of combat to service troops were relatively high In the 5
Red Army and the German Army and higher In the former than In the

latter. In the U.S. Army (less the Air Forces) the Army Services Forces I
had 53 percent of the troops, the Army Ground Forces had 47 percent, and 5
the actual ground combat soldiers constituted about 37 percent of the

total. Out of a total strength- (including the Air Forces) approaching 8 5
million In March 1945, the U.S. Army had slightly over 2 million In

ground combat units, only about 100,000 more than It had had In December 1
1942."26

In the war economies (except In the Soviet Union where the German

Invasion produced a sudden catastrophic drop In plant capacity, 3
particularly for Iron and steel), manpower limitations were the first to

arise and the most difficult to overcome and, hence, were persistent I
concernr for the armed forces and the political leaders. The poli.tical

leaders' conceptions Influenced the manpower allotrmnts to the war

economies as heavily as It lid those to the armed force.'v, and the armed 3
forces' demands for continwi :,• ncreases In military manpower and In war

productlon made them, in et&-.ct, their own most ruthless competitors. 5
DI:ect axvIlioratjon could on!, be achieved In a few ways: by diverting
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i manpower from non-war-related occupations, by subs tituting Ovmer, and

children for men In the war economies, and by acquiring foreign manpower

I source~s.

The Soviet and German situations were Inherently the most

I difficult. Stalin and his generals discovered that their manpower

i resources did not automatically guarantee a capability to achieve

steamroller effects against their opponents. The Soviet Industrial Jabor

I force, which had been 31 million In 1940, dropped to 28 million 11, 1942.

That and a simultaneous drop In steel-making capacity from 18 to 8

I million tons per year necessitated a drastic reorientation to keep the

I economy afloat. Since Soviet Industry had never been more than

marginally oriented toward a civilian cons#uer market, diversions could

only be made from what elsewhere would have been considered war

production; consequently, the Soviet war economy concentrated almost

exclusively on weapons and ammunition. Women and children accounted for

85 percent or more of the work force of 27 million reached In 1944; and

the "Rosie-the-riveter' Image prevalent In the Hest did not apply in the

I Soviet Union; there women mined coal -- and dug the entrenchments arowud

Moscow In the fall of 1941. The Soviet Union acquired a foreign manpower

I (and steel) source In the lend-lease program sufficient to provide

410,000 motor vehicles, 2,000 railway locomotives, 10,000 flat cars, and

other Industrial products by the millions of tons.27 Hitler and his

I generals knew that r'ermany could not compete on terms of sheer manpower.

Ceneral Thomas's solution was to put the entire economy In military

harness and thereby at least prolong the contest. Hitler's solution was

to bank on his being able to resolve the conteat without confronting the

I problem head-on. In Germany the reduction of the non-war-related work

force was slow, Just 15 percent from May 1941 to May 1944. Consumer
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goods, which had been 30 percent o the gross Industrial output In 1938,

were 22 percent In 7-",;4. in 1•38. the German labor forces consisted of

24.5 million men a . 4.6 million women. The male contingent dropped to

23.5 mtlJJ,., by September 2944, but the number of women increased only to

?d • mallion. Imported foreign workers and prisoners of war raised the

toa.L work force to 35.9 million, 3.2 million less than had been employed

In 1936.18

Whereas circumstances Imposed the Soviet and German manpower 5
problems, those of Britain and the United States -- and its own ways

Japan -- were largely self-generated. In the British war economy, the 5
aircraft building program, In which bombers predominated, absorbed close

to 40 percent of the work force after 1941, and all other military I
production had -,.o be balanced around It. That large Item created a 5
permanent manpower drought and necessitated an Increase in the proportion

of women in the work force to 39 percent and a 43 percent cut in 3
non-war-related employment. Nevertheless, the British war economy

probably could not have been sustained as It was structured without its I
access to foreign manpower through lend-lease. In the United States, l
the manpower 'crisiso came In late 1942 when the armed forces'

projections brought the numbers of men they expected to have In uniform 5
by the end of 1943 to 11 million and by the end of 1944 to over 14

million. The War Production Board and the War Manpower Commission I
protested that withdrawing the men to meet those demands would Impair the 3
war economj. The armed forces defended their exclusive right to

detezmine their manpower requirements, but in late 1943, adopted the view

that their decisions ought to take other than exclusively military

considerations into account and accepted a 2 mIllion reduction in the 5
projected 1944 strength. For the United States, at worst, a manpower
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I
i shortage came within the range of possibility. Consumer goods

production, except for automobiles and other mechanical and electrical

Item, was 16 percent higher In 1944 than In the last depression year,

1941. Women did not enter the war economy In significant numbers until

I- the second half of 1942 and were not encouraged to seek war employment

until 1943.20 In Its way, te Japanese manpower situation resembled

that of the United States. From 1937 through 1943, the Japanese armed

-- forces drafted 3.1 million men at a rate that hardly cause a ripple in

the manpower pool. In 1944 and 194S they took In another 3.4 million,

I which brought the total drain to just above half that which the roughly

equal German population sustained. Consumr goods virtually disappearwd

in the last two years of the war but mainly owing to the bombing and a

U poorly organized distribution system. Employment of older anm 'ounger

males and a modest Increase In women covered the loss to the draft and

I added over a half million to the work force.2 1

On the whole, It appears that effectiveness In exploiting their

i nations' Industrial and manpower resources in the sense of putting those

3 to the most rational and economical uses was not an outstanding

characteristic of the armed forces In World War II. The shift from

U ltimited access to near-monopoly of national resources did not result in

I. comeensurate increases In the armed forces' control over the development

of their forces. The political leadership gave them what It believed

they needed to conduct the war In accordance wi th Its conceptions.

I
w4

I 4

* ___ ____
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Xl. fjtzatWIc Bffecti wEMSA I

The one almost universally accepted judgment on World War I was

hatc it had been the consequence of national goals and straCegies, not 3
the Instrument of them, that governments and the military alike had

stumbled Into It and through It. rhe results appeared to show the

greatest shortcoming in the capacity to establish and realize appropriate

goals: hence what were needed for the future were not Just ad hoc war

a1ms but comprehensive, long-term, constantly operating programs.

Mussolini provided the fraanowork for such a program in the doctrine

of fascism, which Lotally subordinated Individuals and groups to the 1

state for the purpose of enhancing the nation's will to power and 1

supremacy and expressing Its vitality In expanslon. He regarded

permanent peace as *neither possible nor worthwhile' and 'war alone' as 3
capable of 'bringing all human energies to their highest pitch and

ennobling nations. 22 Hitler added a strategic Imperative, Lebensraam 1
was essential for two reasons: because a people could not survive

without space In which to grow and because space In and of I tself

determined a nation's stature in the world. 1e9mram, therefore, made 3
the program open-ended. As Hitler put It, 'wherever our success ends, It

will always be only the point of departure for a new struggle.' Hitler's I
first and probably most Influential advisor on geopolitics, the former 1
Bavarian general staff officer Karl Haushofer, had based his theories in

part on a study of Japan, which he believed had been following the 3
23program instinctively since the late nineteenth century.

_ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _!
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I
Zn the ear~l 1920s, the fascist progr.m was the pipedream of a

fledgling dictator In a bankrupt Ztaly and his disciple In a defeated and

I disarmed Germany; less than twenty years later, It domainated the Axis

strategies In World War ZZ. The transition depended on many things but

i on none more than on the political and mwlitazV acceptance of war as the

preferred instrument of national policy. Zn Japan, the Armv and Navy

took the government In cow during the early 1930s although on somewhat

I divergent courses until after the end of the decade. Zn Germany, after

January 1933, the arzed forces enthusiastically supported the first phase

U of the program, rearmament, but the Army High Command resisted the

_thought of actual war when Hitler first officially Introduced It In late

2937 and was -- Ineffectually -- talking mutiny in August 1939.

I Mussolini flexed Italy's military muscle In Ethiopia in 2934-1935 and In

the Spanish Civil dar, 1936-1939, and signed a military alliance, the

I Pact of Steel, with Germany In May 1939 but excused himself from his

treaty obligation when a real European war seemed to be brewing In August

1939. The German Army General Staff believed the offensive It planned

I against the Low Countries and Prance In the fall of 1939 on Hitler's

orders was going to bog down on the Soime Ritver. While the Germans were

3 Invading Poland, the Japanese Army was taking a severe beating on the

Khalkin Gol River In Outer Mongolia at the hands of the Russians, whose

U expulsion from the Par East It had long regarded as the highest priority

U i tem In the Japanese program.

During the winter of 1939-1940, the war become almost a joke, the

i "Phoney War' In American newspapers, the SItzkrie2 In Germany. Then, in

the six weeks ofter 10 May 1940, the Germany Army did what It had not

I managed In the four years from 1914 to 1918, It defeated Prance and drove

i the British oft the Continent. Mussolini plunged In at the finish to
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I
claim a share in the victory. In late June, three weeks before Mitler

first raised the possibility, the Chief of the German cenezal staff,

General Franz /alder, one of those who had talked mutiny In 1939, ordered

his operations branch to consider how the Soviet union could be dealt a

"m*ili tary blow" that would 'compel the Russians to acknowledge German 3
hegemony In Europe. 24 The German victory In Europe also exposed the

Prench, Dutch, and British colonial possessions In Southeast Asia and the

western Pacific, opening a vista thdit quickly persuaded the Japanese Army

to give up Its preoccupation with the Russians and Join the Navy In

proioting a southward expansion. In September, Germany, Japan, and Italy 3
signed the Tripartite Pact, which threatened the United States with a

two-front war If It took military action against Japan.2 5  The program 3
had come Into Its own.

The anti-Axis coalition had two programs, one Soviet and one I
American. The Soviet program was attributed to V.Z. Lenin, who predicted 3
"a series of frightful clashes between the Soviet Republic and the

bourgeois states' on the way to the worldwide tri•uph of the comnunist 3
revolution.26 Stalin had elucidated and expanded Lenin's thesis In

1927. War with the capitalist world, he said, was Inevitable, as were I
also Imperialist wars between the capitalist states. The Soviet mission 3
would be to delay Its Involvement -- by 'buying off the capitalists,' If

necessary -- until Imperialist wars had made the capitalist world ripe

27
for destruction. In the Nazi-Soviet Pact and the Treaty of Friend-

ship of, August and September 1939, Stalin bought off Germany and opened n
the way for an Imperialist war. A year later, after the fall of Prance, 3
he was alone on the Continent with the most dangerous capitalist state.

The American program dated back to the World War I slogans "th, war 3
to make the world safe for democracy' and the 'war to end all wars' and

_ _ _ ___ _ __ ___ ___ I
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to President Woodrow Wilson's faith in collective security, disarmament,

and national self determination. Whereas the fascist and Soviet-

U munist programs justified war, the American saw It as having only one

useful purpose, Its own abolition. During the isolationist era of the

1920s and 1930s, the American program was regarded as having been

something between a hoax and a tragic self-deception, and disillusionment

with It strongly influenced the United States attitude toward European

I war until the summer of 1940. A year later, It reappeared In its

entirety, Including the 'worldwide abandonment of the use of force,' in

U the Atlantic Charter of August 1941, which the entire membership of the

anti-Axls coalition reconfirmed in the United Nations Declaration of 1

January 1941.28

While the programs were purported to have renovated war In its

political aspect, no similar claim could be made for military strategy.

As of September 1939, the lessons and experience of World War I still

dominated it. Twenty yeass' ardent search for ways to restore the war of

annihilation had produced some new terminology, 'deep operations,8 the

attaque brusque and 4.litzkrieq, but the war of attrition and the

superiority of the defensive were the accepted strategic realities. The

campaign In Poland appeared to show nothing about the potentialities of

the B/Itzkrieg. On 3 October 1939, General Wilhelm von Leeb, who was

then the senior commander on the Western PFont, told the Army Commander

In Chief, General Walther von Brauchitsch, that an attack on Prance could

not be conducted the way the one on Poland had been; I t would be

protracted and Impose heavy losses and would not *bring the French Lo

their knees. .29

I Zn general and parcicularlV for the ground forces, mass was assumed

I to be the strategic determinant, the objective to be to outlast the
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enemy, strategic surprise to be out of the question. Border

fortifications, the Maginot Line, the German West Hall, the Stalin line,

were expected to frustrate any attempt at a sudden attack. Besides, It

was thought to be better to stand on the defensive and let the enemy take 1
the punishment. On 3 October, Leeb and Bra uchi tsch hoped Hi tier could be5

persuaded to do that, If he could not be brought to see the entire

futility of the war. General Maurice Gamelln, the Allies' commander In 3
chief, is said to have praye for the Germans to attack and fall Into the

trap he proposed to set for them on the Dyle River In Belgium. To Andre

Beaufre, then an officer In the Prench General Staff, Gamelin looked 1
pleased and perfectly confident of the outcome on 10 May even though the

German offensive begun that morning had come as somewhat of a surprise. 5
On the German side that same morning, according to General Heinz Guderian,

only three people who knew about It really had confidence In the plan, 3
he, General Fritz-Erlchb von Hanstein, who had conceived it, and

Hitler.
0

Naval strategy also derived directly from World Wdr I. The battle 3
fleets, consisting of battleships and cruisers, were the *mass,' for the

main naval powers, the United States, England, and Japan, floating 3
Maginot Lines. Strengths were measured In battleships, which were

considered to be the most powerful and most effective weapons In

existence. The Japanese Navy believed It had achieved a decisive

advantage over the larger U.S. Navy In 1937 when it began building the

nearly 70,000-Con Yameto class battleships that were twice the Inter- I
natlonally-agreed weight limit. The shift to heavier (and faster)

battleships was taken to be the most revolutionary change in naval 1
warfare since the launching of the Qreadnouoht, In 1905. Germany had laid 5
down two SO.000-tonners. IjmarcXc and Tirpitz, in 1936; and the Soviet

____ ___ ___ ____ ___ ____ __1
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I
i Union, which had noc previously shown Interest In having a battle fleet,

began work In 1938 on t.hree ships that would have topped 60,000 tons each

U if they had been completed. Aircraft carriers had become a mark of a

first class naval power, but the navies did not quite know what to do

I with then and kept then In limbo somewhere between the battle fleet and

the flotilla, the destroyers, submarines, and torpedo boats. As late as

1934, the noted British sea power theorist, Admiral Sir Herbert Riclanond,

suggested that the nations who had 'Indulged' In building carriers could

have secured 'a more serviceable return in war in the shape of surface

flotilla craft.'31 In the United States, the T•wo-Ocean Navy* Act of

July 1940 provided for Increases amounting to 420,000 tons in cruisers --

I which were considered to have been particularly neglected In the past --

I 385,000 tons In battleships, and 200.000 tons in aircraft carriers.

Zn the European war, both sides Initially considered the navies to

U be the potentially most effective offensive weapon. The British Govern-

ment reestablished the World lWar X-style naval blockade as 'economic

I warfare,' for which It predicted, publicly at least, early and decisive

U results against Germany. German submarines and two pocket battleships to

act as commerce raiders put to sea before the war broke out; however,

I owing to its concentration on building a battle fleet and to Hitler's

often expressed determination to avoid a war with England, the Navy only

I had 22 ocean-going submarines. 3 2

i Air power appeared to be faster acting than either land or sea

power, and air forces could take to the offensive at less human cost to

themselves than armies could and strike more directly at the enemy than

navies could. Since late in World War Z, the Royal Air Force's Bomber

Comimand had, with considerable success In political circles, sustained a

I strategic bombing theory that gave It a claim to being the main and
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possibly sole British offensive force In a continental war. In the early

1930s the U.S. Army Air Corps had acquired a coastal defense strategic 3
bombing mission that In early 1940 came to Include offensive action

against hostile air bases. Germany (In 1936) and the Soviet Union (in

1939) stopped development of strategic bombing components In their armed

forces. On the eve of the war Bomber Command promoted strategic bombing

as the mainstay of economic warfare and Itself as the potentially

decisive force, predicting that It could bring Germany's war Industry

practically to a standstill within two weeks. Between September 1939 and

May 1940, however, Its plans encountered nothing but frustrations, not 3
the least of them being that all of Its planes designed specifically for

strategic bombing had yet to make their first f1jghts. 3

In the year and a half between the French surrender In June 1940

and Pearl Harbor In December 2941, the members of both future coalitions 1
commttted themselves to the political and mIlItry strategies they would

follow Into ana through World War II. Grzmany and Japan believed the

long shadow of World War I had finally lifted and they were on the verge

of attaining full strategic freedum. The victory in France had brought

the Cerman Navy bases on the Atlantic coast; and the Luftwaffe had gained 1
airfields In Prance, BelgiLum, and Holland that put almost the whole of 3
England within a hour's flying time and In effect reduced strategic

bombing to operational proportions. The Army was convinced that with 3
adjustments In scale, the Blitzkrieg could be applied as successfully In

the Soviet Union as It had been in France. On 31 July 1940, when Hitler 1
announced his decision to attack the Soviet Union and defeat the Red Army 3
by "dismembering" It In large encirclements and "stranglJng It In

packages,' none of the generals present objected. The Navy and the

J•twaffe complained that the heavy additional commitment, particularly
____ ____ __ __ __ ___ I
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of Industrial production, would Impair their strategic operations against

Ergland, but the allitary did not voice any of the profound doubts it had
34

raised In the previous year. 3 n Japan on 27 July, a Liaison

Conference decided to *settle the China Incident quickly and at the same

tilme cope wi th the Southern Question.' An Zmperial Conference on

19 September confirmed tt. decision on the assumption that the Tripartite

Pact about to be signed would give a fifty-fifty chance of avoiding a war
35

with the United States.

Al though the Prench defeat was a tremendous shock to England, t he

Soviet Union, and the United States, it was not a revelation in the same

sense that It appeared to be to the Axis Powers. Xt did not alter the

I prior assumptions pertaining to the natLve of war. BLItzkrieq was taken

to be primarily the effect of overwhelming mass In materiel and manpower

applied to an unprepared and Irresolute opponent. On the other hand, the

I German drive Into western Europe (after the Invasions of Poland and

Norway and Denmark, the latter In April 1940), which seemed to demonstrate

I �that Germany was following a comprehensive and exact timetable of

conquest, spontaneously revived the Anglo-American component of the Morld

liar I coalition.

Churchill's various statements of righteous purpose and British

determination to see the war through to a victory over Nazi Gerlany made

In the dark days of May and June 1940 were the actual first step in the

reactivation of the American program. At the end of June 1940, Roosevelt

secured authority from the Congress to stop exports of strategic commod-

I ites and to release American military equipment to foreign armies (the

basis of the subsequent embargoes against Japan and of the *destroyer

I deal' and lend-lease). Th. President was wre enterprising at that point

than his military advisors, who were working an RAZINIW 4, a *worst case*
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plan for defending the Western Hemisphere, and had strong reservations

about transfering mili iazy equipment out of the hemlsp,.tre or taking 1
actions that might provoke a war with Japan.

By the end of the year, the Anglo-American partnership had become

firm, and British strategic thinking had progressed beyond the problem of

how to meet a German Invasion. In the view of the Prime Minister and the

Chiefs of Staff.. the prospect of attacking the German main forces In the

field of the continent had receded Into the distrant future and economic

warfare had become the chief means of striking directly at Germany. The

Prime Minister and Bomber Command were also coming to the conclusion that

area bombing could destroy German civilian morale and possibly decide the

war by Itself -- this although the German aerial 'Blitz* agyainst England

seemed to have demonstrated just the opposite, at least as far as BrItish 3
civilians were concerned. The American military, while they were wary of

being tied to British strategy, accepted much of the British thinking In

staff talks held during February and March 1941. A subsequent revision

of RAINBOU 5, which had been concerned with employment of United States

forces outside the hemisphere, Incorporated the main principle the

British had proposed -- that Europe 'is the vital theater where the

decision must first be sought.' It also Included the war plan as

projected In the conference report (ABC-i) which established the

following order of priorities: (1) economic warfare, (2) a sustained air 3
offensive against Germany, (3) elimination of Italy from the Axis, (4)

employment of land, air, and naval forces In 'raids and minor offensives*

against the Axis (5) resistance movements, (6) a buildup for 'an eventual

offensive against Germany, (7) capture of positions from which to 'launch

t.he eventual offensive.. 36  3
___ __ ____1
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The shock of the German victory was, perhaps, greatest In the

Soviet Union. The capitalist states were manifestly not going to wear

I each other out. Mikita Xbrushchev wrote later, 'The most pressing and

deadly threat In all history faced the Soviet Union.'37 A study done

I In the Soviet General Staff Academy States, .Tme problem of preparing the

country for war became supremely Important. Tn quantitative terms,

the Soviet Union had never neglected preparedness, but the Red Army had

done astonishingly badly In the Winter War with Finland that ended In

March 1940. At a readiness conference In Dectmber 1940, Stalin decided

the Red Army would need, at the minimum, a.7other year and a half to

overcome Its deficiencies, and he redoubled his efforts thereafter to buy

off Germany. The military, on the other hand, were confident that the

strategic doctrine they had developed In the late 1930s -- and In part

modeled on the French -- would work. The doctrine held that armed

I conflict between forces as large and well equipped as the Soviet and

German would begin as 'creeplrjg war" In which the initial deployment

would be slow on both sides. Surprise would not be possible, and the

decision would be reached through a series of defensive and offensive

encounters that would give :he victory to the party best able to tolerate

the ensuing attrition. The war plan contemplated meeting and defeating

aggression 'at the line of the state frontier,' then carrying the war to

the enemy's territory, and subsequently dealing him 'a great defeat.' 39

Had Hitler and the German General Staff been in a position to

recoxmend a strategy to the Red Army, they could have thought of none

that would have suited them better. They were agreed that they had to

trap and destroy the Soviet main forces and prevent the sort of strategic

retreat T7.ar Alexander I had resorted to against Napoleon In 1812, but

theoy did not have the resources In manpower or material to engulf the
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U
entire Soviet front. The General Staff believed a thrust north of the

Pripyat Marshes toward Moscow would compel the Red Army to sacrifice 3
Itself defending the Soviet political and Russian national heartland, On

Chat score, the Army's thinking and Hitler's diverged: its concern was I
to achieve a military victory, his was with the program, specifically, 3
the Lebensraum aspect of It. He wanted the victory, but he needed the

agricultural land and mineral resources of the Ukraine and the oil fields

in the Caucasus. In July 1941, when it appeared to the Army High Command

that the final battles were about to take shape on the line of advance I
coward Moscow, Hitler called a halt and diverted armor to the south 3
Coward Kiev and the north toward Leningrad. That the Army was right In

believing the war could be won In 1941 on the approaches to Moscow Is by

no means certain, that It was not going to be won there after a two

months' lapse, by the advance Hitler ordered to be resumed in October, £
was proved In the first week of December. 4 0  By December, the 3
Lebensraum aspect of Hitler's program had also prevented the Army from

exploiting Indigenous anti-Soviet sentiment and had helped Stalin place 3
himself at the head of a Russian national war. Hitler's continued

Inoistence after 1941 that he was fighting the war for the benefit only I
of the Germans, not the Russians, led him to reject the Army's proposals

to recruit a Russian anti-Soviet force from among the millions of

prisoners of war and deserters In German hands. 4 1  3
The German Invasion of the Soviet Union Impinged on the Japanese

program as well. Although J,,vanJ was a Germany ally, the attack was more 1
of a surprise to the Japanese Government than to the British, Uni ted

States, or Soviet Governments, and It reopened the question of the

northern and southern options. In deciding the question, the Japanese 3
military entered on a series of miscalculations that would eve'tually

___ ____ _ __ __ _ ____ __1
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ensure their own and the German defeat. At the Liaison Conferences In

late June 1941, the Foreign Minister Yosuke Matsuoko argued for striking

north first because after the Soviet Union was eliminated the risks of

the southern advance would be reduced. The Navy, as I t always had,

Insisted on the south. The chance to settle scores with its old enemy

attracted the Army, but In the first week of September, It too decided

for the south. Zn the meantime, the American so-called *oil embargo' of

- late July had added urgency to the southern venture, and the decision was

for war unless the United States accepted essentially all the Japanese

3 demands beforehand. Having gone that far, the Navy went a step further.

-- Knowing It could not outlast the United States in a prolonged war, it

decided It had to do maximum damage at the outset and staged the surprise

U attack at Pearl Harbor on 7 December thereby committing the one act that

could have brcught the United States Into war determined to see It

3 through at any cosc. Hitler compounded the Japanese error on 11 December

by declaring war on the United States, an act In which he and some of his

U generals saw vague advantage In terms of encouraging the Japanese but

I which denied him the slnle advantage either of the Axis partners could

have derived from Pearl Heibor, a possible heavy diversion of American

I effort to the Pacific.4 2

Remarkably, the events of December 1941 sustained all programs. To

I �he President and people of the United States, Japan and Germany stood

exposed as Inveterate and wanton aggressors, and the destruction of their

existing political systems and military strength became the key to

3 permanent world peace. Stalin, who was about to expand his success at

Moscow into a general offensive that he believed could end the war before

I summer, told British Foreign Minister Anthony Eden that he was now not in

so great a hurry to have the second front he had been demanding and
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Insisted on having the territorial gains he had made through his pacts

wi th the Germans confirmed In a projected Anglo-Soviet mili tary

43
alliance. The Japanese 'East Asian Co-prosperity Sphere' was taking

shape with astonishing ease and speed; and Hitler could count on another

summr's campaigning season In which to finish off the Soviet Union.

The German and Japanese BlitzkrieQs reached their height and ended

during 1942, and the war of attrition began. The Battle of Midway In

June terminated Japan's expansion Into the Central Pacific and cost the

Navy four of its six fleet aircraft carriers and a proportionate number

of Its most experienced pilots. Prom August through November, In the sea

battles of Guadalcanal, the Navy Inflicted heavier losses than It took

but ones It could not afford and i.n December, it retired from the

southern Solomons leaving the United States sea and land forces with a

foothold Inside the Empire's defensive perimeter.4 4  Stalin's dream of 3
an early Soviet victory evaporated In disastrous battles at KW'arkov and

on the Crimea In May and June and the German summer offensive forced him

to permit a strategic retreat in the southern sector and to share the

strategic declsion-making power with his two best generals, Georgi Zhukov

and Alekwandr Vasilevskly. The Soviet retreat gave Hitler almost all the

Lebensraum he had Insisted he needed but overextended the German forces

while preserving enough Soviet strength for Zhukov and Vasilevskiy to

begin the countermarch In earnest at Stalingrad In November. 4 5

American landings In North Africa and the British offensive at El Alamein

also turned the tide in the Mediterranean Theater In November.

The Axis powers knew to a certaino.y after January 1943 that they

could not win the war and the best option open to them was to defend the 3
territory they had taken strongly enough to force a draw from which they

might still extract some profit. Hitler set about relegating the mobile
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warfare specialists among his field marshals and senior generals to the

command reserve and replaced them with men who had shown promise in

static defense. His own authority did not diminish: the majority of

Germans had more faith In him than In any other political or military

figure.

Had Hitler -- as he prepared after late 1943 to do -- managed to

drive the western Allies off the invasion beaches In June 1944, he might

have prolonged the war Indefinitely and could conceivably have altered

its complexion. When he failed, he was reduced to keeping the military

machine running and waiting (with the Ardennes offensive of December 1944

as an interlude) for a second *miracle of the House of Brandenburg," a

split In the East-West alliance comparable to the one that had broken the

Russla-French-Austrian alliance against the Prussian King Frederick theI 46
Great in 1763 and saved him from a devastating defeat. In Italy,

after the King had Mussolini arrested on 25 July 1943, the government and

military succeeded elegantly at not quite surrendering unconditionally

and almost changing horses in midstream, both directly under the Germans'

noses. lce
Tojo lacked the national stature Hitler had accumulated during ten

years In power and could not rely to the extent Hitler could on the

political passivity of his military. In early 1943, the lushin, the

I former prime ministers and some personages In the Emperor's circle began

looking for a way to remove him. After the Navy took a decisive defeat

In June 1944 in the Battle of the Philippine Sea and the loss of Saipan

In early July opened a breach In the EMpIre's inner defense line, the

Diet turned against him and his military colleagues stood aside. Tojo

I resigned on 18 July, but his successor acquired the Impossible mission of

seeking a way out of the war without conceding defeat. Although the Army
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no longer had a strategy to promote, It, through Tojo al Its

representative In the lushin, refused until the morning of 14 August 1945 1
to tolerate a surrender.

4 7

As of January 1943, the Axis could not secure a victory on the

Ctems Its members had set for themselves, but Its early defeat was far x

from being a foregone conclusion. Neither Germany nor Japan had suffered

a disabling setback, and both had manpower and material resources they 3
could still bring Into play and the fruits of their Initial successes to

exploit. The anti-Axis coalitions had turned the Axis tide but had yet

to raise Its own. 1
At Stalingrad, the Soviet forces vindicated and reconfirmed the

strategy wi th which they had entered the war. They brought the enemy to 3
a halt -- after seventeen months of fighting a thousand miles deep In

Soviet territory -- and began driving him back. While Stalin did not

again Indicate In an official way that he could get along without a

second front, his Red Army Day (23 February 1943) order of the day

suggested that the Soviet forces were quite capable of defeating Germany

by themselves. Zhukov, as First Deputy Defense Commissar and Deputy

Supreme Commander In Chief, became the first military professional to be I
Installed in the chatn of command above the operational level. The 1
authority he wielded, however, was not Inherent In the posts he held but

dispensed by Stalin, who after the su'ier of 1943, kept him out of Moscow 3
In field comrands for the rest of the war and dropped him from the Stavka

of the Supreme High Command altogether in February 1945. I
Although they appeared enigmatic and sometimes capricious to the 3

Western Allies, the Soviet goals and strategy were consistent and

sJmple. The goals, In keeping with the program, were to expand the area 3
of Soviet direct control as much as could be done without coming Into a I
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confrontation with the Wostern Allies and, beyond that, to secure the

greatest possible influence In the postwar restructuring of Europe and

3 East Asia. As an offensive strategist, Stalin was cautious and thorough

going, a believer In the broad. frontal advance who Judged success by the

U�amount of territory taken and regarded the occupation of territory as

necessary to the relegitiamizatIon of the Soviet system within Its own

boundaries and to Its extension abroad. After late-summer 1943 when he

I was sure he had the permanent strategic Initiative against Germany, his

main concern was to maximize the Soviet share in the victory. 8

3 At the Casablanca Conference in January 2943, the Western Allies

embarked on a second round of debate over the strategic premises set down

In the then two-year-old ABC-!. In the weeks Just after Pearl Harbor, at

I�the ARCADIA Conference In --ishington, the spokesman of the United States

chiefs of staff, General r vrge C. Marshall, had failed to persuade his

British counterparts, or Churchill, or Roosevelt to abandon the open-

ended, peripheral aspects of the strategy developed In ABC-i. The

subsequent decision to expand the campaign In North Africa had scotched

l the American planners' hopes for a full-fledged second front on the

Continent In the spring of 1943. When Marshall failed again at

I Casablanca and the political chiefs approved further operations In the

Mediterranean, the prospect of coming to grips with the Cerman main

I forces appeared to be receding Into the distant future.

3 Casablanca, however, was the turning point in the Western Allies'

strategy. The American's armed strength would soon outweigh the British

3 In all respects; consequently, so would their voice In the partnership

when they chose to make It heard. Roosevel t's announcement of the

I unconditional surrender formula was equally important for the further

3 conduct of the war and perhaps more Important In the longer range. It
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I
gave the American armed forces the most unequi-ocal strategic objective

Possible in war and dissociated them and the United States Government 3
from all military-strategic considerations not essential to the Axis*

defeat. The total destruction of German and Japanese military power and 1
of the political systems from which It deived . If not the whole answer I

to the problem of world peace and stability, would be all the American

forces would be required or permitted to seek through military action. 3
Consequently, the decision to mount Operation OVERLORD taken at the

Tehran Conference In December 1943 terminated United States strategy I
making for Europe, and a year and a half later, when the war against

Germany ended, the United States was not notably b-tter prepared

militarily or psychologically than It had been on eve of World War Ir to 3
deal with the situation it then faced.

The war In the Pacific was predominantly an American concern and 3
for that reason much more tractable strategically than the European war.

Aside from imposing a strong, at times onerous, comutmaent to the I
Europe-first principle, the alliance functioned loosely there. The

British primary interest was In the area of the Indian Ocean, the Red

Sea, and the Persian Gulf, the American In the western Pacific. Had the 3
Japanese skill and determination In indiv1dual engagements from

Guadalcanal to Okinawa not been overrated as evidences of national I
endurance; had Nationalist China and the Soviet Union not been overvalued 3
as potential allies; had the Army and Navy not Insisted on maintaining

separate shares In the enterprise; and had a less conspicuous figure than

General Douglas MacArthur held the convmand In the subsidiary theater, the

conduct of the war In the Pacific could have been a model In economy of

effort. As It was, the American strategy In the Pacific accomplished the 3
Japanese defeat more expeditiously than the combined strategy In Europe

I
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did that of Germany.

Advances In science and technology, the trend toward total war, and

doubts about the battlefield as the arena In which conflicts could or

ought to be resolved stimulated competition in Mozld War ZZ to obtain

decisive results by means other than conventional strategies. The

object, in short, was to develop superweapons capable of achieving

independent strategic effects.

The United States industrJal base was one such supezweapon and, in

the context of the war then being fought, the most effective of thei

all. It drove the Japanese Navy to the defensive In the Pacific and

frustrated the German submarine offensive In the Atlantic, and It enabled

the United States to maintain Its own forces and support those of Its

allies around the world. It was an authentically powerful weapon, and

ally and enemy alike perceived It as such, but It did not wholly

vindicate the President's and Its other advocates confidence In It as the

ultimate weapon. The assumption tha t quantity must preiail left the

I American troops to fi9gt with automatic weapons and artillery of

l ate-world War I vintage and tanks embarrassingly Inferior to the German

and Soviet types. The preponderance of lend-lease production, the

approximately three-fifths that went to the United Kingdom account, did

not, as It should have done In theory, bring larger British forces Into

t the field. It apparently, Instead, enabled the British Government to

devote more of Its domestic Industrial capacity to Its own superweapon,

the heavy bomber. 5s

The search for superweapons In the literal sense of the word dated

back to the technological revolution of the late nineteenth century.

During World War Z, experience with chemical and submarine warfare and

aerial bombing had shown that to qualify, z weapon had to be able to
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I
Inflict Intolerable damage against which the victim could neither defend

himself nor retaliate In kind. The submarine came close to meeting the 3
requirement to do Intolerable damage In both world wars but was Itself

vulnerable. The bomber, which could not be adequately tested In the

strategic mode during the first war, received a full test In the second, 3
In which It Inflicted massive but not decisive damage. it turned out to

be a less fast-acting offensive means than Its advocates had expected, 3
and the strategic premises governing its employment proved to have been

overly optimistic on the scores of its capabilities and the enemy's

vulnerability. The two weapons that could potentially have met all three

requizements for superweapon status, the V-2 rocket and the atomic bomb

case into the war after the Issue had been decided, the V-2 as a result 1
of having been persistently overlooked at the political level. Although

the method of Inducing nuclear fission was a German discovery, Its

military application was also neglected there, among other reasons one

suspecrs, because unclear physics had been something of a Jewish

scientific preserve.

It may be that the United States industrial base and the strategic

bombing campaigns, nevertheless, performed a vital Intangible function, I
regardless of the degree to which they fulfilled concrete strategic

expectations, by giving credible visible evidence of power equal to the

war's demands. In that sense, the Bittzkrieq and Hitler's war leadership 3
would qualify as Axis* superweapons. Their dazzling successes In the

early years gave the German forces an aura of invincibility; brought I
Italy, Japan, Finland, Rumania, Hungary, and Bulgaria into the war as 3
German allies; and undoubtedly had much -- perhaps almost everything --

to do with keeping the German armed forces fighting until 1945. 3
1
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3 1ZZZ1. Oe•WraJ Efectivowss

That the war then begun was going to give a scope to operational

art undreamed of in World War Z was not apparent In September 1939.

I After twenty years of speculation on the potentials of mechanization and

motorization, air power and armor, the defensive, which seemed to be the

I principal beneficiary of technological progress past and future,

dominated operational thinking. on the very eve of the war, B.H. Liddell

Hart, who was widely regarded as the world's outstanding authority on

3 military affairs, wrote, *The dream of victory In modern war has nothing

beyond mere speculation to sustain It. And It Is faced by the hard fact

of the long-proved superiority of the modern tactical defensive.' 5 1

Professional military opinion refused to accept the Idea of unwinnable

I war, and doctrine everywhere upheld the primacy of the offensive. The

Soviet field services regulations of 1939, for Instance stated, "1f an

enemy unleashes a war on us, the Workers and Peasants Red Army will be

3 the most offensive minded of all the armies that have ever existed.' 5 2

Nevertheless, for all courands and staffs the superiority of the

I defensive was indeed the hard fact, and all believed It would determine

I whether (or not) victory could be attained and how the war would be

fought.

5 The opezatioanl problems and prospects were taken to be the same

for all parties. Mass armies and masses of material would create deep

3 defenses; hence, offensive operations would also have to be deep, going

to depths three or four times the greatest achieved in the late period of
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World War X, which was about 35 miles. Movement would be sporadic, a

matter of breaking through successive lines. Everybody would try to I
carry the wax to the enemy's territory In order to Impose the greater

destruction on him; but where they existed, the border fortifications,

the Maginot Line and the German West Vall, for Instance, were expected to U
provide security against that. The fortified lines and the general

superiority of the defense appeared also to have negated the old maximn I
*the thrust is the best parry' and to have conferred a positive advantage

on letting the other fellow attempt the first blow.

Although the greates, ..- advance since 1918 was recognized as

having been in the area ok r .,y, it, in the sense of being able to

cover long distance at high speed, was taken to have more important I
applications off the battlifield than on it. Forces could be deployed 3
and shifted rapidly, but once engaged, because of the Infantry's

preponderance, were expected to move at the infantry speed of four to six

miles a day to which armor might add another three or four miles under

optimum conditions. Sustained forward movement was hardly expected, and I
a reversion to outright positional warfare seemed to be about as likely

as the war of maneuver all the armies wanted to fight. Maneuver would

consist In the main of using lateral mobility to keep operations fluid.

Since neither side could go very far or very fast as long as both were in

good shape, the oruderit cowrander would husband his forces' strength and 3
waste the enemy's -- exactly as Gamelin, whose plan was an Impeccable

example of the then current operational doctrine, proposed to do in May

1940. On the German side, von Leeb had put It all in a sentence In his 3
work on defense published three years earlier, when he wrote, 'It accrues

to operative and tactical defensives to exhaust the enemy, so as either 3
to be able to resort to the offensive, or to prevent him from attacking
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where he strives for a decision.' 5 3

Combined arms, accepted everywhere In principle, was In a state of

I doctrinal flux. The new weapons, airplanes and tanks had proved

difficult to Integrate Into predominantly Infantry-oriented operational

I conceptions. Already during World War 1, both had engendered pressures

i for their establishment In separate branches within the armed forces,

which had brought the Royal Air Force In 1917, the French Armee de l'Air

In 1933, and the Luftwaffe In 1935 Into being on equal footings with the

armies and navies. Armies saw Infantry as the main and aircraft and

tanks as support weapons on a par with or as substitutes for the

i principal traditional support weapons, artillery and cavalry. Air forces

regarded themselves as much more than auxiliaries to the ground forces,

H and armor's proponents argued that It was the rightful main and Infantry

the support weapon.

Strategic bombing gave air forces a wholly Independent operational

sphere of their own but one In which the superiority of the defensive

figured more Importantly than In any other, for which none of them was

anywhere near ready, and which would add a new dimension to a war that

already threatened to leave nothing to sptre from the ground operations.

I Bomber Comaand and the GHQ Air Force kept the strategic bombing option

open In Britain and the United States. The Armee de l*Air was

subordinated to the ground forces commander at the outbreak of tht war.

The Luftwaffe, having restricted development to light bombers after 1936

(because they could be built faster and more cheaply), entered Into

I operations as an equal partner with the Army by attaching -- but not

subordinating -- 'air fleets' to the army groups. The Soviet Union,

which had the only heavy bomber fleet In existence and the only modern

i heavy bomber actually In existence, apparently following the French
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I
example, attached and subordinated all of the Red Air Force's combat

elements Including the heavy bombers to the Army field comrands at the

army group and, occasionally, lower levels.

combined arms as joint action by the armed forces was understood to 1

be primarily a strategic conceptio 7 . Land power and sea power, 1

particularly, would jointly serve national policy, but each would operate

according to I ts own principles In I ts own aphere. Navies had fewer

doubts about their opezational effectiveness -- provided they had the

ships -- than ei ther of the other services. Although the World mar I

"fleet-in-being' theory had raised a charge that battleships were to

admirals as cathedrals were to bishops, namely, status symbols, the

battleship dominoted naval operational thinking everywhere. Everywhere,

fleets were built or, as In Germany and tie Soviet Union, being built

around battleships. The German Navy's desire for open-water ports for

the fleet it proposed some day to have was Instrumental In producing the

war's first joint operation, the invasion of Norway In April 1940, which, 1
Ironically, also began the surface fleet's decline. Whether carrier

aircraft could have any more than a nuisance effect on battleships

remained entirely In doubt unti November 1940 when planes from the

British carrier Illustrious sank three Italian battleships at their

moorings In the Taranto harbor.54  1
After June 1940, the British, Soviet, and American armed forces 3

assimilated the lessons of the French defeat without fundamentally

altering their pre ously held operational conceptions. Blitzkrieg

appeared to them to be no more than an effect of mass coupled wi th

mechanization and motorization. Although the Allies had possessedI

manpower and mater14l superlorities In France and Belgium and In Norway

also, the defL3ts were taken to have demonstrated that they had sorely I
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misjudged the German quantitative lead. Since the di sa7-wea.rance of the

Western Front had vastly strengthened the German position on the

I Continent, assured suprerior weight was thought to be the absolute

prerequisite for future operations against them.

The British saw the interim requirements as being to rebuild and

expand their forces, wear down those of the Germans, and under no

circumstances risk another Dunkirk. ABC-i converted the second into

specific tasks, strategic bombing, the naval blockade, and operations on

the European periphery, and, In keeping with the last, left a direct

confrontation with the German main forces In abeyance. The British and

American air forces believed strategic bombing was the fastest, most

effective, and probably decisive means for bringing offensive mass to

I bear directly on Germany. The German failure In the Battle of Britain

(August-Novemler 1940), In their view, confirmed their respective

I �theories of strategic bombing, which agreed In emphasizing weight In

aircraft, armament, explosives, and effort.

I The Soviet armed forces were ready by June 1941 Co meet a German

invasion on at least equal quantitative terms. The western frontier

military districts, which would become fronts (army groups) at the

outbreak of hostilities, had 2.9 million men, as many as 5,500 medium and

heavy tanks, and at least 1,540 latest model airplanes. The German

IARBAROSSA force consisted of 3.05 million troops, 3,350 tanks, and 2,770

aircraft. The Soviet figures do not Include troops, tanks, or aircraft

In or adjacent to the military distr.tcts but under Defense Cofminissariat

control. A full third of the Soviet tanks were T-34s and KV-is, more

powerful types than any the German Army would have in the first eighteen

months of the war. In accordance with the 'creeping war' theory, the

Soviet operational plans asstumed a hiatus of up to three weeks between
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Interval, the forces In the military districts, as the first strategic

echelon, would cover the border and prepare to repulse the enemy.

Mearnhile, a second strategic echelon would form farther back and be I
ready to join In delivering "an answering blow" and carrying the war to

the enemy's territory. The military coumands believed they could neither

be taken by surprise nor overwhelmed and movement would be slow In the

prolonged war of attrition that would ensue. Stalin, who remembered that

the Red Army had needed three and a half months to defeat little Finland 1
and that a war game based on the operational plan run In January 1941 had

resulted In a red (Soviet) defeat, would by far rather not have had the

matter put to a test. 3
The German High Command was convinced rhat BlitzkrJie had

revolutionized operational art, allowing operations to be conducted on

larger scales at higher speeds with smaller commitments In human and

material resources than had formerly been Imagines to be possible --

that, In effect, technique could be substituted for mass. A comparison

of the forces and weapons allotted to BARBAROSSA with those employed In

the 1940 campaign In the West graphically Illustrates the change In

German thinking -- and, of course, some other things as well, namely, a

low opinion of the Soviet military capability and the limitations of I
German resources. The numbers of divisions deployed had been 141 In the 3
West and were 210 for BARBAROSSA, an Increase of about fifty percent In

numbers but only a bare third In combat-effective strength because 24 of

the BARBAROSSA divisions were security divisions composed of over -age and

limited-service men who could not be used at the front. The number of I
y groups (armies) was expanded from one, In the West, to four and of

p divisions from ten to seventeen, but the total tank allotment rose
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I only by 971. Consequently, the quadrupling of the panzer groups was

acccWplished with a 70 percent Increase In panzer divisions, a 35 percent

fl increase In tanks, and about a 20 percent decrease In the number of tanks

per division.56 The BA.RBAROSSA force had less artillery (7,146 pieces)

I than had been available In the West (7,378 pieces), and the Air Force

I assigned 357 fewer combat aircraft. 57 The German High Comrsand

apparently believed that the Blitzkrieg's inherent potential would almost

E of Itself be sufficient to sustain the shift from a regional to a

continental scale.

Mot recognized as such outside Germany, the Blitzkri"e was,

nevertheless, an authentic new operational form and would, even though It

failed In the Soviet Union, prove to be the most sophisticated and

I effort-effective of those exployed In the war. Although the official

Soviet view holds the Blitzkrieg to have been doctrinally unsound, a

recent Soviet study states:

I The fascist forces' big strategic-operational successes

3 In the early operations resulted from Improvements In

and new forms of offensive action. Generally speaking,

these meinthods of action were not entirely now, since

they had been dealt with In the military literature

I But the application of them In practice on a broad

scale and In close combination with each other took

58
the countries on the defensive by surprise.

True BDltzkrui did not actually come into being until SARBAROSSA.

I The Polish and French campaigns were transitional. The technique In both

being that of the hammer and anvil, of a maneuver element, the hammer,
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acting in conjunction with a solid, slower moving and holding mass, the

anvil, to accomplish a single envelopment. In BARBAROSSA, there was no 1
anvJL movement enCirely supplanted mass. Concentration, coordination,

ewanomr of force, and msaoeuver combined to achieve mobility. The double

envelopment, the ZaneenAngriff (pincers movement), the employment of two

:,;mneuver elements to encircle the enemy, replaced the hammer and the

anvil. The hallmark of the Blitzkrieg henceforth was the KeUsselschlacht I
(battle of encirclement).

The encirclement in the form of the double envelopement had been

recognized since the Battle of Cannas In 216 B.C. as the purest fotm of

annihilation -- and the most difficult to achieve. Before iNorld Mar I,

the chief of the German General Staff, Count Alfred Yon Schlieffen, had 3
studied the many attempts made In the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries

and found only one to have succeeded, the Battle of Sedan (1870) In the

Pranco-Prussian iWar. Schlieffen had concluded that the encirclement

would always be a rarity because It required the highest order of skill

to execute but was so easy to evade or frustrate that the victim

literally had to cooperate to make it succeed. It needed, he said, a

Hannibal on the one side and a Terentius Varro on the other. 5 9 I
Schlieffen's own single envelopment attempted In 1924 had further

demonstrated the spatial scale and degree of mobility required to make

either type of envelopment operationally effective In modern war lay

perilously close to the absolute Jimit of logistical capability. The

German General Staff knew this to be nowhere more true than In a war I
against the Soviet Union.

In 1941, Stalin played Terentius Varro, tying the Red Army down In

stationary fronts and therewith allowing the Germans to perform seven

great encirclements: Bailystok, Minsk, Smolensk, Uman, Xiev, Vyazma, and I
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Bryansk. Those, however, were not enough to decide the war. By how much

they fell short may never be known. In the last, the battle for Moscow,

I the one Stalin and the Russian people would certainly have considered the

most likely to be decisive, the Blitzkrieg, delayed first by Hitler's

August excursions on the flanks and then by the October mud, broke down

In the -40" cold of December.

The Blitzkrieq died In the summer of 1942. Stalin, In desperation,

allowed his army groups In the Ukraine to retreat, and the German

envelopments came up empty. Hitler, as he had the year before, changed

his operational plan In mid-course. Canceling his original directive,

which had provided for a phased offensive, he ordered simultaneous

I thrusts to the Volga River at Stalingrad and Into the Caucasus. By

E August, his two forces were advancing out of the great bend of the Don

River on diverging lines and outrunning their supplies. On the morring

of 4 September, German Sixth and Fourth Panzer Armies closed a ring

around Stalingrad on the west and began a two-and-a-half months' battle

I the like of which had not been seen since Verdun In 1916.

The Red Army seized the Initiative on 19 Novembk.r 1942 at

Stali•rgrad and held It, with the exception of an interval from February

to July 1943, from then to the end of the war. The Soviet literature

ranks the encirclement of German Sixth Army at Stalingrad as 'the Cannae

ICe the twentieth century' and as 'the first example In the history of war

I of such a powerful enemy grouping, equipped with the latest technology,

being encircled and totally liquidated.0 It also maintains that the

double envelopment was the Red Army's 'main form of maneuvers In the

operations conducted from November 1942 to May 1945.60

As a prestige victory and In Its psychological effects, Stalingrad

can, no doubt, be compared with Cannae. It was, like the sea battles
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around Guadalcanal and the landings in North Africa, a visible 1

demonstration that the balance of forces had shifted against the Axis.

Its ranking as a 'first* In history Is questionable, even If one accepts

the dubious Soviet claim that most of the troops caught In the earlier

German enclrclements escaped. Wi th Hi tler ' s collabora tion, the

encirclement at Stalingrad was, In fact, elegantly executed; but the

battle took so long to complete that It almost vindicated Hitler In his 3
role as Terentius Varro. By 31 January 1943, when Field Marshal

Friederich Paulus surrendered In Stalingrad, the German main forces In

the Ukraine and the caucasus were In position to evade the worst of the

follow-up blow= the Soviet Command dealt them.

The double envelopment was not a reliable Instrument In the hands

of the Soviet forces. The plans for the winter of 2942-1943 proposed to

use It In a Blitzkrieq-style offensive that was to have pushed the front

In the south and center west to the Dnepr River and in the north, south

and west to the Narva River-Lake Peipus line by March 1943. Of ten !

envelopments projected, three were completed, that at Stalingrad and two

substantially smaller ones carried out against German Second Army and

Hungarian Second Army in late January 1943. Four failed completely, and

three made substantial territorial gains but also brought on reverses

that restored the initiative to the Germans. To clear the entire area up

to the DvIna River and Narva River-Lake Peipus lines took the better part

of another year. During its summer and fall offensives In 1943, the Red

Army did not attempt any envelopments. The Soviet Militarg Fncyclopedia

lists nine envelopments completed in 1944 and 1945, but all of those

resulted from opportunities that occurred during operations In which they

had not been planned, and one, the encirclement of German Army Group

Center east of Prague, was executed after V-9 Day. 6 1
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While the Soviet accounts frequently allude to the double envelop-

ments as the Red Army's main form of maneuver and always claim a complete

I mastery of the technique, the envelopment actually appears only as an

Incidental feature of the operations they describe. From the sut er of

I 1943 on, Soviet offensive operations were conducted on broad fronts, and

the single or esalient' thrust was the main form of maneuver, a

I reversion, with more powerful and mobile forces, to the kind of deep

I operation developed late In World liar I and Incorporated Into the

standard pre-lorld liar II operational theory. The object was to break

I nto the enemy's front deeply enough to compel him to take all or a large

stretch of It back. Envelopments that might occur as results of multiple

I thrusts Interacting with each other would be Incidental to the grand

design, which was to repeat the sequence of breakthrough and advance

until the enemy was exhausted or until, as in fact hapened, he simply ran

62
out of space.

The liestern Allies' development of operational doctrine was more

diffuse and discontinuous than either the German or the Soviet.

Operational techniques on the ground were the predominant means by which

the German and Soviet armed forces brought their strengths to bear

against the enemy. The Blitzkrieg gave the German forces whatever chance

It may have had for a victory, and the skills and experience it produced

enabled them to stave off the defeat as long as they did. The Soviet

forces conducted their defensive and offensive operations In ways

calculated to exploit their quantitative advantages In manpower and

materi4l -- and to compensate for their shortcomings In other respects.

Moreover, after 22 June 1941, the German and Soviet main forces were

continuously engaged In conducting operations on a large scale.
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U
on jthe other hand, the form In which operations were conducted was

not _Qtt comjelling consideration in the Western Allies' conduct of the I
war. Por them, when and whether they came to grips directly with the

enemy main forces was a matter of choice, not absolute necessity. They

could look to alternatives. ABC-i, for Instance, was nothing but

alternatives. As late as the winter of 1943-1944, while OVERLORD assumed

an opposed advance into Germany, the RANKI'M plans contemplated other I
possibilities ranging from a partial to a total German collapse before I
the Invasion, TALISMAJ/ECLJPSE provided for a German collapse after the

landings-, and strategic bombing sustained a vision of victory by other

means. The term *operation* also had a somewhat different meaning for

the Western Allies than It did for either the Germans or the Russians.

An operation was taken to be essentially an expedition, a salf-contained

undertaking the most crucial parts of which were the build-up, the

landing, and the secure lodgment, in effect a means of dividing the war

Into manageable pieces each of which cold be dealt with, after the

Initial requirements were satisfied, as Its particular circumstances

required. Furthermore, the Western Allies' operations were combined

ventures in which national objectives, interests, sensitivities, 1

ambitions, and weaknesses weighed so heavily that compromises were likely

to prevail over technically more effective courses each of the partners

advocated separately. 
6 3

In the Pacific war two conditions enhanced the United States armed

forces' effectiveness: the absence of combined operational commands and I
the Japanese forces loss of mobility. After mid-1942, the Japanese

ground forces were locked Into a war of position In Island fortresses,

and the Navy•s surface fleet, which was to have supported them, could not 3
do that in the face of superior carrier and land-based air power. The I
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idea of unified command in operations requiring both land and sea forces

was, moreover, entirely foreign to the Japanese Army and Navy. Neither

i rthe U.S. Army nor the Navy doubted the necessity of unified command, and

even though they haggled ceaselessly over which of them was to exercise

S it, they managed, In the heat of that intramural contest, to keep the war

itself In sight. Zn the Pacific as in Europe, compromises had to be

I made, but those mainly concerned questions of precedence and were arrived

I at within stable frameworks of national objectives and operational

principles. 
4

5 During World War II, air power conclusively demonstrated its

entitlement to operational coequality with land power and surface sea

I power. The BLitzkrlea proved that In properly coordinated joint

i operations, autonomous air power substantially enhanced the effectiveness

of both the air and ground forces. The British established air comrmands

I in North Africa in 1941- In May 1942, the Soviet Air Force began

organizing the air elements attached to army groups into air armies

I modeled on the German air fleets. The combined commands In North Africa

I and the Mediterranean applied the British system also to American air

elements, and the U.S. Army's FM 100-20, Conhmand and Emrlogment of Air

I Forces, published In July 1943, recognized air power and land power as

"coequal and Interdependent.' Although, naval doctrine continued to

I regard the surface fleets as the main battle components in the war at

sea, the Battles of Midway and the Philippine Sea showed that battleships

could not seek a decision without air support.

3 On the other hand, a gap between strategic bombing theory and

effective strategic bombing operations proved difficult to bridge.

I Theory required bombing to decide the war either by destroying the enemy

I population's will to resist or Its ability to produce war material. The
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Luftwaffe failed at both In succession In the Blitz against England In

1940-1941, raising questions on the score of the objectives'

feasibility. The Royal Air Force Bomber Coamand and the U.S. Army Air

Forces, assuming that a larger effort was required (see also second

paragraph below), combined the two objectives In the "round- the-clock 3
operations begun In 1943 and conducted to the end of the war. German

civilian morale withstood the assault on It at least well enough not to

hasten the end. The German military's main concern after 1943 was the 3
Influence worry about their families was having on the troops In the

field. The most effective period in the strategic bombing offensive came 5
In the last year of the war, after the war's outcome had been decided on

the ground. Even so, although German Industry performed erratically I
after the spring of 1944, fighter aircraft production reached Its wartime 3
peak In September 1944 and armored vehicle output its In December.

Economic collapse did not begin until late 1944 and did not become 3
general before the spring of 1945. During that Interval, it was no

longer possible to distinguish between the operational effects of the n

strategic and tactical air forces, since nearly all German targets were

also within aie range of the latter. In the Far East, strategic bombing

was relatively more effective. Zt may have enhanced Japanese 3
susceptibility to the atomic bombs and therewith have undermined the

Japanese will to stay In the war, but the blockade on the seaward I
approaches to the home Islands undoubtedly did as much or more to cripple

65I
the Japanese war econony.

The outstanding, most expensive, and last to be mastered lesson of 1
the war In the air was that air superiority was the operational sine qua

non. The concept, as old as air power Itself, conflicted with air

forces' offensive orientation, which required air power to be brought
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I directly to bear In some form on the ground. In Its own element, the

airplane was taken to be a defensive weapon Incapable of achieving more

I than local and transient advantage over the enemy. Theory regarded the

fighter as a necessary and useful weapon but always secondary to the

I bomber; air against air operations as a diversion preferably to be

imposed on the enemy; and air superiority to be attainable as a

byproduct of the bomber's direct action. 6 6

5 The war experience, which In this Instance the air forces were slow

-- and reluctant -- to assimilate, showed that direct action was more

I properly to be regarded as a byproduct of air superiority and that air

superiority by itself could be more effective than direct action. In

1940, the British and American Air Forces overlooked the root cause of

I rthe German's failure In the Blitz, the inability to get air superiority,

and atcributed It, In the first instance, to the Luftwaffe's bombers

S being too lightly armed and, In the second, to their Inability to lift

sufficient weight of explosives. The Germans, on their part, expended

l much effort throughout the war on retaliation as the answer to the

I strategic bombing against which they could have secured greater and

possibly decisive success If they had brought thier fighter production to

I the level It reached in September 1944 a year earlier. As It was, the

U.S. Army Air Forces' daylight offensive had to wait on the P-51 Mustang,

I and the whole strategic offensive did not becme reasonably cost effective

I until the Allied air forces had near-total air supremacy. In the Pacific,

air superiority counted more heavily In the Japanese Navy's defeat than

I direct action did, and the strategic bombing offensive benefited more

from the Japanese Air Force's relative ineffectiveness by day and

Scomplete inactivity at night than from the B-29s Improved armament.67

1
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The aphorism that generals are always ready to fight the last war.

although It gained considerable currency later, was only tangetially

applicable at the outset of World War ZZ. The military comnands believed

that tactically, as well as operationally, the war would repeat the World

War I pattern on a scale that would make them, If anything, less rather 3
than more able to manage It effectively. Deepened defenses would

necessitate deeper offensives, but whether deep penetration could be I
achieved against ferro-concrete fortifications or even against entrenched

Infantry was totally In question. The Spanish Civil War (1936-1939), In I
which the Loyalists' untr.zined militia had fought the Spanish Foreign 3
Legion and a good part of the Italian Army to a near standstill for

almost three years, appeared to indicate that the answer was likely to be 3
in the negative. Maneuver was the great desideratum; positional warfare

appeared t o be the greater liklihood. All tactical doctrine emphasized U
the offensive as the only way of securing a decision on the battlefield -

or In the war, but as a practical matter, the Initial advantage seemed to

lie heavily on the side of the tactical defensive and the most favorable 3
progression to be from the defensive to the offensive -- after a certain

and possibly sustained Interval.6
8

Rearmament In the 1930s had centered on the rebuilding of mass,

conscript ground forces, and armies ranked the Infantry as the

Indisputable queen of battles. Air and armored forces continued as they 3
had since late In World War I to seek coequality and tactical autonomy, I
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but only the German Luftwaffe had fully succeeded -- mainly because its

Iomiander In chief, Hermann Goering, was also Hitler's designated

I political heir and he and his service, therefore, could not be

subordinate to any other service coaiand. All armies and/or air forces

I had experimented off and on with parachute troops, but only Germany and

the Soviet Union had activated airborne forces. The U.S. Marine Corps,

looking ahead to a potential war In the Pacific -- and at landing

E techniques the Japanese had used In the China Incident -- had developed

an amphibious doctrine but lacked Lhe landing craft to make It

I workable. 
6 9

Combined arms doctrine, as It had In World War X, designated the

I nfantry as the main arm and the others as Its auxiliaries. U.S. Army

I doctrine, in 1939, stated that *As a rule, tanks are employed to assist

the advance of Infantry foot troops, either preceding or accompanying the

Infantry assault echelon. As late as April 1942, U.S. Army tactical

air doctrine stated that 'the most Important target at a particular time

I will usually be that target which constitutes the most serious threat to

the operations of the supported ground forces' and assigned the 'final

decision as to priority of targets' to the 'commander of the supported

unit.' Late in 1938, the German Army High Command had merged Its

armor, motorized Infantry, and cavalry Into an Inspectorate of *mobile

troops.' Guderian, who was appointed Inspector general, believed the High

Command's purposes were to deny armor separate status; keep It available

for parceling out to the Infantry; and because he was armor's strongest
72

advocate, exclude him from direct Influence In war planning. The

Soviet 1936 Field Service Regulations, while alluding to some forms of

I Independent 'strategic' air and armored operations, had stated, 'The

I nfantry.. decides the outcome of the battle. Therefore, othe types of
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I
forces operating jointly with the Infantry are carrying out their

misslons In the Interests of the Infantry.' The 1939 revision of the

Pield Service Regulations gave the air mission as being solely to

reinforce the ground forces *in the direction of the main effort.' 73  I
Armor's tactical status was vague. The German Army, which had

activated three panzer divisions In 1935, had completed only two more by

the end of 1938 and had another half-built when the war broke out. The 5
Soviet Army dismantled Its large armored units, four mechanized corps, In

August 1939 and reassigned their components to the infantry. The U.S. I
Army and the British Armi' were engaged, as they had been for several 5
years with very limi ted means, In programs to create separate

Infantry-tank and mechanized cavalry forces. 7 4  The tank was accepted i
as indIspensiblc. as a confidence builder and source of fire support for

the Infantry and a more mobile and durable mount for the cavalry, but the I
antitank gun beclouded Its future as an independent offensive weapon. 3
marshal Mikhail Tukhachevskly, who had promoted the development of the

Soviet mechanized corps in the early 1930s, had predicted shortly before

his death In 1937 that armored forces would have to be prepared to

sacrifice one or more tanks per enemy antitank gun and that single I
Infantry men armed with small-caliber antitank rifles would be able to

75
oppose tanks on equal terms.

In the Polish and French campaigns, the panzer division emerged as

the key component In the Blitzkrieg revolution and brought A new element

onto the tactical scene: the self-contained combined arms team, which I
joined infantry, armor, and air power to achieve offensive mobility. The

arms supported and enhanced each other by concerted exploitation of their

Individual Intrinsic qualities, the Infantry's staying power and capacity

for close-in engagement, armor's battlefield ... ,bility and firepower, the I
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dive bomber's ability to outrange the heaviest artillery wh1le matching

It In accuracy and effectiveness of fire. Existing doctrine -- German

I ncluded up to the start of the final drive away from the Meuse River on

17 May 1940 -- had assumed that mobility, If It materialized at all,

j would take the form of pursuit In the Interval between a successful

breakthrough and the defense's recovery. Thje panzer divisions achieved

i continuous movement and sustained their striking power over distances

that were positively limited only by the durability of their equipment.

During the campaign In the Nest, they revealed as well and equally

I importantly that against equal or superior forces not at the same lovel

of tactical proficiency they could be maneuvered with sufficiently

I devastating precision and speed to control the battle after the

I breakthrough and thereby, In the envelopment, enormously enhance the

damage Inflicted.

The German forces' mastery of tactical combined arms In a superior

fozm enabled them to seize and hold the Initiative against the Soviet

Union In the summer campaigns of 1941 and 1942; but, as the Germany Army

High Command knew very well It would If It were allowed to come fully

Into play, the Soviet space prevailed and by November 1942 pushed victory

beyond the reach of tactical virtuosity. The same happened on a smaller

scale In North Africa, and thereafter the German forces had to fight on

their enemies' terms. Nevertheless, they retained greater tactical

proficiency on the defensive than they had themselves encountered while

holding the Initiative. Consequently, to make the war winnable, their

I enemies In the East and West could not rely entirely on quantitative

superiorities and had also to devise effective offensive tactics.

The Soviet problem was to make armed forces drawn from a

predominantly nontechnonological society competitive In a technological
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war. The Industrial Pive Year Plans of the 1930s had provided the

technological means, but the capacity to put them to use had not kept I
pace. The Soviet Army, which called itself the Worker's and Peasant's

Red Army, was In the great majority a peasant army. The Russian peasant

was a stubborn and crafty fighter and, next to the Japanese, the least 3
demanding soldier In the war, but In the millions, he and his fellows

constituted an armed force with a low adaptability to the requirements of I
technological warfare. TWenty some years' Intensive effort had brought a 3
Co•wanist officer corps into being and a body of doctrine, some quite

advanced for Its time most notably In the areas of deep operations and 5
its tactical counterpart, deep battle. On the other hand, even before

the military purge that began In 1937 and continued into 1940, foreign

observers believed high professional competence to be a comparative 3
rarity in the Soviet officer corps. The Soviet Government had the same

conclusion brought home to it almost simultaneously with the outbreak of 3
the war in Europe. Zhukov staged a neat double envelopment against a

small Japanese force on the Mhalkin Gol River in the late summer of 1939,

and the Leningrad MIilitary District thoroughly botched the war against

Finland In the fall and winter. Zn the spring of 1940, the armed forces

and the party launched an intensive campaign to stimulate initiative, 1
flexibility, Independent judgment and decision making, self-confidence,

and imagination in the officer corps; but those were trait.s the Soviet I

system did not normally tolerate in its citizens, hence, ones which each

officer )kew could in specific instances very well be considered criminal.

After 22 June 1941, in part of necessity, In part by choice, which 5
In this instance as in most others was Stalin's, the qualities of the

troops and the leadership determined the Soviet tactics. In the higher

ranks, the war revealed which officers were competent and which not and I
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the proportion of the former Increased: the best soon mastered the

lessons the war had to teach. But the mastery did not extend to the

I middle and lower co'sands. They generally could not be relied on to put

sophisticated plans Into effective execution. The Stalingrad offensive,

I for instance, which was rhe kind of operation Germany army groups handled

routinely, required two and one half months' advance preparation that

drew almost the entire Red Army High Comnand Into the field. The same

I was true of the two other great show-piece battles, those at Xursk In

July 1943 and against Army Group Center In July 1944. The troops

I provided sustained numerical superiorlties but declined progressively In

quality after 1942 as replacements had to be drawn from the over-age and

under-age groups and from the non-Russian-speaking peoples, who often

SI also did not share the Russian national dedication to the war.

Although Zhukov, Vasilevskly, and some others perhaps preferred

I the double envelopment, the Red Army's tactical capabilities found their

most effective as well as frequent application In the salient thrust, the

I rassekagushchly udar (literaliy, cleaving blow). It required repeated

i frontal assaults and breakthroughs, usually did not prevent the enemy

from salvaging the better part of his troops and equipment, and probably

I on the average cost the attacker more heavily than the defender. But It

also gave opportunities for mass employment of Infantry, armor, and

3 ground attack aircraft and did not require precise timing or coordina-

tion; and it sometimes benefited enormously from Hitler's Insistence on a

rigid defense, which on several occasions transformed what should have

5 been Just losses of ground into encirclements. The rassekauushchlu udar

was not failure-proof; Zhukov's attempt In April 1945 to break through

I the Oder River line to Berlin conclusively proved that; but It did not

expose tactical shortcomings In the way less than completely successful
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envelopments generally did -- as the German escape from the Falalse

Pocket in Prance in August 1944, for Instance, did -- and It always I
accomplished something. Consequently, It served the Soviet strategic

Interest In two equally Important ways: It provided the setting in which

the Soviet forces could perform at the highest level of tacCtical

effectiveness they could consistently maintain, and It enabled them to

create an illusion of military prowess comparable to that which the

Vehrmacht had enjoyed In the heyday of the Blitzkri eg. 7 7

The Western Allies and the Japanese were less continuously and

compellingly concerned with perfecting land-battle tactics than the

Germans and Russians were. Their and their main enemies' territories

were not contiguous; and they were sea powers, which, on the one hand,

gave them a form of mobility and means of bringing offensive strength to

bear that neither the Germans nor the Russians possessed and, on the

other, tended to check the evolution of their tactical doctrines. Six

months Into the war, the Japanese no longer had any choice other than to

fight a war of position In Isolated strong points, which suited their

preference for close engagement but reduced their offensive capability to

zero. Zn June 1944, the British and Americans had to plunge Into a war

In which, for the previous three years, they had been virtual bystanders

basing their preparations on limited direct experience and 3omewhat hazy

analyses of German performance. Moreover, neither they nor the Japanese

had expected the outcome either In Europe or In the Par East to depend In

the main on their forces' performance In land battles. The British had I
counted on air and sea power, the Anericans on Industrial power, and both

on the Soviet forces to welgh more heavily against the Germans; and the

Japanese had relied on their navy to decide the Pacific war.
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The Americans In the Pacific and they and the British in Europe

combined land, sea, and air power to stage amphibious assaults on Island

and continental mainland targets that gave a compelling display of

ability to exert mlitary power at will on a global scale. The distances

and speeds sometimes achieved over water also lent a Blitzkrieg aspect to

their amphibious operations, one, however, that as often as not

terminated at the beachhead. Outnumbered and outgunned enemy outfought

the landing forces briefly at Salerno, for three months at Anzio, and for

the better part of two months In Normandy. In the Pacific, at Tarawa,

Peleliu, Iwo Jima, and Okinawa, tremendous superiorities In all arms

could not keep the Japanese from calling the tactical tune on the ground

and Imposing what In a longer term and on a larger scale would have been

prohibitive casualties. 78

Mobility was the common goal of all WorMd War IZ tactical doctrine,

the war's outstanding contribution to military art and most durable

legacy. It was the principal combined arms achievement and, after June

2940, the first consideration In tactics and opezations. By 1945, the

Soviet forces and those of the Western Allies had matched the German

rates and depths of advance. On the other hand, the German, Soviet, and

American experience Indicates that the impressive performances all

parties eventually gave are, perhaps, not the most significant Indicators

of military effectiveness In the development and conduct of mobile

warfare during World War 1I.

The pz division, as a combined arms team of armor and motorized

infantry, was the main German moolle component throughout the war. In

the Blitzkrieg phase, the Luftwaffe air fleets added air superiority In

the zone of operations and their Ju-87 dive bombers functioned as a third

element In the combined arms team (which they continued to do with sose
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I
regularity on the Eastern From until late In the war). Germany also

Initially possessed the only fully organized and transportable airborne U
force, which appeared in Crete In May 1941 to have added a new dimension

to mobility but did not subsequently figure again In a major operation In

Its designated role.

After December 1941, as the German hold on the Initiative

progressively weakened, the panzer division underwent a forced conversion 5
Into a defensive weapon of last resort. In the character of a 'fire U
brigade, It exercised Its mobile capability Increasingly In lateral

moves behind the front from one hot spot to another, and its armored 5
elements frequently became intermingled with regular Infan try In

KamwfaruDpen (bdttle groups), less than division-sized groupings set up 3
to fill out the front line. Moreover, the appearance In steadily growing

numbers of the heavily armored Soviet T-34 and KV tanks and the Impotence

of the German infantry's antitank weapons against them necessitated 3
mounting higher velocity guns In the German tanks, which made them tank

destroyers and tended to further disperse the panzer divisions since, as 5
one German report put It, "... everybody had to have a share.'79 In

the sWWer of 1943, Soviet air power, demonstrated in and after the i
Battle of Kursk, Anglo-American landings In Sicily and ItalV, and the I
strategic bombing offensive against the Reich burdened the Luftwaffe's

fighter arm to the point at which It could henceforth no longer make good 5
a bid for air superiority anywhere.

General Guderian, whom Hitler appointed Inspector General of I
Armored Troops in February 1943 and who held the post until he became

chief of the Army General Staff in August 1944, believed in the mobile

defensive. He proposed to reassemble the panzer divisions; rebuild them 3
to strengths of 400 tanks, more than they had previously ever had; and to I
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reserve them for employment In the defensive equivalent of the

Messelschlacht (encirclement), the Panzerschlmcht (tank battle) In which

they would force the enemy armor into decisive confrontations. Hitler

approved the Panzerschlacht In principle but demanded a rigid defense as

well, and that kept the panzer divisions tied to the front and consumed

tanks as fast as they came off the assembly lines. The Commander in

Chief, West had seven panzer divisions In northwestern France In June and

July 1944, enough to stage a Panzerschlacht In Normandy; but those close

to the beachhead were committed piecemeal to stabilize the front; and

even If Hitler had permitted It, Allied air superiority would have

frustrated an attempt to reassembled them and bring the others forward.

The two panzer armies Hitler committed to the Ardennes offensive In

December 1944 showed that the enemy at his worst was then no longer

vulnerable to the 1940-style Blitzkrieq.8 0

The Soviet mechanized corps, which had been the approximate

equivalent of the German panzer division, was out of existence from

August 1939 to late 1940, when It was reconstituted In much heavier form

(with somewhat over 1,000 tanks apparently on the assumption that the

panzer division's effectiveness depended on weight of armor) only to be

disbanded again In July 1941. At the December 1940 war readiness

conference, the deputy chief of the General Staff had objected to the

whole idea of large armored formations. The Red Army was organizing five

airborne corps when the war broke out In June 1941 but was just

beginning, under license, to build a cransport fleet of American DC-3s.

A large part of the airborne force was subsequently converted to

infantry, and the one parachute drop attempted In a mobile setting -- In

the Bukrin Bend of the Dnepr River In November 1943 -- was an

organzational fiasco and a tactical disaster.
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The Red Army's mobile forces began to assume their definitive

wartime shape In the spring and surmmer of 1942 with the activation of

tank and mechanized corps and tank and air armies. The tank corps had

three tank brigades and one Infantry brigade; the mechanized corps, three

tank brigades. The number of tanks In each was about the same, around

200. The tank army's normal complement was two tank and one mechanized

corps. The air armies raised tactical air command to the army group

level but In a subordinate, not like the German air fleets, coordinate

status; and close ground support remained the Red Air Force's predominant

role. In the entire war, over 90 percent of the air missions were flown

within 30 miles of the front line, 80 percent within 6 miles. 82

On 4 August 2943, southeast of Kursk, where the German ZITADELLJ

offensive had collapsed three weeks earlier, the First Tank and Fifth

Guards Tank Armies opened the mature phase In the Soviet conduct of Its

World War II mobile operations. Passing through a gap the Infantry had

broken In the German line the day before the tank armies, running

shoulder-to-shoulder, headed south past Eelgorod and Kh arkov toward

Poltava. Simultaneously, Infantry armies hit the German line to the

south and east, and where It gave way, tank and mechanized corps went

through. By early September, after a major effort by a whole army group

had launched the Third Guards Tank Army and several tank and mechanized

corps toward Kiev, the two Germany army groups south of the Pripyat

larshes could not close their line anywhere east of the Dnepr River.

Subsequently, the German armies and the Soviet armor raced each other to

the Dnepr, which was supposed to have been a major segment In a German

"East Wall' but was already riddled with Soviet bridgeheads when the

Germans completed the crossing in the first week of October. By

Decomber, the Soviet Infantry, artillery, armor and air contingents were
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redeployed and ready to begin the cycle again.

The Soviet technique reduced mobile operations to a standard

pattern of breakthrough, exploi Cation, and pursuit that allowed the

forces and the several arms to be employed Incrementally and the combined

effects of all arms to be secured with a coamand system that did not

L possess the ability to conduct a reliably effective fully integrated

combined arms effort. 1ith practice and against a weakened enemy, It

could even perform In the Blitzkrieg range: the 200-mile advance to the

Dnepr took 3 months; that from the VIstula River to the Oder River In

January 1945 covered 280 miles In 14 days. 8 2

The wartime development of American mobile forces began In the

aftermath of the recent German victory with the creation of the Armored

Force in July 1940 and an authorization to initiate studies on tactical

employment of parachute troops and air-transported Infantry. The Armored

Force, which appeared to be set on the course toward status as an

autonomous arm that the Air Corps was taking, activated two armored

divisions In 1940 and three more In 1941, the only actually new divisions

created before Pearl Harbor. Its share In the 1941 Victory Program

amounted to no less than a projected 61 divisions. The Army Ground

Forces authorized two airborne divisions In March 1942 and eventually

activated five.

After Pearl harbor, the Armored Force's course changed; It became a

component of the Army Ground Forces In March 1942. A year earlier,

General Lesley J. McNair, then Chief of Staff, CHQ, subsequently

Colmmanding General Army Ground Forces, had written an "Evaluation of

Modern Battle Forces' In which he concluded that against infantry armed

with antitank guns, 'armored legions quite conceivably might emerge... an

almost total loss.083 In November 1941, at exactly the time the C-rman
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I
Arimj was becoming convinced that Infantry anti tank weapons were

Insufficient, umpires at CHQ maneuvers had ruled virtually all the tanks 1
of two armored divisions out of action, 91 percent owing to antitank 5
guns. On the other hand, the German experience In 1941 and 1942 was

taken to demonstrate that the lighter Danzer divisions used in the Soviet 3
Union and the Kampfaruppen were an all-around Improvement In the means of

employing armor. In October 1943, the Armored Force consisted of 16 1
armored divisions (of which General M•c-.aiz contemplated Inactivating 6),

each a third lighter In armor than the 1942 divisions had been, and 75

nondivisional tank battalions, 11 more than were In the divisions. The 5
armored divisions' combat commands were ready-made Kamfrra• en. VI th

regard to the forthcoming Operation OVERLORD, General McNair told the 3
Assistant Secretary of War In Februazy 1944 that 'whether armor will pay

Its freight remains to be seen.' 84

The Army Ground Forces' approach to mobile warfare entered Its 3
final stage in June 1943 when the Armored Force became the Armored

Command with barely a vestigial claim to autonomy. A month later, an

order eliminating 'type* commands above the division level terminated

four armored corps headquarters that had been formed and established all I
army and corps headquarters as combined arms commands. Thereafter, 3
although arnor could still potentially have been employed In massed

formations, the principle of 'balance,' of Infantry, armor, and artillery

operating In close tactical association with each other, prev#.2.lc-f; and

it was extended ro the small unit level after June 1944 when tank U
battalions became parts of the Infantry divisions' normal complements. 3
The airborne divisions narrowly missed being Incorporated Into the

balance In the sumwer of 1943 (as Infantry divisions) and those assigned 3
to the European Theater went on to become part of an ad hoc 'type' army, I
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the PIrst Allied Airborne Army, which staged the largest airborne

operation of the war, MtARKET, lit Septembw-r 1944, but did not exert

I significant tactical Influence. FPi 100-20 upset the balance by removing

the air support elements fra. the combined arms commands' control and by

I giving third priority to the air and ground forces' combined effort in

the battle area -- after air superiority and Interdiction. The air

forces looked on the tactical effort In all t-hree forms as a diversion

I from their strategic main mission; and the ground forces believed they

received too little direct support; but the ground operations were

carried out from D-Day to V-5 Day under an air umbrella the like of which

had not yet been seen In the war; and that leaves in question the general

E effectiveness of balance as a means or achieving mobility through

combined arms.
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CNALIZNVGR ANDY RESPOOSE

A" T7rE OPJERTZ NNAL AND TrACTZCAL LEVES

1914-1945

zieutwnan General John H. Cuahwm, U.S. Army, Retired

Antroduct•on

"awar Is the great auditor of Institutions.* So Correlli Barnett

1
has written in his Swordboaxers. The historians whose work Is

collected in these volmes have audited the performance of seven national

military institutions In two world wars and In the long period between

those wars. Only two nations, the United States and Great Britain, were

victors In both wars. One, Germany, lost In both. Pussia emerged

defeated In the first and as a victor In the second. Italy and Japan

were on the winning side In the first, then lost In the second. Prance

won Its first war, collapsed after ten months of the second, and then

with new forces raised abroad and at home after liberation by Anglo-

American forces could claim to be a *victorious' power at the end.

Each of the three periods was a time of challenge to national

military Institutions on one hand and of response by those Institutions
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I
on the other. Pot these nations and their military Institutions, the two

wars were exhausting, terrible, life or death audits. what can we learn 3
from the manner In which these military Instituions responded or failed

to respond to the challenge of war and of what was, In the perspective of

history a period of two decades of preparation for war? And perhaps even

more Important, how can we apply what we learn, to our current American

military institutions? 3
I

* * *' . * * * I

I
Our twenty-one authors assessed the political effectiveness of

military Institutions according to three criteria, the s tra teic I
effectiveness according to seven criteria, the operational effectiveness 3
according to six, and the tactical effectiveness according to seven.

Although the political and strategic direction of national military 3
forces and those forces' effectiveness In the operational and tactical

spheres each have their effect upon the other, this summative essay will I
address primarily the oPeratIqna1 and tactJcal spheres. These two fields 3
make up the military professional's fundamental line of work. They

comprise the realm In which the people of a nation and their political 5
leadership have a right to expect professional military competence.

Appreciating the difficulties as well as the limitations Involved, I
we asked the authors to give a subjective 'grade' to the performance of

the national military Institutions, which they had surveyed, for the

I
I
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period covered. While some were reluctant, each finally did so.*

Reviewing the authors' texts and the ratings In the operational/

tactical areas, X credit the contributing historians with rating fairly

and well. The results as to tactical performance were as follows:

o OA's Germany in 1919-1940 and In World War IT

Seven OB's Germany in World War I

Japan in World War I and (based on the first

years In those periods only) In 1919-1940 and

World War II

The Soviet Union In 1919-1941 and (eventually) In

World War I1

The U.S. in World War I1

Four aCes The U.S. In 1919-1941

The French and British (eventually) in World Mar

X (both "F" Initially)

Russia (overall) In World War I (composite of a

mixed bag of ratings until the late-1917 collapse)

*some words of caution are In order. Among them: Ratings are highly
subjective. They encompass all a nations forces, land, sea, and air.Each rating Is an average; In most nations' audits and for most periods,

major deviations can be cited from that norm. The period of 1919 to 1939
or 1941 was for some nations (Italy and Japan) in large part of a time of
actual fighting; for others (e.g., the U.S.) this was a time of no combat
whatever and the test came at the outbreak of war; for others (e.g., the
Soviet Union and Germany) there was during this period the combat
experience oC the Spanish Civil War.
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I
Pour 'D's Italy In 1919-1939

The U.S. In World liar I 1

Great Britain In 1919-1939 and World War II 3

Pour 'P's Prance In 1919-1939 and through Its June 1940

defeat In World War XI

Italy In World War I and World War II I

The distribution of grades as to operational performance was about

the same:5

One 'A The U.S. in World War II

Mine 'Bs The U.S. In 1919-19413

Germany In all three periods (wvith an 'A' only In3

the first phases of World War I and World War IZ)

The Soviet Union In 1919-1941 and (eventually) in 3
World War II

Japan In World War I and (again, based on the 1
first years In those periods only) in 1919-19403

and World War Zl I
Five 'Cs The U.S. In World War I

Great Britain In 1919-1939 and World War II 1
Russia In World War I and (again, a comiposite3

until Russia's collapse)

Italy In 1919-1939 3
____ ___ ___ ___ ____ ___ ___ ___I
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Pour D's Creat Britain (overall) In World War I (rated F/D

Initially., rising to CIB)

Prance (overall) In World War I (like Britain,

P/D Intlally, rising later)

I Ztaly In World Wars I and II

UTo pas Prance In 1919-1939 and World War II (first ten

months)

Thus, In the spheres of operations and tactics, where military

I co"tence would seem to be a nation's rightful due, the twenty-one

"auditors' reports' suggest for the most part less than general profes-

U uonal mill tary competence and sometimes abysmal incompetence. One can

doubt whether any other profession In these seven nations during the same

periods would have received sLch poor ratings by similarly competent

outs. observers.

Ui,,y should nations wish for a high order of operational and

tactical performance? Is performance In these areas essential for

success In war? One might assume that success In war requires an order

of operational and tactical performance at least equal to that of one's

enmuy. However, the verdict Is considerably mixed. In World War I,

victory came to neither Britain nor Prance until their operational and

tactical performances finally reached what their respective historians

called a 'B'. The same was true for the Soviets In World War II. On the

other hand, one must note the suprisingly low ratings given to Britain In

World War II.

These audits clearly underline that high quality operational and

I tactical performance Is not enough (see twice defeated Germany, highly
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rated In operations and tactics but whose political and strategic

direction received an "FP In both wai) . moreover, Japan's 'B's In S
operations and tactics early In World War Zr were nullified by her 3
failing performance In the political and strategic spheres.

Leaving aside whether effectiveness in operations and tactics Is 3
essential for victory, It Is clear that first-rate operational and

tactical performance is a virtue to be sought by those who are

responsible for military, forces. one must recognize that competence on

the battlefield saves time and conserves lives.' Thes& are the kinds of

things military Institutions are supposed to do right. Yet, from these3

auditors reports, most national forces failed to achieve a high

performance In either category. We need to understand how and wh this U
happened. There well may be lessons In these accounts that are useful 3
for those charged with seeking operational and tactical excellence In our

own military Institutions. 3

I

I
In analyzing the performance of military Institutions one must

speak of cajalleng and response. 5ne dimension of an Individual's or 3
Institution's response is that of 'Insight'. how well did Individuals

" Por one example, see how superior German effectiveness In the
operational/tactical spheres paid off In speed of decision and cost In
lives against the British and French In May-June 1940.

____ _ __ ____ ___I
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I responsible In a situation perceive reality? How well did they

understand the nature of th, challenge that confronted them? The other

dimension of response is that of "execution". Understanding the

situation In whatever way they did, how well did those In positions of

responsibility bring about the measures that they saw as necessary to

meet the situation? In other words, how well did they adapt to what

Clausewltz called areal war' as opposed to war on paper?

One can portray these two qualities on a two-dimensional chart with

each dimension scaled from 0 to 10.

UE 10

X

C

U

T

0

N

0 10

Z N S Z G N1 T

Prom these volumes, we can conclude that, for the highest quality of

response to challenge, military Institutions and Individuals must have a

high rati:tg In both 'Insight' and 'execution*.

3 Let us apply this method of portrayal to one of the major

successes In this series of audits -- that of Field Marshal William Slim

In Burma, from spring 2942 when he arrived *to help pick up the pieces,'

to 1944 and 1945 when the corps and divi•sions in his command were among
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the most effective of World War 2 i. First of all, "insight" Is surely

there; Professor Murray describes how Slim grasped the essentials of his S
sltuatlon and saw what needed to be done. Second, and equally Important, 3
lim's 'execution' left little to be desIr-. HIs program took time, but

Its organized, systemaJc, and consistent pu-.,tut brought success. 5
Slim's achievement encompassed the full range of tactics and

operations, including logistics and administration. Especially I
noteworthy, moreover, was his Independence of thought and action within a 3
common scheme that he Instilled In his senior commanders -- a sine qua

non for true tactical and operational competence In a =li2tarV 3
organization. We can plot Slim in Burma. I

I0

XB U -

C

U

010

I
In his performance Field Marshal Slim followed the basic approach

which holds true for successful leaders at any level of conymnd -- from I
the tank company and Infantry battalion, or naval ship, or fighter

squadron, on up. In the simplest terms, It Is this:

I
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3 a) Take responsibility for the comand.

b) Diagnose the situation accurately and set the

3 objective.

c) Develop an appropriate action plan

I d) Execute the plan well.

Slim was a major field commander, far from the base that generated

his resources. He had relatively little influence on what was provided

to him. His genius lay In making extraordinarily good use of the human

as well as material resources which were provided. Mise enough to know

I that the kind of change he sought would take time, he made good use of

that time through a consistent, Insightful, and orderly program of action.

In his description of the 1917-1918 performance of Admiral William

H. Sims, U.S. Navy, Professor Nenninger gives a similar example, except

Sthat Admiral Sims' Influence extended deeply Into determining the kind of
3

resources provided. In 1916 the United States had adopted a naval

I building program to creaLe by 1925 a fleet of 60 capital ships.

3 Nenninger points out that upon America's entrance Into the war, the Navy

sent Sims to London to determine naval requirements and eventually to

U becomm the American naval commander In hurope. Th admiral quickly

realized that German submarines were the greatest threat to our strateqy

and recommended that the U.S. concentrate on building antisubmarine craft

U and merchant shipping. Al though other naval leaders continued to push

for the 1916 program, the Administration accepted Sim' recowmendation

I and postponed capi tal ship construction.

As the destroyers and antisubmarine craft arrived, Sims as

i operational commander deployed and employed them effectively to escort

convoys as they passed through the most dangerous U-boat zones. In this
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II
case, the Insight and execution which led to the U.S. Navy's successful

response to chal lernge were In large part a cooperative accomplishment, U
shared by Sims overseas and the naval establishment In the United States. 3

The accounts In these volumes suggest that success In fleeting the

operational and tactical challenge demands both Insight and execution. 5
One without the other will not do. Por example, Professor Knox describes

how Italy's Army Chief of Staff In 1941 assessed the abilities of that U
Army's junior officers.4 General Roatta underlined their deficiencies 3
as follows:

U
1) Insufficient capacity for command (lack of

authority ... , timidity ... , uncertainty ... ). I

2) Inadequate knowledge of the mechanical side of 3
weapons.

3) Limited knowledge of small unit tactics. U
4) Rudimentary knowledge of communications U

equipment and organization. U
5) Insufficient knowledge of how to read

topographic maps, and li ttle understanding of

the compass.

6) Insufficient laowledge of field fort4ifications. I

7) Inadequate conditioning for long marches. 3
8) Total administrative Ignorance. 3

Although, from Professor Knox's account, General Roatta may have deserved 1
I
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an 00" or so In i•.ght, the Institutional actions to correct the

conditions diagnosed among Its junior leaders seem to have been little

better than a 03; consequently, the Ztallan Army suffered from

Inadequate Junior officer leadership until its 1943 surrender.

I Lioewis, without the appropriate Insight -- that Is, without an

i Institution's leadership understanding the siCuation confronting the

Institution -- any plan of action, however systematically developed and

n vigorously carried out, will succeed only by accident and will generally

lead to disaster.

Ixamples of lack of Insight abound In these volumes. Perhaps the

Iclassic Is that of the leadership of the Prench Army In the 1929-1939

period, described In toelling fashion by Colonel Doughty. $ Doughty's

S analysis Is devastating. He concludes that, although between the wars

Othe French had paid close attention to the tactics, organization,

I equipment, and training of their forces, ... Prance f£iled to prepare a

military force as effective as that of her enemy'. Zn 1939, 'Prance was

prepared to go to war with a system that was supremely logical and

I closely coordinated ... " However, the army had tragically "come up with

the wrong formula." The French nation perished In 1940 because Its

I military leadership In 1929-1939 performed at somethInq Ilke level "2" In

insiCht, even though they may have deserved perhaps an 8 In the

I execution of the action plans stemming from that faulty Insight. with

I great efficiency, PFrance's army built the Maginot line, trained Its

inantry and artillery systematically In the wrong tactical conceptions,

I and prepared for the next war with a self satisfied assuredness that It

possessed all the answers.

I

S• • •• • •
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I
In this full period, 1914-2945, perhaps the most stirring success

In Ochallenge and response' on the part of a major operational force and I
by the home base that generated and supported It I5s that of the Royal Air 3
Force's Fighter Conand. Prom 1936 when Britain first formed Fighter

cimand to the Battle of Britain which began in July 1940, the RAP 5
created a fighting organization that saved the British people and nation

from Invasion. 3
Professor Murray's mention of this performance is brief,6 but

other sources tell the full story. The scene was grim Indeed In the

add-l930s. Having seized power In 1933, Hitler was rearming Germany and

building a mighty air force. Fact, such as the Japanese bombing of

Shanghai In 1932, and fiction along the lines of a series of novels 3
predicting catastrophic air attacks had combined to Cerrify the public.

Indeed, near-panic was beginning to appear, which directly contributed to

British appeasement policy of 1938. 8

The British had thus far neglected air defense; they had built the

Royal Air Force on the doctrine that "the bomber will always get 3
through'. The founder of the RAP, Marshal of the Royal Air Force Sir

John Trenchard, said In 1923, that "Pighter defense must ... be kept to I
the smallest possible number ... In a sense only a concession to the

weakness of the civilians, who would demand protection ... &. Prime

Minister Stanley Baldwin said In Parliament, In 1932, that 'The only 3
defense Is offence, which means you have to kill more women and children

more quickly than the enemy If you want to save yourselves'. 1
Unprotected by a fighter force, In the aid-1930s the British Isles 3

lay open and exposed to air attack. Pifty years later, It is still

Instructive to study how a 'small number of dedicated men' from 1934 3
through 1939, managed to prepare "the aircraft and the air force that U
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would be required for modern ware . Among these men were Lord Swinton,

Secretary of State for Alr, 1935-1938; Chief of Air Staff Sir Edward

I Ellington, 1933-1937; aircraft designers such as Reginald Mitchell at

Supermarine and Sydney Came at Hawkers; and scientists such as H.T.

S TIzard, P.H.S. Blackett, and R.A. Matson-Watt.

Also among them was Air Chief Marshal Hugh C.T. Dowding, who In

1936 moved from his position as research and development chief of the RAP

I to take command of the newly formed Fighter Command. In the face of

strong Institutional opposition within the RAP Itself to air defense, his

I task was not easy. Yet, In November 1935 the Hawker Hurricane made its

first test flight. The Supermarine Spitfire's maiden flight came four

months later. These two superlative fighters, each with eight wing-

mounted machine guns, went quickly Into production. Four years later, in

the hands of RAP pilots, they won the Battle of Britain.

Zn the meantime, under the cloak of deepest secrecy, British

scientlsts developed radar, an Invention that revolutionized the conduct

of air defense. And the manner of Its development In the closest harmony

I with the airmen and the organizations that would depend on It reached a

standard for miii tary-technlcal cooperation in command and control

systems development that has probably not been equalled since.

Zn this ftileau, Hugh Dowding established Fighter Command's

I organization and concept of operations. In July 1940, after Dunkirk's

I evacuation and despite the loss of the fighters sent unavailing to the

continent, Fighter Command stood as Britain's sole defense against the

I Luftwaffe. Brilliantly using and conserving both fighters and pilots,

supported by a maintenance organization that performed miracles of

I aircraft repair, linked by communications Installed by the British Post

Office, receiving reports from radars and from ground observers on
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I
hilltops and rooftops along the air routes into ngSland from the

Continent, and directing the battle hour-by-hour and minute-by-minute I
from con trol centers that they had designed and built, Dowding and his

comand won the Battle of Britain.' The British polltical-milltary air

establishment; especially Dowding, his staff, and his commanders, 5
deserves "20s In both Insight and execution.

Notw thstanding that It encompasses the base that generated and I
supported the operational forces as well as the operational forces 5
themselves, this Pighter Command case also Illustrates the basic,

fundamental requirements of leadership.

1) Take responsibility for the cond. U
2) Diagnose the situation accurately and set the objective. 3
3) Develop an appropriate action plan.

4) Execute the plan well, adapting to condi tios. 3

However, in this case the effort was a collective endeavor, with I
several changes In key personalities over a five or six year period, with

no Identifiable single leader either In charge or fully accountable for

failure, and with a "rolling" action plan, the details of which evolved 3
as the situation developed. I

I
*With displays and photographs, the Battle of Britain exhibtlon at the
RAP Museum at Hendon in northwest Londr•n vividly tells the story. The
text at the photograph of Hugh Dowding says, In effect, that In any list,
however short, of military men of whom it can be said that 'he saved the
nation,' Dowdinq's na;me must be Included.

I
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The very nature of large military institutions, such as a nation's

army, or navy, or air forme, or Its armed forces as a whole, makes It

Um difficult to have anything other than a collective, or shared, responsi-

bility. Unlike the shaping of an Infantry battalion, or combat ship, or

I fighter squadron, which a keen commander can carry out effectively In a

I matter of months, and even unlike the bringing of a major comuand to a

high state of effectiveness (as Slim did In Burma over a two to three

I year period), the Improvement of such large military Institutions as a

nation's army, or navy, or air force Involves a very long period of time

-- one that stretches out for half a decade or more and Includes the

i terms of office of two or more chiefs of staff.

I

I As In any walk of life, the competence of a military organization

5 Is a function of its leadership from the top down to the bottom of Its

chain of command. Cay Hammerman and Richard C. Sheridan have given us a

II striking example of the significance of leadership In the tatical
9

sphere. They compare the effectiveness of 24 representative divisions

S of the European theater In World War IT -- twelve German, five British,

and seven American. Using coaparative techniques, they rate these

divisions In order of battlefield effectiveness. WJ th only one

I exception, the 88th Infantry Division of the U.S. Arm, the first ten

divisions are German.

U Zn their study, Hamimerman and Sheridan Investigate why the 88th

Tnfantry Division was such an exception to the performance of the other
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I
American and British units. They researched such factors as the quality

of manpower, the strength of the division's cadre, the division's

stability, the length and quality of training, the administrative support

provided by higher headquarters, and the fashion In which replacements I
were Introduced Into the division in combat. Each of these factors had 5
an effect, but In none did the 88th Division differ In any significant

fashion from the other American divisions studied whose performance by no

means matched the of the 88th. The essential difference discovered was

the qualgtu of the di.vision's top leadership. 5
In scores of Interviews wirh veterans of the 88th, Hammerman and

Sheridan sought the specific characteristics of top leadership. What

they found was 3

strict discipline, courage, aggressiveness, personal 3
presence In the front lines, Insistence that everyi Job

be carried out properly, efforts to build esprit de

corps, prompt relief of any subordinate who could not or 3
would not do his job, and professional competence. In

tzaining, strict discipline was the most prominent 5
characteristic; In combat, courage and personal presence

In the front lInes were most prominent (emphasis In the

original). 10

The study provides compelling profiles of the division commander, major 3
General John H. Sloan, the assistant division commander (and later

division commander) Brigadier General Paul W. Kendall, and of the three I
regimental commanders, Colonels Joseph B. Crawford, James C. Pry, and 3
Arthur S. Champeny. I
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To conclude that "quality of leadership' Is decisive Is no profound

discovery. Prom time Inwwmorial, and around the world's military forces

I today, we know that superior battalion, squadron, and warship commanders

and their seniors In the chain of command can take ordinary people and

I produce extraordinary results. What is of Interest to us Is the answer

to the question: 'How can military Institutions generate leadership at

the operational and tactical levels that Is for the most part, and In

general, superior?" One cannot rest sati-Iled with the explanation that

Slim was an exceptional case, or th,& the 88th Infantry Division was one

of a kind. Those who are responsible for generating our military forces

have the obligation to seek such standards as the normal level of

S Professional millitaru Performae.

"3 On what does the generation of such a quality of leadership

depend? Now do those who govern military Institutions go about building

I In peacetime (and in war, should war come) a pattern of highly competent

battle leadership? In the accounts In these volumes, Professors

ZiemkeI1 and Jessup12 describe the methods that Josef Stalin used

f from the mid-1930s through the end of the Great Patriotic lar. Ziemke

describes how Stalin first destroyed the Red Army's officer corps and

I then rebuilt It. Believing that Its officers represent a threat to him

personally, to the Party, and to the nation, In that apparent order,

i Stalin carried out a program of extermination of national military

i leadership unequalled In Its scope and ferocity In modern times, and

perhaps In history. In 1937-1938, Stalin saw to the execution, exile, or

m disappearance of the chief of the armed forces General Staff, the

commanders of the air force and the navy, the Inspectors of artillery and

I armor, 13 of IS army commanders, 57 of 85 corps commanders, 110 of 195

S division commanders, and 220 of 406 brigade commanders. In all, more
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than 35,000 officers were liquidated or removed, a number that Included I

90% of all generals and 80% of all colonels.

Having destroyed thor.e officers who showed anu Independence of

thought and silenced those younger officers with talent who might not toe

the mark, Stalin then brought to high level command and staff positions

officers who were more remarkable for their political loyalties than for

ability. Rightly enough, Jessup says that 'Stalin's greatest skill was

In terrorizing those around hime. Although Stalin's purge dealt the Red

Army a body blow, Jessup goes on to say that OEven so, (Stalin's] ability 3
to select highly competent personnel to direct the war both on the

batttlefield and on the home front is a tribute to his leadership .... "

This was "leadership" of the most ruthless kind; those senior 3
cowmmnders who did not produce satisfactory results on the battlefield

were done away with, encouraging a kind of fear-driven competence on the 3
part of those who remained. To produce the necessary Junior officer

leadership, the Soviet Army In 1942 instituted a program of training U
officer candidates In a three month course at the field army (later 3
front) level. Ziemke points out that:

some 540,000 platoon level officers were produced In

this manner. Mid-course In the war, when the issue of I
(national) survival became less immediate, officer I
training was extended to one year for infantry officers

and 18 months for specialists. Although these officers,

and most of their superiors, were generally rated

inferior to their German counterparts, they were

obviously successful enough and were In large enough

nwmbers to win the war. I
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I
Win the war the Soviet Union did, with a herculean effort at

terrible cost which among other accoaplishments produced operational and

I tactical performance at a 'a' level. What this 1937-1945 experience and

the forty years since means as to Lhe quality of Soviet officer

S leadership fron top to bottom today may be uncertain, but It gives no

grounds for complacency.

Now, let us take a look at Germany. Under the personal counand and

I under the strategic and Indeed the operational direction of a dictator

equally abhorrent as Stalin, the German Army's officer corps in World Mar

I ll rendered a battlefield performance that was, in general, measurably

superior to that of any of the armies with which it fought.

That this is so seems no longer a matter of dispute. We have the

3 testimony of senior comranders who fought the Germans, like Field Marshal

Sir Michael Carver, who has said that:

There is no doubt that the Germans, of all ranks, were

more highly professional as soldiers than the British.

5 Their knowledge and practical application of the weapons

available to them was in almost all cases superior

They were tough, skillful, determinee, and well-disci-

plined soldiers. 23

We have historians' Judgments, Russell F. Weigley among others. In the

epilogue to Eisenhcower's Lieutenants, Weigley sums up his comparison of

I relative military performance In Europe from D-Day in 1944 through the

end of the war:I
I
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Pitted against the German army. the United States Army

suffered long from a relative absence of the finely

honed professional skill of the Germans, officers and

men, In every aspect of tactics and operations

[The German Army ] remained qualtatively superior to the

American army, formation for formation, throughout far

too many months of the American army's greatestI
24

campaign.

Trevor N. Dupuy, In his Numbers, Prediction, and liar has convinc-
1s

Ingly laid out measurable evidence of German superiority. Dupuy's

comprehensive and methodical analysis of scores of division-level actions

In North Africa, Italy, and the Nestern front from the Normandy landings

to the war's end has established a bienty to thirty percent combat

superiority on the part of the Germans whenever they faced BriCish and

American troops In equal numbers -- meaning that roughly 80 German troops

were the battle equal of 100 British or American. This German battle-

field superiority was a product of, on the whole, superior combat
16

leadership on the part of the German Army's officer corps.

kWhat made the Germans so good? One can simply say that even though

.Its officer corps expanded some sixty times from 1934 to 1944, the German

army had thoroughly Indoctrinated its officers In how to fight well, and

that these leaders behaved In battle as they had been trained.

But how did this come about? Professor Foerster writes that this

behavior 'was heavily shaped by cultural traditions dating back to

imperial Germany. 17 The officer corps of the German Army In 1939-1945

was partially the product of a tradit~in of battlefield excellence

reaching back to the early 1800s when Scharnhorst, Gneienau, Clausewitz,
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and others Instituted fundamental reforms In the Prussian army. In turn,

successive generations of senior Prussian and German leadership

I perpetuated those reforms. The German officers in the field In 2939-1945

were '2, products of a system of schooling and unit training that for a

U centur , ad developed and preached a consistent doctrine of battlefield

leadership, and a chain of coamand that uniformly practiced what it

preached.

To define In the simplest terms the essence of what German officers

were taught and what they practiced, one can go to a document published

I in 2953 by the Historical Division, Headquarters, United States Army,
18' Europe (USAREUR). In 1949, the U.S. Army had published a new edition

of Its Field Mlanual 100-5, Field Serf-- Ragzlations, Operations. This

3 comprehensive revision of Its basic operational doctrine was In essence

the U.S. Army's description of its way of fighting based both on Its

I traditions and on Its world War IZ experience. The USAPIUR Historical

Division gave this field manual to a panel of German officers, consisting

of Generaloberst Pranz Halder* and four generals and two colonels

E selected by him. The Historical Division described the panel as

"distinguished members of the former German General Staff who had had

extensive experience in the preparation of training literature,

particularly that dealing with tactical doctrine, and who had proved

I their worth as commanders In combat'.

I

I -General Halder had been Chief of the German Army Gereral Staff from 1938
until 1942 when, according to the biographical summary in the USA'EUR
text, he was removed by Hitler 'owing to differences of opinlon on
matters of strategy and ethics, and because of alleged obstructionism'.
In July 1944, the day after the attempt on Hitler's life, the Gestapo
arrested Halder and he spent the rest of the war in prison.
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I
Halder and his fellow officers were asked for 'a critical analysis

and evalua•iona of this 1949 version of PMlO0-5. T1eir 156 page report I
begins by describing succinctly the *main objectives In training In 3
leadership' as seen by the German army. These were:

I
a) A great capacity for Independent action on all

levels of command;

b) Adherence to the mission; that is a moral obligation 3
to act at all times In the spirit of the assigned

mission; 3
c) Avoidance of a fixed pattern of action;

d) Th ability to make 'coaplete', that is clear and I
unambiguous decisions and, In carrying them out, to

establish a definite point of main effort;

e) A constant concern for the welfare of the men and 3
the conservation of their combat efficiency. 19

U
Read these ten lines. Ab',orh t-el1r meaning. They sum up almost everthing

there Is tc., --xsiouc how to fight. And the point Is that this Is p,•nt

JJ1*'-] what the German field manual said. this Is what German ofit j'

generiLJ• did on the field of battle.2 0

Among other trenchant comments, twe Hal der report has this to say

about the U.S. Army's 1949 version of PM 100-5:

(Vlar Is full of Imponderables and surprises. Only a 3
coapwrder who can depend on his own Ingenuity and that

of his rwn will be able to make Lhe lmprovisdtJons 3
dlctated byl the moment and master situations not I
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described In the manuals. True, In order to do this, he

will have to know exactly what It Is he wants to do ...

The attempt to find a recipe for every single situation

wit h which the lower echelons may be confronted,

occasionally results Jn a cut-and-dried *recipe* far

more detailed than Is needed. 2 1

Ef the achievement of an equivalent level of skill in the battle leader-

ship of the American Army were qImply a matter of rewriting the doctrine,

there would be few problem -- but to bring about the actual application

of doctrine, In practice, there's the rub.

How did the Germans do It? One commentator argues that the secret

to the German Army officer corps' performance was not a matter of genetic

superiority, or an Inherently superior German military ability, or a

product of German culture, but rather a matter of Germany's "more

effective military Institutions' In particular 'the Prussian General

Staff, which later became the German General Staff'. 22

3 M We should examine that thesis. Even recognizing that for more than

a century the Prussian, then German, officers operated within the

I framework of a Great General Staff, we need to ask If that particular

mechanism Is the only way today to bring about the Institutionalizing of

I operational and tactical excellence In an officer corps, and In

particular in the American officer corps. What the 'German General Staff

system' provided was, In essence, the following:

1) very high standards of performance.
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I
2) A school system which with historical and other

study and thought developed and fos tered the spread 3
of those standards, and Indoctrinated the officer

corps with what those standards meant In practice.

3) A chain of command which understood what these

standards mant and saw to It that they governed

what officers did In units and on staffs.

4) A system of selection for responsible positions m
which Insured that those selected met the standards

and screened out those who did not.

Does that require adopting the German Gener,•l Staff concept? One would

think not.

Mow, for a troubling aspect of the 1939-1945 German performane e.

Professor Poerster writes that, not only was the German army's battle

leadership heavily shaped by Its Imperial German roots, but that It also

derived from the amalgamation of National Socialism and German soldierly

tradition.' Poerster (whose opinion, Incidentally, of Halder's

ethics Is not high) says that - ready acceptance of (Hitler's] racial

goals by the mllitarz. I most of the officer corps should

not be overlooked.- ' the deep-seated hositility to

'Russian bolshevism' w,iJch permeated the officer corps throughout the

Weimar period' and says that when Hitler, In planning the attack into

Russia, made known his determination 'to convert the Mehrmacht into an

Instrument of extermination alongside the SS, ... tilt was the

Wehr=Apht's senior officers and their legal advisers who cast Hitler's

Ideological Intentions Into legally valid form.' Zn Poerster's words,

oProfessionalism and Ideology went together well.' 2 4
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Later, Poerster quotes Field Marshal von Brauchitsch saying In the

winter of 1940-2941 that "there could be not the slightest doubt about

U the fact that the training of the soldier to a determined and aggressive

fighter could not be separated from a lively education In the National

Socialist sense." Poerster describes how the German company coauunder

was expected not simply to "forge the company as a compact unit and both

lead the Individual man Into and keep him within the battle-community

U (KamvfaemeInsg__fjt) but was also tasked with the Ideological training of

his troops Coward "an emotional 'Instinct' of the VolksggmInschaft s

needs and a staunch belief In the Fuehrer.. 2 5  (Volksgemainschaft

translates roughly Into 'people's coamunity° and connotes the sought-for

common Identity of the German people and their Army.)

3t Is repugnant to think that Hitler's evil notions had anything to

do with the high quality of German operational and tactical performance

in 1939-1945. But, as Professor Poerster writes, "(d]fficult though It

Is to discuss the ideological bond between Hitler and the military within

the framework of (military) effectiveness ... ", It Is necessary to do so.

Poer:ter's thesis bears on fundamental Issues of motivating troops

and their combat leaders In battle. Conduct of battle Is not simply a

matter of "doctrine" and *training.* Effective unit performance In this

most stressful of human experiences Is above all a matter of personal

character and of leadership in all Its dimensions and Intangibles.

"rEffectIve" the Nazi motivation method for the Cerman A27m may have

been -- and, likewise, effective Stalin's awd his successors' own brands

of motivation may be for the Red Army. While we must be aware that our

opponents may well utilize such methods of motivation as were used by

I Hitler and Stalin in World Mar II, these are not the methods for the

American soldier. The challenge for America Is to produce, In our own
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way, battle leadership Ilke that of the 88th Znfantry Division -- as

exemplified by Generals Sloan and Kendall and Colonels Crawford, Fry, and

Chaupeny -- and to do It In every combat formation. I
Seb Ib bbD I

I
However, for superior military effectiveness In the operational and 3

tactical realms, mili tary forces require more than superior troop

leadership. Also needed are the right tools for war. This means: II
1) Good weapons that are commensurate with the need and

are In the right mix.

2) Having those weapons In the hands of well organized

mili tary formations. I
3) A fighting style In which both leaders and troops

are Indoctrinated and that Is right for the

condi tions. 3

The desired combination Is this: material that is right; organization I
that Is right; and ways of operating that are right -- all for the

here-and-now time and place -- plus superior troop leadership.

These studies underline that the combination Is rarely achieved.

For example, In his treatment of the American military In the Inter-war

years, Professor Spector says that 'a general appraisal ... tends to -

suggest that the Army overemphasized the central role of foot Infantry

and neglected the role of tanks and mechanization; that: the Navy

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _I
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overemphasized the big-gun battleship at the expense of aviation, anti-

submarine, and amphibious warfare; and that the semi -autonomous Army Air

3 Corps tended to overemphasize bombing at the expense of air defense and

ground support roles. Only the tarine Corps, with a narrowly defined

I mission, totally dependent on the larger services for support, appears to
26

have emphasized a balanced all-arms approach to combat. Professor

Spector might have gone on to say that for the United States the between-

the-wars period ended with the Pearl Harbor disaster. Here, the audit of

war revealed the most fundamental flaws In the American approach to

multiservice operational command In the field.

What went wrong? What caused things to turn out this way, in

1919-1941, In the American operational and tactical realms? And what

must our military Institutions do today to prevent the audit of war at

some future time from making an equally damning assessment? Putting It

differently, how do a nation's military Institutions generate the right

mix of people, organizations, weaponry, and ways of operating? Does It

Just *happen that way'? Is that how the Roman legions came about? Or

the Royal Navy of Lord Nelson's time? Or the mobile armies of Genghlz

Xhan? No, It's not 'chance* that creates superior military Institutions

and their forces, but men. When results are superior, there are guiding

hands. When results are Inferior, there are hands that should have

guided but did not. There Is also 'process,8 but not a simple

self-executing process, or a process that anyone can carry out. A high

order of Institutional and Individual Insight -- coupled with plain,

ordinary efficiency -- Is needed for successfully carrying out the

process.

SToday the Congress by lats has assigned the responsibility to

'organize, train, and equip' effective forces to the four services
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I
th.mmleves (Army, Mavy, Air Porce, and Marine Corps) under the three

military departments (Army, Navy, and Air Force). For bringing the four

services together so that they function as a single coordinated team, the

responsibility belongs to the Secretary of Defense, assisted by the Joint

Chiefs of Staff, and to those who hold unified comand In the field. Par 3
more complex and amorphous than leading a division or corps, this process

depends on collective Institutional action. In the American Army today 3
It has become the work of an Immense multi-layered mechanism called

"combat developments,' with processes within processes. U
To a degree, the mechanics of the process are Important. But 3

concentrating on the process risks losing sight of the substance. And

ordered or not, guided or not, the process takes place -- In each service 3
and In their multiservice composites wherever they may be. For the

enlightened development of forces, the basic sequence is the same as In I
field cowmand. Someone, or some group of people, has to: 3

1) Take responsibility

2) Diagnose the situation accurately and set the

objective 3
3) Develop an appropriate action plan 3
4) Execute the plan well, adapting to changing

ci recums tances

Obviously, leadership is linked to all this. Like troop leadership, It I
Is a combination of Insight and execution -- but It Is exercised at the

collective, Institutional level. The personal Insight and executive

ability of the most senior officers Is the decisive component.

Thus It was, when time was short and the danger great, with the

SEENI
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I
Soviet Army from mid-1940 to June 1941. In June 1940 Hitler had just

swept riitain from the continent and forced France to her knees. The

I German Blitzkrieg had been awesome; Stalin feared that the USSR would be

next. But In the winter of 1939-1940, fighting the Finns, the Soviet

Army had shown grave weaknesses. Professor Ziemke describes how Stalin,

i his Coamunist party chieftains, and his generals played for time and

urgently coped. They got less time than they wanted, but when Germany

E struck in June 1941 enough had been done to prevent total disaster.2 7

Thm usual problem Is not one of short-term urgent change but rather

of longer-range evolution; war, although always possible, is usually not

Imminent. Here, conslstent -lse leadership must be exercised over a long

period of time. These histories Indicate that this proce-cs was difficult

SI enough forty to seventy years ago. How much more demanding It Is In this

age of nuclear weapons and microchips, smart milssiles and spacecraft,

I night vision and robotics, not to mention glow Intensity conflict.* The

very range and complexities of combat that are open to our current

I military forces suggest that the future wars that we fight may well not

be the war for which we have prepared. And we will have to adapt to the

real conditions, not to what we had expected to find.

I

I
5 In this essay, we have looked at the operational and tactical

dimensions of military institutions In three levels:I
I__ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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1) The level of the fighting formation -- the U.S. 80th

Infantry Division, for example, and its division and

regimental commanders.

2) The level of the major force -- Pield Marshal Slim

In Burma, and Air Marshal Dowding of the Pighter

Command.

3) The level of the higher military insitution -- the 3
German and Soviet armies, and the American military

services. 3

in all three, we have said that leadership Is Indispensable to superior I
performance. And, in all three, we have said that an essential component 3
of leadership Is Insight: understandinq Uh situation.

Znsight might be highly personal at the level of the division or

even at the major force. Znsight will of necessity be collective, or

institutional, at the level of a nation's services and often with a major I
force such as Pighter Command. Since I have emphasized sinsight;" per=it

me to Introduce here a personal aside. Zn January 2972, as Z left

Vietnam for the third and last time, I wrote the required tour-end report

for senior officers. It had this to say about 'the need for insight': I
All too often Insight Is gained too late, and I

through adverse experience. I believe that great costs

could have been saved In the Vietnam experience If our

Individual and collective Insight had been better as

things were developing ... . I

... Intellect alone does not guarantee Insight.

Soldierly virtues such as Integrity, courage, loyalty,

____ ____ ___ ____ ___ ___ __I
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I

and steadfastness are valuable Indeed, but they are

often not accompanied by Insight. Insight comes from a

willing openness to a variety of stimuli, from

Intellectual curiosity, from observation and reflection,

from continuous evaluation and testing, from

conversations and discussions, from review of

assumptions, from listening to the views of outsiders,

and from the Indispensable Ingredient of huwill ty

... while Insight Is the secret of good general-

1 hip In any sutuation, it is even more a requirement

among the Intangibles, nuances, and obscurities of a

situation like Vietnam. Certainly the responsible

officer must be a man of decision, willing to settle on

a course of action and to follow It through. But the

reflective, testing, and tentative manner In which

Insight is sought does not mean Indecisiveness. It

I simply raises the likelihood that the decided course of

"action will be successful, because It Is in harmony with

I 28
"the real situation that exists.

In his recent book on Vietnam, Gerneral Bruce Palmer, Jr., U.S.

I Army, Retired, has described how the United States could have 'done

I things differently ... " In *probably ... a more feasible alternative' to

the war of attrition that American forces pursued. Palmer writes that we

I should have used American troops only In the northernmost part of South

Vietnam. We should have deployed them (with South Vietnamese and South

I Korean divisions) along the 17th parallel's demilitarized zone and Into

S Laos, blocking the Ho Chi Minh trail so as to cut off overland
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Infiltration of support from North Vietnam. And we should have relied on

the Vienamese civil authorities, armed forces, and militia -- with U.S.

advice and assistance - - to take care of the pacification of their ownl

countryside 29

These zeLrospectlve Insights of General Palmer were available In

1965. To some, they were evident at that time; Z was one of that

namber. In 1964-1965, 1 was a lieutenant colone.l student at the National

Mar College. Z had just returned from a year as a division advisor In

Vietnam's Delta, where my tour had convinced me that the Vietnamese 3
countryside was no place for American troops, and that, If we could

stifle outside support to the Insurgents, the Vietnamese could, with our I
help, master the processes of regaining the countryside from the Vietcong. 3

My experiences had also convinced me that It was essential to

stifle the Infiltration of outside support. During my student year, I

made an analysis of 14 Insurgencies since World Mar I1, seven of then

successful and seven unsuccessful. 30 From this tudy Z offered the I
following principle:

In order for a counterinsurgency to succeed, there must

be both an Internal effort substantially superior to

that of the Insurgents, and an effective restriction of I
(or an absence of) external support to the Insurgents.

Neither action alone Is sufficient to success. Both are

necessary.

Purthermore, I wrote that: 5
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i Revolutionazy wax being a social, a rther than a

physical, phenomenon, there may be exceptions to this

general principle. However, this examination of 14

cases indicates that a defender against Insurgency would

disregard the general principle stated above only at

very substantial risk to his eventual success.31

o Cn file today In the National War College library, still classified

Top Secret because It quotes JCS documents, Is my 196S student research

paper. It recommends , in essence, the strategy and operational

employment described by Ceneral Palmer above, and for the same reasons.

So, correct Insights at the time are not all that hard; even lieutenant

3 colonels can have them. The problem is how to arrange the nature of

American military Ins titutions so that the senior generals in charge of

I affairs will arrive at correct Insights -- and, having so arrived, will

possess the skills to affect the systematic effort for which those

Insights call. And one must recognize that the obstacles to Insight are

many: one' b OwN propaganda; accepting the conventional wisdom;

superficial thinking; blindness to reality; self-satisfaction;

* complacency; arrogance.

Professor Boyd describes some of these characteristics and the

I consequences for the Japanese Navy In . 1919-1941. He notes the

I °fleet-versus-fleet duel' mind-set of the Japanese Navy In 1919-1941 that

derived from that Navy's successes around the turn of the century. He

3 cites 'the vested Interests of most tradition-mJnded admzirals° and says

that, " ... In the areas of coivoy escort and ASM, the Japanese Navy

I became a victim of Its previous rigid thinking.' He then writes that a

I 'high price would be paid (for this rigidity) for during the Second World
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Mar U.S. Navy submarines accounted for the destruction of about fifty-

five percent (1,314 vessels, 5.3 million tons) of all Japanese naval and

merchant vessels lost ... .33

Doughty describes what happened in France, 1929-1940: the

Inexorable logic once certain assumptions were made, yet the failure to

objectively examine those assumptions; the fixation on f"tal mobilization

as the only response; the fundamental misunderstanding ". ;he kind of war

for which Germany was preparing; the misconception of the role of armor

and of movement In war; a fixed Image of how the war would go; the

stifling effect of senior officer self-satisfaction. Even to the time of

the German attack in Mtay 1940, the French, and the world, saw the French

Army as a formidable military force. Yet It was hollow, In decay

within. The consequence was the defeat of Prance In less than six weeks.

Obstacles to execution are equally abundant: Inefficiency; poor

organization; vested Interests; lack of resources; lack of interest; lack 3
of determination; laziness; acceptance of the status quo. Doch Italy and

Britain between the wars provide examples of the diffIcultie.s of 3
"execution," assuming that the Insights were present (which they were, to

bcne degrr-o,). For Britain, there were the pervasive horror of the Great

liar, the demands of imrperial defense, and the unrillinng'ress of the

political leaaership to spend money on military forces. For Italy. there

was, among other factors, sheer and complete ineptitude In the management

of resources and manpower.

As to Vietnam, General Palmer faulPs the insight cf senior American

mIlitary leaders In the 1960s, and Jr) jarricular the collective insights

of the Joint Chiefs of Staff Wh'ti. :, with super-or Insight, the

o'..-utio. would have been adequate Is another question. At least there

would have been a chance foT success.
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Our histories tell us that -- whether it be through lack of

Insight, or of execution, or of both -- the consequence, In sum, Is

I military folly and failure. In the yietnam case, a riveting memorial at

the west end of the Mall In Washinqgton, bearing the names of some 58,000

I RAmericans who deserved better of their military institulons symbolizes

the consequences. The consequence has also been a legacy of distrust of

national leadership In matters military, not to speak of a society which

has yet to recover from Its psychic wounds.

I

I
Mow to arrange our American military Institutions so that they meet

I the imperatives at the operational and tactical levels -- so that they dv

K not fall when put to the test but rather succeed? The primarxy answer,

above all: Those who are responsible for our military Insitutions have

to concentrate on developing leadership of the right kind. This Is

self-evident; 'leadership' should be an objective. But. not self-evident

I s the 'klndo of leadership -- or how to go about assuring superior

leadership of that kind.

The American military must develop Its own standards, but it could

I do worse than to start with those listed by General Jialder and cited

earlier In this essay:I
a) A gryat capacJtj for Independent action on aJl

I levels of command.

I
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I
h) Adherence to the mission; thar Is ,a moral obliga-

tIon to act at i2l times In the splrt of the 3
assigned mlssj.

c) Avolda,7.e of a fixed pattern of action. I
'ho ability to make 'complete', that is clear and

unambiguous decisions and, In carrying them out, to

establish a definite point of main effort. 3
q) A constant concern for the welfare of the men and

the conservation of their combat efficiency. 3 4  I

Then ways must be found to bring about conditions that produce the

desired quality of operational and tactical leadership. He neither need 3
nor want to reproduce the Jerman General Staff system, and we must Insist

on a far higher performance by our military In the political and P
strategic realms. But we might best begin with the chazacterlp.Jcs of

the system that produced gejerations of superior German performance on

the field of battle:

1) Veru high standards of performance. I
2) A. school suscen which with historical and other

study and thought developed and fostered the spread

of those standards, and indoctrinated the officer

corps with what those standards meant In praccJce.

3) A chain of cgff d which understood what these

standards meant and saw to it that they governed

what officers did In units and on staffs. I
4) A sustem of seleccion for responsJble posJitons

which Insured that those selected met the standards

I
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and screened out those who did not.

The fundamental issue is: What kind of leadership is our high

omand interested in? The top mliitary echelon of each of our mill ta r

Institutions (each Service and the Joint Chiefs of Staff) must decide the

E kind of leadership It wants and the basic standards of acceptable

performance. Then all subordinate Institutions must fall in line --

field conmands and schools alike -- to foster development of Lhat kind of

leadership, and to ensure that those selected for responsible positions

meet those standards. The schools especially must be posi tive Influences

for excellence. Zndeed, they are the critical component of the second

essential: an Insalht-producing climate that encowu qges -- and deriveýr

from -- open, honest, and reflective thought.

This cannot be thought that generals and admirals generate arnd

prescribe from the top down. This Is thought that also, even mostly,

I cors up from below -- stimulated by the experience and Intellectual

effort that officers go through In the field and by their research and

I thought in schools. Among other duties, the duty of generals Is to

35
observe, to think, and to listen, even to majors and colonels. Break

i down the compartments -- wherever they exist -- of Service parochialism,

of 'turf,' of hierarchical layering. Let insight evolve from an

atmosphere of open, shared thought.

I cannot speak of the other services, but I have come to know the

Army rather well. Somhow, in the last twentV or thirty years, our Army

has developed a habit of thinking in terms of fads. Buzzwords have

become a substitute for thought. The buzzword of the 1960s was 'counter-

Insurgency -- which as our Vietnam experience proved we completely

failed to understand. We have also become a 'process -orlented" Army, In
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which the process' may well be followed but the "product" -- formed

wlthout the essential ingredicnt of Insight -- turns out to be self- I
evidently deficient. How else, ort,:r than following a process without

Insight, can one e..plain the ArmV's azri. Ing In 25,e2 at a *Division 86'

which amounted to nore than 20,000 men (a produict -.ater corrected at

considerable travail)? How else can one explain the C3 (operations)

section of a light (light, mind you) Infantry division which today has a I
strength of 36 people -- two or three times the operations section of

Rommel's Afrika Norps -- at a time when a favorite buzzword Is

Auftraqstaktik? How else, other than through process-orientation with-

out Institutional Insight, can one explain the production In the last

dozen years of more field man als on operations and tactics than the 3
troops can possibly read, .ncluding three different versions of the

"capstone manual,* Field manual 100-5, that is supposed to be the basis I
for them all? How else can one explain a pervasive obsession with

hardware-ori en ted 'command and control systems* based on stereotyped

perceptions of how commanders make and execute decisions In battle -- I

t.jstems that leave out the all-important human element -- the conaander

himself and his true operational style?

Znsight also stems from honest audits, in the absence of the audit

of war. Whatevwr Ideas emerge from the process for developing forces and

their wys of fighting, the composite must be tested and subjected to an

experience that closely resembles that of war. An honest audit of

current and programmed system for command and control of mul tiservice

for< ,s would reveal them coaqrw.ented, data-clogged, slow, and I
vulnerable. Ways are emerqgng for achieving an honest audit. With

intelJJgentlV designed computer support, we should be able to provide

coandezs and staffs as well as their communications links a practical I
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5 experience In the conduct of warfare. The most telling lessons are those

of experience, of history In which one has actually participated. Such

II simulations for comwanders, of warefare, can let them experience

"*military history written in advance.'

Pinally, there Is plain, ordinary efficiencu, essential for

converting Insight Into concrete results. One major step toward

efficiency would be to cut back drastically on the bloated, yet still

overworked,' headquarters In the Pentagon and In stateside provider

commands, and to find the time to address the real business of preparing

'U for war. It does not take an Immense doctrinal and combat developments

establishment to generate superior Insight. Indeed, such at.

establishment suffocates insight. Better to do away with half of it or

m ore, and let an open, enlightened, research-oriented -- as well as

instruction-oriented -- school system and the open participation of

i multiservice field commanders come up with the Insights. Nor does it

take an immense matexlel establishment to convert the products of

American Industry Into weapons and other gear to be used by troops. In

this vein, we could do worse than to adopt the recommendations emerging

from the Packard Coniission.I

I
In 1986 the military institutions of the United States will begin a

process of fundamental change. It Is clear that the Congress will pass,

i and that the President will sign, legislation which will not only permit

and encourage the development of mnultiservice professional expertise but
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I
which will mandate its manifestation in the Joint staff, In the joint

schools and colleges, and In the unified commands.

The new Institutional alignment, which will establish a Deputy

Chairman of the JCS, second In rank to the Chairman, and which will make I
the Joint Staff responsible directly to the Chairman, will hopefully make

possible the emergence of responsible, objective, Independent, coherent,

continuing, responsive multiservice military thought. A key feature of

this new environment will be that miified commianders will have authority

and Influence, and the means to exercise that authority and Influence.

This will realign, In favor of the conmands, the relationships between

those who employ the forces and the Services which provide them. In

doing so, It can among other effects bring efficiencies In the evolution j
of cownand and control systems and make possible the achievement for

multiservice commanders of an Insight of twenty years ago: 'The major I
problem today In the design of a command and control system Is how to

bring the conwander and staff into th.e decision-making process.

In 1958 (yes, 1958) the Army's Chief Signal Officer wrote:

on the battlefield of 1962, tactical conwanders will I
have Increased command control of their firepower and

mobility through new co:maunications and automation. The

battle group courAnder will be able to use a small, 3
mobile computer and associated parts of the automatic

data processing system to calculate enemy concentrations I
... collate Intelligence, calculate march tables, and

perform other Casks ... Automatic data processing

equipment at divisi.on level will consist of data

recording and storage devices and small-capacity mobile

_____ ____I
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computers .... Data Introduced In the division systen

will be transmitted to the mobile computers through the

3 Area Cozmunications System. This data will help the

various commanders review the situation; It will help

them analyze the probable results of various courses of

action (both friendly and hostile) and thus will

expedite decisions. The equipment will also be used to

compIle essential reports -- daily personnel summaries,

requisitions by units, strength reports, projections on

a schedule basis -- the mess and unwieldy flow of which

have always been A problem to combat echelons.

Similarly, the Incelligence staff will be able to obtain

current Informetion more quickly. 3 7

Only now is General O'Connell's quarter-century-old concept about

Il to come to pass. But It is being realized In a data-clogged, hardware-

oriented form which fails to take Into account the essentials of

operational style. This in turn stems from lack of institutional insight

as to how to match technology with the commander's operational style and,

then, how to place that technology into the field.

Almost fifty years ago, Hugh Dowding and his Fighter Command,

working with P.M.S. Blackett, R.A. Watson-Matt, and others and the

3 miracle of radar, showed us how to marry, with great speed and

efficiency, technology and operational style. if our military

I Institutions had but possessed In the 1960s and 1970s the sense of

history and the Insight to see how to do Hugh Dowding's equivalent In the

1960s and 1970s, how different things would be today. But they did not

osee I t then, nor do they seem to see itC now.
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* ft.,t * f•t *

I
Oe can hope that, as the military Institutiornal reform to be

legislated are carried out over rte next few years, .he mtters of3

leadership, of a climate which fosters Insight, and of efficiency will

receive from the senior mlitary professionals in posi tions of

responsibility the emphasis which Is their due. One can hope that, in 3
their wisdom toward the achievement of Insight, those senior military

professionals will unleash the creative thought and energies of their

(especially the joint) schools and colleges, toward an understanding of

the lessons of the past and Ute meaning of these lessons for the present I
-- and that they will Involve the operational commanders themselves. 3

The twentv-one authors of these histories have given us a good deal

to think about. Now It is up to the senior American military leadership 3
to present the American people with the combination of execution and

Insight that nations have the right to demand from their military I
Institutions but which they have rarely gotten. If they do not, future

historýans will judge them deficient when theIr product Is audited by the

test of war, and the results of that audit may be even more disastrous

than was the Vietnam War. I
I
I
I

____ ___ ___ ___ ___ ____ __ ___ ___ ___ I
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3 iWar In the twentieth century Is no longer the extension of politics

by other means. rt Is doubtful whether the aphorism affirming that

U war is such an extension of politics was ever true enough to warrant the

3 frequency with which It has been repeated. war once begun has always

tended to generate a polit!cs of its own: to create Its own momentum, to

I render obsolete the political purposes for which It was undertaken, to

erect Its own political Imperatives. In the twentieth century, as the

present collection of essays attests, the hypertrophy of war through

g war's assuming global dimenslons and almost unlimited destructiveness has

led wost emphatically to the emergence of war not as the servant but as

II the master of politics.

Twencleth-century warfare sets t ts own purposes. A war begun to

I quarantine the Austro-Hungarian mpire against the seditious activities

i of little Serbia among twe empire's Slavic populations generates so much

military and pol.!tical momentum that It cannot end until all the great

3 powers of Europe have been sr complevely defeated or exhausted that four

centuries of European political hegemony over the rest of the world are

3 ended. A war precipitated by American economic sanctions Intended to

B
I__ ___ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ___ _
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I
punish Japan for her malitary occupation of a remote corner of southeast j
Asia leads to the shadowing of the globe by the threat of nuclear

destruction. I

In •onsequence of this assumption by war of its own momentum and

purposes, the questlons to which the papers In this collection have I
addressed themselves regarding the poll tical, strategic, operational, and

tactlcal effectiveness of armed forces have become Increasingly diff-cult

to answer. It Is a tribute to the skill and Insights of the writers of 3
the papers that they have produced nevertheless a series of essays to

which students of military organization will turn for reference during I
many years to come. But to answer the question whether an Institution is 3
effective, we must first ask the further question: effective In pursuit

of what purposes? And to try to measure the various dimensions of the 3
effectiveness of armed forces Involves, becaluse of the self-generated

momentum of modern war, a measurement of effectiveness In relation to a i
continual kaleidoscopic shifting of purposes. Measuring effectiveness I

becomes almost impossible when the goals to be effected are Incorrigibly

protean. 3
Questions about the political, strategic, operational, and tactical

effectiveness of armed forces could be dealt with much more satisfact- I
orily If we were considering European warfare In the eighteenth century

and before the Prench Revolution. Then war was waged within a state

systpm In which the members of the system shared sufficient common 3
political and social values that they could usually limit the purposes of

war -- they could usually curb war's tendency to create purposes of its 3
own -.. by mutual understanding. In particular, the monarchs who guided

the principal members of the state system could usually agree thit war I
should never become so unlimited that It might threaten to topple any of 3
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their number from his throne; If one of them were toppled, all would be

In danger. (The determination of Prussia's enemies, particularly Russia

I and Austria, to destroy that state's great-power status in the Seven

I Years Max Is a partial exception to these generalizations.) usually, all

the eighteenth-century powers could feel secure In the knowledge that

I while rivals might seek territorial gains, fortress acquisitions, or

marriage alliances at each other's expense, none would pursue another's

I complete downfall.

The twentieth century's loss of this mutual understanding about the

limitation of the alms of war Is illustrated by nearly every paper at

I hand, perhdps most notably Paul M. Kennedy's "Britain I:. the Pirst World

War.' Although Great Britain has been less addicted to the more extrava-

I gant war alms of our century than many, perhaps most, of the great powers

-- increasir'. awareness of the relative modesty of her resources rein-

forcing a zradition of political moderation -- the British government

I decided in World War I, as Professor Kennedy shows, that British security

depended on contaIning German power In Europe -- but with the corollary

that It was difficult to envisage how the German capacity to upset the

European balance could be contained without a virtually total defeat of

Germany. At the least, Great Britain and her allies must be able to

defeat Germany completely enough t:o permit Intervention within Germany

after the war In order to democratize the regime. The sense of community

and mutual forbearance that had characterized the European states In the

eighteenth century had eroded almost completely even In Britain by

I 1914-1918. And In two critical respects, the British experience in the

i Pirsi World War went on to demonstrate how the loss of limitations upon

e,,zpose in war has also eroded away the criteria for measuring the

effectiveness of military forces.
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U
In the first place, as Professor Kennedy goes on to remark, the 5

total defeat of Germany probably never offered Great Britain the measure

of security she sought from it, no more In 1918 when so complete a defeat 5
was not attained than In 1945 when it was. The total defeat of Germany

always implied the creation of a power vacuum In central Europe that I
would be likely to invite the advance of dangers from Russia not much if I
any less threatening than those that Germany might pose. The

policymakers who guided eighteenth-century wars had usually recognized 3
that the total defeat of one's enemy is all too likely to redound upon

oneself; somehow, by the early twentieth century even Great Britain had I
lost much of this Insight.

In the second place, Britain's quest for the total defeat of

Germany undercut the effectiveness of the British armed forces by 3
imposing upon them strategic, operational , and tactical demands beyond

any they could well afford to meet. The quest for the total defeat of U
Germany assured the prolongation of deadlock on the Western Front. If

total German defeat were the object of British policy, then strategy,

operations, and tactics had to seek the destruction of the German Army. 3
Nothing less would bring about Germany's complete defeat. And the only

way to pursue the destruction of the German Army In 1914-1918 was to 3
engage It in a war of attrition on the Western Front.

In fact, I believe that the inordinate ambitiousness of British war

policy In 1914-1918 locked the British Into the slaughterhouse of the 3
Western Front more inextricably than Professor Kennedy concedes. He

argues that the real issue in British policy during World War I was not

the degree to which the military leaders could influence policymakers to

seek militarily logical national goals -- one of the fundamental issues I
to which these papers are to address themselves -- but rather the degree 5
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I to which the policymakers could Influence the military to pursue

strategic goals by practicable means. Unfortunately for the British,

I there was no truly practicable means of pursuing the strategic -- and

policy -- goal of the virtually total defeat of Germany. The only

available means was to fight on the Western Front, a means that Professor

I Kennedy among many others shows was ultimately Impracticable In that the

costs were hugely disproportionate to the policy objectives.

Altogether, there was no way In which the British armed forces In

I World War X could be politically, strategically, operationally, and

tactically effective, as long as the policy goal was the destruction of

I German power. Politically, the pursuit of this goal !reposed strains on

British economic resources and social cohesion that undermined not only

Great Britain's very status as a world power -- to enhance which the

British thought they were fighting -- but the deepest well-being of

British society, the social contract itself. Strategically, the pursuit

of total victory left no escape from concentrating the British Empire's

principal military effort on the Western Front, to try to destroy the

German Army. Operationally, the concentration on the Western Front left

no alternative to the Somme, Passchendaele, and similar offensives.

Since between the late summer of 1914 and the spring of 1918 the Germans

would not take upon themselves offensive operations against the British,

London's goals lceft no choice but to accept the Initiative that the

Germans eschewed. Tactically, Bzitain's policy and the corollzry of the

Western Front strategy left no alternative to costly infantry assaults,

because the military technology of the time offered no substitute for

hurling human bodies against the enemy's barbed wire, maching guns, and

artillery.
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This lack of tactical options given the political, strategic, and

operational Imprisonment of the army on the Mestern Front has to be

underlined. The tanks at the era broke down too readily to be a decisive 5
weapon. As various of the papers addressing themselves Co world War I

tactics Indicate, It Is doubtful that the Infiltration tactics employed 3
by the Germans In their 1918 offensives could have appreciably changed

the outcome If the British and French had Introduced such tactics In I
their own, earlier offensives. Znflltration tactics might have bought 3
somewhat more ground at somewhat less cost; against a stlll-vlgorous and

skillful German army, they would not have been likely In 1915, 1916, or 5
1917 to have overturned the strategic and operational balance.

',, other papers on the major belligerents who fought throughout

the First World War, certainly Douglas Porch's on the French military and 3
Holger H. Herwig's on the Germans, point to the same conclusions. The

earlier European sense of mutual Interests shared by all the powers had 3
so broken down, and all the Continental powers except Xtaly pursued

policies so ambItious, that political, strategic, operational, and I
tacti cal effectiveness of armed forces in service of governmental policy 3
was all but Impossible. Policy demanded the payment of military prices

so high In the exhaustion of manpower and resources that the effective- 3
ness of the armed forces was bound to be disastrously eroded, If not

nearly destroyed. The Issue was not the degree to which pollcymakers I
could Influence the military to seek strategic goals by practicable 3
means, because no practicable means could achieve the desired goals.

To be sure, the military themselves had all too consistently 3
abdicated their rcsponsibility to Influence policymakers to establish

militarily attainable national goals. All too consistently, the military £
conspired In setting up policy goals In quest of which no strategic,
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operational, and tactical means could be truly practicable or effective.

The conduct of the German military leaders In resisting such efforts as

Reich Chancellor Theobald von Bethmann Hollweg Initiated toward a

coampromise peace, Insisting Instead that some such operational means as

unrestricted submarine warfare could produce the total defeat of the

Reich's eemies, offers the most conspicuous case In point.

If the armed forces of any of the major World War I belligerents

are to be distinguished from the others, In fact, for superior

effectiveness according to any of the criteria at hand, It might well be

the often-maligned French. With many of the richest industrial depart-

ments of their country occupied by the enemy throughout most of the war,

the French had less choice than the Germans or the British about the

extent of their war t.....s. They could not very well settle for less than

the enemy' s complere .'vacuation of their northeastern departments If

France were to remain a great power. They had little choice also but to

Insist on the restoration of the full Independence of Belgium. Given

these conditions, they could scarcely pursue any strategy except that of

breaking the deadlock on the Western Front, or any. operations or tactics

except those that offered a hope of contributing to that end. As Douglas

Porch Indicates, however, in operational and tactical matters the French

were at least marginally more Innovative and flexible than the British.

Once Henri Philippe Petaln, r6n6ral de division (eventually qgneral

d'arm6e and mar6chal de France) rose to the commuiad of their army, his

operational scheme of limited, local attacks and his waiting for more

tanks and for the Americans were appropriate adjustments to the

circumstances.
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I
If Prance, often maligned for military ineffectiveness In the Great

War -- the shadows of 1870-1871 and 1940 no doubt distorting our 3
perceptions of 1914-19.18 -- emerges relatively creditably from a

comiparison with the other principal World War Z belligerents, Holger H.

Herwig In contrast leaves the German reputation for exceptional military 5
effectiveness In tatters as far as the Great War Is concerned. Professor

Herwig' s paper Is a salutary corrective to recent tendencies among 5
American military historians to make the Prussian and German armies after

1866 appear as veritable superarmies. Perhaps less acutely needed, but

also useful, is Professor Herwig's corrective to any lingering scholarly 3
remnants of Samuel P. Huntington's depiction In Th7 Soldier and the State

of Prussian-German poll tical-mili tary organization as an Ideal type of 3
.ivilian control of the military.2

Out of a tangled web of Interlocking civil and military I
Institutions calculated not to foster but to frustrate civilian control, 3
and Indeed to prevent any reasonable civil-militarzy communication and

underscanding as well, came Generaloberst Alfred Graf von Schlieffen's

famous plan that shaped at the outset German participation I, the First

World War. Schlieffen as Chief of the General Staff and therefore chief 1
adviser to the Imperial Supreme Commander had devised an operational plan 3
that was Inconsistent with both the policy and the strategic Interests of

the German Empire on the one hand and with the logistical and tactical

capabilities of the German Army on the other. As for po(licy, while

Bethmann Hollweg knew about the plan before the war began, Its nature was U
never adequately conmunicated to the political authorities; In It the 3
Army unilaterally developed a scheme that was almost certain to add Great

Britain to the list of Germany's adversaries In a war against Prance and 5
Russla, and that would also be detrimental to the defense of Germany's
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principal ally, the Austzo-Hungarian Dual Monarchy, whose officials were

also Inadequately Informed. As for strategy, the Schlieffen Plan failed

to take appropriate account of the Russian threat either to Germany

herself or to Austria-Hungary. As for the logistical and tactical

capabilities of the German Army, the plan practically assured an advance

--- that would outrun the limited transport facilities of the Army beyond

rallheads -- outrunning particularly the capacities of the Army's limited

3 truck transport -- and thus assured also a tactical crisis when the Army

would have to fight a climactic battle for Paris at the very time when

its logistics were stretched to the breaking point.

3 The response of the German military leadership after the failure of

the Schlieffen Plan in 1914 had left the war deadlocked was also even

3 less conducive to military effectiveness than the French response to the

same situation of deadlock. The muddled German constitutional arrange-

I ments for clvll-mllJtary relations permitted the Supreme Headquarters of

I the Army (Oberste Heeresleitunq) In effect to take control of the whole

government of the empire, practically besieged by opponents on the west,

east, and south. This military usurpation stultified German political

life, with the further effect of stifling the efforts of Bethmann iollweg

I and other politicians to find a negotiated peace. The absolute supremacy

-- of OHL also discouraged operational and tactical flexJbili ty within the

Army by establishing an overly centralized control in which almost

3 nothing could be done without reference to Supreme Headquarters.

Nevertheless, it remains not without some reason that military

historians have tended to regard the German Army as the most effective in

the world operationally and tactically from the campaign of Its

predecessor Prussian army against Austria In 1866 to the downfall of

I POhrer Adolf Hitler's Germany In 1945. In spite of the crazy-quilt
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co~lexity of the German Emapire's military organization, and In spite of 3
the flaws in German milltary performance during World War I so clearly

delineated by Professor Hezwlg, the German Army also displayed in World 5
War X various noteworthy operational and tactical virtues -- some of

them, also enumerated by Professor Herwig, were the artillery reforms U
that culminated In the Introduction of the creeping barrage, and

Increasingly flexible Infantry assault tactics that culminated In the

appearance of Infiltration tactics. The modern German Army also 3
developed an unparalleled measure of unit cohesion than enabled Its

constituent elements to survive under brutal casualties and to rebuild 3
themselves with phenomenal speed and effectiveness should oily a cadre of

comwmissioned and nonconwussioned officers survive some especially costly

encounter. 3
Not the least of the contributions of Professor Herwig's critically

analytical paper, however, is its stress on the ways in which even the 3
salient virtues of the German Army contributed to its undoing in the

Pirst World War. Particularly, the very tactical strengths of the Army I
helped shape the climactic 1918 offensives In such a way that they 3
unsystematically exploited tactical advantages wherever those advantages

might appear, without imposing on the offensives an operational or 3
strategic coherence, which made probable ultimate failure become

Inevitable failure. I
This climactic Germarj failure of letting tactics control strategy 3

was not completely different, however, from the methods of generalship

for which I have praised General Petain. He, too, let tactical 3
considerations dictate his operational and strategic designs, albeit with

a caution and a fundamental realism and rationality that the German I
commanders of 1918 lacked. The significance of this ascendancy of 5
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tactics over operations and strategy returns us, however., to the main

thread of our argument. It was surely an evidence of te extension of

I policy goals beyond anything that strategy or operations could hope to

grasp that military colmmanders felt obliged to concentrate on tactics and

technique. At least a creeping barrage by the artillery or Infiltration

I rtactics on the part of the Infantry might produce a reward on the

battlefield proportionate to the effort that went Into them: a small

reward, calculated In incremental advantages In reducing casual ties or

capturlr.g narrow patches of terrain, but nevertheless a kind of success

at a time when policy, strategy, and operations all sought goals the

L pursuit of which had degenerated Into bloody futility.

The participation of Japan In the First World War, outlined by Ian

N Mish, stands out In marked contrast to that of the major European

powers. The reason for the contrast lies of course In the limited nature

I of the objectives of that nation-state and also of its armed forces.

I Seeking principally to capitalize on Europe's troubles to acquire

territory and Influence previously held by the European powers In the Far

5 East, Japan felt no need to resort to strategic, operational, or tactical

means disproportionate to the objectives sought. At the same time, the

I armed forces of Japan possessed uncommonly effective means of securing

I political acceptance of their desires in terms of budgets and force

structure In the constitutional right of direct access to the Emperor and

3 through the excraconstitutional institution of the Genre and the custom

that the war and navy ministers must be appointed respectively from among

I generals and admirals on the active list. While Professor Nish suggests

that these arrangements did not result in so much harmony and cooperation

between the civil and military branches of government as other historians

3 have sometimes thought, nevertheless civil-military tensions were
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moderated because the vital Interests of the nation were not directly at 3
s tae. There could be and were tensions within the Japanese military,.

such as Professor Nish's example of disagreements over whether a naval 5
squadron should be sent to the Mediterranean, with some naval officers

themselves questioning the worth of this deployment in terms of the naval I
experience it might Impart or the prestige and influence It might buy. 5
But again, no vital national Interests were threatened, and the military

organizations of the country were not hard pressed to pursue effectively 3
such limited objective. its jr.-'n sought In the Great War.

Italy, as portz ge, John Gooch, may also represent an exception I
to the succumbing of rld War I powers to inordinate ambitions. But

the exceptional aspects of Ztaly's participation in the war must be

viewed In the light of Italian weakness. Italy was certainly the least 3
of the great powers; behind her facade of great power status she was In

fact an underdeveloped country. Therefore, even the pursui t of U
relatively modest goals could impose upon Italy strains more severe than 5
the prizes were worth.

The history of the rise of the Kingdom of Sardinia-Plebront to 3
become the nucleus of the United Kingdom of Italy had been one of

continual use of opportunely timed war to take advantage of various 3
distractions vexing the greater powers and thereby to win sometimes

remarkably large gains at moderate expense. In World lar I, Italy hoped

to repeat this pattern. She waited to enter the war until she could 3
judge whether Austria-Hungary or France, both of whom possessed territory

chat she coveted, seemed ti offer the more likely prospect of collapse £
and easy territorial harvest. In 1925, Italian politicians calculated

that the better prospects lay In attacking Austria; France's weaknesses,

aggravated by unlliwted war, could be exploited later. The Italian 5
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perception of Austria's vulnerability was partly but not entirely wrong.

Italy entered upon a more difficult and expensive war than she would have

wished for, but eventually the multinational Danubian Empire did

collapse, whereupon Italy eventually captured some of her expected

spoils, Including the Trentino and the city of Trieste along with much of

the rest of the Istrian peninsula. (The city of Flume, Initially

established by the Treaty of St-Germain as part of the Free State of

Flume, gravitated to Italy later, under the Treaty of Rome of January 27,

I 1924, which divided the Free State between Italy and Yugoslavia.) In

balance, however, the grueling campaigns that Italy had to fight In the

U Alps before the death-throes overtook Austria-Hungary, and especially the

humil "Ing Italian defeat at Caporetto beginning October 24, 2917, added

U up to losses and suffering disproportionate by almost any reckoning to

the prizes eventually reaped.

Part of the cost consisted of the weakening of Italian

parliamentary government to permit the imposition of the Fascist

dictatorship of il Duce Benito Mussolini during 1922-1923. In this

perspective, the Italian experience In World War I suggests thdt when the

policy goals of one's allies and enemies have grown inordinate, it is

almost impossible to extricate oneself from the consequent inefficacy of

either strategy, operations, or tactics in quest of those goals, no

matter how limited one's own objectives. Only a power remote from the

main theater of action, such as Japan, could avoid being drawn into the

general calamity that follows when the principal powers of rival

belligerent coalitions reach for war aims beyond the capacity of any

strategy, operations, or tactics to attain at reasonable cost.

Perhaps the most remarkable aspect of Italy's participation in the

First World War, however, was not that the kingdom was sucked into a
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malstrow In which crafty calculations of prizes and prices ceased to be 5
relevant to the circumstances at hand, but that the underdeveloped

Italian state contrived to fight with as much operational and tactical 3
!ffectivenes& as It did. Cf isidering the stringent limitations of

Italian resources, It was no small feat merely to maintain an army with

any respectable operational and tactical capacity whatever through three 5
years of combat In an Alpine arena of nightmarish logistics and yet more

nightmarish living conditions for the troops. Merely sustaining the 3
endless battles of the Isonzo manifested no small operational and

tactical effectiveness on the part of the Italian Army. It was an I
achievement that could scarcely have been predicted before the war 3
began. It was an achievement sugigesting that the Italian Army had

contrived to develop a strength, cohesion, and resilience superior to 3
those of the state It served. Military organizations are often said to

be reflections of the societies that create them. While necessarily true 3
In large measure, this axiom Is not true In any simple way. The Italian 3
Army of World War I transcended to an Impressive extent the weaknesses of

the Italian state. 3
Of course, the Italians were mostly fighting the drmies of decadent

Austria-Hungary, but the Italian acQievement Is a:, Impressive as it Is 3
because the Austro-Hungarian Army rose to a similar transcendence. It

fought World War I with considerably more operational and tactical

effectivene.., and especially with a greater endurance than the rickety 3
condition of the multinational Hapsburg empire would have led almost any

observer In 1914 to predict. Like the Italian Army, the Austro-Hungarian 3
Imperial and Royal Army of World War I was no mere reflection of the

society It served, but an ?ntIty able to rise above at least some of the 3
weaknesses of that societ,,. Much the same kind of statement might be 5
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I made about the Russian axrmy In the same war, as It might be made about

the Confederate States Army In another war. During the last phases of

i rthe American Civil War, It had been not the Confederate States government

that sustained the army but the army that sustained the government. In

I the papers at hand, the Italian and Russian armies of World War I can be

rn seen as having come close enough to doing the saw thing. The contribu-

tions of John Gooch and David R. Jones at least hint at a variant of

I military effectiveness that goes beyond the usual dimensions suggested by

the Introduction to these essays. Armed forces can sometimes attain

E li ves of their own separate from and more vigorous than the lives of the

states and societies that first nurtured them.

Like Japan and unlike Italy, the United States In World War I was

i fortunately remote from the center of the maelstrom, and therefore not

necessarily susceptible to being drawn willy-nilly into the maw of policy

E conmmitments exceeding any practicable attainments of strategy,

i operations, and tactics. The experience of the United States, as

presented by Timothy K. Nenninger and follooed by Ronald H. Spector to

1939, was Indeed not so different from that of Japan, as a cursory

reading of the papers might at first suggest. It Is true that because

the United States In 1927-1918 pursued Immensely more ambitious policy

objectives than Japan, and because this pursuit demanded an abrupt

shifting of political and strategic gears, the military organizations of

I the Uni ted States did not function In World War I with the smooth-

running, unhurried effectiveness of the Japanese forces. in spite of the

confusions of abrupt and rapid mobilization, however, and In spite of the

inability of the American forces during the short span April 6, 1917 -

November 11, 1918 to attain all their goals In acquiring mathriel and In

I irueting operational and tactical objectives, the total picture is one of
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extraordinarily effective redirecting of the national energies from g
peaceful to military purposes. And In spite of the Americans' ostensible

dedication to policy goals so extravagantly ambitious as ending all wars

and making the world safe for democracy, distance and belated entry

prevented these goals from devouring all strategic, operational, and 3
tactical effectiveness. The costs of the war to the United States were

not altogether disproportionate to the increase In American Influence and 1

diplomatic power that came out of the participation, and the costs would 5
have been still more worth paying If the United States had employed its

enhanced influence and power more wisely in furthering its national 3
interests.

Of course, there Is a contra..t between America and Japan also In 1

Pzofessor Spector's depiction of the abrupt American reversion to 3
military Inactivity after 1919. The American armed forces enjoyed

nothing Ilke the ability of their Japanese counterparts to shape the 3
policies of the civil government In peacetime, and soon after the First

World Mar the American forces again became objects of neglect. When the 1

prospect of a second American Involvement In global war emerged at the

end of the 1930s, the American military would have to undergo a second

rapid shifting of gears, almost as abrupt and jarring as In 1917-1918. 3
Mevertheless, from 1917 onward the effectiveness of the American armed

forces In relation to policy goals seems reasonably high. I
In particular, we do not fInd underlying Nenninger's and Spector's 3

periods In United States military history those unthinking antimil.tazy

attitudes and that wanton Indifference to the needs of military

preparedness with which historians within the azmed forces have often

charged the presidents and the Congress. After all, small and 3
Inexpensive military organizations fitted rationally Into American
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national policy through almost all of the country's history until 1939

and were also consistent with the inherent geographic security of the

United States against all foreign military threats to Its vital

Interests. There was no need to expend large sums of money or large

portions of the national energy on mil tary preparedness because the

United States, even more than Japan, had no really vital interests to

advance or protect militarily In the First World War or In the twenty

years that followed. Even to the end of World War IZ, the American

continental homeland was secure against any substantial external military

danger. If anything, the most glaring example of ineffectiveness

d'splayed In American military history up to 1939 involved not the

strategic, operational, and tactical difficulties attendant upon rapid

mobilization and abrupt comnitment to Europe In 1917-1918, but rather the

political Inefficacy of the civil government's forcing such activities

upon the military organization when national interests demanded nothing

of the sort. No vital foreign-policy objective required large-scale

American Intervention In the battles in Prance in 1917-1918; the absence

of any such vital Interests did much to encourage resorting to

Irrational, unattainable war aims whose pursuit made matters worse by

Impeding the nation's understanding that, once It was connitted to

joining in the war, the way was at least open toward modest gains In

Influence and relative power that might have been capitalized if they had

been better understood.

In any event, contrary to the hoary historical myth of an

antimilitary American, the American civil government never consistently

denied Its military organizations the means to fulfill with reasonable

effectiveness the responsibilities demanded of them. When American

policy made its dubious plunge Into Europe In 1917-1918, the armed forces
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were granted just about all that was possible of the resources they

needed to attain Immensely enhanced purposes. But for most of the 3
twentieth century until 2939, the key to the history of American military

organizations was -- as it was also for Japanese military organizations

until about the same terminal date -- a confinement to limited 5
objectives. By keeping national purposes limited through most of the

period, the United States could with relative ease build and maintain 5
armed forces suitable to those purposes -- just as, conversely, the

experience of the major European belligerents In the First World War I
Indicates that when national purposes grow extravagant, no straining of

resources can bring about strategic, operational or tactical

effectiveness In their pursuit. 3
Before leaving behind reflections on the military experience of the

First World War, It seems Imperative to underline the consistent absence I
of effective cooperation between armies and navies. This theme Is at 5
least a subsidiary feature of every paper dealing with World War X In a

nation where the navy as well as the army had a major role to play. 3
Around the globe, from Great Britain to Japan -- and conspicuously

Including those two warI time powers, to the safeguarding of whose I
national Interests their navies were peculiarly vital -- relations 3
between armies and navies displayed less of cooperation than of mistrust

and misunderstanding. In no country did either service show much regard

even for what the other might contribute to Its own operations, let alone

to the larger policy and strategy goals of the nation. The dettailed I
staff contemplations that made up Germany's Schlieffen Plan did not

extend to considering whether the German Navy might impede the flow of

British reinforcements to the French across the English Channel. If army 3
staff planning thus neglected possible naval roles, the navies were In I
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worse condition; they had almost no strategic or operational planning

worth the name. Neither In Great Britain, Its leadership In naval

development notwithstanding, nor In Germany, Its leadership In the

development of professional mill tary staffs notwithstanding, did the navy

pessess In World War X a planning agency comparable to the ones that the

PRvssian example had made commonplace in armies. No other navy had a

head start where these two lagged.

more than interservice competition between each nation's army and

navy was at fault here. Znterservice competition can go only part of the

way toward explaining the dearth of army -navy cooperation. It does not

explain why navies lagged behind even In creating the Institutions that

should have been the agencies of cooperative planning between them and

the army general staffs. Why were naval general staffs almost

nonexistent? A possible explanation worth further exploring by students

of military Institutions Is that the absence of naval organizations

comparable to army general staffs was one Indication of a larger lagging

of navies behind armies In the development of military professionalism In

their officer corps.

When Captain Stephen B. Luce established the United States Naval

War College In 1885, he perceived the need for the college In terms of

the absence of a desizable degree of professionalism among naval

officers, particularly In their lack of an education In strategy. Naval

officers were professionals In seamanship but not, Luce believed, In the

conduct of war. While his diagnosis and his attempted remedy applied

specifically to American naval officers, the American situation was by no

means unique. Even the British lacked an articulation of the very

principles of naval strategy on which British sea power and the worldwide

British Empire were based, soon to be expounded for them at Luce's war
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college by Captain Alfred Tayer Iahan. In virtually every country, the

tradition of naval education, such as It was, was a tradition of

practical and technical Instruction, conducted largely on shipboard. 3
Navies had not developed the theoretical and historical approach to the

education of officers In operations and strategy that had gradually 5
permeated all the major armies during the nineteenth century. Without

such a foundation, there was no professional education of naval officers

comparable to that of army officers, and therefore In a real sense only a

decidedly limited military professionalIsm among those officers. It Is

not at all unlikely that the lagging pace of naval as compared with army

military professional development was a major factor Impeding

communications and cooperation between the services.

The essays that move on Into the Interwar years and through World

War IZ confirm what has become almost a commonplace of the history of

civil-military relations, that the Influence of armed forces upon

national policy and the relative Independence of military organizations

from civilian control reached their apogee In the early years of the

Pirst World War and thereafter declined. In a narrow vi ew of the

effectiveness of military organizations in Influencing politicians to

met military ends, this decline meant a loss of effectiveness; In the

broader perspective of the principle of civilian control of the

military, It was of course a gain. Zn no major power except Japan did

the armed forces possess In World War ZZ the autonomy and the ability to

Influence policy that they enjoyed to a considerable extent during World

War Z In all the great powers, Including t])e EnglI sh-speaking

democracies. Earl P. Ziemke's and John F. Jessup's papers on the Soviet:

Union before and during World War ZZ present something of an extreme case

of a military organization's loss of autonomy and Influence, In the
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Increasing subservience of the Soviet armed forces to the Conmmw st pazrty

and to party General Secretary, Premier -- and Generalissimo -- Josef

Stalin. But the Soviet Instance only carried to more radical -- and In

the purges, more terrible -- conclusions the process of throttling

military Independence that occurred In all the powers except Japan.

The exception provides a cr1 tical clue to the causes of these

developments. Because Japan's aims had been so limited In the First

World liar and the alms had therefore been largely attained, Japan was the

only one of the powers that emerged from the First World War virtually

without a backlash of political and public resentment toward the military

for failing to fulfill promises. In all the other powers, the military

had received a generous measure of both autonomy and political Influence

during the early stages of their participation In World War I on the at

least Implied promise that in return each military organization would

reward Its people and government with victories over foreign foes

comparable to those won by the autonomous Prussian army in 1866 and

1870-1871. In 1914-1918, however, the armed forces of all the European

powers had repaid the granting of autonomy and Influence not with

victories but with a bloody stalemate. The consequent disillusionment

led to a gradual reassertion of civil supremacy over the military In all

the European powers except Germany well before the First World War ended,

and the process continued as -r the war.

Even the United States In some measure fitted this paradigm. In

1917-1918, the American army could have had almost anything It asked for,

and General John J. Pershing as commanding general of the American

Expeditionary Forces er.ercised an Independence from the control of the

civilian Commander In Chief unparalleled In United States military

history. But while the American participatlon In the war was too brief
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to Include a bloodbath on the European scale, and while geographic 3
remoteness indeed gave the American participation more than a little

resemblance to Japan's, nevertheless the American people made sacrifices 3
and invested a fervor in the war that after November II, 1918 came to

seem disproportionate to any rewards that they earned. So the American U
imilitary, while never sinking Into the disfavor that some service 3
historians have alleged, certainly lapsed far from the independence and

prestige It enjoyed during the war. More than the difference in 1
personalities beteen Presidents Woodrow Wilson and Franklin D. Roosevelt

was Involved when the World War II Commander in Chief proved vastly more I
active and assertive in his control of the armed forces than Wilson had

been.

It Is worthy of particular note, however, regarding the Interwar 3
years that the reaction In favor of much enhanced civilian control

prompted by disillusionment among civilians with the course of the 3
1914-1918 war -- the decline consequently In the effectiveness of armed

forces In securing civilian acceptance of their political goals --

produced no conspicuous falling off in the armed forces' potential 3
tactical and operational effectiveness In qualitative terms. Thus, there

was no major falling off of their potential strategic effectiveness, 3
provided always that strategic goals were kept within rational distance

of their grasp. There proved to be no necessary correlation between I
politically autonomous armed forces and militarily effective armed 3
forces. If anything, a case could be made In the opposite direction,

that In response to relative loss of political effectiveness duzing the 5
Interwar period, the armed forces, thus obliged to focus upon their

military effectiveness within a political framework ordained for them, I
enhanced their qualitative effectiveness In tactics and operations. 5
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The German military, for example, were among those most drastically

deprived of their previous polltical effectiveness. If the Relchswehr of

the Weimar Republic retained disproportionate political weight within the

republic as something of a state within the state, It none the less had

to tailor itself to the exceedingly severe restraints of the Treaty of

Versailles upon its ability to gain through politics the resources It

might have desired. After the PFlhrer Adolf Hitler came to power, the

German armed forces had to adjust to a more ubiquitous as well as more

potent and vigorous political control than any remotely approached In the

previous history of modern Germany. Yet the interwar German armed forces

depicted by JManfred JMesserschmidt look decidedly effective In their

tactical and operational potential In contrast tc the World War I German

forces portrayed by Holger Herwig. The austerity of the Welmar years

compelled the German military to prune away most of the organizational

anomalies that had hampered them during the Great War. miore efficiently

organized within, the armed forces then w.re ready to capitalize on the

generous resources awarded them by Hitler to develop the theory and

practice of B ltzkrieq warfare, an advance in tactical and operational

capacities enhanced rather than restricted by the loss of the military's

political autonomy to Hitler, who was himself a champion of Blitzkrieg

concepts.

In Britain, not dissimilarly, the efforts of civilian statesmen to

recapture and retain ascendancy over the military stimulated an

impressive advance in military organization early In the interwar years

In the creation of the Chiefs of Staff Committee (COS), which placed

Britain In the forefront among the major powers In achieving Interservice

coordination, but which was also an effective effort to adjust the

activities of the professional leadership of the armed forces to more
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I
active civilian control while retaining sufficient safeguards for the 3
assertion of military viaews on policy and strategy to assure reasonable

protection for the military's Interests. In Britain also, where the

Royal Air Force was the armed service subject to the most active civilian

Interest, It was eventually this very civilian influence on military I
policy that was cr1tical In shifting the balance between Bomber Command 3
and Fighter Command enough in the latter's favor to make possible Its

triumph In the Battle of Britain. Altogether, Brian Bond's and 3
illliamson Murray's essays on Britain between the wars suggests that

reduced British military Influence on policy produced a healthier effect I
than otherwise upon strategic, operational, and tactical effectiveness.

In the United States, it was the navy that was the armed service

receiving the most Intimate civil supervision and control during the 3
interwar years, because the navy with Its Pacific Ocean orientation bore

the closest relationship to civilian foreign-policy Interests during U
those years. The limitations of the Washington Naval Treaty of

February 6, 1922 and subsequent •nternational naval agreements

notwithstanding, however, Ronald H. Spector's paper Indica•es that the 3
very energy and constancy of civilian Interest In and shaping of the navy

eventually assured that when the foreign policy Interests It served in 3
the Pacific were challenged, the navy was of all the American forces the

one best prepared, In doctrine as well as material resources, for the

trials of World War I1. Civilian Indifference left the army freer to 3
develop Its own choices In weapons design and force structure -- within

severe budgetary limits, to be sure -- but the army with this larger 3
autonomy succeeded rather less well than the closely watched navy In

readying itself for World war 1I. For example, Spector's esaay shows the I
navy more flexibly adjusting Itself In doctrine and structure to the 3
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I~ aircraft carrier than the army did to the tank.

Of course, the post-World War I pattern of civjl.ýan restriction of

I arnied forces' effectiveness in shaping policy could be carried to nearly

disastrous excess -- as In the great purges of the officer corps of the

Soviet Union In the 1a*'e 1930s. Even In the Soviet Union, however,

I active civilian preponderance In shaping mllita.xy policy and strategy

also meant the preparation of the Red Army for an operational and

I tactical effectiveness In World War II far exceeding the effectiveness of

its tsazist predecessor In World War 1, not only through the

I modernization of the state and the economy that supported the armed

forces, but also through the political regime'.-s contributions, albeit

uneven, toward pushing the army Into the age of mechanized war.

Conversely, In Japan, the one major porwer during the Interwar years

In which, as Carl Boyd's contributlon shows, the political autonomy of

the armed forces persisted Jii the pattern of World War I and earlier, a

I satisfied and complacent army failed to wrench Itself loose from early

twentieth-cent~ury operational and tactical modes Into those of mechanized

war. The consequence was a thiashIng of the politically autonomous

Japanese Army by a p9litically weak but operationally and tactically

I effective Red Army In the clashes along the .Bongollan border on the eve

of World War 11.

In the two natlons whose armies most glaringly failed to maintain

I operational and tactical eftectIveness during the Interwar years, Italy

and France, It was neither effectiveness In Influencing state policy nor

i the lack of It that determined the deficiencies. In Italy, the more

ivgorous civilian control of military policy exercised by Xussolini as

compared with the earlier regime was able to correct some of the long-

standing operational and tactical shortcomings. Mussolini's encourage-
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I
antT of the air force permitted Italy for a time in the 1920s and early 3
2930s to achieve a stature In military aviation considerably exceeding

the country's resources. But In Italy. Insufficient resources for

genuine great-power status continued to Impose an Impenetrable barrier

against military effectivene.ts of great-power standards, notwithstanding I
the progress attained over the Italy described by John Gooch In his World

War I paper. The .nterwar Italian umili[tary weaknesses detailed by Brian

R. Sullivan were In tactical and operational doctrine those of forces 3
tied like Japan's army to world War I conceptions, most notably In

excessive reliance upon the Infantry. But In Italy those weaknesses were I
rooted ultimately in the inadequacy of the country's resources to equip

more modern mechanized forces on a great-power scale.

The accumulating tactical and operational deficiencies des'ribed by 3
Robert A. Doughty, In the French armed forces, which had performed

remarkably well In 1914-2918, were also fundamentally those of Inadequate 5
resources, but In a different sense than with Italy. In France the

absolute limitations imposed by the national economy were of course far

less severe than In Italy. France poss-s3ed enough Inherent strength to 3
rank properly as one of the great powers according to the standards of

the 1930s. Unfortunately for France, however, she was not permitted to

be merely one among the great powers. The peace settlement of World War

I required her to be the great power of continental Europe, the policing 1
power that was to enforce the military and other restrictions of

Versailles upon Germany, and the military ally to the reatively weak

eastern European states, where French support was to assure their 3
viability In spite of the overshadowing potential power of their German

and Russian neighbors. It was for this exceptional role as the military I
arbiter of Interwar Europe that the resources of France were much too 3
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limited to permit the French military to face their responsiblli ties with

confidence. The French Army of the Interwar years bore responsibilities

beyond any tactical, operational, or strategic effectivenss that It might

realistically hope to achieve. The sequel was that the confidence of the

French military Inevitably waned, and with the ianing of assurance that

It could accomplish its potential missions, the French military withdrew

into the siege mentality of defensive-mindedness that during the 1930s

eroded its ability even to capitalize on such resources as it possessed.

But the sources of France's crippling military predicaments did not lie

in reduced military effectivenss In Influencing civilian policy as

compared with 1914. They were inherent In the International

responsibilities of the Third Republic. Permeating Doughty's account of

the French Army is the debilitating effect of overlarge burdens upon a

force that began the Interwar years reasonably effective but gradually

crumpled under weights too heavy to bear.

The shift from autonomous military organizations highly effective

In securing acceptance of their policy and material desires from Lie rest

of the state -- or in Imposing their desires -- to armed forces decidedly

subordinate to the political leadership occurred belatedly but most

dramatically In Germany. Manfred Messerschmidt's and JOrgen F. F6rster's

essays on the German military between the world wars and during Iforld War

IZ, respectively, delineate the course of :he shift In power to Adolf

U Hitler as master of the Third Reich In almost every dimension. Including

the now chastened and subordinated armed forces. Tn Germany, . lecline

I in military autonomy was postponed until well after It occurred in the

other European powers, in spite of the external limitations on German

military effectiveness imposed by the Treaty of Versailles It was

I postponed In fact deep Into the inrerwar years. until 1933 and after.
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The delay occurred partly because of the deeply rooted German and 3
especially Prussian tradition of respect for the military, partly because

during the PFrst World War the German military had seized so complete a 3
grip upon the other Institutions of the state that the habit of deference

to the military became yet more firmly established than before, partly I
because the exposure of defeated Germany to the Communist threat In the 3
aftermath of 1918 placed the bourgeois Weimar Republic in uneasy

dependence upon the mi 1 itary. 5
Nevertheless, In Germany as In all other European great powers, the

military during World War X had failed to fulfill their Implied promise I
of victories on the 1866 and 1870-1871 models In return for their 5
privileged position withia the state. The post-1918 claim of the army

that It had not been defeated -- the stab-ln-the-back legend -- could not 3
altogether gloss over the reality that whether or not the German Army had

been truly beaten, It had certainly not won the war. The First World War U
left an Inheritance of dIsIll'sionment with military autonomy and

privilege even In Germany. The disillusionment laid the foundation for

HItler's humbling or the German armed forces. 3
If the humbling of the German military was the most dramatic

turnabout in the status of any of the major armed forces after World War 3
I, however, and the subordination of the Soviet armed forces to the

political apparatus of the dominant party In the state was the most

complete subjugation of the military to politics, these German and Soviet 3
Instances also underline the decided limitations displayed Oy the

reassertion of civilian control of the military after about the mid-point 5
of World War Z. Those limitations provide by no means the only

explanation why the loss of polItIca. .ffectiveness by armed forces In I
the Interwar years did not lead to commensurate losses In strategic, 5
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m operational, and tactical effectiveness, but they represent an important

factor In the equation. The limitations In question have to do with the

penetration of civilian control by militairized values and conceptions.

While Hitler and Stalin were not professional soldiers, civilian

control In their hands was controlled by civilians whose Judgments of the

world displayed a decidedly military cast. Hitler and Stalin alike

perceived the world as an arena of almost perpetual mili tary conflict

until the perhaps distant day of the triumph of whichever Ideology each

preferred. Until that day, the state must strain its resources to

prepare for war and must frequently engage In war. Hitler's perceptions

were so militarized that he gave the military a larger share of Germany's

resources than they desired, or at least he diverted resources to the

U Ktbrmcht more rapidly than the officers thought they could assimilate

them during the middle and late 1930s. Stalin's whole direction of the

I Soviet state, particularly the Pive-Year Plans, was similarly governed by

his unwavering focus on war as the destiny of the state.

Thus, civilian control as It displaced military autonomy from the

middle years of the First World War onward did not by eny means

necessarily Imply a loss In the ability of armed forces to secure

allocations of resources to military purposes. Xf anything, In Hitler's

Germany and Stalin's Russia, the lenses through which the leader of the

I mstate perceived their relations with the world at large were more

i militarized, more designed to emphasize military force as the necessary

arbiter of International conflict, than before. Alfred Vagts recognized

long ago the phenomenon of civilian militarism. In the sense that

civilian control of the military has come to mean control by civilians

U- whose world views are strongly conditioned by a belief in the

I inevitability of war, his discussion of civilian militarism has proven to
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be al together on target.

Of course, the principal democratic leaders of World War I1 I
regarded the world In less warlike terms than did Hitler and Stalin; but 3
with Prime Minister Winston S. Churchill and President Franklin D.

Roosevelt, the difference was In degree rather than in kind. Both of

th•se democratic statesmen came to envisage the world as shaped largely

by war, Churchill with relish for the echoes of drums and trumpets, I
Roosevelt more reluctantly. Both became as generous as most military 3
professionals could have hoped for In giving over national resources and

energies to military purposes. Rven in the Wiestern democracies, the

mlitarJzation of national policies begun by the statesmen of World War

ZZ has remained a continuing phenomenon. I
The World lars have accustomed political leaders to a resort to

arms as a habitual instrument of policy. The Invocation of military

force has tended to become a prompt, almost automatic response to 3
otherwise recalcitrant International problems. In the United States, the

departure from past national policies has been drastic. Civilian control I
oe the mili tazy was zealously reaffirmed by President Roosevelt during

World War X1 and remains remarkably secure, but national policy since

1945 has nevertheless been conspicuous for resorting to military means in I

dealing with International Irritations with a rapidity and willingness

that Americans of pre-1939 generations would have thought Inconceivable. 3
le live In an era of reinvigorated civilian control of the armed forces

In all of the major powers, but also in an era of militarized civilian

leadership. 3
As for the effectiveness of armed forces, the World War rI papers

In our collection demonstrate that while reinvigorated civilian control 3
did not In 1939-1945 do much Injury to the professional soldiers' desires
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regarding national policies or the allocation of national resources, the

reinvigorated civilian control did sometimes bring a reduction of the

effectiveness of armed forces in the realms of strategy, operations, and

tactics. The farther that reinvigorated civilian control reached into

the domains of professional expertise, the more It was likely to damage

the effectiveness of military organizations.

Once more, Stalin's Soviet Union and Hitler's Germany can be used

as the extreme Instances; but once nore 'hey are not altogether atypical,

because they represent only the extreme manifestations of tendencies that

were strong in all the great powers.

Professor Zlemke details how the paranoiac concern of Stalin for

the Stalinist purity and Comunmist party loyalty of the Red Army

Increasingly attenuated the Soviet military establishment's contacts with

and knowledge of foreign military developments. The study of war and of

military organization must be an International study; as instruments of

the International policies of the states they serve, armed forces must be

as closely aware as possible of developments In the foreign military

establishments with which they are always In implicit rivalry, lest they

lose ground In the rivalry without so much as the firing of a shot by

failing to keep step with technological and organizational progress.

While Stalin, as Professor Zlemke shows, avoided the worst excesses of

the notion that there can be a peculiarly Communist art of war freed from

the traditions of bourgeois warmaking, nevertheless his distrust of

foreign contacts on the part of the military allowed the Red Army to

cultivate misguided operational theories that were to Injure It badly in

the test of 1941. Preer access to foreign Information and a more

complete break from the delusion of ConmunIst military uniqueness might

have helped Russia escape defeat in 1941. A case In point was the belief
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that the Civil War of 1919-1920 demonstrated the efficacy of horse 3
cavalry for the Red Army, a folly that not only led to a misallocation of

resources but gave disproportionate representation to cavalrymen in the

Soviet high command. The consequent conservatism of Soviet military

leaders was among the reasons why the Red Army misread the lessons of the

Spanish Civil War of 1936-1939 In such a way that It disbanded Its

mechanized corps In 1939.

John R. Jessup's paper, like most studies of Stalin as a mi•Litary 3
commander, shows the Soviet generalissimo developing into a competent

military chieftain as he met the challenges of war in 1941-1945. I
Hitler's imposition of his own control over strategy, operations, and 3
tactics was thus considerably more damaging to the effectiveness of his

armed forces than Stalin's, as Professor P6rster's essay confirms -- all 3
the more because Hitler's control reached further down into the realms

where specialized professlondl expertise becomes Increasingly important, I
even into the tactical conduct of battle. In the phases of the Second 3
World War during which Germany fought on the offensive, Hitler's tactical

direction ran too much toward the belief that the 02itzkrieq tactics of 3
f breakthrough, deep motorized envelopment, and strong aerial

support represented all that needed to be )kown about the waging of war. I
On the defensive, Hitler's tactical direction resulted in a ruinously

inflexible insistence on yielding no ground whatever.

While Hitler's all-encompassing version of civil control of the

military ended by harming German military effectiveness much more than it

helped, It Is important nevertheless to underline several of Professor 3
Porster's comments on the acuity or lack of It among the German

professional soldiers of World War IX. They tended to share, he notes, I
Hitler's Infatuation with the Bike after the spring of 1940 as the
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sUe of the art of war. Hitler In fact seems to have become more

realistic at an earlier stage of the Russian campaign of 1941 than som

I of his generals about whether BlitzkrIeg tactics could be expected to

carry the Wehrmacht Into Moscow If only they persisted. And most

important, as Professor P6rster observes In his conclusion, while the

i German professional mIlitary leadership of World liar ZZ generally

maintained a high level of operational and tactical competence, its

I cstrategic competence had declined abysmally. (Or, as Professor Herwig's

paper suggests, the decline may already have been abysmal by World Mar

Z.) The strategic failures of Germany in World liar IX were shared not

I unequally by Hitler and the military professionals.

Nevertheless, a few additional words about operational and tactical

I effectiveness during World liar ZX are in order, not only concerning the

German armed forces but in a more general vein. Zn the reasonably large

i area where in spite of the growth of civilian control the operational and

tactical direction of World liar TX armed forces remained with the

military professionals -- and this area did remain reasonably large even

In Germany and the Soviet Union -- It follows from our observations about

the Interwar armed forces In regard to operational and tactical

I eftectivensa that the performance of most of the major military powers

proved on the whole to be Impressive.

The Gwrmw,, Russian, British, and American armed forces of World

I liaWr 1, all more narrowly curbed by civilian leadership than their World

liar X predecessors, 1l1 nevertheless performed with a professional

I efficiency in operations and tactics surpassing their World liWar

forebears. This advance was most decidedly marked among the Americans;

Allan A. Ifillett's paper suggests an American leap forward in operational

I and tactical effectiveness under the stimulus of leading the Allied
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coalition In global war that Is not entirely accounted for In the

background developed by Professors Nenninger' s and Spector' s papers.

Perhaps the American armed forces held latent srtrengths still concealed

to even the most astute observer before December 7, 1941. The gain in

operational and tactical effectiveness during the Second World War as

compared with the First was probably least marked among the British.

Williamson Murray's paper contains numerous reminders of the severity of

the strains imposed on Britain In 1939-1945 by her effort to grasp 3
approximate mnili tary parity with the emerging superpowers, and the

strains penetrated downward Into operations and tactics. Nevertheless,

though In varying degrees, the operational and tactical effectiveness of 3
the Germans, Russians, British, and Americans In World War XI appears

clearly to have exceeded that of the earlier war.

Advances in such effectiveness were assisted, of course, by

superior economic and logistical organization of the states that I
supported the armed forces, and especially by superior means of transport

Co assure the flow of logistical support to the fronts. They were

assisted also by the ways In which the application of the Internal

combustion engine to Improved tanks, gun carriages, and aircraft

partially broke the tactical deadlock Inherent In World War I

technology. But beyond such matters, the papers on the world mar II

armed forces of Germany and the three major Allied powers all portray a

clarity of operational and tactical doctrine, an efficiency In the 3
execution of doctrine, and an overall competence In professional

leadershlp on the operational and tactical levels excelling the standards 3
of world War I. All the papers at least partially Imply that this

performance derived In some measure from the very decline of the U
political autonomy of the military, which compelled armed forces to turn
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professionally Inward upon their officers, areas of truest expertise.

te appropriate verb to describe the relevant papers' accounts of these

phenomena is, however, *Imply.* The correlation between a narrower

pollitical effectiveness of armed forces and a larger operational and

tactical effectiveness Is more hinted at than developed. Military

historians should explore the Issues further.

In the powers not mentioned In the preceding paragraph, the Italian

and French armed forces were held back during World War IZ as In the

Interwar years from attaining the operational and tactical effectiveness

of their contemporaries by their countries' relative lack of the

resources nreded to meet the responsibilities they assumed, as well as by

the consequent psychological malaise. In Japan, It Is significant that

In World War IZ as In the interwar years, military autonomy within the

politics of the state, and the resulting ability of the military to

satisfy amply Its demands upon the resources of the state, failed to

produce a commensurate operational and tactical effectiveness. Instead,

It nourished among the Japanese mill tary a complacency ul timately

antithetical to effectiveness In war.

In the Western democracies, although both the American President

and the British Prime Minister exercised far more vigorous personal

direction of the armed forces in World War II than had their counterparts

In World War I, this civilian activism did not reach so deeply downward

from the strategic into the operational and tactical realms as in Germany

and the Soviet Union. Here there were differences at least of degree

between Roosevelt and Churchill, the latter tending to exceed the former

In emulating Hitler's penchant for having a finger In every military

pie. Especially during the North African campaigns, Churchill tended to

badger his commanders endlessly about Issues that were decidedly most
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appropriate for resolution by the professional military men on the scene,

such as whether to hold Tobruk if it were cut off from relief by land

during the Germans' 1942 offensive as It had been retained In 2941. It 3
cook military men of strong character to bear up under Churchill's

bullying on such matters. Nevertheless, Churchill's sporadic displays of 5
his urge to be a field commander notwithstanding, the overall picture In

I
the West was one of decidedly energetic civilian control, but of a

civilian control that mainly left to the professionals the properly 3
professional direction of operations and tactics. Civilian control In

the West meant primarily a strong civilian hand directing policy, 3
Including those policy matters that involved the military, along with a

large civilian share In the making of military strategy, the level of

military declsionmaking in which military and civilian concerns most

Inextricably Intertwine In any event.

Appraising the Impact of activist civilian control of strategy upon 3
military effectiveness In the Western democracies during World War I. has

to be a more subjective business than most of the appraisals with which

this symposium deals. After all, the United States and Great Britain

achieved military victory and did so at a price at least less

disproportionate to the rewards than that which Great Britain and Prance 3
had paid In World War I. Trying to judge whether the victory could have

been achieved In a yet more cost-effective manner places the analyst on I
the slippery slope of counterfactual history, weighing might-have-beens,

which Is usually a situation to be avoided. Nevertheless, a few

observations ought to be risked.

Among the most conspicuous aspects of Winston Churchill's direction

of British strategy was his hearty sponsorship of the Royal Air Porce's

campaign of "strategice bombing of Germany, Including the particular form 3
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taken by that campaign, the area bombing of German cities, leading to the

Indiscrizminate destruction of every kind of life and property withln

them. More particularly still, Churchill's sponsorship extended to the

series of fire-bombing raids from Hamburg on July 27-28, 1943 (In which

some 42.000 Germans are estimated to have died) to Dresden on February 13-

24, 1945 (killing at least 30,000).4 These Incendiary raids were

Intended to turn whole cities Into vast crematoria. After Dresden,

Churchill at length expressed misgivings, but only when this wholesale

slaughter threatened to raise a political furor at a time when the war

was already clearly won. There Is no doubt that If the Prime Minister

had felt qualms about the wisdom or morality of indiscriminate area

bombing earlier, the RAP bomber offensive need not have been so Important

an element In British strategy as It was.

It is understandable, though not necessarily justifiable either

strategically or morally, that Churchill should have encouraged the

bomber offensive during the months when it was the only means of striking

back against the Germans. But Churchill retained the bomber offensive as

a centerpiece of British strategy long after Britain In company with her

American ally could launch other kinds of offensives. The bomber

offensive may well have required the support of as much as one-third of

Britain's war effort. Some 55,573 aircrew were killed In conducting the
5

offensive, and another 9,784 were shot down and captured. These

casualties were almost entirely highly-trained commissioned officers and

noncomissioned officers. There Is scarcely any reason to believe that

the bomber offensive was strategically effective In the sense of

producing any payoff at all proportionate to the cost. The one

conspicuous success of Allied strategic bombing against Germany was In

practically destroying the German petroleum and chemical Industries late
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in the war, but to this success the RAP made a minimal contribution. it

was mainly the outcome of the United States Army Air Porces' daylight

effort to achieve precision bombing. Admitting how difficult it would

have been for Churchill to override the determination of RAP Bomber

Command to prove the efficacy of strategic bombing as the means for

independent air power to win wars, nevertheless Churchill's prolonged

support for the bomber offensive makes it fair to judge it a major

failure in the Prime Minister's strategic direction of the war.

Just as without Churchill's leadership there would have been no

British bomber offensive of the. magnitude that came to exist, so also

without Churchill's and Roosevelt's combined direction of Anglo-American

strategy there almost certainly would have been an earlier Anglo-American

invasion of France. The wisdom of trying to establish British and

American armies In northern France earlier than the spring of 1944 is a

question demanding even more subjective judgments than those occasioned

by strategic bombing. Nevertheless, a stong case can be made -- and was

made at the timv by American soldiers such as General George C. Marshall,

the Army Chief of Staff, and by American civilians such as Henry L.

Stimnon, the Secretary of War -- that a cross-Channel Invasion a year

earlier than the actual OVNRWRD invasion could have brought substantial

dividends both military and political. Fighting earlier in northwest

Nfurope rather than In the M~editerranean area would have permitted the

earlier deployment of American divisions already largely formed and 3
trained in 1942. It would have placed the Allies earlier In terrain

where, unlike mountainous Italy, they could invoke their strong suit of

superior mobility. Politically, an earlier second front could at one and

the same time both have diminished Soviet suspicions of the West and

placed the western powers in a stronger bargaining position vis-h-vis the
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Soviets In the postwar world.

The strategic decisions that delayed the second front until June 6,

1944, were primarily those of Churchill and Roosevel t, and Most

critically of Roosevelt. Churchill along with most leaders of the

British war effort, Including the military professionals of the Chiefs of

Staff Cowait tee, consistently preferred peripheral and especially

Nedlterzanean operations against the Germans, to precede a cross-Channel

assault that would occur only after the Nazi empire had already been

substmatially weakened. Against the preference of many American leaders

for an earlier cross-Channel Invasion, however, Churchill and the British

could not have prevailed without having Roosevelt for a long time on

their side. Particularly In the decision for TORCH, the Invasion of

French North Africa on November 6, 1942, a decision that virtually

assured the postponement of the cross-Channel Invasion until 2944, It was

Roosevelt's Inclination to agree with Churchill that cast the die. While

the President gave lip-service to a cross-Channel Invasion through much

of 1942, his leaning Coward North Africa Instead Is evident In a

re-reading of the whole record of his remarks on the 5ubject from the

first discussions of what became TORCH under a different codename,

GYMNAST, during the Anglo-American ARCADIA Conference of December 22,

1941 - January 24, 1942. If Roosevelt had not embraced It, there would

have been no North African invasion, with all its Implications for the

timing of the cross-Channel Invasion. Thus the controversial

Anglo-American strategy of the war against Germany was mainly a strategy

determined not by the armed forces but by civilian leaders.

When we survey the total shape of the war, however, the reassertion

of civilian leadership in World War II did not bring about a war much

different from World War X. In large part, this result occurred because
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the civilian leaders of World War ZI both In the Western democracies and

among the dictators had derived from the experiences of the First World

War and of the Interwar years with their frustrated hopes for enduring

peace a mlitarlzed perception of the world. The civilian leaders might

disagree with the military professionals about strategic, operational,

and tactical details. But on policy matters they were essentially as

one. In the West, Churchill consistently and Roosevelt by the end of

the 1930s believed as firmly as any military man In the centrality of

military strength If a nation were to survive In an Insecure world. I
Churchill and Roosevelt like the civilian leaders of all the major

powers In the Second World War were generous in their willingness to

allocate national resources to military policy. Both regarded military 3
force and war, for the time being at least, as the foundations of their

nations' roles In the world. I
more Importantly, the militarized perceptions held by civilian 3

leaders ensured the most fundamental similarity between the Second and

Pirst World Wars, that In the second like the first, all the major

belligerents would pursue military victories as complete and clear-cut as

could be Imagined, and that In consequence the belligerents would I
persevere In the struggle until one of the rival coalitions dropped out

from exhaustion. Th& much-debated unconditional surrender policy of the

anti-Axis United Nations coalition was not so different from the war alms 3
entertained by all the principal belligerents In both this and the

earlier world war, Including the members of the United Nations coalition I
even before President Roosevelt publicly announced the policy at the 3
Casablanca Conference on January 23. 1943. Particularly after the

accession of Winston Churchill as Prime Minister on May 10, 1940, the 3
British government had already transformed the war from one begun for the I
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defense of Poland into a struggle for the absolute extirpation of the

Nazi regime in Germany. In the Par £,lst, Japan in World War Ir had

largely dropped the restraints that distinguished its policy in World

War I. While the Japanese leaders recognized that they could not conquer

the United States and would eventually have to negotiate peace with the

Aericans, they sought a complete enough military victory that Washington

would have to abandon all pretensions toward exercising power in Asia and

the western Pacific. A military victory of such magnitude was almost

certainly beyond the capacity of Japan 'n the 1940s.

Thus, In the Second World War as In the First -- even more in the

second than in the first -- the war aims of all the major powers were so

ambitious that the reach of each threatened to exceed his grasp. Once

more, just as in World War I the British aim of humbling Germany locked

Great Britain into the Western Front strategy so that tihe operational and

tactical imperatives of the Western Front thereafter dominated strategy

and policy, so now again the powers had to tailor policy and strategy to

fit the cloth that could be cut by those operations and tactics for which

their Initial war aims offered no alternative. Instead of war's

remaining an instrument of policy, operational and tactical feasibility

henceforth dictated policy. Instead of war's remaining an extension of

policy, war developed Its own momentum to which policy had to be

subordinated.

Critics of American policy and strategy in the Second Worla War

have often alleged that the United States excessively subordinated

long-range national purposes to the short-run expediencies of military

strategy. In truth, however, the United States of all the major powers

least succumbed to this reversal of appropriate priorities, because the

United States was the only power possessing enough of military, economic,
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and financial strength that iCs objectives on the battlefronts were not

utterly disproportionate to Its means. Thus, for example. In the midst i

of war the United Ststes could afford to busy Itself with attempting

through economic and diplomatic pressures to ensure the kind of postwar

world economic order It desired -- as wide as possible an arena for free

trade and American investmerts, and secure American ac-ess to such

coveted raw materials as petroleum and uranium. In the midst of war the

United States could afford even to bully Its British ally, to create a

postwar economic order In which the dollar would displace the pound

sterling as the principal medium of International exchange, and in which

Imperial preference would no longer hamper American commerce. No other

power could afford to pay so much attention In wartime to posowar goals.

InsteAd, except for the United States, every other power includlng

the Soviet Union was until almost the end sn fearful of failing to attain I
Its Immediate military purposes that operational and tactical considera-

tions constricted strategy and overshadowed all policy objectives except

those Implied by the quest for absolute defeat of the enemy Into which

the Inord.nate ambitiousness of twentieth-century war had locked everyone.

Collectively, these papers portray the sacrifice of the major share I
of the tactical, operational, strategic, and policymaking effectiveness

of the armed forces of the twentieth-centu~ry great powers on the alter of

Inordinate ambition. Whenever any of the principal armed forces was able

for a time to establish effectiveness in the four realms of tactics,

operations, strategy, and policy simultaneously, it was because for the

moment at least that armed force was not required to seek the

unattainable. The key to making armed forces effective Is to tailor

their responsibilities and goals to the limits of tactical, operational,

strategic, and policymaking practicability.
____________________ ___________________________________
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